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Two years a^o it occurred to some of us tliat the long

services of Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviyaji to tlie country in

general, and to tlie Benares Hindu University in particular,

should be commemorated in some suitable memorial
;
and cast-

ing about for the form which this memorial slioukl take, we

asked ourselves : Should it be the Senate House? an ‘‘ Old Jioys’

Home"? a Vice-Chancellor’s Lodge" or a number of “Special

Professorships and Research Scholarships" for the different

branches of knowledge which are taught in the University ?

Konc of these is ruled out, and on? or more of them may \et

come before long ; but in the meantime his seventy-first anni-

versary (ifjurth was drawing nigh, and we thought that the occa-

iion cq^ld well be utilized for-paying our humble tribute of

reverence and gratitude to tiie great patriarch. Accordingly, we
Jeeided at a general meeting of the vStaflTheld on the TUtli of

;)ctobcr, 1^30, that a Commemoration Volume be ])repared and

^resented to the Kulapati on the happy occasion of his sefv

uagenary. An Editorial Board w is at once appointed to invite

Panditji’s friends, admirers and co-workers, both in and outside

.he University, -for his services are countrywide, to contri-

)ute articles to the Volume. This Board consisted of the follow-

ing gentlemen :

~

Principal A. B Dhruva [f 'huirmanX

Principal Mahaiiahopadhyaya Pramathanath Tarkabhusana.

Prof. Syam Sunder Das

Prof, riurunrukh N. Singh.

Prof. S. V Pnntaniliekar.

Prof M. B. Rane.

Prof. N. P. Gandhi.

Dr. A. S. Altekar and

Dr. S. K Moitra
Joint S§cr$tarUtL
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The Chairman on behalf of the Board issued a letter of

invitation to various scholars and friends to write for th^

Volume, in which he said :

The services of Pandit !\Iadan ^lohan Malaviya to the

cause of liducation, Nationalism and Reli.i^ion are well known.

Tile Hindu University, one of the ^jreatest achievements of

the 20th century, is a monument of his untiring energy and

devotion to the cause of Education. Twice President of the

Indian National Congress, lie has been associated, as is well

known, wiMi every phase of national life and activity in the

country. His services to the cause of Religion in general and

Hinduisin in its broadest .sense in particular, are eciually great.

He combines a progressive outlook with a dee]> rej^ard for the

culture and traditions of the past. It is, therefore, but in th<*

fitness oE things that his friends and admirers should ])resent

him witl] a Comniemoration \ olume on the ha])pv occasion of

liis conijdcting his 7()th year.”

ddic response was sjilendid, and to-da> it is n^'; •plea.saiiU

dinty to place before the public a haiid.soiiie \ohmie of more
than a thousand jiage.s, which, J trust, will be found wortliy of

the occasion.

The papers receive^], wliicli are in tliree Line napes, linpii.sli

liindi .111(1 Sanskrit, lia\e been (livided into tt\‘e sections,
.Section ] (leaKiiff witli Titemtiiie, Section i] with History,
i’olitics and Eccnoniics, Section HI with kelipion and Philoso-
)diy, Section IV with Science and Section V witli tireetinps,
Appreciations and Memoirs. A number of iiliotopraidis of
Paiiditji at clifierent stapes of life will be found in the volume,
as al.so of Hindu Uiiivci.sity site.s and buildinps.

The Editorial Board is sincerely prateM to all the writers
who hate contributed articles to the volume, in .spite of their
many enpagements, and also to tlie gentlemen who have given
monetary help for printing and publisliitig the work

; and last
Imt not the least, to the two energetic Secretaries who Jinve
toiled hard to carry' the toliitninous manuscripts through the
Press. It is fair to add that a few of those friends of Pandit
Malaviyaji’s, who ar# now too old or whose engagements due to
the Round Table Conference and other causes have been too
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heavy to enable them to take part in this work, have expressed

regret for their inability, and they join us in congratulating

Panditji on this happy occasion as heartily as any of us, who
have been paying this tribute.

In conclusion 1 should not omit to tender my sincere

a])ologies on behalf of the Board to tliose friends whom we have

failed to send the invitation through oversight or ignorance.

H' iiares Hindu Universiiy%
|

A. B. DHRUVA,
}Uh February, 193:^,

j
L'hairmair Editorictl Board.
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THE MODERN AGE

The creature which lives its life, screened and

sheltered in a dark cave, finds its safety in the very narrow-

ness of its environnfent
;
and the economical providence of

nature curtails and tones down its sensibilities to such

limited necessity. But if those cave-walls are removed by

some cataclysm, then either it must accept the doom of

extinction, or carry on satisfactory negotiations with its

•wider surroundings.

The human races will never again be able to go back

to their citadels of high-walled exclusiveness. They have

beeii e^go^^ to each other, physically and intellectually.

The shells,^hich have so long given them full security

within- their individual enclosures, have been broken, and

by no artificial process can they be mended again. So

we have to accept this fact, even though we have not yet

fully adapted our minds to this changed environment of

publicity, even though through it we may have to run

all the risks entailed by the wider expansion of life’s

freedom.

A large part of our tradition is our code of adjust-

ment which deals with the circumstances special to our-

selves. These traditions, no doubt, variegate the several

racial personalities with their distinctive colours,—colours

which have their poetry and also certain protective qualities

suitable to each diflFerent environment. We may come to

acquire a strong love for our own colourful race speciality,

but if that gives us fitness only for a very narrow world,

then, at the slightest variation in our cirtfumstances, we

may have to pay for this love with our life itself.

a
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In the animal world there are numerous instances of

complete race-suicide overtaking those who fondly clung

to some advantage which later on became a hindrance in

an altered dispensation. In fact the superiority of man is

proved by his adaptability to extreme surprises of chance,

—neither the torrid nor the frigid zone of his destiny

oflFering him insuperable obstacles.

There are some kinds of mental peculiarity which

tend to fall more under pathology than psychology, that

is to say, which have no universal significance. Such

peculiarities are inofiensive so long as they keep to their

own boundaries, but when carried outside, they either

hurt those who possess them, or the others who are con-e

fronted by them, or perhaps ultimately both. For directly

they come out of the environment of their origin they have

to be judged by some universal standard of behaviour,

by the moral standard which has the unive*?^ character

of truth.

A man, with an abnormal appetite for acquisition

may be appreciated by his wife and other dear ones; but

when this appetite of his is brought out in dealings with

his neighbours, then the standard of conduct which is ex-

clusively that of his own family circle will no longer serve.

The religion, which makes it obligatory for a thug to

strangle his fellow-creatures must, for its true judgment,

come under moral principles which do not peculiarly

belong to his own community.

What I want to make clear is the fact that when, as in

the present age, the human races have come out of their

traditional reservation-fence into mutual contact, the re-

liance on a universal ethical standard is the . only means

which can save humamty from disruption into barbarism

or death. ^

The late war which involved a vast number of peoples

in its carnage and whose economic and moral consequence
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is even now troubling the atmosphere of a great part of the

world, is merely an indication that in the hurry of the

scientific progress of the West, which has made the human

world physically almost one country, the cultivation of

ethical ideals needful for this condition has been over-

looked.

It has come as a great surprise on the races of man,

—

this sudden change from a life of comparative seclusion to

that of mutual proximity, and will test to the full their

moral adaptability. The peculiar qualities which gave

special advantage to some of them in former days may,

in order to savq^ those very people, have to give place to

^others of an opposite kind.

It is difficult for us to realise this, because the sun-set

clouds of the past, under their golden flourishes and

blood-red magnificence, conceal approaching doom, and

peopTe j^ill* talking in a language which hardly takes

count of the impending night.

When we in Asia talk about re-adjustment in response

to the world situation to-day, we forget that it should be

directed to a future of new ideals and not to the mere

shifting about of the methods of a past which is already

declared nearly bankrupt. Therefore our dreams still

bristle with the image of raised swords, darken with the

vision of poison gas, glisten with gold streaks that are but

the harbingers of death-dealing thunder clouds.

Of course I know, from the point of view of prudence

and pi'actical politics, that a sudden and a complete change

may not be possible, or may even be considered dangerous,

and so the weapons of the past have yet to be used till

they slip off our hands by the very absurdity of their

anachronism. And is not their weight already proving

too heavy, turning the living skin of man into an imper-

vious sheath, his whole constitution into an iron safe?

1$ it not for the people the rigor of death itself,—this
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iwogressive stiffening of their muscles and hardening of

their hearts ?

In man, whose existence is not merely biological, the

process of death first begins in his spiritual system and

then it creeps into the other departments of his life. This

has been the case with all the great civilisations that

flourished for a period, and died when their spirit decayed.

The continual dwindling in the proportion of food for

our moral and spiritual nature has not troubled the

political leaders of the present age, not even the scientific

philosophers who are busy analysing the component parts

of what is^ and think it old-fashioned to bpng into view a

synthetic vision of what should he. The vastness of the^

race problem with which we are faced to-day will either

compel us to train ourselves to moral fitness, in the place

of merely external efficiency, or the complications arising

out of it will fetter all our movements and dr3^ fl? to* our

death.

When our necessity becomes urgently insistent, when

the resources that have sustained us so long are exhausted,

then our spirit puts forth all its force to discover some

other source of sustenance, deeper and more permanent

This leads us from the exterior to the interior of our

storehouse. When muscle does not fully serve us, we
come to awaken intellect to ask for its help and are then

surprised to find that it is a greater source of strength for

us than our physical power. When, in their turn, our

intellectual gifts grow perverse, and only help to render our

suicide gorgeous and exhaustive, our soul must seek an

alliance with some power which is still deeper, yet further

removed from the rude stupidity of muscle.
,,

In the present ige the human races have come close

together. Tljeir differences in language, tradition and

d^pree of strength are so apparent, as to be a common-
place. Our first meeting has only recognised these
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differences, and in the place of geographical barriers it

has thereupon set us the barriers of mutual misunder-

standing.

Even the religious ministers, sent by the West to the

East, whose profession it is to preach brotherly love, have,

in their sectarian pride and prudence, emphasised and

exaggerated these differences more than any other body

of men. They have produced the psychology Vhich

makes it comfortably easy for the military and the mer-

cantile powers of their community to carry on their mission

of depredation in alien countries helplessly open to their

inroads. •

• This consciousness of difference has poisoned our

literature, our history and philosophy and the education

of our children,—-it has invaded the frontier line of science

-Avlj^rg^t touches sociolog}^ The cultivation of intense

race egjCsm is the one thing that has found its fullest

scope at this meeting of men. In no period of human

history has there been such an epidemic of moral perver

sity, such a universal churning up of jealousy, greed,

hatred, and mutual suspicion. Every people, weak or

strong, is constantly indulging in a violent dream of

renderihg itself thoroughly hurtful to others. In this

galloping competition of hurtfulness, on the slope of a

bottomless pit, no nation dares to stop or slow down. A
scarlet fever with a raging temperature has attacked the

entire body of mankind, and political passion has taken

the place of creative personality in all departments of

life.

It is well-known that when greed has^for its object

material gain then it can have no end. It is like the chas-

ing of the horizon by a lunatic. To go on in a competi-

tion of multiplying millions is a steeple qjiase of insensate

futility, that has obstacles, but no goal. It has for its parallel

.the fi^ht with material weapons, weapons which must
r. 9
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perpetually be multiplied, opening up new vistas of

destruction, and evolving new forms of insanity in the forg-

ing of frightfulness. Thus it seems to have commenced the

last fatal adventure of drunken passion riding on an

intellect of prodigious power.

When the condition of the world is so desperate, it

will not in the least help if we in the East also join in

this stampede towards a general annihilation. We must

discover our salvation in some other power that has its

basis upon sanity, and this power is moral. On its

positive side it will work in the direction of unity, cultivat-

ing the spirit of sympathy and co-operation. On its

negative side it will actively resist the aggression of evil

by the moral weapon of complete ostracism, just as we

exercise it in its physical form in the case of a fatal disease

which is contagious. It will translate fight from its present ^

depth of brutality to the moral altitude which ^^JJngs to

the human. Through this, society will get rid of ughting

as a definite profession.

The division between those who waste their life in

cultivating the art of killing and those who labour to

sustain them must be removed, and the full flow of

humanity through our social organism must not be

obstructed. That is to say, antagonism and reconciliation,

acceptance and rejection, which taken together are

the constant and natural features of life, must not be

separated into technical departments, but, through

moral tradition and training, be allowed to function

over the whole of society. The development of intellectual

and moral sympathy for one’s fellow-beings, the spirit of

service and sacrifice, and the dauntless attitude of refusal

towards evil of all kindS in the face of danger and death,

must everywhere form the principal part of education.

Material force has its power in the physical blows

it can inflict and therefore emulation goes on endlessly
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augmenting the means of dealing such blows. It can only

come to a natural stop when man asserts the dignity of his

spirit and says : “lam not afraid.’* In our weakness we

maintain a material power which dominates us
;
the power

which is spiritual dwells in our strength, in our fearless-

ness, fortitude and spirit of sacrifice.

To-day, more than ever before in our history, the aid

of this spiritual •power is needed and therefore I believe

its resources will surely be discovered in the hidden depth

of our being. Pioneers will come to take up this adven-

ture and suffer, and through suffering open out a path to

that higher ^elevation of life in which lies our safety.

• Ivct me, in reference to this, give an instance from the

history of Ancient India.

There was a noble period in the early days of India

when, to a band of dreamers, agriculture appeared as a

grearWe/and not merely a useful fact. The heroic per-

sonalitj^f Ramachandra, who espoused its cause, was sung

in popular ballads, which in a later age forgot their original

message and were crystallized into an epic merely extol-

ling some domestic p^’tues of its hero. However, it is

quite evident, from the legendary relics still embedded in

the story, that a new age ushered in by the spread of

agriculture came as a divine voice to those who could hear.

It lifted up the primeval screen of the wilderness, brought

the distant near, and broke down all barricades. Men,

who had formed separate and antagonistic groups in their

sheltered seclusions, were called upon to form a united

people.

In .the Vedic verses, we find constant mention of

conflicts between the original inhabitants of this land and

the colonists. There we find th^ expression of a spirit

that was of mutual distrust and a struggle in which was

sought either wholesale slavery or exterftiination for the

opponents, in the spirit of animals who live in the narrow
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^gregation imposed upon them by their limited imagina-

tion and imperfect sympathy. This spirit would have

continued in all its ferocious vigour of savagery had men

failed to find the opportunity for the discovery that man s

highest truth was in the union of co-operation and love.

The progress of agriculture was the first external step

which led to such a discovery. It not only made a settled

life possible for a large number of men living in close

proximity, but it claimed for its very purpose a life of

peaceful co-operation* The mere fact of such a sudden

change from a nomadic to an agricultural condition would

not have benefited man, if he had not develoijed therewith,

for the guidance of his conduct, some inner principle

of truth. We can realise, from our reading of the Rama-

yana, the birth of idealism among a section of the Indian

colonists of those days, before whose mind’s eye was

opened a vision of emancipation rich with the«re!tooif»ibfii-

ty of a higher life. The epic represents in \s ideal

the change of the people’s aspiration from the path of

conquest to that of reconciliation.

In the present time, as I have said, the human world

has been overtaken by another vast change similar to that

which had occurred in the epic age of India. So long,

men had been cultivating, almost with a religious fervour,

that mentality which is the product of racial isolation
;

poets sang, in a loud pitch of bragging, of the exploits of

their popular fighters; money-makers neither felt pity nor

shame in the unscrupulous dexterity of their pocket-pick-

ing
;
and diplomats scattered lies in order to reap conces-

sions from the devastated future of their victim^. Sud-
denly the walls that separated the different races are seen to

have given way, and we find ourselves standing face to

hce.

This is a gr8at fact of epic significance. Man, suckled

at the wolfs breast, sheltered in thebrute^s den, brought up in
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the prowling habit of depredation, suddenly discovers that

he is man, and that his true power lies in yielding up his

brute power for the freedom of spirit.

There are a few great countries,—China is among

them and also Japan,—that have found their civilisation

from the soil of nature, the mother who taught them the

lesson of life, the music of which, flowing in the blood of

their children, revealed itself in a vast symphony of

human relationship.

They have loved Mother Nature’s rivers and hills,

they have fed their eyes upon the blue of her sky and the

tender greeij of her corn shoots, the}^ have enjoyed the

d^fnce of the invisible rhythm in all the forms and colours

with which she surrounds them; they have known that the

subtle intricacies of human existence find their perfect

unity in the harmony of interdependence, never in the

vigbr8ti^)dsrcise of elbows in the midst of a mutually

pushiny multitude, clamouring for a solitary peak of self-

determination
;
they have never indulged in the arrogant

assertion of independence which only belongs to the

barren rocks and to the desert wastes grey with the pallor

of death.

This spirit of interdependence is the spirit of meek-

ness in life which gives it the unseen and inexhaustible

strength to inherit the earth that we find in the green

grass whose banners of conquest are humble and yet ever

victorious. Therefore I would bring to you the cry of

this New Age which is waiting to close the blood-stained

pages of its past and to hear the epic that will voice its

hope in a great song.

I am afraid; however, 3^ou will find it difficult to put

faith in a poet’s dream. I can guess how disappointed

you must feel at not hearing anything from me of a prac-

tical nature. There is a proverb in Sanskrit that you

must not expect fruits from a sugarcane. As a poet I can
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only have vision. It may not be as useful as, say, your

fishing rod, but it may produce the same effect as the

spring breeze. Very often it is of more importance merely

to attract your eyes towards the path rather than encumber

your back with a ladder. That ladder appears so sub-

stantially practical that, in the joy of its possession, one

often forgets to enquire if there is any height to be

scaled.

RABINDRANATH TAGORE



THE UNITY OF LIFE

The Hindu University will always be a monument

of the faith which inspired Pandit Madaii Mohan

Malaviya in his life-long work for founding the great

centre of learning at Benares for the advancement of

world^s knowledge. To be organic and vital, the Univer-

sity must stand primarily for self-expression andf for

winning for# India her true place in the Intellectual

• Federation of Nations.

INDIA’S GIFT

can be more vulgar or more untrue than the

ignoranjr assertion that the world owes its progress of

knowledge to any particular race. The whole world is

inter-dependent, and a constant stream of thought has,

throughout the ages, enriched the common heritage of

mankind. It is the realisation of this mutual dependence

that has kept the mighty human fabric bound together

and ensured the continuity and permanence of civilization.

Although science is neither of the East nor of the West,

but international in its universality, yet India, by her

habit of mind and inherited gifts handed down from gene-

ration to generation, is specially fitted to make great contri-

butions in furtherance of knowledge. The burning Indian

imagination, which can extort new order out of a mass of

apparently contradictory facts, can also be held in check
by the habit of concentration; it «is this restraint which
confers the power to hold the mind in pursuit of truth in

infinite patience. The true laboratory is the mind,
where, behind all illusions, we catch glimpses of truth. In
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Wet to discover the life mechanism in me interior of ti

tree, <mt has, for the time being, to become the tree an

feel the throbbings of its beating life. This inner visio

has, however, to be frequently tested by results of experi

mentation; for, otherwise it may lead to the wildest specu

\arion subversive of all intellectual sanity. It is only b]

the contact of the hand with real things that the brain

receives its stimulating message, and the answering impulse

then gives tlie hand its cunning.

For great inventions also, a clear inner vision is

essential. When microscopic vision fails, we have still to

follow the invisible; for the little that we can see is .as

nothing compared with the vastness we cannot. Thus

for exploring the realm of the invisible, the Magnetic

Crescograph had to be invented, producing the stupendous

magnification of a hundred million times.

Such supersensitive apparatus is, howevd!^ of no

avail unless one can make use of it after having gained

complete control of the adjusting hand. For any imper-

ceptible tremor of the finger becomes enormously mag-

nified by the highly sensitive apparatus. It is, however,

quite possible to obtain the necessary control over the

body by the concentrated power of the will.

The conditions for any great discovery are, then, a

great imaginative faculty and power of introspection, the

faculties of invention and of great experimental dex-

terity. It is now fully acknowledged that the Indian

worker has a unique advantage in his introspective

power acquired under special training; in experimental

dexterity also he is very efficient. The supersensitive

instruments he has b^n able to construct in ray Institute

testify to his power of construction and invention. It

is by personal training and through years of discioline

that these faell1^^^c
”
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THE UNITY OF LIFE

The excessive specialisation in the West has led to the

danger of our losing sight of the fundamental truth that

there are not sciences but a single science that includes

all. Perhaps through her habit of mind, India is better

fitted to realise a wider synthesis. An important contribu-

tion in the realm of science is the establishment of the

generalisation, not merely speculative but based on actual

demonstration, of an underl3dng unity amidst bewildering

diversity. Previous observers have been misled by the

apparent diflFgrences between the reactions of life of plants,

seemingly inert and passsive, and those of animals with

their reflex movements and pulsating organs. Two
streams of life have thus been imagined to flow side by

side with little in common between them. Researches in

m^^usti^te have, however, shown that the mechanism

of the of plant is essentially similar to that of the

animal. Prom this it would follow that the complex

mechanism of the animal machine, which has so long

baffled us, would naturally find its solution in the corres-

ponding problems of the simple vegetable life,

FORM AND FUNCTION

Investigators have been misled by concentrating their

attention on the form rather than on the function of the

organ. Nevertheless, on account of similarity of function,

plants have been acknowledged to have digestive organs

as in Drosera, Dionaea, and Nepenthes, though great

difierence exists in the from of these organs in plant and

animal The plant world affords a unique opportunity

for studying the changes by which a simple primitive

organ becomes gradually transformed ufto one d greater

complexity.

r.s
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ANIMAL AND PLANT MECHANISM

Investigations have shown that the most important

physiological mechanisms in the animal are also found in

the plant The common characteristics are (1 ) Contracti-

lity on account of which response by movement occurs

under external stimulation; (2) Conductivity or power of

transmitting excitation to a distance
;
and (3) Rhythmicity

or so called spontaneous movements. Finally it has been

found that drugs, generally speaking, affect the animal and

plant alike. A large number of Indian plants are being

discovered, whose medicinal properties have never been

suspected. Further progress is expected (l) Sy the survey

of Indian plants for discovery of their specific medicinal

properties
; (2) by the establishment of a physic garden

;

(3) by isolation of the active principles from plant ex-

tract
;
and (4) by careful and prolonged investigatiow^or

standardisation of the dose on human subjects.

PARABLE OF THE TREE

The tree is not a mere collection of unrelated parte

but is an organised unity. It persists because it is rooted

deeply in the soil, which is the place of its birth. Its own
soil provides it with proper nourishment, and endows it

with strength in struggling against the waves of change
and disaster that have passed over it. The shocks from
outside have never been able to overpower it, but have
served only to awaken its nascent powers. The decaying
and the effete have been cast off as worn leaves, and
changing times have called forth its power of readjustment

Whence did the tree derive its strength by which it

emerges victorious fromtall peril ? It is from the strength
derived from the place of its birth, from its perception and
quick adjnstmenf to change and from its inherited me*
moiy of the past The efflorescence of life is the supietof

’
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gift of the place and its associations, and patriotism is the

response to the call of the country. Who could be so

base as to be deaf to that supreme call?

Is there any strength for the constant renewal of our

national life? Is the tradition of the past dead and forgotten,

or is there a latent power of national memory which is to

be awakened once more in a new and vivified impulse?

The high character and achievements of our people will

to-day prove to be the greatest constructive force. It will

not be through transient emotion, but through persistent

efforts, that they will succeed in building the Greater

India yet t6 be. They will realise that for national

advance it is ignorance that divides, and knowledge that

unites the multiple forces contributed by the different

peoples who have made India their home and their

m^erla^d.

It k not by passivity but by active struggle that the

world ran be served in nobler ways. The weakling who

refused the conflict, having acquired nothing, has nothing

to give or renounce. He alone who has striven and won

ran enrich the world by giving away the fruits of his

victorious experience. It was action and not passivity,

that was glorified in the heroic India of the past. There

can be no happiness for any of us, unless it has been won

for all. When a great call is echoing through the land,

who can lead a life of ignoble ease?

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

Let us not talk of the glories of the past until we
have secured for India her true place. What is it that

stands in her way ? Are we afraid that the march of

knowledge is a danger to true 4aith? Not so; for to us

knowledge and religion are one. Do we now lack devo*

tiontoalife consecrated to knowledge?* Not so; for we
have still the sannjfasin spirit which utterly controls the
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body and can meditate or inquire endlessly while life

remains, never for a moment losing sight of the object,

never for a moment let it be obscured by any terrestrial

temptation.

These are the hopes that animate us. For there is

something in the Indian culture which is possessed of

extraordinary latent strength, by which it has resisted the

ravages of time and the destructive changes which have

swept over the earth. And indeed a capacity to endure

through infinite transformations must be innate in that

mighty civilisation which has seen the intellectual culture

of the Nile Valley, of Assyria, and of Babylon, wax

and wane and disappear, and which to-day gazes on the

future with the same invincible faith with which it met

the past.

J. C.^ BOSE.



THE ANGLO-SAXON SETTLEMENT IN
BRITAIN

The story of the Germanic invasion of Britain in the

5th century A.D. has been told by many authors and the

earliest sources for our knowledge of the settlement of the

Teutonic invaders in Britain are: (l) The Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle which survives in six MSS. containing collec-

tions of Annals which are partly identical and partly

distinct
; (2) Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English

Pepple writtefl about 7 30 ; (3) the Historia Britonum, a

work of probably the first part of the 9th century and

ascribed among others to Nennius and Marcus the Ancho-

rite; and (4) the book supposed to have been written by

Gildfts first half of the 6th century. The best known
of these^ccounts is Bede’s who describes the arrival of

the invaders in Britain at the invitation of King Vorti-

gem sorely beset by his northern enemies, the Irish and

the Piets :
“ The nation of the Angles or Saxons arrived in

Britain in three long ships and had a place assigned to

them in the eastern part of the island.” Soon after a

bigger fleet came over with more men from “the three

most powerful nations of Germany—Saxons, Angles and

Jutes. From the Jutes are descended the people of Kent
and of the Isle of Wight, and those also in the province

of the West-Saxons who are to this day called Jutes seated

opposite to the Isle of Wight. From the country which

is now called Saxony came the East-Saxons, the South-

Saxons and the West-Saxons. From the Angles are

descended the East-Angles, the Midland Angles, Mercians,

all the race of the Northumbrians and the other nations

of the English." The two first commandos were Hengist

and Horsa, the sons of Victgilsus, whose father was Vecta,
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son of Woden. Within a short time they entered into a

league with the Piets whom they had already quelled by

force of arms and turned their weapons against the Bri-

tons. In a later chapter Bede adds that Martianus obtain-

ed the throne in 449 with Valentinianus and held it

for seven years and it was in their time that the Angli

summoned by the Britons came to Britain. Bede also

mentions in his Chronica Maiora that when Aetius did

not respond to the appeals of Britons in 446 A.D. they

called in the Angli to help them against the Piets and

Scots. This second passage of Bede is derived from the

work of Gildas, the British historian who was probably

bom in 517 A.D.* Gildas however speaks of the invaders t

as Saxones, not Angli.

The account of the invasion of Kent in the Anglo-

Saxon chronicle follows substantially the same lines but

supplies a few additional details. In 449 flen^st and

Horsa, invited by Wyrtgeorn, king of the Britom;, came

to Britain at a place called Ypwinesfleot. They fought

against Wyrtgeorn in 455 at Agaelesthrep and Horsa

was slain; and after that Hengist obtained the throne

with Aesc, his son. Hengist and Aesc fought against

the Britons in 457 at Creeganford and slew 4000 men;

and the Britons forsook the land of Kent and in great

consternation fled to London. In 465 Hengist and Aesc

fought with the Welsh near Wippedsfleot and slew

twelve Welsh leaders, while they lost one knight whose

name was Wipped. In 493 they again defeated the

Welsh and captured immense booty, while in 488 Aesc

succeeded to the kingdom and ruled for twenty-four years«

A fuller account of the invasion is given in the His-

toria Britonum, an accoifht, this, which differs from the

preceding ones in more than one important detail :
“ When

• He mentions he was bora in the year of the siege of Mons
Badonicus which is entered in the Annales Cambriae under
LXXII,i.e., probably 519 A.D.
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the dominion of the Romans in Britain was ended, the

Britons were in fear for forty years. Guorthigirnus reign-

ed in Britain, and while he reigned he was oppressed by

fear of the Piets and Scots, by Roman attack and by

dread of Ambrosias. Meanwhile there came three ships

driven away from Germany in exile. In j;hem were Hors

and Hengist who were brothers, son of Guictgils, son of

Guitta, son of Guectha, son of Vuoden, son of Frealaf, son

of Fredulf, son of Finn, son of Folcwald, son of Geta who

was, as they say, son of God Guorthigirnus received

them kindly and gave them an island which in their tongue

is called Tane^ but, in the British language, Ruoihin.”* The

kiflg promised them food and clothing and they,

in return, promised to fight against his enemies. When
however their numbers increased, the Britons wanted them

to go away. This they did not naturally want to do and

hosuIitiCS^di-e about to begin. Here there seems to be

a gap ii the story, for the next section tells us that Hen-

gist on “ perceiving the helplessness of the Britons per-

suaded their king to allow him to send for reinforcements,”

This contingent arrived with Hengist^s daughter whom
the British king desired to many, consenting to give

Kent to Hengist Further reinforcements come, the Ork-

neys are devastated and then Hengist fights against

Guorthemir, the king’s son. Four battles take place, one

near Thanet, the second at Derguentid, the third at Epis-

ford (the British name being Rit hergabail) where Hors
and Categim arc killed, and the fourth nearthe LapisTituli

where the invaders are signally defeated. But Guor*
themir dies shortly afterwards, the invaders return and
have a conference with the British, where they treacher*

ously slay the British nobles, allowing the king to ran-

som himself by granting Essex and Sussex to them.

on, when Hengist dies, his son, Octha, goes to Kent.

Oiadwick’s tranilatiotj.
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These accounts of the triumph of Hengist have to b(

supplemented by the story of the West-Saxon invasioi

as told in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. In 495 Cerdi(

and his son, Cynric, came with five ships to a place called

Cerdicesora and fought with the Welsh the same day. Ir

501 Port and his, two sons, Bieda and Maegla came with

two ships to a place called Portesmutha and slew a young

Briton of very high rank (swithe aethelne monnan). In

508 Cerdic and C3mric slew a British king called Natan-

leod and the district was called Natanleag as far as Cer-

dicesford. The West-Saxons, Stuf and Wihtgar, arrived

in 514 at Cerdicesora and put the Britons to ^flight. Cerdic

and Cynric began to reign in 519 when they fought with

the Britons at Cerdicesford. In 527 Cerdic and Cynric

fought against the Britons at Cerdicesleag and in 530

occupied the Isle of Wight, slaying a few men at Wiht-

garaesburg. Cerdic died in 534 and his sonT rcl^neT for

26 years, the Isle of Wight being given to their Nephews

(nefan)y Stuf and Wihtgar. In 544 Wihtgar died and was

buried at Wihtgaraburg, but Cynric continued fighting

against the Britons till 560 when Ceawlin succeeded

him.

The Chronicle is practically the only authority for

this invasion and Prof. Chadwick points out that the credi-

bility of the account is open to various objections
; (1) Most

of the place-names, e.g., Cerdicesora, Cerdicesford, Natan-

leag, Portesmutha, etc., etc., contain the names of the chief

fighters. Of course the places may have been named after

these warriors, but when the correspondence is uniform, one

has a suspicion that the characters were perhaps made
up on the basis of the place-names. (2) The chronology

seems to be artificially built up, but that by itself is no
serious objection against the credibility of the events which
may have taken ^lace though the dates given are wrong
ones. (3) That the dates are wrong is further evident
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from contradictions in the Chronicle itself, for the Preface

to the Parker text makes Cerdic reign from 500 (not 519)

and die in 516 (not in 534). Ceawlin again is said to

reign for 17 years according to the Preface while the

Annals give him more than thirty years. A more serious

discrepancy is evident on an examination of the genealogy

of Aethelwiilf in the Preface, where Cynric is made the

grandson of Cerdic and not his son, as the Annals would

have it. (4) Cerdic again is a Welsh and not an English

name* and it is curious that the leader of the invaders

should be so named. (5) The chronicle account is com-

pletely at vawance with Gildas’ statement that there was

no fighting “between the Britons and the Saxons for forty-

four years after the siege of Mons Badonicus,” i.e., from

perhaps 517 to 501. (0) The Isle of Wight is said to be

con^iered by Cerdic and given to Stuf and Wihtgar, who

are definitely West-Saxons. This statement is contradict-

ed by Ifede who describes the island as colonised by Jutes.

Individual!}^ each one of these objections may not

have sufficient strength but their cumulative eflPect is

certainly strong. Moreover when we turn to the accounts

of the conquest of Kent we find some difficulties in the

way, but these arc nothing so serious. Artificial chrono-

logy is apparent and there is a curious resemblance

between the stories of the two invasions. Similarly corres-

pondence between the name of a warrior and a place is here

confined to one instance,—Wippedsfleot,—but the story of

the Historia Britonum does not agree with the Bede and

Chronicle account in several details, e.g., in the motives

ascribed for the coming of the Saxons or in the dates

assigned to the invasion. Hengest and Horsa are not

familiar Teutonic names, but ifengest is known in the

Finn-story and Horsa may be a shortenec^ form of a name
It is most probably derived from the old IhritisiTname

CoroHcus and shows the Welsh change from t to d. dating
perhaps from the early 7th century.

F, 4
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with Hross,—a compound like Hrossbjorn as we find in

Norse. The discrepancy of motive too is explainable, for

it is possible that Hengest arrived as an exile, was then

invited to help the British against the Piets, sent for

reinforcements and finally turned against the British. The

difficulty about dates is not serious at all, for though there

may be mistakes in chronology the events described need

not be imaginary.

The accurate date is naturally' very difficult to fix,

and is not important for our purposes. The three alter-

native dates are: (1) 375 as suggested in one section o:

the Historla Britonum and a genealogy. *This date^ is

easily rejected as for a good many years after 375 Bri-

tain was ruled by the Romans. (2) 428 as stated at

various places in the Historia and (3) 450 or thereabouts

as mentioned by Bede and the Chronicle. A h^rth ^ter-

native is suggested by a Gaulish Chronicle which places

the invasion in 441-2, while Gildas implies thSt it was

after 446. The balance of probability seems to favour

the last date as at least fairlj' approximate.

Having examined the story of the conquest of Britain

we next take up the more important point as to whether

the invaders belonged to three different nations; the

Saxons, Angles and Jutes. There is Bede’s explicit state-

ment about this but it is not supported by any contem-

porary writer and the only other statement on the matter by

a contemporaiy^ or predecessor of Bede is that of Procopius

in his Gothic War, IV. 20, a work mucli older than Bede’s:

The island of Brittia contains three very populous
nations, each of which has a king over it. The names
borne by these nations are Angiloi and Phrissones and
Brittones, the last having the same name as the island.”*

It will be notied that Procopius docs not mention the

* Chadwick’s translation.
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vSaxons or Jutes but includes the Frisians among the

inhabitants of Britain. As a matter of fact, except in

passages directly based on Bede’s account, the people of

Kent are never described as Jutes. They are usually

called Cantware^ sometimes Saxones or Angli The Hist.

Brit, generally calls them Saxonsy as Bede himself

does in Hist. Ec. L 14, while A. S. Chron. Ann. 473,

calls them Englan, In Bede, I. 32, Pope Gregory

addresses Aetlielberht, King of Kent, as king of the

Angles, while in III. 8, the same appellation is given to

Erconberht, King of Kent.

There is» a similar confusion as regards the so-called

Angles: Thus the Hist. Brit, refers to the Northumbrians

as Saxons and the Annales Cambriae describes Oswio

of Northumbria as king of the Saxons. In Bede III. 29,

Pope Vitalianus addresses the same King as king of the

Saxons, "IvTiire in the Annals of Tighernac Edwin of

Northuiiibria is described as ruler of the Saxons. The

use of Angle for Saxon is as frequent, if not more so. In

A. S. Chron. Ann. 897 some English men are said to be

slain where obviously people of Wessex or Sussex are refer-

red to Similarly King Alfred in his famous introduction

to the Cura Pastoralis deplores the loss of learning in An-

gelcynn, meaning particularly Wessex. In Chron. Ann. 836

Ecgberht, King of Wessex, is said to have been expelled

from Angelcynnes land before his accession. Numerous

such examples may be cited as also the continual use of

the phrase “Angle and Saxon” not for contrasting the

two, but for referring to the people of Wessex or Essex.

Again, when Bede enumerates the languages spoken in

his land he says: “This island at present contains five

nations, the English, Britons, Scots* Piets and Latins, each

in its own peculiar dialect cultivating the sublime study

of Divine truth;” though later he refers to the Saxon
language as spoken in Wessex and Essex. In the face
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of this confusion it would be difficult to justify Bede’s

strict classification and if we examine the archaeological

and sociological evidence we find it equally difficult

to distinguish bet\veen the Angles, Saxons and Jutes.

The ai'chaeological evidence is nothing like conclu-

sive. It has been sometimes maintained that before

the introduction of Cliristianity the method of disposal of

the dead with the Saxons was by inhumation and with

the Angles by cremation. The Teutonic nations on the

Continent practised both, though cremation was gradually

passing out of use. Tlie practice of the Angles was

certainly not consistent and in England at least they

practised inhumation as well as cremation. Whether

the Saxons practised cremation is more doubtful. There

are instances of cremation from Kent and the Isle of

Wight, but these may be ascribed to the J ute, while

the cremation-cemeteries of Croydon and Beddington

are too near the Kentish border. There are, however,

examples from districts further west, e.g., from Walton-on-

Thames and Shepperton, and these must be regarded as

Saxon. Cremation-cemeteries most probably dating from

Saxon times have also been found in Sussex and in the

upper part of the Thames valley. The method of dis-

posal of the dead does not tlierefore prove anything.

The only fact that comes out seems to be that cremation

was more common in the north and inhumation in the

south, and the difference may have been due to Conti-

nental practice the influence of which was felt more ill the

south than in the north.

Another archaeological evidence on which some
reliance has been placed is of brooches found in cemeteries,

it being held that the*saucer-shaped Ijrooch was peculiar

to the Saxons and the cruciform one to the Angles. It is

true that the latter has been found mostly in northern

cemeteries, but quite a number have been discovered in
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Sussex as well. The saucer-shaped brooch again has

not been discovered except in Buckingham, Oxfordshire

and Gloucestershire. A few have been discovered in

Berkshire and Sussex as also in Bedford, Northampton and

Cambridge but practically none in Wiltshire or Hamp-

shire or Essex. So the argument about its being distinc-

tively Saxon falls to the ground.

When we come to examine the political systems we

do not find any difference between the so-called Angle,

Saxon and Jute districts. The institution of monarchy

seems to liavc prevailed universal iy and the king’s powers

appear tohav« been very much the same everywhere. When,

i ho*wever, we start investigating the social structure we come

across one real difference between Wessex and Kent.

There were three hereditary classes in Wessex, the

twelpiynJ^ the si.chifnde and (wihyudc, so named from

their respeclive wchrgelds, 1200, 600 and 200 shillings

respectWely. The two first-named comprised the gesitheund

or nobility and the twihgnde were avrls* These three

classes made up the “Saxon” population and in addition

there were the Welsh freemen whose wehrgeld ranged be-

tween 6)0 and 1 20 shillings, though royal service or posses-

sion of land increased the amount of wfdirgf’UL In Kent too

we find three classes, the nobleman called eoricund many

the freeman or veorl and the laety who were most probably

freed men, the litl of the Continent A difference between

this organisation and the Wessex one is evident in this that

in the latter there arc two classes of noblemen, whereas in

Kent there was only one. Moreover in Kent there was a class

below the freeman, while in Wessex the only class below

the veorl was of the Welsh people. But the difference in the

matter of wehrgelds is more noteworthy, those of the three

classes in Kent being 300 shillings for the nobleman, 100

for the ceorl and 40 to 80 shillings for tfie tael The shil-

ling was, however, not the same in Kent and in Wessex and
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to get the proper wehrgeld for each we have to consider it

in terms of oxen. In the seventh century, the value of an

ox was six shillings in Wessex, each shilling containing

four pence. The wehrgeld of the three Wessex classes

would therefore be TOO, 100 and 33 oxen respectively.

The Kentish shilling contained 20 sceatias which were not

probably different from the Wessex pence. Thus the

wehrgeld of the nobleman would amount to 6000 pence

or in terms of live-stock to 250 oxen; that of the ceorl to

2000 pence or 83 oxen and of the freed man to about 50 oxen.

From a comparison of these figures a remarkable difference

is noticeable in the status of the aorl The Ignded noble-

man* in Wessex has practically the same wehrgeld as in

Kent, but the wehrgeld of the freeman in Wessex is less

than half of that in Kent.

This difference is not confined only to wehrgelds. We
may take the “honour-prices,” the sums paid a^ eSftpensa-

tion for insult to members of the different classes. In ^Vessex

this amounted to 36, 1 8 and 6 shillings respectively for the

three classes or in terms of live-stock again to 6, 3 and 1

ox respectively. In Kent the payments for the nobleman

and ceorl were 12 and 6 oxen, the latter being six times the

corresponding payment in Wessex. If we examine other

compensations we find a similar difference all through.

Next we may turn to the social systems of Mercia and

Northumbria but here the evidence at our disposal is con-

fused and fragmentary. In Mercia the wehrgelds of the

nobleman (who was here also called Ucelfhynde) and the

freemen were in the seventh century the same as in

Wessex, while the slight indications we have about com-

pensations seem to point to the same conclusion. In

Northumbria a different monetary system was in use; but on

equating the wehrgelds with live-stock we find that for the

ceorl to be exactly^the same here as in Mercia and Wessex.

The sixhynde did not possess any land.
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It seems then that for some reason or other the status

of the Kentish freeman was much higher than that of the

freeman in Northumbria, Mercia or Wessex
;
and if we

examine the social s3^stems of the Teutonic tribes of the

continent, the Franks, Alamanni, Bavarians and Frisians,

we find tliat the\^ approximated to the Kentish standard

rather than to the Wessex-Mercian one, not only in the

status of the freeman but also in having a class of freed

men lower than tlie freeman. What is important for our

purpose is however this, tliat here seems to be some con-

firmation for Bede’s statement about the Kentish people

being “of a different nationality from those of the surround-

ing kingdoms,” but we cannot discover ain' such difference

between the people of Wessex and vSussex on the one hand

and of Mercia and Northumbria on the other.*

The^'idence of the traditional genealogies may also

be mentioned here. Such “ genealogies have been pre-

served »f the royal families of Kent, Wessex, Essex, East

Anglia, Mercia, Deira and Bernicia.” The Essex and

Wessex ones being genealogies of Saxon d\masties should

supply us with some evidence about a different origin from

the Anglian dynasties of Mercia etc. The Essex genealogy

is indeed different from the others in this, that it traces its

dynasty back to a person named Seaxneat, while the others

all go back to the God Woden In one or two late versions

Seaxneat is made a son of Woden but in the earliest lists

his is the first name and he is evidently the same as

Saxnot, “ one of the three gods mentioned in a short con-

tinental document generally known as the ‘ Renunciation

Formula ’ and probably of old Saxon origin.” This is

important as it would seem to supply a connection between

* A possible explanation is that in the so-called Saxon and

Angle territories the Welsh people had mixeditiiore freely with

the freemen and inter-marriages, etc., had led to a lowering

of the status of the freeman,
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the Saxons of the Continent and of Britain. If, however,

this point was to be of material help to us in settling a

distinction between the Saxon and Anglian lines we should

have expected the Wessex list also to go back to SeaxneaL

But thislattei traces its royal family from Woden, as all the

other dynasties (except the East-Saxon one) do and not only

to Woden but to the same son of Woden, Baeldaeg, as the

Bernician genealogy does. East Anglia and Mercia,

though apparently with Anglian dynasties as the Bernician

one, trace their royal families not to Baeldaeg but to a

diflferent son of Woden. The third name too in the

genealogies of Wessex and Bernicia are common, at least

in some versions which have the following order: Woden,

Baeldaeg, Brand. So one cannot resist the conclusion that

the two families claimed to be of the same stock and the

evidence of the Essex genealogy which ^injght jiave

suggested a different origin from the Anglian d3masties

is to a great extent counteracted. •

We have then examined early historical documents

and traditional genealogies, archaeological materials and

social conditions to find out if Bede’s distinction between

Angles, Saxons and Jutes may be justified. All this

evidence we have found to be inconclusive and so far the

only real distinction we have discovered is between the

“ Jutes ” of Kent on the one hand and the Angle-Saxon

tribes on the other,—a vital difference in social structure

which may lead us to suppose the Kentish tribe to be

essentially distinct. We may now turn to the linguistic

evidence and see how far that would help us to distinguish

between Angles, Saxons and Jules. When trying to in-

vestigate these dialectical differences,—or rather to discover

if there are any such differences, we are at the beginning

faced with the
^
critical difficulty of an extreme paucity of

materials on which to work. Our investigations to be

worth anything must be based on sixth and seventh century
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materials, for diflferences perceivable in later literature may

be due to causes other than a difference of origin. But the

difficulty is that comparatively little has survived from this

early period. From Wessex, for example, we have plenty

of literary materials in the ninth and succeeding centuries,

but here practically nothing except one charter. From Kent

we have a few Latin charters which contain English words

and names,—charters dating back to the seventh century

and as such, of some value for linguistic examination.

From Mercia we have the Epinal and Corpus Glossaries*

and a few Latin charters of the eighth century with English

proper namest The Northumbrian Fragments included in

Sweet’s Oldest English Texts do not date from earlier than

the ninth century, but we know a number of earlier proper

names from the genealogies and the Moore MSS. of Bede’s

Hist Ec,,^ which are “ sufficiently numerous to enable us

to form an idea of the characteristics of the dialect during

the eighth century.”

In all philological text-books there is usually a tabular

classification of the distinctive characteristics of the three

chief dialects of Old English, West Saxon, Kentish and

Northumbrian f :

WEST SAXON

1 .
‘‘ a is diphthongised before I followed by a con-

sonant,” (though this is not universal) : e.g., eald which is

aid in Northumbrian.

2. “ Vowels are diphthongised after palatal conso-

nants,” e.g., ceaster from Latin castra.

3. “The diphthongs ea {oea) and ea (Sea) when palata-

lised have become i, S ” (earlier ie, ie), e.g., miht which is

maeht in Northumbrian. •

* The tables are Prof. Chadwick’s.

t The evidence of the Glossaries is not to be relied on very
much, for there is no decisive ^temal evidence in regard either
to the period or locality in which they were written.

F.
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4. “ The diphthongs iu^ lu^ exceptbefore «,havebecome

i, 1 ” (earlier le)] e.g., nlwe (=new) which is Northum"

bian nidwe.

5. “ The diphthongs lu (before u) and eo, io are

confused”; e.g., seolfor and siolfor^ fioh and feoh are

found.

6. “ The palatalised labial vowels oSyOe^ y^y (from o,

u, u) have been delabialised ”
(^, i, i), e.g., cw^n

( = queen) which is cwden in Northumbrian.

7. “The diphthongs
,
ro (i?<) are reduced to

monophthongs (e^i) before {ea also before and after c^g)

e.g., cuiht (
= boy) is found side by side with fneoht.

KENTISH

1 .
“ a is diphthongised before I followed by a conso-

nant.” [But the evidence on this point is not very ptis-

factory. It does not occur in charters 4—

7

'in the oldest

English Texts and is rare in 33-37, the Kentish origin of

which is practically certain. In the charters 38 — 40
,
43, 44,

the -ea greatly outnumbers the -a. The Kentish Texts of

the Middle English period agree with the later charters

and show that “ the breaking 'or at least palatalisation) of

a before / + consonant took place before the palatalisation

of initial gutturals” and consequently that a Kentish form

ceald of the ninth century cannot be a direct development

of a Kentish form cald of the eighth centur}^]

2. “ oe, de^ whatever their origin have become e, e”:

forms with e are frequent in the earliest charters, though

forms with ac are also found. Thus charter 4 has - redi

(thrice) to - maeri (once), charter 5 has four examples of

e, but none of ae. In the later charters too ae is very rare,

though 41 has got a feW* examples.

3. “ The diphthongs ra, ea when palatalised become

(earlier ae, de)\ e.g., erfe (
= inheritance), W. Sax.

irfe. [In the later charters, 33—40, 43, 44, there are about
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20 examples of diphthongs, but in the earlier ones practi-

cally none.]

4, The diphthongs eOj eo and iw, in are confused

and subsequently delabialised ”
: e.g. beorhty hiorht^ biarht

[This evidence is not present in the early charters, but we

find numerous instances in the later ones. Thus we have

biorn in 36 and beorn in 33, 34, 35, 37 and 40; ciol occurs

in 36, 41, 44 and ceol in 33, 34, 35, 38, 40, 42, 43
;

siolf in

41, 42 and seolja in 43.

J

5. “ The palatalised labial vowels y (from w, u)

have become e.g. eppan (
= disclose) from earlier

yppan.

• 6. Labial vowels in unaccented syllables are dela-

bialised’’ : e.g. broiiar from brddor-

NORTHUMBRIAN

1. ^ All diphthongs lose their second element before

guttural# and palatal consonants” (c, A), e.g., were for

W. Sax. weorc.

2. “ ae (from a) has become e; e.g. =red ( = counsel)

for W. Sax, riled.” [In the MSS. of Bede e is the normal

form of the i-umlaut of ae. But there are certain forms

with - ae ( - oe) before -i in the following syllable. The
confusion of aedil and edil in particular is very interesting

:

The Bede MSS. has 42 aedil- to 6 edil-, while Liber Vitae

has 4 aedil to 68 edil].

3. “The diphthong ea (aea when palatalised has

become e ” (earlier ae) e.g. Edwine beside Eadberht.

4. “ The diphthong ea wdien palatalised becomes ae
”

e.g. maeht (= power) ae for W. S. miht

5. “ The diphthongs ea, ea and eo, eo are at least in

some cases confused,” e.g., 'Bod and l^d. [There are

numerous examples of ea for eo in Bede hf. But very few

in Liber Vitae, e.g., there are 72 beorn against 1 beam]
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For Sussex the only early evidence we have is one

charter from which we may judge that the dialect occupied

a position between Kentish and West Saxon. For Mercia

too we have no very dependable early texts, for the Glos-

saries supply doubtful evidence.” There are a number of

early texts which do not exhibit the characteristics of any

of the dialects treated above and which are probably to

be ascribed to the Midlands. They differ very consider-

ably among themselves
;
but all seem to show forms of

language intermediate between Northumbrian and Kentish.

Indeed they exhibit practically no sound-changes which

do not occur in one or other of these dialects* The West-

Saxon and Kentish diphthongisation of a before I followed

by a consonant does not appear, nor do we find any trace

of the specifically West-Saxon changes 3, 4, 6, 7. The

Kentish changes 5 and 6 are also wanting, while the dela-

bialisation in 4 is generally ‘‘ confined to unaccented words.

There is very little evidence for Northumbrian 5,”* though

1, 2, 3 and 4 are mostly present.

Our next task is to discover how far these distinctive

features are present in the earliest documents, —documents

of the sixth, seventh and early eighth centuries. While dis-

cussing some of the Kentish changes, 4 for example (and we

may add 5 and 6), we have pointed out that the change is

evident only in the latest documents, i.e., those which date

from after the middle of the ninth century. “ The early

Kentish texts show no dialectical peculiarities which do not

occur also either in Midland or West-Saxon texts. In the

very earliest even e for de is quite rare.”

In other cases we may not find written texts from a

period anterior to the sound-changes, but in the earliest

examples we find a stat^ of transition and confusion of old

and new forms, e.g., with W. S. 5, 6, 7, K. 2, 4, N. 2, 5. ft

is difficult to trace any of them back beyond the middle dt

the seventh century while some of them, e.g., W. S. 7 date
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perhaps from the ninth. Many of the changes again, e.g.,

W. S. 3, 4, K. 3 and N. 3, 4 arise from one important

sound-change by which old English was differentiated

from the neighbouring Teutonic languages ; Here all

vowels were palatalised before i in the following syllable,

e.g., bryd (
= bride) for O. H. G. brut and O. N. brudr. If

we now attempt to find out the date of this change we

do not discover any evidence for supposing that the pala-

talisation took place early. Bede M. preserves a number

of instances which do not show this change. It is true

many words borrowed from Latin appear in English with

palatalisation* and some of these words were perhaps

borrowed as early as the fifth century but most of them

were not probably current in England before the conver-

sion of Kent at the end of the sixth century.

.Thej« is practically no evidence then for supposing

these phonetic changes as original distinctive features of

the dialects. In the matter of inflexional variations too

we find little worth observing in texts earlier than the

tenth century, while about vocabulary it is impossible to

speak with any certainty on account of the paucity of early

evidence. The linguistic evidence then takes us no

farther than the historical and sociological evidence, and
on the whole there appears to be little justification for the

distinction drawn between three types of Germanic
settlers.

N. K. SIDHANTA.





SOME ENGLISH POEMS ON INDIAN
SUBJECTS

The treatment of Indian subjects in English poetry

must always be a matter of special interest to students of

the literature, at least in this country. Having already

discussed the subject of Anglo-Indian poetry in more than

one publication, it strikes me it may be useful to give here

an* account of a few English poems which have been

written on Indian subjects by poets in England based by

them, it is true, not on any intimate familiarity with the

country, but on such knowledge as could be acquired in

the c’ircuinstances. In .spite of the close relations between

the two countries, English literature cannot boast of any

poem of Indian interest which has attained to the literary

rank of the Lusiad of Camoens with its triumphant account

of the discovery and conquest of India by Vasco de Gama

;

but there are several poems, though of minor importance,

which must excite the curiosity of the literary student.

There are no independent English poems on Indian

subjects up to such a late period as the beginning of the

nineteenth century, though references to India are quite

common in the earlier poems and an interesting account

of them may be given on another occasion. Chaucer^s

picture of King Demetrius of Ind ” does not come

to anything more definite than his possession of great

wealth and Oriental splendour
;
Spenser had the vaguest

visions of India as a land of romance
;
Marlowe’s Tambur-

laine dreamed of a nearer passage to India by connecting

the Mediterranean and the Arabian seas f most of Shakes-

89
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peare’s references to India are also due to its reputation as

the land of wealth, though the Indies of his plays are as

often of the West as they are of the East
;
Milton has

heat'd of Agra and Delhi and the Great Moghul courtiers

and has also seen in imagination ambassadors from India

and Ceylon leaving the gates of Rome, “ dusky faces in

white silken turbans wreathed,” and that is all.

Things are not better in the 1

8

th century, though the

postman in Cowper’s Task is asked for news about India
;

the impeachment of Warren Hastings rouses some interest

in English poets and regret is expressed that he has

escaped
;
Campbell in his Pleasures of Hope prophesies the

coming of Kalki, the last Avatar of Vishnu, to redeem India

from foreign domination and the RolUad attacks the retired

Anglo-Indians who were able to buy seats in parliament

with the money earned in India, ‘ the Nabob M. P’s
’

as they were called, coming in for special ridicule.

Thomson, Collins, Burns and other poets of the p^od are

not devoid of references to things Indian, but we have to

come to the next century for anything elaborate.

As is well-known to all students of English literature,

the quest for themes relating to new countries which had

still something of the air of mystery about them, was one

of the essential aspects of the Romantic movement early in

the nineteenth century. It is in accordance with this

impulse that we find Southey and Moore writing two

poems of considerable length in which the scene is laid in

India. The Curse of Kehama by the former appeared in

1810
,
with its weird story of an Indian Raja taking dread-

ful vengeance on the murderer of his son. Being in posses-

sion of supernatural powers, he pronounces a terrible curse

on the culprit, though he committed the crime only to

save his daughter’s honour. He is to be denied sleep and

his thirst is nevir to be quenched. Relief comes to the

victim after intense suffering and wandering all over the
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universe. He finds his peace in Death and awakes in

heaven

:

‘ All whom he loved he met, to part no more.^

Southey claimed that the story was original ‘ though in

all its parts,’ as he said, ‘ consistent with the superstition upon

which it is built ’ It must be confessed there is nothing very

attractive about the story or the execution : the whole poem

is a curious jumble of things Indian, scraps of classical

mythology mixed up with the folklore and beliefs of the

lower classes of to-day. The pictures in the poem of

barbarous callousness to all fine feeling, and relentless

ciaielty are rather difficult to reconcile with the traditions

of the Indian people, or with the atmosphere of Hindu

mythology which Southey has ignorantly characterised in

his Preface as the most monstrous in its fables. One may,

however, • come across many interesting descriptive

sketches in the poem, though they are not always faithful

to Indfan details. There is a Hindu funeral and a lurid

picture of Saii^ the latter somewhat resembling the authen-

tic accounts we have had from spectators who have wit-

nessed the grim rite, but mixed with a good deal of poetic

exaggeration. There is the inevitable Banyan tree with-

out which no picture of India can be complete

:

It was a goodly sight to see

That venerable tree

For o’er the lawn irregularly spread,

Fifty straight columns prop its lofty head

and we are told at the end :

So like a temple did it seem, that there

A pious heart’s first impulse would be prayer.

If the proper names are* all given in such a form
as to make even identification difficult and inaccuracies

abound in large number, it is sirrprisin|[ that sometimes
Southey attains to a high standard of faithfulness. He
P.6
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can describe the Elephant at the stream like one who has

actually been in India:

On comes the Elephant, to slake

His thirst at noon in yon pellucid springs.

Lo! from his trunk upturned, aloft he flings

The grateful shower; and now

Plucking the broad-leaved bough

Of yonder plane, with wavy motion slow,

Fanning the languid air

He moves it to and fro.

He describes the Seven Pagodas on the Coromandel coast

in Southern India with the faithfulness of a visitor :

. n

Spires were seen

Peering above the sea—a mournful sight

!

Well might the sad beholder ween from thence

What works of wonder the devouring wa,ve

Had swallowed here, when monuments so brave

Bore record of their old magnificence. ,

As all visitors to that place are aware there is a

rock-hewn fane here and there, resisting in its strength

‘ the surf and surge that on their deep foundations beat

in vain.^

With Moore’s Lalla Rookh, we come to a more attrac-

tive volume of verse dealing with India, with a romantic

love-story containing minor episodes of considerable

interest, all woven round an imaginary princess, Lalla

Rookh, supposed to be the youngest daughter of Aurang-

zebe. Betrothed to the prince of Lesser Bucharia in

whose favour his father had abdicated his throne, the

princess who was described by the poets of her period

as ^ more beautiful than any of those heroines whose

names and loves embellish the songs of Persia and Hin-

dufithan/ went on^ holiday to Kashmir where the actual

ceremony of marriage was to take place. A handsome
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young minstrel entertains her on the way with romantic

tales of various kinds, till she falls in love with him and

discovers to her agreeable surprise that he is the very

prince to whom her father had betrothed her. The poem

marked a turning point in Moore’s literary career and he

was quite gratified with the great success it had achieved.

In a special preface to the poem written for the Collected

Works, Moore is proud of the fact that it has been trans-

lated into German and acted as an opera in Russia. Quot-

ing the testimony of many reviewers and Anglo-Indian

authorities, he is delighted at the ‘ local fidelity ’ he has

shown in hisb work as the result of careful study and pre-

paration. He goes so far as to say that ‘ the spirit that

had spoken in the melodies of Ireland soon found itself

at home in the East.’ It would be easy to disturb this

complacency on the poet’s part by drawing attention to

various inconsistencies with the Indian atmosphere and

even historical truth, but no useful purpose will be served

by such an exposure. It may, however, be conceded that

there are a large number of fine passages, some of which

are well-known. The outburst of praise of the valley of

Kashmere beginning with the well-known lines

:

Who has not heard of the Vale of Cashmere,

With its roses the brightest that earth ever gave ?

has found a place in Ward’s English Poets* A less known,

but equally beautiful passage is the short one in which

the Peri in the tale of the Paradise and the Peri describes

her first sight of the plains of India as she views them

from an eminence:

The air of that sweet Indian land,

Whose air is balm, whose ocean spreads

O’er coral rocks and amber beds

;

Whose mountains, pregnant by the beam

Of the warm sun, with diamonds teem

;

Whose rivulet* arc like rich brides,
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Eovely with gold beneath their tides

;

Whose sandal groves and bowers of spice

Might be a Peri’s paradise.

There are also many interesting passages of Indian des-

criptive interest in the prose-passages with which the tales

included in the volume are interspersed.

To about the same period belongs the short narrative

poem, entitled The Plate of Gold^ written by Leigh Hunt,

and relating to the falling of a plate of gold from heaven

in the courtyard of a temple in Benares, with the inscrip-

tion that it should be taken by one who was a real lover

of humanity. It is not the mere distribution , of alms from

the profusion of one’s riches that counts; it is the rdal

spirit of charity and personal service to the afflicted that

really matters—this is the lesson intended to be taught by

the poem.

It was only natural that Byron, Shelley and K^eats,

with all their love of romance, should have been attracted

to the East. But Byron’s interest stopped with Eastern

Europe and the adjoining Islamic countries of Asia from

whose atmosphere he has borrowed many a theme for his

tales in verse, though there is a passage in his works

which contains, surprisingly enough, a prophecy of the

Indian Mutiny, as people actually recognised it some years

later.

There is not much of India in Shelley’s Lines to An
Indian Air except the title and the reference to ‘ champak
odours,’ and even the flower was perhaps only a namp to

Shelley. It is, however, highly significant of the romantic

glamour with which Shelley associated India that he

should make his Alastor find some peace and happiness

in the valley of Kashmere, in the course of his restless

quest for ideal beauty and love. It will be remembered

Alastor held hisVay, wandering on through Arabia and

Persia and the wild Carmanian waste ;
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Till in the vale of Cashmere, far within

Its loneliest dell, where odorous plants entwine

Beneath the hollow rocks a natural hower,

Beside a sparkling rivulet he stretched

His languid limbs.

And there he has a splendid vision of a veiled maid.

Her outspread arms now bare.

Her dark locks floating in the breath of night.

Her beamy bending eyes, her parted lips

Outstretched and pale and quivering eagerly.

She folds his frame in her dissolving arms, but alas,

it is only a momentary vision and the hope only stings

his brain like despair.

• If Keats has no separate poem on India, one of the

well-known episodes occupying almost a whole Canto of

his Endymion is distinctly Indian. Diana appears before

Endymion, disguised as a maid of the Ganges who had

followed SaCchus on his return from his triumphant

conquest of India and who is now anxious to get back to

her Gods, to the land of palms and the Ganges. Her

beauty in distress makes a powerful appeal to the shep-

herd-lad of Latmos till he begins to love her, forgetful of

all his solemn promises to Diana. Luckily it is Diana

herself in disguise and everything therefore ends happily!

In spite of its brevity, reference must be made here

to the short piece on Rose Aylmer by Walter Savage

Landor, as Rose Aylmer is buried in Calcutta, having

lived in that city with an uncle of hers who was then

Chief Justice of the Calcutta High Court. It is perhaps

not known to many that the tomb of the lady who roused

these exquisite lines can be actually seen in Calcutta to-

day:

Rose Aylmer, whom these wakeful eyes

May weep, but never see,

A night of memories and sighs •

I consecrate to thee.
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If high rank cannot be claimed for Mrs. Hemans as

a poetess, there is no denying the fact that many of her

narrative poems have a special charm for youth. One of

her poems is entitled The Indian City^ and refers to an

unfortunate Hindu-Muslim fight from which the communal

fire-eaters of India to-day might draw inspiration if they

were so inclined. A Mohamedan lad has unwittingly pollut-

ed a temple-tank, by venturing to bathe in it and he has been

killed by the Brahmin priests of the temple for the offence.

Vengeance, however, follows very speedily. His cause is

espoused by a Mohamedan ruler and he destroys the city

after the usual invasion and the fightings The entire

city is in ruins, the tiger and the serpent holding tfieir ,

sway, where peace and prosperity flourished at one time.

It opens with a fine passage .describing an Indian sunset,

beginning with the words :
‘ Royal in splendour went

down the sun,’ It would be interesting fo identify the

source of this tale—Mrs. Hemans probably borrowed it

from her husband who had formerly been a captain in the

Bengal Lancers, though her marriage with him ultimate-

ly turned out to be very unhappy.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning has a fairly long poem in

which the scene is laid in India—A Romance of the Ganges

which describes seven maidens floating their little lamps

on the Ganges, to find if their lovers are faithful to them :

Of shell of cocoa carven,

Each little boat is made

;

Each carries a lamp, and carries a flower,

And carries a hope unsaid

;

And when the boat hath carried the lamp

Unquenched, till out of sight,

The maiden is sure that love will endure

;

But IdVe will fail with light

The river floweth on.
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Luti’s lamp alone has died out and we have the- some-

what unromantic conclusion that she will not weep for a

faithless lover where she wept a loving father. It is doubt-

ful if the interpretation given to the floating of the lamps

is true,—they are perhaps only offerings of respect to the

Ganges, though Elizabeth Browning had the authority of

Thomas Moore for the belief, as he refers to it in his

Lalla Rookh relying, in his turn, on Grandpr^’s Voyage in

the Indian Ocean, But it is no use complaining against

this pretty romantic interpretation of a common Hindu

rite, as it is perhaps more suitable for the purposes of poet-

ry-

• Robert Browning ranged over such a large area of

the world’s history and literature for the subject-matter of

his poems that it is not surprising that he went to the life

of one of the early founders of the British Empire in India

for a poem in •his Dramatic Idylls* It is Clive and the

poem celebrates an incident in the heroes early life which

happened at Fort St. David in Southern India, There

was a cheater at cards and Clive refused to pay, though his

brother-soldiers had been bullied into doing so. He was

challenged and he unfortunately missed his opponent.

The cheater held his pistol to his head and told him he

would spare his life, if he were asked to do so. Clive com-

plied. He was next required to retract his charge of

cheating. This demand being refused, his antagonist

threatened to fire. “ Fire and be damned,” replied Clive.

“ I said you cheated, and say so still and will never pay

you !
” The officer was so amazed with his bravery that

he threw away his pistol. The poem is of special interest

to me, if I may say so in passing, as I have often wandered

as a student over the ruins of Fort St. David, at the very

spot where this incident must have taken place.

Writing a poem on his esteemed •friend, Alfred

Donnett, whom Browning used to call ^ Waring ’ and who
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had disappeared suddetil}^ from the social life of London,

he wondered if he had gone to India and become a new

incarnation— Vishnuland What Avatar ? The Hindu

pantheon has always been so hospitable that it is not sur-

prising that the poet should have ventured to ask if he had

also been annexed to it

!

Among the numerous poems occasioned by the great

Indian Mutiny was Tennyson’s well-known piece on the

Defence of Lucknow, a poem which he perhaps thought it

his duty to write, specially as he was Poet-Laureate. He

hardly missed celebrating a single national event of this

kind, though it cannot be said that he was always equally

successful. Attention may also be drawn here to the pbem

on the same subject by John Greenleaf Whittier under the

title of the Pipes at Lucknpw. The only other episode

connected with the mutiny which has found treatment ir

an independent English poem is Palgrave’s kcount of th(

massacre of the English on the river-bank in Cavj[npore, ii

a poem on the subject, found in his Visions of England.

In the mellower period of Tennyson’s poetic activity,

he wrote his AkhaVs Dream drawing attention to the lofty

ideals of universal peace and brotherhood dreamt of by

the great Moghul emperor. The creed which Akbar tried

to evolve at Fatehpur-Sikri with himself as the centre of

the new faith, is raised to the heights of a sublime

message. His great ambition is to wreathe a crown not

only for the king

;

But in due time for every Musalman,

Brahmin and Buddhist, Christian and Parce,

Thro’ all the warring world of Hindustan.

an ideal alas ! which seems to be as far away from realisa-

tion to-day as it was k AkbaPs own time. He hoped the

time was not distant when there will no more be:

Fires of Sati, nor wail of baby-wife,

Or Indian widow,
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even which has been realised only partially. It is interesting

to note that the whole poem is based on the following

inscription by Abul Fazl for a temple in Kashmir

:

‘‘ O God in every temple I see people that see

Thee, and in every language I hear spoken, people

praise Thee Ifi it be a mosque people

murmur the holy prayer, and if be a Christian Church
people ring bell from love to Thee. Sometimes I

frequent the Christian cloister and sometimes the

mosque. But it is Thou whom I search from temple

to temple,”

Much cannot be claimed for Ruskin as a poet, but his

Neftvdigate prize-poem was, curiously enough, on Salsette

and Elephanta^ on the cave-temples in the bay of Bombay.

A description is attempted here of the interior of the caves,

carvings and images and its quality can be determined by

two circumstances
;
he had never been to India and he was

competing for a prize as an under-graduate student of

nineteen*years. The temples are to him only symbolical

of superstition and he winds up with a prophecy that India

will one day become entirely Christian :

Truth calls and gladdened India hears the cry,

Deserts the darkened path her fathers trod.

And seeks redemption from the Incarnation God.

It is perhaps no use, especially in a study of this kind,

indulging in what might have happened, if some of the

English writers had actually come to India. But it is

impossible not to regret that Ruskin did not come to this

country and have an opportunity of describing some of the

great monuments of Indian art, or the splendours of

Himalayan and other natural scenery. His works should

have been enriched by some more passages of the same

kind as his famous description of St. Markus at Venice, or

the gorgeous scenery of the Alps seen from various points

of vantage. Such references to Indian art as are now
F. T
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met witli in his works are extremely uncomplimentary,

based on certain misrepresentations of the Indian

genius.

To those familiar with the general style of Meredith’s

work, his somewhat eflfusive poem on the battle of Chillian-

wallah will perhaps come as a surprise. Its unconsciously

amusing refrain/ Chillianwallah 1 Chillianwallah!’ detracts

very much from the solemn dignity of a battle-piece

commemorating a national victory which it was intended

to be, but it must be remembered that Meredith was quite

young when he wrote it and it was sent off to Chamber s

Journal in the first flush of the appearance*of the news of

the battle in England.

Before passing on to a consideration of the American

poems dealing with India, bare reference may be made

to some other pieces on Indian historical subjects. Sidney

Dobell has thought it worth while writing on the battle of

Ferozepore
;
Oscar Wilde has numerous references to Bri-

tish victories in India in his poems entitled Ave Imperairix

he would like to know where the English soldiers are

covering themselves with glory even as he is writing the

poem; an unrecorded incident in frontier warfare is celebrat-

ed by Sir Francis Doyle in his Red Thread of Honour where

the distinction is ungrudgingly conferred upon an English

soldier by the wild tribesmen who have fought with him
;

and Sir Henry Newbolt has got a ballad on Sir Pratap

Singh, besides a spirited piece describing Gillespie’s famous

march from Arcot to suppress the mutiny at Vellore. It is

an interesting observation for me that the horses must

have thundered past my own native village on the occasion

of the famous gallop to Vellore.

To bring the narfative to our own times, reference

may be made to Sir William Watson’s poem on the recent

visit of the Prince of Wales to India, entitled To Indians

GmL If the great doors of Indians soul did not open out to
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His Royal Highness, it was not the poet’s fault and the

whole poem is written in a lofty, dignified manner parti-

cularly suitable for ceremonial poems of this type. There

is a fine realisation of the spirit of India in the concluding

lines of the poem:

This Soul of the East, majestic, grave, sedate,

Grandiose of mien : a spirit from ours aloof.

Yet ravelled up for ever with the woof

Of all our wondrous fate

It is perhaps due to the somewhat adventurous and

cosmopolitan spirit of the Americans that we have a large

number of poems dealing with Indian subjects in the

literature of that country. Emerson’s lines on Brahma

are among the most welhknown, being based on some

famous verses of the Bhagavad Gita describing the

immortality - of the soul Emerson’s regard for this

great scripture of the Hindus is evident from numerous

references to it in the course of his writings. There is

an interesting parody of Emerson’s lines by Andrew Lang

which is perhaps not quite well-known :

If the wild bowler thinks he bowls,

Or if the batsman thinks he’s bowled,

They know not poor misguided souls,

They too shall perish unconsoled.

I am the batsman and the bat,

I am the bowler and the ball

The umpire, the pavilion-cat.

The roller, pitch and stumps and all.

Longfellow’s acquaintance with the mythology of

foreign nations was so prodigious that it would have been

surprising indeed, if he had not tcfuched the literature of

India somewhere in the course of his w^anderings among

the books of the world. He has a short *poem on King

Trisanku of Hindu mythology for whose sake the sage
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Visliwamitra is said tohave created a heaven in mid-air,

when he did not succeed in getting him admitted into the

real heaven. The incident is, curiously enough, used by

Longfellow, not for appreciating the humour of an emper-

or hanging in mid-air as is the traditional interpretation

in all Indian literature, but for drawing a moral

:

Viswamitra the magician,

By his spells and incantations,

Up to India’s realms Blysian

Raised Trisanku, King of nations.

Indra and the (lods offended

Hurled him downward and descending

In the air he hung suspended,

With these equal powers contending.

Thus by aspirations lifted.

By misgivings downward driven,^

Human hearts are tossed and drifted

Midway between earth and heaven.

James Russell Lowell wrote on Indian subjects too.

His poem on Mahmood^ the Image-Breaker^ refers to the

apocryphal story that when the conqueror carried Somnath

before him, the priests of the temple offered him large sums

of money, provided he spared the idol. But he insisted on

breaking the idol, declining the great wealth offered to

him:

Luck obeys the downright striker

;

From the hollow core

Fifty times the Brahmin’s offer

Deluged all the floor.

This is not the only poem he has written on an Indian

subject, but we must pass on.

Besides the poem on Pipes at Lucknow to which

reference has ifeen made already, Whittier has written

some others: His Bremng of Soma describes the preparation
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of the drink of the name mentioned in the Vedas, though

it is to him only the brewing of superstition
;
his Cyyress-

Tree of Ceylon describes a magical tree mentioned by

Ibn Batuta underneath whose boughs a number of silent

yogis were always sitting, awaiting the dropping of the

sacred leaves, the eating of one of which could confer

eternal youth and immortality. One of the hymns of the

Brahmo Samaj introduced to America by the well-known

Brahmo preacher P. C. Majumdar is also rendered into

English verse by Whittier.

Though there are a large number of references to

India in the ffoems of Walt Whitman, there is only one

independent poem on an Indian subject, Passage to India^

of which it has however been rightly remarked, that it may

be a passage to any country ! To the \ision of the poet,

it represents^ the past, the Asiatic myths and the primitive

fables, the wealthiest of earth's lands and so on.

At *the conclusion of this brief survey it may perhaps

be said that none of the poems, English or American,

display any profound insight into Indian life and it is

not surprising indeed when we remember that the inspira-

tion has been in all cases only from books or from second-

hand references. With the more intimate knowledge of the

country which is now being acquired, it is possible the

twentieth century may witness better results than the

century w^hich has gone before. In the antiquity of its

civilisation, in the mystery of its moral and spiritual

life, in its magnificent wealth of natural scenery and

even in the pangs of the newer life into which it is

striving to be born, there is perhaps inspiration enough

for any poet.

P. SESHADRI.





KIPLING AS POET

Jingoism, a blustering, bragging manner, plentiful

use of slang, broad humour, an incomplete quotation, all

these have combined to prevent, in India at any rate, Kip-

ling from occupying a high place among English poets.

He is condemned as being anti-Indian by many, who have

not read his works. I shall say nothing here of his short

stories or of his novels; I shall confine my attention to

his verse, and make an attempt to estimate its real worth.

RudyarA Kipling has been unfortunate in belonging

to*the generation to which he belongs. His poetic career

began while Tennyson’s mellifluous voice was still heard

and Browning’s verse was emerging from the obscurity of

more than twenty ^^ears. Tennyson had become a legend:

to make youlself a Tennysonian was to be on the side of

grace, and Browningism was fast developing into a creed.

Silently and subtly, but surely, Fitzgerald was beginning

to cast his spell: the half-sceptical melancholy, the vague

longing for a world that yet was lovely, made the Persian

Omar an English classic. Coming close after were the

striking figures of William Morris, Swinburne, and Mere-

dith. Mediaeval romance, passion at white heat, ‘chaos

illumined by lightning’; enchanted names and scenes,

fervent enthusiasm for liberty in all its forms and shapes

and hues; blend of psychology and imagination; these

held public attention for a few years. Then, when Kipling

might have been expected to come into his own, appeared

on the horizon the meteoric figure of Oscar Wilde, half

genius, half poltroon, the mystic Francis Thompson with

his vision of ‘a deep, but dazzling darkness,’ Symonds with

his wide humanism, the exuberant Le Gallienne. Con-

demn the ‘nineties’ as we may, decadent, testhetic, cloying,

characterise it as we like, while it flourished, nineties’ verse
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allowed no other note to become audible. A. E. Housman

attempted to break the charm : but in vain. ^ A Shropshire

Lad/ with its deep-seated and therefore quiet pessimism, its

profound melancholy, its absence of enthusiasm, had to

wait ^or more than twenty years for recognition. He sang

before his due time of the laurels that were all cut
;

of the

world grown old
;

of the heart that’s sold for endless

rue
;

of lads that have had no luck at all. By the time

these had had their day, and another race was to come,

the venerable figure of Thomas Hardy, like some Ancient

of Days, moved into the realms of poetry, singing of the

cruelty of time, of callous nature, of helplesif humanity,^ of

God’s funeral. Soon came the war and the war-poets

with their brief existence brightened with the gleam of

fame—Rupert Brooke, Ralph Hodgson, Julian Grenfell,

Edmund Blunden, S. Sasson, Robert Graves-^w]io, passing

through tears and famine and flame, severance and shock,

saw yet the vision glorious, the distant gates of Eden, and

Mid not dream it was a dream.’ Now we have the

Futurists, the Imagists, the Transcendentalists. In all these

years, through all the stages of English poetry during the

last forty and fifty years Kipling has been a solitary figure,

singing unceasingly, rising occasionally to real poetic

heights, but without receiving the meed of serious recog-

nition. He has not attained the position which is his due.

4: # , *

Kipling’s poetic work falls into three main divisions :

those dealing with Anglo-India
;

those relating to the

services
;
and those on general themes. It will readily

appear that on subjects such as these—that do not give

much scope either to the imagination or to thought-

verse cannot be expected* to sound the abysmal deeps of

personality
;
feeling cannot be very intimate and personal.

These limitation's are inherent, and they must constantly

be kept in view. It will be futile to expect in them the
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mystic vision of Dante’s Inferno ;
we shall listen in vain to

the awful notes of Othello or Lear
;

the heroic chords

of Milton’s verse will not be sounded
;
nor can we expect

the melting romance of Spenser. They will inevitably be

matter-of-fact, practical, business-like
;
they will treat of

familiar matter of to-day
;
they will not imagine so much

as observe. There will be room, indeed, for humour, for

pathos, for tears they will be a leaf out of the book of

life. They will not be tinted with the rainbow hues of the

sky, nor will they echo the roar of the thunder. They

will describe earthly life, with all its many aches and its

ecstasies. An*d if in dealing with reality the poet can

ever and anon have a vision of glor^^, to that extent will

he succeed in lifting poetry from the level of historical

narrative. If he sees romance in the streets and beauty in

the barraok^, he is a genuine poet* A great man had

a melancholy friend in distress who told him in surprise

that, in spite of his troubles, cheerfulness kept breaking

in. So for the true seer beauty and loveliness never pass

away
;
the dirt and the dross, the squalor and the smoke,

all conceal the mystic wonder which the poet both discovers

and interprets. But because of the materials he uses,

the atmosphere he creates, the environment in which he

works, emotional intensity or concentration is not possible.

The simple art of

^
Strew on her roses, roses ”

;

the energy of

“ There was a sound of revelry by night ’’

;

the deep-rooted dejection of

“a grief without a pang, void, dark, and drear ’’

;

the abandon of

“ Drink to me only -with thine eye^”
;

the appeal of Kent’s

• “ Vext not this ghost,"

F.9
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Ot oi Othello’^ last speech, or the marvel of Hamletfs

The rest is silence
”

these are achievements beyond the range of the singer

who keeps his eyes on the ground. Nor have we any

right to expect him to soar thus high : his aim is

different.

Before I deal with the content of Kipling^s work, I

may say a work on his style. Wordsworth had rebelled

against the inane phraseology of the classicists and had

preached a doctrine that led Byron to describe him

as one

^ Who both by example and by precept snows

That prose is verse and verse is merely prose.”

Coleridge used, in his best pieces, simple words, but

how marvellously did he use them

:

“ Alone, alone, all, all alone.

Alone on a wide, wide sea.”

Shelley was not particularly influenced by this revolt

against poetic diction, but Byron, in Don Juan and Vision

of Judgment was the first to demonstrate that poetic diction

was not essential to great poetry, that ordinary expressions

could be made to do duty, that indeed vulgar and slang

words could find place in verses of great poetic excellence,

and that triviality of phrase and sublimity of thought

could be blended together.

“As he drew near, he gazed upon the gate

Ne’er to be entered more by him or Sin,

With such a glance of supernatural hate,

As made Saint Peter wish himself within

;

He pottered with his keys at a great rate,

And s\geated through his apostolic skin

:

Of course his perspiration was but ichor,

Or some such other spiritual liquor.’*
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But soon came Tennyson with his verses faultily fault-

less, sweet and rounded; and then Swinburne even more

perfect in phrasing. The Victorian tradition was thus one

of correct, formal, careful expression. Matthew Arnold was

its great prose phrase-coiner, words regained once more

their lost importance
:
phrase became once again a matter

of moment. Browning, it is true, was the exception;

but even he was capable of such exquisite lines as:

“That’s the wise thrush : he sings each song twice over

;

Lest you should think he never could re-capture

The first fine careless rapture.”

On the whole, however, he was a rebel, writing a

passage like the following from Fowpilla :

“ I spent a good half-hour, paced to and fro

The garden
;
just to leave her free awhile

I might have sat beside her on the bench

^^htre the children were : I wish the thing had been,

Indeed ; the event could not be worse, you know :

*One more half-hour of her saved! She’s dead now,

sirs I
”

pr the following from Too Late

:

“ I liked that way you had with your curls,

Wound to a ball in a net behind :

Your cheek was chaste as a quaker-girl’s.

And your mouth— there was never, to my mind.

Such a funny mouth, for it would not shut

;

And the dented chin, too - what a chin 1

There were certain ways when you spoke, some words

That you know you never could pronounce :

You were thin, however ;
like a bird’s

Your hand seemed—some would say, the pounce

Of a scaly-fooled hawk,- aH but

!

The world was right when it called you thin.”

The heritage of Victorian poetry continued, despite

Browningfs e:aample, to be purity, lusciousness, choiceness
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of phraseology, and when Kipling began writing his

manner seemed jarring, harsh and crude. The ‘ decadents
’

made 'style yet more exquisite, and Kipling was regarded

as a rude rhymer not worthy to be classed with such ^ pre-

cious ’ artists as the contributors to the Yellow-Book.

Kipling did employ many cockney expressions, many
phrases known to the Tommy alone and only heard in his

Barracks, many words which Anglo-Indians alone could

understand
;
he took great liberties with spelling

;
he mani^

pulated pronunciation
;
he used an aggravatingly large

number of abbreviations. His punctuation was haphazard.

And all this cost him heavily
;
he suffered grievously for

his mannerism. Now that the Georgians have been res-

ponsible for greater excesses, have made verse totally

‘free,^ have bid goodbye to grammar and idiom, Kipling

is thought to be old-fashioned. But it is worth while

observing that of the singing ballad, written in dialect, no

one is a greater master. Has he not been cstHed the

Apollo of the Banjo ?

* *

Kipling’s early career was in India, at Allahabad

and Lahore. From my room in the University I can see

the office where he worked in the Eighties and I some-

times see in imagination the young, bushy-browed, be-

spectacled young assistant sitting at his table, editing

telegrams, reading blue-books, writing editorial notes, and

then lost in thought, abstracting himself to the world of

Kim and the Zamzamma. No English poet has written of

India with such intimate knowledge. Politics, religion,

civil life,—every aspect is touched by him, and according to

the mood of the moment, touched with laughter or irony

or tears. Even in the mtst boisterous and frivolous pieces

the eternal note of sadness can be detected, and if it is

sometimes difficiflt to tell on which side his own sympa-

thies are, is that not true of most great poets ?
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The Indian poems deal either with some early legends,

or some aspect of modern life, or else with Anglo-Indian

administration. Some of the pieces belonging to the first

category are perfectly delightful. What Hindu child has

not heard from the lips of a grandmother or an old maid of

stories related by Shiva to Parvati and hundreds of moral

conundrums offered by her to him for solution ? Here, in

Kipling, is one entitled “ Shiva and the Grasshopper ’’

:

Shiva,who poured the harvest and made the winds to blow,

Sitting at the doorways of a day of long ago.

Gave to each his portion, food and toil and fate,

From the Ki«g upon his guddee to the Beggar at the

• gate.

All things made He—Shiva the Preserver.

Mahadeo I Mahadeo ! He wade all^—
Thorn for the came/^ fodder for the kine^

And Mothers heart for sleepy head^ 0 little Son

of mine I

Wheat he gave to rich folk, millet to the poor.

Broken scrapes for holy men that beg from door to door

;

Cattle to the tiger, carrion to the kite,

And rags and bones to wicked wolves without the wall at night

Naught he found too lofty, none he saw too low

—

Parbati beside him watched them come and go

;

Thought to cheat her husband, turning Shiva to jest -

Stole the little grasshopper and hid it in her breast.

So she tricked him^ Shiva the Preserver,

Mahadeo I Mahadeo^ turn and see I

Tall are the camels^ heavy are the kine^

But this was Least of Little thing
Sy 0 little Son

of mine /

When the dole was ended, laughingly she said,

“ Master, of a million mouths, is not one unfed ?
”

Laughing, Shiva made answer, “All have had their part.

Even he, the little one, hidden ’neath thy heart”

From her breast she plucked it, Parbati the thief,

Saw the Least of Little Thmgs, g^nawed a new green leaf

!
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and {eared and wondered^ making prayer to Shiv,

yfho hath surely given meat to all that live I

All things made he— Shiva the Preserve^.

Mahadeo I Mahadeo I He made a//,—

Thorn for the camel^ fodder for the hine^

And Mothers heart for sleepy head^ 0 little Son

of mine I

Or, take next, “ A Song of Kabir ”

:

“Oh, light was the world that he weighed in his hands !

Ob, heavy the tale of his fields and his lands

!

He has gone from the guddee and put on the shroud*

And departed in guise of hairagi avowed

!

Now the white road to Delhi is mat for his fe^t,

The Sal and the Kikar must guard him from heat.

His home is the camp, and the waste, and the crowd—

He is seeking the way, as hairagi avowed !

He has looked on man, and his eyeballs are clear—

(There was One
;
there is One, and but One, saith Kabir)

The Red Mist of Doing has thinned to a cloud—

He has taken the path for hairagi avowed !

To learn and discern of his brother the clod,

Of his brother the brute, and his brother the God,

He has gone from the council and put on the shroud,

‘ ('Can ye hear ? ’ saith Kabir), a hairagi avowed !

These two poems are enough to show how thoroughly

Kipling has entered into the spirit of Hindu tradition and

how faithfully he is able to depict the Hindu mind. The

trust in an all-seeing, all-protecting God, the confidence

that whatever He does is for the best, the ideal of sacrifice,

of renunciation, of the lowly path of poverty, and the

curious mixture of faith and fatalism all this he has

appreciated and described. One imagines some itinerant

$adhu, or mystic villager must have let him have a glimpse

of these arcana- •

But he is not silent about familiar matter of to-day.

All that he sai» around him he treasured in his memory

:

the small club talk, the hill expdus, the sta^MW seandalsj
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the pettinesss of the mighty and the patient heroism of the

poor. The honesty of the humble, over-driven, hard-used

Indian ‘ bearer ’ is brought out in the poem ^ Ganga Din ^

with its last lines

:

“ Though Pve belted you and flayed you,

By the livin’ Gawd that made you,

You’re a better man than I am, Ganga Din !

”

The devotion and the camaraderie of the Indian soldier is the

theme of the poem * The Grave of the.Hundred Dead.’

The most interesting and amusing pieces are those

that relate to Anglo-Indian life and administration. One

of the best is this, “The Post that Fitted.”

• Though tangled and twisted the course of true love^

This ditty explains^

No tangle's so tangled it cannot improve

If the lover has brains.

Ere the steamer bore him Eastward, Sleary was engaged to

marry

An attractive girl at Tunbridge, whom he called “ my little

Carrie.”

Sleary’s pay was very modest
;
Sleary was the other way.

Who can cook a two-plate dinner on eight poor rupees a day ?

Dong he pondered o’er the question in his scantily furnished

quarters—

Then proposed to Minnie Boffkin, eldest of Judge Botlkin’s

daughters.

Certainly an impecunious Subaltern was not a catch.

But the Bofifkins knew that Minnie mightn’t make another

match.

So they recognised the business and, to feed and clothe the

bride,

Got him made a Something Something somewhere on the

Bombay side.

Anyhow, the billet carried pay enougB for him to marry

-

As the artless Sleary put it: “just the thing for me and Carrie.”

Did he, therefore, jilt Miss Boflfkin,—impulse o! a baser mind ?

No] He started epileptic fits of an appalling kind.
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rOf his modm operandi only this much I could gather

Pears’s shaving sticks will give you little taste and lots of

lather.’^]

Frequently in public places his affliction used to smite

Sleary with distressing vigour—always in the Boffkin’s sight

Ere a week was over Minnie weepingly returned his ring,

Told him his “ unhappy weakness ” stopped all thought of

marrying.

Sleary bore the information with a chastened holy joy,~

Epileptic fits don’t matter in Political employ,

—

Wired three short words to Carrie—took his ticket, packed his

kit

Bade farewell to Minnie Boffkin in one last, lo»g, lingering fit

Four weeks later Carrie Sleary read—and laughed until she •

wept.

Mrs. Bofifkin’s warning letter on the ‘‘wretched epilept” . . .

Year by year, in pious patience, vengeful Mrs Boffkin sits

Waiting for the Sleary babies to develop Sleary’s-fift.”

The next poem, that in these days of retrenchment

has a topical flavour, deals with Sir Auckland Colvin, and
is entitled “ The Rupaiyat of Omar-Kal’ vin ”

: a brilliant

parody, full of wit and delicate irony. Indeed, many of the

Anglo-Indian verses are marked by these two qualities.

No English poet, I think, is more popular in the

Army than Kipling. I have myself heard several poems

of his quoted with enthusiasm and gusto by Tommies in

their barracks, not on ceremonial occasions and in formal

recitations, buj as part of their daily speech. He speaks a

language that they know: he describes things familiar to

them
;
more than everything, he expresses their feelings

exactly as they themselves would if they had the gift of

expression. The soldiar all over the world appreciates

kindness. He has primal impulses: be good to him, and
there is nothing! he will not do for you. He has chosen

to join a school of hardship and iron discipline; all that
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lie asks for is that you will be a frank comrade to him. A
little goodwill, a little gentleness, a soft word, a kind

look, and he is your slave. He has no home but the

barracks
;
no family save the members of his section, no

guide save his officer. All his loyalties are for his uniform

which he will not stain and for his unit whose reputation he

will not sully. Send him from East to West, he will not mind

it; put him on to any duty, he will work with a will. Yet

underneath the apparent roughness and boisterousness

and noise of his life there runs a current of pathos. And

Kipling—in spite of the loud clang of his verse— seizes

on this currerft of pathos and reproduces it. That is how

• he becomes par excellence the Soldier’s Poet. He speaks

of Tommy with respect and affection. The Prelude

to ^ Barrack Room Ballads’ is addressed to Thomas

Atkins

:

I have made for you a song,

^ And it may be right or wrong,

But only you can tell me if it’s true.

I have tried for to explain

Both your pleasure and your pain,

And, Thomas, here’s my best respects to you

!

O there’ll surely come a day

When they all give you all your pay,

And treat you as a Christian ought to do;

So, until that day comes round,

Heaven keep you safe and sound.

And, Thomas, here’s my best respects to you !

”

I shall quote only one more soldier-poem, ‘ Tommy,’
because of its righteous indignation

:

**
I went into a public — ’ouse to get a pint o’ bear.

The publican ’e up an ’ sez, “ We serve no red-coats

here.”
•

The girls be’ind the bar they laughed an’ giggled fit

to die,
•

I outs into the street again an’ to myself say I

:
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0 it*s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, an’
** TomP^y>

go away ”

;

But it’s " Thank you, Mister Atkins,” when the

band begins to play—

The band begins to play, my boys^ the han(}

begins to play,

0 it’s “Thank you. Mister Atkins,” when the band

begins to play.

I went into a theatre as sober as could be.

They gave a drunk civilian room, but ’adn’t none for me
;

They sent me to the gallery or round the music— ’alls,

But when it comes to fightin’. Lord ! they ’ll shove me in the

stalls ! •

For it’s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, an’ Tommy,

wait outside ”
;

But it’s “Special Train for Atkins” when the Trooper’s

on the tide”— #

The troopship’s on the tide, my boys, the troopship’s

on the tide,
*

0 it’s “ Special Train for Atkins ” when the trooper’s

on the tide.

Yes, makin’ mock o’ uniforms that guard you wbile"you sleep

Is cheaper than them uniforms, an’ they ’re starvation cheap *,

And huslin’ drunken soldiers when they’re goin’ large a bit

Is five times better business than paradin’ in full kit.

Then it’s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, an’ “Tommy,

’ow’s yer soul ?”

But it’s
“ Thin red lines of ’eroes ” when the drums

begin to roll

—

The drums began to roll, my boys, the drums begin to

roll,

0 it’s “Thin red lines of ’eroes” when the drums

begin to roll. .

We aren’t no thin red ’ eroes, nor we aren’t no blackgt;ards too,

But single men inbarricks, most remarkable like you
;

An’ if sometimes our conduck isn’t all your fancy paints.

Why, single men in barricks don’t grow into plaster saints

;
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While it’s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, an’ “ Tommy,

fall be’ind,”

But it’s “ Please to walk in front, sir,” when there’s

trouble in the wind

There’s trouble in the wind, my boys, there’s trouble

in the wind,

O it’s “ Please to walk in front, sir,” when there’s

trouble in the wind.

You talk o’ better food for us, an’ schools, an’ fires, an’ all

:

We ’ll wait for extra rations if you treat us rational.

Don’t mess about the cook-room slops, but prove it to our face

The widow’s unifonn is not the soldier- man’s disgrace.

For It’s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, an’ “Chuck

him out, the brute !
”

But it’s “ Saviour of ’is country ” when the g uns begin

to shoot

;

An’ it’s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, an’ anything

you please;

,
An’ Tommy ain’t abloomin’ fool—you bet that Tommy

sees !

”

* *

Before I refer to his poems on general subjects, let me
devote a few lines to the charge of ‘Jingoism^ so often

brought against Kipling. His generation had forgotten

both ‘ the blind hysterics of the Celt’ and ‘ the red fool-fury

of the Seine the memories of Chartism and the Crimean

War had become dim, and the disputes between Science

and Religion had been put aside. Victorianism reached its

apotheosis in the two Jubilees of 1887 and 1897. Imperial

expansion, material prosperity, middle-class rule, Tory

democracy, Indian servants standing behind the Queen,

alliances of the house of Windsor with several continental

reigning dynasties— all these persuaded the Englishman

that God was very much in His heaven, and all was certain-

ly well with the world, Tennyson woie a crown of light.

Qladstone and Disraeli ttod the political stage like giants.
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Huxley, Tyndall and Herbert Spencer wore the mantle of

prophets. Carlyle and Ruskin rumbled darkly, but their

voice was drowned in the paeans of self-complacency. No
wonder self-satisfaction was the main feature of later Vic-

torian thought, and no wonder pride of race, consciousness

of national achievements, sense of glory in membership

of an Empire on which the sun never sets should charac-

terise the literature of this generation. Not until the Boer

War had broken out did Jingoism receive a shock and self-

questionings and searchings of the heart begin. It cannot

be urged as a special criticism of Kipling that in verses

treating of Imperial subjects he reveals an Imj^erialistic out-

look. Most others at the time were similarly Imperialistic.
,

The question to be asked, rather, is : Is his Imperialism of

an offensive kind ? And in any case the question is one

more of politics than of poetry. “ The Song of the Cities ”

;

“ The Houses”
;
^‘The Young Queen ”—thesd aVe all stir-

ring verses with no arrogance in them.

» » » *•

But let me finally draw attention to another kind of

work which also appears in large volume in most of his

publications—verses that deal with eternal verities, with

fundamental problems, with the mystery and the wonder

of the miracle called life, with the inscrutable ways of Provi-

dence, with the mighty living and the mightier dead. Has

anyone, looking before and after, solved the riddle? Poets

and philosophers have dreamt dreams and seen visions

;

preachers and professors have dogmatised
;

scientists have

involved themselves in yet deeper labyrinths -~*and we are

nowhere near the light. Is there light and must we always

seek, never find ? Doubt and denial
;

instinct struggling

against reason
;
science baffling faith

;
passionate devotion

to the older sect : cold subservience to sunless creeds

—

with all this the mid-Victorian was familiar, through all

these phases he had passed. And what was his momentous
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decision ? What was the word of the Oracle ? The most

succinct expression it found in a rendering of a mediaeval

Persian poet

:

“ Unborn Tomorrow, and Dead Yesterday—
Why fret about them, if Today be sweet?”

Omar Khayyam, as presented by Fitzgerald, became the

Holy Book of the Victorians. His refusal to see beyond

the immediate present was not however to satisfy the

generation that was not so drunk with the sense of success

and prosperity, and obstinate questionings came and came

again. They could not be hushed. They were clamant

for answer. •

• What is Kipling’s answer ? I venture to think that

his attitude is very like Thomas Hardy’s, in the last

analysis. Hardy’s “ God’s Funeral,” is one of his grimmest

utterances
;
Jput here is his God’s Education ”

:

“ I saw him steal the light away

• That haunted in her eye :

It went so gently none could say

More than that it was there one day

And missing by-and-by.

I watched her longer, and he stole

Her lily tincts and rose

;

All her young sprightliness of soul

Next fell beneath his cold control,

And disappeared like those.

I asked :
‘‘ Why do you serve her so ?

Do you, for some glad day,

Hoard these her sweets-? ” He said, “ Oh,
They charm not me

;
I bid Time throw

Them carelessly away.”

Said I :

^ We call that cruelt]j -

We, your poor mortal kind.”

He mused, “ The thought is new to me.
Forsooth, though I men's master be,

*

Theirs is the teaching mind 1

”
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diat can be selected’ out of Hardy ? God’s helplessness or

God’s callousness, perhaps
;
perhaps, too, a difference in the

values
;
perhaps pity for God or anger ngainst God—but

ultimately perhaps a conviction that it is futile to appeal to

God. He is helpless in Time’s hands like the puniest and

frailest, of mortals. Time is the great master, relentle^,

mighty, elemental. Here is Kipling’s poem, 1892, entitled,

The Answer ”

:

A rose, in tatters on the g-arden path,

Cried out to God and murmured ’gainst His wrath,

Because a sudden wind at twilight’s hush

Had snapped her stem alone of all the bush,

And God who hears both sun-dried dust and sun,

Had pity, whispering to that luckless one.

‘‘Sister, in that thou sayest we did not well—

“ What voices heardst thou when thy pelals fell ?
”

And the Rose answered, “ In that evil hour

“ A voice said, ‘ Father, wherefore falls the^flower ?

“
’For lo, the very gossamers are still ?

“And a voice answered, ‘Son by Allah’s Will.’
”

Then softly as a rain-mist on the sward,

Came to the Rose the Answer of the Lord :

“ Sister, before we smote the Dark in twain,

“ Ere yet the Stars saw one another plain,

“ Time, Tide and Space, we bound unto the task

“That thou shouldst fall, and such an one should ask.”

Whereat the withered flower, all content,

Died as they die whose days are innocent

;

While he who questioned why the flower fell

Caught hold of God and saved his soul from Hell.”

What is the riddle? Is there an answer ? None, save that

things happen as it is written that they shall happen, and

that God must HimseH, to preserve his Godhood, do as it is

decreed. Small comfort, little consolation : but this is all the

poet vouchsafe. More he will not tell. Another poem, with

a similar content, is the Prelude to “Puck of Pook’s Hill
”
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“ Cities and Thrones and Powers

Stand in Time’s eye,

Almost as long as flowers,

Which daily die

;

But, as new buds put forth

To glad new men,

Out of the spent and unconsidered Earth,

The Cities rise again.

This season’s daffodil.

She never hears.

What change, what chance, what chill.

Cut down last year’s

;

But with bold countenance.

And knowledge small.

Esteems her seven days’ continuance

To be perpetual.

So Time that is o’er»kind

* To all that be.

Ordains us e’en as blind,

• As bold as she :

That in our very death.

And burial sure.

Shadow to shadow, well persuaded, saith,

“ See how our works endure
!’’

The spirit of the men who toil and spin and sweat and

die, not because they gain but because of something within

them that does not let them rest and urges them on to

fresh eflfort and new endeavour, who go from danger to

danger and greet peril with a smile, the spirit of such as

these has never found better expression, not in Shelley nor

in Browning, than in Kipling’s “ The Song of the Dead.”

No challenge is here, no defiance
;
a plain statement that

yet moves more than rhetorical skill

;

^ We were dreamers, dreaming greatly, in the man-stifled

town

;

We yearned beyond the sky-line where the^strange roads go

down,
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Came the Whisper, came the Vision, came the Power with

the Need,

Till the Soul that is not man’s soul was lent us to lead.

As the deer breaks—as the steer breaks—from the herd

where they graze—

In the faith of little children we went on our ways.

Then the wood failed—then the food failed— then the last

water dried—

In the faith of little children we lay down and died.

On the sand-drift- on the veldt-side—in the fern-scrap we

lay,

That our sons might follow after by the bones on the way.

Follow after—follow after! We have watered the root,

And the bud has come to blossom that ripens for fruit ! •

Follow after—we are waiting, by the trails that we lost,

For the sounds of many footsteps, for the tread of a host.

Follow after- follow after—for the harvest is sown :

By the bones about the wa^^side ye shall come to your own !

”

The poet who teaches us that the game is more than

the player, and the ship is more than the crew is • uttering

a new note to which the poor modern needs to listen.

That is Kipling’s main contribution. He gives us the

tonic we need and gives it a form we understand. He

speaks in the language of the common men and from their

level : he is no Olympian threatening of the wrath to come,

nor an Oracle on the tripod telling a tale signifying

nothing. The words look trivial, but they sound true :

the form is rough but conceals fine art: and more than all,

the message is one to which we shall respond more and

more, and feel that here is the authentic voice of our

century--“finding no comfort in thought of God, seeing

much misery and disgrace, but withal holding to the

anchor, pointing the way to Light and -bidding us have

hope, for some there still are that do not shame their kind,

not even with th«>t wind blowing and^that tide !

AMARANATHA JHA



DRAMATIC CRITICISM OF THE ROMANTIC
REVIVAL : A CRITICAL SURVEY

“ The most remarkable achievement of Romantic

prose was in providing the formal vesture of Romantic

criticism. In the hands of Hazlitt, Lamb, Coleridge

the art of literary appreciation under-

went a development so extraordinary and so sudden,

that it may fairly be called a Renascence.^’ ^ Still the

way was being prepared from some thirty years ago.

* Morgann and Richardson, though limited in scope as

compared with the greater critics of the Revival were, no

doubt, precursors of the new criticism that was, in their own

time, yet to*aurive. Morgann’s Essay on /hfeia/fpublished in

1 777 is, in several ways, an anticipation of Coleridge
;
and

rightly floes Nichol Smith observe that “ there is nothing

greater—perhaps nothing so great—in Coleridge or

Hazlitt.”^ It was to their loss that none of the three greater

Shakespearian critics of the Revival knew anything about

a work which practically laid down the foundation of nine-

teenth century criticism by enunciating the now well-known

dictum
—

“In dramatic criticism the impression is the fact”

Such a statement as “the understanding seems for the most

part to take cognizance of actions only, and from these

infer motives and character
;
but the sense we have been

speaking of proceeds in a contrary course
;
and determines

of actions from certain first principles of character, which

seem wholly out of the reach of the understanding,”*

anticipates Coleridge by more than a quarter of a century.

* C H. Herford—The Age of Wordsfcorthy p. 48.

* The Dramatic Character of Falstaff^ p, 177.

* Ibid., p. 178.

T8
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He is also first to point out the peculiar vitality of Shakes-

peare’s characters which makes them more historic than

dramatic beings. We all know how this point of view

influenced Shakespearian criticism for nearly a whole

century immediately following.

Richardson, who followed with A FAilosophical

Analysis and Illustration of some of Shakespeare's Remark*

able Characters in 1774, though not as great as Morgann

yet helped in originating that sp>eculative vein in Shakes-

pearian criticism which was fraught with so much conse-

quence to both criticism and drama in later years. The

special emphasis that he laid on Shakespeare’s presenta-

tion of the passions and affections may have had a good

deal to do with Joanna Baillie, Coleridge and other

dramatic writers of the Revival period; and perhaps even

Lamb’s Specimens was not altogether uninspired by him.

The repercussion of such a critical outlook in respect of

Shakespearian plays, on their treatment in the theatre

itself, may be seen from a Drury-Lane announcement

of 1 808 when the management offered The School

of Shakespeare^ a pla}- of shreds and patches made out

of five of his plays arranged in the following order :

—

Act 1. Ambition. From the prophecy of the witches

to the murder of Duncan. (Macbeth.)

Act II. Vanity. The robbery at Gadshill and Fal-

staflPs account of it. (Henry IV, pt I.)

Act III, Revenge. Shylock’s appeal to the Duke

(Merchant of Venice, j

Act IV. Cowardice, Aguecheek’s preparation for the

duel. (Twelfth Night.)

Act V. Slander. The rejection of Hero. (Much Ado)^

' History of the Theatre^ Voi I, pp. 158-9;

and John Genest— Account of th$ English Stags^

Vol. VIII, p. 73,
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Of course it must be admitted that nineteenth century

criticism is marked by greater freedom of movement, by

clearer signs of real pleasure in writing and speaking

about the Elizabethan writers, in general, and about

Shakespeare, in particular. The purpose of criticism

came to be to interpret and not to sit in judgment They

did not hold with Johnson that it was necessary to confess

faults in order to gain credit for praise. The new

critics were nothing if not ardent, enthusiastic and

sincere.

It must also be owned that Lamb, Coleridge and

• Hazlkt introduced the minor EHbethans. Dodsley’s col-

• lection of Old Plays had certainly preceded the Lamb

period, but it scarcely gained any general notice. Ben

Jonson and Fletcher seem to have been in some degree

popular, ^ven the strolling player in the Vicar of Wake^

field could exclaim that “ our taste has gone back a whole

century.* Fletcher, Ben Jonson, all the plays of Shakes-

peare, are the only things that go down.” ' If, however,

the tnajor writers were popular, the eighteenth century

knew little of the lesser Elizabethan playwrights.

Towards Shakespeare the attitude of these nineteenth

century critics is one of frank and passionate idolatry. It

was Lamb^ Coleridge and Hazlitt who originated that

“bawiolttry” which is intolerant of anything except

critical flunkeyism. and which dominated more or less

the critical attitude ot the whole century. Not content

with this, they proceeded even farther and declared that

fihakespeare’s contemporaries and immediate successors

were all dracaatists of such surpassing excellence, that

mm despair to look upon their like again.” Thus, during

the opening years of the century English dramatic

criticism, led by the Lamb-group^ came to be characterised

' P. 1 1 1 (Temple Classics Ed.)
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by indiscriminate enthusiasm for all that came down from

the golden age of English drama.

Lamb first led the way in The Specimens of English

Dramatic Poets who lived about the time of Shakespeare

(1808). In 1801 he had already shown in his John

Woodvil “ a fine fragrance of Elizabethan manner.” His

special merit as a critic lies in feeling “ the charm of an

old poet or moralist and in the ability to interpret that

charm, to convey it to others.” ^ His criticism of poetry

like poetry itself is an act of imagination of which the

text he takes, is only the starting point. It is on this

account that his notes on the old drarhatists are^ so

fascinating. He reacts to their poetry much in the same

fashion as Macaulay does to certain passages in Paradise

Lost^ and new forms of beauty start at once into existence

and all the burial places of memory give up their dead.

Take for instance, his comments on The Duchess of

Malfi '

“ What are ‘ Luke’s iron crown,’ the brazen bull of

Perillus, Procrutes’ bed, to the waxen images which counter-

feit death to the wild masque of madmen, the tomb-maker,

the bellman, the living person’s dirge, the mortification by

degrees! To move a horror skilfully, to touch the soul to

the quick, to lay upon fear as much as it can bear, to wean

and weary a life till it is ready to drop, and then step in

with mortal instruments to take its last forfeit—this only

Webster can do. Writers of inferior genius may “ upon

horror’s head horrors accumulate ” but they cannot do this.

They mistake quantity for quality, they “ terrify babes with

painted devils,” but they know not how a soul is capable

of being moved
;
their horrors want dignity, their aflfright-

ments are without decorum.” This is the very ecstasy of

poetic criticism.
^

It is a creation rather than an interpre-

* Pater --Ajppreotation,
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tation of Webster. The melody of Bosola’s pessimistic

monody :

—

*Their life a general mist of error

Their death a hideous storm of terror etc." (IV, 2. 197 ff)

and the impassioned rhetoric of the Duchess dying speech:

„ „ „ „ Come violent death,

Serve for mandra^ora to make me sleep! (IV, 2. 243-44ff)

fired Lamb’s enthusiasm to such a degree as to

make him over-reach himself. The passage, no doubt, is

remarkable, nay beautiful as a piece of poetic prose such as

few besides Lamb could write to perfection, but it has

only a very remote application to Webster as a dramatist.

Laftnb is interested in the passion and the poetry of

Webster, not in his peculiar dramatic qualities. His

professed object as critic is not so much to point out the

dramatic value of these old plays as to reveal their life and

humanity, •and to familiarise the reader with the poetry

and the literary beauty in them. “ The kind of extracts,”

says Lamb in his preface, which I have sought after,

have been not so much passages of wit and humour,

though the old plays are rich in such, as scenes of passion,

sometimes of the deepest quality, interesting situations,

serious descriptions, that which is more allied to poetry

than to wit, and to tragic rather than to comic poetry;

and again “my leading design has been to illustrate

what may be called the moral sense of our ancestors ” But

the serious drawback of such a point of view is that it

frequently leads one into the obvious fallacy of making the

part greater than the whole. It relaxes judgment in

favour of mere poetry and confounds literary with dramatic

qualities. As a play The Duchess of Malfi has serious

blemishes, yet Lamb seems not^ even to suspect their

existence. Webster glaringly violates probability on more

than one occasion. The Duchess secretly^marries Antonio

and has three children. She is closely watched by Bosola,
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iiai BODody appears to be any the wioti wt lu Again, ner

brothers’ opposition to the Duchess’ marrying a second

husband seems to be altogether unmotivated, and therefore,

dramatically faulty. Webster probably realises this rather

late in the day when, towards the close of the play, Ferdi-

nand is made to tell us that the Duke (her brother) had

hoped to have gained an infinite mass of treasure by her

death.” Apart from the physical horrors of the play

which, in spite of Lamb, are not wanting in quantity, these

are surely serious defects, but Lamb clearly ignores them

in his critical rhapsody.

To take yet another example—Lamb, commenting,on

Ford’s The Broken Heart, gots oS into another, and I should

think, a worse, rhapsody. Referring to the scene in which

the nuptials of Prophilus and Euphranea^ are celebrated,

he speaks of Calantha’s unnatural and monstrpiKly affected

callousness, as “ a holy violence against her nature,” and

thinks that “ the expression of this transcend^t scene

almost bears us in imagination to Calvary and the Cross.”

Could there be anything more grotesque than such exalta-

tion of a scene of such absurd affectations, a scene that

remains unconvincing despite Calantha’s later explana-

tion ?

Oh my lords,

I but deceived your eyes with antick gesture.

When one news straight came huddling on another

Of death, and death, and death, etc., etc. (V. 3. 11, 67 ff)

The light reflected, in this instance even to a greater degree

than in the previous, is the light bestowed
;
these funereal

aflfectations of Calantha in glancing off the highly refrac-

tive mind of Lamb, are transformed and sublimed into a

spectacle of holy agony like that of Christ on the height of

* t%e Act V, Sc. 2.
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C3«lvary.^ The whole picture is recreated in the heart and

brain of Lamb. Yet another instance of the critic^s almost

blind adoration of the ancients is found in his notes on

Toumeur^s The Revenger s Tragedy. The reality and life

of the dialogue in which Vindici and Hippolito first tempt

their mother, and then threaten her to death for consenting

to the dishonour of their sister, passes any scenical illusion

I ever felt ” says Lamb, and finds that the brothers rebuke

their mother “ in words more keen and dagger-like than

those which Hamlet speaks to his mother” The scene

was doubtless inspired by the scene in Hamlet where the

hero taxes his mother
;
but what are these words of which

• Lamb makes so much ?

Mother . . . Am not I your mother ?

Vin. Thou dost usurp that title now by fraud,

For in that shell of mother breeds a bawd.*

Motfter*, A bawd ! O name far loathsomer than hell.

Does Hamlet for one instant forget that he is speak-

ing to his mother ? To him, his mothers unchastity is

such an act that blurs the grace and blush of modesty

and must needs remain nameless, whereas Tourneur ban-

dies the vulgar word as if to underline it.

It must be owned that Lamhs criticism is no pose or

affectation. He is sincere in his unbounded admiration.

His criticism is true, but true for him only. It is tempera-

mental, personal, and subjective
;
and that is at once the

weakness and the strength of his art He, like his follower

—Walter Pater— creates anew what he criticises.^

’ Cf. Cossets remarks—‘‘ Why is it forbidden to point out
how violent and excessive they (the Elizabethan playwrights)

are. how wearisome in their iterations, how confus^ wordy,
ana incoherent.” The Atlantic Mon^ily, 1902, p. 164.

• Act IV, 4. 11 ;
8-11.

• Hamlet, Act 4. 11 , 40g;
• Ct Pater’s exposition of La GiocoAda. Renais^^ance

(pocket ed.), pp. 129-130,



Stmifloi on Massinger are of considerable

ifltetest as showing what he was admiring in the old

^matists. “ Massinger had not ** says he “ the higher

requisites of his art in anything like the degree in which

they were possessed by Ford, Webster,Tourneur, Heywood,

and others. He never shakes or disturbs the mind with

grief. He is read with composure and placid delight He
wrote with equability of all the passions, which made his

English style the purest and most free from violent meta-

phors and harsh construction of any of the dramatists who

were his contemporaries.” There is not a word here about

his skill in drama. Who would deny the fact that his

A New Way to pay Old Debts was one of the very few plays

that survived on the stage longer and more genuinely than

any other non-Shakespearian play ? The place that Lamb
assigns to him is certainly due to the comparative absence in

his work of those purple patches which Lamf) regards as

“the higher requisites of his art ” William Archer, whose

knowledge of the drama and the dramatic is recognised to

be of the highest order and who, as a critic, has helped

more than any one else in the present renaissance of the

English drama, speaks of Massinger as one who “ not only

had a cleaner and a saner mind than they (i.e., the other

Elizabethans), but more real ingenuity and truer sense of

dramatic eflFect. If he had lived in Spain, he would have

been a formidable rival of Lope and Calderon. If he had

lived in France a hundred years ago, the elder Dumas and

Victor Hugo would have to look to their laurels.”^ It is

also worth remembering in this connection that Archer is

none too leniently disposed towards the Elizabethans, and

it is also interesting to note that at least for once he and

Swinburne agree inresj^ctof their estimation of Massinger

as a dramatist. ^

4t William Archer— The Old Drama and the New^ p. 101.

* A C SYfinhumer-ContemporarieB of Shakespeare^ p, 1 69.
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It seems, however, that Lamb was not altogether with-

out some perception of dramatic qualities. Of Chapman

he says “ dramatic imitation is not his talent. He could

not go out of himself as Shakespeare could shift at pleasure

to inform and animate other existences, but in himself he

had an eye to perceive and a soul to embrace all forms

and modes of being.” Again, in one of his letters to

Mrs. Shelley, he lamented his own lack of the constructive

gift with reference to his PatorirBroker^s Daughter: “ The

scenes come one after another like geese, not marshalled

like cranes or a Hyde Park review. ... I want some

Howard Payne to sketch a skeleton of artfully succeeding

• scenes through a whole play, as the courses are arranged

in a cookery book, I to find the wit, passion, sentiment,

character and the like trifles.”^ This reminds one of

Sribe’s sa3iin^ a few years later, “ When my subject is good,

when my scenerio is very clear, very complete, I might

have tht play written by my servant
;
he would be sustain-

ed by the situation—and the play would succeed.”^ Here

he appears to go into the very heart of the technique of

playmaking, yet he never suspects the want of this logic

of construction in the old dramatists he so enthusiastically

applauds.

His other most notable contribution to the dramatic

criticism of his time is his essay— On The Tragedies of

Shakespeare, Here he contends that they should not be

staged. He complains that ‘‘ instead of realising an idea,

we have only materialised and brought down a fine vision

to the standard of flesh and blood. We have let go a

dream, in quest of an unattainable substance.” Lamb here

makes a general statement which has only a particular

application. He confounded t6e nineteenth century

' Letter to Mrs. Shelley, July 27, 1827. %
* Quoted by Brander Matthews in A Study of the Drama^

p. 2L
P. 11.
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of representing Shakespeare with the art of the

wzabethan theatre. What Lamb means to say is that the

stage-representation such as that he and his generation

were made familiar with by Kemble and others, and which

destroyed the spiritual significance and the symbolic value

of the tragedies. It is true that it is the symbolic quality

which makes the tragedies of Shakespeare so great and

which the “ literalism ” of the nineteenth century theatre

was destroying. Shakespeare himself has given the warn-

ing
—

“ the best in this kind are but shadows, the worst no

worse, if imagination amend them ” * — which none who

cares for theatrical effectiveness may ignore. “ Art ”, says

Oscar Wilde truly, “ finds her own perfection within, and

not outside herself. She is not to be judged by any exter-

nal standard of semblance.”® And this applies particularly

well to all idealistic art, including the art of the idealistic

theatre. The play, specially the highly imaginative play,

is
“ the cloudy symbol of a high romance,” and a^y effort

to interpret it too literally, to reduce it to ordinary human

terms, is sure to end disastrously. Shakespeare himself

has pointed out the danger in a humorous way in A
Midsummer Night's Dream. In the essay on Stage Illusion,

Lamb makes it clearer when he condemns real-life manners

in comic acting, because “ it will destroy the whimsical and

purely dramatic existence of the character. They please

by being done under the life, or beside it, not to the life.”*

It is universally admitted that Shakespeare cannot, without

injury, be realistically treated in the theatre, and when

Lamb advocated that Shakespearian tragedies should not

be acted, he meant this and nothing more. It may not be

out of place to mention here that Lamb had on his side

apart from Hazlitt, no less a person than Goethe, who, like

' A MuUumfMr Night’s Dream, Act V.

* Oscar 'W'Me—Mentions (Decay of Lying in Art).

’ See Cambridge History of Literature, .Vol. XI, p. 284.
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him, regarded Shakespeare more as a poet to be read than

to be acted. ^ Everyone feels mere mimicry is not acting”

observes Tomlins, “ yet some of our greatest actors have

been and are obliged to piece out their conceptions of long

and intricate characters, in those places where their imagi-

nation fails them, by substitution of close mimicries of bare

realities.”^

To sum up. Lamb, as a critic, cared above all for

situation, for scenes of noble tension, for wit—the sudden

verbal revelation whether creative or fanciful, throwing a

curious remote light upon human nature. His criticism of

thf Elizabethan dramatists is thus lacking in system, and

• makes no difference between the purely poetic and the

dramatic qualities. He confesses in his essay on Imperfect

Sympathies that he is “ merely suggestive ” and “ content

with fragments and scattered pieces of Truth.” By his

superlative praise of the mere poetry of the dramatists

he puts dramatic criticism on the wrong tack, but at the

same time, it is probably true that he has been as much

sinned against as sinning. When he declared “ let us

write for antiquity ” it is very doubtful whether he meant

it be taken seriously. Besides, the elements of poetry and

passion which he specially eulogised in the older dramatists

were precisely the elements which the plays of his

own time specially lacked
;
and it is not to be denied that

these are the elements which give permanence to the

drama in all ages.
®

* Maeterlinck is also said to have regretted that he had

ever seen Hamlet on the stage. See A. Henderson—

of Life and the Modern Spirit, p. 1 22.

* F. G. Tomlins

—

The Past and present State of Dramatic

Art and Literature^ p. 26.

* It is to be remembered in this connection that neither

Lamb nor Hazlitt saw any real Shakespeare. Many of the

versions acted in the nineteenth century were those of the
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'JOiendge as a critic occupies a higher position than

Lamb as having definitely formulated the historical method

in criticism “ by conceiving poetry as a manifestation of

the historic evolution of the divine spirit of the universe

under the vesture of national, local, and personal condi-

tions, inexhaustibly various”.^ His mind was speculative,

philosophical and profoundly analytic. He was the first

critic to point out the fundamental difference between the

classical and the romantic genius. “ The Greeks idolised

the finite,” says he “ and, therefore, were the masters of

whatever is capable of being definitely conveyed by defined

forms or thought: the moderns revere the infinite, and

affect the indefinite as a vehicle of the infinite.”^

As a dramatic critic, his most considerable contribu-

tion was his Lectures on Shakespeare and some of the Old

Poets and Dramatists. His first course, including eighteen

lectures, was given at the Royal Institution about 1 802
,
and

the London course of 1818 ended his career as a •'lecturer.

In his lecture On the Drama generally and Public Taste^

he divides the dramatic poet^s characteristics “ into

language, passion, and character.” From this, one is led to

think that these were all the qualities that he looked for in

a good play. Evidently then, the author of The Hamburg

Dramaturgy^ with whom Coleridge had already come into

contact, had not touched him on this side. He, like Lamb,

failed to see that the dramatic structure was the vital thing

Restoration or the Garrick period. Besides, the spectacular

tendency setting in strongly then, made the managers totally

forget the wholesome principle that “the play is the thing.”

For a general history of the early nineteenth century stage,

See Nicoll—X/Z Century Drama, Vol. 1, and the present

writer’s English Theatre of the Romantic Revival. The Nine^

temth Century S After

^

Sept. 1928.

> C H. H^ord- Tht of Wordowortk.

’ QxAmAzt— Essays and Lectures (Evepyman), p. 29.
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in a drama. His Lectures on Shakespeare takes no account

of the development of Shakespeare’s technique as a play-

wright On the contrary, he is ready to prove upon first

principles that all his works are perfect and could not have'

been different. Some of the observations on Shakespeare

are no doubt profound, and have not been improved upon

since his time. For instance, he speaks of the law of unity

as the unity of feeling and character, and not the unity

I imposed by “ factitious necessity of custom ”—but some-

thing atmospheric and pervasive. He illustrates his point

by reference to Borneo and Juliet. Coleridge’s criticism,

often like that of Lamb, is creative and impressionistic.

• He* lets none of Shakespeare’s poetry be lost.
—

“ In Juliet

love has all that is tender and melancholy in the nightin-

gale, all that is voluptuous in the rose, with whatever is

sweet in the freshness of spring
;
but it ends with a long

deep sigh like that last breeze of the Italian evening.”^

Here ag^in, we have Lamb’s ecstasy, the same fervour of

expression, the play of fancy

“Slipping- in between

The beauty coming and the beauty gone.’^

Coleridge is more subtle than Lamb and had come

into contact with Lessing, yet he, too, was unable to give

the guidance the age needed. He does not seem to have

realised that the art of the drama was specific and different

from the art of poetry, and had to be learnt
;

that Shakes-

peare also learnt it by degrees, and in the theatre—its only

school
;
that great as was the genius of Shakespeare, it did

not mature in a day.

Possibly it is true that Coleridge felt the appeal of the

truly dramatic. It is of interest to note what he ssiys of

Massinger, the one playwright of the Elizabethan age after

* Lectures. Possibly it is this sentimental vein that is

ridiculed by Baillie in her Enihusiaam^ Act IJ? Sc. 2. (Clutter-

buck is perhaps Coleridge.)
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Shakespeare, who was a dramatist first and a poet after-

wards. “ He excels ” sa5^s Coleridge, “ in narration, and

ior the most part displays his mere story with skill. But

he is not a poet of high imagination
;
he is like a Flemish

painter, in whose delineations objects appear as they do in

nature, have the same force and truth, and produce the

same efiFect upon the spectator. But Shakespeare is beyond

this
;
he always by metaphors and figures involves in the

thing considered a universe of past and possible expe-

rience
;
he mingles earth, sea and air, gives a soul to

everything, and, at the same time, that he inspires human

feelings, adds a dignity in his images to human nature

itself.”^ The passage is significant as showing Colericige’s

•

relative valuation of the poetic as distinguished from the

dramatic qualities. Like Lamb, he does not set much

store by drama that is not exalted by poetry—^whether of

passion or of character. So it is that both are of the same

opinion in the matter of stage illusion - which is a will-

ing suspension of disbelief, a remission of judgment.”

The art they regarded as the highest, is, therefore, far

removed from the art whose products are meant “ to buzz

in people’s head ” and remind men of members of their

family. For not only are we never deluded or anything

like it,” says Coleridge, “ but the attempt to cause the

highest delusion possible to beings in their senses sitting

in a theatre, is a gross fault, incident only to low minds,

which, feeling that they cannot affect the heart or head per-

manently,endeavour to call forth the momentary affections.

There ought never to be more pain than is compatible with

co-existing pleasure and to be amply repaid by thought”*

Coleridge’s criticism takes no account of the art of play-

making. He studies characters, unravels by analysis their

deepest motives, argues back from their overt acts to the

intricate mental|processes involved, and sometimes altoge-

^ Essays and Lectures (Eveiyman), p. 28. Ibid, p. 29.
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ther forgets that they are not living personages but

dramatic characters. “ He elicits,” says Herford, “ the

hidden pathos of humour, and is somewhat too prone to

find profound judgment in a pun.” ^ He considers Shakes-

peare’s works as romantic poetry revealing itself in the

drama, and emphasises their morality.

HazHtt is the third of the gi*eat triad of critics of this

period. Early in his career he came into contact with

Coleridge, for whom he had a profound regard. His

mentality was entirely different from that of Coleridge.

On the one hand, he was inferior to Lamb in recreative

powp, and on the other, he lacked the organic sense of

•Coleridge. His lectures on the Characters of Shakespeare s

Plays are isolated studies. He passes the plays in review

one after another without attempting to elicit from them,

as Coleridge does, the history of the mind of the

behind them. He exhibits rather than reveals beauties.

He enjoys the poetry of Shakespeare, interprets the

characters but “ brushes away all that is mysterious and

problematic,” in the plays. * That his interest is aesthetic

rather than dramatic is perhaps best seen from his remark

on The Comedy of Errors. “This compdy,” says he, “is

taken from The Manaechmi of Plautus, and is not an im-

provement on it.^ Shakespeare appears to have bestowed

no great pains on it, and there are a few passages which

bear the decided stamp of his genius.” To say that it is

no improvement is to misunderstand the very nature and

C. H. K^rlovd—The Aye of Wordsworth^ p. 87.

* Op. cit, p. 77.

* Op. cit., p. 77.

* Professor Baker has pointed out at some length Shakes-

peare’s improvements on Plautus and also his comprehension

of the audience as revealed in the handling of the plot See

G. P. Baker*-r^« Development of Shakespeare a Dramatist,

pp. 135 ff.
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quality of the play. It is a farce, pre-eminently relying on

the adroitness of situation, and not on the humour or on

the veracity of its character. ^ It is, no doubt, one of his

comparatively early plays, yet it can be said without exag-

geration that even in his later plays Shakespeare has not

shown a greater capacity for a finer adjustment of the

mechanism of the play to the needs of the theatre. That

the spectators may get amusement out of the various mis-

taken identities which make up the plot, it is absolutely

necessary that they should be told at the very beginning

all about the two sets of twins, and how they were parted,

so that the audience could follow and enjoy the puzzling

complications that make up the plot. It was certainly no

easy task to do all that without loss of effect Shakespeare

has done it with absolute certainty and perfect compre-

hension of the dramatic effect The court-scene at the

opening sets forth all that is necessary to be told, and a

considerable economy is achieved by making the loss of

the child the excuse for the violation of the law against

strangers. The elements of busy trifling and display such

as the nature of the scene allows, on the one hand, ensure

the instant interest of the audience, while on the other,

they strike, as is usual with Shakespeare, an “ einleitende

Akkord ” (to quote Freytag’s phrase) of the play which is

a farce and raises laughter by automatism—by repetition,

inversion, and interference de and such other, devices

of a mechanical character. These points must not be lost

sight of in judging the play, and, if Hazlitt had compre-

hended all these he would certainly not have brushed it

aside as a piece of work carelessly done, because it has

few passages which bear the decided stamp of his (Shakes-

peare^s) genius.”

* For the difference between the appeal of true comedy

and farce see Allardyce Nicoll—An Introduoiion to Dramatio

Theory^ pp. 132-4,
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Again, commenting on Marlowe’s Edward J7, he says

that Edward II is drawn with historical truth, but with-

out much dramatic eflfect. The management of the plot is

feeble and desultory
;
little interest is excited in the various

turns of fate
;
the characters are too worthless, have too

little energy, their punishment is, in general, too well

deserved to excite our commisseration
;

so that the play

bears, on the whole, but a distant comparison with Shakes-

peare’s Richard II in conduct and power or effect.” * On the

contrary, does not every reader feel that Marlowe shows

truer theatrical instinct in Edumrd //, in successfully trying

not to shift the interest midway on a secondary character,

• as Shakespeare does ? Edward’s opponent, Mortimer, is

undoubtedly an unattractive character, Bolingbroke on the

other hand, has elements of popularity, but he is so lightly

sketched that he scarcely fastens on the audience. Thus

the interest ol the audience is frittered away in Richard IL*

As a contrast to this, it is certainly instructive to note how

Shakespeare keeps the character of Banquo in the earlier

part and that of Macduff in the later part subordinate to

that of Macbeth. Even in the last stage of the tragedy of

Macbeth^ Macduff, in spite of obviously popular elements in

his character, is never allowed to compete in interest with

Macbeth and we all feel what has been gained thereby in

concentrated dramatic effect.^

‘ Jlsizlitt-- Lectures on Elizabethan Literature (Bohn),

p. 54.

Compare Professor Nicoll’s remarks on Julius Ccesar,

British Drama^ p. 175.

* Shakespeare shows even better management of the

falling action in Othello
\
Goriolanus may be regarded as the

greatest example of sustained interest in the hero both in the

rising as well as in the falling action. See Modern Language

Notes, Dec., 1922, A. H. Tolman— T/te Siructur^of Shakespeare^

s

Tragedies with special reference to Goriolanus,

F. 12
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Besides, Hazlitt takes no notice of how Marlowe sub-

ordinates literal historical accuracy to the higher purposes

of art, while substantially adhering to history. He com-

presses the Gaveston and Spenser episodes, historically

separated by years, for the purpose of enhancing the human

interest and the dramatic congruity of the play. As a

drama thus we see Richard II is scarcely superior to Edward

II. There cannot be any doubt that Hazlitt’s preference

for Shakespeare’s play is determined by its richer poetry as

also by his idolatrous veneration for Shakespeare.

In the contemporaries of Shakespeare, it is the literary

qualities that appeal to him most strongly. “ The

sweetness of Dekker, the thought of Marston, the gravity •

of Chapman, the grace of Fletcher and his young-ey’d wit,

Jonson’s learned sock, the flowing vein of Middleton,

Heywood’s ease, the pathos of Webster, and^ Marlowe’s

deep designs, add a double lustre to the sweetness, thought,

gravity, grace, wit, artless nature, copiousness, eas^ pathos

and the sublime conceptions of Shakespeare’s muse.”^

These are the qualities that he appreciates most in the

Elizabethan writers, and not one of them can be said to be

a dramatic quality, though their presence in a drama will

always give it an added lustre. Commenting on Mother

Bomhie (of Lyly), he finds in it “ little else than a tissue of

absurd mistakes . . . dike another Comedy of Errorsf

but goes into ecstasy over Endymion—“ Happy Endymion !

Faithful Eumenides! Divine Cynthia! who would not wish

to pass his life in such sleep, dreaming of some fair heaven-

ly goddess, with the moon shining upon his face, and the

trees growing silently over his head.” None can mistake

why he prefers this play to Mother Bombie ditr this rhapsody.

To Hazlitt it was always sufficient, as Professor Howe

observes that here was poetry of high order, that here

* Hazlitt—

5

on Elizabethan Literatur$ (Bohn)

pp. 10-11,
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was something that made him glad to be alive.” ^ He ad-

mires the old dramatists because there is nothing theatri-

cal about them. In reading them, you only think how the

persons into whose mouth certain sentiments are put, would

have spoken or looked; in Dryden and others of that school,

you only think as the authors themselves seem to have

done, how they would be ranted on the stage by some bus-

kined hero or tragedy-queen”^ He even goes further,

and, like Lamb, holds that the contemporaries of Shakes-

peare have an advantage over him in the fact that their

plays are not associated in our mind with any stage-trick.

As a critic of the theatre, however, he went to the

• other extreme in giving almost exclusive attention to the

actor, forgetting that the real life of a play depends on its

creator rather than on its interpreters,—and failed to realise

that a new image or new transposition of life in a form

appropriate to the theatre is more important than the perfec-

tion of t^e human instrument by which it is made flesh.”
^

A brief notice of the less known writers who essayed

dramatic criticism in this period will, I hope, be found

useful even though many of them have vanished complete-

ly without leaving a rack behind. Among these Edward

Stanley deserves mention by virtue of the special merit of

his little known essay. Thoughts on Tragedy (1790) pub-

lished along with his even less known closet-play, Elmirah*

The essay has been undeservedly consigned to the limbo

of the forgotten. His main object is to help in the revival

of poetic tragedy, and he is chiefly concerned with the

dramatic writers of his own time. Fortunately his was not

a mind which revels in the sepulchral splendour of an irre-

vocable past

' C. H.L., Vol. XII, p. 170.

* Haxlitt— op. cit., p. 104.

* A B. Walkely—Fa«/t0A« and ^Essay on Acting

and Oriticiam,
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“A good tragedy” says he, “ought to be a good poem

;

but since many of the pieces which are every day produced

and which please the world, cannot be esteemed good

poems, and yet are reputed good tragedies, it should

follow, that to compose a tragedy poetical genius is not at

present requisite. And, indeed, if modern compositions

of this nature were estimated by their poetic merit only,

few could assert a just claim to excellence. . . .It is

therefore evident that the want of poetical genius, in this

species of production, may be remedied; and no man should

be discouraged from attempting this line, who, to a toler-

able share of judgement, a slight knowledge of versi-

fication, and some skill in moving the passions, unites

a happy display of incidenV^^ The last part, which

I have ventured to italicise, claims special attention

as showing the author’s comprehension of the theatre.

There are some observations on plagiarism in course of

which he points out the limits to which borrowing^ may be

allowed, and a very just condemnation of those who
“neglecting the thoughts of the ancients adopt their peculi-

arity of phrase.” He shows his good sense again when,

welcoming poetry in tragedy, he warns dramatic writers

against the vicious habit of indulging in laboured hyper-

bole, antithesis, metaphor, and mere ornamental descrip-

tion at the expense of relevancy. He refers particularly

to three well-known plays of the eighteenth century, viz.^

:

Edmund Smith’s Phaedra and Hippolytus, Addison’s Cato,

and Johnson’s Irene, and plainly tells us that, abounding

as they do in poetic qualities, they are not proper plays for

the theatre. He rightly attributes the temporary success of

Cato to the rival efforts of Whigs and Tories, and points

out that all the three plays are deficient in incident.* While

* P. 109.
• Sir Edmun(JGosse writing in 1902 says the very same thing

when he speaks of Cato as lacking in “dramatic business.” See
The Revival of PoeticDrama in The AilanticMonthlyyjoV 90, p. 1

59*
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thus recognising the importance of dramatic incidents in a

play, he is shrewd enough to see that too much might

easily be made of it.
“ In our time,” says Stanley, incident

has been improperly used, it has become the primary object

of modern composition, when it ought to be result of plot,

a secondary matter springing from natural causes. Incident

should be the legitimate offspring, not the adopted child,

of tragedy.”
^

As one reads this essay, one cannot help regretting

that it was not more widely known to those who, after

Stanley, came to write plays or pen dramatic criticism. He

appears to have been on the right tack, a thing that cannot

• be* said of the great critics of the succeeding years.

Throughout his performance is characterised by sanity,

acuteness, independence, sincerity, and a genuine perception

of the relative value of the poetical and the dramatic

qualities of plays. “Though much has been done in

favour of tragedy,” says he, “ yet it has been injudiciously

done ... we have many examples of poetical merit with-

out art, but we have many more instances of art without

genius ” Here he seems to anticipate in substance

by more than a century what Professor Brander Matthews

says about the technique of playmaking
—

“ Construction,

the adroit building up of a series of situations, this is the

prime requisite of dramatic art, without which the art

cannot exist
;
but it is only the beginning, and it can never

be an end itself, as it was in the so-called well-made plays

of Scribe and of the crowd of collaborators and disciples that

encompast Scribe about” ^

Stanley concludes this ably written essay with an

appeal to poets to recognise the claims of art—the art of

playmaking, “ Poetry, and business, passion and inci-

dent,” says he, “ even in a moderate degree combined, must

* Stanley, pp. 121-122. I
• The Principles of Piaymaking^ p. 84.
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give satisfaction. On the stage and in the closet, mankind

might be equally pleased
;
and the giddy multitude and

the judicious few would at length unite their suflFrages in

favour of so happy an assemblage.”^ Thus he seems to

foreshadow the trend of modern critical thought on drama

in his genuine solicitude for the reconcilement of the art

of poetry and the art of playmaking, which alone he

thinks and rightly, too, can enable the stage to recapture

poetry as its natural expression and revive again the lost

glories of
‘‘ the spacious times ” of Queen Elizabeth.

Brief notice may be taken here of the critical matter in

the prefaces to the plays of Joanna Baillie. She appears

to have come under the influence of Richardson. Her
'

professed preference for faithfully delineated nature to

embellishments of poetry are negatived in her practice in

dramatic writing in which she employs a p^hly padded

style recalling that of Ford.

Sir Walter Scott as a critic belongs to the Lamb
school. This is seen from his extravagant eulogy

of Baillie’s plays whom he hailed as a reincarnation of

Shakespeare in petticoat
^

Outside the Lamb group Bishop Hurd published

A Dissertation on the Province of the Drama in 1811. He
says nothing that is not to be found in Aristotle. His

reference to the contemporary drama is brief, and becomes

ineffectual through too much brevity. “ Our writers,” says

Hurd, “ are all for plot and intrigue
;
and never appear so

well-satisfied with themselves as when, to speak their own

phrase, they contrive to have a good deal of business on

their hands.” At the same time, he gives a salutaiy warn-

ing to those writers wha, recognising the superiority of the

* Stanley, oj^ cit, p. 141.

• See Scott’s Marmion^ Introduction to Canto III.
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plays of character to plays of intrigue, have been led into

the other extreme of not paying any heed to the plot at

alh But Hurd does not point out the plays or the authors,

nor does he say anything particularly about the tragedies

of his time.

George Darley would claim notice as one of

the very few critics who directed their attention to the

contemporary playwrights. His Letters to the Dramatists

of the day^^ six in number and written with the object of

originating “ a nascent impulse to legitimate dramatism ”

would probably have been more helpful had they been less

hypercritical and truculent; but as it is, they did little more

^thaft earn for him the appellation of bloody John Lacy

—

that being the name under which he wrote those Letters-

He is specially interested in tragedy, and points out that

its virtue does not consist in its “ poeticity ” and observes

that “ actioTi Is the essence of drama ”
;
and that “ the one

great instrument to keep an audience on the fret of atten-

tion is a good plot While he is right so far, his bias,

for Elizabethan technique leads him to countenance noise,

bluster and fury. He condemns Sardanapalus for the

absence “ of horror, ruin, tumult and confusion,’^ and ex-

claims melodramatically
—

“ wTite me a good, honest, spirit-

stirring, ear-piercing, homely English tragedy such as will

go near to burst me a blood vessel.”*'^ He betrays this

partiality for action of a purely physical character in his

own plays. He seems not to have realised what Dryden

had done a century and half ago that there can be action

of a properly dramatic nature without the characters coming

to blows on the stage
;
much less does he seem to have

suspected that the main drift of drama—-and particularly of

tragedy—through itswhole history, l^is been towards greater

and greater “ inwardness,” towards a setting of unconscious

* London Magazine^ Vol. VIII. * Ibid., p. I.

• Ibid., p. 136,
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impluses, of thoughts hardly to be packed into a narrow act,”

of feelings that rarely ripple into action. His Elizabethan

taste is even more pronouncedly felt in his attacks on the

style of Proctor and Byron, whose blank-verse he calls

“ prose-poetry ” and vehemently denounces it as “ an

enervate, Sybarite system of versification, and ridicules

Byron, as bestriding “ a broken-backed Pegasus,” scarcely

realising that this kind of blank-verse was more suitable to

be spoken on the stage than the richly embroidered and

high-flying style of the latter-day Elizabethans. Besides,

his attempt is journalistic, desultory and, perhaps, even half-

hearted. He makes no reference to Shelley’s Cemi^ though

it had been published quite three years before, while he

devotes pages to criticise such a little-known play as

Durazzo by James Haynes.

Barley’s views were criticised by Martin>M’Dermot,

latterly editor of The European Magazine. His Philosophical

Enquiry into the Source of the Pleasure derived from Tragic

Representation (1824) of 405 octavo pages is an ambitious

work. By far the greater part of the book deals with various

theories regarding the sources of tragic efifect and their

moral and metaphysical values. In the last chapter he

tackles “ the secret of giving dramatic interest to tragedies

intended for representation. In reply to Barley he says

that modem tragedies are not wanting in action, and

observes that the cause of their insipidity lies in the

absence of strong sensations, emotions, and passions.^ This,

however, seems hardly true, because most of the nineteenth

century tragedies, if anything at all, are hyper-emotional

and hyper-passionate. He also, like Barley, accuses the

dramatic writers of trusting to the virtue and efficacy of

language. He is certainly right in considering the actors

an important factor in the success of tragedy on the stage.

1 — —
> Pp. 341-344.
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It will be easily seen from the above that these critics

touch only the fringe of the principles of dramaturgy, and

in none can we trace any attempt at a scientific study of

the dramatic principles and practices such as Lessing s or

much less like those of our own times.

Following Lamb, Coleridge, Hazlitt, there were others

of their school who gave occasional attention to Shakespeare,

and less often to the minor Elizabethans, but rarely they

paid any attention to their contemporaries. They appear

to live entirely in the past and their criticism is aesthetic

rather than dramatic.' The tradition they set up

almost throughout the century. The tendency of this

• school is to judge a play by some isolated passages ein e

ded in an otherwise not too unexceptionable play, mey

forget that a play is an organic structure and critics can

hardly peap.and botanise on the disjecta membra o

scenes and passages and yet valuate them correctly.

To sum up then, the English critics failed to do what

Lessinghad done for Germany by The Hamburg Drama-

turgy. They did not take into account the relation between

the theatre and the drama. This was, perhaps, due to

their acquaintance with nearly all the Elizabethan play-

wrights who were thought of as models, in the closet.*

Character, diction, situation are what appeals to us most

when we read a play. These, of course, are qualities that

give it permanence; but there are far other qualities called

for in an acting play. A mere melodrama with sensational

incidents and complicated intrigues is more likely to hold

the audience than a highly literary' play devoid of stage

qualities. The critics of the Romantic Revival, at any rate

those whose influence was abiding, failed to realise this

'

””

' E.g., Leigh Hunt and De Quincey and Landor.

• Note also Gosse’s remarks on The Duchess of

the essay quoted above. See f. n. on p 10, alio Nicoll Smith-

Shakespeare in the J8th Century (Oxford).

9 . 18
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fact Had they paid more attention to the contemporary

plays than to the players, as they actually did, they would

in all likelihood have found this out. It may
,
perhaps, be

true that the condition of the stage and the utter worthless-

ness of the bulk of the stage-pieces, led them to

emphasise the permanent qualities. Whatever the

reason, they cannot escape the blame of having failed to

realise that “ a great drama regarded as a piece of literature

depends for its greatness on something far other than

mere plot; a play to be successful on the stage (unless it

be a show ) demands a plot well-knit, intriguing

full of interest, and artistically conceived. The point, of

view of the theatre and the point of view of the study,

therefore, not only do not coalesce, but are poles asunder,^

so much so that a popular dramatist of the late Victorian era

who is still alive and active, says “ how many round and

stirring play has held the audience firmly in its grip until-

thud ! down conies a chunk of “ literature ” like •brickbat

Away goes the play, away go the players, and we

see nothing but a dismal library and an old professor, in

blue spectacles, with a wet towel round his head.”®

U. C. NAG

' Allardyce Nicoll—An IntroduoHon to Dramatic Theory.

p. 34.

• Sidney Grundy quoted byC. E. Montague: Easayc and
Studies^ Vol. 2, The Literary Flay, Also compare Grundy’s The
JPZai/ 0/ which was an attack on John Palmer’s The
Future of the Theatre,



HAMLET AND OPHELIA

A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF THEIR RELATION.

The most popular of English plays, like the

personality of its author, has been a subject of endless dis-

cussion. Baffled in their attempts to pluck out the heart

of its mystery, critics have often read their own thoughts in

the words of Shakespeare. No other play has caused more

perplexity and discussion in the whole range of art, with

the consequence that the artist’s purpose is obscured by

the intrusion of the critic’s personality and his egotistical

humours. The majestic simplicity of the play, its subtle

and complex revelation of human nature have been turned

into enigin^tical problems for our intellects to play upon.

We are simply bewildered by the volume of criticism, often

fantastic and contradictory, which has been piled upon a

single play of Shakespeare. And yet this vast literature of

criticism which has grown round Hamlet^ irrespective of its

interpretative value, is not only of absorbing interest, but

has a deep significance from the psychological point of

view. While its force of suggestion can never be over-

estimated, its varied interpretation of life is only next to

the craft of the poet. It shows an amazing power of

imagination and often attains the best form and reaches a

very high literary level.

The appeal of this great classic is universal; and the

most unmistakable sign of its greatness is the force of its

appeal in a variety of circumstances and in changing times.

The popularity of the play, which has never depended

upon contemporary taste alone, and cannot be degraded to

the level of a thing of fashion, is bound to grow with time.

With the advanceof modem civilization, au|l the imaginative

09
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bentofmind which the progressive world increasingly induces

in thoughtful people, Hamlet is likely to acquire a deeper

significanceand intensify its forceful appeal. The more imagi-

native among us have undoubtedly a smack of Hamlet and

we become well aware of his presence, when the deeper

problems of life perplex us, and we are anxious to discover

the significance of our relation with the inscrutable ways of

destiny and the world. We may not be called upon to

face the external circumstances which it was Hamlet’s lot to

contend against, yet the same questionings, doubts and pro-

blems confront us, and they induce in us the states of mind

which, if not identical with, are similar to those of Hamlef.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Hamlet continues to
*

fascinate our minds and critical interpretations go on

increasing the volume of literature on the play. They may

not always throw light on the mind of Shakespeare, but

they often illuminate our path in the world, and open

new vistas into that wonderful region —the human«mind.

We naturally judge a play by the distinct and

immediate impression it makes upon us, either when we

see it on the stage, or read it with an alert mind. The

impression is the play, but no two persons can receive

similar or equally vivid impressions. The similarity of

taste may produce a general agreement regarding the main

qualities of the play, yet there is a difference, and it is due

to the difference in the keenness of imaginative apprehen-

sion and emotional response. These give a distinctive and

individual quality to our appreciation of a work of art.

And these are exactly what we expect to be clearly

brought out in a literary or aesthetic criticism, the quality

of which will largely depend upon the vividness with

which the imaginative ‘experiences are realized. Even if

the critic fails to attain accuracy of interpretation, his appre-

ciation has, at ileast, the truth of suggestion, and if he is

not quite fantastic, he may convey a point of view which
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the reader jperhaps had only imperfectly realized. The
clouds of incense may darken the idol, but the offering

springs from an adoring heart.

The love aflfair of Hamlet and Ophelia is the strangest

love story ever written. Shakespeare has allowed us

only glimpses of unspoken thoughts, yet this minor theme*

cannot be treated merely as an episode. It traces the

history of two loving souls drawn together, only to be

separated for ever in the most tragic circumstances. The

course of love ends unhappily, and for this, as we find, the

blame lies more on the lovers, their mistakes and psycho-

logical complexes than on the unpropitioiis external cir-

cumstances. The lovers are drawn irresistibly to their doom

on account of their own weaknesses and incapacity to grasp

the reality of the situation. Our tragic feeling deepens

when we discover that the cruel circumstances were not

entirely beyond control, and that with a little more of mutual

sympathy and insight, at least the course of love, true as

it was, could be made to run smoothly
;
whether the lovers

survived or not is a different question.

Let us take Hamlet first. Of all the characters given

to us by Shakespeare, and more specially of those in whom
imagination is predominant, Hamlet is the most closely

studied and intensely realized. But there is such a bewil-

dering diversity of opinion that perhaps the only point of

unanimity is that Hamlet was a man I Some critics maintain

such a radical difference in their conceptions of this charac-

ter that we despair of constructing a personality of a type

known to us from experience. We are, however, not

concerned with those traits in the character which have

given rise to controversies, and on which the last word

will perhaps be never written. Let us leave out of

account the big issues concerning Hamlet’s real or feigned

madness, his irresolution or weakness of will, due to excess

of intellect, the underlying causes of delay in carrjdng
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out his resolve, and similar other problems, which usually

engage the attention of critics. Our main purpose here

is to understand Hamlet in love, and for that it is quite

enough to remember some of the broad features of the

character about which there is no sharp difference of

* opinion. Hamlet is a prince, and a prince every inch of

him. His one supreme desire is to do the right thing

and do it like a gentleman in a thoroughly honourable

manner. He is a trul}^ heroic and honourable pattern of

manhood, and it is his high endeavour to keep that

manhood unsullied by any ignoble deeds and designs. His

ideals are noble and generous impulses sway his heart.. At

times he becomes impulsive and even then the highest

motives lead him to action. His bent of mind is

intellectual and philosophical and he is an indweller of

his own soul, marked with a strong idealistic tendency.

He is wise in thought but without actual experience of

the problems of the world.
*

Hamlet is quite happy at the University of Witten-

berg. He may be moody at times but there is no cause

to ruffle his peace of mind. Suddenly he is called home,

as King Hamlet, his father, is dead. While he is over-

whelmed with grief his mother gives him another terrible

shock by marrying Claudius with almost indecent haste.

‘ Ere yet the salt of most unrig'hteous tears

Had left the flushing in her galled eyes,

She married.’

Hamlet begins to lose interest in the world and finds its uses

weaiy, stale, flat and unprofitable. Not only that, but he

loses faith in womankind also and with an anguished soul

exclaims

:

“ Frailty, thy name is woman !

”

Then, at Elsinfcre he feels quite out of his element The life

the court, to say the least, is utterly disgusting to him
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and he longs to go back to Wittenberg. But there is on\y

one pefson who has attracted him by her simplicity,

innocence and matchless beauty, and that is Ophelia.

In the rotten state of Denmark she alone is his sanctuary,

and in itiaking love to her he passes some happy hours

in these days of sorrow and dismay.

If Hamlet could be prevailed upon by his mother and

Claudius to stay at Elsinore, perhaps his growing love for

Ophelia would have chased away his gloomy thoughts

and revived his interest in all the good things of life We
do not believe in the words of Polonius that Lord Hamlet

was •a prince out of her star. The royal assent for

marriage could be secured as a matter of course, when Ger-

trude liked the match. She expressed her joy when

Hamlet’s madness was attributed to Ophelia. Addressing

her she says*

—

I wish

That your good beautie.^ be the happy cause

Of Hamlet’s wildness; ”

After her death she says again :

—

“ I hoped thou shouldst have been my Hamlet’s

wife;”

So the words of Polonius mean nothing serious but

mock humility in the presence of royalty. But such

a happy consummation was not destined to happen.

The ghost appears to Hamlet and completely changes

him from that moment and his whole life is upturned.

He is changed within and without and is now quite

a diflferent man from what we have so far known him

to be. His susceptibilities are quickened and he has

to bend all his energies and intelligence to discover the

guilt of the usurper and do the bidding of the ghost. He
has resolved ‘ to put an antic disposition jn’ as a first

step to achieve his object, that is, to set right the time that

is out of joint
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All this naturally affects his relation with Ophelia.

He has already made ‘ many tenders of his affection ’ to

her and she has gladly accepted his presents as well as

vows of love, and there is no reason to suppose that Hamlet

does not know the responsive and warm feelings of

Ophelia. Just as he has received some consolation from

Ophelia and her love, Hamlet naturally expects that with

his growing perplexities, he will get sympathy and under-

standing in an increasing measure from the same quarter.

He has a right to expect this if the two souls are already

united by the bond of true and honourable love. Perhaps

the time has not yet come to confide the cause of^his

distraction to the little sweet girl. Hamlet wants to know

unmistakably what place Ophelia would occupy in his

future schemes. The most oppressive thought in his

mind is about the frailty of women. Will Ophelia prove

steadfast and true in her love or will she set upqn it the

same value as Gertrude has done? Will she be found

trustworthy and able to bear the weight and burden of

mystery? The first visit of Hamlet to Ophelia after he

has interviewed the Ghost, is marked by a strange

behaviour and the girl is alarmed. Some critics maintain

that it was the first occasion when he feigned madness

and proclaimed it through Ophelia. This may be so, but

it has a greater significance from our point of view.

Ophelia is on her trial and Hamlet impatiently wants

to know how he stands in relation to her: whether his

continued attentions to her would prove a hindrance and

interruption to the great task or she could, directly or

indirectly, prove herself a ministering angel. But Hamlet,

unfortunately, is not eware of the fact that Laertes has

already poisoned her mind by words of cautious wisdom

and Polonius jommanded her sternly saying

‘ I would not, in plain terms, from this time forth,

Have yon so slander any moment’s leisure,
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As to give words or talk with the Lord Hamlet.

Look to’t I charge you; come your ways.’

Hamlet does not take much time to realize the situation.

The interview described by Ophelia in all its details to her

father is full of meaning, though no words are spoken

between the lovers. It is the most eloquent expression

of love on the part of Hamlet without his uttering a single

word. Ophelia says :

—

He falls to such a perusal of my face

As he would draw it’

With one long piercing glance he has found out the secret

of Ophelia’s heart. He cannot rely upon her love. For

• Hamlet love must have now some meaning and significance

which he had not imagined so far. And Ophelia is too

simple to understand it. On the other hand the doubts

raised in ^jer mind by Laertes and Polonius are confirmed

by the strangeness of Hamlet’s behaviour. Let Polonius

feel satisfied that he has discovered the cause of Hamlet’s

madness and fasten his* belief on Ophelia too, but it is

beyond his power of comprehension to realize what the

unhappy interview really signified.

Now Hamlet’s mind is completely absorbed in his

own difficulties and he does not think of love. There is no
direct expression of regret for the smothered love and we
feel inclined to believe, that he feels some relief in getting

rid of an inopportune and interrupting passion. When
the mind is wholly taken up with tragic issues, when
it is bordering on a great sorrow, it cannot

be a congenial soil for love, which can either grow
or stagnate and die.

Now Hamlet does not care to meet Ophelia. When once

she is thrown in his way by her designing father, Hamlet
is bitter and there is scorn in every word he utters. He is

deliberately harsh, because he is convinced Jhat Ophelia is

playing in the hands of her father. Everyone is fooling

F. 14t
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him to the top of his bent, everyone frets him, though

Hamlet secs through his motives and cannot be played

upon by the wisest of the court. Ophelia is no exception,

and this breaks his heart and we find justification for

his rudeness towards her.

She desires, more correctly, is desired by her father,

—

to return the presents of Hamlet, because the giver proves

‘unkind.’ She little knows that his bitterness is due to

the treatment he has received from her. He says, ‘I never

gave you aught,’ and in sheer resentment asks her, ‘Are

you honest ? ’ That she is not And then he tells her

plainly that he loved her once. •

She is bewildered and cannot ascribe the cause of this

sudden change in Hamlet to her own behaviour towards

hirn. He grows wild and with a fling at women, who make

monsters of men, insistently asks her to go to* a nunnery

instead of breeding sinners.
t

Hamlet and Ophelia hav^ now been driven apart

and the last chance of mutual understanding is gone for

ever, when Hamlet kills Polonius mistaking him for the

king. But his love for Ophelia has not completely dried up.

He realizes that she is playing in the hands of her father.

The stream of love is only lost in the sandy desert to

well up again, but, alas too late to be fruitful in this life.

As in the case of Hamlet, most extraordinary opinions

have been held of Ophelia’s character. From some critics

she receives a very high praise, while others altogether

condemn her. Shakespeare has drawn her character only

by a few master strokes, and she herself says very little,

and all that she says is usually to hide her emotions. In

the play she does not fill a large place, but in the mind

of the reader, like the fragrance of a iwect

flower and seems to the whole story. She ia the

90ttl of innocence and getilniaw^ and her presence radiates
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everywhere virtue and peace* She hardly seems to be a

creature of this world where innocence like hers is seldom

found.

Ophelia is motherless and has been unfortunately

deprived of feminine influence almost from birth. Her

brother is usually absent from home and she has been

brought up under the sole influence of the old father.

Polonius loves her as an affectionate father, but he forgets

that she is no more a child. Many a father commits the

same mistake and never fully understands the aspirations

of a growing mind. She also looks upon him as a wise

and faultless old man. Her regard for him amounts to

adoration, and her one duty is to obey him. Filial

affection and filial duty for her are like the laws of nature,

and the habit of submission to parental command becomes

a part of her nature. But the religious earnestness with

which she obeys her father proves harmful to her

in more* than one way. Her mind is dwarfed, the

growth of her personality* is arrested. Her will is para-

laysed and she is deprived of her power of independent

judgment. Her mind does not grow with age because

the opportunities of its growth, that is, the experiences of

life, are denied to her. The father is wisely jealous of her

honour and has successfully kept her away from the

corrupt influences of the degraded court But Ophelia

has to pay heavily for the excessive restraint and cramped

atmosphere in which she has been brought up. Polonius

commands her feelings, regulates her sentiments and never

allows her to judge things for herself- Her innocence is

not the conscious avoidance of evil but almost a complete

ignorance of the ugly side of thipgs in life. Wickedness

and cruelty in man would shock her as something un-

naturaL Her virtues are therefore of a passive character.

Kehecca Sharp, in Vanity Feir^ says that •she had never

been a gk( and that she had been a woman since she was
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i^^mains an eternal child because her father always treated

her as such.

Some of the pronounced traits in the characters of

Hamlet and Ophelia may usefully be contrasted, but here

only a few are noticed. Hamlet is imaginative and

oppressed by melancholy thought
;
Ophelia is all simpli-

city and innocence. Hamlet is sceptical and asks incon-

venient questions of life and the world
;
Ophelia has no

such promptings because her reason is not reflective but

instinctive. Hamlet is oppressed by the discord in the

world and the tumult in his soul
;

Ophelia remains

ignorant of her doom like a little fawn led for sacrifice to

the altar. Hamlet has been likened to an oak planted in

a beautiful vase; more appropriately Ophelia may be

compared to a small flower of a delicate .piant, which

has been tended with loving care in a drawing room, and

has been protected against all violent changes oi climate

and even sunshine. Once exposed it withers in no

time.

It is not given to human beings to love and be wise.

Ophelia’s mistake is that unconsciously she conceals her

emotion. Her beauty and innocence, so rarely found to-

gether at the court, have attracted Hamlet and he has

made many tenders of his afiection to her. He has

importuned her with love in honourable fashion

and with holy vows of heaven has given counte-

nance to his professions of love. She is gratified with

Hamlet’s sincerity and true affection, though she never

says so. As a matter of fact she never expresses her

own feelings and we can only infer how deeply she

has gone in love. Elaine does not know the name of

love, and yet her feeling is strong enough to prompt

her to action,! and she goes out to nurse the wounded

Lancelot; Ophelia too has the feeling but it is so sup-
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pressed that it fails to manifest itself effectively even

in words. If she had remained cold and unmoved by

Hamlet’s affection, the rupture would not be so pathetic.

It would be a mistake to suppose that Hamlet failed tp

awaken love in her or impart the warmth of his own feeling.

She loves but does not know her own mind, and much

less does she know the responsibilities which love lays

upon her. With bashful reluctance she has confessed

Hamlet’s love for her, but unconsciously she is allowing

us a glimpse in her own heart, and we find that in the

depths of her heart she loves more than she is loved.

, 'I'Jie tragedy of her love lies in the fact that she has

* not realised her own responsibility towards Hamlet. Love

without confidence is a mockery, and Ophelia has not

learnt this precious lesson. Love entails sacrifices and no

true lover ‘can ever be satisfied if he is loved less than a

father. Ophelia has no right to betray Hamlet to her

• father. Filial affection cannot stand against the true love

of man and woman. Laertes, a chip of the old block, has

admonished Ophelia in the accents of Polonius, to hold

Hamlet’s affection ‘ as a toy in blood ’
;
and the old father

wants the whole truth from her. ‘You speak like a

green girl,’ says he, and in love matters advises her to ‘think

yourself a baby.’ He has treated her as a baby and already

site looks upon herself as one, never trusting her own

judgment. When Polonius commands her no more to

receive the addresses of Hamlet, she meekly promises
'

I

shall obey, my lord.’ These innocent words seal their

doom and prove a bane to both Hamlet and Ophelia. A

little touch of Desdemona in her would have entirely

changed the course of their love.

When they meet again and Hamlet’s behaviour

frightens her, she fails to say a word of consolation to

Hamlet, and forgets the simple duty oi^a woman. She

should have told him in confidence that her brother and
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father do not pennit her to receive the prince. This is the

simple demand of true hearts to awaken sympathy. The

only reason for the remissness is that Ophelia’s obedience

to her father is an obsession and the feeling of love is not

allowed to assert its legitimate right.

When she is prompted to return Hamlet’s gifts, he

says, ‘I never gave you aught,’ The innocent girl fails to

understand these words. She has not prized what Hamlet

has given her and has not rendered the same in return.

Love, unless expressed in the language of lovers, creates

misunderstandings, and Ophelia never realizes this common

experience. When Hamlet says ‘I loved you olice,’

Ophelia should liave started a lover’s dispute and created

a scene; but she meekly, though painfully, says, ‘you made

me believe so.’ This is self-suppression which hides love

almost completely from view. •
*

Hamlet’s remarks are biting, when he discovers that

Ophelia is affected, lying and willingly serves as * a decoy.

He abhors nothing more than insincerity and false appear-

ances. And a guileless girl is allowing her innocence to

be outraged, is prompted to tell lies and make a tool of

herself against her own lover! To Hamlet this is in-

excusable and the poor little doll does not know her own

offence, because her father is Polonius. Hamlet’s on\y

sanctuary of love and refuge of faith is profaned and

desecrated.

Believing him to be ‘blasted with ecstasy ’ she prays to

heavenly powers to restore him. It does not strike her that

more than heaven she herself has the power to restore

him, if not for the world, at least for herself. Hamlet k

not mad for Horatio, and if she wills he can be a sane man

for her too. But there is no prompting from within and

no realization of the situation by Ophelia. She believes

herself to be ^he cause of Hamlet’s madness and yet has

not a word of sympathy which may soothe his dkinayed
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heart When Hamlet leaves Ophelia she practically cries

over him and is full of pity and love for him—‘ Oh what

a noble mind is here overthrown!* But why not all this

in the presence and hearing of Hamlet? The lines that

follow are beautifully pathetic and leave us in no doubt

about the depth of love Ophelia has for Hamlet It is

clear that the strain is too great for her nerves to bear

and madness may result if the tension is not relieved.

She is naturally ^ most deject and wretched, that suck’d

the honey of his music vows Thus Ophelia shares the

responsibility of blasting Hamlet’s happiness as well as her

own. She feels for his madness, and pities him, but

there is no true sympathy for him, as sympathy. requires

understanding and this is what she woefully lacks. Only

if she could see just beneath the surface, ivy to understand

the sarcastic -remarks of Hamlet, her own love for him

would have prevented any breach from widening into a

gulf. Add yet we cannot blame Ophelia for all that she

fails to do and all that she undertakes at the bidding of

her father, Polonius is largely responsible for what

Ophelia is. If we once visualise the part of Polonius in

shaping her character we begin to pity her all the more.

The murder of her father, and that too at the hands of her

Iqyer, completely upsets her mind and she becomes quite

insane. Her habitual silence changes into raving music

and empty talk. Her stifled heart becomes voluble only

when she becomes insane. Her insanity is complete and

ends with her death. There are few scenes more pathetic

than the insanity of Ophelia and her death by drowning.

Hamlet partly atones for his harshness and indiffer-

ence towards Ophelia by jumping into her grave and fight-

ing Laertes for claiming to love her more than himself.

“ I loved Ophelia ; forty thousand brothers

Could not, with all their quantity ollove,

Make up my sum,”
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We believe it, and S3anpathise with Hamlet for the

unhappy course of his love for the departed lady.

Hamlet expected a little too much from her before

her love was fully awakened, and failed to win her heart

completely; and she, on her part, was slow to realize that

filial duty was not the supreme duty, once love entered

her heart. The catastrophe was inevitable and lovers

themselves, perhaps, did not know, as we do, how deeply

and sincerely they loved each other. Timid but true

love feared to transcend certain limitations and came to

grief.

Hamlet has to play for high stakes and has to ^sk

his life, if necessary, to accomplish his purpose
;
but poor

Ophelia is like a lily mown down with weeds, and we are

left to question the ways of inexorable fate. Ophelia, the

martyr of innocence, is the sweetest flower of Shakespeare’s

fancy.

J. S. YAJNIK.
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“Time may restore us in his course

Goethe’s sag^e mind and Byron’s force,

But where will Europe’s latter hour

Again find Wordsworth’s healing power ?
”

—Matthew Arnord : Memorial Verses.

It is worth while at the very outset to observe that

the poetry of Wordsworth was of the nature of a deliberate

protest, a protest against the thin pale sentiment, the frigid

• conceits, and the gorgeous, inane phraseology of the

Augustan poets. It was an attempt to do away with that

conventionalism which beset the poetry of the Classical

Period in .English Literature. At first, it was received

with a storm of ridicule, because it ran counter to the

popular Pastes. Men had been wont to appreciate the fine-

moulded couplets and the stinging epigrams of Pope;

they had been accustomed to relish the formal and pom-

pous ways of city-bred aristocrats; they had been habi-

tuated to applaud the mere external, decorative, and

architectonic aspects of poetry; but Wordsworth disappoint-

ed them in all these respects
;
for he was not a purveyor

to established tastes but a shaping and compelling force,

a pure*and powerful light thrown on the dark places of

changeful human experience. When, however, people

grew surfeited with the glittering wit, the ingenious

fancy, and the gaudy diction of poets of the Eighteenth

Century, there arose, upon the heels of this satiety, an

eager craving in the hearts of men for a living voice and

a natural tone, which were giveh them in abundance by

Wordsworth, around whom, therefore, there gathered now

a world of admirersi so zealous in thei^ devotion that

U8
F, 15
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they even sought to vindicate the obvious faults of their

Master.

The language which Wordsworth chose as a medium

to poui iorth his soul is amazingly simple, so much so,

indeed, that some critics have even gone to the length of

calling it bald or barren. Well, we acknowledge that his

expression is frequently so plain, so naked, and so austere

that it may be regarded as a little bald, but then, as

Matthew Arnold rightly observes, “
it is bald as the bare

mountain tops are bald, with a baldness which is full of

grandeur.^’* This simplicity of diction was, in fact, a

deliberate design with Wordsworth
;
not that he could not

command a florid and embellished style in which poetry

is usually dressed, for in his Ode on Immortality and his

most Virgilian poem, Laodamia^ as well as elsewhere in

several scattered places, he has furnished ample proof of

the fact that he was capable of wielding the most magni-

ficent language that Poesy ever employed in her service.

Indeed, Wordsworth’s chief distinction was that he had an

equal command over two distinct modes of expression :

the aristocratic manner of English poetry and the demo-

cratic manner of plain, inornate diction. As a rule, he

uses a severely simple form of expression
;
but, at times,

in spite of himself as it were, his ideas are couch-

ed in a style which is as resonant in cadence and as

splendid in phrasing as anything in the English grand

manner. We should bear in mind, however, that for

Wordsworth poetry was not a gay coquette whose purpose

is merely to flirt awhile with her suitors and then jilt

them in the long run with scorn, but

“A perfect Wopian, nobly planned,

To warn, to comfort, and command.”

* See page 59 of E$aays in Criticism. Second Seriet

Macmillan, 1918.
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**To console the afflicted; to add sunshine to daylight by
making the happy happier; to teach the young and the

gracious of every age to see, to think, and feel, and there-

fore to become more actively and securely virtuous —this

is his own account of the purpose of his poetry. Words-

worth held with Cowley that “Truth is truest poesy.’^

And with Bacon he maintained that “No pleasure is

comparable to the standing upon the vantage-ground of

truth.” Of course, the chief end of poetry is pleasure
;
but,

then, there are so many different roads that lead to this

Rome ; and Wordsworth chose for his career as a poet

the secure Highway of Truth. But Truth is Beauty; and

• Be*auty, he was convinced, does not stand in need of any

poetical embellishment or ornament, but is, when unad-

orned, adorned the most. It is here that we touch the inner

secret of that surprising simplicity which marks the poetic

diction of Wordsworth; and the world, it should seem, is

immensely fortunate in that For, if he had adopted a

highly-coloured, tesselated, and recondite mode of utter-

ance, few could have approached his lofty message, dealing

as he was for the most part with that transcendental world

which had swum into his ken through his quiet contem-

plation of Nature.

One of the aims of Wordsworth was to reform the

poetic diction of his day, and to bring about the accomplish-

ment of this desired end he recommended the language of

common life for poetical purposes. He did not, of course,

succeed in substituting the language of common life for

poetic diction, but he did a much better thing. He emanci-

pated it from that unnatural pomp and circumstance which

had long corrupted it
;
he set it coursing along the normal

channels of thought and speech
;
he made it more intimate

^ See Wordsworth’s LetUr to Lady Beaumont^ dated

Coleorton, May 21, 1807.
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and nerved it with the elements of strength and dignity,

purity and truth, united with subtle thought and tender

sensibility. “ He dug deep into the ore of manly thoughts,

and finding there a corresponding tongue, both new and

true, he blew away the dry dust of conventionalities and

aiBFectations, and replaced a false poetic diction by la

genuine one.”^ Personifications of abstract ideas, to which

Pope and his followers resorted as a mechanical and

habitual contrivance to elevate their style, are rarely met with

in his poetry : they are used only when they are prompted

by passion. All gross and violent stimulants are religiously

avoided
;
all extraordinary incidents and outrageous senti-

ments are scrupulously eschewed
;
all vulgar emotions and •

voluptuous sensations are rigidly excluded. He looks

steadily at his subject
;
consequently, his poems are abso-

lutely free from falsehood of description : they are, indeed,

the veiy emanations of reality and truth. It is the feeling

therein developed which gives importance to tjie action

and situation, and not the action and situation to the feel-

ing. Poetiy is for Wordsworth not a mere matter of

amusement and idle pleasure : it is, like love, a passion
;

it is, like religion, a protection against the pressure of

trivial employments and a consolation for the afflictions of

life
;

it is like a morning star which throws its radiance

through the gloom and shadow of death. He agrees with

Aristotle that Poetry is the most philosophic of all writing,

and adds that it is so, because “ its object is truth, not

individual and local, but general and operative
;
not stand-

ing upon external testimony, but carried alive into the

heart by passion
;
truth which is its own testimony, which

gives competence and confidence to the tribunal to which

‘ Aubrey de Vere on Wordsworth
;
quoted by A. J. George

in page 1 1 of his Introduction to Wordsworth's Prefaces and

Essays on Poetry, published in Heaths English Classics Series^

1892.

^
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it appeals, and receives them from the same tribunal”^

Poetry is for him the image of man and nature.” It is

“ the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge
;
it is the

impassioned expression which is in the countenance of all

Science.” “ Poetry,” he says, “ is the first and last of all

knowledge—it is as immortal as the heart of man.” It is

on account of this sublime conception of poetry that Words-

worth never breaks in upon the truth and sanctity of his

pictures by transitory and accidental ornaments, that he

never endeavours to excite admiration of himself by arts,

the ‘necessity of which must manifestly depend upon the

assumed meanness of his subject. Wordsworth is ” a

• dedicated spirit.” He is a sublime teacher, a serene prophet

who is ever conscious of his high mission and who holds

himself in sacred responsibility for its fulfilment. He says

himself

I

wish either to be considered as a teacher or

as nothing at all.”^ It is in consequence of this attitude

on the part of Wordsworth that his poetry is pre-eminently

characterised by didacticism. No phenomenon is touched

but is moralised upon withal. The woodland linnet and

the throstle are not only sweet songsters who delight our

senses with their dulcet music, but also sublime preachers

who elevate the soul with their splendid sermons. Taking

a retrospective glance of the river Duddon and finding it

still flowing as it did in days gone by, Wordsworth, who

has been justly called ‘^the Moralist,” writes beautifully

thus :

“ Still glides the Stream, and shall for ever glide
;

The Form remains, the Function never dies
;

While we, the brave, the mighty, and the wise.

We Men, who in our mom of youth defied
' " " 1

‘ See page 16 of WordsworWs Prefaces and Essays on

Poetry
y edited by A. J. George in HeatKs English Classics Series^

1892.
^

“ See Wordsworih^s Letter to Sir George Beaumont,
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The elements, must vanish ;~-be it so !

Enough, if something from our hands have power

To live, and act, and serve the future hour

;

And if, as toward the silent tomb we go,

Through love, through hope, and faith’s transcendent

dower,

We feel that we are greater than we know.”

It is for such weighty utterances of moral truth that we so

much value to-day the poetry of Wordsworth. But what

is even more important than this is the fact that, like all

the best teachers of the world, Wordsworth climbs beyond

teaching to the plane of art. He does not inculcate * any

dogma which is at best only a new error
;
he communicates

a spirit which is a perpetual possession. It is himself,'

and what is best in himself, that he communicates. That

is why “ every one,” as Stevenson says, “ has been

influenced by Wordsworth. A certain innocence, a rug-

ged austerity of joy, a sight of the stars, ‘ the silence

that is in the lonely hills,’ something of the coM thrill of

dawn, cling to his work and give it a particular address to

what is best in us. You need not agree with any one of

his beliefs; and yet the spell is cast.”^ While, on the one

hand, he is the poet of unpoetical natures, of minds posses-

sed of quiet and contemplative tastes
;
on the other, he is in

a certain real sense the poets’ poet, singing, as he does, of

‘‘the light that never was on sea or land.”

The poetry of Wordsworth has an almost magical

power of soothing the mind that is agitated by the fever

and the fret of the world. Mill’s testimony to this effect is

recorded in his Autobiography* He writes: “from them

(Wordsworth’s poems) I seemed to learn what would be the

perennial sources of happiness, when all the greater evils

of life shall have been removed. And I felt myself at

' See page 9 of SeUcUd Easaya of R, L, Siavanaon^ edited

by H. G. RawlAison. Oxford University Press, 1925.
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once better and happier as I came under their influence.’”

William Watson also in WordswortKs Grave, one of his

greatest critical elegies, adds his verdict thus :

“ Rest ! ’twas the gift he gave
;
and peace ! the shade

He spread, for spirits fevered with the sun.”

In his Memorial Verses Matthew Arnold also speaks of

‘ Wordsworth’s healing power.” These illustrious wit-

nesses will, it is hoped, convince everyone of the

assuaging power of Wordsworth’s poetry; but if there

be some non-believers still left, let them drink deep at the

poeVs own Pierian spring and watch the effect on them-

selves. This aspect of his poetry is, in fact, acknowledged

even by his hostile critics. Judging from a superficial

view, however, they attribute it to a supposed coldness of

disposition bn the part of our poet. They forget that all

his feelings and aflfections were fearfully strong, so much

so, indeed, that if his intellect had been less powerful, they

must have shattered him long before the actual date of his

demise. The characteristic calm of Wordsworth’s poetry,

then, is not the result of any want of passion on his part;

it is, on the contrary, paradoxical though it may sound,

the very culmination of emotion. His poetry is like the

potter’s wheel which, though apparently quiet and motion-

less, is nevertheless rotating, in reality, with the utmost

possible speed. It is impassioned.

Impassioned? ay, to the song’s ecstatic core!

But far removed from clangour, storm, and feud.

For plenteous health was his, exceeding store

Of joy, and an impassioned quietude.

—William Watsftn : Wordsworth's Grave.

' See page 148 of Autobiography by John Stuart Mill,

Third Edition. Eongmans, Green, Reader, ancEDyer. London,

1874.
'
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It IS this impassioned quietude which distinguishes

Wordsworth from all other poets in English literature. It

is the outcome partly of his peculiar method of composition

and partly also of that spirit of harmony which he had

been able to evolve in his own inner life. His poetry is, of

course, the spontaneous overflow of powerful feeling, as

all genuine poetry must needs be : but it is not the expres-

sion of feeling that is immediate, but of one that is regain-

ed in composure. It is, in his own words, “emotion

recollected in tranquillity.” Moreover, all his faculties

worked together in perfect harmony. A beautiful passage

from Prof. Dowden is in point and worth quoting : “All

diverse energies blended in Wordsworth’s nature into a

harmonious whole. The senses were informed by the soul

and became spiritual
;
passion was conjoined with reason

and with conscience; knowledge was vivified by emotion
;

a calm passivity was united with a creative energy
;
peace

and excitation were harmonised
;
and over all brooded the

imagination. The state which results from such consen-

taneous action of diverse faculties is one not of pure

passion, not of pure thought: it is one of impassioned

contemplation.”^

The poetry of Wordsworth stands unique in respect

of the fact that it is an expression, a direct, simple, and

unsophisticated expression, of an original conception of

Nature. Nature was for Wordsworth not a lifeless, though

beautiful, sum of things where poets and artists might

go to make an inventory of her charms, but an organic

whole, vitalised by an all-pervading Soul which is the

same in Man and Nature.

“To her fair works did Nature link

The human soul that throujfh me ran.”

‘See page 66 of Dowden's S/udiM » Lit^ratuTB (1789—

1877). ElevenA Edition. Kegan Paul. I^ondon.
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Nature, thus conceived, becomes as susceptible to pain and

pleasure as any the most sensitive creature among human

beings.

** Through primrose tufts, in that sweet bower,

The periwinkle trailed its wreaths;

And ’tis my faith that every flower

Enjoys the air it breathes.’’

“ The budding twigs spread out their fan

To catch the breezy air
;

And I must think, do all I can,

That there was pleasure there.”

Not only is Nature regarded as fully sentient but also as

possessed of a moral life, and capable, therefore, of teaching

the highest and the truest wisdom to man.

Books ! ’tis a dull and endless strife
;

Corner hear the woodland linnet,

How sweet his music ! on my life,

Tide’s more of wisdom in it.

One impulse from a vernal wood

May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can.”

Though an ardent admirer of Wordsworth, Morley is

content to regard these verses as the outcome of the poet^s

fun, a half-playful sally for the benefit of some too

bookish friend.” He forgets that Wordsworth was, of all

English poets, the least given to fun. The idea expressed

in these stanzas is not the oflfspring of any half-playful

mood
;
it is an embodiment of the very soul of Words-

worth, which he is never tired of repeating. The Prelude

and the Excursion are very largely commentaries on this

text.

Wordsworth is the supreme mystic of Nature in

English poetry. He did not, like the oagans of old,

F. W ^
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divide it into independent anthropomorphic deities, a

Proteus rising from the sea here and a Triton blowing

his wreathed horn there : he recognised nature as an

organic whole, in which an almighty and eternal Being

resided. It was not the beauty of Nature which brought

him joy and peace, but the life . in Nature. He himself had

caught a vision of that life
;
he knew it and felt it

;
and it

transformed the whole of existence for him :

“ And I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts
;
a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
*

And the round ocean, and the living air.

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man

:

A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things.”

Wordsworth’s poems on Nature are, in brief, to be Regarded

not simply as graceful descriptive pieces : they constitute a

revealing agency, like Love or Prayer, that opens to the

comprehending mind new vistas of insight into the heart

of things. And it is assuredly the recognition of this

revelation and awe about them which makes a critic like

De Quincey speak of the homely poet of Rydal in the

following high strain :

“ The very image of Wordsworth, as I prefigured it to my
own planet-struck eye, crushed my faculties as before

EHjah or St Paul ” ’

Wordsworth, then, is admittedly “ the sovereign poet

of Nature ”
;
but he is even more the poet of Man. It is

at his hands that
^

’ Seepage 125 of De Quincey’s Reoolhetioni of the Lahoa

and^ Lake edited by Adam and Charles Black. Bdin-

burgh.
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“ A Maid whom there were none to praise

And very few to love,”

receives the simplest, finest, and briefest elegy written in

the English language. The Waggoner, the Leechgatherer,

the Idiot Boy, the Solitary reaper, and the poor Highland

girl, who would have excited nothing but scorn in the

heart of any other poet except perhaps Gray and Burns,

are by Wordsworth not only sympathised with, but also

loved and championed, so that Keble in his Latin Oration

rightly remarks that “ he has shed a celestial light upon

the affections, the occupations, the piety of the poor.”

Prof. Stopford A. Brooke also writes to the same

effect :
“ He is the foremost singer of thoSe who threw

around the lives of homely men and women the glory and

sweetness of song.” * Wordsworth had, in fact, a reverence

for human Jjeings as such. He writes himself :

“ And thus my heart was early introduced

T« an unconscious love and reverence

Of human nature
;
hence the human form

To me became an index of delight.

Of grace and honour, power and worthiness ”

This is why there runs through his poetry a deep strain

of human interest which at times becomes so powerful that

it threatens to throw into the shade even his impassioned

love of nature.

We have hitherto been dealing with the merits of

Wordsworth’s poetry, and it need hardly be said that we

have in so doing made reference only to some of his most

important qualities as poet, considerations of space for-

bidding us to dwell upon those points which he has in

common with many others of his craft. We have made,

for instance, hardly any mention of his love of liberty, his

hatred of base materialism, his profound spirit of humility,

* See page 1 55 of English Litsratursy by Stopford A. Brooke,

in the Liisraturs Primers series, edited by J. R\Green, Macmil-

lan, 1919. \
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his natural piety of soul and purity of inspiration, his

contempt for conventional custom and yet his stout wish to

throw oflF “ unchartered freedom ” and live a bondman in

the light of Love and Truth. These qualities, however,

are too conspicuous to call for any specific emphasis at our

hands. There remains now the rather unpleasant task of

mentioning the drawbacks of Wordsworth. We shall

hasten through this part of our work as rapidly as we may,

though we cannot totally ignore it
;
for the criticism of a

poet, that omits all reference to his failures, is as futile a

thing as the biography of a soldier, that passes in silence

over his defeats.

A rapid sur\Ty of the poetry of Wordsworth will bring

home to the reader’s mind a sense of the amazing in^

equality of his work. There are vast regions of stiff and

barren soil. He is at times frightfully prosaic.. What Myers

says about the Excursion holds good in the case of his

other long poems as well. He writes :
“ Its form is cum-

brous in the extreme, and large tracts of it have little claim

to the name of poetry.’” It is important here to realise

that Wordsworth was essentially a lyric poet When he

sang out, therefore, his thought or emotion in a brief

idyllic verse, he was at his best
;
but when, imitating the

“ invincible knights of old,” he laboured at sustained and

arduous tasks, he really went against his grain and proved

a failure. Wordsworth is habitually fond of lingering

upon his own thoughts and feelings. That is why most of

his poetry is disfigured by an excess of subjectivity. The

Prelude is one big rock of egotism, and so are his other

long poems also.
‘‘ Tendency to a lengthy insistence on

his own feelings and ideas is the worst charge that can be

brought against him,”^ *says Myers. His poetry is entirely

See pages 90 and 56 respectively of Myers’ admirable

book on Wordworth in the jEJmglith Mm of LtUms

Pocket Bdition.f Macmillan, 1919.
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lacking in humour. Here and there you come across a

wearisome iteration and sermonising commonplace. He
is at times pompous, oppressive, and tedious. His concep-

tion of human nature is singularly narrow. He was
“ retired as a noontide dew ” and did not possess “ Shakes-

peare’s boundless, cloudless human view.” His sympathy

is with the mild song of the stock-dove and not with the

fiercer passions of the nightingale. The romance of the

human heart lay completely hidden from his view. He
was not a dramatic poet

;
and he did not explore the

darkest recesses of the soul. His absolute penury in the

ma^jLer of dramatic art and insight is amply evinced in his

tragic play, The Borderers. But enough of this unpleasant

task of finding faults.

“Not ours to gauge the more or less,

The Will’s defect, the blood’s excess,

The earthy humours that oppress

• The radiant mind

;

His greatness, not his littleness,

Concerns mankind.”

Whatever the drawbacks of Wordsworth, his greatness as

a poet can never be questioned. “ I firmly believe,” says

Matthew Arnold, “ that the poetical performance of Words-

worth is, after that of Shakespeare and Milton, of which

all the world now recognises the worth, undoubtedly the

most considerable in our language from the Elizabethan

age to the present time.”' He is one of the greatest

sonnet-writers in English poetry. He revived the sonnet

from the disuse into which it had fallen after Milton turn-

ed to other modes of writing
;
and by bis modifications of

rhyme and turn he permanently enlarged its scope. He

used it far more freely and for mord varied purposes than

' Seepage 132 of M. Arnold’s Essays in Criticism, Second

Series. Macmillan, 1918.
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did any other poet in English literature. Besides innumer-

able single sonnets of the first rank, he wrote some well-

known sonnet-sequences, such, for example, as Sonnets to

Liberty^ To the River Duddout Pet*8onal Talk, and The

Ecclesiastical Sonnets, Indeed, he is credited to have written

no less than seven hundred sonnets, many of which are not

only among the glories of Wordsworth, they are among

the glories of English poetry. He shares with Milton the

power of investing his sonnets with the essential charac-

teristic of dignity. He introduced also a new element into

the sonnet, the element of meditative tenderness, of natural

mysticism. The peculiar note of Milton’s genius was

vastness; the sonnet did not afford him room enough. But

Wordsworth had little of Milton’s gigantic loftiness, his

spacious freedom of poetic energy
;
and, therefore, to him,

as he himself confesses,

“
’Twas pastime to be bound

Within the sonnet’s scanty plot of ground.”
*

Between the mind of Wordsworth and the genius of the

sonnet there was, indeed, an almost absolute harmony.

The sonnet requires a reflective habit of thought, a trans-

parent clarity of expression, a discipline, not an abnegation

or abandonment, of emotion. It requires

“ Such a tide as moving seems asleep,

Too full for sound and foam,

When that which drew from out the boundless deep

Turns again home.”

And these were exactly the peculiar features of Words-

worth’s genius. It is this singular and complete adjust-

ment of worker and implement which makes Wordsworth
“ a greater master of the sonnet than Milton

;
the greatest

on the whole that England has known.” *

’ See page 127 of John Bailey’s excellent book on Milton in

tihc Home Vnivfrsity Library series.
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The poetry of Wordsworth is to-day and will be for

ever a fount of pure wisdom
;
a synthesis of the religion of

the philosopher with that of the churchman, and a help to

the cause of virtue and truth. Byron’s poetry is strife and

force; Keats’s an embodiment of sensuous beauty
;
Shelley’s

the radiant flush of the rose on peaks divine
;
but the

poetry of Wordsworth is a panacea, an ambrosial drink

which heals all ailments of life. Keats is the poet of

sensation
;
Byron the poet of passion

;
Shelley the poet of

imagination
;
but Wordsworth is the poet of brooding con-

templation. Byron never loses his firm foothold upon the

earth
;
Shelley always soars aloft in the thin region of

. azure skies, and seldom comes near enough to our tangible

world
;

but Wordsworth is invariably, like his own

skylark,

“ Tru« to the kindred points of heaven and home.”

Keats is the poet of Beauty
;
Wordsworth is the poet of

Duty, “ Stem Daughter of the Voice of God.” Shelley is

the poet of Liberty
;
Wordsworth is the poet of Law, of

divine Law that preserves the stars from wrong and keeps

the most ancient heavens fresh .and strong. Coleridge was

a dreamer and a wizard
;
Wordsworth a moralist and a

visionary who won a mystic insight into the heart of

things. He had the unique faculty of idealising familiar

things. He evokes a profound sense of the infinite out of

common life. His emphasis is everywhere thrown upon

those spiritual forces within us which give us power over

ourselves and the ability to lift ourselves above the reach

of circumstance and the flux of external things. He is

the poet of Memory, mother of the Muses. He is the poet

of Joy.

“ Of joy in widest commonalty spread.”

He is the poet of Sympathy,
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“ The primal sympathy

Which having been must ever be ”

He is the poet of Faith, “ the faith that looks through

death ” Over his poetry there hangs the splendour of a

mountain sun-set. It is instinct with harmony, deep and

eternal like the undying baritone of the sea. It is permeat-

ed with a spirit of reflection, which is generous, large,

tolerant, and pantheistic in lone. Wordsworth is one of

the greatest poets of childhood, not the childhood that is

“ Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms,”

but one which,

“Trailing clouds of glory doth come

From God who is our home ”

By virtue of his glorious and manifold achievement he

occupies a unique position in the brotherhood of the

world^s poets, of whom he himself writes :

“ Blessings be with them, and eternal praise.

Who gave us nobler loves, and nobler cares ~

The Poets, who on earth have made us heirs

Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays.”

B. L. SAHNEY
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^fqqj qn^r ^ qnf^cq^ ^q qqwiijf If fqqrf^iq qsqqrqsff ^ i

q^T qqf^q mit ^ q?t q^qr ^ ^sr qjqqr 1 1 ^q md
%^lf qiqt sn^ q^'jS qF^g-tfiiqrt ^ ?«• *re#

if fipTO t^ f^tqraf qrq fro q»q ?«>^c; qim^' 1 1 ^q i^mwr

film 1^ ^qqnrf, firliq qpc qrfiq qsr q#q qm
qq^ afii ST&qrq' 1

1

^ mq qqqt | ^ qi^jq mfim
A

* '® c

qqmt’ w qgqpnii! qst ^ umtq qjf^ q?; q^ snmq qfi 1

1

^ qnq^fq mqqi^ q|q qfmwf ^ ^
^ I mqe^ ^q!qT% qa qwq t fiq “f®^ ^ ^qqrqff ^
#|qn: Ht sn^qm: qsw ^ ^qqrqfi ^ ftqfit sws-

fint^ q^ qjqgHqq t—^ W, qifiq, qr^, q^am i

fim qi^iwf ^ mw qa: q!i[ q»i ftim qm t $ siffim

qqqi'^f qtqw ft, mt mif ^ TOftnsyqw ^rafiSq ir,



i?Praf«i{t ^nsnq* ’ww^ "St

t, wwf *tw drc »n7r^ w fftsOT!T^ 1
1^ 1

1

•!( ^ ^ ftrar *pn

1 1 ^ ^TRWi; ^ ^5R «T ?n|t SIR '?PT t f«K ^«1R

TOT fror^ ^ ^iTO *n^ ^ tot? «wr wth *f

^ %?rT 3TO I H fira fij3t )?Tf^ fww! ^

w ?iTO 1 1 fiRi<raT to t ^ ^ *ii«iTwt

^wfiifTOi ?n ^TO if 1 1 ^ ^ ?Tg?T^^
^ «n *ft TO^ 1

1

4m wrot? 1 4 «ft^ m t

^ firaif froror; ^4 tot mfira f^lm ^iro 1

1

mm TOT mr ft^*T to ftr® f^T mn t Pk

TO ?fPff^ ^ «rtsi m TOT 1 1

TO mit t$f mt ^TOt ^ <(1*1550: TO5[ yif?«Ti 4
TTOTTOi firor 4 ’Ermp 1

1

wrsTTOTOt^kmmwfmt

TOm ttaT lit ^K *T <TO WRTOTOT ^ ^ J TO TO

J^|^t5r mfWt mt TORt ^ mfro fro^t mt wk wnn §m

WR*T ftim I TOR^ TO TO mrr 4 wtotowt gi Pb mi^*t

*i4^ mm4TOmfRmf!(m4^irtRWTfTOpKm5TOdT^

TO^ 'Hlrrfro irot ^ ITO ftsm sro i to toto ^ ^
^ mii4

4

TOm WTTO gti ^TOTOiffti^TOt, TO to4
?ITO^ if TOTO TOl 4 TO ’H^T^IT, TTOSTOT^ g?TOT lift

^ mii4 if fro WTO TO t Pk^ 4 mm TOTOTO

dro TOTOW t, TO uTTOt 5Rt mm mrogiff-Tft’T to-to 1

1

if TOTmft«^ litTO m4 mr, %^ if toir4 dro wit-

TO m4 TO mgro t, to; if ^mf ift w^s iStr immftm

TOTOT TO TOTO t It ^ if ftmit froniif mt

P^roti m’i? ^ inwtif trar ^m^TO, TO^#
TiSTOT ^ ^ iipR if mm3 TO mi«T 1

1

TO^

mcif^ <raiS«inATO!R ^RFP^ JR, ftW^f (|nSfil>l<ll fiwwf



ftwR »rai I »flrfi ^ ^twR q?:

^ ^ I ^ $T ^ f^»ra

fiB^SITHRSt t—'w ftpEft

T??n?m R5T HrRftWTWt^
aft gfeqTTO ^ ^n«t^ «t?; f^RK sfi^ 1 1 ^ t sit

fiwN ^ ^«r 1

1

aR If^ ^nffR ^ ^aW*T W ’ETOST WRIT t I

anisi if gt ^ l?t ^t ‘ajfe’ ?;t 5TO *RfT sn,
a '

I?# SRT msi p?# gppis: gan m
i

^ ?rp

PT^ ^ in!T ^ ^psr pf ^ *n^ an^ t—PPf fppjTg’-feafg

4r ^-fiFratrt I fppiw-ftrst^ ^ arg^Ts:

amst ara ^ ttm t^ **r^: ^
t; ^ ^ srfs^rar an^ srRit 1

1

^-f?ratrt ^ % f® itTP fan t Pf ^ aft ^
an as^r .t, ^<3^ ^ far^ I,

aroat aig^ar # af m an^4? 1*’’^ 1 1 ^«Ktar

af faatrn-festn ^ sR^w: awrfij ^ t ^ ^
ftrgta ^ argnR agsa anw Rf ^ ma wasr aar

ar I ^^ETR flf arP^at ^raaR t ^ fPi-ftT«ta

aH^ai# t, faanET-fnsta ^ aft araar i int pane^
an anftafa *ft taae aft far an a!f t, aratf pHta atlW ^

pt aw ^ gaae la^ araw ate %aT 1 1
fEft ^ ‘a^’

atfw^ K I "ftit ^ pa ‘afa’ ^ araaa a trate ‘Ef^» ^

^aa ar^ arft 1 1 aft ^ atat ^ ‘^’ t fat aift t,

att t aftar ta *ft aat t faar art ^rat i aa anrart t ttt

antfT aaftaa fan ahe ana t ane'Rtt aat tt af aa*at ^
at I fat arfa^ tr tre ataa’ t t ‘aifa* t Pit aa i

aiaaa enffw-an^ t aaa tr ««Pi tr fa ^-an^r tie

ifrtt Piaia ti i^-anar anj erat f i



m

iRT m ^ f^T «f fiiT wl^« wftrw fiwk ^ ^
wi Hiw iiTifi stew TsiT ifin: 3tii wrtm «bwt

ifi fa lifer ^ niT m I wn wr i?r ira at wmam
st 'R> tr ira aai aft 3n^[ I fcr aan

iS^ai $ HI ira a^ 5>T^ 5nft arra; rfiirfri! drr: qariil

^ ft I at ^sn ^ artn ^ ^^ ^ Prifa

la at iRnfs^it atrr fat «fr^ |h it^^f writ' at ft«r^ ^

ip fa ^ Tm IT I lf?a rmr «Tt aflw: ftaftra,

iftmfiwr rtsn g^‘H%rr m ai >Troir ar: «ft hh
wiwr flf Tiritsr Ifita Hifei ar nssi htw;^ ^ aferar ir^

a*fr I !paT itn ^fart tftnt at rair ft i

^ fiwT, epi, siTiRa^ at Hwpa ^ tit ^ 3ta sta

TO ai^ rwT ^5raT «ri ^ t^^ ^
H»f»a arfita fwf a't sftferf rtm hh^ ^ t i ?h siar^ ^fi?a

arfei-aiH ^ afer feft # ^sr araft ar iman ^ »wr

arfaiat aT>t aaai fitti aafrt ft i

tfifaHTfrjHT ata ^ arnfir^ 1? ^ # ifenfiro

aaiT Hifi HTffHT aia ar wiH'H tr *Pn*rTi ^fijaHifei

aar^at amfir ^oo to i? aaan ftit t ’h: aasi aar ar

wRHr iR*ni v^oo to 1? ^ t ^ a*irm too© t® «a

awrti tfoo if Hifi Hiffw ^ a^wrftt^i

laai aihfe HHi piata aaraf ar t aw >t^

at rasrt ft i ir: gif at aaraat waait ir^ ^ iftf tjt

Iff iftrTOT if ifaHri wRwr ftw mi faftfiatar

ire t Pit ift ftiaam if ft H ^fjwar iP

^

9a f^na ^ I rreai laf ift afin t fa ^arear ift arer da

if^ iP am mar 1^ if imf^fMti^i

at waa wa at am TOarwre fre iW aw laciaT ft ar



*1^ w %?nTW ^ »iwr # *iw: wisj

ftwT I ^ JWT^ «r^ s^r f5n?R werr ^ i ^ ftr«l?t

wwR »R 8K^ urar t ft! ^«tmw*wr: q^iftra

«rT ft?Kftra tit^^w «f 'TTqft ^^ «f wrfip^ st ' ^
"n^ft ^ ip f® fir?rtt-55rat t,

^
wtv ?Tf^ 1 1 ^ s*n^ ^ 3ift5r ftwiff #

wfltferi 5nf} f1 1 1 TT^ft t ^ it 1

1

fRSrR: ftw 1^ JiTftt w 1 1 f51 inftf If 5ft

*wraiw ipiTf ^ ?;^5n ft^ ft^ssr ^ssff If 5ft 5*1^ WR
I tsT-^nffR fttN ins;?! If ftr^ 5Rt i

^

W5TR5: '5mr’^1 ww ^irt 1 1 ’ft ^ S^>

«R 5rm ^ ftif q?ftt ^ »r ?Ri Tar ^ 1 1 I’t

wra'wf ^ wr?rR: i5rTft w wir wrar

1 1
fsilf ft fit flT nifi?R-5rt5T5: 5Il?t 13 5ni 1 1 ?*RT,

*i5xft, 53RRt, ^5:ft,—ft fngfftfi 5nfR’ ^55^ I ftR ^nti

5if«T5: wtfi ^ft WT ffn t I ^ 5R5rtfiftt Ifwnir:

I5nft 5n5Rmf, ft^ift ftn: fiRsrmf fir ftrfe^ 5itsri: 3i5T.f!n

ft ftfi?: Wf ?Ri 5nR[T 'nwn f fti?: sni ?ifi ijw *w firo

5ctR w ?rfi 511 5itsT5: ftwreR 5TOn 3nw
5if5T^ fiT fti:^!!!, ftwft wRR ire finft fiR ftfsft fn iiwni

3fl gflT t, !Rft3 5n5:?RTftt fiT ffftR ft I iftt ftfsfti ft

ftcTO, JRT^ ftrc ftfiRT ft HfR ft fnftt-ftwftqriR ftt

ftWT<RT ft 1 1 ftR 5nfmt fiT 3if5C-fti5n 5rt ft 'ssift

•rasMTOT fix wiftifw f?T ftwftrarai If ft55n »ri ft ftn: ^
WRR qx: fRift ftfsft ft fftfiwr ffi »ftq fn5!ft 5^ *m ft i

11 f51»ii tTiiffi-ini ft fft 5?Rft5r ft?«ft ft lftt5W

3Wft fiiwftrerai iftt ftl ft ^ WiftR, fPRlRT, IRRf* ftpc

iftftiff HT ftimn Hiwii qfira xRqftnpnit w^fti ft

^

ftiiftfn ftq^ftqfirfffftift ftfsnu fft 5^ ^
p. II



mhm, wi«nu^ wt wwwtftiw

*l|?TWSJ<^^TO5r t I
^swSt ^ ^nw

n wjRWJi^w ^5^—»Rft ^iTOwralr «i?t jni*n t ftFjrif

»iroflw ^jRi w^ojir^ I

—(:•:)—



WT?»r^ drc ^^ infspff ^ *n<t ^rii

«RI?*r^ wit q?3rr H ?Rt; »n^
^ ^5Rft I ew 5j>t?i; ^ ift^ ^RT wR^^-vnr ^

«n«Ri am ’rot IRV «Kt nftfar gt i ^
ff a^fif 51^ <S SW5TO ^ ^ ‘^W^rwj’ ^!gT, ^

• '

‘wmra «ift wi?5mg?t» i ^raPT ^?n5?rt wn: ^ wgnwt

iNnipif ^ flf wT^pr ^ afagf^ jRtwr *raT

JTRTTO )H«W dn:

sftr «TON ^fiftfiJim fl ^ fijsit «iaT I

fr?, di?: wi!p^—sw ^ ih atn ^ ^ «T»a

^ ^nftiann ^ # w:^ i ftwR «5i:^ <k

I^T W!l»a ^ Wfiwftli ^ $T Rif 31TO^ft-^Wi»WWT
^ ftwraWT I ^^ If SW ‘WR^» «T

^TTO wwnr tigi wrfinuk^ fi^ww grtr ?gw

1 1 f^T im. if «r ^^^ ggfgrar ^
^ gRT-ft^ I fttftre ^ ww« t f^rud

<fn: «sf^ ^swBRft «> fetm piK gi^wr t ijlr

WTO: WFP?^ wpir wmr !|»^1^ jt »P?t if TO*5^
aj«wi^ H^par ^ ?? if '*11^ WRt? WT

TOT, «WTV, TOWK ^ ??t gt Wiro-^iH^ »frw

WP* if ?fV%n WTO in*i f»(«hwtiy pR? ?ltTO*lir^
?NfNw if IPT if WTO JWTO TOft t*i

mwfttidT? TO^rftlW SPTOWTTO-TOW ifftw?T

WT^? TO? ilT ilw? Q?wfl»?^TO nifii, gro, %ftr,



WBW, swnro 'st wk nwsf?? ^ |[

wfft srer^ ww5?-*n!5r ^ ^wnwir ?rr JRRsnv ^ <ftfT,

•IWT, «Rw, iiwwR wif? ^^ flf a???: i iNcur «f

^earTf
,

^wt, *nT, w iSt # »ft—

fft ^^n^krar^ 1 1 t fk^r irsr jwtri ^^ jwi

w5WTC«^nj8RT

»ft I ^ ft ijff^ I, aftjpT ^ qfsdkifiwf

^ ?A»?4 «iiT frraiwii 1 1 ^nsRrawt «n n^jw-

<wi ^ *i?nr fH ^ ^ *ft twl t k>*W!T *w ftWT-

!IWT ^ witn-»wr ^ wi?: !nrt snrtr, ^Jir i

f« ik ?n mpt WT5»5^ «i^ ^ m vnikiw ^ ^
«p?!ft if% WT ^r«iil| I w ^ ipf-k^4»w *ngy,

<tfp, 355rw, lc?nk ^ ^ «tnRT sf pwt

1 1 iwR ^ »nw!»T «n «5qjn ^ is^T^ir * »fkR wwk
»«f*ti

eft d ?*r fn«ff € ^ fwm ^ t—
(?) wra*^ <iw»iniwi ?iT wR*t-<TO ^ i

(\) w!«p? ^ fagirawii m ^»ikT-q^ ^ ^
I

fel (Theodore Watts-Dunton) ^

(Po§try as aa energy) ^!^[t t POT P^!R ^ «OT*W

m OTtT t tTP^-Pife ^ <K?:^^WT WRW

% «nwS m tikn^ ift iK^#OTrf otwiot

OTSW 1

1

IR^ ^ ?tfkWOT kOT ^ »lT OTTWOT

OE^etry as an ai t) «?T f W tl%(OT OTI

wj p^KR^wwrf i

«IWHIWII W WOT-OT 4IT#W OTT̂ l^ nwft # 4^ HI
#V fl it fjhOTft pft^iftra wrtt OTW ^

fft OT«|{J} "HototB ilWWOTPlft#



m mqKUn^im fW, #T W «Rf "JJff ^ f^

wrmv t, *1 tr i ^ ‘^’ w& t sit

yifm iw «'t ^fira wwf ^ t—wsjfq; it^tisw ?n BT^-jRra

«T ftsrw^—^ ^T»t «l> ^ tft ^ fit^
W5n I ws’T'iwt^ 'WUrflfw^f ^ Bwmt ^ *KrciiF |ir

««;^?iftw^ t ^fts^r^fe 5sr ftt^tjft

^T nt, 1’3’w f^ift 5w»? # I

WHS? ITT'if'tWWT in SRl?«Tt^ ^T 5f*^

«i«iif ^^T^KT t—nimrar, «?tmi3, ftr^^w-w,

ftptratisftir I ^ iWEffw-miKt, "Rntratr (sW),

trwfti:?:T#T, ?54tlT3tn^T, aWIsKTO Iclttf? SW»3mS!I;

wtfit ^ ^irnicin! 5^^ ^sn «n5^ sr^%g

iftg i hs ^ i ^wtir uwrot if

wti^, $nsi?? 5n«; sw*^-

«iwr?WT.5^^ (Ballads)

«nin^ ^ feaniWT in Hrotit-i^ ^
wsiit ^ ’J^nfciir I—wiwjfntro^, mm-ninrat, wt^-nwt,

litgnlf^ irai >!j'ini:i:n ^ to i f^ ^ tii:nT*n,

STOITO iRftliff ^ TOT^, itfuw ^ ^

^'init TO, ^w-'i^iwttift snSuT^iw! ^nro wt

insiw ^ wfvRftsi siwwi^l ^fftratit i ’tmnt ^ii:^

nfif I jintsit ^ f^rfiw ^Rrat? (Lyrics
)
am ^ jwn: ^

i^inwiR «trfiiqpr I

if 4l?ft 5:^ ^ stm ij«T^ if su ^ wnt??-

wsn ift '^pcw t ittrom if ift

iRgm if iff TOOT! if iff

in^ wsm wn pff 1

1

froaf w u^ ntrow a4-

^arfma^lftRnBtwti: wwf^^rfu froti^ aT|3ia



m

1 1 fti^ih!-'WR^>tS'«nt *T<mnwT^
<iftw4mfcnCt ^ <Ni^ •Kt JPiw ^ ^ «>ftiar

«T ^ sfMTO^ HT f^t t inr ^rwnwr

n^ ^Is^^nwisn I «ftTOT^ 5n:?raT, ^raam^
^!i?iT ^ *13^, <ii*ia«w

^
fnfg-^ ^nOTtfa yt ^T<ift 1^gM

ti

WEtWii «T vms ?2T%T^raTti

jiftfir w4^ wi*i^ ^ qzT ^ ft 1

«fwfjn^
^l?*n^*ft

^»SraT t; fTfWt^^ sw ^ 5W *ft ^ t I
^

»iw, ^^ s^n^ fnsp?-wf ^ fwiW

# ^^ $?l qi’i 3n^ 1 1 ^ ^ ^

?|T ^ ^Tf sfe ^

wt^ sw dR fTfWT^ t ^ ^ TO15I«fHmt

Hk 1 1
sum ^ »ft ‘5wwTwr’ jf ^ tcpw

^ ^ 5W w ?rN^ ^ ^ •

WRWT «rT fftt ftwrt if JHW w ^ t,

‘wg5«r> ^ ftrfe^ t, 1 1
^ ^

lf« ^ WTOT—«ni^w dn:a^ tr,^^^ *>3^—

«iini<i: aft aiFK-W ^ ^ aft^ *1?^ ft *»ft 1

1

nft ?rf^ TO ft ^ ^ ^ *ift # aft

t dt?; TORtT if»fti afirasr^t ftfwanr

nfit TO^t’jaft^^l^^^ ' ^

anft^aia^aif TOtT,^ftw I f^wm

If »ft firofn 1^ ftw^ar ^ i I
ai^ fts^ •>*ft

aiift d^ W5 ft«ft t—<ra •Tii TOW ^ ?J| ft it^
ftmat at i

aa^w itftt wia aiWf ft ilw It ftiwa; t ift



m
^*ifif«T5rN[z$ ^ragrar ^ q^cww fiwT 1

1

^ ^ |fe ^ *njt ftwT t; «r^ ^

vmH ^St^ ?n'9T5«n: qr 5»^ f^«n 1 1 ?:t*i

jro ^craiir w w ott f«i!r ^ mi^w gro ^ *in

^ !T ^ ^?rT ^ ^fft twf«nr ^ flf "jct

q?: wwf wRw: «Rt 'jir ^ w ^sr ^ #it, ?^«r "st

fiftii w#ra 1

1

WTSp^JFOT ^ SWTO nfa W f^W?tT flf

»ft ^ ^ f^ 1 1
^

t^ "n^, ?J«TW itK «R?rHT^ ^ rWT JT^

^^ B*wra ?TR*ft(r ^ ^ ^
^ I ‘f^TqTR ^ (The Revolt of Islam) srnnR

5T^-^nk5 flf *rg«r snfrt ^ imi ^ ^?r *n?r« dre

•nkror (Laon ftnd Oythna) flf *kl^-?lftl) ^ ^ BST

fipsim ?i|n gTRT ifR 5#5r ^ ^ *t^-

w WWW # w§^f^5l wpg flfw^^ ftw?tT ^ km?-

*rat SPIT ^ pR wif?! ^ ait^ Ppn 1

1

^?TT 5?T^ *fn5 wp? t, jpiqr-wPM ^ js 5ft*i

? «*I1-J#!i «Kt ^ ^^ t ftWMT*?

(Didacticism) ?n ?T?^*npRprT ^ JW ?T*Wi ^ K g^-

fsjT 5hr !Ti5t I wpiroiPwrar^ «TPpft 3w^ w Pwth srtf

!i^ w!rfq;iw 'PCHPTraf dnc^ «n?r

’n wt«t ^sarc sinii^
i q?: q;^^ qnft spj) qw^ i

!« 3Piq[ # qpT: 54^s(t4 iffftii snH qpsn t

M^qStqrfwqPCqRqsqf^ sqi^ ?lf<P 1 1
^-

^ q5t qrasrar f^’^rar t ^ ^ qasww

«t<st^ ^ ftpi; <rfqrmq* qf) tkf^ra ^ ftrq sr^ fqt

^ qt4 qkW dr qw »nwf'> i qffk ^ Jwnq a[WT

ail%«nPnPjq|q?r;38Rrjf «!q?»qp:«tTtj^ffW7q^«*r# ^l



t JRnpRT t ^ ^ jwrf^

wwr TTfar 1 1 ftwr ^ ^ «Wn # iKf

swK ^ 5sr)s?24f‘ ^!T ift ^ ww# wn tr 5rwT «rsot t^
^ »ft m: xw $ttr t fijff "T^: f5 ^rtn <5Titi

I% ^?n ^ sirar 1 1 »i^-^ ^

wfwR^w ^R fsnr <RnCTOT^ ^R^ t Irt ^!n!T

^ ^sftf^ *ft gfr^i 1 1 5rt«-iKV wnsfti dre

*pir, dR f^<rT, tw 1^ irf^Jt # ^pr 1

1

iRft # ‘^rawfOTsT gJiTT jrtNi’ Rtgf;^? «t «r?^ ^

^T ^ M'^t I ^ *1(3 ^

8l5*;t<R«llS*«1 5PT ff!! RTgfs^-RR-gjfJJT II

*ltrP& ^R fT^ ^R 8k4-?A^ ^

#f «lft WT?5I wrfif ^-fjT^WII ^ Ijfg S’CRt t^
fti^pr^ Jfjf I ?rf f^^ ^ gte

^ t§ vxm 1 1 ?« ^ ^?ft—

<»^?rRR, RRRf-OTRJT wif? Rf ?«fiR ^ flRHf-

«RWT ^ #i: fiRt^ ^—^R HRffT ^ 'ffatl !I^ R^ I

4Hrq^ 5ww?-i!R$t if yT-HlH;^4 ^r rt^ ft

% fiB<n 1 1 ’iwR («n snfRRt) ftm srr qtfr, rwt-

^RfRf ^ Rg«r-Sllf?l RT RSRR?:^ ^ 1^ wrtjww
TORT Rt^, ^W RH dR «isWrT ^ If R

WR»ft, fR^^ «fR t TRt SRR RR-in5*i'R*«m I*

* Certain it is that with Shelley goodness is ever near to

sensuous beauty and passes easily into passion. Hence his choice

of heroic types rather than simple ones, of Laon, Oythna and

Vtonetheus rather than Michael, Mathew, etc. Laon and Oythna
possess youth, strength ^nd beauty no less than courage and the

ittstinot for self-sacrifice and their passion for freedom. A further

^mirable instance of this harmony of goodness and beauty is seen

iti the description of Lady Benefioient who tended the garden of

*1^ Sensitive Plant’

—^Studies in Shelley * by A. T. Strong.



tnn lit «Kfir d <T«i fiwfi wfr

^ ^iwii ^ ff?T?rT <fT s! ^ «i^nt I *nf^ n^it

«{n ^ ^sn? ^T wq^ qtTsir qtr ^-ipn-^n'isT qm qt

5R«nir 'St S u q>i:
i ^ ^'Si; f^m q? qiqrr

qr qn^qtai^rq ^ qqsn: «Kt tobt ^ «»#; qf^ q« S^wt

qrraiT SrsS ^ q?^ ^ Tswqsr qft? fq^f f^dfr

qf fij^ ^ q?# q?^ qq%q trS qi qrq; irq Sqff S f5 fipi

qriqr 1 1 swn: qiwiqr ^ qqf ^ q:ft qqTqq5=5 ^

fiqS ‘fq#q’ qnrq; qrrsq Sf iwir q>T qnqqr ^ qq?r fqqt 1

1

S qniiiff iS qTcqrqTT ^ qtfira ^tqqr ^ q«fi: 'S %q q*

qrt gq qq? qr^ qguqt ^ q;q ^ wFqfq f%q qq 1 1 qrqS

qniq Sf q?5t gt Tqs# gqr qft S qi^ qrtq qiisqf ^

"sifqqT fqf^q fqqqqt^ wtqq qiql ^t qqjqq^ qqr qq-qrqi

qtq SuT qtisft ft qf^ qN?: S sq# irgqg nqrqr 1

1

qq^fq ffKT qftq iwq qifq ^ qi^q qrrqqnff ftt

qi:m qqq f^ wq iff ^ 1 1 S qqft qrqf S qiqqt

qftq q^tqqr qsT, q| qff^qq qiSt q>T, qim mtn q^S t,

q^ s q(? qT5f ft qtqqt ft ft^ 1

1

ftqqf qqft qqq ftt qftftqfq fqftq ftf ftq»^ ftr qrqqtq t
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THE DAWN OF LYRICAL POETRY IN
BENGAL

THE TWO LUMINARIES

Like the Alvins, who bring the first light to the

sky and are closely followed by Dawn in all her charm-

ing graces, there appeared, in the poetic horizon of

Bengal, two luminaries whose stellar symphony, while

unfolding the highest excellence of celestial lyrical

poetry, invoked the advent of the God of Love, though

unconsciously, yet so effectively that within a century

Srikrsna of Vrndavan came down on this earth again as

^ngauranga of Navadvipa, as if to taste the ambrosial

sweetness of the songs of Vidyapati and Candidas, and

also to answer* the creation of imagination of the latter seer

in a concrete form as the Incarnation of Love

!

These two great poets have been held in high esteem,

amounting to veneration, not only by subsequent poets

who composed Radha-Krsna songs in imitation of them,

but also by saints, philosophers, historians, critics and

the general public from the time the songs were composed

down to our own time in which the fame of these two

great poets has outstripped the geographical limits of

Bengal due to the appreciative remarks and eulogiuras of

some eminent European and Indian scholars.

To quote but a few among a host, the homage paid

to Vidyapati and Candidas by Govindadas, who was

^rikrsna-Caitanya’s contemporary and a poet of the first

rank, second to none but this illustrious pair, is significant

as an evidence of the influence e^jercised by the writings

of this immortal pair onThe subsequent lyrical poetry of

Bengal. Govindadas invokes inspiration from Candidas

151
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in these terms :— Candidas, I place your feet on my head

to decorate it as the jewel of thought
;
I who am mean

and worthless, entertain a hope which can only be realized

through your kindness .... Poor Govindadas invokes

your blessings towards the fulfilment of his desire to sing

about the glory of the two (Radha and Krsna) before

devoted followers.’^*

He praises Vidyapati also as one who has fascinated

the whole world with his poetical songs

and after describing the various points of

excellence in his poems characterises his own irresistible

desire to compose songs on the same subject as that of a

dwarf to catch the moon ^5^).

It has already been mentioned that ^rikrsna Caitanya,

who is regarded as an Avatar by Vaisnavas, loved to sing

the songs of Vidyapati and Candidas. These served as an

inspiration
;
and often while reciting them his emotions

would be so excited as to bring about ecstatic trances.

The songs were composed in the fourteenth century,

and for over five centuries they have been influencing the

emotional life of Bengal.

The late Mr. R. C. Dutt wrote in his History of the

Literature of Bengal : Sweet Vidyapati, Sweet Candidas,

the earliest stars in the firmament of Bengali Literature.

Long, long will your strains be remembered and sung in

Bengal.”

Dr. D. C. Sen says in his Bengali treatise on

Bengali Language and Literature that had it not been for

the charming attraction of Candidas’ poetry, he would not

have explored and discussed old Bengali Literature.

’ witm IW, (»rf fft^
wtnwr %ft^ wvr ir
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From the evidence on record the natural conclusion

is that there inust be factors of permanent human
interest and of substantial intrinsic value which constitute

the excellence of the songs which have been handed

down from generation to generation during these long five

hundred years.

In an article like this, limited by space, only a cursory

view is possible, which may indicate the essential aspects

of the poetry of Vidyapati and Candidas, who must not

only be read in the original but heard recited by a com-

petent rhapsodist, like Pandit Ramkamal Bhattacharya of

Benares and other eminent Klrtan singers of Bengal, who,

while amusing and dazzling the audience with the sensuous

brilliance of these songs, suddenly casts offthe concrete garb

and soars up into the higher regions of spirituality to which

the attention • of the audience is automatically directed.

Before we can fully appreciate the poetry of Vidyapati

and Candidas we must first of all fix a norm to which

we may refer for guidance. This will be done after

giving here very brief sketches of their lives.

Life of Candidas and the Sahajia Cult:

Candidas was born in 1418 A. D. in a village in

Birbhum. He was an orphan whom the good people

of Nannur employed as the priest at the temple of

Vasuli Devi, from whom, according to tradition, the

poet got his inspiration in a dream. Living in a

thatched cottage near the temple in the midst of

beautiful natural surroundings, the heart of Candidas

imbibed the naturalness and spirituality of the envi-

ronment. At the instance of Vafiuli Devi Candidas

embraced the Sahajia cult whose basic idea was to utilize

the natural affinity between man and woman to excite the

erotic emotions to the highest pitch possible
;
and thus

beginning from the concrete and sensuous to raise the
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devotee to the region of love divine which is abstract

and spiritual. This transmutation of the sexual love into

the divine one brings salvation within the reach of

the devotee. This short cut to salvation is, however,

fraught with dangerous pitfalls. The cult had already

degenerated into mere sexuality, when Candidas was

enjoined by the goddess to embrace it to revive its spiritual

significance. The poet really gave it a new life and

spirituality which raised it once more to its original level.

The poet died while reciting his songs in a neigh-

bouring village from the sudden collapse of a roof.

Life of Vidyd'pati :

Vidyapati was born towards the end of the fourteenth

century in a famous Erfilimana family in Mithila. The

exact date of his birth is not fixed yet. He enjoyed a long

life extending over nearly a century. Under the patron-

age of the king of Mithila he wrote several books in

Sanskrit He was an accomplished scholar.

There are many reasons for Vidyapati^s name being

included among those of Bengali poets.
*

Why the two names are associated together :

The names of Vidyapati and Candidas are genemlly

mentioned together. No definite reason can be assigned

for this. The association of these two great names

however might have grown out of several considerations.

First of all, they were contemporaries. Secondly, in

poetic greatness they were towering personalities, much
higher not only than their predecessors and contemporaries

who were no better than doggerel-makers, or at best mere
versifiers, but also at feast as high as any in subsequent

* For details see (•) Dr. Sen’s Banga Bhafi 0 BahOytt^

(tO Btkn§My99ar TBangabasi Office).
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ages. ^rtkr^na-Caitanya had special and equal regard for

the pair whose songs always inspired him.

Whatever be the reason, this association of the two

sacred names appears to us to synthesise all the points of

excellence of the Great Lyric.

VidynpatPs sweetness, music colour and brilliance,

put side by side with Candidas’ depth of thought and

pathos, simplicity and spirituality, give us an emotional

treat of the highest excellence.

These two great poets met each other on the bank of

the BliagIrathT. After this meeting Vidyapati’s songs

inciined more and more towards spirituality.

Essentials of poetry in general and those of Lyrical Poetry

in particular:

Before^ quoting a few songs from the works of these

two poets, it would be better to recall the essential features of

poetry in general and those of lyrical poetry in particular.

It is not easy to define poetry. It does not matter

much because we can recognize poetry though we may

not be able to explain what it is. Milton has guided u^in

the matter by insisting on three essential features of

Poetry, namely, simplicity, sensuousiiess and passion. Of

the trinity, by far the most important is the last one which,

according to both Milton and Wordsworth, is the essence

of Poetry. Wordsworth explains passion to be “the

spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.” The Hindu

rhetoricians had already laid down emotion as the soul of

poetic language. But this soul requires a body for its

manifestation, and hence the necessity for the incorporation

of the other two factors cannot be ignored. By sensu-

ousness is meant the concrete a^ct of poetry. It deals

with concrete objects in the Universe, both animate and

inanimate, and their interaction with one another. Of

this again the most interesting thing for the poet is man^
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whose thoughts, actions and emotions are portrayed by

him. The word sensuous has a very wide range of appli-

cation from the meanest carnality to the purest sublimity.

The point to be noticed in connection with this ingredient

of Poetry is that sensuousness or concreteness cannot be

divorced from Poetry even when it is of the most abstract

nature. Redness cannot stand without a concrete support

like the rose or the lotus
;
the deep sea of pathos in the

Uttara-Rama Carita is created by the tears shed by Rama,

and the sublime speculations about the mysteries of life,

death and transmigration of the soul have their counter-

parts in the concrete human beings, Hamlet and Cato.

,

The remaining quality of simplicity means sincerity

on the part of the poet. The poet views the world with

open eyes with the catholicity and simplicity of a child, but

with a seer’s vision which penetrates into t}iQ« deeper and

more permanent elements of human life. Transient and

superficial fashions, glamours and colours are of less

interest to him than ‘ man in nature.’

In poetry the above-mentioned essential qualities are

aa^bciated with a special mode of expression known as

poetic diction.

Poetry, the language of passion, requires a heightened

mode of expression which is supplied by metre which

has the power of stimulating attention and raising speech

from its commonplace prosaic level to an ideal one

—exquisite, beautiful and sweet

Metre being regulated rhythm, is excellently adapted

as a meaiw of poetic expression. Different metres are

suitable for different emotions, as different synonyms of the

same object or idea are appropriate for different sentiments.

Rhyme is the sedond great means of expressing

emotion, but it may or may not be used in dramatic or

epic poetry.

Lyrical poetry takes advantage ot rhyme and those
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that are intended to be sung, as the very name implies,

are set to music, which raises the composition to the

highest pinnacle of beauty and perfection.

Another important feature of lyrical poetry is the

subjectivity of the poet, as contrasted with the objective

mood of the dramatic or epic poet. This subjectivity in

ordinary lyrical poetry is concerned with the joys, sorrows,

hopes, fears and speculations of his own mind or those

attributed to the hero or heroine of his creation.

The Great Lyric :

When, however, this subjectivity transcends all

worMly affairs, soars higher and higher in search of the

Universal Soul with which the individual soul seeks

communion, the strains of sorrow at the separation and

the melodies of joy at the prospect of union give the

composition* a spiritual flavour which raises it much

above the ordinary lyric into the region of the Great

Lyric, to which class belong the sublime hymns of the

Vedas and the Hebrew Psalms.

A competent critic has rightly observed : “Great

Lyric is equal in importance to Great Dramas of Shakes-

peare, Aeschylus and Sophocles. The Great Lyric must be

religious—it must, it would seem, be an outpouring of the

soul not towards man but towards God, like that of the

God-intoxicated prophets and psalmists of scripture.”*

We shall see presently that the songs of Vidyapati

and Candidas possess all the attributes of first-class lyrical

Poetry in varying but considerable degrees, along with the

attribute, namely religiousness, of the Great Lyric.

The theme of CandUdds and Vidyapati:

Their theme was the love of ^rsna, the Indian Apollo,

and Radha. They composed songs on other subjects too
;

but on those about Krena-Radha their permanent fame rests.

* See Encyclopaedia Britannica (article Poetry).
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In describing these love scenes they have philosophi-

cally analysed love and have described its diflferent stages

and phases.

Some of the songs, according to modern taste, are

gross and indecent to a superficial reader
;
but they have

their inner meanings.

Dr. Grierson observes on this point:
—

“I have grouped

the songs in classes according to the subjects of which they

treat
;
one class, for instance, treating of the first yearnings

of the soul after God, another of the estrangement of the

soul, and so on. To understand the allegory it may be

taken as a general rule that Radha represents the soul,^ the

messenger or dati, the evangelist or else the mediator, and

Krsna, of course, the Deity. The glowing stanzas of Vldya-

pati are read by the devout Hindu with as little of the

baser part of human sensuousness as the song? of Solomon

are by the Christian priest. They (Vidyapati’s poems)

became great favourites of the more modern Vaisnava

reformer of Bengal—Caitanya—and through him, songs

purporting to be by Vidyilpati have become as well-known

in the Bengali household as the Bible in an English one.”

Excellence of Vidydpati t

Vidyapati is a master artist with a sonorous language

at his command and also armed with .all the implements

of an accomplished scholar. His imagination is highly

creative-creative of beautiful creatures throbbing with

life. Hissongs, while pleasing the ear with their ambro-

sial music, calls before the mind’s eye beautiful, vivid and

life-like scenery of hallowed Vrndavana with Radha-

Krena and all their companions, in colours so bold, nicely

matched and bright, that the images seem to move like

creatures in flesh and blood.

According to Hindu rhetoric there are nine Senti-

ments or Rasas, namely, amatory, pathetic, heroic, detest-

able, terrible, placid^ comic, fearful and marvellous. Of
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these nearly all are found in epic and dramatic poetry. In

the lyrical poems of Candidas and Vidyapati the amatory

sentiment is the principal one with a prominent share o{

the comic, pathetic and placid, the two last-named being in-

timately connected with the spiritual nature of the theme.

The amatory sentiment is sub-divided into three

phases, the dawn (purvaraga), estrangement or separation

(viraha) and union (milana).

Estrangement, in its turn, can be analysed into ten

stages, beginning with longing (abhilasa) and culminating

in death (marana). Vidyiipati has given us exquisite pic-

ture of Radha under these diflferent moods and stages with

such consummate master strokes, that we can almost see, for

example her breaking the string of her necklace of pearls

on her way home after taking a bath at the river, where he

caught the frat sight of Krsna, and stealing a glance at

Krsna, while her companions are engaged in picking up

the scattered pearls ! With equal vividness can you visualize

Radha at her death-bed bewailing the separation from

Kr^na; and the burden of the song, *mariba mariba sakhi

nicaya mariba’ not only rings in our ears with all the

concreteness of physical sound but also penetrates into our

hearts and melts our eyes to tears !

Vidyapati’s songs are beautifully adorned with figures

of speech, specially metaphors and similes, of the latter of

which he is the second master after Kalidas, according to

Dr. Sen. Any number of them will be found in his songs,

like bright jewels set at appropriate places.

In beauty of form and expression, in depicting natural

scenery, in harmonious blending of colours, in passion and
sensuQttsness very few poets have approached Vidyapati

and fewer still have excelled him im brilliance!

EMcellenee of OaimBdda

:

The first quality of his poems that strikes the reader
is the simplicity and clarity of the language. Hiere is
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hardly any big uncommon or difficult word. Though

figures of speech are not wanting, yet there is no con-

scious attempt at decoration. This simplicity seems

to be shrouded with a mysticism which obscures the

meaning in some cases. But if the principles of the

Sahajia cult and the spiritual relation of Radha and

Krsna be kept in view, the obscurity gives place to

perspicuity. This simplicity of expression is consistent

with the simple life and natural surroundings of the

poet.

The next element of importance is the depth of

passion evinced in his writings. R. C. Dutt says: “He

feels deeply and sings feelingly.” The poet was of

an emotional temperament with an inclination towards

meditation. He has described all the phases of love, the

various moods and their subtleties with natural fidelity

and intense emotion.

Though not so richly adorned as those of Vidyapati,

yet the pictures of Candidas are as life-like and as im-

pressive in their simple natural settings. Those of Vidya-

pati are like colour-paintings glazed and richly framed,

while those of Candidas are like uncoloured photographs

in which the natural background is harmoniously blended

with the natural eflfects of the different sentiments on the

physiognomy of the characters, and the whole delineated

with wonderful impressiveness. The external garb of

sensuousness is of lesser importance to him than the

internal vital and emotional forces.

Yet the crowning glory of Candidas* songs is the

spiritual aspect of the apparently temporal incidents and

actions. In describing the dawn of love (purvaraga) Radha

appears even to the nfost casual and superficial reader

much higher and more spiritual than perhaps the most

perfect heroine of human love-stories. Radha hears the

name of Krona, it penetrates into her heart through her
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fear and upsets her. She repeats the name, cannot describe

the degree of sweetness in it, the lips cannot cease uttering

the name. Repetition of the name, like saying the prayer,

captivates her and she is completely overpowered with the

desire of getting Krsna.'

Falling in love with anybody on hearing his or her

name is an aflfair not known to the code of human love.

But if the name can even partially arouse associations,

though dimly due to distance in time and space, which

suggest something pleasant in the past, there is no reason

why the heart won’t respond to the hitherto known stimuli

though the intellect may fail to grasp the situation and

assign any reason. The individual soul which enjoyed

communion with the Universal Soul in the past and ex-

perienced beatitude, is now estranged and encased in this

gross body which has imprisoned it and kept it in igno-

rance and darkness. By some good luck, the name of the

Saviour is carried into the prison, and the soul, enveloped

in darkness as it is, recollects something distant, indistinct

and nearly forgotten. By intuition it beats against the^

prison-wall and is ready to rush out in search of the

Unknown

!

This note of spirituality which is struck in the very

first song runs through all his songs and poems as the

keynote.
,

His songs exhibit childlike simplicity and faith with
godlike wisdom. There is sweet melody for the ear,

beautiful and sublime associations for the imagination,

lofty thoughts for the mind, deep and sincere feeling for

the heart and heavenly light for the soul. In fact, when
reading them we transcend all worjdly desires and anxie-
ties, and, with a heart full of devotion and reverence to

^ qftFV vifv ^ mu u
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Him, rise to higher spheres of endless music and beautiful

imagery—becoming as we read or better hear, one with

the soul of Candidas.

The poet’s conception of love is so sublime and so

much saturated with the nobler emotions that its magnitude,

depth and different manifestations would have been con-

fined to the ideal plane of imagination only, had not

^rikrsna-Caitanya in his life answered to Candidas’ Radha

in every detail. Divine Love assumed human form on

this earth in the person of Srikrsna-Caitanya, as conceived

by the seer Candidas a century before his advent.^

SpectmcHS of their songs :

It is possible to convince a non-Bengali person of

the deliciousness of the luscious Rasagolla and the celes-

tial Sandes. There being no language bar, the things

may be tasted in the original. Those who have once

tasted these certainly owe unswerving allegiance to them.

We are quite confident that the songs of Vidyapati and

Candidas would have been equally liked by all had there

been any possibility of removing the language bar.

No amount of writing about, them can really help

towards an appreciation of their beauties. Translation is

the only vva}^ We are unwilling to conclude these desul-

tory remarks about the great poets without attempting a

metrical translation of a#few of their songs.

However defective the translation may be in metre and

rhyme, it may give some idea of the original.

Candidas sang many songs on the surprises of love

(du^) of which this is one

I saw a happy lake of love,

Myself ip it did cast

;

After bath I stood and felt,

The chill of sorrow’s blast

^ For details see Dr. Sen’s Bangabha^a-o-Sfthitya.
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But who made this curious lake,

With water seeming clear
;

Sharks of sorrow numerous prowl,

My heart trembles with fear !

Elders rebuke the'slippery moss,

Neighbours fish with sharp sting
;

Family name the water-fruit.

With thistling thorns bristling !

Scandal duckweed soil the water

Skin and throat which doth smart

Even when strained
;
weal did I seek

Fate decreed sorrow’s dart

!

Says Candidas “Hear, charming one,

Weal and woe be brothers twin
;

To her whoever loves for weal

The other access win ”
!

m?? 11

i m niT mr siw 1

f^ ipfer ^ w

«5rf qisn^T, uw, \

15 15 ip^,
II

pr 5^ I

^ mx srfsr u

Candidas brings home to his hearers universal truths

with his homely similes and metaphors* The language is

simple, the thought is deep and the feeling intense.

Let us turn to Vidyapati, Radha is pining owing to

her separation from Krena whose return to Vrndavana is

no longer hoped for by anyone. Radha has arrived at a

stage in which she is no longer able to bear the pangs of
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separation. She is on her death-bed giving instructions

to her maids for the disposal of her corpse

:

“ Die I must, 0 maidens, death do I find,

Rare jewel like dear KSnu how to leave behind?

At moment last maidens keep close to me
;

Write Krsna^s sweet name all over the body.

Lalita my dear chum utter thou the spell

Near lifeless Radhs’s ear Krsna’s name do tell-

Burn not Radha’s corpse nor in water cast,

Keep on a tamal branch tied to it fast,

If chance to Vrindavana my lover bring

The body dead with touch to life will spring.

But if the moonlike face of him again

be out of sight,

Consign shall I this frame to flame
^

of separation alight,

Vidyapati says, “ Hear me, charming madam;

Keep hope in heart
;
Murari’s sure to come.”

nftf i

^T5 ^ T

I

^^ I

w ^ II

?T^T ^ in i

ii

^ ina aa I

ng mi arg ii

^ fti?T I

qm an ftar it

gn mg gar m qiw I

fi^a mm mi ng imfhn ii

ftmqft ipr mmtt i

^ WT fW gaift II
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Radha knows full well that her end is drawing near.

The frail human frame is too weak, and by this time, too

exhausted to withstand the pangs of separation. She is not

sorry to die, but she is anxious to preserve the corpse in

the hope that, should Krsna come to Vrndavana by chance,

a single touch is sure to revive her. But if after this there

be another separation she would even immolate herself in

the flame of separation without any further chance of

revival. Vidyapati consoles her with an assurance that

Krsna is sure to come. Yes, the sage-like poet proclaims

the truth that God is sure to come to the person who

actually feels the separation !

No comments can sufficiently bring home to the

reader the many points of excellence' in this song,

whose deep pathos and staunch belief in the divine nature

of Krsna hdvc not failed to draw furtive ‘tears from those

who hear it properly sung by one who shares the belief

and sentiments of Vidyapati.

One is rather unwilling to leave this beautiful para-

dise of Candidas and Vidyapati’s creation, but limit of

space compels us to be satisfied with the above two songs

only for the present.

The fullest enjoyment and appreciation of these poets

require some acquaintance with the language, a little

knowledge of the Radha-Krsna story with its spiritual

significance, and an interpreter, animated at least partly,

with the same faith and sentiments as the poets and able to

sing these songs properly.

The above translation cannot show all the beauties,

as a jug of water from the Ganges^ cannot show the majesty

and beauty of the sacred stream.

Yet an attempt like the present, it is hoped, will not

be taken by the charitable reader as an arrogance
;

for the
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motive behind is as selfless and sacred as that of the

pilgrim who brings from Benares a little Ganges water

to be distributed among his friends and acquaintances,who

sprinkle a few drops over their heads to expiate them-

selves from sin
;
and this sacred touch kindles in some a

desire to undertake the pilgrimage for an ablution in the

sacred stream itself.

Similarly, it is hoped, the taste, even through a faulty

translation, of a few drops may provoke in some readers a

genuine thirst for the ambrosial fluid that flowed from the

devotional emotion of Vidyapati and Caiididils.

B. M. GHOSAL



the problem of OtJR educatiOM

When some twentyfive years ago, the cry of national

education was first raised, and a movement was started

to establish national schools and colleges in Bengal,

the Bengalee people became enthusiastic over the idea,

whereas the rest of India viewed it with a good deal of

suspicion and fear.

It cannot and need not be denied that the originators

of ..the movement were largely actuated by political

motives, because they felt that in order to preserve

education in our country it was necessary to take it into

our own hands. But although the movement was

born of the pplitical passions roused by the Partition of

Bengal, it had a deeper spiritual urge behind it. There

was a large number of people in Bengal, all products

of the Calcutta University, who had lost their earlier faith

in the virtue of the education imparted by the official

university. The political circumstances of the country

only gave shape and form to this vague but widespread

feeling and made people suddenly realise that the official

universities are in reality huge machines for the mass

production of intellectual and moral mediocrity, and the

method they have adopted is the method of standardis-

ing the so-called educated people of India. And in

the result the educated mind of India is clearly an

immature mind. The cry for national education is to my
mind the cry for some sort of education whose object is to

bring out and fructify all our vital capacities and thereby

build up the nation from within. •

The word national is both ambiguous and vague;

and naturally national education meant some form of

167
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THE MURUNDA DYNASTY AND THE DATE OF

PADALIPTA.

1 . There are, apart from the inscription of Samudra-

gupta on the Allahabad Pillar, two references worthy of

notice, bearing on the dynastic title Murunda (that is the

Kushanas).^ It seems that the line of rulers described as

sahanusahi-^aka-Muninda were called popularly in India

as Murundas in their time. In Jaina texts we find a

Murunda ruler at Pataliputra who sends his envoy

(data) to the king of Peshawar (Purisapura). This

envoy, who put up with the royal minister in that capital,

found too many Buddhist monks there. Each time the

Patna envoy^ame out of his lodging-place to go to the

palace for audience, the first sight he met with was that of

a Buddhist monk which he regarded as inauspicious.

The Peshawar minister told him that the capital was full

of them, that is, he would not be able to avoid them.*

2. This shows that at Pataliputra the Buddhist monk
had become a rare phenomenon, and the envoy was

probably an orthodox Brahmanical Hindu. The condi-

tion of Peshawar, which was the capital of apparently an

‘

J. B. O. R. S., XVI, 287-289, 303-304.

* Avakyaka'Brhadvrittiy U. I, P 3. Muni KalySna-

vijayaji has kindly sent the gUM relating to the envoy's visit

to Peshawar:—

mvi ii

ff

I

F. n
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important king to whom the envoy was deputed, indicates

that it was the capital of Kanishka or his predecessor.

The Murunda ruler at Pataliputra was evidently a

Murunda provincial governor.

3. This incidentally fixes the time of the Jaina

teacher Padalipta whose religious instructions to the

Murunda of Pataliputra are noted in several Jaina texts

including the Prabhdvaka-carifra. The Prakrit gdthds

relating the curing of the head-trouble of the Murunda by

Padalipta and his consequent conversion are old materials.

The medieval Jaina works give his time about 484 A.M.

(J. R. A. S., 1925, p. 86) which is a little too high.

4. The definite statement that a king with his capital

at Peshawar was a contemporary of the Murunda of Patali-

putra will not allow Padalipta to be placed in 484 A.M. (43

B. C.). That the time referred to is that oA^Kanishka is

further corroborated by Padalipta^s controversy with

Nagaijuna^ who is associated with Kanishka.

5. I have given the Puranic calculation as ending

the Murundas about 243—247 A.D. (J. B. 0. R. S., XVL
289). About this time, an important king is mentioned

in Chinese works as ruling in India and bearing the

name Murunda (Mu-lun). An embassy was sent to India

by the king of Funan (Indo-China) who heard about

India from an Indian merchant, about 240 A.D. When
the embassy returned sometime between 244 and 252 A.D.

an imperial Chinese ambassador met an Indian at the Court

of Funan who gave the name of the king in Indian as

Mu-lun.^ This Indian had reached there with the Funan

embassy which returned from India about 244 A.D. The

^ Sharaasastry, J. R. A. S., 1925, p. 85, Padalipta could not

have been a contemporary of Balamitra who lived lon^ before

and figures as a contemporary of Kalaka.

* Levi, cited by Finot in IHQ, I. 612,
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embassy carried four Yiie-chi horses as a present from the

Indian king (‘ the king of India’) to the king of Funan.

We have thus the information that the dynastic name

current at the time was Murunda. The Puranas which

describe the dynasty as Tukharas alternatively call them

Murundas, the Vayu giving prominence to the latter

appellation (J. B. O. R. S., XVI, 203).

K. P. JAYASWAL





new light on the early GUPTA
HISTORY

There is a passage in llie Harmcarita of Bana which

enumerates the instances of rulers coming to grief through

their carelessness or over-confiding nature. Soon after the

death of RHjyavardhana through treachery, Harsavar-

dhana resolves to avenge his brother’s murder, and it is at

this juncture that his friend, Skandagupta, Commandant of

Elephants, while giving support to the resolution formed

by the king, warns him against showing any tendency of

universal confidingness by citing the instances of untimel}'

death of princes who were not sufficiently vigilant Fitz-

Edward Hall was the first to draw the attention of the

scholars to ''this passage, and he did so as early as 1859 by

publishing a translation of it in the preface to his edition

of Vdsavadaiid in the Bibliotheca Indica. He was follow’ed

by Bhau Daji, who in 1871 contributed a paper on the

Discovery of Complete Manuscript Copies of Ednas Uarsa*

carita^ with an analysis of the more important portions.

The paper appeared in the Jour* Bo. Jlr- E. .L*. Soo., Vol.X,

p. 38 and ff., and as he was in possession of better

copies, he was able to improve upon the translation of

F. E. Hall. It was not, however, till 1892 when the first

Bombay edition appeared that the scholars were in posses-

sion of the correct text of the original and also the com-

mentary of the erudite Sahkararya. In 1897 was pub-

lished the scholarly translation of the work into English

by E. B. Cowell and F. \V. Thomas. And to complete

the whole, a new edition of the Text and Commentar}^ was

brought out in 1909 by Prof. A. A. Fiihrer in the Bombay

Sanskrit and Prakrit Series.

189
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Ever since the translation of the work by Cowell and

Thomas was published, the Harmcarita is being’ tapped

by many a scholar to yield all the historical information it

contains. It is true that so far as the history of Harsa

and his family is concerned, we have practically exhausted

its contents. The passage, however, which records the

cases of the rulers who through carelessness fell a prey to

the machinations of their enemies has not attracted as

much careful study as it deserves. This is all the more

regrettable, because it bristles with political incidents

which are exceedingly important for the ancient history of

India. One such political episode is concerned with

Candragupta II of the Imperial Gupta dynasty. The

words of the Harsacarita which describe this event is

given in Extract A, and the gloss of Sankararya on them

in Extract B. This was all we knew abo^ the Gupta

emperor from the literary sources up till 1 923 when our

information was all of a sudden very much augmented

from two unexpected sources. One of the works then

discovered by the Government Oriental Manuscripts

Libraiy of Madras was Srhgdra-prakdsa by Bhoja. It

contained four passages (Extracts C—F) from a Sanskrit

drama, till then unknown, which was called Devi-Candra-

gupia and bore upon the adventurous life of the Gupta

king. Three of these were culled together in an interest-

ing paper published by Mr. A. Rangasvami Sarasvati in

the July number of Ind» Ant, for 1923. A really material

addition to our knowledge was, however, made by Prof.

Sylvain Levi, who, while announcing the discovery of

the Ndiyadarpana^ a joint production of Ramachandra

and Gunachandra, pupils of Hemachandra, preceptor

of the Chaulukya king Kumarapala (A.D. 1145—1171),

gives five important extracts (G—K) from the same

drama. They have been set forth in his paper

appearing in the October-December number of the
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Journal Asiatique for 1923. From an examination of

these passages he rightly infers that Candragupta of

this play must be Candragupta II of the Imperial Gupta

dynasty. But he does not attempt at reconstructing the

history of the time of this king, though the passages, brief

as they are, throw a flood of light on this subject. It was

the late Prof. R. D. Banerji, we are told, who first made

this attempt in the Lectures he delivered before the Bena-

res Hindu University in November 1924. Unfortunately

these Lectures have not yet been published. A second

attempt was recently made by Prof. A. S. Altekar of the

same University, with the further help of two additional

passages (Extracts L-M). He has set forth his views in

the shape of a most informing article which has been pub-

lished in the June number of the Jo/o*. Bili^ Or. lies. Soc.,

for 1928. This was followed by another article of his

(J.B.O.RAS., 1929, p. 1348*) in which he draws the atten-

tion of scholars to the story of Rawwal and Barkamaris as

narrated in the Majmahht-Tawdrikhy a work composed

early in the 12th century A. D. The stor}^ has such a

great resemblance to the plot of the Devi- Candragupta

that it may be judiciously used to fill in the details on

which the extracts shed no light. It cannot therefore be

doubted that Prof. Altekar has already done much towards

the reconstruction of the Gupta histor}^, but it cannot be

denied that something still remains to be done. I there-

fore give no excuse for attempting this reconstruction in

my own way, knowing full well that some scholar will soon

come after me who will push this enquiry one step further.

To the extracts from the Devi-Candragupta brought to-

gether by Mr. Raiigswami Saraswati and Prof. Sylvaiii

Levi I am able to add one, from the Srhgdraprakdsa

which I owe to the courtesy of Mr. Ramkrishna Kavi.

The first question that arises is: Who is the author of

the Devi- Candragupta} This question is answered by the
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prose portion of Extract J which tells us that it was a

production of Visakhadatta. He must doubtless be the

same Visakhadatta that composed the Mudrd-^Bdkshasa.

Now, let us consider what information is supplied about

the early Gupta history. Extract G is most important^ in

this connection. The prose portion of it tells us that king

{rdjan) Ramagupta agreed to give over Dhruvadevi to

the ^aka in order to keep his subjects cheerful {prakrU-

ndtndiivdsandyfi) Sind tried to dissuade (his brother) Kumara

Candragupta from going in the garb of Dhruvadevi to

kill the enemy. This is made quite clear in the verses

that follow where Ramagupta says that he is ready to

forsake Dhruvadevi and court infamy simply for the

sake of Candragupta. If we read between the lines, it

seems that the enemy at first wanted Ramagupta to sur-

render Candragupta to him but the Gupta king refused

to comply with the demand, partially in consequence of

his deep brotherly love to the latter but chiefly to quiet the

minds of his people to whom the surrender of Candra-

gupta would have caused grave dissatisfaction, and that it

led ultimately to the compromise of the queen being

handed over to the enemy. Candragupta, however, did

not like this compromise and hit upon the expedient of

meeting the enemy in the garb of the queen and killing

him. In this fragment of history one point alone is not

quite clear. The enemy in question is called simply the

^aka. Prima facie this Saka appears to be some ^aka

king, ^ahkararj'a, however, gives us to understand a

somewhat different thing, as will be seen from Extract B.

There he tells us distinctly that this ^aka is not the ^aka

ruler, but rather iaUndm-dcaryah, ‘ the preceptor of the

6akas,’ who was seeking for Dhruvadevi. At first thought,

it is true that one does not feel inclined to accept this state-

ment, and this was particularly so before the above extracts

from the Devi-Candragupta were published. Because
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^ankararya in his gloss also tells us that this Dhruvadevi

was the wife of the brother {hhrdtr-jdyd) of Candra-

gupta, whereas the Gupta inscriptions are unanimous in

telling us that she was Candragupta’*? wife. This

mystery, however, is now unravelled for us by the extracts

given by Dr. Sylvain Levi, from which it is evident that

originally she was the wife of Rilmagupta but was after-

wards married to Caiidragupta. If Sahkararya’s infoi*ma-

tion is thus found correct when it was believed to be con-

tradicted by all the known Gupta inscriptions, we have to

believe him also when he sa3’s that the Saka in question is

not the Saka king, but the preceptor of the Sakas. How

exactly this preceptor forced the Gupta king to surrender

his queen is not clear, and we must await the discovery of

the whole manuscript of this drama, which, let us hope, will

be announced before long.

The next point that we have to consider is: where these

hostilities between Sakacarya and Ramagupta could have

taken place. Extract C shows that the enemy’s camp was

stationed at Alipura which, according to Mr. A. Ranga-

svarai Sarasvati, was wrongly changed into Aripura. This

is supported by Extract A wliicli also gives the reading

Alipura* He may be right, but that does not enable us to

identify the place. Perhaps more help is forthcoming in

this matter from a careful consideration of the contents of

Extract M, which I^Ir. Altekar was the first to bring to our

notice but which he has apparently failed to utilise fully

in this connection. The verse wliich forms the extract is

addressed to a king and says that his praises are sung by

the women of Kilrtikeya-nagara just in that Himalaya

from where Joanna (v. 1. Sena) gupta was forced to retreat

after giving over his queen Dhruvasvamini to the king of

the Khasas. The name Dhruvasvamini and the incident of

a king being compelled to surrender his queen to the

enemy leave no doubt as to its being the political episode

F. 26
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De\n-Candragiipta, There are however, two

different names here to be accounted for. The import-

ant of these is Sarina (v. 1. Sena) gupta, instead of

Ramagupta. But both of these seem to be misreadings,

as we shall try to show later. As regards Kha6a,

it is almost the letters Sa-ka reversed. And as

Khasas were perhaps known better than Sakas espe-

cially in the Himalayan region the letters which were

originally Sa-ka came naturally to be reversed and turned

into Kha-sa with a slight change. Unfortunately Prof.

Altekar separates Kartlkeija from naijara and takes tlie

former name to stand for Kumaragupta who in his opinion

is the person addressed in this stanza. But why should

Kartikeya stand for Kumaragupta, and not for Skanda-

gupta, is far from clear. vSecondly, why should the caves

be taken to reverberate with tlie exploits of JCumaragupta

or Skandagupta about which wc knew nothing ? On the

other hand, the stanza attains to its fullest significance if we

take it as addressed not to Kumaragupta, but to his father

Candragupta 11. For in that case we can easily under-

stand why the praises of this Candragupta are sung just

in those Himalayan caves from where his brother had to

effect an ignominious retreat by promising to surrender

his wife Dhruvasviiminl. This seems to be the natural

sense of the stanza. It is therefore advisable to take

Kartikeya-nagara as one word.

Now Gazetter, N.-W. P. (Vol. XI, p. 463 and p. 48, f.)

tells us that Kartikeyapura lay in the valley of the Gomatl

and near the present village of Baijnath which is comprised

in the Almora Di.strict of the U.P. and thus situated in

the Himalayas. It is mentioned in the I)evt-Ptird?ia

(Chap. IX). The town and district of Kartikeyapura are

mentioned in the Pfmduke^var copper-plate grant of

Lalita6uradeva, assigned to about the middle of the ninth

century A.D. (Ind- Ant, Vol XXV, p. 178 ff). Kartikeya-
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pura is also mentioned in the two Tale^vara charters

Ind,, Vol. XIII, pp. 115 and 118) of Dyutivarma

which have been ascribed to about the sixth century. It

will thus be seen that a place is still known in the Himala-

yas, viz.% Baijnilth, which is still called Kartikeyapura and

that it was in existence at least as early as the 6th cen-

tury A.D.

It thus appears that the fight between Riimagupta and

the Sakapati took place not far from this place. It does

not seem likely that the kingdom of the Sakapati, if he

is supposed to be a member of the Ksatrapa family of

Gujarat and Malwa, could have extended as far as the

Himalayas. This also shows that Sankararva is most pro-

bably right in taking Sakapati as Sakanainilcaryah. This

preceptor of the Sakas could stay on a hill top in a religious

retreat, perhaps in subordination to a diflferent king who

ruled over those hills.

Here perhaps the Mujmalu-t-Tawarikh may be

brought in for our help. For we arc told that a former

rebel of his father attacked Rawwal, that is, Rfimagupta and

put him to flight. Rawwal with his brother and nobles

went to the top of a mountain where a strong fortress had

been built. But the enemy got possession of the mountain

by strategem, besieged the fort, and was near upon taking

it Rawwill then sued for peace, and the enemy asked

him to send his queen for himself and compel his chiefs

to send their girls for his officers. Just at this juncture

his brother Barkaniaris came in and proposed to go to the

enemy’s camp dressed like the queen, in accordance with

his scheme wdiich was explained and approved. This

account show^s that Riimagupta and his brother were

hemmed in and defeated not on the plains in their capital

at Pa^liputra but on some mountain which, as Extract M
shows, must have been situated near Kmtikeya-nagara,

that is, near Baijnath on a hill top. It seems that Rama-
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gupta had started on an expedition of conquest and was

in the hills of Almora. And we shall not be far from right

if we suppose that he was in the country of Kartripura

which is described in the celebrated Allahabad pillar

pmsasti as one of the independent kingdoms on the frontier

of Samudragupta’s empire. It is possible that Samudra-

gupta tried but failed to conquer this dominion. What he

could not do his son might have attempted, but with what

ignominious disaster we know. The preceptor of the

Sakas might have attacked R-imagupta and his party on

behalf of his overlord, the ruler of Kartripuia. Tliat both

the Sakacarya and Ramagupta were in camp is clear from

Extracts C and F. It appears from other extracts {eg-, h-)

that Ramagupta’s queen, Dhruvasvamini had also come

with him but stayed in a place assigned to rdjalculn.

Here the information supplied by tlie MujmalnAr

Tawdrikh has to be supplemented or corrected in the

light of the inference permissible from Extracts G and H.

The Tawarikh says that when Rawwal sued for peace,

the condition which his enemy insisted upon at the

very outset was the sun ender of the Queen. It, however,

appears from the extracts that the preceptor of the Sakas

stipulated at first that his younger brother Candragupta

should be delivered. Fearing that this term of capitula-

tion, if accepted, might incense his people with whom the

latter was a favourite, Ramagupta had it altered and agreed

to send his wife in.stead. This is quite clear from the

words prakrimdm’dkvdsandya used in the introductory

portion of Extract G and trad-artlic yakasd salia parityaktd

fnayd devt in one of the verses following. We know, this

made Candragupta indignant and lie resolved to carry

the stipulation througli without bringing ignominy on

their family. At the dead of the night he retired to a

solitary place with his friend Atreya, the Viddshaka, with

the object of propitiating Vetala. There he was met by a
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Cheti who came there with a dress won by Dhruvas-

vamini, being directed to do so by some Ajjuka of the

royal family with whom Candragupta was in confidence.

He put on that dress and saw Ramagupta before departure.

The interview of the two brothers is depicted in Extracts

G. and H. which form part of Act II of the drama. It is

in this interview that jealousy is aroused in the mind of

Dliruvasvaminl who by the double enkndve of the words

employed thought that her husband Ramagupta was con-

versing not with his brother but some young lady. In

spite, however, of the remonstrances of Riimagupta, Can-

dragupta resolved to carry out his object. But it was

necessary that he should go along with a female retinue.

From the clause sfr'Mrsu-Jfinu-poirrfcna in Sankanlrya’s

gloss, it is plain that Candragupta was accompanied by

some males dressed as female attendants. Some light is

thrown on this point by the Tawilrikh referred to. From
this account it seems that all the officers dressed their sons

in like manner as damsels. Every one of them concealed

a knife in his hair, and Candragupta besides carried a

trumpet also concealed. When they reached the enemy’s
camp, they were distributed as previously arranged, Can-
dragupta to the rebel King and his attendants to the

latter s officers. When the King retired with Candra-
gupta dressed as Dhruvasvamini, the latter ripped his belly

with the knife and sounded the trumpet. When the other

youths heard it, they did their work in an instant. All

the officers of the army were thus slain. On hearing the

trumpet, Ramagupta’s soldiers also sallied forth and exter-

minated the foe. Candragupta’s ruse succeeded so
wonderfully that the enemy’s horsemen were all slain and
cast down from the mountain.

After the narration of this event the TawSrikh goes on
to say that Rawwiil’s Wazir, Satar, that is, the prime-
minister of Ramagupta thereupon excited the king’s
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suspicions against Barkamliris (= Vikramarka) or Can-

dragupta and that the latter was therefore compelled to

feign madness. The words ^ feign madness ’ cannot but

arrest our attention. For as Extract K shows, Candra-

gupta is twice introduced into Act V of the drama as

fcrltak-onmaitaj playing the role of a lunatic and as

sv-apaya-sahkin and mandk-safru-bhifa^ ‘ as fearing

danger to his life ’ and ‘ being a little afraid of the enemy/

There can be no doubt that these stage directions refer to

Candragupta when lie liad killed the Saka preceptor and

enhanced his fame and also his hold over the popular

mind. In this wa}’ alone could he excite the suspicions of

Ramagupta. That he had made short work of this pre-

ceptor b}’ this time is certain, because when he comes on

the stage for the first time in Act in a praresa, he utters

a verse describing the rise of the moon b}' saying that this

luminarj^ had by mere rising destroyed the heap of dark-

ness, namely, all his enemies but had now entered upon the

sky to step across the praha, that is (the eclipse of) Riihu.

The first of these two events must refer to the destruction

of the Saka preceptor and his party, and the second to the

machinations of Rilmagupta through jealousy against him.

Both the events must have come off before the commence-

ment of Act V. If his dressing himself in the garb of

Dhruvasvamini and taking leave of Ramagupta are shown

in Act II, the event of finishing off the Saka preceptor and

his soldiers must have come off in Act III. Probably about

the end of Act III, or' the beginning of Act IV, he comes

to know about the malicious intentions of his brother

Ramagupta. He must therefore have been forced to re-

main in cogniio somewhere. This perhaps explains why we

have at least two stanzas quoted from Act IV, which are

addressed by Kumiira Candragupta ,to one Madhavasena

who is represented as not only a vesyd or prostitute but also

nayika or heroine. It seems that it was in her house that
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lie had concealed himself to escape from his brother’s

machinations and that it was here that he had conceived a

love for the artiste so genuine and so strong that Mildha-

vasenil, though a prostitute, could not but be called the

ndyikd of the play. Before her he appears as Kumara
Candragupta, and it is therefore intelligible that the

language of the stanzas he addresses to Madhavasena in

Act IV is Sanskrit. The case, however, is different when

he leaves her house and comes out in the open by playing

the role of a mad man in Act V, witli a view probably to

secure information about any plans that may have been

formed by Ramagupta and his prime-minister to detect

and arrest him. When he thus feigns madness, the

language that he uses is not Sanskrit, but IVakrit.

It has been mentioned above that in Act V, Candra-

gupta appears twice as a lunatic. [The first time he so

appears is in a pranesa. It is difficult to say whether this

pravem comes off at the beginning or about the middle of

that Act,] This is quite evident from the prefator}^ words

of the Ndtyadarpana, yathd ‘ DevhCandragupte pafkham-

diithe^ And the concluding remark of the same work is

that Candragupta at that time not only was acting like

a lunatic because he was sliglitly afraid of the enemy but

was also intent upon concealing his emotion of love

{nmdana-rikdya-gopanapitni) and was anxious to repair to

the palace {rdjakuJa). The question arises : for whom
could he have this love ? Was it for Dhruvasvamim ?

When in Act IV his love for Madhavasena has been

depicted in such a way as to compel the authors of the

l^diyadarpana to say that she was not merely a prostitute

but the heroine, it docs not seem likely that in the ver\^

next act there could be any suggestion of his love for

Dhruvasvamim. It is creditable neither to Candragupta

nor to Dhruvasvruninl, nor even to the author of the play

to represent a hero transferring his love so fast ffora one
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damsel to another. It is therefore natural to suppose

that in this case Candragupta^s love to Madhavasena

is referred to and that he probably wanted to keep

it in abeyance for some time to enable him to go

into the outside world to ascertain and counteract the

machinations of Ramagupta. This alone can easily

explain why he wanted to forget his love for Madhavasena

for a time and to go to the palace.

What happened in the palace we can infer from a

verse from the Sanjan copper-plate grant which forms

Extract N. Candragiipta killed his brother and

seized not only his throne but also his queen. Acts

VI and VII are perhaps occupied with these events. But

a glimpse into the nature of this occurrence is afforded us

by the Tawfirikh, which is therefore worth tapping here.

One day in the hot season, we are told, Barkamaris, that

is, Candragupta was wandering barefoot in the city as a

mendicant, and came to the gate of the king’s palace and

found him and his queen sitting on a throne sucking

sugarcane. When Rawvval, that is, Ramagupta, saw him,

he took pity on him and gave him a bit of sugarcane.

The mendicant took it, and picked up a bit of the cane

shell to scrap and clean it with. When the king saw that

he wanted to clean the cane, he told the queen to give him

a knife. She rose and gave the knife to Barkamaris, who

cleaned the sugarcane with it, and craftily watched until

the king was off his guard. Then he sprang upon him,

and plunging the knife into his navel, ripped him up.

He next called the Wazir and the people, and seated

himself on the throne amid the plaudits of the

people.

As regards the Wazir, Barkamaris admitted that

although he counselled his brother in all his dealings, he

did but his duty and requested him to continue to govern

the kingdom as he did for his brother. But Safar replied
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that as he was with Rawwal in life, he would be with him

in death also. Barkamaris, however, told him to write a

book on the duties of kings. Safar consented, and wrote

the book'which is called " Instruction of Kings.” Which

book could this be ? May it be the Mtisdra of Kaman-

daka?

The story of the Devl-Can(tagupta raises two

questions of importance, the first a social and the second a

historical one. The first of these is : How Candragupta II

could marry his dead brother’s wife? We are not here

much concerned with the moral turpitude or otherwise

involved in such a course of action. That question is

fairly well answered hy the Mujmalu4’Tawdrikh which, tells

us that Dhruvasvamini had really chosen Candragupta

in a svayamvara ceremony for his wisdom and handsome

form, but th^t when he brought her home, his brother

took the girl from him, so that he was forced to give

himself up to study and associate with the learned.

When therefore Ramagupta was killed by Candragupta,

she could have no compunction in marr}dng him though

he was her husband’s murderer, for as a matter of fact she

had already chosen Candragupta but was compelled to

marry his brother instead. This is the straight reply to

our first question so far as its moral aspect goes. But we

are here concerned not with its moral but its social side.

When Candragupta marries Dhruvasvamini, she is a

widow. How can he marry a widow? Secondly, he

marries a lady who is not only a widow but his own elder

brother’s wife. How could Candragupta marry a widow

who was his own brother’s wife? This is the real social

question that presents itself to us, because nothing is more

shocking than this to an orthodox Hindu of the modern

day. This, however, is in no way surprising to a scholar

who is conversant with the Smriti literature. The well-

known text nashie pravrajite k^be ca patite pafau <

F. 36
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fdfiicim^apatsu ndrtndm patir~anyo ndhtyate tt occurs not

only in the Pardkara but also in the Ndrada Stnfti

(XII, 97). This text allows a woman to remarry another

man in five kinds of adversity, viz.y when the first husband

is untraceable, or dead, has become a religious ascetic, or

expelled from caste, or when lie is impotent. The Ndr^

ada-Smrti has been referred by Prof. Jolly to the 5th

or 6th century A.D- It is thus of the early Gupta

period and must therefore be considered as reflect-

ing the practices of that age* Now this law-book also

says:

Apaty-Srtham striyah srshtrih stri kshetram bljinonarSh I

Kshetram bljavate deyam n-abij! kshetram-arhati (XII. 19) II

Translation.

‘‘Women have been created for the sake of propaga-

tion, woman being the field, and man the giver of the

seed. The field must be given to him who has the

seed* He who has no seed is unworthy to possess the

field.”

A text more suitable to our case may also be

quoted

:

Mrte bhartari sanipraptSn devar-adTn-apasya ya I

Upagacchet param kamat sa dvitlya praklrtita II (XII. 50)

Translation.

When a woman, after the death of her husband,

rejects her brother-in-law or other (relatives) v;ho have

come to her, and unites herself with a stranger through

lust, she is the second (type of wanton woman).

There is no question of any niyoga here. The woman

referred to in this verse is not described as niyuktd or

appointed by the husband or elders for the purpose of

raising an issue. It simply says that a woman when

her husband is dead must first unite herself with her
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brothe3>in-law or other kinsmen, if any one of them is ready

for this purpose. For what is a woman after all ? She is

intended for procreation. Because she is but a field which

really belongs to a man who has the seed. The only

question is : the order of precedence. If she has a bro-

ther-in-law or a sapinia kinsman, he possesses a prior

claim to her over that of any other man. If this is the

line of reasoning which is commendable to the Smriti,

Candragupta had every right to marry Dhruvasvamini. In

fact, there is one stanza (Ext. L.) quoted from our drama,

where the words kriha and ksheifikfia have been used with

reference to Ramagupta and Dhruvasvamini respectively.

We are told in this verse uttered by Candragupta himself

that Ramagupta, though a man, behaved himself like a

ktiha or impotent man by offering to surrender his queen

to his enem^. Dhmvasvamini had thus to become

kshetrikttdy that is, fit for being used by a stranger. The

conduct of Candragupta in marrying her was thus not

at all opposed to the law laid down by the Smriti. If

widow marriage and marrying the wife of a dead elder

brother had been prohibited by the Dharma-6astra, he

would not have been able to perform the ceremony and,

above all, his son Kumaragupta I from that queen would

never have been allowed to succeed him to the throne.

What we as laymen have to bear in mind in this connec-

tion is this. We read of widow marriage or marriage

with a brother-in-law as being permitted by the ^astras

but think nothing of them further because no clear

historical instance of such an event was so far known.

But when we find, as we do now, that no less a personage

than Vikramaditya, who made the Gupta period a Golden

Age in the ancient histor}^ of India, himself marries a

widow who was again the wife of his brother killed by

himself, it cannot but shock the orthodox susceptibilities

of most of us, howsoever we may like to contemplate
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his learning and the patronage he gave to Sanskrit

literature.

The second question that we have now to consider

is whether Ramagupta represents the correct form of the

name of the Gupta sovereign who was the elder brother

of Candragupta IL This question arises, because this

name is not yet traceable in any of the inscriptions and

coins of the early Gupta dynasty. It is true that this is

an argument ah silentio and as such is not always to be

relied upon. Nevertheless, we have to remember here

that up till now so many coins and epigraphic records of

the Gupta sovereigns have been found that it cannot but

be considered strange that the name Ramagupta has not

yet been traced. On the other hand, of just about the

time of Samudragupta and Candragupta II we have

discovered coins issued by a ruler who .calls himself

•Kaca. This Kaca is taken as a title of Samudragupta,

because on his coins we notice the epithet sarvardjo-

ccheitd which in inscriptions is associated with Samudra-

gupta and Samudragupta alone. This was the view

which was originally propounded by V. A. Smith (Ind.

1902, p. 259) and has been endorsed by Mr. John

Allen in his Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta Dynasties

etc. (Intro., p. xxxii). There was no doubt some force

in this argument before the plates of Prabhavatigupta

came to light. Prabhavatigupta, we know, was the Chief

Queen of the Vilkntaka king Rudrasena II. Above all,

we are told that she was a daughter of Mahdrdjddhirdja

Candragupta II from his queen Kubera-naga. And
while describing this Gupta ruler, the record couples with

his name just those four epithets which according to Smith

are coupled with Samudragupta alone in inscriptions {Ep.

Ind*y Vol. XV, p. 41). And one of these is sarvard^

jaccheitd. If sarvardjocchetid thus becomes an epithet

not otily of Samudragupta but also of Candragupta 11,
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there is no reason why it should not be an epithet

of a third Gupta king also. Nothing is therefore more

absurd now than to suppose that Kaca is the same

prince as Samudragupta, simply because Kaca assumes

the epithet of sarvorajocchetta on the reverse of his coins.

On the contrary, there is every reason to hold that Kaca

was a ruler separate from Samudragupta or Candra-

gupta 11. For on Gupta gold coins the name which

appears on either side of the standing figure of a king on

the obverse especially below his left arm is the personal

name of the king who issues them. This is how the names

Samudra, Candra, Kumilra and Skanda are found on the

obverse, and if these are considered the individual names

of separate Gupta kings, for the same reason we ought

to take Kaca also as separate from those just mentioned.

All evidence t^hus points to Kaca being regarded as the

personal name of a king distinct from Samudragupta. On

the grounds of type and fabric numismatists connect his

coins in time with those of Samudragupta and Candra-

gupta 11. The conclusion is therefore not unreason-

able that Ramagupta, the elder brother of Candragupta II,

is a misreading of Kacagupta. The letters k and c

of the Gupta period are of such a type as are easy to run

into r and m. If the middle bar in the Gupta letter ka

drops, it can be read as ra only. Similarly, if the lower

left loop of the Gupta c extends itself unwittingly, as

it does in cursive writing, it must read as m» In fact, if any

student of numismatics inspects coin No. 6 on Plate 11.

of Allan^s Catalogue^ he will find on the obverse the name,

not Kaca, but something like Kama. And if the middle

bar is inadvertently omitted as very often happens in

manuscripts, Kaca can easily run into Rama- We shall

not therefore be far from right if we suppose that originally

in the Devi-Candragupta drama we had Kacagupta as

the name of the elder brother of Candragupta II, but
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that later on, thanks to the hurried cursive hand of the

scribes, Kacagupta came to be written and read as

Ramagupta.

APPENDIX : ORIGINAL PASSAGES

(From the Harmcarita)

A

Ari (v.l.Ali)pure ca para-kalatra-kSmukam kaminl-ve§a-

gupta6=Candraguptah J>aka*patima^Stayat I

(From ^ankariirya’s commentary)

B

SakanSm=5caryah ^ak-adhipatih I Candragupta-bhratr-j;iyarp

Dhruvadavim prarthayamanas=Candraguptena Dhruvadevl-

veii?a-dharina strl-vesa-janaparivrtena vyapadita iti I

(From the Sfrigaraprakam)

C

Stil-ve^a-nihnutah Candraguptah ^atroh skandhavaram

AJipuram Sakapativadhay=agamat I

D

Devl-Candragupte vidn§akaih prati Candraguptah li :
-

Sad-vam^yan prthu-varsma-vikrama-balan drsht=adbliutan

dantinah

Hasasy=eva guha-mukhad=abhimukham ni^kramatah

parvatat \

Ekasy=api vidhnta-kesara-jata-bharasya bhita mrgah

Gandh8d = eva barer=dravanti bahavo virasya kirn saihkhyaya II

E

Devl-Candragupte Vasantasenam= uddi^ya MSthavasy=

oktih il

Anand-airu-jalarii sit*otpala-rucor=abadhnata netrayoh

Pratyange^u var-finane pulaki^u svedarii samBtanvata

KurvSijena nitainbayor=upacayam sainpHrnayor=apy=asau

Kenlpy= aspri^at=apy= atho nivasana-gran this= tav= occh-

vlsitah N
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F

YatbS Devl-Candrag"upte l^akapatinB pararii krcchram=8p>i.
ditarii Rffniagupta-skandhavaram=anujighrkshur=upayan-

tar-Sg*ocare pratikare ni^i Vetala-sadhanam =adhyavasyan ku-

mAra—Candragupta Atreyeria vidagaken=oktah I ;

—

Vida—bho sakkam danirh bhavadd iraaye velaye

majharp dSraapara saBsado padado padam vi gaihtum ?

Nayakah

—

(svagatam) atr=opaya^= cintanlyah

(pravi^ya Cetl patolaka-hasta)

Cetl—jayadu jayadu kumaro I kuraBra kahim ajjuB [«]

ajja khu ajjuB kenavi karanena aarii viraanB kumBram
pekkharaittibhanantlraaiittado nikkanta I imam ca se devie

Dhruvadevie sa-sarlra-paribhuttam pasBhanaam pasddikadarn

gahpia kumarassa samipe ajjuaatti mannamBna Bgadahrai I

avatte a pekkhami imam java ajjuarfa annesami (ni^kranta)

Vidu-dh dasle-dndhe I kitava aham bhamdagario [i]

gacca pachehi (iti yavanik-Bntaritah strl-vesam krtva

ni^krBntah) tad-evara=anyatha nirgaman-opaye cintyamane

strl-vegah sadhanam= upagatam=iti. I

(From the Ndiyadarpana)

G

(l) II. 32 (trigata, p. 214): bhinnasya prastutBd=aiiyasya

trigatam=anek-artha-gatam I Trifobdasy=anekarthatvat tena

dvyartham=api \ Yatha Devl-Candragupte dvitlye *nke

prakrtInBm=afivasanaya ^akasya Dhruvadevi-sampradane

abhyupagate rajna Ramagupten=Brivadhanartham‘ yiyasub

pratipanna - Dhruvadevi - nepathyah Kumara - Candragupto
vijnapayann*=ucyate yatha:

Prati9th=otti§tha na khalv=aham tvBm parityakturh

utsahe I

Pratyagra-yauvana-vibhnshanam=angam= etad

Rnpa-lriyara ca tava yauvana-yogya-rUpdm I

Saktim ca mayy=anuparaam=anurudhyamano
Devlm tyajami balavams=tvayi me ^nurBgab il

* Read ‘'vadhirtham

• Read vijnlpa-®
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Anya-strl-tfa^ays Dhruvadevi:

Yadi bhattim avekkhasi tado m#m mamva(da)bhEi9i pari-

ccayasi I

Raja:

api ca

tyajarai devlrii trinavat tvad-antare

Dhruvadevi

:

aham pi jlvidam pariccayariitl ajjauttam padhamaparam yyeva

pariccaissam l

Raja

:

ndheti devliii prati me dayaluta i

Dhruvadevi

:

iyarfa ajjauttassa idisi dayaluda jam anavaraddho jano anugada

evam pariccaiyadi 1

Raja:

tvayi sthitaiii sneha-nibandhanam manah I

Dhruvadevi

:

ado yyeva niaiiidabhriga parichchaiyami I

Raja

:

tvayy=uparopita-premna tvad-arthe yaj^asa saha I

parityakta maya devi jano ’yamjana eva me II

Dhruvadevi:

hamje iyarii sa ajjauttassa karunada I

Sutradharl

:

devi padarhti caihda-maihdala chudallu kirn ettha kariyadi I

Raja:

davI-viyoga-duhkharttBras=tvam=asman ramayi^yasi I

Dhruvadevi

:

viyogadubkharh pi de akarunassa atthi jjeva I

Raja:

tvad-duhkhasy=apanetum sa ^at-ara^en=api na kshama II

iti, I Etat stri-ve§adhBri-Candragupta-bodhanBrthams»abhihi-

tarn= api vi^e9enB-sBmyena ' DhruvadevyB stH-vishayttih prati-

paniiam=iti bhinnartha-yojakam I

Read vife^ana-"
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H
And also I. 46 (rodha, p 94): arttih khedo vyasanam=ishta'

rodhah I yatha Devl-Candragupte Raja Candraguptam =aha:

tvad-duhkhasy=apanetum sa tJat-arfi^en-api na kshaniai

DhruvadevI sutradharlm=aha \

hamje iyaih sa idisi ajjauttassa karuna-parahlnada I

Sntradharl

:

devi padamti carhdamaihdalau vi cuduallu kirn e nu

karimha I

Raja:

tvayy=up:iropita-premna tvad-arthe ya^asa saha

parityakta inaya devl jano’yani jana eva me M

DhruvadevI

:

ahaih pi jividaiii pariccayaihti padhamapararii yyeva tumaih

paricaissaih i

atra strivesa-nilinute Chandragupte priyavacanaih strl-

pratyayat Dhruvadevya g:uru-manyu-sari]tapa-rnpasya vyasana-

sya saiiipraptih I

I

(1) On 1,52 (prarthana, p. 114): bhavanaih sBdhya*phaloci-

tBnarh rati-harsh-otsav-adlnaiii yBcanarii prBrthana yatha

DevI-Candrag-uptecaturthe ^like

Chandrag'uptah
:

priye Madhavasene tvam idanlrh me
bandham=tljQapaya I

kanthe kiiiniara-kanthi bahu-latika-pai^ah samasajyaOlih

haras=te stana-bandhavo mama baled badhnBtu pEpi-

dvayam I

padau tvaj-jaghana-stliala-prapayini sarhdSmayen—
mekhala

pnrvam tvad-guna-baddham— eva hrdayaiii bandhaiii

punar=n-arhati I

atra rateh prarthana I

J

II, 2 (prakarana; p. 168); tatha ca ve^yByBm nayikayarh vinaya-
rahitam=api ce9htitaih nibadhyate. I Yatha Vi^akhadatta-krte

Devl-Candragupte Madhavasenarh samuddii^ya Kumara*
Candraguptasy «= okti^

;

P. a?
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anand-S^rujalam sit-otpala-ruchor - Bbadhnata netrayob

pratyafige^u varsnane pulaki?u svedaih samHtanvatS I

kurvBnena nitai'nbayor=upachayam sampQr^iayor=apy

=asau

ken= Spy= aspr^at= Spy= adlio nivasana-granthis= tav

=

cchv-sitah il

(2) IV, 2 (dliruvS
;

p. 318) : . .
.
yaths v5 Devi-Candragupte

pancaine ’hke

eso siya-kara-vitthara-panSsiy-Ssesa-vera-timir-oho I

niya-viha-varena caindo gayanaiii gaha-lamghio visai I

iyam sv-SpSya-sankinah krtak-onmattasya KumSra-Caiidra-

guptasya candr-odaya-varnanena pravesa-pratipSdik-eti I

Arik-Snte ’nka-madliye v5 sa-nimittam rahgSt pstrasya

bahir=nihsaranam niskramah tat-prayojanS anusa(k)tik5der

=5kritganatvSd ikany=ubhaya-pad-avriddhau naiskrSmikl

• yaths Devi-Candragupte pancham-Snk-Shte

bahuviha-kajja-visesaiii aigndham ninhavei mayanado I

nikkhalai khuddha-chitta iirannS ... ttam mano riuno II

iyani= unmattasy Candraguptasya madana-vikSra-gopana*

parasya manSk-i^atru-bhltasya rSjakula-gaman-Srtham niskrama

sQciketi i

L

Ibid, (krama; p. 116): bliSvasya par-SbhiprSyasy= SthavS

bhSvyamanasy=Srthasy=ca-pratibhsdi"vasSn = niraayo yaths-

vasthita-rupa-ni^cayah kramah buddhis= tatra kramate na

pratihanyate ity= arthah 1 yaths Devi-Candragupte Candra-

gupto Dhruvadevim drshtvS svagatani=aha :

iyam=api devi tisthati y=aishs

ratnysra c5=ratik5rinlih ca karuna-^okena nTta darfSm

tatksl-opagatena rshu-^irasS gupt=eva csndri kali I

patyuh kliba-jan-ocitena cariten=Bnena purhsab sato

lajjs-kopa-yi^fida-bhlty-aratibhih kshetrlkrS tSmyate M

atra DhruvadevyS-abhiprSyasys Candraguptena ni^ic ayaljul
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1

(Prom the Kavya-mmarhsa p. 47.)

M
DatvS ruddha-gatih Khas-sdhipataye devim Dhruvasvaminlm

yasmat khandita-sHhasu nivavrite ^rl-^anna(sena)gupto nrpah It

tasminn= eva Hinialaye guru-guha-kUna-kvanat-Kinnare I

glyante tava KSrtikeya-nagara-strlnam ganaih kirtayah li

(From the Sanjan copper-plate grant, Ep. Ind.^ Vol. XVIII,

p. 248, V. 48.)

N

Hatva bhrataram= eva rajyam= aharad-dcviiii ca dTnas=tatha

laksham kOtim= alekhayan kila kalau data sa Gupt-anvayah I

yenatyaji tanuh sva-rajyam=asakrd = vriliy-arthakaih ka

katha

hns=tasy-onnati-Raslitraknt,a-ti]akc dated klrtyani=api II

. D. R. BHANDARKAR





SOURCES OF PROPERTY UNDER HINDU LAW

There are two important texts bearing on this

question.

(A) Manu, 10. 115.

mm 5T?i: I

m ii

There are seven lawful sources of Property :— Inherit-

ance, Acquisition, Purchase, Conquest, Investment, Industry

(Trade and Agriculture), and Rightful Gift. (Quoted in

Mitdhard^ p. 604
;
Pardkararnddhava^ p. 330; and Vh’ami-

irodctyu^ p* 537
;
Smrtitaffva II, p. 350; VidhdH(tpdrljdfa II,

p. 245
;
in Hemadri, Ddna^ p. 41.)

The seven terms used here have been explained as

follows :

—

‘ Daya ’ stands for property coming to a person by

reason of his relationship.— Lilbha,’ for ‘Acquisition’ («)

of buried treasure and such things, or {b) the share that

one obtains out of the property acquired by one’s father

and other relations
;
though this also would be inherited,

yet it cannot be spoken of as ‘inheritance’, ‘ Daya,’ because

it belongs to several persons in common
;
or [c) ‘ Labha’,

acquisition’, may stand for those loving presents that one

receives from friends or from the father-in-law.— Jaya/
conquest in battle.— ‘ Prayoga’ is money-lending, Karma-
yoga’ stands for trade.—The legality of these means of

acquiring property depends upon the caste of the person

concerned. The first three—Inheritance, Acquisition and
Purchase— are common to all men; Conquest is for the

Ksatriya only; Money-lending and Trade for the Vaisya
only and Rightful Gift for the Brahmana only. According

318
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to some people ‘jaya^ stands for winning at gambling; but

this is not right: as gambling cannot be regarded as a

lawful ^ means of acquiring property.—(Medhatithi.)
‘ Daya ^ is property acquired by reason of relation-

ship. ‘ Labha’ is coming by buried treasure, or loving

presents from some persons.—These three are ‘lawfuP for

all the four castes. ‘Jaya,’ in battle, is ‘ lawful ’ for the

Ksatriya
;
and Money-lending and Agriculture and Trade

are ‘ lawful ’ for the Vaisya ;
—

‘ Rightful Gift’ is ‘ lawful
’

for the Brahmana onty. (Govindaraja.)

‘ Daya ’ obtaining, by partition, of property belonging

to one’s father and others.
—

‘ Lablia,’ finding, by chance, of

hidden treasure.
—

‘ Kraya, ’ obtaining, by means of what

already belongs to one, lands and other properties.

-

obtaining, by means of fighting.— ‘Prayoga,’ aug-

menting one’s belongings b}^ means of art, trade and other

means. ‘ Karmayoga,' obtaining wages by means of art

and other means.
—

‘Satpratigraha’ is tlie accepting of such

pure gifts as are not forbidden, from persons of pure

character. The first three are for all men
;

for the

Ksatriya, ‘ Prayoga ’ for the Vaisya, ‘Karmayoga’ for the

6udra, and ‘Pratigraha’ for the Bnlhmana -(wSarvajfia-

narayana.)

Daya ’ and the rest are the seven sources of propert}*,

which are ‘ lawful,’ <?., in accordance with one’s rights.—*

‘Daya’ is property obtained by reason of relationship;—

‘Labha’ is obtaining hidden treasure or friendly presents.

The first three are lawful for all the four castes.—What is

obtained by conquest is lawful for the Ksatriya only.—
‘Prayoga’ stands for agriculture and trade. These two are

lawful for the Vaisya.— ‘Satpratigraha’ is lawful for the

Br^mana.—(Kulluka.)
‘Sources of property,’ means of acquiring wealth;

'Lawful’ not illegal.—‘Daya,’ obtaining, by partition, the

property of one’s father and others.— Labha,’ acquiring of
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hidden treasure and such things.— Kraya,’ obtaining

things by purchase or exchange.
—

^
Jaya^, in gambling or

in battle. Prayoga/ investing money on interest.—

Karmayoga,’ trade and agriculture.—The first three are

common for all the four castes : ‘ Jaya’ is peculiar to the

Ksatriya; so are ‘ money-lending’ and ‘ trade and agricul-

ture ’ to the Vaisya
;
and ‘rightful gift’ to the Brahraana.

—(Raghavananda.)

This text describes the seven means of acquiring pro-

perty, for the Brahmana in normal times.— ‘ Lawful,’

permissible in normal times. ‘ Labha,’ obtaining of hidden

treasure.
—

‘ Kraya,’ the purchase of lands and other things.

—^‘Jaya’ is victory over an opponent in debate.
—

‘ Prayoga’

is teaching.
—

‘Karmayoga’, officiating at sacrifices. Sat-

pratigraha’ is receiving gifts from pure twice-born persons.

(Nandana.)

‘Daya’ is one’s share in the father’s property.

—

‘Labha,’ obtaining of hidden treasure.
—

‘
Jaya’, obtaining in

war.—‘ Prayoga,’ augmenting one’s wealth by art, trade

and such means.—‘ Karmayoga,’ by means of arts and

crafts. —(Ramacandra.)
‘Prayoga,’ investing money for profit.

—
‘Karma3Xga’

is officiating as a priest at sacrifices. The first three are

lawful for all the four castes
; ‘Jaya’ is lawful for the Ksat-

riya, and ’ Prayoga ’ for the Vaisya and also for the

^ lidra
;
and ‘ Karmayoga ’ for the Brahmana only.—

(

Vtra-

mitrodaya^ pp. 537-538.)

‘Daya’ is what has come through relationship;

‘Labha’ is finding of treasure-trove and such things;

—

‘ Jaya ’ is conquest of war
;

‘ Prayoga ’ is money-lending on

interest ;
—

‘ Karmayoga’ is trade and agriculture.

—

(Smrti-

tattva II, pp. 350351.)

‘Prayoga’ is monetary transaction for earning inter-

est Karmayoga ’ is officiating as priest at sacrifices.—

(Hemadri-Z)d/ia, p. 41.)
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(B) (Gautama 10. 39- 42.)

ft^RTRc, ”

A man is an owner when there are Inheritance, Pui-

chase, Partition, Finding and Trover
;

in addition to this,

there is Gift for the Brahmana,—Conquest for the Ksat-

riya,—and Earning for the Vaisya and Sfidra.—(Quoted

in Apararka, p. 729 ;Mitdhard^ pp. 314, 592 and 601
;
and

Pardsaramadhavaj p. 329.)

These terms have been explained as follows

‘ Sarhvibhaga,’ ‘ Partition,’ is here laid down as creat-

ing ownership.—(Apararka, p. 729.)

‘Rktha’ is inheritance, direct and ‘ unobstnicted
’

‘Sarhvibhaga’ is inheritance, indirect; ‘obstructed’:

—

‘Parigraha’ is finding, in the forest and such ^places, of such

things as wood, grass and the like, not belonging to any

person;
—

‘ Adhigama’ is finding of treasure-trove and such

things.
—

‘Labha’ is an additional source of property

peculiar for the Brahmana
;
what is acquired by possession

or as ‘wages’ is peculiar for the Vaisya; and what is

acquired by serving the twice-born is peculiar for the

^udra.—(Subodhinl on Mitdkmrd^ p. 315.)

The sources of property mentioned here are common

to all men. ‘Rktha,’ stands for ‘ unobstructed’ or direct

Inheritance; ‘Sarhvibhaga’ for ‘obstructed’ or indirect

inheritance;
—

‘ Parigraha’ is the obtaining of such water,

grass and fuel and the like as have not belonged to any

one else; ‘Adhigama’ is finding a treasure-trove and such

things;—where these conditions are present, the man be-

comes the ‘owner’
;
i c., he comes to be regarded as the

‘ owner ’ only when the said conditions are actually per-

ceived to be present.—The source peculiar to the Brahmana

is what he obtains by way of gift
;
this is in addition to

those enumerated above ;—the ‘ source ’ peculiar to the
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Ksatriya is conquest, imposition of fines and so forth
;
to the

Vais'ya, what is earned by agriculture, cattle-tending and

so forth to the ^udra, what is earned as wages for serv-

ing the twice-born. This last includes all those earnings

that are made by people of the ‘ mixed ’ castes, for whom
such professions have been prescribed as ‘ chariot-driving

’

for the Suta and so forth.

—

{Mitdksaru, pp. 691-692.)

[These two—' Parigraha ’ and ‘ Adhigama ’ correspond to

‘ Labha ’ of Mann.]

‘Ownership’ being purely temporal, what this text

does is to indicate that "peculiar transcendental results

accrue to the Bralimana if lie restricts his acquisitions to

‘gift’ only,— to the Ksatriya if he restricts it to ‘conquest’

only and so forth.— (Panls'amywdd/ifnx/, p. 329.)

Manu has enumerated the sources of property for all

men, making.no distinction in reference to castes. Gau-
tama, however, makes Inheritance, Purchase and Acquisi-

tion only common to all castes; he reserves ‘ Conquest ’ for

the Ksatriya (though Manu retains it for all),— Earning'
for the Vais'ya and Sudra only (though this is included

under ‘ Prayoga’ and ‘ Karmayoga’ of Manu which are

common to all),—and ‘ Gift’ for the Br.'hmana only

(though in Manu this also is in the common list).— It is

interesting to note, however, that the commentators of

Manu, from Medhiitithi downwards, have applied Gauta-
ma’s distinction to Manu’s text also.

GANt'.ANATHA JHA
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ANCIENT INDIAN EDUCATION AS DESCRIBED
IN THE SMRITI TEXTS

The pupil’s first introduction to education was made

by the performance of a ceremony called Vidydrambha at

which the children of all castes were to commence the

learning of the alphabet for the first time. The age fixed

for this was five for all castes alike.
^

The formal and regular introduction to education was

however made by the ceremony of Upanayana which was

ordained for all the castes,* Brahmana, Ksattriya and Vaiiya,

though under different rules. Members of these castes

however who had committed bad actions as also the Madras

were not eligible for this ceremony.* The significance of

this law in pointing to compulsory education for the

majority of the people, which was certainly made up by the

first three castes, should not be missed. In this connection

it is interesting to note that Baudhayana [Gr. Su, II, 5, 8-9]

alone among our law-givers admits the Sudra Rathakara

to the ceremony of initiation. He says : Let him initiate

a Brahmana in spring, a Ksatriya in summer, a VaiAya in

( Vi^nudharmoti^ra*)

ipj^ ipj ml I

^min n

{Nandipurimm*)

No evidence regarding the Vidyarambha ceremony is

however to be found in the authoritative Sutras.

* Upasiamha Dk, I, 1, 1, 6.

• Ibid.

919
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autumn, a liathahdra in the rainy season^ or all of them in

spring.” Baudhiiyana is connected by this with the tradi-

tions of an earlier age. The ancient Vedic ritual in certain

cases admitted Siidras and particularly, the Rathakara or

carpenter who, according to all accounts, had ^adra blood

in his veins, to a participation in the Srauta rites.

The Taittirujif Brdhmana even gives certain Mantras

to be recited by the Rathakara at the Agnyiidhana sacrifice.

Baudhilyana [Dh. Su. I, 9, 17, 6] defines the Rathakara as

the ofispring of a Vaisya male and Sudra female and the

hostilit}^ shown against the mixed castes and the exclusion

of the carpenter from the privilege of initiation (which is

an expression of that hostility) as shown in the works of

the Sfitrakaras like Apastamba, are to be regarded only as

the outcome of the doctrines of later ages.

The rules of initiation vary w’ith the castes. The

Brahmana is to be initiated in spring, the Ksattriya in

summer and a Vaisya in autumn.’ The age-limits^ for

the Upanayana are 8— 16 for the Brjlhmana, 1 1—22 for

the Ksatriya and 12—24'* for the Vaisya. Some variations

in the age-limits arc how’ever given in a few of the Sutras.

Sankhayana gives either eighth or tenth year as the age

of admission to education for a Brahmana [II, 1
,
3j.

Hiranyake6in fixes it at the seventh year [I, 1,1, 2].

Paraskara mentions the eighth year or the eighth year

after the conception [II, 2, l] but also leaves it to be deter-

mined by the families of the pupils according as it is con-

’ Apastamba^ Dh. I, 1, 1, 19; JUranyahpin I, 1, 1,4 ;
Ban-

dhayana Dh.^ I, 2, 3, 10.

* Apastamba Dh. 1, 1, 1, 27 ;
(iautama I, 5 ;

1
1 ;

Sdhkhdyana

JI, 1, 1; 4; 5; 6- 8; Aivulayana I, 19, 1; 3 7; Paraskara II, 2, 1—3;

5, 36 ;
Gohhila II, 10, 1—4 ;

KhUdira II, 4, 1 —6
;
Hiranyakeiin I,

1, 1, 2-3
;
'Apastamba Gr. IV, 10, 1—3 ;

BaudhUyana I, 2, 3, 7-9

;

12; XXIII, 15-17; 26.

* Always calculated from time of conception,
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sidered auspicious by them [II, 2, 4]. Gautama mentions

as the maximum age the twentieth year for a Ksatriya and

twentysecond for a Vaisya [I, 13, 14] while as the

minimum age of initiation for a Brahmana, he mentions

the normal one of the eighth year as also ninth and fifth

‘ for the fulfilment of some particular wish ’ of the father

[I, 5, 6]. This wish is explained by Manu as the wish to

attain special proficiency in the respective pursuits of the

different castes. ‘For a Brahmana who aspires after divine

glory and spiritual pre-eminence or sanctit}- resulting from

proficiency in sacred learning [brcfhnuivarcasalcdniasf/a]

the initiation should take place in the fiftli year
;
that for a

Ksatriya who wants to become strong and powerful

[baldrcinah] in the sixth
;
and that for a Vaisya who longs

for great success in agricultural and mercantile pursuits

[arthinah] in the eighth 3"ear [II, 37]. The ‘wish ’ is how-

ever elaborately and somewhat differently defined b}^

Apastainba [I, 1, 1,21—26]. For those aiming at spe-

cial spiritual excellence brahinavarcasaJcdmam ^

as in

Manu] he fixes the seventh year
;

for those aiming at

longevity’ [aijnskchnam] the eighth year; for physical

vigour’ [tejdsl'dniam] ninth year
;

for livelihood [annddi-

kdniain^ tenth year; for vital force’ [indriyakd}nani]

eleventh year; and for prosperity in cattle [pasiikdmanf]

twelfth year.

It will appear that there arc two principles assumed
in determining the age-limits of instruction for the different

castes. In the first place, the BiTdmiana begins his

education at the earliest age and this may be for two rea-

sons : he attains intellectual eligibility earlier than the

boys of other castes and he has also to undergo a far more

’ Are the later ages fixed for considerations of bodily health

and vigour, considerations which still determine the matricula-

tion age-limit in modem universities ?



With
W|pi to tile pupils of other castes the period of their

tikeordtcal studies or mere book learning must be much

shorter than that of Brahmanas so that they may take to

t\ieir respective professions in the practical spheres of life

in the ages most suitable for the purpose. It may also be

noted that the age of seven (according to our reckoning) at

which the Brahmana begins his education is also the age

recommended by modern educationists.

The spiritual significance of the ceremony of initiation

as indicated in the sacred texts cited above is also followed

out in the Sutras. Manu explains it thus : “Of him who

gives natural birth and him who gives the knowledge of

the Veda, the giver of the Veda is the more venerable

father . . . that birtli which a teacher . . .
procures for him

through the Silvitri is real, exempt from age and death.”

[II, 146, 148.] The same sentiment is repeated by Va^istha

[II, 3] and Visnu [XXX, 44—46] (the new existence acquir-

ed by his initiation in the Veda). Apastamba expresses it

thus :
“ He (dcdrya) causes him (pupil) to be bom a

second time by imparting'.to him sacred learning. This

second birth is the best.” Gautama i also says :
“ That

(initiation) is the second birth.” [I, 8.] Baudhayana also

refers "to [the ‘ second birth through the Veda,’ [I, 2, 3, 6]

and to a Brahmana having two births [I, 11,21, 14]. The
preceptor is thus the spiritual father, to whom the care of

the pupil’s mind 'and .spirit is committed after his body is

duly nursed by his natural parents and made fit for his

transfer to a'newhome and environment congenial to his

spirituaBgrowth.

The obligation for men of the three twice-born castes

to get themselves initiated at the proper ages could not

be violated with impunity. Those who violated such

obligatory injunctions earned for themselves the degrading
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tide of Ptttita-SSvitrtkas (le., men who have lost their right

of learning the Savitrf) and were not admitted to the pri-

vileges of initiation, teaching, religious and social inter-

course [^'ahUdyaaa Or. Su. II, J, 9-13
;
Asav. I, 19, 8-9

;

Pdrask II, 5, 39-40
; Fas. XI, 74-75

; GoMi/a II, 10, 5-6],

According to Manu they are to be designated Vratyas

(outcastes) excluded from the Savitri (ie-j initiation) and

despised by the Aryas.” With such men tliere could be

no “ connection either by marriage or through the Veda.”

[II, 39-40
;
X, 20.]

Such defaulters were not however past redemption.

They were reclaimed by performance of certain prescribed

penances. Apastamba [I, 1, 1, 28] makes the penances to

be the observance of all the restrictions ordinarily imposed

upon a student such as chastity, etc., for the space of two

months. Vi^u [LIV, 26] prescribes three Prajapatya

penances and applies the designation Fra/i/ds to the un-

initiated. [LVII, 2.] Vasifitha prescribes Uddalaka penance

which means subsisting for two months on barley-gruel,

one month on milk, some days on alms given without

asking and so forth [XI, 76-77]. Manu also pre-

scribes the performance of three Krcchra penances [XI,

192]. Lastly, Gautama expressly mentions the guilt of

those who allow the time for initiation to pass as a minor

oflfence[XXI, 11].

Considering the severity of the penances and penalties

attaching to the violations of the obligation of initiation by

men of all the three castes, it is apparent that the institution

practically worked as a compulsor}^ system of universal

education in the ancient Hindu social polity. The unini-

tiated were treated "as outcasts who were denied all the

benefits of social life and deemed even unworthy of matri-

monial connections. A high degree of universal literacy

was thus very early recognised in ancient India as one of



^l^ecdves of axiety was the real

i^Veraw^ affairs. We must

also recognise the catholicity and toleration of these early

\av;-g\vers who, while condemning most severely the

violation of this elementary duty that rests upon man to

educate himself, yet make the wa}^ easy and smooth for

such sinners to mend themselves through a course of

rigorous external discipline giving expression to an inner

feeling of repentance including ‘ confession of error and

promise of amendment.’

We shall now go into the details of this primary cere”

mony of Upanayana and bring out its full educational

significance.

Firstly, with regard to the meaning of the term

Upanayana^ the element Upa/// does not imply the intro-

duction to a teacher of a student b}’ his fatlier or any other

relation. The texts clearly point to a different translation

and imply the introduction of the student to brahmacarya

by the teacher himself. The student enters upon {apaiti)

the hrahmac/iarya ov enters with (upaHi) the teacher; he

who has thus entered upon studentship is consequently

designated as upeia [Sdiilli. IV, 8, 1, Pdrad'. Ill, 10,

10]. In that sense the word Vpdyana [Mfinava

Gr, I, 22] is sometimes used for the more usual term

Upanayana. The sense is further confirmed by two

passages in the Satapaiha Brdhtnana. In one [XI, 5,

3, 13] Saucheya says to Uddalaka Arupi :
“ I will

enter as a student with the reverend One (Upayami
bhagavantam.)” Aruni replies :

“ Come, enter (with me)

(ehyupeUy^^ and he initiated him {tarn hopanimje). In the

other passage [XI, 5,4, 16] it is stated that according to

some, a teacher who has initiated a Brahniana as a stu-

dent (brahmanam brahmacaryam upamya) should abstain

from sexual intercourse, for a student who enters upon
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studentship {yo brahmacaryam upaiti) becomes as it were

a garbha.^

Elaborate details are given in the books for the proper

performance of the ceremony. We shall select such as

are more interesting. There are four special external

marks prescribed for the brahmacarin when he is about to

be initiated. These are: (l) garments of which the material

and colour vary with the caste, (2, 3) s^ins, and girdles also

varying with the castes, and (4) staves of which the material

and length vary with the castes.^ It may be noted that

the material of the girdle seems to be determined with

reference to the distinctive occupations of the different castes.

It is Muflja grass for the Brahmana, bowstring for the

Ksattriya (symbolical of his military avocation) and woollen

thread for the Vaisya. There is also a special spiritual

significance behind these external marks. The symbolism

of the garment is thus explained by Paraskara [II, 2, 7].

^ In the way in which Brhaspati put the garment of im-

mortality on Indra, thus I put (this garment) on thee for

the sake of long life, of old age, of strength, of splendour.^

According to Hiranyake^in who extends still further the

scope of this symbolism, the student puts on the garment

that he may be clothed “ with long life, with increase of

wealth and be a protector of human beings against impre-

cations.” [I, 1, 4, 2-3.] There is again a symbolism in the

girdle which is put round the waist of the boy with the

following verse :
‘ Here she has come to us, who drives

away sin, purifying our guard and our protection . . . this

blessed girdle ” [Hiraiiya, I, 4, 4]. Gobhila also regards

* This note is based on that of Oldenberg^ in S. B. E. XXIX,
p. 58.

* II, 1, If, 15f
;
II, 13 ;

Aival. I, 19, lOf
;
PUrask. II, 5,

16f
;
Qohhila II, 10, 8f; Hironya, 1, 1, 17 ; 4, 7 ;

Ap. Or, IV, 10, 10,

11 ; 11,16.

h\ 39
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the girdle as the girdle of protection [II, 10, 37] as

well as Paraskara [II, 2, 8] and ^ilnkhayana [11, 2, 1]. As

regards the symbolism of skins we have an indication in a

passage of Apastamba [DA. I, 1,3, 9] : He who wishes

the increase of Brahmana power shall wear skins only, he

who wishes the increase of Ksatriya power shall wear cloth

only
;
he who wishes the increase of both shall wear both

’

[cf. Gopatha Brahmana 1,2,4]. Hiranyakefiin [I, 1 , 4, 6]

calls the skin ^ a chaste, mobile vesture.’ Paraskara [II, 2,

12,13] indicates the symbolism of the staff too, which

the student takes up ‘ for the sake of long life, of holiness,

of holy lustre’ or because ‘he enters upon a long sattra

[cf. SaU XI, 3, 3, 2; Kdiydyana Sr. Sv. VII,

4, 1~4].

When the intending pupil is thus properly dressed, he

has to satisfy some preliminary queries put to him by the

teacher before he initiates him. The first query was as re-

gards his name and lineage. The second asked him to

declare formally that he wants admission as a disciple.

The form of the declaration is thus prescribed by Hiranya-

ke^in [I, 2, 5, 2] : “I have come hither to be a student.

Initiate me ! I will be a student, impelled by the God

Savitn.” Paraskara makes the teacher ask the pupil

‘ Whose pupil art thou? ’ And the pupil answers ‘ Yours’

[11,2, 19,20]. The object of this was probably to make

the pupil promise that he would abide by the

rules of Brahmacarya upon which he would be presently

entering. According to Visnu [XXIX, 5, 9, 10] the teacher

must not admit to his teaching one whom he does not

know. There are also laid down certain moral conditions

qualifying a pupil for admission. ‘He must not be a scorn-

er, a wicked man or one of uncontrolled passions
;
he

must be pure, attentive, possessed of a good memory and

chaste, who will not grieve nor revile the teacher, to whom

the sacred knowledge can be revealed as to a keeper of
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one’s gem.’ [Cf. ManuII, 109 (ten persons eligible for

Vcdic instruction), 1

1

2— 1 1 5.]

The student is then committed to the charge of the

gods with prayers varying also with his caste. The Brah-

mana is committed for the sake of great learning, the

Ksatriya for great royalty, and the Vaisya for great wealth.

[Hiranya* I, 1, 4, 8.] According to ^ahkhayana [II, 2, 13-14]

“ those who are desirous of a host of adherents should be

initiated with the verse, ‘ Thee, the Lord of Hosts ’ [Rv. II,

23, l] ” and warriors with the verse: ‘Come here, do not

come to harm’ [Rv. VIII, 20, 1.]”

Some of the prayers used in the performance of the

ceremony indicate the objects of education. They are both

religious and secular, and such as are necessary for the

harmonious development of a man’s nature. The pupil

prays to the gods for insight, offspring, splendour, strength

and vigour [Akal I, 21, 4 ]. According to ^ankhayana he

prays for long life, offspring^’and strength, increase of

wealth, mastery of all the Vedas, fame and bliss. Paraskara

[II, 4, 3] makes him worship Agni with^the following poetic

prayer: “To Agni have I brought a piece of wood .... As

thou, Agni, art inflamed by wood, thus am I inflamed by

life, insight, vigour, offspring, cattle, holy lustre.” Hiranya-

ke6in [1,2, 5, 13] has the prayer for offspring, valiant sons,

splendour, wealth, wisdom, and pupils (for the student must

develop into a teacher and help toward the spread of learn-

ing). There is also a special prayer for intelligence [I, 2,

6, 4]. He has also a similar prayer to Agni: ‘As thou art

inflamed, Agni, through that piece ofjwood, thus inflame

me through wisdom, insight, offspring, cattle, holy lustre

and through the enjoyment of the good.’ [I, 2, 7, 2.]

The teacher’s formal acceptance of the pupil is made
vAih the following words which indicate the sacred and

inviolable character of the spiritual bond that connected

them: “ Thy heart shs^ll dwell in my heart
;
my min4
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thou shah iollow with thy mind; in my word thou shalt

rejoice with all thy heart; to me alone thou shalt adhere;

in me thy thoughts shall dwell
;
upon me thy veneration

shall be bent; when I speak thou shalt be silent” [Hiran-

ya. I, 2, 5, 1
1 ;

Sdhkha. II, 4, 1 ;
Pdrask I, 8, 8 (formula for

marriage)
;
Asval I, 21

,
7.]

The ceremony of initiation concludes with the follow-

ing charge laid upon the Brahmacarin :
“ A Brahmacarin

art thou ! Drink water. Do the service. Do not sleep

in the day-time. Be devoted to the teacher. Study the

Veda.” [Anval. I, 22, 2.] Saiikhayana [II, 45] adds

the further duty
—

‘ Put on fuel.’ [Cf. Pdrask. II, 3, 2

;

Gohhilaj II, 10, 34; Hiranifa> I, 2, 5,1 1.]

The period of studentship or Brahmacarifu begins with

what is called the Sdrlfra rraia- Brahmacarya practically

means the observances which the student* has to keep

through certain periods of time before the different texts

which he has to learn can be taught him. Thus the study

of the Veda is opened by the Silvitri [cf. 6V//. Br. XI, 5, 4,

6 f]. The Brahmana student is to be taught the Gayatri

which belongs to Visvamitra [Rv. Ill, 62, 10]; the

Ksatriya is to be taught the irsiuhh as ascribed to Hiranya-

stupa [Rv. I 35. 2); the Vaisya is to be taught the Jagati

which is a verse ascribed to Vamadeva [Rv. IV, 40,

5] or to Hiranyastupa [Rv. I, 35, 9]. The Sdvitra

vrata observed as a preparation for that instruction

might last for one year or three days or the Savitrl

can be taught immediately after the initation.

[Sdhkh» II, 5, 1—6; 7, 11.] According to Pdraskara

[II, 4, 3, 6] the Sdvitra vrata may last for one year,

six months, twentyfour days, twelve days, six days or

three days. [For teaching the Savitri cf. Gobhila II, 10,

39 ;
Hiranya I, 2, 6, 1

1 ;
Ap. Gr. IV, 1

1
, 9 f

;
Kh. II, 4, 20;

Aiv* 1, 21, 5 f; 22, 29.] The normal time for this, the first of

the Brahmac^rin’s vratas or special observances, seems
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to have been three days. $ During this time the student

had to live on special food which was not 'to be either pun-

gent or saline or milk according to Khadira [II, 4, 32] and

to beg that food firstly of his mother and ^ of two other

women friends or of as many as there are in the neigh-

bourhood’ [Gobhilaj II, 10, 43] or ^ other houses where they

are kindly disposed towards him’ [Hlranj/a. I, 2, 7, 17] or

of a ‘woman who won’t refuse’ fS'dhkk. II, 6, 6 ;
Asv. I, 22,

7] or from three women who will not refuse or from six,

twelve or an indefinite number [Fdrask. II, 5, 5, 6]. Manu
[II, 50] makes the pupil beg food first of his mother, then

of his sister, then of his own maternal aunt and then

of a female who will not disgraee him by a refusal. The

alms were to be eollected in a bowl given to the pupil by

his teaeher. [//imn/ya. 1, 2, 7, 14.] After the lapse of

these three days of observing the S^vitr vrafa^ the student-

ship formally begins under preseribed conditions govern-

ing the life and studies of the pupil “ dwelling in his

teacher’s house.

The restrictions as regards food are withdrawn and

the student is allowed to eat pungent and saline food and

vegetables [Hiranj/a, I, 2, 9^ 9], Manu forbids thel'taking

of honey, meat, substances used for flavouring food and

substances turned acid [II, 177; cf. Baudh. 1,3, 23-24;

Pdrask. II, 5, 12; Gobhila III, 1,17, 19, 23]. According to

Apastamba, also, the Brahmacarin shall not eat food

offered at a sacrifice nor pungent condiments, salt, honey

or meat [I, 1, 2 ; 2, 23
;
I, 1 , 4, 6]. Apastamba, appealing

to the Mimansists, combats the doctrine implied in the

injunction of Baudhayana that pupils may eat forbidden

food, such as honey, meat and pungent condiments if it is

given to them as leavings by / their ] teacher. For the

general rule is that students should eat the fragments of

food given to them by their teachers, and are to obey their

" teachers except when ordered to commit crimes which
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cause loss of caste and such crimes, according to Baudha-

yana, did not include eating forbidden food. Gautama

[II, 1 3] prohibits honey and meat. The hour of eating is

also prescribed : it is the fourth, sixth or eighth hour of

the day VII, 8]. The manner of eating is

thus laid down :
^ He shall eat in silence, contented and

without greed ^ after receiving permission to eat from his

teacher [Gautama^ll^ 31, 41]. Manu prescribes eating

with a concentrated mind, a pleased face and without

contempt, after meditating on the food as the sustainer of

life, and forbids^eating between the two meal times, over-

eating, and giving to any man the food that is left. [II,

53-57. cf. Baudk II, 3, 5,21 ;
II, 12, 7, 9; II, 13 1

1 ;
Gaut.

IX, 59; Visnu LXVIII, 34-35
;
42-43

;
48; Vakklha III, 69;

iip. II, 1 , 2-3]. Apastamba requires the pupil to clear his

dish after he has eaten [I, 3, 36].

One of the standing duties of the Brahraacarin was

to go out begging for alms. Generally, the women were

approached for alms and were to be addressed in pre-

scribed terms vaiying according to the caste of the begging

student. A Brahmana is to use the word ‘Lady ’ at the

beginning, a Ksattriya in the middle, and a Vaifya at

the end, of the sentence prescribed for asking alms

[Pdrash, II, 5, 2—4; Ag. I, 1,3; 28—30]. The student had

to go out for begging twice a day, in the morning and

evening [ip, I, 1, 3, 25; Akv- I, 22, 4.] According

to Apastamba^ [Ibid] the student may beg every

body’s except low-caste people unfit for association

with Aryas and Abhi6astas.’ Gautama also forbids

[II, 35] the student begging of ‘Abhisastas and outcastes*

whileVisnu [XXVIII, 9] restricts the begging to ‘the houses

of virtuous persons, excepting those of the Guru or his

relatives’. Where, however, no alms could be obtained by

aforesaid means, the student might beg in his own house,

or in that of his teacher or his relations [OauU II, 37). •
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According to Manu, the proper persons to be approached for

alms are those who are not deficient in the knowledge of

the Veda and in performing sacrifices and are noted for

adhering to their lawful occupations [II, 183— 185; Baudh*

1,2,3,18.] The student shall not beg for his own sake

alone [ip. I, 1 , 3, 35] but submit the proceeds of his begging

to his teacher. [
Ibid^y 31; Asv. I, 22, 10; Vasisiha VII, 14;

Vi^Uj XXVIII, 1 0.] If the proceeds are other than food,

such as cattle, or fuel, they are to be offered to the teacher

as rewards given to priests for the performance of a

sacrifice [ip. I, 1,4, 3]. Baudhayana [I, 2, 4, 7] points

out the virtues of begging, viz.y that by this the student

makes himself poor and humble in spirit It was thus

valued as a method of moral discipline.

The life of the student was regulated on the principle

that he must do what is pleasing and serviceable to his

teacher [Gaut II, 30 ;
Visnu XXVIII, 7], As Apastamba

puts it more definitely, the pupil shall * assist his teacher

daily by acts tending to the acquisition of spiritual and

material wealth ’ [L 1 , 4, 24]. The former class of acts

will comprise collecting sacred fuel, Kusa grass, cowdung,

earth, and flowers for sacrifice, as also fetching a pot

full of water, while the latter class implies gathering fuel

for cooking, begging alms, etc. [Manu II, 182.]

Thus the next important class of duties after begging

is that connected with fuel and fire. The pupil is to fetch

firewood out of the forest without damaging the trees.

[Parask, II, 5, 9] and before sunset [Ap- I, 1 , 4, 1 5]. The

fuel thus fetched daily from the forest is to be placed on

the floor of the teacher’s house. After having kindled

the fire and swept the ground around the altar, the pupil

is to place the sacred fuel on the fire every morning and

evening. He shall sweep the place around the fire after

it has been made to bum (by the addition of fuel) with

his hand and not with the broom (of Ku6a grass) but
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before adding the fuel he is free to use the broom at his

'pleasure [Ibid- 16—19].

Besides fetching fuel and tending; the fire twice daily,

the pupil was to fetch water in a vessel for the use of his

teacher both in the morning and evening [Ib. 1 3].

Thus the standing duties to be performed by the

student in the interests of his teacher and of his own

discipline and moral life were l)egging, fetching fuel, water

and flowers and other articles for sacrifice and tending

the sacred fire. The duties were more of the nature of

services rendered to the teacher but there were othere

more directly connected with his own life. We have

already considered the regulations prescribed regarding

the student’s diet. We shall now consider those regard-

ing his dress, the luxuries he must avoid, his general

behaviour, the habits he must avoid or* cultivate and

the like.

The dress of the Brahniacarin was practically the

same as is prescribed for him on the occasion of his Upa-

nayana ceremony. The dress was made up of (1) the

girdle, (2) the staff*, (3) lower garment, (4) upper gannent,

and (5) sacrificial string. The girdle of a Brahmana was

to be made of TMuflja grass, smooth and soft, arranged

in three strings to be twisted to the right. A bowstring

made of Murva fibres (Manu) should be the girdle of a

Kgatriya or a string of Munja grass in which pieces

of iron have been tied. The girdle of a Vaisya should be

of woollen or hempen (Manu) threads or a rope used for

yoking the oxen to the plough or a string made of Tamala

b^rk. If Munja grass (and so forth) be not procurable,

the girdles might be made of Ku6a, A^mantaka and Bal-

baja fibres with a single threefold knot or with three

or five knots according to the custom of the family. The

$iaff worn by a Brahmana should be made of Palaia or

Bilva wood (Manu)
;
that of a Ksattriya of a branch of

*
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the banyan tree which grows downwards or of Va^a or

Khadira (Manu)
;
that of a Vaisya of Badara or Udumbara

wood or of Priu (Manu). According to some authorities

the staff of a student, without any reference to caste,

should be made of the wood of a tree that is fit to be used

at the sacrifice. The length of the staflF also varies accord-

ing to caste: for a Brahmana it is to reach the end of his

hair, for a Ksatriya to reach his forehead and for a VaiiSya

the tip of his nose (Manu). The staves should be straight,

without a blcmisli, handsome to look at, not likely to

terrify men, with their bark perfect, unhurt by fire [Manu

II, 47]. The lower garment for a Brahmana was to be

made of hemp, for a K8attri3’a of flax and for a Vaifya of

the skin of a clean animal or wool (Maun). According to

Gautama, hempen or linen cloth, the inner bark of trees

and woollen blankets ma}^ be worn as lower garments

by students of all castes, or undyed cotton cloth. Skins

are to be worn as upper garments; for the Brahmana

the skin of a common deer or black doe or antelope

and if it is a black skin it is not to be spread on the

ground for purposes of sitting or lying upon it
;

the skin

to be worn by a Ksattriya was to be that of a spotted deer

or a tiger [Visnu] while the Vaisya was to wear the skin

of a he-goat. According to Apastamba, the skin of a sheep

is fit to be worn by all castes and a blanket made of wool.

He further cites a Brahmana [cf. Gopatha Brahmana cited

above I, 2, 4] which states that he who wishes the increase

of Brahmana power should wear cloth only, while he who

wishes both should wear both (skin and cloth). The upper

garment is also to be coloured differently for the different

castes. The garment of a Brahmana is to be dyed with

a red dye produced from a tree or red Lodh (Ap.)
;

that of

a Ksatriya is to be dyed with madder and of a Vai6ya with

turmeric. The sacrificial siring of a Brahmana is to be

made of cotton twisted to the right and consisting of three

F. 30
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threads; that of a Ksatriya of hempen threads and that of

a Vaisya of woollen threads. According to Baudhayana

[I, 8, 5] the sacrificial thread is to be made of Kusa grass

or cotton and should consist of thrice three strings hang-

ing down to the navel. Lastly, there are rules for the

arrangement of the hair, which were determined not by the

individual choice of the student but by the custom of his

family, school, or country. The following ways of arrang-

ing the hair are mentioned, viz.^ shaving the head, wearing

the hair tied in a braid or keeping merel}^ a lock on the

crown of the head tied in a braid (shaving the other por-

tions of the head).^

According to Apastamba [I, 2, 5, 9-10] the duties of a

student consist in acts pleasing to the spiritual teacher, the

observance of rules conducive to his own welfare and

industry in studying. ‘ Acts other than the^se need not be

performed by a student ’ (such as pilgrimages and the

like according to the commentator, thus showing the

puritanic austerity of the discipline which would not allow

even these innocent diversions because they are for the

householders and aged people). We have already consi-

dered the first class of these duties, viz.^ the services to be

rendered to the teacher. Now we shall consider the

second class of duties connected with the student’s own

welfare from which we can gather his daily routine.

^ Voxgirdle SQt Ga. I, 15
;

fia. 1,3, 13
;
Ap. I, 2, 33-37; Va. XI,

58—60; Ft. XXVII, 10
;
Fa. I, 29; A. Gr. I, 19, 10-1

1 ;
Sa. Gr. II,

1, 15— 17; Pa. Gr, II, 5, 21— 23; Go, Gri. II, 10, 10; for staff sec

Qa,l,22-2b\ Bo.y,15;Ai>. 1,2,38; Fa. XI, 52-57: Ft. XXVII,
21-24; Fa. 1, 29; A. Gri,J^ 19, 12-13

;
Gri.ll^ 1

,
18-24; Pa.

G^KII,5, 25-28; Go. Gri. II, 10, 11; for upper and lower garments
and for sacrificial string see the chapters above indicated. For
hair see Ga. I, 27 ;

II, 10 ;
Ap. I, 2, 31-32

; 30, 8 ;
Va. VII, 1

1 ;
Vi,

XXVIII, 41.
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The student is to rise from his bed before his teacher^

and before sunrise^ in the last watch of the night.

^

Penances are prescribed for the sin of sleeping when the

sun rises or sets or when the teacher is awake.

Then he is to bathe and purifyhimself.* ** He is not

to sport in the water whilst bathing but must swim motion-

less® or plunge into the waters like a stick. ^ He
must not wash his body with hot water for pleasure,

but if it is soiled by unclean things, he might clean it

with earth or water in a place where he is not seen by

his Guru. ^ He is not to use any bathing powder or the

like for cleaning himself. The bath has to be taken three

times a day.®

His next duty is to perform his morning devotions

{^andhyd or muttering the Silvitri). This must be done

with a concentrated mind in a pure place outside the

village, and in a standing posture and in silence. The

prayer is to begin from the time when the stars are still

visible and to end when the sun rises. The evening

prayer is also to be similarl}^ performed from the time

when the sun still stands above the horizon until the

stars appear.®

Returning home after his twilight devotions the

student is to offer oblations of water to the gods, sages

* VI XXVIII, 13; 5a. 1,3,21.
*

'Ip, II, 12, 13-14
;
(rV XXIII, 21; Vas. XX, 4; Ba. 11,7,

16; Vi. XXVIII, 53 ;
Mann II, 220.

’ Ip. I, 5, 12.

* Manu II, 176
;
Ga. II, 8-9.

“ Ip. I, 2, 30 ;
Ba. I, 3, 39-40.

*
Vi. XXVIII, 5.

’ Ip. I, 2, 28 29.

* Fa. VII, 17; (?a. 11,8.

“ Manu II, 101, 222; Ga. II, 10-11; Va. VII, 16
; 5i>. I, 30, 8

;

Ba. II, 7, 13.14,
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and manes, worship the images of the gods and place fuel

on the sacred fire.*

He must avoid the following luxuries: perfumes,

garlands, anointing his bod}^, applying collyrium to his

eyes, use of shoes, umbrella, parasol, and carriage, and

sleep in the day-time.

There are laid down many moral injunctions which

the student must obey. He must avoid singing, playing

musical instruments, and dancing at which he must not

even look. [Ap. I, 3, 11.] He must not go to assemblies

(for gambling etc.) nor to crowds assembled at festivals.

Certain virtues or moral qualities are specified for

his cultivation and practice. He must avoid idle disputes

or gossiping, backbiting) and lying. He must be free

from sensual desire, anger, envy, covetousness. He must

not injure animate beings. He must talk' with women

only so much as his purpose requires. He must be for-

giving, untired in fulfilling his duties, modest, possessed

of self-command and devoid of pride.

There are rules regulating the behaviour of the

student towards his teacher. He must always obey his

teacher except when ordered to commit crimes which

cause loss of caste. He must not contradict him. He must

occupy a couch or seat lower than that of his teacher.

When he meets his teacher after sunrise (coming for

his lessons^ he shall embrace his feet and shall study

after having been called by the teacher to begin the

lesson. He must not stretch out his feet towards him,

but, according to some, he may if the teacher be lying on a

bed. He shall not address the teacher whilst the latter

is in a reclining position, but he may answer the teacher

sitting if the teacher himself is sitting or lying down.

* Mtmu II, 176.
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And if the teacher stands, he shall answer him after

having risen also. He shall walk after him if he walks

and run after him if he runs. He shall not approach his

teacher with shoes on his feet, or his head covered or

holding implements in his hand except when on a journey

or occupied in work. He shall approach his teacher with

the same reverence as a deity, without telling idle stories,

attentive and listening eagerly to his words. He shall not

sit either too near to or too far from his teacher nor with

his legs crossed. In the presence of his Guru he is to

avoid covering his tliroat, leaning against a wall, stretching

out his feet, spitting, laughing, yawning and cracking the

joints of his fingers. He must not sit with his teacher to

leeward or to the windward of him but may sit with his

teacher in a carriage drawn by oxen, horses, or camels,

on a terrace, on a bed of gi'ass or leaves, or a mat, on a

rock, on a wooden bench or in a boat.

From the regulations governing the life of the student

in the home of his preceptor, we now pass on to the regu-

lations governing his studies.

The student must commence his study in the morning,

embracing the feet of his teacher both at the beginning

and end of his lesson. After having received permission

he will sit down to the right of his teacher, turning his

face towards the east or towards the north. Then the

Siivitri is to be recited together with the syllable Om before

the instruction in the Veda is begun The student must

be very attentive the whole day long, never allowing his

mind to wander from the lesson during the time devoted

to study. During the time for rest (which he has after

attending to his studies and the business of his teacher

which has been indicated above) the pupil is to give his

mind to doubtful passages of the lesson learnt.

The courses of study included the ‘whole Veda’

together with the ‘£aAasyas’ as stated by Manu [II, 165)
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There were also accompanying various kinds of austerities

and vows prescribed by the rules of Vedic study. By

the whole Veda the commentators understand the four

Vedas with the Ahgas or one entire ^akha consisting

of the Mantras and the Brahmana. the term ^ Balias-

yas^ are meant the Upanisads or the secret explanation

of the Veda. According to Visnu [XXVIII, 34-35] the

student must first aquirc ])y heart one Veda or two Vedas

or all the Vedas and lliereupon the Vedsingas. If without

studying the Veda he applies himself to another study he

degrades himself and l-is progeny to the state of a Sadra.

In another place, he discusses the comparative merits

of the different subjects of stud}^ which include the hymns

of the Rigveda, the Yajus texts, tlie Saman melodies, the

Atharvaveda, as well as the Puranas, Itihasas, VediTngasand

the Institutes of Sacred Law. [XXX, 31—38.] In yet another

passage [/i., 43] the knowledge imparted to the pupil is

stated to be of three kinds, viz*, worldly knowledge (relat-

ing to poetry, rhetoric, and the like subjects\ sacred know-

ledge (relating to the Vedas and Vediingas) and knowledge

of the Supreme Spirit.

It has been already indicated that there were prescrib-

ed some special vratas or observances which the student

had to keep through certain periods of time before the differ-

ent texts appointed in the course of Brulimanical studies

could be taught to him. We have already referred to the

first of these—the Sdvlfra rrata by the observance of which

the student is introduced to the Sfivitri verse. Then follows

the Sukriya vrata (duties of lioliness) to be kept for three

days, or twelve days, or one year, or any other period of

time according to the teacher’s discretion [6a. Gri Sw. 11,1 1,

10]. By this vrata the student is enabled to study the

main portion of the Veda. Next follows the AHuvacma or the

way of studying the Veda ‘ which can be done only after

the ^ukriya vrata ;has been enjoined on the student. Be-
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fore that nothing but the Savitti can be taught to him [Ik

p. 69
,
note S. B, E. ed.]. Finally come the Sahara, Vrdtika

and Aupani^ada observances each of which used to last one

year and refer to the different parts of the Araiiyaka. These

three are special vratas connected with the character of mys-

tical secrecy attributed to the Aranyaka. After tlie lapse of

the year through which the vraUi is kept, a ceremony is per-

formed called {Jdd\dh(inlka^ U., the giving up of the Diksa

or preparatory observance for the study of the Aranyaka

texts. ThisUddiksniku consists chiefly in the teacher’s ascer-

taining whether the student has fulfilled the duties involved

by the train. Besides that, a repetition of the Upanayana

also formed part of the preparatory rites for the study of

the Aranyaka.’ After this the teacher goes out of the

village in a north-eastern direction and sits down on a

clean spot, turjniiig his face to the east. Then when the

sun has arisen lie recites in the way prescribed for the

Veda-study (i.c., the auuvdcana) the Aranyaka texts to

the student or the ^ Rahanya^ as termed b}^ Manu.

These vratas which the student has to undergo in the time

of his studentship are those of the Rgvedins. There are

some different vratas for the followers of the Samaveda,

which are thus explained by the commentator on Gobhlta

Grhija Sutra III, 1
,
28 :

“ The Upannijana vrata has been

declared to refer to the study of the Savitri
;
the Goddna

vrata to the stud}^ of the collections of verses sacred to the

gods Agni, Indra and Soma Pavamilna (this is the Purviir-

cika of the Samaveda'*; the Vrdtika vrata to the study of the

^ukriya sections; the Adlti/a vrata to the study of the Aran-

yaka without ^ukriya sections; the Aupanisada vrata to the

study of the Upanisad-Brd/mana
;
the Jai^tha-sdmika vrata

to the study the Ajya-dohas.” (S. B. E. XXX, p. 69 a.)

'According to Apastamba, a fresh initiation is necessary

for the study of the Atharva Veda but not of other Vedas. (See

Paitana-SUtra 1 ,

1

,
5 .)
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It is thus clear that the graduated course of studies

corresponded to a graduated course of special observances

or practical discipline whereby the gradual development of

the inner capacities answering to the growing difficulty of

the subjects of study was sought to be secured.

All the Sutras are agreed as to the length of the pe-

riod of studentship. It is to consist ordinarily of twelve

years for the masteiy of each Veda. ‘ Twelve years lasts

the Brahmacharya for each Veda, or until he has learnt it.’

[Asurt/.] ‘The studentship lasts fortyeight years, or twenty-

four years or twelve years or until lie has learnt the Veda.’

[lliranya.] ‘ He who has been initiated shall dwell as a

religious student in the house of his teacher for fortyeight

years (if he learns all the four Vedas) or a quarter less

for thirtysix years) or threequarters less for twelve

years) but twelve years should be the shortest time for his

residence with his teacher.’ [Ap] Manu, however, recognises

only the three Vedas for study and prescribes thirtysix

years or half that time or quarter or the period required

by the student to learn them perfectly. [III. 1.] Bau-

dhayana, prescribing the same time-limits, calculates that

at least one year will be required for the study of each

Kanda (of the seven Kfindas of the Taiitinya Sarhhifd)

[I, 2, 3, 3]. The rather excessive length of the period of

studentship under the scheme of the Sutras is also noticed

by Baudhayana who says that life is uncertain (Cf. ‘ Life

is short while art long ’) and quotes a passage from the

^ruti which declares :
‘ Let him kindle the sacred fires

while his hair is still black.’ This means that the period

of studentship must not be protracted too long.

In connection with the length of the period of student-

ship we have to consider the length of what may be called

the academic term, i.€., the number of days of actual

teaching done in these Brahmanical schools in the year.

The school term opens solemnly with the performance of
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a special ceremony called the Updkarman on the full moon

of the month of ^ravana (July-August). From this open-

ing day for a month study in the evening is not permitted

(though according to Haradatta, the commentator, it is not

sinful to study later in the night after evening). The

term then continues until the full moon of the month of

Pausa or the Rohini day when it is solemnly closed by the

performance of the Utsarjana ceremony after which the

student has to leave off reading the Veda. Thus the term

comprises five months in the year, viz.^ latter half of

^riivana, Bhadrapada, Asvina, Kilrtika, Marga-Sirsa and the

first half of Pausa. [See Apas. I, 3, 9.] Manu [IV, 95-96]

makes the academic term comprise four months and a half

by prescribing for the Vpciharma ceremony the alternative

date of the full moon of Bhadrapada and for the Utsarjana

the Pustja (or sixth) day cf Pausa or the first day of the

bright half of Milglia. Thus the interruption of Vedic

teaching lasts for six months and a half or five months and

a half. [Sankh. IV, 6, 7-8]. During this period though

the teaching was not done the private study of students

was however not to be interrupted. Manu [IV, 98] lays

down the rule that after the performance of the Utsarjana

ceremony the student is to study the Veda during the

light nights of each month until the full moon of ^ravana

in order to fix in his mind the part learned already
;
and in

the dark fortnight of each month he is to study all the

Vedangas, grammar and the rest. [Haradatta’s commen-

tary quoted in S, B. E. II, 33.] With the commencement

of the next academic term the student will begin the study

of a fresh part of the Veda.

The academic term is punctuated by numerous holi-

days. The interruptions of study were allowed for a

variety of causes and circumstances. The first cause of

such interruptions is the occurrence of certain natural

phenomena. These include the following : wind whirling

F. 31.
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up dust in the day-time (dust storm) or audible at night;

sky flaming red; rainbow; hoarfrost settling on the

ground
;
clouds out of season

;
thunder, rain (sufficiently

heavy to cause dripping of water from the edge of roof)

and lightning out of season or in season (in which case

the study is to stop for the remaining hours of the day or

night); Jupiter,Venus, the sun and the moon surrounded by a

halo
;

thunder, earthquake, eclipse and fall of meteors

(to stop study until the same time next day, ie-y for 24

hours)
;
simultaneous rain, thunder and lightning (to stop

study for three days). Secondlyy the standing list of holi-

days included the following —new moon (two days’ leave)

;

full moon da3'S of the months of Kartika, Phalguna and

Asadha
;
eighth and fourteenth days of each half month

and full moon day of every month (Manu, IV, 113); cer-

tain other da3^s set apart for religious ceremonies, e*g.y three

Astakas (involving three days’ leave for each)
;
spring festi-

val (which, according to Haradatta, falls on the thirteenth

of the first half of Caitra) and the festival of Indra in the

month of Asadha (when the study of an ^ anuvdka' is for-

bidden, according to Apastamba
;
and lastly, festive days

(the day of the initiation and the like) [GaxiU XVI, 43]

;

Thirdly
y
study is forbidden in the case of certain political

or other events taking place, e.g.y invasion of the village

[Gaut XVI, 34; Manu IV, 1 18] ;
when the cows are prevent-

ed from leaving the village due to cattle-lifting by robbers

and the like [Ay, I, 3, 9, 25j; or during a battle [Ti. XX, 1 1];

if outcasts [‘robbers such as Ugras and NisMas’ (Haradatta

on Aply 3, 9, 18)] have entered the village or if good men

have come\ or when a king or a learned Brahmana (who

has mastered one Veda) or a cow or a Brahmana in gene-

ral has met with an accident; or when the king of the

country has died [Gaut. XVI, 32] or has become impure

through a birth or death in his family (cf. modem ‘ court

mourning’) [Manu IV, 110]. Fourthly

y

study is to be
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stopped when certain sounds are heard, e.g.^ howling of

jackals, barking of dogs, braying of donkeys, grunting of

camels, cry of a wolf, screeching of an owl
;
the sound of

an arrow, of a large or small drum
;
the noise of a chariot;

the wail of a person in pain or weeping.

There are specified certain circumstances under which

study is not permitted. One must not study in the

following 'places : a burial ground, extremity of a village,

a high-road, a village in which a corpse lies or Chan-

dalas live, or a forest, if a corpse or a Chandala is in sight.

Nor must one vStudy during impurity when his near

relations have died, or when he has partaken of a

funeral repast or of dinner on the occasion of a sacri-

fice offered to men (when the study is stopped for a day

and a night). Considerations of health dictate stoppage

of study under certain circumstances, when the pupil

has vomitted or emits a foul smell or suffers from sour

eruptions or when he has taken his evening meal.

Lastly, there is an interesting regulation of a different

kind for the stoppage of study. “If some of his fellow-

students are away on a journey, he shall not study during

that day the passage which they learn together” [Ap.

I, 3, 11, 11]. ‘If one pupil has gone on a journey and

another stays with the teacher, the study of the Veda shall

be interrupted until the absentee returns.’ [Gaut XVI,

33.] In connection with some of these rules for the

interruption of study, it should be noted that they seem to

apply to the study of new parts of the Veda and not of

the parts already learnt, nor to the study of the Angas
of the Veda. This is clear from Manu [II, 105-106]:

“Both when one studies the supplementaiy^ treatises of

the Veda and when one recites the daily portion of the

Veda, no regard need be paid to forbidden days, likewise

when one repeats the sacred texts required for a burnt obla-

tion. There are no forbidden days for the daily recitation
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since that is declared to be a Brahma-sattra (an ever-

lasting sacrifice oflFered to Bralimana)
;
at that the Veda

takes the place of the burnt oblations, and it is meritorious

even when natural phenomena requiring a cessation of

the Veda study take the place of the exclamation

The same view is held by Apastamba [I, 4, 12, 9j accord-

ing to whom these various cases for the prohibition of

study refer only to the repetition of the sacred texts in

order to learn them and not to their application at the

sacrifices. He quotes Vdjasaneyi-Brahmona which dec-

lares that Vedic recitation is a sacrifice and must be

done when it thunders, or a thunderbolt falls, or light-

ning flashes, for these sounds are like Vasat (which, when

pronounced by the Hotri priest, serves as signal for the

Adhvaryu to throw the oblations into the fire) which must

not be heard in vain.

We shall now consider the methods of teaching, the

rules of Vedic study implied by what is technically termed

Anuvdcana. These rules are best explained in the

Sankhayana Grihya Sutra [II, 7, 18-27]. In the first place

the text of a hymn of the Rigveda is taught to the student.

Secondly, the Rsi, deity, and metre of the hymn are

indicated to him. In this way the teacher is to go on

reciting the hymns belonging to each Rsi or each

Anuvaka which make up the lesson for each day. There

seem to have been, however, shorter lessons for the

students of other castes who had no intention of becoming

Vedic scholars. For these students a day’s lesson might

comprise an Anuvaka of the Ksudra Suktas or short hymns

of the Rgveda (i.c., the tenth mandala); or as much as the

master may think fit for them
;
or it was still further

whittled down to the first and last hymn of a Rsi or

Anuvaka the study of which would, by a sort of fiction, be

regarded as the study of the whole portion belonging to

thati^ or the entire Anuvaka; or lastly, it might be
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even only one verse of the beginning of each hymn

(of the collection belonging to a Rsi or making up an

Anuvaka).

Hiranyakesin [I, 2, 8, 1 6] lays down that at the begin-

ning and on the completion of the study of a Kanda

of the Black Yajurveda which is divided into books called

Kandas) there is to be performed a special ceremony

or a sacrifice for which a verse is prescribed in which

there is a prayer for the gift of insight. Apastamba [I, 3,

11, 6-7] also refers to the ceremony for beginning a

Kanda and also to the ceremonies prescribed on beginning

or ending the recitation of one entire Veda. He further

lays down the rule that when the student studies the

index of the Anuviikas of a Kanda completes the study

of the Kiinda) he shall not study that Kiinda on that day

nor in that jiight In another place [I, 4, 13, 10] he

enjoins that without a vow of obedience a pupil shall not

study nor a teacher teach a difficult new book with the

exception of the texts called TriWravana and Trihsaha-

vacana; but he quotes the contrary opinion of Harita

who does not allow that exemption but insists on'

a

vow of obedience for the study of the whole Veda.

This shows also that the Angas or works explanatory

of the Veda need not be studied under a vow of

obedience.

A few more rules of Vedic study are laid down by

Apastamba [/A.] Out of term the student must not study

any part of the Veda which he has not learnt before.

Nor shall he study during term some new part of the

Veda in the (vening^ That wliich has been studied before

must never be studied during the vacation or in the

evening. According to Visnu [XXX, 27] a student must

not lie down to sleep again when he has begun to study

in the second half of the night This is of course study

by himself and not with his teacher.



' ikcccuding to Gautama [XVI,21] and also Visnu [XXX
26^ the Rgveda and Yajurveda must not be studied while

the sound of the Samans is heard, while, according to

Apastamba [I, 3, 10, 20], if another branch of the Veda is

being recited in the neighbourhood, the Saman melodies

must not be studied.

Details of the methods of oral instniction pursued

by these ancient teachers are furnished by a Prntisakhya

of the Rigveda and have been rendered easily accessible

by MaxMiiller in his Hkiorij of Ancient Sansferit TAkraiure^

These details give us a glimpse into the lecture rooms of

these Brahmanic colleges. “ The Guru who has himself

formerly been a student should make his pupils read. He

himself takes his seat either to the east or to the north or

to the north-east. If he has no more than one or two

pupils, they sit at his right hand. If he has more, they

place themselves according as there is room. They then

embrace the feet of their master and say: ‘Sir, read.’

The master gravely sa3's ‘Om’ (/.^., ‘yes’). He then

begins to say a Prasna (question) which consists of three

verses. In order that no word may escape the attention

of his pupils he pronounces all with the high accent and

repeats certain words twice, or he says ‘So’ [iii) after these

words.”

The chief difficulties in the pronunciation of the Veda

are the changes of the final and initial letters. The

pupils are instructed in these euphonic rules independently

(the ^iksit), but whenever a difficult case of ‘ Sandhi ’

occurs, the Guru examines his audience and explains the

difficulties. And here the method followed is this : After

the Guru has pronounced a group of words, consisting of

three or sometimes (in long compounds) of more

words, the first pupil repeats the first word, and when

anything is to be explained, the teacher stops him and

says * Sir.’ After it has been explained by the pupil who
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is at the head of the class, the permission to continue is

given with the words ‘Well, sir/ After the words of the

teacher have thus been repeated by one, the next pupil

has to apply to him with the word ‘ Sir/ When there is

no difficulty, the rule seems to be that the Guru says two

words at a time, which are then repeated by the pupil. If

it is a compound, one word only is to be pronounced by

the Guru and to be repeated by the pupil. After a section

of three verses has thus been gone through, all the pupils

have to rehearse it again and again. When they have

mastered it, they have to recite the whole without any

break, with an even voice observing all the rules of

Sandhi, marking slightly the division in the middle of

compounds, and pronouncing every syllable with the high

accent. It does not seem as if several pupils were

allowed to recite together, for it is stated distinctly that

the Guru first tells the verses to his pupil on the right,

and that every pupil, after his task is finished, turns to

the right and walks round the tutor. This must occupy

a long time everyday, considering that a lecture consists

of sixty and more Prasnas or of about 180 verses. The
pupils are not dismissed till the lecture is finished. At

the end of the lecture, the tutor after the last half verse is

finished, says ‘Sir/ The pupil replies, ‘ Yes, sir.’ He then

repeats the proper verses and formulas which have to be

repeated at the end of every reading, embraces the feet

of his tutor and is allowed to withdraw.

We have now completed the consideration of the

various regulations governing the life and studies of the

Brahmacharin during the period of his stay at his teacher’s

house. But some students would elect to make the

period of that stay lifelong without any desire for the

householder’s life or the married state. Such students

are known as Naisthika BrahmacWns It is probably for

these that such long periods of studentship as 24 or 36
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or 48 years are meant. Those who would be householders

would have to confine their studentship to a period of

twelve years, and naturally to satisfy themselves with the

mastery of a portion of the prescribed studies. There is

a most interesting saying quoted by Apastamba [I, 4,

13, 19—22] but disapproved by him in which the

famous scholar Svetaketu of Upanisadic fame is made to

declare :
‘ He who desires to study more after having

settled as a householder shall dwell two months every

year with collected mind in the house of his teacher.

For by this means I studied a larger part of the \ eda

than before (i.e. during my studentship).’ In another place,

Apastamba [I, 2, 5, 6] refers to the same S^vetaketu as a

rare example amongst the men of later ages (when rules

of studentship are always transgressed) of a scholar who

became a Rsi by his knowledge of the Veda, but, be it

noted that as shown in the previous passage, he acquired

that knowledge as a householder by observing the vow of

studentship for some months in the year. This is in

keeping with the earliest s3^stem of the Brahmana period,

when there were agencies and arrangements for the

continuance of studies beyond the normal period of formal

studentship.

The Sutras also continue the tradition of the Upa-

nisads in another respect They point to a plurality of

teachers for the student. Young Brahmanas in olden

times, just as now, went from one teacher to another,

learning from each what he knew. Each such teacher

would generally know and teach onl^’ one Veda and a

student would have to learn the several Vedas from

several teachers. The rules which seemingly require a

pupil to stay with one and the same teacher refer only

to the principle that the pupil must stay with his teacher,

until he has learnt the subject which he began with him.

This is evident from the following passage of Apastamba
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[I, 2, 7, 14]: ‘ If a pupil has more than one teacher, the

alms (collected by him) are at the disposal of him to

whom he is just then bound.* Another passage [I, 2, 8,

26] expressly refers to a pupil “ attending to two teachers,**

while according to another [I, 2, 7, 26] the student is

permitted, in the event of the incompetence of his teacher,

‘‘to go to another and study there.** Sometimes the

regular teacher may appoint another to do his work.

So long as his instruction lasts the new teacher is to be

treated with the same respect as the principal but,

according to some, only if he is a worthy person in point

of learning and character. In any case obedience as

towards the teacher is not required to be shown towards

his substitute. We are also told of teachers younger

than their pupils who are not of course to show him the

obedience proper for the regular teacher. One such

teacher was “ young Kavi, the son of Ahgiras who taught

his relatives who were old enough to be fathers and as

he excelled them in sacred knowledge, he called them

‘ Little sons,* for a man destitute of sacred knowledge is

indeed a child’ [Manu II, 151— 153.) Lastly, there are

mentioned persons teaching each other mutually different

redactions of the Veda, in which case obedience towards

each other is not ordained for them [Ap. I, 4, 13, 13— 17].

But teachers could be changed not merely on in*

tellectual grounds. The obedience of the pupil was

limited by the conduct of the teacher. We have already

adverted to the rule that a pupil is not to obey his teacher

if he asks him to commit such crimes as cause loss of

caste. But we have again the further regulation that

where a teacher transgresses his duties through careless*

ness or knowingly, the pupil will first point it out to

him privately. But if in spite of this he does not

amend his conduct, the pupil shall either himself

perform the religious acts omitted by bis teacher

F. 51
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or lie may forsake him and return home [Ap. 1, 1, 4,

25—27].

This leads us to a consideration of the qualifications

and duties of a teacher. According to Apastamba [1, 1 ,
1 j

12—17] he should be a man in whose family sacred

learning is hereditary, who himself possesses it, and who

is devout in following the law. Under him the sacred

science must be studied until the end, provided the

teacher does not fall off from the ordinances of the law.

He from whom the pupil gathers (acinoti) the knowledge

of his religious duties (dharman) is called the Ac»rya

whom he should never offend, as he is his spiritual father

who, by imparting to him the sacred learning, gives him

a new life—a second birth which is the best-

There seem to have been different classes or grades

of teachers. The Acarya is defined by Mapu [II, 140 f]

to be one who initiates a pupil and teaches him the

Veda together with the Kal'pa (the Sutras referring to

sacrifices) and the Rahasyas [lit. the secret portions, i.e.,

the Upanisads and their explanation (Medh., Gov.,

Kull., Ragh.) or the extremely secret explanations of the

Vedas and Angas, not the Upanigads because they are

included in the term Veda (Niir.)]. According to Gautama

[I, 9-10] the title Acarya belongs to one who initiates a

pupil and teaches him the Veda. According to Visnu

the Acarya is he who having initiated a pupil instructs

him in the vratas, teaches him one branch of the Veda

together with its Angas. Vaiistha, however, lays stress

[III, 21] on the teaching of the whole Veda for the Acarya.

One who teaches only a portion of the Veda or who

teaches the Angas of the Veda is to be called Upadhyaya

(sub-teacher) acording to him. Manu [II, 141] and ViBnii

{XXIX, 2], however, regard the Upadhyaya as the person

who teaches the aforesaid subjects ‘ for a fee’ or ‘ for his

livelihood,’ The Acarya is ten times more venerable
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than the Upadhyaya [Manu II, 1 45j; he is chief among

all gurus [Gaut II, 50] ;
he is called an Atiguru along

with father and mother [Fi. ;XXXI, 1-2).

There are prescribed regulations governing the tea-

cher^s relations with, and duties towards his pupil. The

teacher is to adopt and love the pupil as his own son, and

teach him the sacred science with whole-hearted attention

without withholding from him any part of the whole law.

A teacher who neglects the instruction of his pupil ceases

to be his teacher [Ap. I, 2, 8, 27]. Although it is the duty

of the pupil to render services to the teacher to please him,

the teacher must be careful to see that the pupil is not

exploited for his own purposes to the detriment of his

studies. Such services are meant for the pupil’s own moral

improvement and not solely for the economic advantages

of the teacher. In times of distress, however, the teacher

was permitted to accept the assistance of his pupil [Ap.

Ibid
,
24-25].

These old-world teachers were against hard punish-

ments being inflicted on their young pupils. According to

Gautama: “ As a rule the pupil should not be punished

corporally. If no other course is possible, he may be

corrected with a thin rope or cane. If the teacher strikes

him with any other instrument, he is liable to punishment

by the king (i.e., under the law) ” [II, 42—44]. Manu

[VIII, 299-300] allows a pupil who has committed faults

to be beaten with a rope or split bamboos but only on the

back parts of the body, never on a noble part The teacher

who strikes him otherwise will incur the same guilt as a

thief. Gautama, as we have seen, permits bodily punish-

ment only as the last resource, when other means of refor-

mation fail. These other means are defined by Apastamba

to consist first of reproof by the teacher and then of

“ frightening, fasting, bathing in cold water and banish-

ment from the teacher^s presence,” which are to be applied
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ateofdlng to the magnitude of the pupiPs fault until the

pupil is completely corrected and leaves oflF sinning

[I, 2, 8, 28-29.]

We have already seen that the teacher proper who was

called the Acarya did not accept any remuneration for his

work. He did the work of teaching as a matter of religious

duty. The admission of a pupil was not a source of income

to the teacher but an addition of a member to his family

like that caused by the birth of a son. The teacher and the

pupil were not connected with each other by the ‘ cash-

nexus ’ but by the ties of spiritual relationship whereby

both were repaying the debt they owed to the Rsis by the

pursuit of knowledge. The teacher who imparted instruc-

tion for a fee would be called an U padhyaya. But though

the Acarya could not accept a fee from a pupil under

instruction, he could accept the same from tl^e pupil whose

instruction was completed. In fact it was one of the

obligations of the Brahmacarin to bring to a close the

period of his formal pupilage by making presents to his

teacher. Of course in the majority of cases it could not be

expected that such presents would be at all any adequate

remuneration for the amount of labour and expense involv-

ed in supporting and educating a student for a minimum

period of twelve years. It was a case, in modem parlance,

of free board, lodging, medical aid, clothing and tuition

given to the student during a continuous and long period

exceeding a decade, the cost of which could not be properly

assessed and much less paid in the shape of parting pre-

sents, especially in the case of a student of the Brtiimana

caste which was distinguished for its phenomenal poverty.

It is therefore a misconception that these parting gifts of a

student to his teacher after completion of his studies destroy

the honorary character of the work of the teacher or that

they prove the hollowness of the prevailing assumption

which makes it out to be a labour of love, a virtur^ which
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is its own reward, while it is essentially, looking beneath

the appearances, a mere economic transaction.

According to Manu, ‘ he who knows the sacred law

must not present any gift to his teacher before the Samd-

Partana (rite performed by student to end his studentship);

but when, with the permission of his teacher, he is about to

take the final bath, let him procure a present for the

venerable man according to his ability, viz»^ a field, a cow, a

horse, a parasol, and shoes, a seat, grain, even vegetables,

and thus give pleasure to his teacher,’ [II, 245-246.] The

word ^ procure ’ implies that the student is ordinarily of

such circumstances that he has to collect the gifts for his

teacher by begging. This supposition is indeed clearly

confirmed by a passage in Apastamba [I, 2, 7, 19—21] in

which he enjoins that the student ‘‘ shall procure in a

righteous manner the fee for the teaching of the Veda to

be given to his teacher according to his power.” The
^ righteous manner ’ means that unless his teacher is in

distress and in need of immediate relief, the student is not

to take the fee from an Ugra [' either the ofifspring of a

Vai6ya and a ^udra woman, or a twice-born man who per-

petrates dreadful deeds ’ (Haradatta quoted in II,

p. 27) ] or from a Sudra, though ‘ some declare that it is

lawful at any time to take the money for the teacher ’ from

such persons. It will thus appear that the payment of the

fee is enjoined more as a religious act formally bringing

to a close the period of studentship and marking the fulfil-

ment of a sacred vow than as any kind of material re-

muneration for useful services rendered.

It may also be noted in this connection that, on account

of this absence of any economic relationship between the

teacher and the taught, the independence of the former as

regards the choice and admission of the latter was complete

and absolute. A most thorough-going test of mental and

moral fitness was imposed on the student whose fulfilment
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uon. The spirit of the system is beautifully expressed in

the ioUomng passages from Manu [II, 112—115] :
“ Seen

in times of dire distress a teacher of the Veda should rather

die with his knowledge than sow it in barren soil. Sacred

Learning approached a Brahmana and said to him ”
:

* I

am thy treasure, preserve me, deliver me not to a scorner
;

[‘nor to a wicked man, nor to one of uncontrolled passions’

(Vi, XXIX, 9; Va. 11,8)]; so preserved I shall become

strong. But deliver me, as to the keeper of thy treasure,

to a Brahmana whom thou shalt know to be pure, of sub-

dued senses, chaste and attentive.” The same spirit is

expressed by Baudhayana [I, 2, 4, 2] :
‘ As fire consumes

dry grass, even so the Veda asked for but not honoured

destroys the enquirer.’ In a word, the pass-port for admis-

sion to such Brahmanical schools was constituted by the

inherent fitness of the pupil for the Vedic studies, a fitness

of which the recognised tests were a desire and aptitude

for learning and a spirit of obedience and discipline.

Before admitting the student the teacher would satisfy

himself that he had in him the vital principle of growth,

an inherent responsiveness to moral stimulus and that he

is not like dull, dead, inert matter incapable of any

expansion.

These tests for admission and the regulations govern-

ing the life of the student after admission during the

period of his education were no doubt determined

by the very ideals and aims of that education. We have

already seen how in the scheme of this ancient education

moral training fills a scarcely less important part than

mental training. The development of the inner nature

or character of the student was deemed as one of

the essential objects of education. The value attached to

this aspect of education is apparent from the following

significant declaration of Manu [11,97] in the chapter
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treating of the rules of studentship :
“ Neither the study

of the Veda nor liberality nor sacrifices nor any self-

imposed restraint nor austerities even procure the attain-

ment of rewards to a man whose heart is contaminated by

sensuality.” This definitely and emphatically lays down

the ancient view that mere intellectual development

without the development of character, learning without

piety, proficiency in the sacred lore with a deficiency in

the practices it implies, will defeat the very ends of

studentship. Thus the part of education that deals with

the life of the student probably fills a larger place in the

ancient pedagogic scheme than the part that deals with

the mere intellect. Indeed, as the elaborate regulations

we have already considered show us, the intellectual

part of education covered only a part of the year
;

the

lectures of th^ Vedic professors continued during about

half the year, the term practically beginning with the rainy

season, while even from this comparatively short period

we have to deduct the time taken by a fairly numerous

list of holidays. But the strict and rigid rules governing

the daily life of the student knew of no relaxation or

interruption
;

the course of moral training provided for

no holidays
;
the disciplinary regulations acted unceasingly

as impersonal teachers exercising a sleepless vigilance

and control over the elastic and tender natures committed

to their care. Daily has the student to get up early in

the morning before sunrise, failing which he has to

perform a penance [fasting the next day and muttering

the Savitrl (Manu II, 220) ]. He has to say his prayers

twice a day at sunrise and sunset. Every morning and

evening, he has to go round the village begging and

whatever is given to him he has to hand over to his master.

He is himself to eat nothing except what his master gives

him. He has to fetch water, gather fuel for the altar, to

sweep the ground round the hearth and to wait on his
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master day and night This looks like menial Servide

interfering with the student’s studies according to oUf

modem ideas, but we must bear in mind the accompanying

explanatory regulation that the teacher is n^ver to

utilise the labour of his pupil for his own jselfish household

purposes and Apastamba^s definite declaration that the

observance of those rules is in the interest of the student’s

own welfare [I, 2,5,9]. Nor must we forget to consider

that along with a progressive course of studies was

prescribed a progressive course of austerities and

discipline in the form of various vratos to be observed for

promotion to higher stages of learning. The growth of

the whole nature of the boy, and not the growth of his

intellect merely, was the objective of this ancient pedagogy.

The raw material is received into the workshop after due

examination as to its soundness
;

it is then treated to

different processes of manufacture; and finally sent out

to the world as finished products. The making of the

nation or the country was in the charge of these schools.

Their aim was to produce not mere recluses or scholars

but whole men, ideal householders who would perfect

family, society and country.

It has been first stated that the nation was in the

making in these schools. But a doubt is sometimes ex-

pressed that the nation as a whole did not benefit by such

schools which were close corporations not open to all but

only to a select class, the Brahmanas. The evidence

adduced above will show the falsity of this charge. But

let a higher authority speak on the point. The following

remarks are made by Max Muller [Lectures on the Origin

of Religion, p. 349]: “Before the ancient language and

literature of India had been made accessible to European

scholarship, it was the fashion to represent the BrShmaplUJ

SS a set of priests jealously guarding the treasure of their

sacred wisdom from the members of all the other castes
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and thus maintaining their ascendency over an ignorant

people. It requires but the slightest acquaintance with

Sanskrit Literature to see the utter groundlessness of such

a charge. One caste only, the ^udra, were prohibited from

knowing the Veda. With the other castes, the military

and civil classes, a knowledge of the Veda, so far from

being prohibited, was a sacred duty. All had to learn the

Veda, the only privilege of the Brahraanas was that they

alone were allowed to teach it. It was not even the inten*

tion of the Brahmanas that only the traditional forms of

faith and the purely ritual observances should be commu-

nicated to the lower castes, and a kind of esoteric religion,

that of the Upanisads, be reserved for the Brahraanas.

On the contrary there are many indications to show that

these esoteric doctrines emanated from the second rather

than from the first caste.”

The view which Max Muller thinks was in vogue be-

fore the discovery of Sanskrit Literature unfortunately still

persists with great vigour even in this country and it is

necessary in the interests of trutht o combat it. Indeed, one

passage of Manu [11,165] proves conclusively that the

rules of studentship applied not merely to the highest

caste but practically to the entire Indo-Aryan people : “An
Arya must study the whole Veda together with the Rahas-

yas, performing at the same time various kinds of auste-

rities and the vows prescribed by the rules of the Vedas.”

It is to be noted that the Ar3’as were made up of the

three twice-born classes and the ^udras making up the

lower castes were outside the pale of Aryan society.*

‘ See the account of social divisions of ancient India in my
Local Government in Ancient India.' Cf. Max Muller [Lectures

on the Origin of Religion^ p. 350 f] :
“ We find the old Indian

society divided, first of all, into two classes, the Aryas or noble-

born, and the the servants or slaves. Secondly, we
find that tjie Aryas consist of Brnhma^as, the spiritual nobility,

the K^atriyas or RSjanyas, the military nobility and the Vai^yas^

F. 33



Regarding the other feature or part noted by Max Muller

in OVLT ancient educational system, viz.^ that it was a system

oi compulsory universal education, we may bring together

a few select passages from the Sutra works. A twice-

born man who, not having studied the Veda, applies him-

self to other (and worldly study) soon falls, even while

living, to the condition of a Sudra and his descendants

after him ” [Manu II, 168]. We have already cited other

passages [e.^., Manu II, 39] in which it is laid down that

persons who do not initiate themselves within the periods

fixed for their castes “ become Vratyas (outcasts), excluded

from the Siivitri and despised by the Aryas.”

It was not, however, mere social degradation with which

breaches of the sacred and compulsory duty of a man

to educate himself were punished. Vasistha [III, 4] quotes

a very remarkable passage from Manu in which it is

laid down that “the king shall punish that village where

Brahmanas, unobservant of their sacred duties and ignorant

of the VedOj subsist by begging; for it feeds robbers ” Thus

the state enforced this wholesome law of compulsory

education framed by society by penalising a village that

even acquiesced in the culpable ignorance of Brahmanas

by giving them alms to which they were not entitled, and

such Brahmanas were to be treated not merely as Sudras

the citizens. . . A much more important feature, however, of the

ancient Vedic society than the four castes consists in the four

A^ramas or stages. A Brahmana, as a rule, passes through four,

a noble man through three, a citizen through two, and a 6ndra

through one of these stages {Krya-Vidya SudhUnidhi^ p. 153]...

As soon as the child of an Arya is born, nay even before his

birth, his parents have to perform certain SahskUraa. As many

as twenty-five Sanakaraa are mentioned, sometimes even more.

6ldras only were not admitted to these rites; while Aryas who

omitted to perform these were considered no better than Stidras.

(According to Yama, Madras also may receive these sacraments

up to th$ Upanayana but unaccompanied by Vedic verses)
”
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but also as robbers, thus meriting both social and moral
odium. It is thus that we can also very well realise the

force and truth of the following legitimate boast of a king

in the Upanisadas: “In my kingdom there is no thief, no

miser, no drunkard, no man without an altar in his house,

no ignorant person” [Chdnd-^ V, 11, 5].

There is one other statement of Max Muller which

also requires to be qualified. He says that the teachers

were recruited only and exclusively from the Brahmana

caste. Exceptions were, however, allowed to this rule.

Baudhayana [I, 2, 3, 4l] permits “study under a non-

Brahmanical teacher in times of distress” This is con-

firmed by Apastamba [II, 2, 5, 25] who says that “ in times

of distress a Brahmana may study under a Ksatriya or

Vai6ya,” and also by Gautama [VII, 8]. Such a non-

Brahmanical .teacher was to be paid due honour by the

Brahmana student throughout the long period of his

studentship. He must “walk behind him and obey him.”

[Ib] The same injunction is also given by Manu [II, 241]:

“He shall walk behind and serve such a teacher as long as

the instruction lasts.” The supply of non-Brahmana

teachers in the country was of course created by the system

which freely admitted them to the Brahmanical schools

and made education compulsory for all.

The studentship was brought to a close by what

has been termed the Samavartana (lit. the returning

home of the student) ceremony to be performed by

the pupil. It included a number of acts signifying

the end of the austerities imposed upon the condition

of studentship. The most important w'as the bath

accompanied by the use of powder, perfumes, ground

sandal-wood and the like to be presented by the friends

and relations of the student, and then were also thrown

into the water all the external signs of the Brahmacarya

such as the upper and the lower garments, girdle, staff,
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skin» After the bath he becomes a Sndiaha wearing new

garments, two ear-rings and a perforated pellet of sandal-wood

overlaid with gold at its aperture—the gold which brings

gain, superiority in battles, and in assemblies, and he prays

that he may be loved of all Briihmanas, Ksatriyas, Vai6-

yas, Madras and Kings I, 3, 9— 1 1]. Some

of the Sutras distinguish three kinds of Sniltakas [Gohhila^

III, 5, 21—23;] Pdrask. II, 5, 32— 35.] “He who per-

forms the Samavartana ceremony after having finished the

stud}^ of the Veda but before the time of his vows has

expired, is a Vidyd-Sndtaha. He who performs the Sama-

vartana after his vows have expired but before his study

of the Veda is finished, is a Vrata-Sndtaka- He who

performs the Samavartana after having finished both is a

Vidyd-Vrata’Sndtaka!\ “ Of these the last ranks foremost

;

the two others are equal to each other.” Thus a Snataka

(one who has bathed) or a Samiivritta (one who has re-

turned home) would be, according to modem ideas, one

who had taken his degree. At the time of parting the

teacher would say the following valedictory words:

“Apply thyself henceforth to other duties.” [Ap. I, 2,

8, 30.] The teacher^s valedictory message is given in a

more elaborate form in one of the Upanisads (cited above)

where it reads like a University Chancellor’s Convocation

Address to graduates.

RADHAKUMUD MOOKERJI



EARLY POSITION OF HARSA

The seventh century A.D. in India begins with the

appearance of a remarkable figure on the political stage,

and although Harsa had neither the missionary zeal of

Afoka, nor the military skill of Candragupta Maurya, yet

he has succeeded in arresting the attention of the historian

like both those great rulers. This has, indeed, been largely

due to the existence of two contemporary wwks, mz.^

Sana’s Harsacarlta^ and Yuan Chwang’s Becords, which are

here and there supplemented by epigraphic documents and

the Life written by Hwui-li. But in spite of the ample

information supplied by these original sources, I venture to

say that the, results of up-to-date researches on Harsa,

though useful and interesting, are in some respects far

from decisive.

It is my object in this paper to give as precisely as

possible an answer to the following problem: What was

the real political position of Harsa at the start of his career,

and how did he (if Yuan Chwang is to be believed) come

to occupy the Maukhari throne of Kanauj, although we

know from Sana’s Harsavarita that he was a prince of

Thaneivar only ? Now, in order to arrive at a satisfactory

solution of the puzzle let us take full note of the course

of events in both Thane4var and Kanauj, as at this

period owing to matrimonial connections between the

Maukharis and the Vardhanas, and the danger of common
enemies, the affairs of the two kingdoms had become

inextricably intertwined.

After the death of Prabhakaravardhana, the king of

Thanefivar, the task of governance fell upon the shoulders

of his eldest son, Rajyavardhana, who, after having defeated

261
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the Hunas of the North-West, bad returned to the capital

with limbs emaciated ” and wounds properly bandaged.

The young prince, however, was so much overwhelmed

with grief at the loss of his father that instead of accepting

sovereignty and regal glory, he determined to retire from

worldly concerns, and seek solace in the sylvan retreats of

a hermitage
;
and he asked his younger brother, Harsa, to

assume the reins of Government.

Just at this juncture, when strange feelings of renun-

ciation and aversion from worldly power were passing

through the minds of both the brothers, and the tears of

their bereavement had hardly had time to dry, they were

struck by another bolt from the blue. For suddenly a

courier named Samvadaka arrived with the tragic news

that the king of Malwa had killed their brother-in-law,

Grahavarman, and their sister, Rajyasn, had -been thrown

into a dungeon in Kanyakubja.* He added There is

moreover a report that the villain, deeming the arm}^

leaderless, purposes to invade and seize this country. Such

are my tidings. The matter is in the king’s hands.”®

Hearing of this calamity that had overtaken the house

of Kanauj, and the Malwa king’s reported designs

against Thane^var, a “ deadly frown broke forth ” on

the “ broad brow ” of Rajyavardhana, who addressed

his younger brother thus :
“ This task is my royal

house, this my kin, my court, my land . . this day

I go to lay the royal house of Malwa low in ruin.

The repression of this beyond-measure unmannerly foe,

this, and no other is my assumption of the bark-dress,

my austerities, my stratagem for dispelling sorrow.”**

* Har^acarita (English Translation by Cowell and Thomas,
1897), p. 173.

• Ibid.

» Ibid., pp. 174-75,
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He gave instructions to Harsa to remain behind with

all the “ kings and elephants,” probably with a view to

guarding the rear against any fresh Huna upheaval, and

asked only Bhandi^ to follow him “with some ten thousand

horse

But Destiny had decreed trouble for the ill-starred

brothers at every step, and now it was young Harsa’s turn

to take a plunge into the stirred waters of the political

storm. After sometime Harsa learned from one of the

favourite cavalry officers that Rajyavardhana, “ though he

had routed the Malwa army with ridiculous ease, had been

allured to confidence by false civilities on the part of the

king of Gauda, and then, weaponless, confiding and alone,

dispatched in his own quarters.”
®

Who the miscreant allies of Gauda and Malwa were,

we have no means of ascertaining from the Har^acaritat

but we can identify them with the help of other authorities.

The Madhuban inscription affirms that “ the kings

’ Bhandi was the son of Queen Ya^ovati’s brother, who is

identified by Dr. Hoernle—without much justification (see

C. V. Vaidya, H. M. H. L, VoL I, p, 38)-with the Emperor

^IlSditya of Malwa (J. R. A. S. 1903, pp. 559-60). Dr. R. K.

Mookerji remarks that “ the name Bhandi itself is a Hunic

rather than a Sanskrit name ” (Har^a, p. 61). It is difficult to

follow on what grounds the learned Professor makes this asser-

tion. Dr. Hoernle made a similar suggestion (J. R. A. S. 1903,

p. 560) arguing that Bhandi meaning “ buffoon was a strange

name for a prince.^’ But such cynical names were not un-

common in ancient India. To give some instances, we have :

King Gardabhilla (J. B, B. R. A. S. IX, p. 1 48) ;
or ^ndraka,

authenticated from inscriptions (Ind, Ant. XV p. 64 ;
Proo.

A. S. B. 1879^ p. 219),

• H. C.,p. 175.

* H. C,p. 178.



tnd others, who resembled wicked ho^, were

all subdued with averted faces by Rajyavardhana.

If we remember that young Rajyavardhana could get

opportunities to fight against two enemies only, w.,
the Hunas of the North-West (against whom he was

dispatched by his father), and the king of Malwa,

who had taken Grahavarman of Kanauj by surprise

with the tragic consequences described above, we feel

no hesitation in identifying the latter with the Deva-

gupta of the Madhuban inscription.® Fanciful as the

guess may be, it would seem that Bana did not like to

mention this suggestive and auspicious name of Rajya^s

adversary— Devagupta literally means “ protected by the

gods”—owing to his foul deed. For the same reason

probably he places the following statement in the mouth

,of Harsa with regard to the king of Gauda, “My tongue

seems soiled with a smirch of sin, as I take the miscreant’s

very name upon my lips.”^

Now, the next question that arises is : What country

is denoted by the name Malwa in the Harsacariia ?

Biihler thought that this Malwa was “in the Panjab

much nearer to Thanesvar ” But this is “obviously

an error,” as pointed out by Dr. Hoemle.® It probably

* Ep. Ind. I, p. 74.

(See also Buhler, Ibid., p. 70 ;
C. V. Vaidya, H. M. H. I.

Vol I, p. 35.) According to Dr. Hoernle it was the Emperor
^llSditya of Western Malwa, son of Ya^odharman, who was
defeated by Rajya (J. R. A, S. 1903, p. 559). It seems, however,
inexplicable how, if Slladitya was the principal opponent, his

name is omitted in the Madhuban inscription, and left to be
Implied by the vague term “others.”

* H. C.,p. 179.

* Ep. Ind, Vol. I, p. 70,

*
J. R. A. S. 1903, p. 561, note.
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denoted Eastern Malwa corresponding to the Bhilsa

district on the Vetravati, for we are told in the com-

mentary of the Kamasutra of Vatsyayana that Ujjayini

denoted Western Malwa, and where only Malwa is

mentioned it should be taken to mean Eastern Malwa.’

We know that this part of Malwa continued to ac-

knowledge the Gupta supremacy long after the downfall

of the Imperial family^
;
and it appears that after the

defeat of Damodaragupta at the hands of Sarvavarman

Maukhari,^ the later Guptas were ousted from

Magadha, and Mahasenagupta established himself in

Eastern Malwa in order to pursue his schemes of regaining

the lost possessions. Devagupta seems to have been a

scion of this later Gupta family, but we do not know with

certitude what relationship he bore to Mahasenagupta.

Accordiqg to the testimony of Yuan Chwang, the

king of Gauda was Sasanka (She-shang-kia),^ the wicked

king of Karnasuvarna in East India, ^ who persecuted

' Ujjayinide^abliavyasta eva paramslavyah

malavya iti pnrva MalavabhavSh (Me?., Ant. 1878.^ p. 259,

footnote 4).

“ See, e.g-., the Betul plates of Parivrajaka Maharaja

Saiiikshobha dated 199 G. K.=-518 A. D (A>. Ind. VIII, pp.

284—87), Khoh inscrii)tion of the year 209 G. E.= 528 A. D.

(Fleet, C. I. I. Vol III, pp. 113—16.)

* Aphsad Inscription, Ibid., p. 206.

Beal, I, p. 211. See also the commentator on the

Har^acatiia (Bombay Edition, 1892, p. 195). The learned

translators of the Har^nrarita find an allusion to him in the

word ^a^ankaniandala (H. C. Preface, p. x). According to one
MS of the Har^acaviia he is called Narendragupta (Ep. Ind. I,

P. 71).

Karnasuvarna has been identified by Beveridge with

Rangamati, near Berhampur, in Bengal (J. A. S. B. LVII,p. 315).

See also N. L. Dey’s Geogravhi'ool Dictionary (1927), p. 94.

P.84
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the Buddhists^ and uprooted the sacred Bodhi Tree.*

Probably it is with regard to the Gauda king’s trea-

chery that the Madhuban inscription says that he (Rajya)

“ in consequence of his adherence to his promise (satya-

nurodhena) gave up his life in the mansion of his foe”.''^

And this inveigling of the rescuer of Kanauj into the

death-trap is further explained by the commentator on the

Harsacarita^ who informs us that “6asanka threw Riijya off

his guard by his offer to marry his daughter to him as a

token of submission and friendship”.^

Whatever the means that were employed to perpetrate

the foul deed, it is certain that after Rajya’s death the

outlook for both the allied houses of the Vardhanas and the

Maukharis became gloomy in the extreme. Thane4var

was deprived of its young ruler; and Kanauj, having lost

its sovereign, as well as the timely support of the former

kingdom, passed under the occupation of the king of

Gauda, who in order to divert the attention of Bhandi, or

his adversar}^’s army, released RajyasrT, the widowed queen

of Kanauj, from detention in that city.

Bana says that instantly on hearing the tragic

news of his brother’s assassination, Harsa’s “ aspect

became terrific in the extreme,” and “his wrathful curling

lip seemed to drink the lives of all kings’’^ as he

cursed the “vilest of Gaudas” with his fiery spirit.

’ Watters, I, p. 343.

* Life^ p. 171. Sa^Snka’s animosity aj^ainst Buddhism

IS explained by his Saivite tendencies (see Allan’s Gupta Coins^

p. 147).

’ Ep. Ind. I, p. 74.

* Compare the orig:inal : Tatha hi tena Sa^ankena

virfvarfartham kanyapradanarh uktvn pralobhito Rajyavardhanah

svagehe s8nucharo bhunjana eva chadmana vyaplditah.

" H. C.,p. 178.
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Thereupon the general Sirhhanada exhorted Harsa to

punish the miscreant, and assume the burden of sover-

these words : “Now that the king has assumed

his godhead and Rsjyavardhana has lost his life by the

sting of the vile Gauda serpent, you are, in the cataclysm

which has come to pass, the only seaa left to support the

earth. Comfort your unprotected people. Like the autumn

sun, set your forehead-burning footsteps upon the heads

of kings.” ^

Harsa forthwith replied to the advice of the general:

“ My heart would force chowries upon even the sun’s

presumptously bright hands. Enraged at the title of king,

my foot itches to make footstools of even the kings of

beasts.” And he registered his determination to wreak

vengeance with the following vow: “ By the dust of my
honoured lord’s feet I swear that, unless in a limited

number of days, I clear the earth of Gaudas, and make it

resound with fetters on the feet of all kings, who are

excited to insolence b}^ the elasticity of their bows, then

will I hurl my sinful self, like a moth into an oilfed

flame.” ^

Thus, according to Bana, Harsa immediately after the

murder of his elder brother ascended the patenial throne

of Thane^var; and began to devise measures to retrieve

the disaster that had overtaken the Vardhanas and the

Maukhari house of Kanauj. There is absolutely no trace

in the Har^acarita of his displaying any hesitation in

assuming the crown.

Here we must pause to consider a passage occur-

ring in the Harsacarita on the strength of which

scholars try to detect some scruples or reluctance

' Ibid., pp. 185-86.

• H. C., p. 187.
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on the part of Harsa. ^ It runs thus: “He was embrac-

ed by the goddess of the Royal prosperity, who took him

in her arms and, seizing him by all the royal marks on

all his limbs, forced him, however reluctant^ to mount

the throne,—and this though he had taken a vow of

austerity and did not swerve from his vow.’’ ^ Tome,

however, it appears only a poetic way of describing

that the wheel of Destiny was revolving in favour of

Harsa; and although he had not the prior claim to

succeed his father—on account of his being younger

—

circumstances so conspired that he suddenly found himself

elevated to the throne. Sanskrit literature is replete with

such “ poetic mannerisms,” and we may in this connection

also recall an almost parallel expression used in the

Jilnagadh Rock inscription for Skandagupta : “Lakshmih

svayarii yam varayaiiicakiira,” meaning “.Whom the

goddess of Fortune, of her own accord, selected as her

husband.

As regards Harsa’s previous reluctance and vow of

austerity, the Harsacarifa may refer to one of these

circumstances :

(a) Probably it refers to his reluctance to avail him-

self of his father’s preference for him, which Prabhakara-

vardhana seems to have indicated on his death-bed in these

words :
“ Succeed to this world

;
appropriate my treasury

;

make prize of the feudatory kings
;
support the burden of

royalty
;
protect the people; guard well your dependants.

There was nothing incongruous in passing over the

’ Cowell and Thomas, Ibid., preface p. x; Dr. R. K.

Mookeiji, Har^a, p. 20.

* H. C, p. 57.

* Fleet, C. 1. 1. Vol III, No. 14, line 5, pp. 59, 62.

* H. C., p. 156.
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claims of the elder son, Rajyavardhana, for such selec-

tions appear to have been common in the Gupta times.

Samudragupta was chosen to succeed his father to the

distress of “ others of equal birth,” and with the con-

sent of the state council. Similarly Samudragupta also

chose his successor (tatparigrihitena). But Harsa was

too noble-minded to take advantage of his brothers

absence, and instead of striking while the iron was

hot, he is represented to have thought thus: “Let

sovereign glory flee to a hermitage”^ and “let valour

mortify herself in forest seclusion, let heroism put on

rags.”^

(b) Secondly, the passage may refer to Harsa’s pre-

vious vow not to accept the crown when Rajya, over-

whelmed by grief, wanted to abdicate in his favour and

retire to the .forest Harsa had also resolved to follow

in his brother's train, if he persisted in renouncing the

throne, thinking within himself :
“ And the sin involved

in transgressing my elder’s commands austerity in

fine shall dispel in a hermitage.”® But his subse-

quent accession to the throne without any hesitation

meant no swerving from his original vow of renun-

ciation, taken under certain conditions, as after his

brother’s death Harsa was the only S’esa left to come

to the succour of both the Thanesvar and Kanauj

kingdoms.

And, besides, there w^as no other reason why Harsa

should refuse to assume the royal duties. Watters’

statement that Harsa “in the early part of his life had

joined the Buddhist church and perhaps taken the vows

* H. C.,p. 158.

* Ibid., p. 159.

* Ibid., p. 173.
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of a Bhiksu, or at least a lay member of the communion

merits no credence. Harisa began as a ^aivite, and

continued to be so till late in his life, as the Bansekhra

inscription of the year 22, which calls him a “ Para-

mamahesvara,” definitel}^ shows. ^ It was also pro-

bably due to his original ^aiva tendencies that he

complimented the king of Assam through his envoy,

saying “To whom save Siva need he pay homage?

This resolve of his increases my affection”.^ We
have also got no warrant for Smith’s assumption that

Harsa’s reluctance was due to the nobles having

‘‘hesitated before offering the crown” to him."*

We know it for certain from Sana’s account that the

feudatories were loyal to Harsa. When Kuntala delivers

the tidings of Rajya’s murder in the audience-hall the

feudatories are represented as being in attendance on

Harsa. We are further told that at tlie hour of march-

ing the front of the kings residence became full of chief-

tains from every side Thus, if they had been tur-

bulent from the beginning, they would have given greater

trouble to young Harsa after Rajya’s death, but instead,

we find them offering their unstinted help to their royal

master.

Having fully discussed Harsa’s political status in

Thanesvar after his brother’s death, let us now resume the

thread of the narrative.

With the resources of Thanesvar at his command as

king Harsa’s immediate and pressing duties were to

' Watters, I, p. 346.

* Ep. Ind, IV

^

p. 208.

’ H. C, p. 219.

^ E. H, I, 4th edition, p. 350; see also Ind. Hist. Quart. Dec.

1927, p. 772.

• H. C. p. 202.
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recover liis sister, the widowed queen of Kanauj, from

distress; relieve Kanauj from foreign occupation
;

and

punish the treacherous murderer of his brother. Without

losing any time he advanced with a huge army to realise

these objectives, and on the way was met by Harhsavega,

who had come with precious presents as “ confidential

messenger ” of the king of Priigjyoti^a (Assam) to seek

an “ undying alliance.”^ Harsa readily accepted,

being in dire need of staunch allies to help him in his

“ first expedition undertaken, when he was yet young

and inexperienced in the methods of war. Then permit-

ting Hariisavega to depart with return gifts Harsa

advanced against the enemy.

Soon he came across Bhandi, who was in charge of

the “ Malwa king’s whole force, conquered by the might

of Rajyavardhana’s arm,” ^ and learned from him that

Rajyasri had been released—or as the poet puts it, “she

had burst from her confinement, and with her train enter-

ed the Vindhya forest,” where in spite of the dispatch

of numerous searchers her whereabouts remained unknown.

This news being extremely alarming, Harsa, in fondness

for his distressed sister, bade his army halt by the Ganges,

and for the present postponed his march against

the Gauda king, who was in occupation of Kanauj.

Thenceforth, in conjunction with Madhavagupta and

a few tributary kings, Harsa undertook in all haste

the urgent task of finding his sister. He plunged into

the depths of the Vindhya forest, and chanced to meet

‘ Ibid., p. 211. This was perhaps due to the fact that Bhfis-

karavarman was afraid of the growing: strength of the adjacent

kingdom of ^aj^anka.

H. C, p. 224.

* Ibid. p. 224.
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the Buddhist sage Divakaramitra, the “ boy-friend of the

deceased Grahavarman ^ Through his good offices

Harsa succeeded in tracing Rajyasri, who, prostrate with

grief, was about to become a Sati.'^ After rescuing

his sister Harsa desired to take leave of Divakara-

mitra
;

but Rajyasri was so overwhelmed by the heavy

burden of successive misfortunes, and so impressed

by the tranquil atmosphere of the hermitage, that she

expressed a wish to assume the “red garments.” But

the sage would not approve of the idea and Harsa added:

“ My sister, so young and so tried by adversity, must be

cherished by me for awhile, even if it involves the neglect

of all my duties”®; and “at the end, when I have

accomplished my design, she and I will assume the red

garments together.”^

Harsa then “ went back in a few marches to his camp

stationed along the bank of the Ganges,” and at this point

the Har^acarita comes abruptly to an end. In the mean-

time, however, it appears that on the approach of Harsa’s

army Sasanka thought discretion w'as the better part of

valour, and instead of facing an open conflict he with-

drew from Kanauj
;

as after the conclusion of a treaty

between Harsa and Bhaskaravarman he was exposed

to serious danger both from the front and the rear."’

‘ Ibid., p. 233.

’ Ibid., p. 241.

' Ibid, p. 257.

^ Ibid., p, 258.

According to the Ganjani Plate (JS'p. Ind. 77, p. 141)

l§a9Enka was flourishing as late as the year 619 A.D. It therefore

clearly shows that Har^a could not make any headway against
him for a pretty long period.
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Bhandi had already cut off the support of the Malwa
army after the defeat and death of its leader

;
and in the

face of the new odds arrayed against Sa6ahka strategy

certainly demanded that he should beat a masterly re-

treat.

Thus Kanauj was left in a hopeless state of confusion

deprived as it was of its young Maukhari ruler. The
kingdom, however, needed at this time the protection of

a strong and guiding hand to inaugurate an era of

growth and prosperity, and to ensure immunity from

future attack or aggression from any hostile quarter.

Grahavarman had left no heir as the following state-

ment by Patralata on behalf of Rajyasri shows :
“ A hus-

band or a son is a woman’s true support; but to those

who are deprived of both, it is immodesty even to con-

tinue to live”:* Besides, the Harsacarifa also hints at

the “disappearance of all her other relatives,’’^ which

expression probably means that the younger brothers of

Grahavarman, for he was Avantivarman’s eldest son (Siin-

nuragrajo), had either been killed, or had fled away during

the Gupta-Gauda disturbance.

Should the crown, therefore, devolve upon the widowed

queen Rajyasri, or was she to be doomed to obscurity,

and her claims altogether ignored ? But perhaps Rajyasri

herself was unwilling to undertake the responsibilities and

onerous duties of rulership. She was a young and inex-

perienced woman, and she was under the shadow of a great

bereavement and affliction. Besides, she was by nature

inclined to the quietist teachings of Buddhism
;
hence

there was little chance of her governing with vigour and

success at this crisis.

‘ H. C, p. 254,

Ibid. p. 244.

F. 86
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In the absence of any other Maukhari claimant, should

Harsa then be asked to assume the burden and cares of

the state on behalf of Rajyasri ? Both he and his elder

brother had rendered signal service to Kanauj during the

political whirlpool that had threatened to engulf the king-

dom. He had rescued its queen and between the brother

and the sister the greatest fondness and attachment pre-

vailed. Harsa had further declared his intention of

cherishing her “ for a while, ” even tliough it meant the

neglect of royal duties, whicli expression probably implies

that he was prepared to stay in Kanauj for some time in

order to settle its affairs, before he could undertake the

fulfilment of his vow to punish those who had become

inimical by the ‘‘elasticity of their bows.”

Accordingly the statesmen offered the crown to Harsa,

and Poni,^ whose power and reputation were high and
of much weight, addressed the assembled ministers thus

:

“The destiny of the nation is to be fixed today .... I

propose that he assume the royal authority
;
let each one

give his opinion on the matter, whatever he thinks.”^

The chief ministers and magistrates signified their full

consent, exhorting Harsa in these words: “reign, then,

with glory over the land, conquer the enemies of your

country; wash out the insult laid on your kingdom.”^

But tempting though the offer was, Harsa hesitated to

accept it, for it not only implied taking upon himself an

additional burden and responsibility, but also permanent

^ The name Poni is usually identified with Bhandi
(Hoernle, J. R. A. S. 1903, p. 560; Dr. R K. Mookeiji, Har^a^x>. *17,

note 1), although beyond the similarity in sound there is hardly
any justification for it, as we have already shown that the latter

was a leading figure in the Thane^var court, and not in Kanauj.

Beal, I, p. 21
1 ;

Watters, I, p. 343.

^ Ibid.
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residence in Kanauj to the neglect of the aiBfairs of his

paternal kingdom. Besides, it may be possible that he

was not quite sure of the support that he would receive

from the people of Kanauj, if he acceded to the requests of

their statesmen. Harsa, therefore decided to refer the

matter to the Bodhisattva AvalokitesVara, who had “evi-

denced many spiritual wonders,” in order probably to see

if the omens were favourable to him. ’ The Bodhisattva

promised him secret power, so that none of his neigh-

bours should be able to triumph over him
;
but he further

gave the warning “ Ascend not the Lion-throne, and

call not yourself Maharaja.”^ After getting these

instructions Harsa assumed the royal office with the

title “ ^iladitya,” and calling himself a mere king’s son

or “ Kumara.”^

Now, this modest title of Kumilra definitely suggests

that, although according to Biina Harsa was already king

of Thanes var, in Kanauj, he was merely charged with the

duty of keeping the machinery of the government

running, and his political status there was originally no

better than that of a guardian, or as Mr. N. Ray says,

“Regent.”^ Indeed this fact is even corroborated by

a Chinese work, entitled Fang-chih, which testifies that

Harsa “ administered the kingdom in conjunction with his

widowed sister.”^'*

* C. V. Vaidya was the first to suggest that this hesita-

tion of Har^a, referred to by Yuan Chwang, should not be con-

fused with the passage of the Har^dcorita discussed above at

length (H. M, H. I. Vol. I, pp. 7-9),

* Beall, p. 213.

* Beal I, pp. 212-213; Watters I, p. 343.

Ind. Hist. Quart. Dec. 1927, p. 773.

‘ Watters I, p. 345 ; E, H. I. 4th ed., p. 351.
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But it would appear that with the lapse of time, when

Haraa had thoroughly made his position secure, and laid

opposition, if any, to rest, he formally transferred his

capital from Thfinesvar to Kanauj, and declared himself

sovereign ruler of tlie latter kingdom also by assuming

the Imperial titles, which appear in his inscriptions.

Thus resulted the amalgamation of the two powerful

northern kingdoms, which helped Harsa greatly in extend-

ing the sphere of his influence and suzerainty over the

numerous warring states which continiiall}^ disturbed the

political equilibrium of the North.

RAIMA SHANKAR TRIPATHI



CLASSICAL AND MEDIAEVAL INDIAN ART

“ Mediseval as well as “ classical ” are terms coined to

designate significant aspects as well as a definite

chronological sequence of European history. They were

transferred to Indian history in a somewhat vague

manner so that “ mediaeval ” is used to label the period

after the establishment of the Muslim power on the one

hand, whereas ‘‘mediaeval architecture” for instance is

understood to include all the non-Muslim monuments

of India from the ninth century approximately to the

thirteenth. Whereas then, chronologically Muslim rule

in India is taken as the starting point of the new era,

culturally on. the other hand and referring to the deve-

lopment of art, and specially of architecture, “mediaeval ”

is applied to aspects of Indian life intrinsically almost

completely independent of the Muslim factor.

In the case of the “ classical,” however, its application

is still more slipshod. The Gupta age, in all its outstand-

ing achievements, is rewarded with this term as a mark

of distinction. The habit of transferring historical labels

from the experience of the well-investigated history of

Europe to that of India has not fallen into desuetude as

yet. From the “ primitive” to the classical” and to the

“ barocque ” is taken by some to be the norm of artistic

development, its inevitable biolog^q so to say. Yet sufficient

ground already has been cleared to see some of the main

lines of demarcation. Leaving aside those in space, j.e.,

those of cultural — or art—geography, those that cut across

the continuity of time are most provocative of investigation.

It is such an incision that separates “ classical ” from

277
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“ mediaeval ” Indian art, whereas the former is separated

at the other end, with equal distinction from “early

Indian art.”

Where do the limits lie ? The one line is drawn at

the end of the Mauryan period, the other in the eighth

century A.D., so that one phase of Indian art extends up to

the end of the third century B.C., from the days of Mohenjo

Daro downwards : another chapter begins then, it?., the

classical phase of Indian art lasting more than a millenium.

This phase is concluded in the eighth century when the

last historically completed aspect of Indian art begins

to dawn. It was alive in some aspects right into the

nineteenth century. This division of Indian art millennia

almost in its main aspects, demands an explanation.

Before, however, discussing the agents responsible

for these all-important demarcations, and in ‘order also to

trace them, it will be necessar}^ to point out what are the

leading features of each period. It is our task to

establish the main periods of Indian art in that manner,

which they themselves not only demand but actually

dictate by their unmistakably visible features.

It would be premature, at the present state of our

knowledge, to generalise about early Indian art of which

the earliest examples cannot be later than the middle of

the third millenium B.C., and of which the latest

specimens belong to the third century B,C. Scarcely

anything, however, is known about the art of the inter-

mediate period.

It must be understood that the division into periods,

even when derived from the evidence of the monuments
themselves, is nevertheless artificial and that the limits

in actuality are never as sharply drawn as they are by
the intellect that always abstracts from reality in its

manifoldness, in order to arrive at a clear cut and
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serviceable scheme. Such, however, is the drawback of

all thought confronted with the richness of reality, and

the objection of “ survivals of the early period in much
later phases is as valid as it is immaterial in the present

connection. Survivals, as a matter of fact, are more

pertinacious in the case of Indian art than elsewhere.

Features, for instance, of the ‘ early period ’ survive, in

spite of the change brought about within the Sunga period,

in the Kusana and even in the Gupta age and they are

given a new lease of life in the “ Middle age.”

But it is not witli these under-currents, immortal

almost in the process of Indian art, tliat we propose to deal,

but with those movements that are leading and give their

impress to the period concerned.

The early art of India has realism and dignity of

static pose as its aims. The various animal devices on the

seals of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa show this as clearly

as the figures and reliefs of animals on the capitals of

the Mauryan pillars. The main difference between these
two lies in a rendering full of a delicac}", elegant and
slightly degenerate in the early instances, sturdy, however,
and suggestive of a satisfied well-being in the heavier bulk
d Mauryan sculptures. What is so obvious in the render-
ing of animals applies as well to the human figure. The
priests’ of Mohenjo Daro excel in a subtle rigidity of pose
and modelling; the “ Yaksas ” etc., of Mauryan date, how-
ever, have put on flesh to give outer weight to an undimi-
nished sense of self-assured importance. The earlier sculp-
tors based their plastic vocabulary on sinews and skin, the
later sculptors, however, give preference to muscles. The
mam intention remains unchanged and its various possi-
bilities are explored at various periods. The Mauryan age
replaces the strained sophistication of the Mohenjo Daro
penod by domestication and a sense of well-being. Where
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the real and fabulous creatures of Mohenjo Daro are

realistic with an effort to be so, those of the Mauryan

period are at ease on this earth, and this is shown

manifestly by their proudly carried bodily bulk.

Apart, however, from such weighty figures, figurines

with graceful carriage and realistically modelled facial

features prove that the lighter side of life too was given

its share in the earth-bound art at this period.

A radical change, however, set in after the downfall of

the Mauryan empire, about the second century B.C. The

reliefs of the railing of the stupa of Bharhut show this well.

The cubical and compact are replaced by flatness and

linear movement, realism is no longer a leading feature

and an abstract curvilinear design holds the sway. Taking

into consideration that at Bharhut too the symbol looms

large and its treatment is consistent with^ abstract and

linear conceptions, the aniconic rendering of the Buddha

appears in a light somewhat different from that thrown on

it by considerations exclusively Buddhistic. For, in

Bharhut there appears on one medallion a purely geome-

trical design, unrelated to any sort of naturalistic repre-

sentation, a purely decorative pattern to the eye, suggestive,

however, of deeper associations to the mind. The Aryans

in short are well known not to have thought in terms

anthropomorphic. This naturally excluded their making

images or altogether appreciating a man-made confirma-

tion of the outer appearance of things. Yet in them

stirred strongly a sense of rhythm, to which they not only

gave expression in hymns, but also in their handiwork.

“Abstract ” ornamentation must have been their innate and

exclusive tribute to visual art. Their making India their

home, however, brought about compromises and assimi-

lations, so that when we come to the days of Bharhut, the

process, having gone on for many centuries, seems com-

pleted. Whereas the invading Aryans had been averse to
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rendering the likeness of any living form, the people whom

they found in the country excelled in it. This is clearly

the case with regard to the Indus civilization. In what

terms the other pre-Aryan people of India expressed them-

selves in art, although it cannot be proved by equally

ancient examples, can yet be deduced from the sculptures

of Central and Southern India, contemporary with and

later than Bharhut. Save for the use of symbols in lieu

of the Buddha and for the one instance mentioned above,

the reliefs are teeming with figures of animals, men

and plants.

But those figures do justice to their two-fold origins.

On the one hand they do represent actual objects,

while on the other they are but a bundle of curves

assembled under the label of a definite object. Thus,

while earthbound ‘‘ early ” Indian art had found its

fulfilment prior to the Sunga period, it is at this moment

that an art that may be called “classically” Indian

arises. What justifies this designation? If by “classical”

we understand the balance of opposites and their

integration into an organism, vigorous in the wealth

of its components, that grows exclusively fed by

its own resources, laying stress now on this, then on

that of its possibilities with greater zest, yet never

losing within this circumference its stability, the art of

India from the ^uhga to the end of the Gupta period

deserves this high mark of creative distinction in exactly

the same manner as the art of Greece from the fifth to

the sixth century B.C.

Within this widely spaced limits there are, at the one

end the possibility of “frank hedonism ” (Dr. Coomara*

swamy) of the days of Safici, and of the spiritualism of

Gupta sculpture, on the other. But neither would be the

first “ classically Indian ” without the rhythmic exuberance

that supports it, nor could Gupta sculpture attain its
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sublimation without the sophisticated sensuousness that

underlies it. The high tension between realism and ab-

straction, sensuousness and spirituality, description and

rhythm is maintained throughout. It only depends which

point we focus on that arch of attainment. Viewed as a

self-contained classical period, the difference between the

work of Safici, for instance, and that of the masters who

worked in Sarnatha in the later Gupta age, in spite of

many more years that passed between those two, is not

greater than that which divides the paintings of, say,

Uccello from those of RafFael. Classical youth and

classical maturity have features in common in the Italian

Renaissance, in Greece and in India.

If the equilibrium of forces gives the impress of the

classical to this period, it still remains to be said what

makes it classically Indian. In a deeper and more

universal sense than at any time before or after, it has

given expression and definite form to what is unique in

the Indian mind in its creative aspect. While all

early art in this country may be understood as a highly

specialised, but nevertheless coordinate form of expression

with those of Mesopotamia aud Asia Minor, it is only after

the downfall of the Mauryas, that visual art begins to com-

prise the range of inner experiences, so peculiar to this

country, and to express it in a context of form, entirely its

own. While then, geographically the early art of India,

asserting nevertheless its own individual features, is that

of the Southernmost province in the Western half of

Asia, classical Indian art is entirely India’s own, wherever

may have been the ultimate origin of one or the other of

its components. There truly India is the motherland

that has brought forth its art as it has moulded its people.

So it remains for some time.

The two centuries following the downfall of the Gupta

empire are the great aftermath of its classical height. Yet
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in them tremors already stir under the surface. It was

their destiny to shake the classical equilibrium. While

now certain features are becoming overemphasized and

strained, others are suppressed. The realistic component

recedes more and more, and such abstractions that formerly

were mitigated by their intimate proximity with natural-

istic features now have become undisputed rulers. They

distort whatever there may be left of the mature

spontaneity of the classical period. Sharp and rigid the

single features appear if compared with the flexible ful-

ness of bygone ages. Yet what has become forgotten of

the living beaut}^ of things has been overcompensated by

a forcibly rendered rhythmical design. A novel context

of form, woven of clear cut linear movements where the

linking of their strong threads is mellowed partly or

emphasized dramatically b}^ an ever-varying play of

light and dark, has come to oust the sensitively modelled

and essentially plastic conception of the classical age.

This we had understood as complete equilibrium of

heterogeneous trends. Their carriers were the descendants

of races, widely dissimilar in outlook as well as in their

artistic temperaments. Without the Aryan invasion

classical Indian art would not have been possible. It took,

moreover, many centuries for the interpenetration of

Aryan and pre-Aryan elements to become artistically

creative and to bring forth India’s classical art. In the

meanwhile the old trends persisted. When about the

beginning of the Christian era Northern invaders once

more began to settle in India, they again gradually coales-

ced with the population they found there. Such invasions

occupied more than five hundred years. The invaders,

various tribes of Northern nomads, became sedentary

and eventually were absorbed in the Indian population.

This, it need not be said, was then already of mixed

extraction, the Aryan element forming one of its main
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constituents. This Northern component then, after about

one millenium and a half of Pre-Aryan infiltrations,

became strengthened by novel Northern admixtures.

Similar to, yet not to the same extent as prior to, the

classical age of Indian art, it took centuries before this

renewed composition of the Indian race found its relevant

artistic expression. The interval between the Aryan

immigration in the middle of the second millenium B.C.

and the classical age of Indian art, therefore, is consider-

ably longer than that between Kusuiia rule and the

mediaeval type of Indian art.

Why then has Indian art from the ninth to the six-

teenth century and in certain aspects down into the nine-

teenth century, been called mediaeval ? A chronological

coincidence, for the greater part of this period, with the

middle ages of European history is certainly more than

an accident, yet merely analogous features arc not a

sufficient reason for this designation.

Mediaeval, in its cultural and ethnical significance,

presupposes on the one hand a classical stage of art, while

on the other, it indicates a dislocation and transforma-

tion of the classical heritage, until by far the majority of

its features are remodelled under a new point of view.

The carriers of these novel notions are invariably

Northern and Nomadic races.

As the Mughal phase in its relation to the periodology

of Indian art lies outside the scope of this note and has

been dealt by me elsewhere,* the three main phases of

Indian art, the early, the classical and the mediaeval, prove

to be intimately connected with the racial history of the

country.

vSTELLA KRAMRISCH

' Origins of Mughal Paintings. (In collaboration with

Prof. Strzygowski
;
in the Press )
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A NEWLY DISCOVERED ILLUSTRATED MS.

The calculated neglect of the graphic arts in our

schools and colleges, while it has helped to cut off the

present generation from anything like a contact with

Indian Art, the finest flower of Indian civilization, has

helped to produce in the average types of cultured people

an attitude of indifference and neglect as regards the

preservation of the relics of old Indian Art. It is realised

by few Indians that India is being continually drained of

very valuable products of old Indian Art, and many invalu-

able masterpieces and documents for the history of Indian

Art have passed out of India during the last few years. In

order to save for the nation the famous MS. of the Luttrell

Psalter and the Bedford Book of Hours— an army of British

donors subscribed through the National Art Collection

Fund a sum of £18,107 13s. 6d.! Unfortunately not a

single lover of Sanskrit literature—or of Indian Art—could

be found to retain in India an unique illustrated MS. of

Hdla^Go\)dla~sUdih which was my good fortune to discover

in 1929.

Both as a literary curiosity of unique interest and as

a valuable document of Indian Painting, this illustrated

MS. was a discovery of great significance to Indian culture.

The author of this work is no other than Vilva-mahgala

Thakur, also known as Lilii^uka, the well-known Vais-

nava saint and hagiologist, who though hailing from

Southern India (Tirunavay, British Malabar), travelled

widely and was one of the first pioneers of the develop-

ment of devotional Vaishnavism. One should like to

designate him as the “ Jayadeva of the South.” But he

285
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really belongs to the whole of India, as it is very well

known that his most popular Kv^m-Karndmrta hymns

are sung all over India. The MS. of Bdla-gopdla^stutih

hailing, as it does, from some parts of Southern Rajputana

or Guzerat, one of the important strongholds of Vaisnava

culture, attests to the popularity of the great poet-saint of

the South and of his hymns in such a distant corner of

India. The MS. in question has a valuable colophon

which gives the name of the author:

Itl Srt-Parama-karhsa-priwrdjaka-Srhpdd^ VUvamahgala-

viracita-Sri-Hdla-Gopdla’Stidih I Iti Mdgha-purdne

Bhagvad- Vdkyam II

The allusion to Mdgha-purdna and that the hymns form

part of that piirdna is rather curious. A purdiia of this name

is not known to me and does not certainly find place in the

list of eighteen puranas known to students of Indian litera-

ture. Jiva Goswilmi, the famous commentator of the ^ri-

mad-Bhagavata in his annotations on the tenth skandha^

refers to a work called Mdgha-smrti in the following words

^^paiirdnikd vadanti^ iti Mdgka-smrtehP It is impossible to

say if the Mdgha-swrti—referred to above—is the same as

the purdna of same name referred to in our colophon. For

all that we know, Mdgha-purdna may have been an

anthology, collection, or encyclopaedia of Vaisnava

hymns, in which the Bdla-Gopdla-stutih found an honour-

able place, for the hymn is glorified as the Word or

message of the Lord himself {Bhagavadvdkyam).

The MS. is not dated, but the style of the pictorial

illustrations affords valuable data for chronology. For

reasons set down elsewhere, I have dated the MS. earlier

than a related MS. with analogous illustrations, known as

the Vasanta-Vildsa which bears date Samvat 1 508, equiva-

lent to 1451 A.D.

The MS. which is on paper, undoubtedly belongs to

the period when palm leaf has just begun to be supplanted
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by paper. And one of the reasons for preference for

paper as a writing material, (particularly in the area from

which this MS. comes), may have been the facility the

medium offered for pictorial illustrations.

The hymns are composed in very highly flown Sans-

krit with rhetorical flourishes and are of no little literary

merit as the quotations will demonstrate. As is well

known to students of Vaisnava literature, the descrip-

tions of the various pranks [Itld) of Krsna offer oppor-

tunities for divergent literary flavours (rasa), varying from

the vdtsalya to srngdra rasa. We can only dive into this

well of sweetly lyrical hymns at random, as it is not

possible to make long quotations, nor does the frangmen-

tary condition of the MS. justify such a course:

Text

Ya^odayS jradhamulnkhalena

Gokantha-paSena nibadhyainSnah I

Sammardayan psnitalena netre

Ruroda mandam iiavauitacaurah II 21

Translation

‘Tied by Ya^oda tij?htly with a cow halter to a mortar,

rubbing’' his eyes with the palms of his hands, the Butter-thief

wept quietly ’

Text

Manthanain ujjha mathitum dadhi na ksmas tvaih

Balo’si vatsa virameti ya^odayoktah I

Ksirabdhimanthanam iti smrtijatahasao

Vancchasyadam di^atu vo VasudevasUnuh 11 53

Translation

“ Beavc off the churnin.e-rod. You arc no .qood at

churnin^^ curd. Stop
;
you are too youn^^ my child !”

When Ya^oda thus spoke to Him, He remembered the

churning: of the Ocean, of milk and smiled. May Krsna

dispel illusion for you.
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As a document of Indian Painting our MS. is of ex

ceptional interest. Written on paper of the size o

9Y X the MS. bears on each page, generally on th(

left side, the text of the hymn in seven or eight lines, wit!

a miniature illustration of one or other episodes from

Krma-Uld. The MS. contains about 30 folios, each

bearing a miniature illustration of the size of 5f" X 4

Illustrated Indian MSS. particularly in Sanskrit are so

rare that this discovery must be hailed as a very unique

example in which the calligrapher and the artist

have collaborated to produce what must be regarded

as a valuable jewel of Vaisnava culture. The style

of the illustration is easily related to the school of

“Southern Rajasthani” or “ Guzarati ” Painting, which

was a few years ago erroneously designated as the “ Jaina

School.” The discovery of the famous dated MS. roll of

Vasanta-Vildsa helped to revise the nomenclature of the

school. Though a very large volume of Jaina canonical

literature is illustrated in this style, it belongs to a

form of pictorial illustration which is not coterminous with

the Jaina MSS. in which we have a canonical applica-

tion of a general vocabulary of the mediaeval })ai(fis

of Indian painting current in Southern Rajputana and

which had its sectarian as well as non-sectarian uses.

In the Vasanfa- Vildsa—an anthology of erotic poems

~

the illustrations afford an application of the style to non-

sectarian themes. While in the Jidla-gopdla-sfufih wc

have the same style of miniature adopted to illustrate

a Vaisnava theme of an avowedly Hindu Brahminic

purpose. The outstanding feature of the style is a quali-

ty of pure draughtsmanship, characterized by a self-

sufficient, if somewhat, summary formula of line-drawing

—which is sometimes stereotyped in formalized patterns

and poses, but which lends itself to a remarkably free

and rhythmic gestures and movements of peculiar
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expressiveness and graphic power, marked b}’' a quality of

joyousness which finds expression in a daring bravura of

technique. Anyhow this MS. offers significant evidence

of a happy link between the literary and the graphic arts

at a period of Indian culture when the artist and the

literary man met on a common platform in a harmonious

unity,—the two forms of culture living and growing

under the inspiration of a religious fervour and collabo-

rating on identical themes.

O. C. GANGOLY





THE GODDESSES OF LEARNING IN JAINISM*

Of all the conceptions found in the Jain Iconography,

none is so original as the conception of the Vidyddevh or

the Goddesses of learning. They are sixteen in number.
In no other Indian religion are the goddesses of knowledge

so numerous. Besides the sixteen Vidyddev’is^ the Jains

of both sects admit into their pantheon, one Sruta-devi or

Sarasvati approximating very closely the Brahmanical

conception of the same goddess. She seems to be at the

head of the collective body of the sixteen Vidyddevis and

her worship is prior to that of other subordinate deities.

Her name as Sruta-dem meaning ‘Goddess of Sruti'*

originally refers to the Vedas or ‘ revealed literature
’

preserved through hearing. There is some hidden mean-

ing behind this name. The description of Sruta-devI as

afforded by the Jain books makes it on a par with

Brahmiini’s (wife of Brahma) description.^ And Brahma

is known to hold, in his original image, the Vedas or the

Ancient Scripture. The Jains, like the Brahmanas,

make a special ceremony of her worship on the Sukla
* Pafichami day of the Kartika month, which they call

‘Jfiana Pafichami.^ On that special anniversary day of

Materials of this paper have been mainly drawn from
Jaina MSS. preserved in different BhUndUras. It may be found
from quotations cited that the texts are not free from mistakes.

The text called the Frati^fha-sUroddhara is sometimes unintelli-

j’ible on account of linj^uistic errors But errors of a MS. need
not be corrected. Information has been carefully gleaned
out of them relative to our subject

B. C. Bhattacharya.

* ^ wwRt iwiftr

wimf I

"Ac^ra-dinakara^ Prati^havidhi.

(MS. R. B.)

Cf. the description of ^ruta-devl, infra.

291
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knowledge, the devout people fast, worship the books and

install them carefully dusted. The conceptions and ima-

geries of the other sixteen goddesses of learning, if ana-

lysed, disclose clear points of identity in respect of names,

attributes, etc., with those of the Jaina Yaksims. This

leads us to assume reasonably that the Vidyd-devts in

conception were modelled after the Yaksinis. The reverse

would have been assumed as well but is inadmissible on

the ground of the priority of the Yayinis as connected in

mythology and ritual with the Tirthaihkaras in Jainism.

The sixteen divinities under the name of the Vidya-

devis may be prima facie supposed to sway the sixteen

arts and sciences but the texts of Jainism give a different

clue, namely, that through their worship the devotee gets

knowledge, character, religion, effort and mental qualities

of many kinds. ^ Really speaking, in point of fact, these

qualities lie at the bottom of all education, whether literary,

artistic or scientific.

Sarasvafi or ^ruta-devi:

The goddess, as viewed by the ^vetambaras rides a

swan, has four hands bearing a lotus, lute (or Varada)

book and rosary.^ The Digambara texts seem to give the

vehicle of a peacock to SarasvatL®

' ^ \ etc.

Prati^fhH SaroddkHra.

*

I

^<Hra-dinalcarn, Fi atiffhnkalpa. p. 146.

(MS., RStngfhlt Collection, Benares.)

Cf. NirvSnakalika MS. IJnina-Mandira, Agra).

3 ^ nn:
,

Pro<»*{W.S8ro<WfcBra.
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A luimber of images of ^ruta-devl have been com-

pared by me. In all cases, the symbols of a book, lotus or

a swan are to be noticed. But a strict observance with

the canon has not been observed in any case.*

Sruta-devT, the main goddess of learning, seems to be

identical with the consort of BrahmJ), a Dikpala, as describ-

ed in my Jaina Iconography.^ The attributes of a lute,

book and rosary are common. The vehicle of swan is also

characteristic of Brahma. The substitute of peacock for

swan, as made by the Digaifabara sect, agrees with the

conception of Sarasvatl, who is also the river-goddess in

Bi iihmanism.^ The Jain literature, so extensive even as

it exists at present, has been presided over by this

goddess.

liohini, the Vidyddev'i

:

The description of this goddess, as in other cases,

varies with the two sects. With the Svetambara, she rides

a cow and holds in her hands a conch, rosary, bow and
arrow.** With the other sect, she appears bearing the

attributes of an urn, conch, lotus and fruit.

A two-handed image at the Lucknow Museum No. 8-9/507
is the earliest. Cf. A four-handed image from Pallu, Bikanir.

In the Press. Another at Deogarh Fort, Serial No. 2262,

See “Indian Images,” Part I, pp. 43-44.

irhnftr^ft iftcrwfsrwiwr ift ^

^cHrU-dinahara

Cf. NirvBna-kalikS (MS. Agra Librar)^).

m mwmwwfiigni ^ h

Praii^^SSroddhQra,
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We shall gradually see that most of the names of

the Vidyadevis are in common with those of Yakpinis,

specially of the Digaihbara sect. In this case, Rohini is

also the name of the eonsort of Mahayaksa, who attends

upon Ajitanatha. From the text of the Svetambaras, it

appears that she specially presides over the art of

music. The Digambaras believe that by her worship, the

devotee attains right insight.

Prajfiapii

:

In her Svetnnibara aspect, she rides on a peacock

and holds a lotus and a saHiJ According to one text

of the same school, she holds varada^ kakti^ citrus and

kakti again. ^ The Digaihbara image should be represent-

ed as bearing a sword and a disc.

Prajfiapti is identical in name with the Digaihbara

Yaksini of Sambhavaniith. Thus, we find she has borrowed

the vehicle of peacock from the Yaksa Trimukha,

Prajilapti’s husband. The peacock symbol with lotus

should be Vidyadevi’s characteristic. The name might

have been derived either from Prajfiapti, meaning

‘ intellect ’ or Frajfld^ meaning ‘ Saras vati.’

Vajra-srrfikhald :

Two forms of this goddess are known to the

Svetaiiibara scripture. In one form, she is seated on a

I

ArUra-diJi ikarn (Rsni^.'hat MS.)

® am
ftnRrfiBgwawpaf

iVirvUna-kalihU

Praii^hU-SUroddhUra^
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lotus and carries a chain and a club.* In another form,

she is also seated on a lotus but has four hands adorned

with vararla miidrd^ chain, lotus and chain again.^ The
Digaihbara text mentions only a chain for the deity.

We meet with the goddess of the like name in

connection witli the Yaksim of Abhinandana. But, in no

point, the two deities seem to agree with one another.

The Svetarnbara form, liowever, of the YaksinI has a

lotus seat like Vajra Srimkhala. According to the

Digariibara text used, she grants to her worshippers good

boons and habits.

Vajrdvhhikd :

She, too, has two forms according to Svetaiiibara

texts. In one, she rides an elephant and bears as symbols

a sword, shield and spear.'* In another, she is

riding an elephant in varada-mudrd^ vajra^ citrus and

goad.'* The Digaihbaras represent the deity as driving in

an aerial car and holding in her hands a goad and a lute.^*

^oara-dinakara,

2 ^TiffqqT^rf

NirvUna-kalikU

Pra ti^ha~SaroddhUra.

^cUra-dinakara.
“ NirvUna-kaltkU,

® iqi^Tq^RT ftwsiqwRm i

ewT qrftrguflqrinrt it

Fraii^thU'SHroddhara,
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The Vidyadevi of the present description bears the

same name as the ^vetMiiibara Yaksinl of Anantanath.

Some symbols of the ^vetambara form and others of the

Digambara form, such as sword, spear and goad come to be

equal to those of the Yaksim. The symbol of an elephant,

the name Vajraihkusa meaning ‘ one adorned with vajra

and goad ’ leads us to suppose some mysterious connection

between this Vidyadevi and Indra. Her lute, as given

by the Digambaras,is only a symbol of Sarasvati.

Apraticakrd or Jarhbunadd :

According to the ^vetambara books, she rides a Garuda

and all her four hands are armed with discs. ^ She

is called Jambunada by the Digaiiibaras, who represent

her as riding a peacock and bearing a sword and a

spear. ^

Apraticakra by name and symbols bears equality

with the Yaksini of Rsabhavanatha. This Vidyadevi

may have some innate relation to Vaisnavi, the wife of

Visnu, as Jaiiibunada seems to have relation with

Kaumari, the wife of Karttikeya. Peacock and spear are

in this form the common characteristics.

Puru^adattd :

In ^vetaihbara literature, she is differently described.

In one aspect, she holds a sword and shield, ^ in

I

TLcUra^dinakara.

Cf. NirvWnakalikU,

Prati^ia S^roddhUra.

’ ^cUra-dinakara.
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another, she rides on a buffalo and carries in her four

palms varadttj sword, citrus and shield.^ The Digarii-

bara text makes her ride a peacock and hold as symbols

vajra and a lotus.
^

We meet with the Yaksini of the same description

as the wife of Tumbaru, the attendant of Sumati- The

buffalo vehicle indicates strongly the Vidyadevi’s original

relation with the wife of Yama, who characteristically moves

on the back of the same animal.

Kail:

The Digaihbara image of this Vidyadevi should

ride a deer and should be furnished in its hands

with the symbols of a staff and sword. ^ There arc two

^vetaihbara forms to be marked. She is seated on a

lotus and holds either in two hands a club and vnrada

or in four hands rosar}^, club, vajra and Ahhaya^

She has similarity in name and certain symbols with

the ^vetaihbara Yaksini of Abhinandana. The Digam-

bara goddess, though having denominational similarity

with the Yaksini of Supiirsvanatha of the same sect seems

to have been modelled after the type of the wife of Vayu.

This is strongly suggested by the common characteristic

symbol of a deer as vehicle.

NirvOna-kalikU.

Prati^U SUroddhara.

ihid.

* ww I

"ScUra-dinakara.

Cf. NirvUna-kalikd, for the description of the same.
P. 88
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MahdkdU :

The ^vetaihbaras have two descriptions for the god-

dess. According to one, she rides on a man and holds a

rosary, fruit, bell and Vai'ada mudrd.^ According to

another, she equally rides a man but holds a rosary, vajra^

Abhaya mudrd and bell.^

The Digariibara form of Mahakali is to be represented

as standing on a corpse and bearing in her hands a bow,

sword, fruit and weapon/^

Though the YaksinI of the like name, the ^vetambara

one of Sumatinatha and Digaiiibara one of Suvidhinatha,

exists in Jain Iconography, the Vidyadevi named Mahakali

partakes more of the nature of Kali of Briihmanism than

of the same YaksinI. The symbols of sword, bell, rosary,

etc., are sufficiently tantrik in character, the corpse at the

feet of the goddess being a true mark of Kali. The

Digaiiibara book states that the goddess grants religious

trance (Somddhi) to her worshippers.

Gauri :

She of the ^vetaitibara type rides on an alligator

(nfai) and bears four hands equipped with varada^ club,

II

Acara-dinakara,

Nirt^a-kalikcL.

Prati^U SSroddhUra,
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rosary and water-lily. ^ In Digambara form, too, Gauri

has an alligator as her vehicle and holds lotus as her

symbol.^ There is also Gauri, the Digambara Yaksiui

of Sreyam^anatha. Some of her symbols, such as lotus,

varadtty are identical with those of this Vidyadevi. As an

alligator is mythologically associated with a form of

Brahman!
,
Gauri or Durga, we have reason enough to

infer that the goddess’ model came after her. The alliga-

tor (Gengetic) and some of the symbols such as water-lily

and urn indicate her connection with the goddess Gahga

of Brahmanism.

Gdndhdri :

The Svetaihbara Gandhiiri is to be represented either

as seated on a lotus and holding a staff and vajra or

oarada^ staff, Ahhaya and vajraA Digambara goddess

rides a tortoise and holds a disc and sword.®

We meet with the Svetariibara Yaksini of the like

name, who belonged to Nami. Her swan vehicle gave

her the character of Sarasvatl. The Yaksim Gandhari of

the Digambaras rides a crocodile but the Vidyadevi Gan-

dhari rides a tortoise. This latter point leads us to

1
\

AcUra-dinakara.

* iftff wwrai

Nirvana-kalikd.

Pratt§ilia SdroddkSLra.

ntipft I

^cQra-dinakara,

Prati^fhU S(lroddhara.
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connect her with Yamuna, as the preceding Vidyadevi

was suggested to be associated with Gahga.

Mahdjvdld or Jvdldmdlmi :

The text called the of the Svetilin-

baras describes this goddess as riding a cat but mentions

no attributes. The Nirvdna-kalihd another text of the

same sect describes her as riding a boar and holding

many weapons without description.' Images of Digambara

type should ride a buflalo and bear such weapons as a

bow, shield, sword and disc.* Tlie Yaksini of similar

name we find as attached to Cliandraprabhava. The

Svetambara Yaksini has a cat as her vehicle like the

present goddess and the Digambara also has the common

vehicle of a buffalo. The underlying idea of the Jhiilu-

malini representation seems to have been derived from

the consort of Yama, whose symbol is a buffalo. The cat

symbol is also held by a Briilimanical deity named Sastlii.

It is, indeed, difficult to say which idea is older, the Jain

or the Brahmanic.

Mdmvi :

According to one text, she has blue colour and sits on

a blue lotus and a twig.^ According to another of the

same Svetambara school, she sits on a lotus and is four-

handed showing varaduy ^ rosary and a bough of a

'
1

NirrWna-kalikU.

Prati^ha SUroddhUra.

* NirvUna-kalikU-

^dSLra-dinakara.
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tree. ^ The Digaihbara text also describes her as of

blue colour and as riding a boar and bearing a trident.

The Vidyadevi has a parallel in name to the ^vetaihbara

Yaksini of ^reyaih6anatha-and-i» the Digambara Yaksiiu

of Sitalanatha. The former parallel does not seem to be

of form but of mere name. Sitalanatha’s Yaksini as ad-

mitted by the Digambara school presents a similarity of

name and vehicle. Stress has been laid on the VidyMevfs

colour being blue and in this connection, one is led to

trace some faint relation between her and the Nilasarasvati

of Brahmanism. The boar symbol would connect the

female deity with Varahi, having the same vehicle.

Vairott :

The ^vetambara text represents the goddess as riding

on a snake and carrying in her hands a sword, snake,

shield and snake. ^ The Digaihbara Vidyadevi rides a

lion and has a snake symbol. ^ The Yaksini of the

identical name occurs in the Digaihbara Iconography and

belongs to Vimalaniltha. Her vehicle and symbol in

both the instances consist of snakes. That there exists

a sure cognateness between the conception of the

VidyndevT and the Yaksini is clearly indicated by a

Digaihbara text which, in an invocation calls the latter

a Vidyadevi.'*

^ fiRpn I

Prati^fhU SUroddhUra.

NirvUna-halihi.

Pratif(hU Saroddhara.

*
I Cjl ii

Frati^fhQ SQroddhara,
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Achyuid :

She is called in the ^vetaiiibara literature Achupta

and described as riding a horse and holding a bow, sword,

shield and arrow. ^ Achyuta as represented by the Digaiin

baras equally rides a horse and holds the symbol of a

sword. ®

Mdnasi :

Manasi of Svetiliiibara conception has two types in

iconography. According to one, she rides a swan and

bears the attributes ol v<irada2ind vajra.^ According to

another, she sits on a lion and has four hands carrying

varada mudrd^ vajra^ rosary and again The

Digaiiibara Manasi seats herself on a snake vehicle.-'^

Manasi by name and by the symbol of swan, vajra

and lion seems to be based upon a mixture of ideas. The

swan symbol is very apt and is in keeping with the tradi-

tional emblem of the goddess of learning. The Buddhist

deity of learning called Vagiswari,*’ who has a famous

«mf5rrs«i0[Tf^r i

A(ara-dtnahura.

Prati^pia-Saroddharu,

^
wiRft jnsiwf <ft3t

I

Acara-dinakara.

*

NirvSna-kiliki.

» en( unv srarm

Prati^iS SSroddhSra.

TrikSniptiefa.
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temple in Benares rides on a lion. Thus, there must be

some undercurrent of interrelation in the symbolism. She

rides a tiger. In this case, the Digaihbara Vidyadevi rides

a snake. This appears to be due to the fact of Manasi

and Manasa having the same literal sense.

Mahdmdnasi :

The ^vetaihbaras describe the sixteenth Vidyadevi as

riding on a lion and bearing, in her four hands, varada^

sword, kamandalu and lance.* The Digariibara repre-

sentation of the goddess sits on a swan and holds a rosary,

varadamiklrd^ goad and garland.^

Again, the conception of this Vidyadevi is presumably

based upon that of Vagi^vari. The sword symbol specially

corresponding to the Digariibara Yaksini of like name is

Nirvani of Jina ^antinatha. As noticed before, her

symbols of book, kamandalu and lotus befit more a

Vidyadevi than a Yaksini. The Digaihbara conception of

Mahamanasi either as a Yaksini or Vidyadevi has symbols

such as, peacock, swan, rosary, which fit in with the charac-

teristics of the goddess of learning.

B. C. BHATTACHARYA

Nirvana-kalika,

® TO! M

Prafi^lhU SaroddhUra,
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THE ECONOMY OF A SOUTH INDIAN

TEMPLE IN THE COLA PERIOD

Every age finds its most characteristic expression in

some institution or other. As the factory or the railway-

station may be considered typical of the nineteenth century

Europe, so the temple gave typical expression to the life and

culture of the Southern India for several eenturies in the

middle ages. This modest study of a celebrated temple

and its foundation may not be inappropriate as a tribute

to the Founder of the Hindu University.

We are apt to think of the temple primarily as

a religious institution
;

whether as perpetuating the

memory of some dead hero, or as enshrining the symbol

of the Absolute for rendering meditation upon it, easier

or only as providing more or less comfortable dwelling

places for a numerous pantheon of superhuman beings

whom it is wise to placate in various ways, the temple

rests on some form of religious belief for its foundation.

Lacking Vedic sanction almost entirely, the practice of

worshipping images may have grown up under the

stimulus of Buddhism which, while it attacked Vedic

sacrifices, in its later form, encouraged the idea that parti-

cular places and objects are holy, and countenanced the

use of images. Worship in temples, however, never

attained the importance in Hinduism that church services

attained in Christianity, In later times, such worship

came to be overlaid with many tantrlc forms, some of

them debasing in character
;
and there has been present

at all times a general feeling that worshipping in temples

is not of the essence of the highest religion of the Hindus,

and the arcaka has always taken a place below the ydjflika

and the srotriya in popular estimation.

505

F. 39.
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It is on the secular side and as a social institution

that the temple is seen to have filled in the past a con-

siderable place in the economy of national life. Southern

India is rich in its ancient temples, and the walls of

these usually bear inscriptions of exceptional interest

to the historian. The great temple of Tanjore, ‘ the

best designed of all the great South Indian temples,’ is

unique in many ways. When it was built, it was, as

doubtless it was meant to be, the largest structural temple

in Southern India. It is, after nearly a thousand years,

in a perfect state of preservation and has not, owing to

a lucky chance, fallen a prey to the ravages of time

and man. We know more about this temple than about

any other single structure of its kind. The numerous

inscriptions on its walls have been collected and, for

the most part, published in exknso with admirable care

and scholarship by Dr. Hultzsch and Mr. Venkayya in

Volume II of the South Indian Inscriptions. With

their aid we shall see what the world owes to the piety,

and the thoughtfulness, and, it may be, the vanity, of

perhaps the greatest of a long line of great kings, the

Cojas.

The Great Temple of Tanjore rose out of the imagina-

tion of its founder, from whom it took its name Rajaraje-

svara.^ There was no shrine of ancient renown on the

spot, and Tanjore had no place in the orthodox list of

^aiva shrines celebrated in the Devdram by the early

apostles of ^aivism in the Tamil country.^

* The practice of naming shrines after their founders seems

to have been borrowed from South India, and extensively

employed in the Indo-Chinese Peninsula in ancient times.

* A popular legend explains this by the story that Appar,

one of these saints, was refused admission into the temple.

{Tanjore Gazetteer

^

p. 271.)
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That the king was fully conscious of the grandeur of

his achievement becomes clear from the proud terms of his

order issued on the twentieth day* of the twenty-sixth year

of his reign, from his palace at Tanjore, calling upon his

officials “ to engrave on the walls of the ^rl-Vimana of the

stone-temple to Raj araje^vara raised by us in Tanjavur,

gifts by ourselves, by our elder sister, by our queens and

by many others.” With what thoroughness and minute

attention to details this order was carried out in the reigns

of Rajaraja and his equally illustrious son and successor

Rajendra is seen in the inscriptions themselves.

It was the boast of the Pallava king Mahendra I

(c. 600—30 A.D.) that he made temples without brick and

mortar, timber or iron,’^—by which he meant the ‘cave-

temples’ of which he scooped out several in the South.

That brick temples survived up to relatively late times is

borne out by the Coja inscriptions of the eleventh and

twelfth centuries furnishing examples of such temples

being rebuilt in stone. ^ But very soon after the time of

Mahendravarman I, much progress was effected in the

art of constructing structural temples out of stone which,

as Prof. Dubreuil points out,^ must have been found

more difficult in those days than hewing off solid blocks of

granite into desired forms. The Rajasimhesvara at

Kancipuram and the shore temple at Mahabalipuram may

be taken to provide a fair idea of the progress achieved in

' S.IL, II, i. Mr. Venkayya has shown that this was the

first record to be engraved on the upper tier of the Northern

and Western walls of the {SJ.L, II, Introduction,

p. 14), and that none of these inscriptions was actually engraved

before the 29th year of Rajaraja.

" Ep, Ind., XVII, p. 14.

123 of 1900.

^ Archaeologie Le 8ud de Vlnde^ Tonu I, p- 31.
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the planning and construction of structural temples out

of stone nearly three centuries before Rajaraja came to

the throne.

Bewildered by the size and complexity of latter-day

temples dominated by the somewhat hidebound rules

of a decadent Hlpasdstra^ Fergusson remarked that in

‘ nine cases out of ten, Dravidian temples are a fortuitous

aggregation of parts, arranged without plan, as accident

dictated at the time of their erection,’ and that ‘ the one

great exception to this rule is to be found at Tanjore ’

where the temple ‘ was commenced on a well-defined and

stately plan, which was persevered in till its completion’
;

and these remarks have often been quoted* with approval.

Yet all that we know of temples and temple architec-

ture before the tenth or even the thirteenth century

belies these remarks. The temple of those times was

generally a small and elegant structure surmounted by a

vitndna standing in an open court-yard, with the minor

shrines, if any, disposed in convenient comers or in a row

along covered verandahs inside the wall enclosing the

court. Such structures do not seem to have lacked either

plan or unity, and were anything but ‘a fortuitous

aggregation of parts.’

At the time of its construction, the Tanjore temple

was unique not so much for the greater definiteness of

design or unity of plan which marked it ofif from other

temples in existence, as for its over-powering size, which

no doubt gave rise to tremendous technical problems,

solved only by a very lavish expenditure of resources in

men and material. To have conceived a great temple in

that proportion, to have insured by cautious designing

that beauty was not sacrificed to size, and to have built

See, e.g,^ Tanjore Gazetteer^ p. 270.
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it altogether of very fine granite from updna to stupl in a

city far removed from any good quarry^ of building stone,

this is the glory of RajarSja and his architects.

Of the details of constructiofi we have no record. A
grandson of the king, RSjendradeva, ordered nearly half

a century later, about A.D. 1058, that a daily allowance

of paddy was to be given from the treasury of the temple

to a troop of actors who had to enact a drama, called

lidjardjekvara-ndiaka^ on the occasion of the Vaihdn festi-

val in the temple. It is conceivable that this ndtaka was a

popular presentation of scenes from the construction of the

temple. Even now, during the festival in the month of

Vaikcisi (May-June), a drama is enacted in the temple on a

platform near the main (eastern) entrance into the court-

yard of the temple, though the memory of Rajarajes-

vara-n5taka does not seem to have survived.

The hamlet ^^rappajjam (the scaffold-hollow), four

miles from Tanjore, is said to take its name from the fact

that the single block of granite on the top of the tower

weighing 80 tons, was conveyed to its position up an

inclined plane commencing from the village. We learn

from the inscriptions only this, that a considerable part of

the enclosing wall {tiriiccurrumdligai) of the temple was

built under the supervision of a Brahmin military official

Kr$nan Raman by name.^

' Actually the stones seem to have been brought from the

quarries of Maramalai, eight miles S.-E. of Trichinopoly, over a

road of nearly thirty miles, [Tanjore Gazetteer^ p. 271.)

“ 8, 1, A, II, Nos, 31, 33 and 45. Mr. Venkayya p, 13,

Introd.) argues, rather inconclusively, that because this record

is engraved twice on the South enclosure and once on the

west enclosure ‘ we may conclude that these two enclosures

were built at different times by the king’s general.' He adds:
‘ There is no such inscription on any part of the north or
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It was in the twenty-fifth year of his reign

A.D. 1009-10, on the 275th day of the year, that the king

handed over the copper-pot for the finial at the top of the

Vimdna^ It weighed about 235 lbs. and was overlaid with

gold plate of the weight of 2926^ kalanju or nearly 35 lbs.

Troy. This is the only evidence we have on which to base

our inferences about the time when the construction was

finished. The length of time taken up in the construction,

the quantity and nature of the labour employed, on

these and other such subjects, our curiosity must apparent-

ly for ever remain unsatisfied. A careful inspection of

some parts of the temple shows that much of the sculpture

work must have been started after the dressed stones were

got into position in the main structure
;
and if this surmise

is correct, workmen must have been engaged in carrying

out the scheme of ornamentation for a considerable time

after the completion of the Vitndna^ and this may well

have been so. On the other hand, the inscription tells us

east enclosure, and it is not impossible that they were built

by the king himself.’ It is strange that so experienced an

epigraphist should have overlooked the express statement in

the triplicate record of Kr^nan Raman that he built the enclo-

sure to the order of the king— udaiyUr iri-Raja-rUja devar-

tiruvhy molindarulaV I am also unable to follow Mr. Ven-

kayya’s speculations on Rajaraja’s relation to the authorities

of the temple at Cidambaram {/6td, pp. 5 and 14). He thinks

that the title RajarBja and &vapada^ekhara were conferred on

him by the Cidambaram people, because “ according to the

Konrjudeiard,jakka\ the king made certain gifts to the Cidam-

barani temple in S. 926=A. D. 1004.” Now tlie Kongud^a-

says that this king excelled Parantaka in gifts to

Cidambaram, but gives no date for them
;
it also okplains the

title Rija-rlja, not as ^ kubera the friend of 6hra, as Mr.

Venkayya does, but as ‘ king of kings^’ and distinctly says that

this title was earned by his conquest of other kings.
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that some gifts like fly-whisks, bugles and so on, were

made to the temple from the king’s treasury as early as

the twenty-third regnal year.

There can be no question that the Great Temple of

Tanjore impresses us most by the grandeur and simplicity

of the design, and the perfect style of its execution. The

extensive court-yard enclosed within high stone walls is

about 500 feet from east to west and is almost exactly half

as broad. The towering Vimdna, which dominates the

whole, rises near the western end of the court to a height

of about 190 feet, and the square base that supports it

measures almost exactly half this on its sides. The high

basement provides for the entire structure and the simple

but massive mouldings on its sides add to the imposing

appearance of the whole composition, best appreciated

from the southern side of the court-yard which is

least encumbered by subsidiary structures. Notable

among such structures, and later in point of time, are the

bald shrine to Dak^inSmurti with its ugly stair leading

up to the image enshrined originally in one of the niches

of the Vimdm—d.n inconsiderable addition to the towering

mass of stone, but enough to spoil the view of its original

symmetry
;
and the exquisite temple of Subrahmanya (to

the north of the main temple) which has evoked much

praise by the excellence and elaborateness of its ornamen-

tal patterns. The small maniapa in front of the main

temple and another sheltering the big monolithic nandi

in front of it are also, doubtless, later additions. It cannot

be said that any of these additions, the fine temple of

Subrahmanya not excepted, has improved the appearance

of the ancient structure. The outer court of the temple,

to the east of the one holding the main shrine, was used

as an arsenal for a time by the French in 1772, and for

about thirty years thereafter the English turned the temple

into a camp. In 1801-02 the temple was purified and
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reconsecrated by Raja Sarfoji.’ For all these vicissitudes,

however,—and there were doubtless others of which

we have no record—the temple has suffered remarkably

little damage. The mutilation of a few of the numberless

sculptures is nothing by the side of the ruin that has over-

taken the younger temple pf Gangai-konda-colapuram.

The Tanjore temple has been preserved on the whole very

much as its founder left it,^ which is not true in the same

measure of any other South Indian temple. Even the

fort and the ditch, much as these may have been

altered in later times, formed part of the original design

of Rajaraja, as Karuvur-devar mentions them in his hymn

(Tiruvisaippd) on the Tanjore temple.

The Great Temple is even more remarkable for the

simplicity and the elegance of its sculptures and ornamen-

tal designs, than for the majesty of its proportions. Tlie

tooling of the stone is so exquisitely delicate, that every

detail, including the well-chiselled lettering of the inscrip-

tions, stands out clear and sharp as on the day it left the

sculptor’s hands. An adequate study of the sculptures

in this temple has not yet been made
;
but hasty opinions

have been expressed that originally they were all Baivite in

character, and that the Vaisnavite sculptures on the

Vimdna and elsewhere must be considered later embellish-

ments. The truth, however, is that, though himself an

ardent devotee of 6iva, the king was not so sectarian as to

exclude from the ornamentation on the walls of the Great

Temple motifs drawn from the many beautiful Vaisnava

legends of the land. Scenes from the Buddha’s life are

’ Fergusson, I, 366.

* The Tanjore Oazetieer {p, 270) records a popular story

about the figure of a Dane on the northern side of the

tower, and stlgg^ests, what is most unlikely, that the Nayaks

erected the Vai^vitc figures on the VimUna.
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seen depicted on the outer (eastern) side of the parapet

enclosing the broad flight of steps to the south of

the temple. The art of the painter was not forgotten

but the paintings, at least such as we have traces of, were

tucked away under the Vimana in a dark passage round

the garbhagfha where they were discovered very recently

by the pluck of a young scholar and artist. ^ As things

move in this distracted and unfortunate country, it will

be long before these fine frescoes in bright colours, the

most considerable set of Hin/iu paintings of any antiquity

so far brought to light in South India, become available

for general study and criticism in proper reproductions.

The inexorable law of imperialism requires that the

conquered must pay for the luxuries of the conqueror.

Athens adorned herself at the expense of her ‘allies’;

Tanjore was beautified by Rajaraja largely at the expense

of the countries newly subjected to his sway. Among the

numberless gifts of gold and precious stones made by the

king to the temple, several are stated to have come

from the treasures captured by him in his campaigns

in the Malai-nad (hill-country) against the Cera and

the Pandyas; and some from the campaign against

Satyasraya, the Ca]ukya king of the West.^ The

richest gifts that were made to the temple were by

the king himself, his elder sister Kundavai and his

numerous queens. The amount of treasure lavished on

the temple in the shape of vessels and utensils of gold and

silver, and in the form of jewelled ornaments js very large;

and as if to set at rest our scepticism in this regard,

Rajaraja and his son took care to give a full and detailed

account of each of the items, great and small, that made

^ Mr. S. K. Govindaswami of the Annamalai University.

• 8,

1

II, 1, paragraphs 34 and 92.

F. 40.
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up the tale of their benefactions. No doubt, parts of this

account are now lost to us
;
but what is left gives sufficient

indication that the temple engrossed the mind of Rajaraja

in the closing years of his life. By the twenty-ninth year

of his reign, Rajaraja had perfected his arrangements for

the endowment in perpetuity of the vast sums needed for

the lavish routine of daily requirements in the great

temple. He had presented, among other valuables, golden

articles weighing 4 1,5 59 hdanju^ or roughly 489 lbs. Troy
;

and jewels worth nearly 10,200 kdki^ equal to half as many

kalanju in gold. ^ He had also given silverware of the

total weight of 50,650 kalanju, nearly 600 lbs. Troy.*"*

He had set apart lands in several villages throughout his

extensive dominions, including Ceylon, yielding an annual

income of 116,000 kalam of paddy, equal at prevailing

prices to 58,000 kdsu, besides a cash income of 1,100

kdsu.

He had formed two long streets, the northern and the

southern Talicceris running east to west, and inhabited

by four hundred dancing women impressed from the

other Talicceris^ in the Cola country and provided each

' A Kalanju was about 68 g^rains under Rajaraja-Codringr-

ton, Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 5.

* 5. 7. II, 38, paragraph 48 gives the information: 15

manjfidi=3/4 pon. A pon {kalanju) was equal to two hdiu.

Codrington, op, cit., ibid-

It is by no means clear that silver was less in vogue than

gold or precious stones. Contra, 8. 1. 7., II, p. 416 (Introdn. to

No. 91.)

‘ Talicc&ri seems to mean * street of the temple ’ so called

either because it adjoined the temple, or more probably, it was
inhabited by the servants (adiyUr) of the temple. This list

of women, who were transferred to Tanjore, is interesting in

many ways. It gives a clear idea of the temples, &va and
Visnu, in existence at the time and the names of women are a

fine study in themselves.
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with one house and one veli of land, yielding an annual

return of 100 kalam of paddy called a 'pangu (share).

About 1 80 such pangus (shares) had been set apart for the

maintenance of no fewer than 212 male servants for the

temple comprising dancing-masters, musicians, drummers,

barbers, goldsmiths, tailors,^ accountants and so on. Among
these were three persons to sing the driyam (Sanskrit?)

and four others to sing the Tamily—terms which seem

to imply that already the sacred hymns of the Tamil saints

had received recognition as* DrSvida-Vedam and claimed

equal rank with the original Veda. The king’s elder

sister, Parantakan Kundavai Alv5r, as she is called in the

inscriptions, gave gold of the weight of nearly 10,000

Kalanju and jewels and utensils of the value of about

18,000 Kdsu- Others, queens and high officials in the

royal service, made other gifts, recorded with equal care

and precision on the stone walls and pillars of the temple.

When we recall the nature and extent of the efforts and

sacrifices that must have gone to the construction of this

magnificent temple, the number of servants and attendants

dependent on it after it came up, the method by which these

were recruited from the different parts of the Cola kingdom

and the precise rules laid down for the regular maintenance

of their supply, and the manner in which numerous vil-

lages all over the empire were linked up with the daily

routine of the temple by having to send supplies to it on

account of lands held or as interest on suras borrowed from

the temple at various times, when we consider, further, how
all the learning and the arts that flourished in the country

were impressed into the service of this temple, we cannot

’ While the Tayy^n of paragraphs 499-500 (5. L II, 66)

is a tailor, thepanan of 506-9 is not a ‘tailor,’ as Hultzsch under-

stands it, but a singer, who not only sang but danced to his

tune. Note the names of PSpans ending in i^skkai.
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fail to observe bow the Great Temple came to hold, from its

very inception, a prominent place in the polity of the land.

The temple was meant to dominate Tanjore, as Tanjore

dominated the rest of South India at the time
;
it was,

indeed, the masterpiece of Rajaraja’s rule.

Much information can be gathered from the in-

scriptions about the economic conditions, the prices, wages

and currency, prevailing at the time, the standards of

measure and weight, and so on. The Kdsu^ equal to a half

kalanju of gold, was the standard unit of currency, and the

ahkam was a coin which had a twelfth of the value ^ of

the Kdsu» The ‘ lamp,^ curiously enough, was often used

as a unit of reckoning for minor endowments in temples

and was the equivalent in value of 96 sheep, 48 cows or

1 6 buffaloes
;
the normal price of a sheep {d<iu) seems

to have been a third of a kdsu^^ though at times two

attam were counted as the equivalent of an Carda-

mum was sold at 12 measures per ids w; and cus-cus at

about 50 lbs. for the same amount of money. ^ It should

be observed that these prices® must have been reached by

some method of averaging or standardization, as they are

used for the regulation of perpetual endowments for

services and supplies in the temple. Any doubt that such

methods are too modern to have been practised so early

must be set at rest by the fact that the device of adding a

small sum to a large total for rounding the figure is

clearly adopted in these inscriptions/

' iS.Z/., II, 6, para 15.

* SJ.l, II, 63,

’ Ihid.^ 64.

* Ihid.^ 95.

* Ihid.^ 24.

* Ibid., 37.

’ The term used in this connection is ‘ 6rram.’ II, 6,

para 14.
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The lands of the temple were marked off from

neighbouring lands by means of boundary stones bearing

the mark of the presiding deity, Sulam (trident) in the

case of Siva, and the Cakra (dli) for Visnu. *

This inadequate notice of a large subject may

be brought to a close by some observations on the

state of religious belief and practice of the time suggest-

ed by the inscriptions before us. The king was doubt-

less an ardent follower of the ^aiva religion. It is

remarkable that South indian ^aivism appears to

have had, in those days, extensive connections with

upper India. An inscription^ of the nineteenth year of

Rnjendra, the son of Rajaraja, records a magnificent gift of

2,000 kalam of paddy per annum to be shared among the

sisyas and prasisyas of Sarva Siva Pandita, the worshipping

priest of the Tanjore temple, whether their places of

residence were in the Aryadesa, the Madhyadesa or the

Gaudade^a, and places the entire charity under the

trusteeship of the ^aiva acaryas of the family of ^arva

^iva, Among the arrangements made by RajarSja for

the service in the temple was provision for a choir of 48

persons with two drummers for the recitation of sacred

hymns {tiruppadiyam vinnappanjcyya)^^ each one being

remunerated at the rate of three hufuni (24 measures) of

paddy per diem. They were constituted into a self-regu-

lating corporation, and the king ordered that if anyone

among them died or migrated, the nearest relative of that

person was to take his place in the choir, or, if he was not

competent to do so, he was to appoint some one who could

do it {dlitiu)
;

in case no such relatives were available, the

‘ Ihid.^ 61, para 6 ; and 8, I, 1, 59.

• 5././., II, 20.

• Ibid,, 65.
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other members of the choir were to choose some suitable

person for the vacancy. All the persons of the choir,

including the drummer, bore aliases ending in ^iva and,

no doubt belonged to the class of ^ivabrahmanas so

frequently mentioned in the Cdja records. Saivaite though

he was, RajarSja was no narrow sectarian. He presented

an image of MahSvisnu to the temple^ and admitted

Vaisnava and even Buddhist sculptures in the decoration

of its Vwdna and basement. The larger Leyden grant

furnishes clear proof of the friendly relations that subsisted

between the king and the Buddhist monastery at

Negapatam. There is much indirect evidence also in the

hagiology of South Indian Vaisnavism that the Vaisnava

divines of the period lived on friendly terms with the

Cola mlers, though occasional differences and disputes were

not altogether unknown. Some Visriu temples were

also required to contribute their quota to make up the

four hundred taU-cceri-ppenijugal (temple-women) settled in

Tanjore in the vicinity of the temple. A study of the

images presented to the temple and described in great

detail, of the highest interest to the iconographist, con-

firms the general impression of prevailing eclecticism in

matters religious.

An image of ArdhanMsvara, one of Brahma and one

of Surya are mentioned among them. Lastly, the icons

of Nataraja {d<!a ra//a«),Patafijali, and of the ^aiva saints^

including the three authors of the Devaram {Tiruppadiyam)

imply that, on the whole, the age of R^jaraja was the

heyday of the ^aiva revival in the south which reached its

climax in the age of Sekkijar.

K. A. NILAKANTA SASTRI.

' 8.1L, II, 52.

* The stories of Meypporuj-nSyanSr and JSiruttondar are

clearly implied by the icons detailed in li, 40 and 43.

See pages 19-20 and 39 of the Introduction to the volume by
Venkayya.
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THE ANNUAL INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
OF SHER SHAH’S KINGDOM

The historians of Sher Shah’s time have not left any

adequate account of his income or expenditure. Hence,

though it is impossible to form anything like an accurate

estimate of his finances, yet we have in the accounts of

the rulers who preceded the king as also in those of the

various heads of his own expenditure which can be

roughly calculated, considerable material to make an

approximate estimate in the matter.

His Income.

Mr. Thomas in his ‘ Chronicles of the Pathan Kings

of Delhi ’ has calculated the annual income of Firoz

Tughlaq and Babar as follows* :

—

Firoz Shah (A.D. 1351—1388)

Babar (A.D. 1526-1530)

Silver Tanka

or rupee

6,08,50,000

2,60,00,000

£ (at the rate

of 2s.=a rupee)

= 60,85,000

= 26,00,000

Let us now compare the extent of the kingdoms and

incomes of these two rulers with those of Sher Shah.

Firoz Shah had lost a large part of the Tughlaq Empire,

his dominions having dwindled almost entirely to Northern

India. The whole of the Deccan, Sind^ and Bengal had

become independent. Firoz levied only the four taxes

prescribed by Islamic law. In addition to this he had

also some income from his canals and gardens.

’ OhrontoleSy p. 445.

* Sind had been reconquered by Firoz.

321
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The kingdom of Babar was far smaller. It included

Bengal only for a short time, but Gujrat, Sind, and the

major part of Rajputana and Central India were never

brought within its bounds so as to yield any income. He
had, however, Kabul and the neighbouring country under

his rule, and that partly made up the deficiency. But still

his income was much less obviously because of the fact that

Babar had never had the time or opportunity to settle

the administration well. The whole of the four years of

his life in India was spent in conquering the land. Hence

it was not possible for him to levy such taxes as might

yield an adequate revenue.

It is not known at what rate Firoz charged his land

rent, but having regard to his mildness of temperament,

it may be surmised that he reduced the 50 per cent

demand of his uncle Mohammad Tughlaq to 25 per cent.

But Slier Shah had several advantages over Firoz. For

one thing, the personal equation of the two rulers naturally

made a vast difference between their general efficiency

and strength of administration. Hence the collection of

government dues under Firoz must have been rather lax

and not without a good deal of corruption, whilst that of

Sher Shah was so strict and punctual that evasions in

payment or embezzlements were reduced to the minimum.

Secondly, Sher Shah had established firm government

over Gujrat, Sind, Bengal and other distant provinces

which was far from being the case under Firoz. Then
we know that Sher Shah charged one-third of the crop as

land rent and had abolished all other taxes. There is no

mention of Jazia in his time; hence we may conclude

that if it was allowed to continue at all, the incidence as

also the collection thereof must have been so mild as to

prevent all possibility of oppression. Consequently his

income from this head could not have been very large.

In view of the above survey we can make a comparison
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between the revenues of Piroz and Sher Shah under the

following heads :

—

Under Firoz Under Sher Shah

1.

Land revenue
(Khiraj). One-fourth of the One-third of the

crop, crop.

These were raised No mention, and in

2. Zakat by Firoz, but it is all probability

difficult to make abolished by Sher
even an approxi- Shah.

3. Jazia mate estimate

thereof.

4. Khams or booty Could not have Althouj.rh Sher Shah
from holy wars been considerable did not wag-e any

(Jehad). as Firoz wag^cd wars of religion he
very few wars. must have yet got

a great deal from
wars.

5. Revenue
gardens
canals.

from This was quite con- Sher Shah did not

and siderable. charge any taxes

on public works.

6. Octroi and tolls Firoz had probably Sher Shah
^

charged
abolished these an octroi and ter-

minal tax only at

two places on the
frontiers.

7. ... Income from the

Jagirs of the imams
and soldiers, which
the state had re-

sumed in considera-

tion of cash pay-

ments.

8. ... ... Income from the land

attached to the

serais.

On comparing these resources of Sher Shah and

Firoz it would not be unjust to conclude that the former’s

income should have approximately been double that of

the latter, that is to say, it should have been about 1

3

crores of rupees.

This estimate also seems to be correct when we

compare it with Akbar’s income. In the year 1539,
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Akbar’s entire income has been calculated to have been

about 33 crores of rupees and in 1605 when two more

provinces were added to his empire it came up to 35

crores.^ The provinces of Kabul, Khandesh, Berar,

Ahmadnagar, Orissa and Kashmir which did not owe

allegiance to Slier Shah, were included in Akbar’s empire,

that is to say, the extent of the latter’s empire was nearly

double that of the former. Moreover, under Akbar, in

1605, half a century of peaceful and well-established

government had made the coutitry very prosperous; he had,

besides, introduced various other taxes which Sher Shah
had not imposed. Thus these facts also warrant the

estimate that Sher Shah’s revenue should have been about

two-fifths or somewhat less than half that of Akbar, i.e.,

about 13 crores.

Expenditure.

We have seen how it is not possible to make any-

thing like an exact estimate of Sher Shah’s income. The
same is the case about his expenditure.

For making a rough estimate in this connection we have

two classes of facts to utilise. Firstly, the historians have

on some occasions given definite figures of his expenditure.

Secondly, we know the remaining heads of expenditure

from which we can estimate it roughly.

The total expenditure of Sher Shah can be divided

under four main heads :

—

I. Civil Administration.

II. Army.

III. Public Works.

IV. The Emperor’s person and the harem,

1. Civil Administratioih--W\ih\n this department

the following were broadly the sub-heads of expenditure

:

* Thomas, Chronioles of the Pathan Kings, p. 445,
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(1) The Central Government.—Sher Shah’s adminis-

tration was an example of the most centralised autocracy.

He used to inspect and supervise every branch of admi-

nistration personally. But there were a number of

secretaries whose duty it was to present before him the

daily business of the diflferent departments, in order to

receive his orders for the disposal thereof. Their number

should have been about ten or twelve.

(2) The royal kitchen was another major item of

expenditure. Several thousand horsemen, footsoldiers

and attendants, servants, etc., as well as the needy and

destitute used to board in the royal kitchen every day.

He had issued a general order that ‘ if any soldier or

religious personage, or any cultivator should be in need

of food, he should be fed at the king’s kitchen, and should

not be allowed to famish. And places for the dispensing

of food to the poor and the destitute and to all necessitous

persons were established in the camp that they might

feed every one as above described.’ The daily cost in

connection with this feeding amounted to 500 gold pieces

{Asharfis)^ ie.^ (182,500 Asharfis per year).^ Now the

Asharfi of Slier Shah was nearly one tola in weight and

the ratio between the price of gold and silver, as cal-

culated by Edward Thomas, was 9^ : 1 and the silver

tanka or the rupee weighed also a tola. Thus in terms

of rupees the daily expenses of his kitchen would

have amounted to nearly Rs. 5,000 or 18,25,000 rupees

annually. The value of money at that time was nearly

thirteen times as much as at present. ^ Calculated on this

basis the expenditure on the royal kitchen which was

• Elliot, IV, 423.

• Chronicles of the Pathan Kings^ p. 405.

• Brij Narain’s Indian Economic Life^ p. 21.
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meant to feed the needy and the destitute would amount

to as much as Rs. 2,37,25,000 of the present day.

(3) As in Moghul times, there must have been

under Sher Shah also numerous royal factories for sup-

plying dresses and the necessary equipments to the army

and other functionaries of the state, but unfortunately no

mention of these is so far known. These must also have

formed a considerable item of expenditure.

(4) If we accept the territorial divisions of Akbar’s

time to have been based on the preceding ones, the king-

dom of Sher Shah should have comprised about ninety

sarkars and 2,500 parganas. Thus there would have been

about 1 00 chief shikdars and 1 00 chief amils in the sarkars

in addition to about a thousand subordinates, clerks, etc.,

in their offices. Then in the 2,500 parganas the number

of the various officials and the servants must have been

as follows :

—

2,500 Shikdars 2,500 Amins or Amils

5,000 Karkuns 2,500 Fotadars;

besides these, there were several thousand patwaris, qanun-

gos, peons, bailiffs and various lower servants of the depart-

ments. In addition to this expenditure the government had

to pay a certain allowance to the mukaddams or headmen

of each village in consideration of their help in the collec-

tion of revenue. The number of villages being computed at

113,000, allowances must have been paid to at least as

many muhaddams- In the time of Jahangir the rates of

worker’s wages were as follows:—Wages of the servants of

the royal camp varied from Rs. 3 to 10 per month, f.c.,

Rs. 39 to 130 of the present time. The peons got Rs. 3-8,

i.e.y Rs. 45 of the present time. The sweeper got Rs. 5 and

the ordinary servant Rs. 4-8, i.e., Rs. 65 and 58 respectively

of the present day.^ If we assume about the same ratio

* Brij Narain’s Economic Life in India, p. 23.
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between the salaries of peons, patwaris and qanungos as

obtains at the present time the salaries of these and higher

officials may have been roughly as follows :

—

Peon Rs. 3-8
;
Patwaris Rs. 8 to 15, Qanungo Rs. 20

to 30; Karkuns Rs. 15 to 20; Fotadars Rs. 20 to 25
;
Amils

and Shikdars Rs. 50 to 100 and Chief Shikdars and Amils

Rs. 200 each on fin average. Multiplied by 13 these

figures will approximately give us an idea of the rates of

salaries in terms of the present value of money. Thus

the monthly expenditure on the administrative staffmay be

estimated to have been as follows :

—

Shikdars = 2500X 75 =Rs. 1,87,500

Amils - 2500X 75 =Rs. 1,87,500

Chief Shikdars and Amils = 90 / 2 X 200 = Rs. 36,000

Karkuns = 5000X20 = Rs. 1,00,000

Fotadars = 2500X20 =Rs. 50,000

Therefore the total yearly salaries =Rs. 5,61,000

There were, besides, members of the subordinate staff,

whose salaries are not included in the above calculations.

(5) The Judiciary -—The number of sarkars and

parganas has been estimated to have been approximately

90 and 2,500 respectively. Assuming two Qazis for each

pargana and one Chief Qazi for each sarkar there should

have been 5,000 Qazis and 90 Chief Qazis.

The expenditure on the salaries of the judiciary would

have been per month :

—

5000 X 100 = Rs. 5,00,000

90X200 = Rs. 18,000

Rs. 5,1 8,000 X 1 2 yearly

(6) Dak or Postal Department—The expenditure on

this item must have been considerable. To each sarai a

dak chowkie was attached in which a pair of good horses

was kept for carrying dah Thus 3,400 horses of the best
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quality were maintained in the 1,700 sarais that he had

built, and at least as many grooms to tend them.* Assum-

ing the groom^s wages to be Rs. 2 or 2-8 per month and

the expense per horse to be another Rs. 2 per mensem, the

total expenditure on dak would amount to 3400Xf+
2 X 3400, i.e.j Rs. 1,53,000 or Rs. 18,36,000 yearly.

(7) Spies.—Spies were attached to each army as well as

to the persons of important officials. If we assume five

spies to the pargana there would have been about 1 2,000

spies in the government employ. Their salaries could not

have been less than about Rs. 20 to 25 per head. Thus

the total expense on the espionage would amount to

roughl}^ Rs. 2,50,000 per mensem.

(8) Police.—Sher Shah’s police appears to have been

mostly local but it is certain that there were high officials

in the pargana and sarkar to supervise the police work

and to enforce the laws of the state. It is not possible,

however, to strike even an approximate estimate of the

expenses on this department.

II. The Army.—The strength of the army was as

follows^:—

Cavalry Infantry Elephants

With the king

Distributed in

1 50,000 25,000 5,000

the cantonments 50,000 50,000 Nil

In addition to this Sher Shah had a considerable

artillery also, but of this again it is not possible to form

even a workable estimate. The above was the strength of

the regular or standing army. But because Sher Shah was

engaged almost in constant warfare he had to recruit

’ Elliot, IV, p. 550.

• It is not possible in a short paper to give full data for

these calculations. The reader can get them in my forthcoming

book Sher Shah and Hie Times.
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temporary soldiers very frequently, whose number must

have been very large. The heavy expenses of unceasing

wars and expeditions added to the regular expenses of

the army constituted another big channel of expenditure.

III, Public Works.—The mileage of Sher Shah’s trunk

roads as mentioned by Abbas Serwani and in the Waqiat-

i-MushtSqi conies to nearly 3,500. Briefly speaking the

following were the heads of expenditure under this

department.

(1) 3,500 miles of ro^ids; cost of constructing and

maintaining them, as also of planting fruit trees on both

sides of them.

(2) 1,700 sarais containing wells, mosques, dak

chotvkies^ royal guest houses, and inspection houses, ete.,

eost of building and maintaining them.

(3) The regular expenses of the sarais^ which con-

sisted of (rt) food to all travellers and their cattle, free of

charge, (b) salaries of oneShikdar, cooks, Bhatiilras, .water-

carriers, ration-suppliers, clerks, etc., employed for the

management of each sarau

(4) Gifts to the Imams for maintaining mosques and

connected schools.

(5) Gifts and presents to learned men, scholars, poets

and others.

(6) Charity houses for the poor and needy which he

opened in all cities.^

(7) IbadaUhhanas opened in every city.

All these works would have entailed a considerable

expenditure but it is difficult to make an estimate of the

amount thus spent.

IV. Sher Shah had one more big item of expenditure.

He had a deep regard for all Afghan noblemen, who came

’ Elliot, IV, 549.
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to India from their homes. He granted them rich jagirs

and cash and thus made them wealthy and prosperous.

Sher Shah incurred no expenses on the harCm worth

consideration. He was too busy with his ambitious

schemes and too religious in private life to exceed the

legal limit of wives allowed by the Shariyat.

Thus we see that though it is impossible to calculate

even approximately the total annual expenditure of Sher

Shah’s Government, we may at any rate form a rough

idea of how vast and varied it

PARAMATMA SARAN



RISE OF FASCISM

“ This epoch after the war is a new epoch, and new epoch

calls for new behaviours.”

—MussolinU

Italy’s Great Past.

In the history of Europe Italy has played a very

prominent part politically, legally, culturally and religious-

ly. Some of the master-minds and men of action arose

there and played their part in moulding the history of

the world. The Roman Republic and the Roman Empire

with its great generals, administrators and warriors
;
its

poets, orators and prose-writers
;

its jurisconsults and

law-givers
;
and with its personalities like Scipio and

Caesar, Sulla and Cicero
;

Virgil, Horace and Tacitus,

Gaius and Justinian
;
Marcus and Constantine adorn its

past.

Christianity and its early fathers
;
the supreme pontifis

and popes of the Roman Catholic Church like Gregory VII,

Innocent III and Boniface VIII
;
monks like St. Francis

of Assisi, poets and philosophers like Dante and

St Thomas of Aquino
;
political writers like Marsiglio,

Machiavelli and Vico; artists like Raphael, Leonardo and

Michael Angelo
;
humanists like Petrarch and Boccacio

;

martyrs like Savonarola and Giordano Bruno
;
city-states

like those of Florence and Venice
;
scientists like Coperni-

cus and Galileo
;
explorers like Columbo and Amerigo

Vespucci
;
travellers like Marco Polo and Manned

;
educa-

tionists like Vittorino Da Feltre
;

revolutionaries like

Mazzini and Garibaldi
;

statesmen like Cavour and

Victor Emanuel, have all moulded the country's history

and the people’s mind.

351
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She had a great past and is ambitious to create*

a great future.

Her Ambitions.

The traditions of the Roman Empire and Papal supre-

macy still haunt her dreams. The nineteenth century

achievements of her unity and her liberation during the

Risorgimento have strengthened her domineering ten-

dencies which are present in those traditions, have made

for her success in the Great War and to-day have revived

them again.

Her Internal Weakness.

It was the misfortune of Italy that, though her his-

tory has always been creative throughout, she was during

the Middle Ages and later split up into a large number of

independent duchies, kingdoms and cities warring against

one another, and had become a prey to foreign intrigues,

influences and encroachments. Consequently during

the period of the Geographical Revolution in Europe or

the Age of Discoveiy she was not united and strong

enough to take a share in the acquisitions of the new

world. Her internal conflicts and problems stopped her

growth and deteriorated the character of her people.

Neither Machiavelli’s politics nor Napoleon’s regime

could help her out of her difficulties. It was Mazzini’s

message of unity and liberation, the advancing tide of

nationalism and the atrocities of hated foreigners that w'oke

her up and it was the work of Cavour, Garibaldi and

Victor Emanuel that liberated her and gave her confidence

and unity.

After the wars of the Risorgimento (1871), the prob-

lems which faced her were those of internal consolidation

and progress and of international position and equality.

But besides these there was one problem more to the
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heart of the Italians, namely, the question of Italia

Irredenta—the Italian territories still lying under foreign

yoke.

But unfortunately the race of great men which adorn-

ed her fair name during her period of liberation and unity

seemed to be extinct, and ordinary types of administrators

and statesmen guided her destinies during the last 50

years. They could not solve her domestic problems nor

satisfy her international ambition nor liberate Italia

Irredenta.

Before the outbreak of the Great War she had not

shown any strength nor got any opportunity in finding

her true place in the European polity and the welt-politik.

New Forces.

Meanwhile, new forces had come to influence her

mind. Socialist movement had made its way amongst

the people. The revived imperial ambition was making

her throw her eyes and hands on Africa and hate Turkey.

The recurrent national ambition of securing Italia

Irredenta was agitating her mind and making her hatred

of Austria unshakable and increasing, because of the

latter’s designs and encroachments on the Adriatic coastal

territories.

Such was the past history and the recurrent feeling

in Italy when a new set of dictators—the Fascists—arose

to fulfil her ambitions and to finish her unsolved problems.

Factors in European History during the last 30 years.

History viewed as a science tells us that there is no

eflfect without cause. The past thirty years have been

a dissolving period of history. One picture fades from

view—the picture of faith in Parliamentarism and Pri-

vate property. The new one has not yet come into force,

though, no doubt, new social institutions and new moral
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ideas are shaping themselves under the. influence of,

but as a protest against, the old. A new spirit of

human relations is abroad in the world, though the

strength of old forms and ideas has not yet weakened

to-day. The ferment of this age is no doubt partly due

to world communication and a widening faith in the

idea of world unity and humanity. But we must not

satisfy ourselves by stating this world tendency but find

out the more important features and the general drift of

Italy’s histoiy.

The new dynamic agency which arose in Italy was

that of the new Industrialism and the consequent

struggle for bread, as the old one was that of Imperialism

and the struggle for power both internal and inter-

national. Since the last decade of the 19th century

both these agencies are working either in cooperation or

conflict and, in their struggle, have become world-wide

in interest and are affecting the destinies of millions in

adverse ways. Between economic interests and groups

and political ambitions and forms there has been set

up a struggle for supremacy. In the same nation these

conflicts have taken a reformatory or revolutionary shape.

Thus there is a conflict of these forces within the world

for supremacy and there is a similar conflict within the

nation, and there is also a conflict against the nation for

class or human interests.

At the close of the middle ages religion had become

subordinated to politics which became the principal agency

of new activities and theories. So now politics—nation-

politics and empire-politics— has become in Europe the

basis of social and political stability, and economics

assumes the r61e of social and political irritant— the prin-

dple of activity in modern life. The rationalistic attitude

of the Platonic past is now supplanted by the idea and

force of Rousseauan will to power, and will to live
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and therefore the democratic principle of self-assertion,

self-help, self-association and self-government has spread

to economic groups and functions. This has necessitated

the development in organisation of parties and principles

with characteristic military and missionary attitude and

practice. This dance of new ideas has spread over the

world, destroying vested interests and natural or national,

political and economic rights.

To-day there is from this point of view a world-

economics and a world-politics as there was in the past

the old nation-economics and nation-politics.

1789 and 1889 compared.

The spirit of the year 1789 was the regeneration of

mankind through political agencies—the rights of man,

the sovereignty of the people—by assuring them liberty,

property, security and resistance to oppression
;
and nation-

alism was its keynote of reform. The spirit of 1889 is the

regeneration of mankind through economic agencies

—

bread and leisure to the worker—by assuring him minima
of life or equal wage and a high or equal standard of

material living against the oppression of the rich bourgeo-

isie
;
and internationalism is its keynote of reform.

The purpose of society is not purely political but also

economic. Therefore the rise of trusts, cartels, combines,

cooperative societies, trade unions, syndicates, federations,

is the order of the day. State must look after the economic

interests of all equally or it must be subordinated or

has no right to exist and must go, if it works in the interest

of a few. Therefore new institutions become necessary

for a new state of mind and a new ethical code. Old
political institutions are not adequate to meet the needs
of changing times when the growth of industrialism and
an industrial class have created new problems' and new
conflicts.
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To-day this philosophy seems to have permeated the

entire fabric of Western society. We shall have to study its

dictates and observe its drama on the Italian soil before

we can understand the force and ferocity of Fascism.

Lack of Great Men in Italy and its Consequences.

After the efforts of Risorgimento, the liberation and

union of Italy in 1870 and the passing away of tlie direct

influence of her four great giants the destinies of the

Rome of Caesars and the Rome of Popes fell into the

hands of second-rate men. From 1872 to 1922 the

period was one of drift and uncertainty. For 30 years

(1870—1900) Italians looked in vain for the prosperity

which her patriots had promised them. The stirring

days of willing suffering had passed away and domestic

problems emerged when the external conflicts ceased.

They were economic, social, financial, ecclesiastical and poli-

tical ones. Ministries of Dupretis, Crispi and Giolitti were

not able to do much. Agrarian and labour disturbances

were put down with iron hand. Taxatfon became heavy

and its incidence unjust. Gaping deficits increased the

national debt. There was an heritage of 350 years of

misrule and oppression to be lived down. Political corrup-

tion got fastened on the machine of Government. After

the fall of the Right, the transformism of Dupretis (1876-87)

believed in buying votes of this or that group. Therefore

the Chamber became the home of an unscrupulous oppor-

tunism. Crispi (1887— 1893) and (1893—1898) did not

refrain from tampering with voters’ lists and using bribery

and corruption at elections. Thus the internal politics

and politicians were of a mediocre type and Parliamen-

tarism was not truly developed. Therefore popular

discontent gave and prepared a fertile soil wherein the

seeds of Sotialism rapidly germinated disturbing all ideas

of authority and discipline.
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In 1898 there were ominous indications oi a social

upheaval and widespread disorder. The people were in

great misery. Wheaten bread was a luxury due to high

tari^ and bad harvests. Half-starved labourers gathered

and shouted for bread and work. Riots took place, but

were remorselessly put down. Consequently socialist and

’'evolutionary clubs and labour strikes increased.

A Change in 1900—Home Policy.

Since 1901 after the accession of Victor Emanuel III

with his motto “ trust the people ” a new departure was

made in the policy by Zanardelli-Giolitti ministry and a

favourable attitude was adopted towards labour, and atten-

tion was paid towards political liberty and social reform.

For example, Employer’s Liability Act, Factory^ Acts, Old

Age Pensions Act, Abolition of Octroi duties on bread and

flour products were passed, and working class organised

itself. But there was a general strike in 1904
,
which

paralysed civic life largely. It however failed as a whole.

The result was that Catholics who had refrained from

voting since 1874 and had boycotted political life since

1861 on the principle of “ ne eletti, ne elettori,” now

participated in elections according to the Pope’s encyclical

“ II Fermo Proposito ( 1905 ),” being afraid of the rising

anarch}^ of Radicals, Republicans, and vSocialists. The old

anarchic temper however continued. Italian unity had

been a cheap success and political machine remained

corrupted. This fact undermined faith in Parliamentary^

institutions.

Foreign Policy and Ambition.

As regards her foreign policy, Italy had failed at

Berlin (1 878) to secure her proper frontiers or get any terri-

torial advantages on the African soil. Slie had cherished

a protectorate over Tunis. She was lured by grandiose
F. 43
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visions of a vast Italian Empire in Erythraea and Lybia

and was anxious to get back Italia Irredenta in Trentino,

Trieste, and the little Venetian towns on the Dalmatian

coasts—Istria, Corfu, Fiume—which were Italian in

character, language and history.

Their redemption was now tlie chief plank of the

Republican platform.

Her Grudge against France Remained.

France occupied Tunis in 1(S81 in spite of Italy’s public

opinion, and England Egypt in 1882, nor did she get any

territorial compensation.

During the partition of Africa in 1884-85 she

commenced her forward policy in Ab
3
'ssinia and though

severel}^ defeated at Adowa in 1896, she did not give up

her African dream. In 1900 however she had to abandon

her suzerainty over Ab3\ssinia.

Austria was occupying her unredeemed provinces and

continued to be her enemy as in the past. This Irren-

dentist feeling remained however only a sullen undercur-

rent during this period. More important were the tariff

wars between France and Italy in 1 886 and onwards. The
consequence was the renewal of a Triple Alliance between

German3^, Austria and In 1898 tariff wars ended,

and France admitted Italy’s claims over Tripoli.

Italy succeeded in her African ambitions by getting

possession of Tripoli by a wanton attack upon Turkey in

1912. But till the outbreak of the Great War her Irren-

dentist ambitions had no opportunity of fulfilment.

Rite of Socialift Movement.

Militant socialist party in Italy arose on the ruins of

the Mazzinian idealists and was pledged to fight solely

for the material welfare of the workers. It was much
influenced in its earlier stages with the anarchism of
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Bakounin and the French communards. Italian socialism

became however definitely Marxian and less revolutionary

in the early eightees under the leadership of Andrea Costa

and Filippo Turati. The best of the young intellectuals

and artisans joined it, because it was the only living creed

which created hope in the suffering people. It gradually

extended its influence over the peasants by accepting the

co-operative movement in 1 896. Crispi however persecuted

the socialists savagely.

Split : Anarchists and Reformists.

Socialist theories were unknown in Italy in 1<S7I. A
few French coiiimniiists came after the suppression of the

commune in Paris in 1871. The new ideas were set forth

in the programme of the second International approved

in London in 1876. Bakounin was the philosopher of the

new theory of anarchism. Garibaldi’s Republican com-

rades in large numbers accepted it. But differences

between the followers of Marx and Bakounin arose in

Italy also. Anarchists were the idealists and worshipper

of liberty and constitutional socialists under Andrea

Costa accepted the Parliamentary Reform system,

advocated social reforms, adopted cooperation between

different classes up to a certain point and believed

in the education of the proletariat class for economic

emancipation. Anarchists continued to hope for an armed

revolt of the masses against every form of government.

The more practical Parliamentary socialists devoted them-

selves to the organization of the working classes. Trade

unions and socialist sections increased in numbers and

influenced and urged more and more reforms through

their representatives in Parliament. They had to struggle

hard to make the masses accept its eminently materialistic

point of view. They had to combat the political idealism

created by the republicans and maintained by materialists
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and the spirit of indiscipline of the people aS' a whole.

Socialism, however, could not eradicate completely Italians’

deep love for their native land. The republican party after

Mazzini’s death had kept up an anti-Austrian propaganda

and an obstinate Irrcndentism all along. Mazzini

had said, “ Think of tliem ev’cr and speak of them

never.”

Political Parties in Italy.

Thus Italy was divided into three political parties

—

(l) the Right, that is, the conservatives who worked and

fought for the Risorgimcnto
; (2) the Left, that is liberals

and radicals
;
and (.3) the Extreme Left, that is the repub-

licans and socialists. The Left came into power in 1 876

after the fall of Minglietti and continued to rule throughout.

It carried out extension of franchise, compulsory and free

education, freedom of the press and other reforms. The

socialists criticised and opposed all existing order, though

they adopted ParliameiiL as tlnur weapon of reform. Two
camps arose in this party in 1893. TJie Riformisti

accepted monarchy and cooperation with other classes

for definite measures of reform by a policy of participating

in the government of the country. The Intransigenti who

repudiated the anarchistic theory of violence were rigid

and exclusive Marxists who continued to preach the class

struggle and the necessity of a radical transformation of

the social organism and would not cooperate with any

capitalist society. A tliird section arose at the Congress

of Rome in 1900 under Labriola called Sindicalisii who
emphasized the fundamental revolutionary character of

socialism and advocated “direct action” of the orga-

nized workers. These socialist movements shaped the

unleavened masses to life and action, economic and

political.
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Strength of the Parliamentarj Socialist Party.

But the Parliamentaiy or evolutionary party stiil

dominated the workers. They monopolised the labour

movement and were strongest in the industrial north.

They adopted general strike as a final weapon in their

struggles in 1906 but it was not to be used frequently or

excessively. They had not as yet turned Red Revolution-

aries or Syndicalists.

Nationalist Party : Its Aims.

As a counterpoise to Socialists there was a group

of energetic youngmen—poets, journalists and thinkers

(D’Annunzio, Beneditto Croce, Alfredo Oriani, Enrico Corra-

dini) who were inspired by the Risorgimento ideals and

filled with a burning desire to free their country from

the crude materialism of socialists and as Luigi Villari

says :
“ the cynical scepticism of the pusillanimous

bourgeois politicians.” They favoured a strong foreign

policy with a rigid national policy, and did not shrink

from challenging the principles of democracy. They

created the virile nationalist movement and became a

political party.

Italy’s Pre-War Finances and Administration.

We must notice one more point about pre-war Italy,

namely, her finances and administration. The story of

Italian financial position was one of increasing burden of

expenditure on railways, army, navy, etc-, borne by a

country poor in natural resources and young in the

practice of industry. All the surpluses since 1900 were

absorbed in them. Her national debt was consequently

large and increasing. Then there was corruption in the

public service and its purification had become necessary.

There was also a lack of efficient and hones! adminis-

trators. In 1910 Thomas Ockey wrote : ‘‘Italy still awaits

the courageous and resolute reformer who will grapple
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witli the shameless corruption which is so exhausting a

drain on the national resources.”

On the Eve of War.

The war wrought a great cliaiige in Italy. There

were two parties—those who were opposed to intervention

and wanted to be neutral, and those were for it. The

Vatican and Catholics who feared Russia, disliked

atheistic France and believed in clerical Austria, and the

advanced socialists who were only for cl ass-warfare,

opposed the war and were defeatists. The reformists,

socialists, Irrendentists, nationalists. Imperialists, a section

of the liberals and the masses were for war, and entertained

great hopes out of the successes of war when achieved.

Germany’s Penetration into Italy.

Besides the fact of her Triple Alliance, Germany had

penetrated economically into Italy and therefore, the

vested interests and conservative sections were opposed

to intervention for business reasons. But the desire to

gain unredeemed provinces and Austria’s reluctance to

accommodate it increased the feeling in favour of war.

Austria refused Trentino and the Allies promised all in the

Pact of London (1915).

Entry into War.

In May 191 5, Salandro’s Government repudiated the

Triple Alliance and joined in the war.

At the Peace Conference— Italy’s Failure in Her Ambitions—

Consequences of Peace—Bolshevik Feeling—Weakneu of

Government.

At the Peace Conference in 1919 Italy’s claims on the

Adriatic •were opposed by President Wilson. She did

not get all she wanted but she got only Trentino and

South Tyrol, People got annoyed but the government
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could not do anything. D^Annunzio took forcible posses-

sion of Fiume, but the delicate question was settled only by

the Treaty of Rapallo (1920) between Italy andJugo-Slavia,

and the unredeemed provinces were recovered. Moreover,

peace did not bring the fulfilment of her great expectations,

economic and imperial. The rise of prices and the increase

of unemployment and consequent misery created profound

discontent in the masses. They turned their eyes towards

Russia. In 1919 and 1 920 they came very near Bolshevism.

Strikes began in quick succession for an increase in wages

to keep pace with ever-increasing prices. Postal and

Railway strikes of 1920 assumed political character.

Signor Nitti’s government temporised and tried to buy off

strikers by concessions and amnesties. This led to the

weakening of the government position and the inevitability

of Bolshevism. There was budget deficit of 14 milliard

lires. Nitti resigned in 1920. Giolitti succeeded. He
stopped the bread subsidy. But difficulties did not cease.

Pott-war Difficulties.

Italy’s post-war difficulties were largely due to her

want of raw materials—coal, iron, cotton— indispensable

to her industry. Emigration used to provide an outlet

for her surplus population. But war arrested her emigra-

tion, disordered her commerce and diminished her

supplies of every kind. France acquired at the Peace

Conference a very large territory and quantity of raw

material, but Italy failed to secure any economic advantage

The unredeemed provinces became a burden. She felt

lierself ill-treated and her government by its irresolute

policy failed to make at the Peace Conference the most

of her great sacrifices during the war. She was to get

only ten per cent of reparations. Her war-debt had

amounted to 114 milliards lires, and she found it impos-

sible to pay her debts or even its interest.
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Bolshevik Highhanded Acts.

Government’s weakness was the outstanding feature

of this post-war period. It only watched the indus-

trial crisis. In 1 920 the occupation of factories

by communist workers took place. Originally it was a

movement of resistance by the great Metallurgical Trade

Union to a threatened lockout by the employers in the

engineering factories of Milan, but it spread rapidly

through Lombardy, Piedmont and even to other parts of

Italy. In some workshops arms were stored and the red

flag flown, but the authorities sent no troops against the

men. The movement however collapsed for want of

proper organized methods and leaders, after having

committed a number of tyrannies. Giolitti was blamed

for not providing police protection for the factories. Some

of them were seriously damaged. Bad treatment of

soldiers of war however exasperated the nationalist

feelings because they were hunted down like criminals

and murdered with impunity by Bolshevists.

Weakness of Socialists.

Bad reports about Russian conditions were however

brought by socialist delegates. Socialist party con-

sequently split and there was an end to all hopes of a

Red Revolution. A definite tendency towards reaction

became prominent.

Riling Tide of Nationalist! against Socialists. Mussolinrs

Early Career. His Early Views.

A new nationalist movement set in to counteract the

promises of the Reds and the Popolari who were

Christian democrats under Don Sturzo (1919) and wanted

to capture and control various groups as against the state.

Revolutions are always minority movements. The patriotic

parties in the Chamber formed an alliance to which they gave

the name of Fascio Parliamentare. The name then spread
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to certain groups in the country which were formed to

check the ever-increasing lawlessness and economic

chaos, and the weakness of the existing government

to suppress them. This name was adopted finally

by Mussolini—a leader of remarkable antecedents and

strong personal power who organized the first of his Fasci

di Combattimento in March 1919. He was a socialist, an

editor of a socialist paper, a man of the people and a

republican. He is the son of a blacksmith of Romagna.

He was born in 1883, went to Switzerland and was

educated as an elementary school teacher, and practised

the school teacher’s profession for several years. He
studied social and economic sciences. He became a

socialist and an editor of a stirring revolutionary paper,

carried on agitation, w^as imprisoned and expelled from

Switzerland and Austria. He returned to Italy, and carried

on socialist campaign and became one of its greatest

exponents. He edited at one time the official organ of the

socialist party “The Avanti.” He with his syndicalist

leanings took part in the revolutionary outbreak known

as the Red Days of 1914, which was a union of anarchists,

syndicatists and republicans in an attempt at an armed

revolt. Mussolini belonged to the left or revolutionary

wing of socialists. Bissolati’s group was the right wing

which was nationalist. Turati’s group was the moderate

wing or the centre.

Favours Intervention

In 1914 he joined the War. It converted him to the

policy of intervention. He left “Avanti” and started

‘ Popolo d’ltalia ’ and called for intervention. Thus

socialists were weakened because they lost both the right

and the left wing. They wanted to be neutral in war

because their position and policy was international.

Bissolati’s group agreed to cooperate with the existing state

when its national sentiment was roused. Mussolini’s

P. 44
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revolutionary group regarded the war as a great revolu-

tionary event and took a definite part in it. Consequently

only mediocrities were left in the centre party. A hatred

and opposition arose between neutralists and intervention-

ists. The neutralists did not take advantage of war

which would have taught heroism and sacrifice to classes

struggling to be free.

His Gradual Conversion—His Foremost Desire.

Mussolini’s conversion to war and imperial national-

ism made him an object of detestation to his former

socialist comrades who opposed intervention to the bitter

end. Mussolini volunteered himself for active service

against Austria and was badly wounded, and returned.

He fought in his new paper ‘ Popolo d’ Italia ’ against the

anti-war party, class hatred and the subversionism of so-

cialists. The key to his career therefore seems to be his in-

tense inborn patriotism. He wanted the liberation of Italy.

He cared for the safety, strength and future of his patria.

After the war a large class of Italians felt Italy to be

deserted by the Allies who had caused her ruin and

poverty without giving any recompense. The resulting

economic disorganization and psychological upheaval led

younger men into insurrectionary socialism. They were

attracted towards the Russian revolution, having felt

enamoured of the Soviets or councils of soldiers, workmen

and peasants. Thus the socialist strength arose. The

war party was discredited. But the socialist party had

no strong leaders and did not take advantage of its

opportunities. It wasted its time in complete inanition.

This led to discontent in the party. In 1920 they

decided to act, but the masses were not used to

struggle or sacrifice and they would not seize power by

force. They depended on strikes or industrial action.
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They captured factories and were satisfied. No struggle

was made to seize political power. Hence Bolshevism

ended after a few skirmishes and casualties.

Reaction against Socialists—A Counter-Movement.

On the contrary the anti-socialist movement against

Red Leagues grew in strength. Revolt against them spread

in 1921. Mutual threats, reprisals and murders took

place. But socialists retreated and showed no strength

or heroism in the fight.

Socialists Defeated in a Civil War by Fascists.

Fascists who opposed and fought them were reared

in Revolutionary Trade Unionism called Syndicalism, and

had taken full part in the hardship of war and were used

to aggression and struggle.

Fascists, Their Origin and Growth.

Fasces mean a bundle of rods enclosing an axe.

They were the Roman symbol of authority carried by

the lictors before higher magistrates. Fascios were armed

squads of young nationalists who wore black shirts. On
March 23, 1919, at Milan, Mussolini arranged a meeting

of Interventionists (150) which was known as their

constituent assembly. Its aim and objects were to use

and to secure the fruits of victory, to establish a Republic

and a strong government, to abolish the senate, to introduce

universal suflfrage and proportional representation.

Their Aim.

Its immediate object however was to put a check on
the subversive agitation of communists and their methods
of violence. They hated the governmental weakness,

uncertainty and hesitation. They could not tolerate the

condition of Italy as developed after the war. Bolshevik

propagandists tinder the weak policy and toleration of
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Nitti endeavoured to embitter the soul of the people by

their savage class hatred. Then there was a diplomatic

defeat at Versailles. Communist’s terrorism in the

country was indulging in murder, boycott, and burning

at pleasure without any governmental check or punish-

ment. Nitti and Giolitti proved very weak ministers.

Assassinations of Fascists, vSonzini and Giordani, took place

in broad dayliglit. Law and government were practically

non-existent.

Their Methods—Their Strength—Mussolini, Their Leader.

The Fascist groups which were created by Mussolini

in 1919 arose as one man against this in self-defence and

fought the excesses of communists at Bologna, Venice

and elsewhere with violence matched to violence. They

made regular reprisals. They said, “ they take up axe and

rod when the la w-abiding get the worst of it, and law-

breakers are immune.” They thus defeated Bolshevism

in a regular civil war. They were joined by ex-soldiers,

adventurers, generals of great fame, citizens weary of

Red tyranny and of state cowardice, students, bands of

troops, officials in active service, employees, professors,

and compact groups of labourers in fields and factories,

persons of every party, profession and creed. A weak

government led to the strengthening of the movement of

the Fascists. For two years socialists had terrorised the

nation. Bonomi’s ministry also proved weak. Mussolini

had in the meanwhile gathered round himself all the

patriotic forces which were dissatisfied with the feeble post-

war government which was incapable of facing sedition

boldly and of solving post-war problems. The ideals of

the early fascists were a sort of patriotic socialism directed

against war-profiteers, industrialists and communist-strikers

and town-councillors* Mussolini hovered between social-

i$m and nationalism but the course of events turned
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him towards the latter. He and his associates behaved

in swifter methods than those of ordinary law which was

so weakly administered. They entered Parliament in

the election of 1921, but were small in numbers.

March on Rome.

On October 28, 1922, he planned the famous and

triumphant marcli on Rome, and people welcomed him

and the king entrusted him with the task of government.

When asked about his policy he said :
“ he wanted to

realise the full value of Italy’s sacrifice in War.”

Causes of the Weakness of the Existing Government.

The general weakness of the Italian state was due to

(1) the want of a strong conservative party, because

old kingdoms and old nobility were destroyed

;

(2) the waywardness of middle classes;

(3) the control of politics by liberal, democratic

bourgeoisie and socialist working classes who
had not produced a man of the Cavour type

who could show that strong government or

order and liberty can be made to progress

together.

Therefore Italy had drifted since 1870 and after the

war there was a growing weakness or paralysis of the

Central government. This gave a chance to Mussolini’s

party. Bonomi had followed Giolitti, and Facta followed

Bonomi, but there was no strength in any government.

Mussolini had already accepted alliance with the bour-

geoisie and capitalist classes. From 1921 he acted in

consonance with the wishes of the nationalist party. His
followers had increased in numbers. They had the war
spirit in them and were disciplined. They routed the

cx>mmunists in the countryside and this new self-created

militia fought in the name of order and discipline and
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created, as it were, a ‘ new state ^ within the state. They

destroyed the socialist monopoly of local government,

and put themselves in their places. The government

could have stopped these aggressions or highhanded

acts of Fascists if it were itself strong enough. Fascists

were desirous of seizing the state. They tried to ally

themselves with trade-unionists and socialists and to stop

acts of violence b}' the Pact of Pacification in 1921. But

they did not succeed.

Against Parliamentary Form of Government.

At this stage the ministry was weakened for want of

support from Parliamentary parlies. Therefore the

Parliament’s prestige also got weakened. In 1922 a

ministerial crisis occurred. King refused to sanction

martial law to check the growth of Fascist power. The

ministry resigned. No new government could be formed.

Socialists and Fascists were against the parliamentary

system of government The opportunity came to Musso-

lini. He marched on Rome. The king welcomed the

Black Shirts and handed over the government to their

charge with Mussolini as the Prime Minister. They

based their government not on coalition but on the strength

of their party alone which was then in a minority, forming

only one-fourth of the electorate.

Mussolini Accepts Monarchy.

Mussolini who was a month before a Republican now

carried on the Government in the name of the monarchy

which he accepted. The Fascist revolution was complete.

Strong men rose to power, and government became efficient

and introduced order and peace in the country.

Parliamentary System of Government Not Properly Deve-
loped.

It seems that the Parliamentary system of government

has not been tended carefully in Italy, The corruption
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of parties and party leaders did not allow a good impres-

sion and influence of its virtues to be created. Perhaps

the Italian temper had not become accustomed to it. The

advent of socialism, one of whose sections being totally

anti-parliamentary, and the Great War did not allow it to

take root. In Italy which was recently emancipated from

the servitude of centuries where force ruled over ignorance,

internecine intrigue and strife, true independent minds

and progressive wills were very few. People cared for

private interests. Parliamentary elections were fought

not on public but on personal interests. Hence respect

for parliamentary methods was weak.

Musfolini Does Not Believe in the Old Parliamentary System.

Mussolini as a Socialist did not believe in it, and now

as one in possession of power based on the strength and

support of his party and himself as a believer in certain

definite principles would not tolerate it. He suppressed

all hostile criticism even by violence. Parliamentary

forms were either abrogated or kept as merely nominal.

His Utterances.

He said,

“ In internal politics there is nothing to discuss
;
what

is happening is happening by my precise and

direct will and under my orders for which

naturally I assume full responsibility.^^

“ We have not formed the national militia for

nothing. If the forces of opposition spread we

shall set up execution squads in the Piazzas of

Italy.”

“ In Russia and in Italy it has been proved that it is

possible to govern outside, above, and against

all liberal ideology .... Let it be realised,

then, once for all, that Fascism recognises no
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idols, adores no fetishes. It has already passed

and, if necessary, it will turn again, and pass

once more over the more or less decomposed

body of the goddess of liberty.”

He seems to us like a Mahdi preaching a holy war

for the recovery of Italy from the hands of the communists

and liberal infidels. To him democracy would merely be

the substitution of incompetent many for the corrupt few.

His Good Work.

But his tenure of power has transformed all the

country. He has restored order and crushed communist

danger with the help of his Fascist militia. The financial

position has been improved and a deficit of 6000 million

lires has been eliminated in four years and a surplus of

1400 million lires is created. He has simplified the taxes

and distributed them more equitabl}^ He has cut down

all useless expenditure. Administration is now reformed

and efficient.

Hit Economic Policy.

His new economic policy has been a collaboration of

all classes and productive forces of the country for

common good. There is to be no class warfare. A
citizen is for the whole state and is a part of it. Labour

disputes are compulsorily referred to special labour courts.

Strikes and lockouts are declared illegal. The condition

of labour is improved in wages and status.

Hit Foreign Policy

In his foreign policy he has adopted a strong attitude

in compelling respect for Italy and her claims. He is

Mazzinian in his ardent nationalism. Italy is his ideal

and his deity. In his methods he is Machiavellian. He
is uncompromising in the employment of the means that
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are needful to his great' end. He is a realist, a real

politiker, a machtpolitiker and a weltpolitiker.

Retulto of His Drastic Methods.

His drastic methods in bringing about various

material improvements have caused discontent among
vested interests, pacifists, humanitarians, socialists and

parliamentarians, and also among the incompetent who
are dismissed or pensioned off in his ruthless economy.

He wants to make Italy great “ by all means, in all places,

and against everybody.”

He has introduced moral and religious, aesthetical

and practical ideas in education, which was before purely

rational, under the direction of the philosopher Giovani

Gentile.

Hii Condoning of the Highhanded Acts of His Party.

In June 1924, the murder of a prominent socialist

Matteotti by the Fascists began to make the outside world

acquainted with the extent of their violent and unlawful

methods used against their opponents. Mussolini did

not condemn but condoned the murder and the murderers

were practically acquitted.

New Election Law—His Monopoly of Power.

During the first eighteen months of his government

he included in his cabinet Liberals, Catholics and Radicals.

And there was a talk of a possible understanding with

Socialists. And generally Salandra, Orlando, Giolitti

(Liberals or Democrats) at first gave him support. But

the elections of 1924 under a new law gave him three-

fourths of seats in the Parliament. Hence his party

monopolised the government in all wa3^s.
Because

of his tampering with the legislative machiner}^, and of the

Matteotti murder, the Liberals went over into opposition.
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For example, Beneditto Croce, the philosopher, and

Guglielmo Ferrero, the historian, disapproved all his high-

handed acts.

Hit Extremism and Despotic Measures.

Thus abandoned by moderates he threw himself into

the hands of the Fascist extremists, and was completely

Fascistised in 1925. Liberty and liberalism then perish-

ed. The Press is now controlled by officers. Judges

are made to obey the orders of Government, otherwise

they are dismissed. Teachers and professors cannot

remain outside or be above party politics. They must

preach Fascism. There is very little liberty of speech,

meeting and association. The Fascists hold the mono-

poly of meetings, congresses, and processions. Op-

ponents are liable to be imprisoned if even disrespectful

words are spoken.

Parliamentary Government Does Not Function.

Parliament really does not function. There are

hardly any free elections or any electoral principle.

Opposition members are all expelled from legislatures.

Consequently there is a lack of informed opposition and

hence the rise of corruption and bureaucracy. All com-

munes or towns are governed by a Podesta nominated by

the Central power. Old municipal or administrative

councils have been done away with. There is now heavy

taxation but no representation.

Measures Against Socialists.

He has abolished strikes, boycotts and sabotage, dis-

solved Trade Unions, suppressed Party organs, arrested

their leaders and burnt their headquarters, and compelled

all to cooperate and work for nation.

Even in his own party, elections have been abolished.

He nominates the general secretary of the party who in
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turn nominates the provincial secretaries, and they in

turn nominate the secretaries of single Fascios. The
followers do not count As a political being the citizen

has ceased to exist.

Material Security and Prosperity.

On the contrary, there is security and material pros-

perity. Public works have been developed, budget has

been balanced, and war debts have been settled. Mussolini

himself is above suspicion, selfishness and corruption.

He is intensely active and hardly tired.

Peoples’ Trust.

It seems that the people tmst him. Evei*}^ govern-

ment depends on the wishes, spirit and wisdom of the

active people. Constitution has been in abeyance and

legislation has placed all control in the hands of the

executive government which means in his hands.

Democracy at Stake.

He is not anti-capitalist and his may be termed the

Black dictatorship as against the Red dictatorship. The
eternal question of democracy or self-government in

politics and economics is at stake, while Mussolini

imposes his ideas of good government and brings about

some good conditions of order and material prosperity.

In the ‘ Italia nuova,^ the Goddess of liberty is dethroned

and the work of Mazzini is lost.

Forces Behind Him.

He is the child of Italy’s unfulfilled national ambi-

tions, ambitions which, were created by Mazzini and

inspired by the Rome of Caesars and Rome of Popes.

As a nationalist he wants all the Italian lands to be free

and Italy to be united
;

as an Imperialist he wants a

Colonial Empire and Mediterranean supremacy; as a
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nationalist-socialist he wants the material happiness of the

workers and disappearance of the German bourgeoisie from

land who held in grips her economic life and wealth, and

the harmony of the classes. He means well. Italy is an

overcrowded country of forty millions as compared with

France, and the population increases at the rate of half a

million annually. She possesses few colonies. America

is closing her doors against Italian immigrants. Econo-

mically she lacks coal, iron, chemicals and advanced

chemical and technical knowledge. His desire is there-

fore of ‘ Italia nuova ’ and a greater Italy at home and

abroad. His guiding motive seems to be not the actual

benefits or liberties of individuals but the promotion of

power and greatness of the state. Thiers has said about

18th Brumaire, “when after a long apathy, men

reawaken and attach themselves to something, Cest avec

passion.”

Conclusion.

It is really a conflict between normal and abnormal

duties and times. How long the latter are to last depends

on the wishes, wisdom and spirit of the people. Free

people may abhor them, forced nations may detest them,

but stagnant and weakened peoples may welcome

temporarily the ethics of dictatorship as against the ethics

of democracy.

Aims and Policy of the Fascism.

It is very difficult to state what part of the Fascist’s

mentality and methods is transitional and what part

national and universal. On the whole to-day the aims

and policy of Fascism may be stated to be as follows

:

1. Its intense patriotism. It refuses to endanger the

life and material welfare of the people by pursuing theore-

tical ideals. It believes only in one party. Socialist
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and Liberal parties are suppressed. There is to be no

compromise with them.

2. Its hatred of class warfare. Its national outlook

and belief in cooperation between all classes in economic

production. It opposes class and international socialism.

It believes in individualistic notions of private property.

Fascism rejects the theory of popular sovereignty and

sets up in its place that of the sovereignty of the state.

3. Its faith in strong government, in authority and

obedience, in violence against violence, and in the disci-

pline and dictatorship of its own leader. It rejects any

sorts of pacifism, or passd-isni. It believes in a complete

revision of the whole liberal-democratic theory of Parlia-

mentary government. Their equality theor}^, universal

franchise, electoral contests and elections are rejected. The
strong, the best, and the ablest are to be put at the head

of the government. There is no theory of ministerial

responsibility. Parliament is only to discuss, approve and

legislate. It can have no administrative function.

4. It welcomes political, commercial, financial and

industrial intercourse with the world but it would not

allow foreign control of Italy’s economic life in any way.

5. It wants to guard fully her international rights

and colonial needs and ambitions.

6. It does not advocate state proprietorship of land

;

it believes in a progressive proprietorship of land on the

part of the cultivators. State is to bring this about. The
cultivators are to be given technical, administrative and
financial help. Land is to be allotted to those who work
it. The law of succession is to be reformed.

7.

Its recognition of state supremac3\ Society does

not exist for the individual but the individual for the state.

Right of the individual is not superior to the state. State

is to control, adjust, and decide about all group activities,

whether capitalist’s corporations or labour syndicates.
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Peoples’ will is free so long as what they wish is, for the

common good. It does not believe in the natural rights

of man or in liberty divorced from law and end. It affirms

that rights of man arise from his consciousness of duty.

“ The nation is the God-appointed instrument for the

welfare of the race and in this alone its moral essence

lies,” says Mussolini.

S. V. PUNTAMBEKAR.



THE INDIAN FEDERAL CONSTITUTION

The Indian Federal Constitution is generally regarded

as one of the surprises of the Round Table Conference,

but those, who were privileged to have a view behind the

scenes, knew that the ground for it had been carefullj^ pre-

pared both in Simla and London. The Simon Commission
had devoted one of its exhaustive chapters to a considera-

ti 5n of the question and supplied some of the useful details

which were later embodied in the London proposals. Only
it could not come to a definite conclusion as the subject

was outside its terms of reference and it had no opportunity

of examining the Princes in order to determine whether
the idea of federation was capable of immediate realisation

or was only a distant possibility. It nevertheless hinted
at the direction in which it wished the future constitution

of India to move by recommending the reorganisation of

the Legislative Assembly on a federal rather than a unitary
basis and requesting the Prime Minister to invite the

Princes’ participation in the Round Table Conference.

The ideas so thrown out were taken up by the Princes

who had been greatly disappointed by the Butler Com-
mittee’s Report regarding their rights and status. It may
be said without exaggeration that the main outlines of the

scheme were formulated by the Maharaja of Bikaner in

consultation with Pandit Malaviya at Simla. The clever

publicity officers connected with the Princes’ Chambers’
Special Organisation had already a book on Indian Federa-
tion in the press and nearly every prince had a scheme
before any of the delegates of the Round Table Conference
had left the shores of India. The rest of the business
consisted in a skilful endeavour, which proved successful,

to persuade the British Indian delegates to sacrifice their
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cherished unitary conception in favour of federation and to

convince the British Delegation that it was the only way

out of an impossible situation which appeared to leave no

alternative between government by repression and conces-

sion of responsibility at the centre.

A Diplomatic Gathering.

The Round Table Conference was therefore more a

gathering of diplomats than a constituent assembly. It was

convened to enlist the cooperation of those who had kept

aloof from the Simon Commission and to decide political

questions of pith and moment rather than hammer out

constitutional details. In the game of diplomatic finesse

which thus ensued, the British Indians were no match for

the seasoned veterans of the British Government and those

distinguished Indian statesmen who had spent their lives

in the atmosphere of Indian States. Divided as they were

by every principle which separates one human being from

another, by ambition, jealousy, political sentiment, commu-

nal rivalry, social and economic animosity, they were

outclassed and outwitted everywhere. Lacking the expert

advice and the skilled technical assistance which the

Princes and the British delegates commanded and the

precision of mind, which only a carefully thought-out

scheme can give, and swayed by every gust of counsel and

political passion in India, they yielded ground everywhere

and fell an easy prey into the net carefully prepared for

them. They made concession after concession and called

them acts of practical statesmanship. They had set out

to attain communal unity, but brought back only discord

and disunity. They aimed at full Parliamentary central

responsibility but lost the Legislative Assembly. They

sought freedom from bureaucrats but found only fresh

masters in the Princes. They tried for Dominion Status

but brought back responsibility encumbered with so many
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safeguards as to be almost in chains. They attained

federation but in their hurry dropped Burma on the way.

Motives for Federation.

Nevertheless Indian Federation is one of the distinctive

achievements of the Conference which could not have been

obtained by any other method. The vision of a United India

appeals to the heart and imagination of every Indian
;
and

if the Round Table Conference had done nothing else but

to make this vision a reality, it would have deserved a place

in history. But the translation of the idea of Federation

into practice was accompanied by such serious sacrifices

in detail and principle that it made thoughtful observers

view it with some amount of suspicion. This is clear from

the different motives from which different parties wel-

comed Federation. The Labour Government seized on it

as an excellent pretext for getting the unfortunate Simon

Commission Report out of the way. The Conservative and

Liberal parties welcomed it as a stabilizing factor in

Indian politics. They knew more than any one else that

Federation and Responsibility do not go well together.

The Princes and their astute advisors after their recent

disappointment with the expensive advocacy of Sir Leslie

Scott and the conclusions of the Butler Report saw in it

their only practical chance of defining and rationalizing

Paramountcy. Indeed it is they who had fathered the

idea and its acceptance by the Conference is one of the

most notable achievements in the annals of diplomacy for

which the credit should go to the Maharaja of Bikaner,

the Nizam, the Nawab of Bhopal and the Maharaja of

Mysore and their responsible advisors. The Mussal-

mans in the first instance hailed Federation as an

additional support to their pet theory of residual powers

for the provinces. The only class of persons who viewed

it with misgivings were the Hindu Liberals. They
F* 44
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were not clear how their cherished convictions regarding

unitary responsible government, democracy and residual

powers for the central government would fare in the new

scheme, but they were ultimately carried oflF their feet by

the eloquent advocacy of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and the

imperative necessity of presenting a “ united front ” The

Right Honourable Srinivasa Sastri expressed his opposi-

tion to the last
;
but the great master of English diction

and the hero of many platform triumphs was entangled in

the web of legal subtlety, constitutional intricacy and

political expediency which was skilfully woven round

him, and when in spite of what he had written a few

days before in an Indian newspaper, he announced his

conversion in the open Conference, the battle of Federation

was won. The rest was an easy task. It was left to Mr.

Ramsay MacDonald and Lord Sankey to guide the deliber-

ations in a predetermined channel. This was rendered

easier by the fact that most of the British Indian delegates^

—

great authorities on diarchy, separate electorates and central

responsibility—who might have been expected to give

trouble, had no clear conception of what Federation meant

and were content to receive their guidance on this obs(iure

* subject from the various schemes drafted by the Princes

and their secretaries which made their appearance at

this psychological moment, supplemented by the unwritten

wisdom of the Lord Chancellor. The few who had, were

so overwhelmed by British hospitality, the inclemency

of the English weather and the polite compliments of the

Chairman of the Federal Structure Sub-Committee and so

handicapped by the want of secretarial assistance that they

were content to drift along to the appointed haven.

Meanwhile there was incessant telegraphing between

Whitehall and Simla and a feverish activity behind the

scenes not unlike that which attends the preparation of a

throne-room scene in an Indian drama while the audience
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is regaled with comic songs and impromptu dances. The
British delegates went on pouring their sympathy for the

delectation of Indian audiences, the Indian delegates

continued to dazzle the British public with their forensic

eloquence, while lighter amusement was provided by the

Popular Press in the shape of stories of fierce tigers and

beautiful Ranis. Meanwhile the Prime Minister with the

quiet assistance of experts from India like Sir Malcolm

Hailey, Sir Charles Innes and others from the India

Office prepared his famous concluding speech, which,

according to his son’s showing, was ready before Sir Tej

Bahadur Sapni and Lord Reading had delivered their

“epoch-making” utterances. The result of these deliber-

ations open or secret is the provisional federal proposals

embodying the conclusions of His Majesty’s Government

on the Indian Constitutional question.

Detaik of Federation.

The main features of the Federal scheme as it

emerged out of the skilful hands of the Federal Structure

Sub-Committee are that the Federation is to consist of

British Provinces on the one hand and Indian States or

groups of states as may enter the Federation on the other.

The Federal Legislature is to consist of two Chambers,

each containing representatives of both British India and

the States. The powers of the Federal Legislature have

been determined by classifying all subjects in Schedule (1)

of the Government of India Act, 1919, into exclusively

Federal, exclusively Provincial and subjects in which

both the Centre and the Provinces are interested and which

might therefore be classed as provincial, subjects to

Federal Legislation. Besides these there are subjects

like the Army and Foreign Aflfairs, etc., which are reserved

for the Crown. Of these four categories of subjects, the

Federal Legislature has the power to legislate or lay
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down policy for the first two. They include most, of the

subjects which are assigned to the Federal Government

in other countries and comprise a surprisingly large

number. There is thus no reason to fear that the future

Federation of India will be handicapped by any serious

limitations on its powers. This happy result is due to

the commendable spirit of give and take shown by the

Princes and is one of the creditable results of the Con-

ference. To provide for the adequate representation of

all interests the size of the Upper Chamber, called the

Senate, has been fixed at from 1 00 to 150, while that of

the Lower Chamber has been fixed at 250. The principle

of conceding weightage to the States in the distribution

of seats in the Upper Chamber has been accepted while

a similar claim in the case of the Lower Chamber has

been left over for subsequent discussion. The Crown

has also put forward the claim for filling some seats by

nomination to safeguard the interest of the subjects ex-

clusively reserved to it The Princes reserve to them-

selves the right to make their own arrangements for filling

the seats assigned to them while the British Government

will fill its share by election by the Provincial Councils by

the method of the single transferable vote for the U pper

Chamber and by direct or indirect popular election for

the Lower Chamber. While the franchise for the Upper

Chamber is to be the same as for the present Council of

State, the franchise for the Lower Chamber will necessarily

depend upon the method of election adopted.

Tbe Organitation of the Executive.

The organisation of the Federal Executive and its

relation to the Legislature is really the heart of the Indian

Constitutional problem. It therefore excited the keenest

interest and conflict of opinion. Subject to difference on

details on the question of safeguards, it has been
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agreed that the Federal Executive should consist of the

Viceroy assisted by a Federal Ministry recruited from

and jointly responsible to both the Houses except for one

or two official ministers in charge of reserved subjects

who will be responsible to the Viceroy alone. They will

resign with every ministry but shall be eligible for re-

appointment. In order to ensure greater stability for

the Executive than is generally found in Parliamentary

countries, it is agreed that it should resign on an adverse

vote, only if it is carried by a two-thirds majority. In addi-

tion to ordinary constitutional powers, the Viceroy is to

have special powers of interference in cases of emergency or

serious breakdown of administration
;
he has also to

safeguard national credit and the administration of reserv-

ed subjects like the Army, Foreign Affairs and relations

with Indian States, control the Currency Policy of the

country until a Reserve Bank can be set up and protect

Religions and Commerce against discrimination.

Criticitm of These Proposals.

It is no criticism against these proposals for Federa-

tion and the attendant safeguards that there are no

precedents for them in the existing or past constitu-

tion of any country. India has its special problems

which are not found anywhere and must solve them in

its special way. But while every allowance has been

made for this factor, there is no denying the fact that the

proposals are extraordinary and unprecedented and it

behoves us to inquire whether they are all devised in the

interests of India and whether they were not prompted by

some special interests which do not appear on the surface.

In this connection the question of motives with which

the different parties agreed to accept Federation becomes

important. There is no doubt that every provision in this

Qonstitution can be explained in the light of these motives.
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A Stable Legislature.

The British Government wished to go as far as

possible in the direction of pleasing India without alarm-

ing conservative vested interests at home. It therefore

decided to give all the forms of Dominion Self-Govern-

ment without conceding the substance in some essential

respects. Hence its lip service to equality and self-

determination and simultaneous insistence on a compre-

hensive list of Safeguards. It wished to appear to concede

Dominion Status and at the same time retain control

over essential subjects such as the Army, Foreign

Affairs, Currency, Public Debt, Military Budget, Civil

Services, Minorities, and European Commerce. In

combining these contradictory aims, it achieved under the

forms of Dominion Self-Government Egyptian or even

something less than Egyptian Status, internal autonomy

subject to external control in essential questions. In

the sphere of Central Government it conceded responsible

Government hedged with such restrictions as to make it

almost illusoiy. The first step taken was to abolish the

radical Legislative Assembly which, with its direct election

under a unitary Constitution and its irresponsible majo-

rity, had proved to be extremely inconvenient and to re-

organize it on a Federal basis. Responsibility to such an

Assembly on any other basis would have been extremely

dangerous. The second step taken was to stabilize the

constitution of the Central Legislature by introducing

the princely element with a weightage in its favour. This

suited the Princes extremely well who though anxious

to limit paramountcy were not enthusiastic about Demo-

cracy either in their own dominions or in British India.

They proposed to attain their end by surrendering certain

common subjects, over which they had already lost control,

to the Federal authority in which they demanded
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excessive representation and at the same time retaining

their sphere of internal Sovereignty inviolate against all

encroachment by the Political Department Thus at one

stroke they hoped to put a limit to paramountcy and

recover their lost power over subjects of common concern.

At the same time most of them had no desire to introduce

representative institutions in their states and even

reserved the right to determine in their own way the

method of their representation in the Federal Chambers.

With these safeguards they decided to support the British

Indian demand for Responsible Government and Domi-

nion Status. Occupying the strategic position they did,

they were thus able to pose as a stabilizing factor in the

Indian Constitution before the British Government and

as a patriotic and liberal influence before the British

Indian Public. They were thus able to get support for

their claims for favoured treatment from both sides.

The Mussalmans tried to play the same game but

their leadership was so tactless and unimaginative

and their mule-like insistence on their Fourteen Points

was so selfish that they rapidly lost the sympathy of

all parties and really fell between two stools. The

British Delegation, on the other hand, was only too ready

to use them as pawns in their game and no doubt

counted upon them along with other special interests as

another stabilizing factor in the constitution of the

Federal Legislature. The
,
Crown nominees provided a

third element of stability while indirect election was the

fourth factor operating in the same direction.

An Irremovable Executive.

An Executive ‘responsible’ to a Legislature so

constituted becomes irremovable and becomes really res-

ponsible to the Viceroy who appoints it. Instances

of such irremovable ‘responsible’ ministries are not
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unknown to the present Diarchical provincial constitutions.

Under similar conditions, the same results may be repeated

in what is to all intents and purposes a Diarchy in the

Central*Government. But there are in the Federation

proposals additional safeguards. It has been proposed that

ministries should not ordinarily resign unless a vote of no-

confidence has been carried by a iwo-thirds majority of both

Houses sitting together. A ministry may therefore be able to

carry on if it can retain the confidence of one-third of the

members of both the Chambers containing a large number

of Viceregal and Princely nominees and representatives of

special interests elected on a narrow franchise. It is a

well-known constitutional maxim that in Federations

Responsible Government if established is generally weak.

The fact that in the peculiar conditions of India, it will be

the Viceroy’s duty to look after the Army, Foreign Affairs,

and a major portion of the finance himself and to provide

for the adequate representation of Indian States and minori-

ties in his executive and to attend to the protection of minori-

ties, the public services, European commerce and the safety

and tranquillity of the country will add enormously lo his

power and correspondingly weaken the sense of responsi-

bility of his ministiy. Responsibility with such safeguards

is responsibility in chains and it would have been far

better if Britush Indian Delegates had dispensed with it

altogether and pressed for elected Executive on the Swiss

or the American model. A fetish has been made of the

tlieory of Responsible Government in India but it is

doubtful if it is really suitable for the country. It will not

work in a Federation and will in the long run mean a

weak Executive.

The Value of Safeguards.

Too much need not be made of the Safeguards. Some
of them are indeed valuable provided they are in the
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interest of India itself. For instance, it will be advisable to

remove Currency and Railways from the influence of party

politics altogether, provided care is taken to see that in

removing State control a purely European control is not

substituted. Unfortunately, freedom from the State means
in too many cases in India merely control by a particular

community. When this can be avoided management by
a public corporation under rules made by the State is always

better than direct management by the State. This is in

accordance with the recent developments in political theory.

Outside control over credit is not a safeguard in Indian

interests. It will only weaken the sense of responsibility

of Indian Ministers. Where there is no power to take

risks there is really no responsibility and the restraint

which responsibility imposes disappears.

Loss of British Indian Unity.

The defects mentioned above can be rectified in course

of time. For instance, the two-thirds provision for a motion

of non-confidence may be dropped, the Princes may be

induced to give the right of election to their subjects and the

safeguards may be withdrawn. The main thing is to get

a start, where the form is present life will flow in sooner

or later. But there is one thing, which if not rectified

at the outset, will be past recall. In the anxiety to secure

an all-India unit}", the unity of British India achieved after

a century^s effort, seems in danger of being lost There

are many matters of common concern to the British Pro-

vinces, for instance. University education, Scientific research.

Agricultural co-operation, Industrial organization, Irriga-

tion, which have been coordinated from a single centre and

may continue to be coordinated in the future also. While the

present Central Machinery is being absorbed in the future

Federal Organization, no separate machinery is being set

up to perform these British Indian functions. Is it necessary
Pr ir
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to destroy the existing structure in order to build a palace?

The Federal Structure Committee was alive to the existence

of these functions but left them to be performed by the

Federal Government. Thus anomaly is created in so far

that while British Indians will have no voice in the affairs

of the Indian States, the States through their representatives

in the Federal Legislature will control purely British

Indian matters. The Princes propose to meet this difficulty

by walking out when British Indian affairs are being

discussed. This is impractical, as they cannot walk out

when a ministry is being censured on a purely British Indian

issue. The anomaly and the inconvenience of this “ walk

in and walk out arrangement^' is recognised by the Federal

Structure Sub-committee but they preferred to put up with

this anomaly rather than set up separate machinery for

the settlement of common British Indian affairs. They

give no reasons for this attitude; probably they thought

that such matters will be too few to engage a sepa-

rate organization. That, however, is not the experience

of Prussia where there are vigorous Prussian institutions

in addition to those existing for the provinces and the

whole Germany. It would have been perhaps better if

the component elements of Federation would have been

British India on the one hand and the Indian States on

the other instead of the British Provinces and the Indian

States. But a marked prejudice against the unity of

British India was a notable feature of the Conference

and this was curiously strengthened by the attitude of

the Princes and the Mussulman theory of the residual

powers for the provinces. The British Indian Delegation

seems to have taken no adequate steps to prevent this

disintegration of British India into rival and competing

provincial units which threatens to add one more
principle of division to those already existing in this

country.
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Lions in the Path.

Edger Allen Poe in one of his tales of mystery and

imagination describes how Death ultimately joined a party

of revellers in spite of all attempts to keep it out. While

sharing the feast of Federation, the delegates of the Round

Table Conference were uneasily conscious of two skeletons

in the cupboard: the movements represented by Mahatma

Gandhi and Moulana Shaukat Ali though they tried to

keep them out as much as possible. Nevertheless these

skeletons, if a man of generous proportions of Moulana

Shaukat Ali can be called *a skeleton, like Poe’s Death

entered and marred the tone of general festivity. The

communal problem long postponed proved to be insoluble

because of the wrong method of approach which was

adopted and the Conference dispersed in an atmosphere of

communal mutterings which were voiced loudly enough

to be heard by all : by Jinnah and other Mussalman

delegates. That muttering has been echoed in the Com-

munal Riots in the U.P. and it remains to be seen how

long the Scheme of Federation will be able to survive the

Communal Storm. Sir Muhmad Iqbal has roundly

accused Federation as a Hindu device to rule over the

Mussalman minority. However exaggerated this verdict

may be, there is no doubt that for the successful working

of the scheme a communal solution is indispensable. The
criticism of the scheme is that while providing for ali

vested interests, it has failed to meet the forces which have

been let loose by Mahatma Gandhi’s movement. The
masses are no longer in a ‘‘ state of pathetic contentment ”

which the Montagu-Clielmsford Report described 1 4 years

ago. They are conscious of their poverty, and led by the

unemployed intelligentsia are also conscious of the political

and economic measures by which it ma}^ be mitigated.

The Conservative Scheme of the Round Table Conference

fails to satisfy their aims and aspirations and will have to
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be largely modified before they agree to work it. It must

nevertheless be admitted that it marks a notable advance

on the present Indian conditions and those who worked

hard at great personal sacrifice to bring it about deserve the

thanks of the country. Rome was not built in a day and

every advance made serves only to point the path for

further progress.

‘30th April, 1931. H. R. BATHEJA



THE POSITION OF INDIAN STATES IN

THE NEW CONSTITUTION

I

The problem of the States has been with us from

the beginning of Indian history. In order to escape

extinction at the hands of a powerful monarch they

accepted his suzerainty. The extent of subordination and

the amount of control exercised by the Paramount Power

have varied from time to time and with individual States.

But never before was the control exercised in such a

systematic and thoroughgoing fashion as during the last

hundred years or so. The British Government gradually

perfected a system of minute supervision, interference

and control in the States through Political Agents and the

machinery of the Political Department. The Princes were

powerless before the working of this machine. They
worried and fretted, they even wrote letters of protest,

but they were unable to alter the situation. The change,

however, came by itself. The growth of the national

movement in British India and the demand for self-

governing institutions therein made the British look to

the Indian Princes for help. Successive Viceroys, from

Lord Lytton onwards, elaborated, schemes for rallying

them to their support. This policy reached an important

stage in the time of Lord Minto, who, as pointed out by
the Directorate of the Chambers Special Organization in

‘ The British Crown and the Indian States,’ was alarmed

at “the growth of the national movement in British India,”

and who “ saw in the Princes a strong bulwark against

subversive movements.” From this time dates the policy

of consulting Indian Princes on questions of common
interest and of allowing them to meet together for
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purposes of discussion leading ultimately to the formation

of the Chamber of Princes in 1921. Gradually the theory

of direct relations with the Crown was evolved and an

attempt was made to use the States as a permanent block

in the way of Indian progress towards Dominion Status.

But when the Princes began to meet together and to

realise the advantageous situation in which the march of

events had placed them they decided to use the opportu-

nity to better their own position. They had three chief

grievances— (l) They had no voice in deciding ques-

tions which afifected them equally with British India

;

(2) there was no limit to the interference of the Paramount

Power in the affairs of the States; and (3) there was

no impartial tribunal to adjudicate claims between

them and the Government of India—which was really

judge in its own case. These grievances were placed

by an influential deputation of the Princes before Mr.

Montagu when he toured India after the announce-

ment of August 20, 1917. The Montagu-Chelmsford

Report tried to remedy the situation by creating a

Permanent Council (Chamber) of Princes, by associat-

ing a small Standing Committee of the Chamber with

the work of the Political Department, and by making a

provision for the appointment of impartial committees of

enquiiy in cases of disputes.

The Princes were not satisfied with the working of

the new machinery recommended by the Montagu-

Chelmsford Report. Moreover, they were nervous of their

future position in view of the developments that were

taking place in British India. They were afraid that the

establishment of responsible government in British India

will prejudicially affect them and their whole Order.

They began to discuss plans to safeguard their position

and they have spared no pains and no money during the

last five years to achieve their object. They have carried
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on a vigorous propaganda in Britain and in India and

even in foreign countries like America; they have employ-

ed able and expensive lawyers like Sir Leslie Scott to

prepare and argue their case
;
and they have maintained

a special organization consisting of the various types of

experts to prepare all kinds of schemes to safeguard

their position. And they have succeeded in making the

Indian States question one of the foremost political

problems of the day and in creating British public opinion

in their favour.

II

The first thing the Princes did was to secure the

appointment of the Butler Committee on Decemi^er 16,

1927. They had four main objects in view at the time ;

—

(1) To set at rest their apprehension that the establishment

of responsible government in British India will prejudi-

cially affect their position, powers and dignity and to

secure a guarantee from the Paramount Power for the

protection, preservation and perpetuation of their Order

;

(2 ) to establish direct relations with the Crown and to

avoid direct relations with the Government and people of

British India when responsible government is established

therein; (3) to secure codification of the practices of the

Political Department and the limitation of the rights and
powers of the Paramount Power; and (4) to obtain a

share of the revenues derived by the Government of

India from such all-India items as customs, railways,

posts, telegraphs, salt, excise, etc. The verdict of the

Butler Committee was favourable to the Princes on
three points. It held that the relations of the States

were with the Crown and not the Government of

British India and that they were not to be transferred

to any new government without the voluntary consent of

the Princes, and that the States had a right to a share in
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the Indian revenues the amount of which was to be

determined by an expert committee to be appointed for the

purpose. But on the fourth point—that the rights of the

Crown were limited by the terms of the contracts (Treaties)

made by the States with it and that the claim of the Crown

to general interference in the affairs of the States is un-

constitutional and t3Tannical—the decision of the Butler

Committee was against the Princes. It rejected their

whole case and reasserted in a still more thoroughgoing

fashion than ever before the doctrine of Paramountcy. It

summed up the doctrine in an aphorism—“Paramountcy

must remain paramount ” and refused to define it or lay

down any limitations— legal or otherwise—to its exercise.

This caused great dissatisfaction among the Princes which

was voiced at the next session of the Chamber of Princes.

They exposed the real state of affairs in this connection

and expressed their determination to get rid of the

excessive, illegal and tyrannical interference.

In the meantime the Simon Commission was busy

gathering materials and preparing its report. The Princes

utilised this time in preparing their own schemes for meet-

ing the difficulties of their future position and in carrying

on a vigorous propaganda in Britain, They succeeded in

demonstrating that the British Indian problem could not

be solved until the position of the Indian States was clearly

defined and the rights of the Princes were fully safeguarded.

The Simon Commission asked for an extension of its terms

of reference to deal with the problem of the Indian States

and suggested an adequate representation of the Princes

on the Round Table Conference which was to be convened

to ^ttle the Indian constitutional question.

Ill

Before discussing the proposals of the various bodies,

including thosd made at the Round Table Conference,
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it is worthwhile to understand clearly the needs and

demands of the Indian Princes. In the first instance,

the Princes do not like the talk of Independence. They

are afraid that in an Independent India there will be

no place for them. It cannot be said that their fears

are altogether groundless. They, therefore, declare that

they will oppose with all their might the severance of the

British connection
;
and they put forward their treaties

in defence of their attitude. Loyalty to the Crown is the

first article of their faith.

Secondly, the Indian Princes insist that their relations

are with the British Crown and not with the Government of

Briti^ India and that the Paramount Power is the Crown

and not the Government of British India. It is historically

an untenable position as I have shown in my book “Indian

States and British India : Their Future Relations ”
;
but it

suits both the Princes and the British Government to accept

it. The Princes, therefore, demand that whatever rights of

Paramountcy may remain in the future they should be

exercised by the Crown and not by any new Government

of India, even if it be the Federal Government containing

the States themselves.

Thirdly, the Princes demand a definite guarantee

that their rights, position and privileges, their territories

and dynasties as defined in the Treaties, Engagements

and Sanads shall be respected strictly
;
that there shall be

no interference from outside in the internal afiairs of their

States
;
that the form of government in the States is an

affair of the Princes alone
;
and that no outside authority has

anything to do directly with the subjects of the States.

Fourthly, the Princes claim an adequate voice in

deciding all questions that affect both British India and

the Indian States.

Fifthly, the Princes want a share of the Indian revenues

—1.^., the part that is ultimately paid by their subjects.

F, 48 '
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And lastly, tlie Princes demand the creation of a

Supreme Court for the adjudication of all justiciable

disputes between themselves and British India.

IV

In order to safeguard their position and rights the

Princes had evolved by April 1 928 a complex, expensive

and cumbersome scheme of double diarchy which was

easily dismissed by the Butler Committee as undesirable

and impractical. The Princes had proposed the creation

of an Indian States Council, consisting of the Viceroy

and six members—three representatives of the States,

two Englishmen without any previous experience of India

and the Secretary of the Political Department. The Indian

States Council was to serve as an executive to the Chamber

of Princes and was to be in charge of the Political Depart-

ment and was to deal with all questions relating to the

Indian States. For the decision of all-India questions

the Princes proposed a Union Council which was merely

the Indian States Council and the Executive Council

of British India in joint session. And for the settlement

of justiciable disputes and constitutional questions there

was to be a Union Supreme Court staffed by “ a Chief

Justice and two other judges appointed for life on

high salaries, selected from the best men in Great

Britain.''

This scheme was framed with the help of Sir Leslie

Scott and was kept strictly confidential. It, however,

leaked out and was immediately published in India. It

was unfavourably commented upon and though it was

submitted both before the Butler Committee and the

Simon Commission the Princes had realised that it had

no chances of success. And like practical men they set

to work to evolve new schemes for the purpose.
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V
Ever since the decision in 1 9 1 7 to grant to British

India responsible institutions gradually the ideal of an

all-India federation has been present in the minds of

both British and Indian statesmen. It was referred to

by the authors of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report.

Some of the Princes also have spoken of it as their cherish-

ed goal. But to the people of the Indian States an all-

India federation is not only a mere ideal to be achieved

in some distant future as envisaged by tlie vSimon Com-

mission but something which is immediately practical.

They pressed it before the All-Parties Committee

—

popularly known as the Nehru Committee —appointed

by the All-Parties Conference on May 19, 1928, to

draft a constitution for India. Mr. Hosakoppa Krishna

Rao of Mysore diafted a full-fledged federal constitution

for India and pressed it for adoption by the All-Parties

Committee on behalf of the subjects of the Indian States.

But the Nehru Committee while accepting the suggestion

for the creation of the Supreme Court for India considered

that the time had not yet come for a true federation as the

Princes were not prepared for it The Princes were no doubt

expressing their readiness to join a “federation”—but the

federation that they wished to join was to be not a federa-

tion of the ordinary type as existing in other countries like

America, Canada, Australia, Switzerland, Germany, etc.,

but something which “ may be called semi-federation,

quasi-federation, union or pact” which “in view of the

unparalleled conditions connected with India and the

Indian States, will call for a new adaptation of the ideas”

as put by H. H. the Maharaja of Bikaner. What the

Indian Princes wanted to join was in reality some sort of

a Confederation ultimately proposed at the first Round

Table Conference and not a Federation at all and the

Nehru Committee realising that a confederation will only
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Imd not British India rejected it TheyWN it a
^
one-sided arrangement” and “ a travesty of the

federal idea” and expressed their readiness to welcome

^e dedsion oi the Princes to join a federation—“ after

realizing the full implications of the federal idea ” which

they gave in tlie words of Professor Newton.

Indeed there are some important difficulties in the

way of creating' a time federation in India immediately.

The fact is that the Indian Princes are not as yet prepared

to make the requisite sacrifices for achieving a federal

union—although they indulge in tall talk and use high-

sounding expressions. What they are trying to do is to

exploit the occasion for their own benefit. They wish

to get rid of all interference in their internal affairs
;
they

want to have an effective voice in deciding the all-India

questions
;
they demand share in the all-India revenues

and compensations for territories ceded for protection

several generations ago. But they do not want to lay down

any constitutional limitations on their autocratic powers

;

they do not believe in including any list of fundamental

rights for state subjects in the new constitution
;
they insist

that the federal government will have nothing to do with

their subjects, will have no direct authority in the States, will

have no power to raise any revenues therein
;
and that

whate'^er rights of Pararaountcy that will still remain will

be exercised not by the P'ederal Government but by the

Crown. Under such circumstances a federal union is

impossible. Not until the Indian Princes- who have got

States large enough to form independent units—consent to

become constitutional rulers, give up all outside connections,

agree to recognise federal authority as the states do ia

aUier federal unions and establish one common citizenship

for the whole of India, give up all claims to all-India

revenues and pay to the new government all revenue from

all-India items, such as customs (the maritime States will
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have to give up their customs revenue to the Indian

Government) there can be no all-India federation in any

real sense of the term. Till then all talk by the Princes of

an Indian federation is a mere lip-service to an ideal. There

is one thing more that is necessary and it is that all those

States which are too small to maintain an up-to-date

administration, i.e.^ to be able to stand as independent

economic units should either unite among themselves or

merge themselves in the neighbouring States and Provinces.

In a federation there is really no place for the very small,

uneconomic States
;
and a federation of 562 States with

the British Provinces is indeed unthinkable. The only

patriotic course for the rulers of uneconomic States is to

follow the example of Japanese chiefs and to renounce

their ruling rights and to merge themselves in the ranks of

the Indian nobility. Until this is done an all-India

Federation will remain merely an ideal.

VI

Let us hope that it will not be long when the Indian

Princes will show to the world that they are not less patriotic

than the old Japanese chiefs and that they place the

interests of their Motherland much higher than their own

selfish, smaller, local interests. But in the meantime

some new arrangements are necessary to adjust relations

between British India and the Indian States.

The proposals made in this connection by the Simon

Commission are as inadequate and unsatisfactory as in

other cases and no one has taken them seriously. They
are:—(1) that a definite list be made of ‘‘matters of

common concern ”
; (2) that it be laid down in the

Preamble of the New Government of India Act that there

is a real “ desire to develop . . . closer association between

the Indian States and British India ” leading to an

eventual Federal Union”; and (3) that “a standing
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consultative body containing representatives both from

British India and the Indian States with powers of dis-

cussion and of reaching and recording deliberative results

on matters of common concern ” be created. This

Standing Consultative Body—called “ The Council for

Greater India ”—is to consist of 30 members including

the Political Secretary and is to be presided over by the

Viceroy. The ten representatives of the States are to be

partly elected by the Chamber of Princes and partly

nominated by the Viceroy ^and the 20 representatives of

British India are also to be partly nominated by the

Viceroy and partly elected by the Central Legislature.

The decisions of the Council are to be reported to both

the Chamber of Prinees and the Central Legislature. In

the nature of things they cannot bind either and final

decisions are therefore to rest with the Government of

India as before.

Such then are the proposals of the Commission

which had asked for special permission to deal with the

problem of the Indian States. The Indian Princes found

them unacceptable and proceeded to elaborate their scheme

of an Indian Confederation. This was accepted in broad

outline and tentatively at the last Round Table Con-

ference
;
and, it is believed, that it shall be finally adopted

in London at the second Round Table Conference after

the details have been filled in and perhaps some slight

modifications made therein.

VII

The scheme of Confederation proposed at the first

Round Table Conference is certainly a weak, cumbersome
and one-sided one. It oflFers a number of advantages to

the Indian Princes but almost none to British India. On
the other hand, British India will have to work under

several serious handicaps. But, it appears to me that
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there is no better alternative available. All that can be

done is to suggest a few improvements and to hope that

it will soon give place to a real federation. To my mind,

the chief and almost the sole merit of the proposed

Confederation is that it is bound inevitably to lead to a

true federation. In such matters there is no turning back

—the looser union must result in course of time in a more

complete union.

What then will be the position of the Indian States in

the new Constitution ?

The first Round Table Conference has proposed that

they should enter the Confederation either singly or

in groups. I am afraid this question of the entry of the

States and their representation in the all-India polity has

not yet been squarely faced and it is doubtful whether

even the second Round Table Conference will have the

courage to deal with it in a straightforward and satisfactory

manner. The Princes are trying to solve the problem in

their own way. The chief difficulty is created by the

rulers of smaller States who fear that if representation is

given to each State or group separately they will be no-

where and the only gainers will be the bigger States.

They, therefore, propose that the States should be repre-

sented through the Chamber of Princes which should be

made more representative than it is today by the addition

of more rulers of the smaller States. Reaving aside the

legitimate objections of the bigger States this indirect

representation is undesirable from the point of view of

future developments. What is necessary is to pave the

way for a true federation in the not-too-distant future

—

and that can only be done when the States enter the

Confederation as separate units like the British Provinces.

In my opinion it is necessary to face the question

frankly—even if many of the smaller States refuse to join.

As I have said already the smaller States cannot hope to
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retain tbeir separate existence in a federal India. More-

over, it is necessary to remember that though their number

is alarmingly large their area and population is very small.

Out of a total area of 5,98,138 square miles and a popula-

tion of over 68 millions as many as 521 smaller States—

the remaining 41 I have classed as larger States—represent

altogether only 85,000 square miles and a population of

about 1 8 millions. It will, therefore, not matter much if

even the majority of smaller States refuse to join the Con-

federation. In my opinion, it is necessary that the second

Round Table Conference sliould draw up a scheme of

representation for both houses of the all-India Legislature

assigning definite number of seats to each State or each

group of States and each Province- so that each State may

know its own position in the new constitution and make

up its mind to join or to keep out of the Confederation.

Secondly, it was proposed at the first Round Table

Conference that the federal Legislature should consist of

two houses in each of which the States should be adequate-

ly represented. The Princes had, however, insisted that

it will be for the individual States to decide as to how

they will choose their representatives. The total member-

ship of each house and the proportion of seats allotted

respectively to British India and the States were not

decided at the first Round Table Conference and will have

to be definitely fixed at the second Round Table Con-

ference. I suggest that the total membership of the Upper

House should not exceed 150 and that it should not be

less than 350—roughly one for each million inhabitants

—

for the Lower House. To the Upper House the States may

be allowed to name their representatives but the represen-

tatives to the Lower House should all be elected on one

uniform basis both from the States and the British Prov-

incea This will make the working of the Parliamentary

system easier, smoother and more efficient as it will
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then be possible to form common parties. Moreover, the

difficulty of representing the States on the Executive, and

the question of voting, etc., on purely British Indian

question will be solved automatically. , And it need hardly

be said that it will then be very much easier to turn the

Confederation into a Federation.

Thirdly, the Princes had insisted at the first Round

Table Conference that the “ Federal Government shall

have nothing to do with the form of government in

the States or with their internal affairs or with the

rights and privileges of the State subjects and that the

Federal ” Government shall have no direct authority

in the States and on State subjects. I have suggested

elsewhere that although it may not be practical to insist

today that those States which wish to join the Confede-

ration should first establish constitutional rule it is quite

feasible to make it a condition precedent of entry that

they should carry out certain minimum reforms in the

system of administration on the lines of the most pro-

gressive States and that they should themselves grant

certain fundamental rights to their subjects in the new

constitutions that they may give to their States. On
these two questions it is essential that something must

be done. Public opinion both in the States and British

India is quite definite and strong
;
and it will be a short-

sighted policy for the Princes not to yield on them. And

if one is to believe their Highnesses of Kashmir and

Bikaner this will not mean any change or innovation. To

quote the Maharaja of Kashmir “such rights (Fundamental

Rights of Subjects) are already in operation in my State,

as also in many other States.” Hence to embody them

in a constitution which also effects certain minimum

reforms in State administration—as repeatedly recom-

irttended by the Chamber of Princes—and to make the

grant of such constitutions a condition precedent of entry

F. 19
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will not be either unreasonable or difficult of achievement.

In the transition period it is not necessary to establish

direct touch with the State subjects or to have direct

authority in the States. On the other hand, there should

be some guarantee that the State authorities shall enforce

the acts, decrees and orders of the Confederation on common

matters within their States. There is no desire on the

part of the people in British India that the Confederate

Government should have any rights of interference or

intervention in the internal affairs of the States
;
but there

ought to be some definite arrangements made about

securing minimum reforms in the administration of

States and of preventing gross maladministration in

them. It may be that during the transition period these

powers are entrusted to the Viceroy alone.

Fourthly, the Princes made it clear at the first Round

Table Conference that the Confederate Government which

is to decide and administer common matters—questions of

all-India concern— called the “ federal subj ects —should be a

responsible government. But the scheme of responsibility

provisionally suggested there is a most unsatisfactory one.

The safeguards that have been put down are too sweeping

and too wide and leave hardly any real power to the

Legislature. Their sphere must be rigidly circumscribed

if the “ Federal ” Legislature is to have real powers. And
this talk of a two-thirds majority of both Houses sitting

together to make the ministry resign must be given up

if there is to be any responsibility to the Legislature.

The ministry must resign as soon as it is defeated by

an ordinary majority on an important question in the

Lower House, otherwise it will cease to be responsible

in actual practice.

Fifthly, the Confederate Government must be given

adequate funds to carry on “Federal” functions afid

such funds must be raised on a uniform basis all
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over the country. For this purpose certain sources of

revenue will have to be made “ Federal” and all income

from them—both from British India and the States shall

go to the Confederate Government. In this connection it

is necessary to mention that revenue from customs both

in British India and the maritime States will have to

go to the Confederation—so will the revenue from railways.

This question of financial adjustment must be looked at

now from a different point of view than it was at the

time when the Butler Committee issued its report.

Lastly, there must be a “ Federal ” Supreme Court to

decide all constitutional questions and to settle justiciable

disputes between British India and the States or between

one State and another State. It is also desirable that the

Supieme Court should be in addition the Final Court of

appeal in India and the Princes will be well-advised to

withdraw their opposition to this proposal.

VIII

Such in outline are the suggestions for the improve-

ment of the scheme of Confederation tentatively proposed

at the first Round Table Conference. If they are adopted

at the forthcoming session of the Round Table Conference

the scheme will certainly become more acceptable to the

peoples of both British India and the Indian States
;
and

although they may not make them fully reconciled to the

idea of a Confederation they are bound to accept it as an

’ inevitable stage between the present state of affairs and

a full-fledged Indian Federation.

G. N. SINGH.





COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION

In a representative democracy, which alone is possible

for a big country like India, the form of representation

exerts a predominating influence over political life.

Life is so intertwined that whatever may be the form

of government or representation, the predominating

interests and feelings always influence the political life.

Still, the form of representation emphasises such aspects

of life as has been the basis of representation and dis-

courages influences adverse to it. In a democracy on the

eve of elections such feelings are aroused and such facts

are dramatised as are connected with the medium of

representation and are likely to contribute to success.

The form of representation tends to commit the aspirants

to political career to certain ideas and feelings, and thus

creates vested interests, which cannot easily be swept away,

and often needs a revolution. The form of representation

thus sets up the standards of political life and determines

the nature of democracy. To vitiate representation is to

corrupt democracy at its very source. The realisation of

democracy is so intertwined with the problem of repre-

sentation that the former can be conceived of only in the

terms of the latter. Democracy can be realised only

through adequate representation. Hence, at the inaugura-

tion of Swarajya, the primary consideration of the advo-

cates of democracy must be the nature of representation.

India’s goal cannot be realised through a corrupt or inade-

quate system of representation. Nationalists must be as

insistent on an adequate system of representation as they

are on their demand for the transference of power from

the British Government to an Indian Government res-

ponsible to Indians, The latter will fail to serve its

389
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purpose without the former. While a certain section of

Indians is insistent upon communal representation, others,

though cognizant of its defects, support it on the plea that

it will accelerate the speed of the transference of power.

Thus, attempts have been made to embody communal

representation b}^ threat and persuasion in the constitution

of India. However, such an important problem as this

must not be decided merely on grounds of expediency.

It requires a more thorough and impartial consideration.

An attempt has been made in the following pages to

consider the problem of communal representation from

a comprehensive, permanent, and scientific point of

view.

Social life needs dififerentiation on a functional basis.

Such differentiation means that the authority of every

functional association will directly emanate from and

extend to the people, and that every association will limit

its activities to its own functions. It necessaril}^ implies

that no association will claim to represent the people in

another association and for another function. It obviously

means that no function wall w'ork for another function,

and that one function wall influence the other only so far

as the activities of the latter directly and imminently

affect the former. Thus, functional differentiation demands

that the authority of the state must directly emanate

from and extend to the people and that it must be based

on the functions which are assigned to and performed

by the state. The other functions can influence the state

only when its activities directly and imminently affect

them. Every function cannot claim to represent the

people in the state or influence all its activities, simply

because every function is directly and imminently influenc-

ed by some activities of the state. Such representation

will virtually amount to functional cliaos rather than

functional representation. Many activities of the state
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indirectly a£Fect many other functions, but functional

differentiation in social life can never be secured if

every function will claim to interfere directly in the

activities of another function, simply because the latter

indirectly affects the former. The influence of every

function on the indirect effects of the other functions upon

it must be secured indirectly through the internal coordina-

tion of all functions in human will, the source of every

activity.

The functional differentiation of the social life neces-

sarily implies that the state must be responsible only for

the civic and political functions and that its relations

with the citizens must be based on civic consciousness.

Civic responsibilities and rights cannot be based on

religious feelings or communal loyalties. The want of

proper differentiation between civic and religious functions

and spirit has always tended to work against the best

interests of both of them. Religious feelings are too

strong to serve the civic consciousness. The former only

tend to enslave the latter and in that process begin to be

aggressive and intolerant. In countries where people profess

a number of religions the control of the state by religious

feelings has in general resulted in inquisitions and per-

secutions. It is utopian to hope that in India the religious

feelings can be harnessed in the service of the state or

of civic consciousness. Whatever the past traditions of

Hinduism and Islam might be, today the feelings are so

embittered that if the state does not try to foster civic

spirit, those religious feelings will soon lead India to a

hoiTible chaos. The best, perhaps the only way, to save

India from chaos is to divorce politics from religion and

develop civic consciousness and spirit through vigorous

activities of fully democratic institutions of the state.

The state must guarantee full religious autonomy on

the condition that religion will not directly interfere in
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the affairs of the state. This arrangement will not be

against the spiritual development of the country. The

close alliance of religion and political activities only

tends to secularise religion. Who can deny that the

religio-political controversies in India have worked to

neutralise the spiritual values of religion ? So long as

the state is constituted on the basis of religious loyalties,

religion is bound to be exploited by the politicians for their

personal ends. In the political activities differences have

to be dramatised and feelings have to be aroused. If the

religious loyalties constitute an element in the political

life, religious feelings are bound to be aroused. Religion,

then, cannot function as a healing balm. Religion can

fulfil its spiritual purpose only when it confines itself to

the enrichment of the culture. It must elevate the moral

tone of the social life through the evolution of personality

and the presentation of better social standards rather than

by an actual participation in the political activities of the

state.

The study of the functions, assigned to the state, and

the fundamental rights, guaranteed to the persons and

associations in the Nehru Report and other schemes of

a constitution for India, will make it clear that with the

exception of religious endowments, and the family law

the discretion of the state in its activities cannot adversely

affect any particular religion or sect. In fact, religion is

directly related only with these two activities of the

legislatures. Perusal of the problems that have aroused

religious controversies will also show that permanent solu-

tions of almost all of them have been suggested for adop-

tion as fundamental guarantees in constitutional schemes.

Religion can, then, claim to participate in the activities

of the state only so far as they deal with the problems of

the religious endowments and the family law. The

change in the nature of representation in the legislatures
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because of the close association of religion with a few

functions of the state will surely be against every principle

of social organization. The participation of religion

can be secured by the guarantee of a special procedure

in the case of such problems. Before any Bill concerning

them is finally considered by the legislatures, full oppor-

tunities through semi-judicial procedure of the select

committee must be given to religious associations to

express their ideas on the Bill. It must also have the

support of the majority of such members of the legislature

as belong to the community concerned. In the adminis-

tration of the religious endowments the cooperation of the

representatives of the religious associations must also be

secured. These measures obviously secure enough parti-

cipation of the religious associations as well as consideration

of these questions from the religious point of view. The
majority of the Hindu, the Muslim, and the Sikh members
of the central legislature are sure to be returned from the

constituencies where voters of their respective communities

are in good numbers, even if they do not form a majority.

They cannot disregard the religious susceptibilities of

their constituents. Even those members who have secured

their seats on the support of the voters who do not belong

to their religious communities can scarcely dare ignore the

public opinion of their respective religious communities

in religious matters. Hence, with these securities religion

must retire from direct participation in the activities

of the Government If religion believes in its spiritual

values, it must try to elevate the moral tone of the social

life through the enrichment of culture, the evolution of

personality and the presentation of better moral standards.

Fundamental rights secure cultural autonomy as well

as full guarantees against any discrimination of the state

on the basis of caste, creed or race. They also guarantee

indiscriminate behaviour of the associations of general
F. 50
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public importance. No act of the state is required to

secure it The activities of the state will be confined

mainly to secure economic equity and to minister to the

civic and political needs of the society. The composition

of the state must, then, naturally be determined mainly by

the considerations of the economic and civic development

of the country. In India differences in economic interests

and political views, which alone must determine the policy

and programme of the state, do not coincide with the

communal divisions.^ Members of different communities

^ Summary of statistics concerning seven provinces (U.P.,

C.P., Bihar, Bengal, Delhi, the Punjab and Assam, collected from
Census Report of 1921). There were no statistics on the point
concerning Bombay and Madras.

(1) (2) (3)

Total Hindus Muslims P.C. of P.C. of

Number Hindus Muslims

(1) Population 181624142

(2) Production
of raw

118742831 51674488 65 ’4 28*45

material

(a) Ordinary
139287395 92053827 41316903 66 2973

cultivators.

(6) I n c 0 m e

from rent of

agricultural

110343656 71315380 31601603 64-62 28*64

income.
(c) Field ser-

vants and
Farm La-

3800872 2197429 1388773 57*81 36*54

bourers. 19649322 14067466 4135650 71*8 21*04

(3) Industry 17896384 10814063 6328596 60-42 35*36

(4) Trade 8727232 6257358 2096305 717 24
(5) Transport

(6) Public Ser-

2203799 1236662 848896 56-13 38*5

vices. 1730272

(7) Persons living
1032055 574809 59*68 33*22

on their income 165979 92113 49607 55-5 29*94

^
The above statistics clearly show that the occupational

division of India is not communal. The variations in two ratios
never exceed more than ten per cent. Because of religious
views only a few Muslims are engaged in banking or money-
lending. But as borrowers the Hindus have same economic
interests as the Muslims.
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have allied economic interests and political views. For

the sake of progress and prosperity India must substitute

leadership based on social service for loyalties based on

traditions. The latter do not encourage experiments

and the inauguration of new policies. They uphold an

hierarchy of privileges and cannot be the basis of

a homogeneous civic life which stands for liberty and

equal opportunities for all. Indian masses can secure

economic justice only through the consciousness of their

economic needs and the active co-operation of their resour-

ces, The basis of co-operation must be the identity of

economic interests and the conception of civic needs and
responsibilities. Social unity needs some integration

of economic interests and political views in the country

before differences are dramatised in elections. Interests

and views can be better harmonised through the slow

process of undifferentiated public opinion than the integra-

tion of such policies and programmes in the legislature as

are based on class interests and loyalties. No legislature

can ever function without some harmonisation of interests

and views through public opinion. Hence, functional

differentiation and social needs demand representation

through a general electorate.

Class representation stops the process of the integra-

tion of views and interests through the interactions of

public opinion. It accentuates class differences. They
are not only emphasised and dramatised during the

elections but pervade the whole political life. Class re-

presentation demands class loyalty rather than civic

responsibility and national service from the members of

the legislature. The persons who are to secure and to

justify their position in public life on the grounds of their

services to a particular class or community, can scarcely be

expected to realise their duties to the nation as a whole.

They cannot but prefer service of their own community
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to that of the whole nation. Their standards of public

service are bound to be coloured by the narrow communal

outlook. Communal representation inclines politicians

not to inculcate national spirit in the people and to work

for social harmony so much as to fan communal disturb-

ances so that they may have an opportunity to advertise

themselves as champions of their sides. In elections

communal representation substitutes the irrelevant com-

munal considerations for real economic and political issues.

The problems before the legislature have scarcely any

chance of fair consideration. Communal susceptibilities

and prejudices are exploited by the few to serve their own

ends. In India most of the members of the legislatures,

who have secured their elections mainly on communal

issues, have invariably voted in favour of the landed

aristocracy. They have failed to secure any party cohesion

or agree upon any definite programme of work in the

legislatures. The communal bond has not been strong

enough to hold them together when personal interests

were involved. They have been without any guiding

principle of action on the problem of general public

importance. Their conception of social service has in

general been very narrow. The political life of the

country is in general divided in a number of political

sections of every community.

While the science of public life demands functional

differentiation, its strategy needs the emphasis of such

facts as might secure power. Communal representa-

tion is not only a defective science but also a rotten

strategy. It has constantly worked against such social

atmosphere as alone can secure political power to Indians.

Nor does it serve the cause of minority communities.

Their interest does not consist in emphasising and accen-

tuating communal diflferences, but in establishing the

political life of the country on civic consciousness. No
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minority can ever secure power through communal
representation. Its members can be sure of fair chance

in the political life in the degree in which the civic

consciousness and spirit substitutes communal feelings

and loyalties. The interests of minorities can be im-

partially considered more by the political parties, which

have secured seats in the legislatures through general

electorate, than by the communal parties organized on the

exclusive votes of the majority community. The separate

electorate makes the majority wholly independent of the

minority and its votes, and usually hostile to it The
views and interests of the minorities can influence general

public opinion before elections much more easily than the

exclusive communal groups in the legislature can affect

the policy of the state. Their activities, which are in

general mainly confined to the protection of minority

interests, only irritate the majorities and give chance of

misrepresentation. The political communal organizations

of the minorities only incite the majority communities to

establish corresponding organizations. The integrating

as well as the disintegrating infiuences of communal

representation are common to all communities. The
minorities cannot expect that while they will benefit by
its integrating influence, the majority will only suffer by
its disintegrating influences. The study of the move-
ments, which have influenced the Hindu and the Muslim
communities during the last few years, will clearly show
that neither the majority will be slow to profit by the

integrating influence of communal representation, nor the

minority will be able to protect itself from its disinte-

grating influence.

Thus, communal representation puts a premium on

parochialism. It tends not only to weaken the strength

of the political parties and the efficiency of the legislatures,

but also to narrow the vision of the people and to lower
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the standards of social service. It eclipses the real political

and economic problems, and postpones the political educa-

tion of the masses. It tends to work against the creative

energy, and emphasises the importance of traditions, many

of which are scarcely democratic or in general conformity

with the present social needs. It does not inculcate

national spirit but only feeds communal prejudices. It

cannot promote national unity, but only tends to arouse

communal feelings and accentuates communal differences.

In India it has tended not only to confuse religion with

politics, but also to create religious bitterness. It cannot

create an atmosphere of trust and mutual service. It

only generates distrust and fear. Every community

tends to fear that any power held by a member of another

community will invariably be used only in favour of

his own community. One does not feel secure of the

impartial protection of his interests from a servant of

the state, who is a member of some other community.

Communal representation substitutes communal loyalty

for civic responsibility. Civic consciousness does not

form a link between the state and its citizens. The state

becomes powerless before communal feelings, which

dominate the political life. The state can, then, scarcely

protect the minority community from the majority.

The minority community loses chance of protection in

the degree in which communal feelings substitute civic

consciousness. Communal representation makes the

majority wholly independent of the minority and its votes

and usually hostile to it. The minority community never

feels secure enough to be creative and progressive. Its

growth is stunted by the sentiments of fear, distrust and

hatred. Communal representation corrupts not only the

political life of the nation but also the social life of every

community. Hatred and suspicion generated in the

political life begin to pervade the social life, class
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psychology tends to disintegrate every community in

sections. Communal representation causes functional

chaos so much that most of the energy of the communal

organization is spent on political matters. The evolution

of the social life tends to be a secondary consideration.

Religious and social measures are adopted on the basis of

their effects on the communal strength in politics rather

than on that of their creative social values.

MUKUT BIHARI LAL.





TOWARDS DEMOCRACY
The Imperfections of Civilization.

Civilization is barely ten thousand years old and, in

the perspective of evolution, is yet in its infancy. Nor

has its short career been one of uniform progress. Set-

back, perversion and waste are writ large on human history

and happiness which consists *in harmonious self-realization

is still the exception rather than the rule. The appalling

mass of evil and misery has, in the realms of literature

and philosophy, provoked many revolts, subtle or frank,

against civilization itself. That is what lies at the root

of the pessimism which is a proiioui;iced feature of certain

schools of Indian and German philosophy. The mood

of the “ noble savagery ” of Rousseau’s Discourses has

not completely disappeared. It was a significant title that

Edward Carpenter gave to one of his books
—

‘Civilization,

Its Cause and Cure.’ Bakunin had a favourite toast “To

the destruction of all law and order and the unchaining

of evil passions.” Another contemporary Philosophic

Anarchist was not a whit behind. “I shall arm myself

to the teeth against civilization,” exclaimed Proudhon. “I

shall begin a war that will end only with my life.”

The Material Abundance.

If the present conditions of life were incapable of

radical transformation, annihilation would be the best

thing that could happen to humanity. But there are signs

which indicate that human existence is approaching a

turning-point which, unless the race is altogether

bankrupt of wisdom, may mean a new and brighter

era. The accumulation of scientific knowledge and its

application to production have multiplied the supply

401 •
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of food, other necessaries and even luxuries. Rightly

organized and distributed, our resources should suffice to

raise the standard of life all over the world and to

place everyone above want and within reach of comfort

Nothing can be more instructive than to analyse some

of the features of the economic “depression” which

is the salient factor in the world situation to-day. Pro-

ducers have long agitated for a restriction of the output

of rubber, cotton, sugar and jute. The International

Conference of wheat-growers, which concluded its deliber-

ations in London on the 23rd of May, 1931, arrived at

the conclusion that too much w^heat was being grown, and

recommended, where possible, a reduction of the area

devoted to that commodity. Almost simultaneously on

the 1 4th of May, the Indian Merchants’ Chamber drew

the attention of the Government of India “ to the menace to

the agriculturists of India from the imports of rice since

recent years into this country sometimes in large and

sometimes in small quantities.” They recommended the

“ total and effective prohibition ” of the importation

of Japanese rice into India. While the Bombay raillowmers

always yearn for protection and occasionally complain of

the accumulation of stocks, Lancashire bursts into right-

eous indignation when the consumption of its superfluous

textiles is not recognised by the world as its primary duty.

The vistas of production opened out by the Five-Year

Plan in Russia have alarmed the industrialists of Western

Europe and America. In the United States a single firm

is turning out automobiles in such abundance that their

consumption is the one problem with which it is faced.

Examples can be multiplied ad infinitum to show that it

is not from shortage of commodities that the “depression ”

has resulted. Indeed, looking at the situation from the

producers^ point of view alone one would almost think

that the world were suffering from a surfeit of goods and
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that there was a little too much to go round. To complete

the tale, millions and millions are unemployed, perma-

nently or temporarily, in Great Britain, the United States,

India and elsewhere. At the same time, rationalization

promises to increase production further still, and if accom-

panied by state regulation and international co-operation,

to a point which we can scarcely imagine.

The Importance of the Change.

Leaving aside the question of distribution for the

moment, it is clear that our resources are now capable of

raising humanity to a level of comfort undreamt of in the

past. This stage of evolution could not possibly be

reached earlier than the present scientific epoch. To

realize its stupendous importance and value, it is necessary

to recall that the past limitations of the supply of food and

other commodities were chiefly responsible for those wars

and civil struggles whose aftermath divided society into

grades of conquerors and conquered, nobles, freemen,

serfs and slaves. The caste system of India and the

ancient Middle East and, to a lesser extent, the classes

everywhere represented the outcome of centuries of strife

for economic vantage. The economic factor was also

largely responsible for degrading woman to the level of a

household drudge.

A Turning-point ?

A radical departure from ‘this system of the exploita-

tion of man by man is rendered possible by the new

material abundance which science has brought Now it is

a problem in adaptation, the master feature of life. Will

man adapt his morals and scale of values to the new en-

vironment ? Will he bring his enlightened self-interest,

his prudence and his social sympathies into line with his

scientific achievements, with the fact of the world as a
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single and plenteous economic unit ? Taken unawares,

men failed to shake off the domination of the pastlschemes

of values and allowed themselves to become slaves of

the instruments of the Big Industry. To quote a Greek

saying, “ Things are in the saddle and ride mankind.^’

Will man now regain that control of the environment which

is of the essence of civilization ? In terms of economics,

the question is one of organizing production and distri-

bution in the cause of world welfare.

The Diffusion of Knowledge.

Next to the material abundance, the most hopeful

feature in the present situation is the diffusion of en-

lightenment through the growth of towns, the newspaper

press, mass-education and the facilities of communication

including the wire and the radio. Knowledge, like

property, is power, and grave inequalities in its distribution

may be as derogator}^ to the general welfare as in the

case of the latter. For the first time in human history,

scientific appliances hold out a chance of enlightenment to

all. Whatever the perversions of the press and the

screen, the fact remains that will and organization alone

are needed to elevate the race to a high plane of intelli-

gence which should favour good life for all.

Organization.

The third striking feature of the world-situation is

large-scale organization, rendered possible and in certain

respects inevitable by the Industrial Revolution. Orga-

nization, confined in the past generally to the church, the

nobility, government and local guilds has now been adopted

by labourers and peasants and is transcending national

boundaries. Thanks to the exigencies of the Great Society,

the I<abour Movement is acutely clas«onscious but
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whatever its moral deficiencies it is already a factor to

reckon with in the realms of economics and politics.

Humanity at the Cross-roads.

To sum up, science, which is still advancing by leaps

and bounds, has already facilitated ( 1 ) the removal of some

of the fundamental causes of human strife and the eleva-

tion of the general standard of life all round, (2) the

spread of enlightenment among all sections of humanity,

and (3) the organization of,the masses. The conjuncture

is fraught with the possibilities of a transformation of the

conditions of human fellowship. None can predict the

exact course of the changes that may ensue. Nor can

anyone be blind to the strength of the forces that cluster

round the sentiments of race, colour, nation and caste,

the varieties of group selfishness and theological fana-

ticism. When they harness science in their service, the}^

induce pessimism and despair. But on a long view of

the course of evolution the outstanding fact appears to be

the marvellous facilities of general advancement. There

open out vistas of democracy in the deeper sense of the

term economic and intellectual conditions in which every

individual may find an opportunity of full development,

of self-realization, that is to say, of happiness.

0>ntcious Effort.

Sociology has now outgrown that narrow conception

of the law of cosmic evolution, that false interpretation

and “ scientific determinism ” which denied the efficacy of

conscious effort and left man to the mercy of blind forces.

In spite of anti-intellectualists, man is not necessarily

the slave of his instincts or emotions. Reason is not

exotic or artificial
;

it is as natural to man, as integral a

part of his make-up, as the instinct of self-preservation,

l^nriched an4 invigorated by the advance of knowledge,
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it should become more and more decisive in the deter-

mination of human conduct. From the psychological

standpoint, the old question may be re-stated thus:

Will man who has conquered external nature succeed

in conquering his own inner nature and rise above the

pettiness, narrowness and selfishness fostered by the old

conditions of life which it is now possible to transcend ?

It is a problem in social ethics
;
in ultimate analysis it is

also an economic problem; in the present maze of social

and economic complexities, it is also an intellectual prob-

lem. If we can see life steadily and as a whole, if we

can penetrate through sectional barriers to human

solidarity, and if we can adequately organize our unpre-

cedented and increasing resources, we can accelerate our

progress to conditions under which happiness through

self-realization will be the rule and, in the words of Kant,

every individual will be regarded an end unto himself

and not a mere means to the ends of others.

Non-Violence.

This is the vision of Democracy, using the term in

its wider, and not merely political, sense. Its realization

depends on progress in several directions. In the first

place, the elimination of force from human relationships,

except for the purpose of constricting patently anti-social

behaviour, is necessary to make the world safe for good

life. The imposition of the will of one group over others

for the sake of group advantage is the negation of the

higher elements and values of life. It tends to depress

all concerned to the level of the brute. It means the

denial of freedom and development, which is of the

essence of life, to numberless persons and thus chokes

the democratic principle at the source. The cardinal

importance of non-violence in the ethical scheme, that is

to say, in the sphere of human fellowship as a whole,
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was clearly perceived by the founders of Buddhism,

Jainism and Christianity. Partly from the political

standpoint, the doctrine has been revived by Count

Tolstoy and Mahatma Gandhi. Nothing can exceed its

importance in planning the future of civilization. It is

not to be understood as mere policy or expediency, nor

as mere religion in the theological sense of the term.

It demands recognition as the permeating principle of the

dealings of man with man. It rules out militarism which

has brought about numerous gradations of political and

economic subjection, riveted the yoke of class on class

within the same state and thus sacrificed the higher to

the lower life of man. War and democracy are in-

herently incompatible
;
the former is an instrument of the

suppression of wills by wills; the latter postulates the

moral freedom of all wills. Politically, war and the con-

stant preparedness for it lead to the concentration of

authority in the hands of the few. Pacifism is the indis-

pensable basis of democracy. The world is still armed

to the teeth and force is constantly invoked to sustain or

controvert the politics of prestige and exploitation. But

the holocaust of 1914— 18 held out the warning that

war had grown out-of-date and could be resorted to only

at the peril of general ruin. It is significant that some

of the states to-day are genuinely eager for Disarmament,

while almost all have begun to pay at least lip-homage to

the ideal of Perpetual Peace and signified their assent to

the Kellogg Pact for the renunciation of war as an

instrument of policy.

International Co-operation.

Something yet more positive than the abolition of war

will, however, be needed for the complete realization of

the democratic ideal. Kconomic improvement in future

will largely depend on frankly accepting the world as a
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unit, specially a single economic unit A certain degree

of international co-operation is already an established

fact in finance, banking, and a few aspects of capitalist

^enterprise and labour organization. The co-operative

decisions of the Governors of various National Banks have

been known to exercise considerable influence on industry

and commerce. The International Labour Office at

Geneva is constantly arranging conferences to project

socio-economic legislation and agreement among a mul-

titude of states. In spite of the rude shocks of 1914,

Socialism has not relinquished its international character.

International economic co-operation is still piece-meal,

haphazard and therefore often self-cancelling. The

spirit of genuine internationalism has to struggle at great

odds against nationalistic tariffs, preferences, and com-

petitions, and against unintelligent “ over-production ” or

enforced under-production. But the possibilities of in-

ternational co-operation are unlimited, for instance, in the

production and distribution of raw materials, and await a

new spirit and efficient organization to yield beneficent

results.

The Abolition of Poverty.

The object in view may be defined as the abolition

of poverty which is incompatible with the democratic

ideal. The individual ceases to be an end unto himself

as soon as he is compelled by want to accept any

situation on any terms. The higher life, particularly

in its intellectual and political aspects, is denied to

those who can command no leisure and all whose thoughts

dr energies are occupied with making the two ends

meet The Greek philosophers understood this long ago

andi false to the true ideal of democracy, put the manual

workers, the slaves, beyond the pale of citizenship.

Modem philosophy has grasped the spirit of democracy
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and must insist on a national or rather international

minimum.

Equality of Opportunity.

Democracy as such does not postulate complete eco-

nomic equality noi the complete socialization of property.

But even the restricted experience of the modern age

has shown that it does not harmonize with those stupen-

dous inequalities of wealth which give some people power

over the conditions of life of others and over the votes

of electors and legislators. Socially, the underlying

principle of democracy is equality of opportunity which

depends, besides pacifism and abolition of poverty, on two

measures which, in principle, have already been initiated

in many countries. Steeply graduated taxes on incomes,

heavy death duties or succession duties, have long been

a feature of national budgets and, since the close of the

War, have gained in range and intensity. Czecho-Slovakia

has tried the bold experiment of the capital levy. In the

background of a national minimum, the taxation of in-

comes and regulation of inheritance, if carried further,

will go a long way to bridge the chasm between class

and class, provided that high education is universalized.

Free and compulsory primary education is now accepted

as one of the primary duties of a civilized state. Universal

secondary education already forms a plank in the platforms

of progressive parties in several countries in Europe.

When we have actually adopted universal high education

as part of the normal functions of a government, we should

have taken the greatest step towards equality of opportunity.

Tolerance.

The series of vast changes which the realization of

the democratic ideal requires must be supplemented by

one other reform. Groups and associations are inevitable

in every society. The state cannot exhaust the possibilities

P 52 .
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and fulfil all the requirements of human life. The play

of personality must centre round various churches, unions,

clubs and fellowships. “There is very little difierence

between one man and another,” said William James,

“ but what little there is, is very important ” Differences

of opinion, belief and outlook are not only unavoidable

but also desirable, lest dead monotony should choke

the springs of initiative and progress. But the theological

rancour and sectional animosities resulting from them have

poisoned human relationships. Tolerance of diversity is

one of the supreme needs of humanity and one of the

conditions of the realization of democracy. The creed of

tolerance will certainly be furthered by the enlightenment

and social measures discussed above but it also calls for

propagation with the fervour and intensity which marked

the apostles of religion and of nationalism. Politically,

an atmosphere of tolerance is the sine qua non of public, as

distinct from sectional, opinion on which the working of

democratic institutions depends.

Conclusion.

The democratic ideal represents an attitude towards

life, a weltenchamngy a principle of human fellowship—the

self-realization of all in society. Its practical implications

savour of Utopianism and run the risk of being dismissed

with a sneer to-day. But there is nothing inherently

impossible about it. In spite of much that is depressing

in the past and in the present, it is not difficult to perceive

that the deeper forces of evolution have brought man to

a parting of ways. If his steps can be guided by instruct-

ed reason and widened sympathies, he may find himself

some day in a new world. In any case, it is worth while

to grasp the full implications of an ideal and see what

can be done to translate it into practice.

BENI PRASAD (M.A., PaD., D.ScX



SIDE-LIGHTS ON CURRENCY IN MAHA-
RASHTRA IN THE SEVENTEENTH

CENTURY

Before the art of manufacturing coins had reached

the degree of perfection which it has now attained and

before national systems of currency had fully developed

under the control of States, stamped pieces of gold, silver,

copper and other inferior metals circulated side by side

and were exchanged at rates based upon the comparative

prices of the bullion content of the coins. This general

proposition holds good, in an interesting manner, of the

conditions prevalent in Maharashtra during the early

period of the history of the Mahratta power, so far as these

are revealed in the authentic documents of those times

which have been published in recent years. The work*

done by the Siva Caritra Kdrydlaya of Poona is calculated

to help the student by providing him with much useful

material in this field. The subject of the economic con-

dition of Maharashtra in the seventeenth century is still

an unexplored region, and the interest of that attractive

theme is enhanced by the fact that the material now

available, afibrds only distant glimpses of the truth. Our

authorities are few and our guides are not always decisive

and reliable. We have, therefore, to make our way

through doubts and uncertainties in the hope that full

light will soon appear. It is proposed, in the present

article, to draw attention to a few facts, conclusions and

inferences in connection with the currency which circulat-

ed in the Mahratta country during the century that wit-

nessed the rise of the Mahratta Power. Original and

wrfti ^
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authentic records will be used for this purpose, and an

attempt will be made to show how they bear out the truth

of the proposition stated above.

Money economy had not fully established itself in

Maharashtra in the seventeenth century, and not only

village hakkadars such as the Mukddam^ the Deshmukh

and the Kvlkarni^ received their dues from the people in

kind but the government likewise was paid its revenue

partly in money and partly in the shape of grain and other

produce. Agricultural produce and simple manufactures

were available in the country in abundance as compared

with the size of the population and its wants
;
and there

was a very small demand for money in circulation.

Such money as we find mentioned in the documents of

the time, consists mainly of horiaii of gold and riikds of

copper, and the taka figures very prominently in the

accounts. The Paisa and the Ddma occur but rarely, and

the silver rupee attains growing importance with the

advancing decades of the seventeenth century. The sup-

ply of gold being ample in Southern India, that precious

metal occupied the position of a g«a67’-standard, and a

variety of Honas are found in use in the Mahratta

country. The Ilona or the Pagoda of the European mer-

chants appears even in the smallest transactions^ in the

earlier part of the period we are dealing with, and petty

grants are made and loans are given in terms of that coin.

As prices in those days were extremely low compared to

what they are now, the copper Rnkd^ weighing about a

fourth of a tola, was extensively used in all kinds of

transactions, but it is interesting to note that in the earlier

decades of the seventeenth century, instead of the silver

rupee, coming in between that low-priced copper piece

* See lo to

%o I
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and the gold HJ^na, it is the latter that is employed even

to the fraction of one-sixteenth.^ The ordinary demands

of the people were satisfied with the copper coins, and

the Hona was employed where formal contracts and large

values were concerned. There is evidence to show that

the circulation of the rupee increased with increasing

contact with the Moguls, till at last under the Peshwas,

the silver coin superseded the gold pieces almost com-

pletely. With increase of population and of political and

commercial intercourse between the north and the south

of India, copper pieces would serve only as subsidiary

currency and as the supply of gold would not meet the

demand, the rupee came more and more into use. This

evolution or transition is very clearly traceable m the

historical papers of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. After the death of Shivaji and during Aurangzeb’s

invasion and occupation of Maharashtra, the rupee appears

to have established itself as the standard currency of

the Mahratta country. While the Ilona struck by Shivaji

after his coronation has been discovered and identified

satisfactoril}^ and his copper pice is well known, the rupee

attributed to him has not been traced and seems to be

only legendary. The silver is the standard coin

of the tract along the west coast, the lowest denomination

here also being the copper i?wtd, forty-eight or sixty of

these pieces going to the silver coin.’^ The HDna was not,

* “ The larin was Persian money and reached India in

large quantities through the trade with that country. It was
not a coin in the ordinary sense of the word but a bent rod or

bar of silver stamped at the end. It w^as worth rather less than

half of one of Akbar’s rupees.’’— Moreland’s “ India at the Death

of Akbar.”

’ See of the pp. 48

and 76.
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however, unknown in these parts, and rupees som^tilxm

make their appearance, as may be seen from the papers

printed in the report of the Second Annual Conference

of the Bharata ItiliSsa Sansodhaka Mandala.^ Here

a half Hona is stated to be equal to 3 laris, and as a Hdna
was about Rs. 3 ^ in value, we know that the lari was

about half a rupee in value. It must be emphasised in

this connection that these ratios were not fixed and varied

from time to time and place to place in accordance with

the changing purchasing power of the metals concerned.

Thus the Hona is worth Rs. 3 to Rs. 4, and about 10 to

1 2 Taha^ go to the Hona in different circumstances. In

fact, the money consisting of bits of the three metals,

was an article of merchandise, and the Sarafs (modem
shrofis) did the money-changing, governments having

to assign the duty of examining and assaying the cur-

rency to special officers.^

The Rdjavyavahdrakosa composed by

Raghunath Pandit under instructions from Chhatrapati

Shivaji, has enumerated the principal coins in vogue in

his time in Maharashtra, with their Persian names and
Sanskrit equivalents, thus

;

“fwi 5 im imit ii n

ti ii ii

5 gd: II

II If

g wt:w m

gjgf wg
ti 9) 9

From the above verses it will be seen that gold,

silver and copper coins were in circulation side by side

* Ibid.

•
Jlww<U^.”~i2g;aryatfaWlraA«fo, p. 3a
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ia Shivaji^s dominion. As has been pointed out already,

the HUa or Vardha (Wf) was a very common form of

gold money, and so was a hdXl-Bdna or the Pratdpa

(am). The Dharana the Gavala and the

Duvala (im) are fractions of the Horn and are found in

otir papers used more for purposes of accounts than as

coined money, and it appears certain that there were no

actual coins of those denominations.’ MurSra Jagadeva,

the famous Brahmin Minister of Bijapur, performed reli-

gious ceremonies at the holy confluence of the rivers

BhimS and IndrSyani at Niigargava in Poona District,

(later called Tulapur), and among these, the Snvarnatuld,

and made a gift of the land in the village to Brahmins.

In the Danapatra, the land so given away is described

as showing thereby that the govern-

ment revenue of those lands was 300 or Honas^ In

the Maharashtra of Shivaji’s epoch, a variety of coins

was in circulation as the country touched the jurisdiction

of the Moguls, the kingdoms of Bijapur and Golkonda,

the Hindu rulers of Southern India, the Portuguese

and the English, at various points. As a matter of

fact, the H^nas were known as Pddashdhi HdnaSj though

several varieties are specified, and the rupees and the

other forms of currency were exchanged at their bullion

value. The Mahratta word Taka is obviously derived

from Sanskrit Tonka which occurs in Tahkakdld or

mint. Tanka appears to have been used for coined money

generally, and the old rulers of India must have struck

fahkas out of silver, gold and copper. The Madagdva

stone inscription of the early part of the fourteenth century

of the 6aka Era, mentions silver Tankas {^) and copper

’ The Mohor is not used as money but as bullion.

• Edited by Mr. Vad, p, 18.
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dramas.^ From English Factoiy Records we learn

that the king of Bijapur had no silver rupee struck in his

mints, that the English pice circulated in the dominions
of Shivaji, that the latter would not mind his subjects

using the coins of the British East India Company if

they were as fine as the Mogul ones and that in any event,

he would not bind himself in this matter to any
reciprocal obligation.* There is positive proof to establish

the fact that 10 to 12 Takas went to make a and
that 3 to 4 of them were equivalent to a rupee and that

3 to 4 rupees had the same value as a Hona^ and these

relations are in perfect accord with the values of the three

metals which are on record. But the question that has to

be answered here is whether the Taka was a coin and
whether it was made of silver or copper. The Takas are

generally described specifically as " Khurdii Take’’ i^i)
and the Rdjavyavahdrako^a defines ‘ Khurdd ’ as Tdmra
dravya and leaves no doubt that that money has

reference to copper coins. Khurdd would literally indicate

small coin or change as it is called in common parlance.

But that is no reason why we should assume that the

Khurdd Taka was a copper coin. In the first place, a
copper coin of the denomination of the Taka would weigh
about 1 5 tolas, and it is not difficult to imagine how heavy
and inconvenient such money would be. It would not be
a com but merely a stamped lump of metal. No wonder
this curiosity has not been yet discovered. Nor has a
silver Takd been found and there is no evidence in our
papers to establish the existence of one. On the contrary,
there is evidence to support Raghunath Pandit’s description

English Records on Shivaji II, p. 24 . rPublished by the
I
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of Khurdd as consisting of copper pieces. Such terminology

is in every-day use in Maharashtra even at the present

moment, and Khurdd is always meant to refer to copper

coins and to exclude silver pieces. It may indeed be

plausibly argued that the amounts of the Khurdd Takda

run into four figures in the accounts of the seventeenth

century and that this would not happen if the Taka were

not a real coin. The Rukd is admittedly a small copper

coin, and as it constitutes subsidiary money, it is used only

up to the figure 48, as 48 go to make a Taka.

When the revenue of a ’village, the argument may

run, is shown as a thousand and odd Takch^ it ap-

pears to be reasonable to suppose tliat the Taka ma}' be

a subsidiary and fractional coin but it cannot be nominal

money. What we have to suggest, however, is that the

Khurdd Taka of our papers is a money of account, probably

the memory or the shadow of an old silver coin of about

a fourth or a fifth of a rupee, and that no coin of that

denomination, cither of copper or silver, actually existed

and circulated in Shivaji’s Maharashtra. The Takd

represents a certain weight of copper, consisting of coins

like the Btikd^ the Pke and the Dam
;
and its value, express-

ed in terms of silver and gold, varies with the market-

price of about 16 tolas of copper, the weight of 48 Rukds,

In daily reports of market-prices of certain towns, which

have been found, the price relation is shown as
‘‘

^ or which means so much weight

of copper coin expressed in Takdsy for one Ilona or for one

rupee. When the subsidiary copper coin which constitutes

the Khurdd^ is to be distinguished, it is specifically men-

tioned by name as “ wnnrft In government

‘ ‘‘
p. 109.

* “ W* p. 17.

F* 63
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revenue accounts, the total receipts are split up arid shown

under the three heads of Hdnas^ Rupees and Khurdd Takas.

To give an illustration : Suppose the total amount of the

receipts in a or a market town are Rs. 1 ,000. The

amount is probabl}^ collected in the shape of coins of gold,

silver and copper, and the account will stand as under

100 JIdnas at Rs. 3^ per Iloiia ... Rs. 350

250 Rupees ... ... ... Rs. 250

1400 Kharda Takas 3it 3\ Tahh per rupee Rs. 400

Total ... Rs. 1,000

In certain papers in the Peshwas’ Daftar at Poona, I have

seen, relating to the account of the Jamahaadt of the Mali-

tarfd or municipal taxes on trade, crafts and professions,

etc., of a township in tlie Satara district, the Ifdna is distin-

guished as
“ ’» from “ zi.” We give below tlie

actual Ja 1)}ahandi ol KasJnt Wal for the }’ear lllSFasli

(1702 A.D.):

Rs. 751-10-0 ... iVdwr Ilona 214-11 at Rs. 3^ per Ilona.

Rs. 278-8-0 ... I^lno'da Take 905 at 3|^ per rupee.

Rs. 112-8-0 ... Rupees in casli.

Rs. 862-7-0 ... Grain, converted into rupees.

Rs. 2,015-3-0

There is nothing extraordinary in the peculiarities

of the Taka we have so far described. Tlie currency

history of other countries furnishes similar instances of

money of account. When a quantity of small pieces of

copper accumulated, it had to be evaluated in terms of

money of higher denomination, and this was an important

part of the duties of the persons charged with the keeping

of accounts.^

^ U -A Mestaka ^ Vo
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That the Rukd and the Paisa were copper coins, is

undisputed. And the Tirukd (fir^r) and the Sasagdm

(ewruft) were most probably coins. The Rukd is often

described in our papers as “ Tdhksdli Rukd ”

coined piece. The Tirukd or three Rukds appears to have

weighed 9 Mdsds or |th of a tola, and the Sasagdnt was

equal to 6 Rukds or the double pice, the Ddma or Dhahu*

The Alamgiri Taka which has been referred to above,

was obviously the Ddma or double pice. The fact that the

Takd has been described, in. rare instances, as a Tditkasdli

Takd^ need not mislead one into thinking that this

description shows that the Takd was a coin. In these

places the meaning is that the Takd was made up of small

copper coins. This is evident from the explanation given

in the paper itself where tliat terminology occurs, and it

is zi ^ and ^
iT?r that is, in coin, nine Sasagdnis =li

Takas,

The Takd is found in our papers occasionally used

in the sense of a money of higher as well as lower deno-

mination than the “ Khurdd Takd^' or a third or a fourth

of a rupee. It is on no very certain ground that we tread

here, and have to resort, more or less, to guess-work. But

even then there is available some suggestive evidence

that is calculated to afford sufficient firm ground. Thus

the “ Sdhi ” or Nizdmasdhi'^ Takd may be the rupee.

Some side-light is thrown on this question by the recorcL

of current prices, expressed in terms of the Takd and the

Khurdd Takd, Prices, of course, varied from time to time

and place to place, but it is not impossible to ascertain

something like an average price for a given period and

a given tract. We have prices given in different papers

in terms of rupees, Takds and Khurda Takds, and these

are comparable. We cannot go into the detailed calcula-

tions in this place, but it should suffice if it is pointed
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out that when the average price of grain in a certain

period and in a certain tract, is given as 1 0 to 11 Takas

and also as 1 0 to 1 1 rupees per Khanfli^ the Taka is

nothing but the rupee, being used in the general sense

of coined money. Reference may be made to Sivacariia

Sdhitya^ Vol. 2, where the items under discussion are

given as follows:
“

and ‘‘ Ui ^11 ^11 ^ 10 In an order

issued by ]\Iirza Raja Jayasing in Saka 1586, mention is

made of the grant of a Taka Sdhl annually which, it

will be reasonable to infer, probably refers to a i*upee.“

In a paper of the year 1719 A.D., the revenue assessment

of the village Giira («it?) near Daund in Poona district,

is stated to be Sdhi Takas 1350, and the actual words

there are “ What is this “ Mzdmsdhi

Taka ” ? Is it different from the Khnnld Taka and

is it equivalent to a rupee ? Without more information

about the village, it will not be safe to draw a definite

conclusion. If we may venture a guess, however, the

] 350 Sdhl Takds should be rupees, in view of the size

of the village, which is 27 Chahurs^ and the rise in prices

since the downfall of the Nizdrmahi

V. G. KALE

' Pa^^^es 164, 128 and 219.

“ pp, 194-196.
"

“ p. 99.



THE GIFTS OF THE GANGES : A GEOGRA-
PHICAL STUDY OF POPULATION GROUPS

Man in many parts of the world is a slave of the

environment. Nowhere, however, is the grip of the

environment over him greater than in the Ganges valley.

Population, moving along the course of the mighty river,

has here been stabilised for centuries in relation to

climate and earth factors. Throughout this ancient area

of human concentration, the age-long adjustment of crops

and farming practices to climate and soil and of human

numbers to both physical and agricultural conditions is

seen on a scale and in detail unparalleled elsewhere.

The Ganges valley is divisible into certain ecological

areas corresponding to agricultural regions where the

climate, soil and water-supply govern not merely cropping

and agricultural practice but also the pressure of popula-

tion. Thus the contrasts in agriculture and distribution

of population in different parts of the valley are chiefly the

result of natural factors an analysis of which would yioXd

interesting conclusions in social geography.

In the upper Ganges plain we have a continental climate

of a pronounced character, hot summer alternating with

winter cold. There is a clearly defined alternation of rainy

and dry season. As we move eastward both the length of

the rainy season and amount of rainfall diminish.

The annual precipitation varies from 25 to 30 inches and

is much more unevenly distributed than in the eastern

portion of the plain. There are two contrasted agricul-

tural seasons, Kharif and Rain* In the Rabi the wheat and

421 .
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barley dominate depending mainly upon canal irrigation.

The mean “rain factor” here is 35. It is a meteorological

peculiarity of the Ganges Doab that more than any other

part of India, with the sole exception of the arid tract

farther west, it is peculiarly subject to vicissitudes of

rainfall. Thus the least deviation of the monsoon would

first register its effects upon this portion of the plain what-

ever may be the fate of other portions. This region has

also the world’s greatest canal system, which is respon-

sible for altering the whole cjiaractcr of its cropping and

distribution of population. Canal irrigation has reached

its limits, and the growth of agricultural prosperity has

now been eclipsed by the progress of agriculture in the

eastern districts with superior advantages of rainfall

and well irrigation coupled with an arranged succession

of leguminous crops with rice. Strong, hot and intensely

dry winds blow from the west with great persistence

during summer, and traverse the entire plain up to the

boundaries of Bengal. These have a marked effect on

the summer vegetation, which becomes less prominent as

we move towards damper conditions in the east. Another

efiect of the strong winds from the west is the increase

of loose and sandy waste, which has been experienced

especially in the south-western districts.

In the middle plain (central) wheat and barley

diminish in importance. Dominance of the rice crop

follows a rainfall between 40 and 50 inches and accom-

panies higher rural density than the normal. Agricultural

certainty is yet ensured by the wheat and barley crop

based on jhil^ tank or well-irrigation. The latter is much

easier and cheaper than in the upper plain due to the higher

water-level and has now reached a limit in some of these

rice districts. This region, indeed, exhibits the most pheno-

menal expansion of the well-system in the world. But

a slight fluctuation in the amount and character of
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rainfall leads to shrinkages of the normal Kharif area, and

reacts unfavourably upon the general condition of the

peasant. Well-irrigation is of little avail for the protec-

tion of Kharif in case of a bad monsoon. This is rare but

when it occurs even the Rahi is endangered as the land

cannot be tilled exposing the region to famine conditions.

In the middle plain (eastern including Bihar) the

climate is damper than that in the middle plain, central

portion, especially in the eastern districts and to a certain

extent transitional betwen the climate of the upper plain

and that of Bengal. An earlier monsoon gives three

instead of two seasonal crops. The rainfall in winter is

less than on the plain farther west. In North Bihar the

average rainfall is 53 and in South Bihar 45 inches.

Dominance of rice crop accompanies lower rural densit}^

than the normal. Rice is of two varieties, early and winter.

The dominance of the latter implies greater insecurit}^ and

risk from famine. Rahi crops here co-exist with greater

agricultural security or immunit}^ from famines and larger

density of population than the normal,

The Rahi crop differs, however, materially from that

in the westerly regions. Wheat is of far less importance.

Khcsari which is responsible for much of the Rain acreage

is principally grown as a second crop after rice. Well-and

tank-in'igation are far less developed than in the United

Provinces. Agricultural prosperity is bound up not with

the rice harvest which like the Kharif 'm the United Prov-

inces cannot be saved by irrigation in case of a bad mon«

soon, but with the Rahi crop. As in the United Provinces,

the Rahi depends upon irrigation. Here private canals,

tanks, wells and Jhils are far more important than the

Government canals.

The climate of the deltas is characterised by unvar}^-

ing warmth in conjunction with a uniform damp atmos-

phere. Rainfall is abundant, certain and better distributed,
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and the temperature is more equable than in the western

part of the plain. There is a direct correspondence

between the double-cropped area and the population

density, but the influence of rainfall, which is both high

and constant, is less evident. Unlike the United Prov-

inces and Bihar, agriculture is not entirely dependent

upon local rainfall. Floods play a more important part

than rain in the fortune of the wet region crop, rice. The

delta rivers with their timely inundations are responsible

for an arranged succession of three rice crops along with

pulses, jute and vegetables, which is nowhere endangered

by an unfavourable monsoon, nor needs the assistance

of deep well-irrigation.

In western and central portion of the delta, however,

alluvial formation has been completed and the rivers have

ceased to be active. Here crops, never so abundant,

depend mainly, as in the more westerly portion of the

valley, on the amount and distribution of local rainfall.

The above survey of climatic and agricultural con-

ditions gives us the following ecologic conclusions which

govern the distribution of population

1 . In the western and upper part of the plain the

limiting factor in agriculture is represented by a rainfall

of 30 inches and an index of aridity of 20. Such an

index is arrived at by dividing the annual precipitation (in

millimeter) by the mean annual temperature in degrees

centigrade plus 10. (This may also be represented as a

monsoon factor of 35 arrived at by dividing the rainfall in

millimeters by temperature centigrades.) According to

Professor Martonne to whom we owe the making of such

indices, indices of aridity about 1 0 correspond with the dry

steppes; those of 20 more or less to the prairies
;
above

30 forest vegetation tends to dominate. Irrigation under

such conditions fails to have any effect upon density. Ir-

rigation below a limit of 25 per cent of the gross cultivatec
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area ceases to be a factor at all in determining agricul-

tural productivity and rural density

:

Districts. Rainfall.

Irrigation

(Percentage of

gross cultivated

area which is

irrigated.)

Double cropping
(Percentage of

area cropped
more than

once to culti-

vable area).

Density,

Banda ... 37‘95 5*4 7*3 206
Bijnor ... 43 9 6‘9 5*5 395
Hamirpur 35*81

.
7*5 4*6 192

Jhansi ... 34*3 10*2 6*9 166
Jalaun ... 39*0 12*9 6*0 261

Here low density co-exists with small irrigation faci-

lities even though the rainfall is not deficient. Irrigation

above the limit of 40 per cent fails to produce its effects

upon density unless the rainfall exceeds more than 30 inches.

Districts. Rainfall. Irrigation.
Double

cropping.

Aligarh 25*08 48*1 18*6 '

Bulandshahr... 25*86 45*4 24*7

Etah 27*49 41*5 16*9

Meerut 28*12 47*7 18*8

Mainpuri 29*84 50*6 8*9

Here density is relatively low though
facilities are not deficient.

Density.

545

560
482
652
446

irrigation

Lastly, mere amount of average rainfall, even above
a limit of 40 inches without the aid of irrigation fails to

contribute to high density.

Dictricts,

Benares
Ballia

Azamgarh ...

Bijnor

Bahraich

Rainfall.

39*6

41*1

41*1

43*9

43*6

Irrigation.

31*1

28*3

45*0

6*9

7*1

Double
cropping.

22*4

23*8

20*1

5*5

7*1

Densit>^

898

679

690
395

402

F. 54 •
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High rural density exists in districts where rainfall

is above 30 inches and where the irrigated area is high, ie.,

at least above 40 per cent of the gross cultivated area.

District

arranged in the

order of density.

Benares

Jaunpur
Gorakhpur
Basti ...

Ballia ...

Fyzabad
Meerut...

Bulandshahr
Aligarh
Agra ...

Cawnpore
Budaon
Muttra ...

Rainfall. Irrigation.

39 6 3n
41*8 45*5

48-3 28*0

48*0 35*1

41*1 28*3

40*06 40*0

28*09 47*7

26*00 45*4

25*00 48*1
1

25 25*2

32 35*3

32*8 10*1

23*4 35*7

Double
cropping.

Density.

22*4 898 (704)
21*1 745

22*7 721 (690)
26*8 687

24 679
26*4 676
18*8 652
24*7 560
18*6 545

7 498

14 485

14 484
7*2 427

2. Throughout the United Provinces it is both

rainfall and irrigation, which together govern primarily

the proportion of cultivated area, and secondarily the

density of rural population.

3. This part of the plain is more susceptible to the

fluctuations of the monsoon, which have violent reactions

especially upon the Kharif area. Most canals are for Rabi

works and though the Kharif areas are even better protect-

ed by wells the least disturbance of the amount and

character of rainfall spells conditions of shrinkage of

cropped area and scarcity.

4. As we come to Bihar, the rainfall averages

49 inches as compared with 34 inches of the United

Provinces. The early summer crop like the Kharif in

United Provinces is subjected to similar fluctuations. As in

the United Provinces immunity from famines depends in

like manner upon the acreage under iJaW, which also has a
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direct positive correlation with rural density. The United

Provinces mainly depend upon canals and Bihar upon

wells for the Rabi crops. But Bihar though favoured with

higher average and more evenly distributed rainfall is less

adequately protected by canals, and her well-construction

also falls much below the limit reached by the United

Provinces especially in the eastern districts. Thus the

Tirhut division, which resembles the eastern districts of

the United Provinces in its dependence for rice upon

early monsoon, is one of the^ worst famine areas in India.

5. In Bengal the rainfall averages 76*54 inches.

But the early rainfall is not certain. Hence density

increases with less dependence upon the summer rice crop

Ams, whose success depends upon a favourable early

rainfall.

6. The delta may be divided into moribund and

active upper and lower portions. The great delta of the

Ganges and the Brahmaputra has moved gradually to the

east. The movement of the Ganges eastward is probably

due to the denudation of trees in the hill slopes in north

and west which caused an early silting up of old channels,

and also floods. Barind, North Bengal, and Rarh,

Western Bengal, were settled and populated much earlier.

Throughout a large portion of the Bengal delta the process

of land-formation has ended and rivers have not only ceased

to enrich the land with annual deposits of silt but actually

bring about disease by becoming stagnant and choked with

vegetation. When the Ganges, probably in the sixteenth

century, quitting the Bhagirathi once started eastward, it

may in time have successively found its main outlet

through the channels of the Jalanghi, Mathabhanga,

Kumar or Nobogunga and Gorai, but its advance was

continually farther east, leaving the oif-takes to the west to

dwindle and decay. It was through these five connecting

links that the water of the Ganges, spreading over the delta,
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has already raised it The process on the western side

and in the centre is now more or less an accomplished

fact; on the east it is in rapid progress.* Thus in cen-

tral and western Bengal, such districts as those of Mur-

shidabad, Nadia, Jessore and the Twenty-four Parganas

have for the most part been raised above the level of

periodical inundation by silt deposit In Northern Bengal

too the same process is in progress. The rivers have

been silting up their beds, the land is water-logged

and epidemics of malarial fever have been serious

and prolonged. In these areas man is now fighting

a losing battle with natural forces of deterioration

and disease. Eastern Bengal, on the other hand, forms

a portion of the active delta; it is a wide alluvial

expanse of open drainage and delta-building rivers, while

so much of the rest of the province is characterised by a

moribund river system and an obstructed drainage. Thus

Eastern Bengal is the most populous and most productive

portion of the Ganges Valley; it is here that we meet with

the most thickly populated rural areas in the whole world.

As we move further and further towards the Bay, the soil

fertility increases due to the inundations from three

river systems. The difference in soil types as represented

by the old and the new alluvium and the remoteness or

nearness from the active silt-laden rivers for the most part

accounts for the difference between the agricultural depres-

sion in Central and Western Bengal and the prosperity in

Eastern Bengal. In East Bengal, not merely is the tract

enriched by the detritus from three different river systems,

but the average rainfall becomes heavier as we descend

along the courses of the rivers. Thus, both the double-

cropped area and the area under Aman increase and co-

exist with greater rural density. Practically, the whole of

Vide Report of the Drainage Committee of Bengal, 1907.
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the arable land in the districts of Bakarganj and Noakhali,
for instance, is in winter one smiling field of Aman paddy

;

in these districts, again, the wealth derived from orchards

such as those of cocoanut, areca nut, etc., which grow most

successfully in a high sandy soil, rich in salt, also con-

tributes to high rural density, as in Cochin and Travancore.

7. The early summer crop is most uncertain under

monsoon conditions. The dominance of this throughout

the entire area of the Gangetic plain spells agricultural

insecurity. The winter crop is governed by canal irriga-

tion in the western portion, by well-irrigation in the

middle portion of the plain and by flood irrigation in the

deltas. Difference of mean temperature in different

agricultural seasons diminishes as we move from the

continent to the sea. The contrasts of cropping due to

temperature and rainfall conditions gradually disappear,

and we finally come across an elaborately arranged

succession of croppings, which is responsible for phenomenal

agricultural productivity leading to the world’s highest

records of rural density.

8, The maturity of the plain leaves its impress

upon both the nature and the rotation of crops. The

old alluvial soils naturally have to depend upon the

artificial supply of manures to maintain their fertility,

while the new alluvial soils are periodically replenished

by silt deposits from the overflowing rivers. Given arti-

ficial manuring and irrigation, the standard of farming is,

generally speaking, much higher and the cropping more

variegated in the old alluvium than in the new. As we

approach the delta fringes manure plays a decreasing

role in farming till we reach areas where the value

of any given field is determined not so much by the

soil but by the depth of the water which stands on it

during the rainy season. Secondly, in the tract covered by

the new alluvium, the periodical deposits of river silt
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maintain a perfectly level surface adapted for rice cultiva-

tion. The surface of the old alluvium, on the other hand,

is broken by the corroding action of the rivers and of

surface drainage, and the level of the country rises and

falls in parallel waves at right angles to the watershed,

the crest of each wave lying between two rivers. Rice

cultivation here is carried on by building an elaborate

system of low embankments or small terraces which hold

up the rain-water for irrigation. Where this is impos-

sible or uneconomical, wheat, gram and millets supersede

rice. Thirdly, even in the delta the distinction between

the old and the new alluvial soils is discernible. In less

recent alluvial areas in Bengal the land surface is uneven

and broken by ridges.

Large bunds or tanks made on the slopes of undulat-

ing country to hold water for rice irrigation were as

numerous in the past in Western Bengal as these are

to-day in Agra or Bundelkhand. Here also the problem

of soil-erosion due to the destruction of widespread Sal

forests, with its concomitants of increase of aridity and

floods, has arisen. Due to soil-erosion in wide areas in

Western Bengal, water which should have percolated

gradually through the soil of the upper slopes is no longer

available, and thus on account of lack of sufficient moisture

the rice crops in the lower slopes suffer. Moreover, floods

recur more often causing serious damage in the lower

reaches of the rivers. It would appear that on account

of rapid expansion of population in the middle and upper

Ganges valley the Bengal delta has become crowded

prematurely. Many of the remedial measures which are

now proposed seek to remedy the natural effects of human

expansion in the jungle near the source of the rivers as

well as natural interference with the wayward and

devastating action of the deltaic rivers. Thus as popula-

tion multiplies and ascends the plateaux and hill-slopes
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deforestation proceeds and protective measures are called

for so as to prevent or retard floods. As it intrudes upon

the Sundarbuns, the jungle which formerly had acted

as an effective barrier against destructive sea-waves is

cut down leaving man and his village entirely at the

mercy of storms. Lastly, a systematic flood and flush

process, honificiazione^ is recommended, as in Italy, in

areas where the conditions are now such that left to itself

the river will spill over the banks even in moderate

floods. This system has been recommended for a very

large area in Midnapore, as also some areas in Burdwan

and Hughly districts.' The destruction of the Sal forest,

soil-erosion as well as construction of embankments

have all contributed to upset the hydrographical equili-

brium
;
and this has reacted unfavourably especially on

Western Bengal. By the sixteenth century Western Bengal

had already possessed a dense population and there

has been since an enormous expansion of population.

This has made the process of an artificial interference

with the river system of the delta inevitable leaving the

legacy of decline of fertility, water-logging, decline of

rivers, fever, etc.

What rainfall is best suited to the conditions of

agriculture in the wet and dry low-latitudes climate, where

an aquatic plant like rice has been adapted in its innumer-

able varieties to the conditions of moderate and excessive

rainfall, raises a very interesting problem. We take first

the eastern deltaic region where rainfall is heaviest and

rice is mostly grown as the mainstay of an abnormally

dense population.

* Royal Commission of Agriculture in India, Evidence,

Vol IV, p. 82.
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Districts arrang-ed

in the order of

diminishing
rainfall.

Density. Rainfall.

Perckntagr of culti-

vable AREA.

Net cultiv-

ated.

Double
cropped.

Jalpaiguri 319 142 6r5 10*5

Noakhali 972 114 87*0 31*9

Chittagong 645 113 85-2 8*2

Bakarganj 752 89 88*3 14*7

Mymensingh ... 776 88 86*5 26*2

Rangpur 770 80 121 57
Dacca 1,148 ‘ 75 94*1 20*1

Faridpur 947 73 97*9 14*8

Dinajpur 432 71 65*0 *5

Bogra 760 66 61*7 327
24-Parganas ... 541 63 59*7 10*1

Murshidabad ... 595 55 44*5 15*2

Nadia 535 55 44*7 17*1

The conditions are complicated by the fact that it is

in the inundated alluvial tracts that we find a heavy

rainfall. It appears, however, that a rainfall above 120

inches may be considered as excessive under the conditions

of wet-crop cultivation in the region of the Ganges delta.

An average precipitation of 70 inches to 90 inches and

high relative humidity during the rainy season are here

most favourable for the cultivation of rice and jute. A
rainfall below 70 inches is accompanied by a relative

diminution of the area under cultivation and under more

than one crop and hence of rural density. In the region

of the upper Ganges plain rainfall will be considered

insufficient when it falls below 30 inches. A deficiency

below this limit cannot be compensated by irrigation

however extended it might be.

We proceed to classify the ecological areas of the

Gangetic plain and show their relation to the proportion

of cropped area and the distribution of rural density.

Each ecological area has, for a given state of the arts of
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agriculture, a more or less definite population capacity

and also what Aurousseau has called an “expansion

ratio,” i.e., the percentage which the present population

bears to the maximum population that the ecological area

can support. It is taken for granted that the standard of

living also remains the same, however that might be

expressed.^ It is only in the active deltaic region of the

Ganges valley that at present the “ expansion ratio ” is

positive. In the other four ecological areas the index

shows the degree to which^ the population capacity has

already been over-stepped. Optimum density would

represent the index at which the area may support the

density under “ optimum conditions,” however these might

be expressed. The table is supported not only by a priori

probability but also by a wide range of agricultural data

such as rainfall, irrigation, cropping, etc., as well as vital

statistics.^

Ecological Areas in the Ganges Plain.

Warm Tempt'iok*
01iraat<‘,

Wet and Dry
Latitude

(lu heB Inehes'liu heb
The Upper (iungen Plain

(WeBtern ()d ,

The Mitidli* (lungeb l^lain
'

(Central) 05

The Middle (lunges Plni?!

Kaetern (including Hihar) 70

Moribund Della 100

Active I)(dtn .. 120

45 30 78^ F
^

1

100
i

}

600
j

1

200 400

38 30

i

75" F 1

1

90

1

660
I

260 350

00 46 68"F 110 : 660 ' 3011
1
400

65 60 03 F 00 560 250

1

300

80 52" F 120 876 1000 12000

’ M. Aurousseau : Geographical Beview, XIU, April 1923.

” A. B. Wolfe: The Population Problem, Ibid., December

1928.
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The above may be contrasted with the' following

scale, which is related mainly to the conditions of cultiva-

tion of the cereal foods of Western civilisation and is

based on studies of the distribution of cultivated land. ^

Cool temperate lands

Warm temperate lands

Hot temperate lands

Rainfall.

Excessive. Insufficient

40 inches 8 inches

60 „ 1 2 «

80 „ 18 „

We give below a table which shows the distribution

of the world^s rainfall.

Africa

Asia

North America

Europe

South America

Under 20 inches. 20-40 Over 40

inches. inches.

54 per cent largely

bot ... 18 percent 28 percent

67 per cent largely

cool ... 18 „ ... 15 „ ...

52 per cent ... 30 „ ... 18 „

47 » ... 49 „ ... 4 „ . .

76 » ... 8 „ ... 7 „ ...

CLIMATB

Warm tem-
1

perate. Hainfaii.

Low Latitude Kegion ISxcoB Insuffi- Index of Mean annual Density.
sive. cient. Aridity. Range of

Tempera-

Desert
The Great

ture.

Indian

Desert,

40"
!

10"

I

3 to 10 90T.
j

2-60

Semi-arid
The Haj-

1

put Up-
Jand-

1

16"
j

1

10 (o |5 82" 100-150

RADHAKAMAL MUKERJEE

' Fawcett' On the Distribution of Population Over the
Eaud, Boeiologioal Ewieto, April 1925.
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INTUITION IN KANT’S PHILOSOPHY
OF KEUGION

Kant if regarded as an advocate of rationalism

in ''VTestem PMlosopfay. His fundamental aim was to lead

philosophy into the safe road of science. He inquired into

the poad>3Hy <rf j^tdosophy aa a science with the mtention

of fcnrmulatiQg its ccMiditkMnts. In the actual derdc^ment of

his philosophy, however, we see how Kant b oNiged to sur-

render his extreme rationalism and resort to truths known by
intuition. In this paper I shall endeavour to discuss some

aspects of Kant’s philosophy of religion with a view to exhi-

biting its intuitionai character.

Kant
Kant’s chief contribution to the philosophy of religion

is his insistence on the logical indemonstrability of God. In

the Critique of Pure Reason, he shows that the arguments

employed for proving^ the existence of God are defective and

lead to contradictions. Our capacities of knowledge are

limited to the {dienomenal world and if we extend the princi-

ples of space and time experience to regions beyond k, we are

betrayed into what he calls "the illusions of the understand-

ing.’’ For our categories are useless until the material is fur-

nished by sense, and sense can never supply material adequate

to the requirenoents of the principles of speetdative reason.

God is not an object of perception or of inference and if he

exists, his bemg must be apprehended in some way other than

that wf^ 'Mil. for the finite world. But unfortunately

Kimt di| <Me* discuss die question of die pos^flky of a

different nodeol apprAenwon for the world m its nonspatial

and tempondAaracter, thou^thereaee valuable suggestions,

especk&y hi tywMpna of die Ideas of Reason, the moral

prAlem and aAediiliHaid jpdpaefli.

The categories el the iiuiderscaiid^ like causality and

substance give us mdy partud uakies but the mind of man is

4J7
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life. The fact of duty is an illustration of the kind of reality

to which the Ideas of reason point, a reality which although

it has a definite content, is in no sense an object in the context

of experience. We have an intuitive recognition of moral

law as good in itself, not because it is commanded by a su-

perior or is felt to be conducive to our happiness. The un-

conditioned principles are admitted to be valid in the sphere

of practical reason, even though they have not received any

fulfilment In the world of space-time. Kant is fully alive to

the fact that the kind of apprehension we have in the mathe-

matical and physical sciences is not all. The moral conscious-

ness is the point where we touch absolute reality. Conscience

is the call of reality within the individual mind. The intuitive

apprehension of the moral law is quite different from the logi-

cal apprehension of any object in the space-time scheme.

It is interesting to find that Kant actually assigns to

reason in its practical aspect not merely the abstract princi-

ple of all morality, orderliness or regulation, but also the more

concrete principles of conduct. In the sphere of pure reason,

Kant always insisted that the matter of experience was no less

necessary to knowledge than form. But he believes that in

the sphere of practical reason, the bare, abstract formula of

reason, the categorical imperative is sufficient by itself to

determine the whole duty of man without any reference to

the specific desires of human beings. We know our duty,

according to Kant, by means of rational intuition and not by

an intellectual calculation of results. But as a matter of fact,

Kant is not quite consistent. The mere criterion of self-

consistency, which is all that the categorical imperative

amounts to in practice, is incapable of guiding us in life.

There is nothing theoretically inconsistent in willing universal

destruction. If Kant thinks suicide to be wrong, it is not

because of its violation of the formal principle of the cate-

gorical imperative but because of its incompatibility with cer-

tain ends with which the will is identified. These ends are not

the casual desires of the individuals, which are contingent in
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character but the supreme ends of humanity. Clearly then,

Kant admits that not merely general principles of morality

but the specific duties are known by rational intuition.

One would have expected Kant to have developed the

implications of this mode of apprehension and applied it to

the knowledge of God but he did not do so. God is left in a

precarious position, as a postulate of the moral consciousness

;

God remains an ideal to be used instead of a reality to be ap-

prehended or a person to be worshipped. God is a regulative

conception and not an object of scientific understanding or of

possible experience. Our knowledge of reality does not give

us religious truth. Moral consciousness tells us of the prac-

tical indispensableness of certain values and we have no means

of knowing whether there is any real object possessing these

values. If we assume God to be real it is only a case of wish

fulfilment, however much the belief may be justified in view

of the contingency of phenomena, the appearance of design

in nature and the consciousness of the moral law.

In the Critique of Judgment, Kant urges that beliefs are

sometimes grounded on the necessities of feeling. Our feel-

ings also involve knowledge or discernment to some extent.

Our feeling of the fit and the worthful in nature is a dim re-

cognition of some ultimate background which we might term

God. But he suggests that a higher type of mind might pos-

sess an intuitive knowledge which would render the teleolo-

gical judgment superfluous^ These three lines of reflection

in Kant, Ideas of Reason, the forms of moral life and the

notion of adaptation confirm the view that reason is in Kant

another name for the deeper rationality or intuition. Kant

is convinced of the reality of God for we have besides theo-

retical reason working through categories, another source

of apprehension which Kant traces to moral consciousness.

We have not only an a priori consciousness of good and evil,

^heUing used the Kantian suggestion that our aesthetic sense may

contain a perception of the ultimate truth of things and art may be the

organon of pWosophy.
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but also that of the unconditioned. They issue from the

soul’s own deepest source of knowledge.

Reason, theoretical and practical, nay, our whole nature

constrains us. If we do not believe in God, we will be proving

false to the deepest in us. Kant proves that God is the

reality with which the mind of man at its deepest is in com-

munion though no object is present in phenomenal experience

adequate to it. The self-evidencing and underivative char-

acter of intuitions is the lesson of Kant’s philosophy, though

he was himself not conscious of it. Kant thinks that intui-

tive understanding is a prerogative of God and not a posses-

sion of the human spirit. Such a misconception is traceable

to the arbitrary limits he imposed on human knowledge. For

him it is always conditioned by the senses apart from which

we have no faculty of intuition or direct perception. Our
perceptions are always sensible and our understanding deals

with general notions and is not therefore intuitive. Kant

conceives the possibility of an intuitive understanding. In

his Dissertation he says, **The intuitive power of our mind is

always passive; and is only possible so far as some object can

affect our senses. But the intuitive power of God, which is

not the effects of objects but their cause, since it is indepen-

dent of them, is their archetype and hence is completely in-

tellectual”^. If Kant denied this privilege of intuitive under-

standing to man, it is due to his intellectualism which is a

sheer misfortune. Though he draws a distinction between

theoretical and practical reason, even the latter is for him in-

tellectual. Virtue is not virtue, if it is accompanied by a

thrill for the act. He arbitrarily separated thought from

feeling and the other sides of man’s psychical nature and

would not realise that the mind as a whole can know things

which are beyond the ken of mere intellect. If we follow

the spirit of Kant’s work, we will sec that it is quite friendly

to the hypothesis of intuition as the primary source of our

highest knowledge. If we depend on sense date and logical

*Webb: Kant^s Pb&osopby of Relighn
J^1924) p. 44.
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proof, we cannot account for the laws of substance and causa-

tion, for experience itself is based on these and has no mean-

ing if they are not presupposed. The method of proof is

of no avail since first principles are unprovable®. By a criti-

cism of reason Kant shows that we possess independent of all

experience, i.e., a priori, a knowledge of certain first princi-

ples. The certainty of mathematics and natural science is

due to the contributions made by pure reason. The categories

themselves are various forms of the one fundamental idea of

the mind, the idea of universal unity and necessity.

They are individual determinations of the fundamental

knowledge of the necessity and unity of all that is. This

knowledge is something most immediate and most profound.

It is this that is the real basis of Kant’s criticism and not what

is exhibited as the proof in the transcendental deduction of the

categories. The categories are only the extensions of the one

fundamental idea of the unity and interconnection of things

in the universe. It is because Hume denied any other kind

of knowledge than that derived from perception or proof,

that his system ended in scepticism, while Kant assumes that,

independent of all experience, from ourselves alone, we know

the fundamental condition of all being.

Unfortunately, Kant believes that since this knowledge

is altogether a priori, it is true only of objects as known and

not of objects as they are. Things in themselves are known

by us only in so far as they 'affect’ us. The picture of the

universe shaped by the categories has no claim to objectivity.

Kant is inconsistent on this point, for the 'ideal’ category of

causality is applied to the thing in itself where it is conceived

as causing our perceptions. He overlooks the natural self-

confidence of reason that it knows things as they are in sense

perceptions. Unity and interconnection are true of the ob-

jective world itself. No scepticism can really shake this con-

viction. What we know is not an illusion arising from our

own objectivity. It is the appearance for us of things them-

*Critiqu€ of Pure Reason, Second Ed. Introduction.
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selves. Only we see then under limitations. Our knowledge

is valid though within limits. Unless we become aware of the

limitations we cannot correct them.

Again, while Kant tells us that nature is a construction

of our minds in the sense that the categories synthesise the

multiplicity of sense, he did not ask how our a priori forms

happen to suit sense-material. Unless both the self with its

categories and the non-self of nature have a common source,

unless there is unity between our thought and the nature of

things, this adaptation is inexplicable.

Kant’s view of the Ideas of Reason is somewhat inade-

quate and defective. While the categories of the understand-

ing are certain a prior conceptions without which there could

be no experience or knowledge of sensible phenomena, the

Ideas of Reason guide and inspire human thought by prescrib-

ing to it the goal to which experience must approximate, if it

is true to itself. The effort of intellect to systematise know-

ledge is guided by the Ideas of Reason. There are no objects

in the empirical world answering to them; they therefore re-

main unaccomplished. Yet we are called upon to act as if

there were such objects; otherwise our life would come to

naught. While the categories of the understanding are

necessary, if we are to have any knowledge at all, the Ideas of

reason are necessary if our knowledge is to attain a completely

systematic character. The Ideas are for Kant not central

truths but future possibilities. The difficulties of Kant’s

system are due to his inadequate perception of the power of

the human mind to pass beyond the distinctions of the under-

standing to the unity that underlies them. The form of

understanding with the abstractions they involve may fail

to give us the truth of things but it is possible to interpret

these Tdeas’ not as Kant does, as regulative principles bereft

of any substantiality but as Plato did, as the underlying basis

of the whole structure of knowledge, not only constitutive

but also productive. The concepts of the understanding may

be abstract and partial; but the Ideas may be the reality. We
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do not derive the Idea of the unconditioned from the condi-

tiooed by the elimination of the conditions, as Kant often sug-

llptli but we start with the unconditioned. All conscious-

biW is consciousness of a whole which precedes and conditions

ks parts. We cannot be conscious of a limit unless we are

conscious of what is beyond the limit. That which is alto-

gether limited or finite cannot know itself as limited or finite.

The Idea of the unconditioned is distinct in nature from all

other concepts and so cannot be derived from them. It is a

pure a priori Idea of reason. If Kant regards the world of ex-

perience as limited and phenomenal, it is because it falls short

of the ideal demands of pure reason. Besides, the Ideas of

reason are to some extent realised in the world of experience.

The beauty and sublimity of nature and the purposiveness

exhibited in living organisms suggest the conformity of nature

as a whole to the ends of reason. We are able to judge em-

pirical truth by the standards of reason. If these ideas help

us to organise experience and test the value of concepts, if

they control and regulate our thought about the world, surely

they possess the highest kind of reality and the world of ex-

perience which never realises it falls short of it . If inclu-

siveness and coherence are substituted for correspondence

with an external given object as the test of truth, it is to no

small extent due to the understanding of the implications of

Kant’s theory of the Ideas of Reason. These Ideas of Reason

*On this view, Kant is in agreement with Plato’s theory of Ideas.

As he himself expresses it, "(For Plato) Ideas are the archetypes of the

things themselves and not, like the categories, merely keys to possible

experiences. In his view they issued from the Supreme Reason and from

that source have come to be shared in by human Reason He very

well realised that our faculty of knowledge feels a much higher need than

merely to spell out appearances according to a synthetic unity, in order

to read them as experience. He knew that our Reason naturally exalts

itself to forms of knowledge which so far transcend the bounds of expe-

rience that no given empirical object can ever coincide with them, but

which must none the less be recognised as having th«r own reality and

which are by no means mere fictions of the brain.” Norman Kemp

Smith: A commentary to KanVs Critique of Pure Reason. 2nd Ed. (1925)

p. 447.
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may be greater realities than the facts obvious to the outer

senses and the intellect. Instead of assuming that Ideas are

only pale reflections of the forms which they so much exceed,

we may take the facts as partial representations of the reality

which they reveal. Reason is, for Kant, the faculty by which

we become conscious of the ultimate or unconditioned princi-

ples. It is different from understanding in the empirical

sense. For the empirical understanding, the Ideas of Reason

are only ideas, demands for an unconditioned which in Kant’s

view can never be given, though there is an unceasing effort

on the part of thought to reach a fuller comprehension of

conditions. But reason is not a faculty co-ordinate with

others. It is the whole mind in action, the indivisible root

from which all other faculties arise. To say that the Idea of

God is a product of reason is to say that it is the outcome of

the deepest life in man, the reaction of the whole nature of

personality to the nature of the real. God is the answer

which the full being of man utters when it presses against

the whole nature of personality to the nature of the real.

If the faculty of reason gives us the notion of a world

higher than the phenomenal, something that is not the effect

of any cause but the ultimate cause of all effects and if it

shapes this notion into the Ideas of God, freedom and immor-

tality, it means that these Ideas are worked into the very

structure of the mind. They are not subjective fancies or

even ethical postulates but the necessary fruits of the mind

issuing from its most vital springs. They are not objects of

logical knowledge but are intuited certainties. Kant’s suc-

cessors realise that the true or the objective is what thought

is compelled to think by its own nature. Whatever we are

constrained to think is real. When Hegel said the real is the

rational, he is taking this important truth. Only his reason

is not what Kant meant by it, the faculty which gives the un-

conditioned principles both theoretical and practical. God

is not real, if the real is identified with the actual in space and

time but he is real if the real means that which thought is
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cbiiged to assume as the operative principle in all existent

mind* as well as its objects drawing them together ihto a satis-

fying universe. Both God and the moral law belong to the

same region of certainty though they are not observed facts.

When Kant criticises the proofs of God that the existence of

a thing cannot be got from its idea (ontological argument)

,

can never be derived from the accidental

(cosmological argument), that the physico-theological proof

retreats on the other two, he means that we cannot prove the

reality of God. The highest idea is not derived from sense or

proved by logic but is founded- in the secret places of the soul

and its validity is self-established by reason of the soul’s trust

in itself.

S. Radhakrishnan



THE VEDA AND ITS INTERPRETATIONS

I

The Veda is the oldest book of the Aryans, or rather, as

recent linguistic researches have amply shown, of the Aryo*

Dravidian race. Moreover, it commands the allegiance not

only of the followers of the Brahmana religion, but even of

the founders of the Jaina and Bauddha religions who appealed

constantly to the Veda as an authority, and in propagating

their reforms argued that the Brahmanas of their day had

ceased to be Brahmanas and their Veda was not the original

Veda\ evidently meaning by the latter expression the religious

ideas which may be supposed to be the germs from which

sprang the religion and philosophy of the Vedanta, that is,

the Siddhunta of the Veda. In later times even when a

particular Hindu creed had sailed far into the open seas cut-

ting off its original moorings, it still carried on its voyage

under the flag of the Veda. It is, therefore, no exaggeration

to say, using the language of Byron in a different context,

that **all thoughts”, all emotions, *Vhatever stirs” the Hindu

religious mind—and I include in the term Hindu Jaina,

Bauddha and Sikh also, which I can legitimately do
—

"all

are but ministers” of Veda and "feed its sacred flame.”

The Mimansakas distinguish between and virtually

dhvani: the former, according to them, being eternal, occa-

sionally bursting forth (Sphofa) in the form of dhvani or

audible sound. The former some (c.g., the Vedantins) would

regard as pidna (thought) rather than zsS^hda (sound) , but

the close association of thought and language is responsible

for the Mimansaka’s use of the ttrm Sabda, which has its

^Sonadanda Sutta and Tevijja Sutta (Buddhist) ;
Uttaradhyayana,

Sect. XXV (Jaina).

447
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analogue m the Greek word Logos’ and its earliest synonym

Brahman, a word.

The Veda is something deeper than the particular ar-

rangement of sounds (^abdanupurvi) which has descended

from generation to generation 'ringing down the grooves of

time’ —with all those wonderful and elaborate devices for

preserving the purity of the original text, which are called

krama, jata and ghana. That 'Veda’ in its original import

is not word but thought is borne out by the evidence of the

root from which it is derived^. It comes from the root vid

—to know, so that Veda--=:knt)wledge. Moreover it is ob-

vious that God could not have created the world out of

'sound’, as we ordinarily understand the word ;
he could have

created it only out of his 'thought’ or 'idea . Veda there-

fore, clearly means 'thought’ or 'idea’. It is curious that the

word 'idea’ also is derived from Laf. Videre to know, which is

allied to vid of 'Veda’. Even this rendering, Veda=know-

ledge or thought is not adequate. For, Sanskrit vid is allied

to Laf. Videre—to see, and therefore properly rendered,

'Veda’ means vision’^, and quite appropriately the great men

who had this vision were called rsis’ or 'seers’. It is plain that

God, who is the source of this 'vision’, being spirit, his utter-

ance must be spiritual, and not physical. That is to say, God

has not spoken to the seers in the manner you speak to me

or I to you; He, the Supreme Spirit, has spoken to them

"Both these terms signify word as well as eternal thought. Skt.

Brahman from ( Vff secondary root from Verbum=

Germ. Wort).

*As late an expositor as Sayana begins his Bhasya with the prayer

**A later synonym of Veda, vision, is Sruti, hearing. No wonder

that the latter word came into use when the vision of Truth had become

somewhat dim, and the theory of verbal inspiration had made its

appearance. But whatever the metaphor, whether it be one of light or

of sound, or any other, it is after all a figure of speech, the revelation

being spiritual. Truth being neither light nor sound—but Spirit.
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spiritually, that is, in the inwardness of their spirit, and not

to their external senses. This is what we call Inspiration^

Now what could be more sacred than the words in which

the Inspiration found its first utterance, its first medium
of expression.^ Hence there is no wonder that the utterance

has been treasured as the voice of God by the Hindus^

This theory of verbal inspiration has led to a certain ex-

travagance which we may here note. Yaska, the author

of the Nirukta, has placed on record the opinion of one

Kautsa, according to whom
mantras had no artha^ Now what is meant by this proposi-

tion? Orientalists of the West, and following them some
of our Indian scholars also, have understood it in the sense

that the Vedic texts conveyed no meaning, and on this they

have based a conclusion that by the time of Kautsa, and

therefore a fortiori that of Yaska, the Veda had become un-

intelligible, and consequently the date of Yaska must be taken

to be far removed from that of the Veda. The proposition

regarding the distance of time between the Veda and the

Nirukta is in itself sound, but is deduced from a wrong pre-

mise. It is a wrong idea that the words of the Veda
were unintelligible to Kautsa. For, as Yaska has pointed

out the Vedic vocabulary was the same as that used

in the current language This is true,

at least, of a large bulk of the Vedic words. Even Kautsa,

^Later generations have pictured the Divine Spirit as imparting the

Veda to the rsis in four forms—the Rk, Yajus, Saman and Atharvan

—

corresponding to the functions of the sacrificial priests who were of four

classes, the Hotr, the Adhvaryu, the Udgatr and the Brahman

Bhagavata). Surely, these did not flow physically

from the four physical mouths of Brahma. The whole is a picture of

art and is to be understood as an artistic truth. Be it noted that the

pictures which a poet’s imagination bodies forth are not less real than

our physical world, but only differently real.

“Tradition has included in this treasure not the Samhita only, but

also the Brahmanas and the Upanisads, wherein we see the recognition

of religion as Bhakti, Karma and Jnana, corresponding to the expression

of the human mind as intellect, will and emotion, which constitute the

whole man.
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according to Yaska’s record, mentions only half a dozen

words of the Vedic language which were unintelligible, while

thousands could be understood perfectly well. In regard to

those which still remain unintelligible, Yaska observes that

“ ^ I”

"it is no fault of the post that a blind man does not see it”;

that is to say, if a word is unintelligible, it does not prove

that in reality it has no meaning. The fact of the matter

is that Kautsa evidently belonged to that particular school

of Yajnikas who had already begun to make a fetish of the

Vedic words. According to them, these had a magic 'value

and not a thought-value, so that even though the words were

intelligible they were not meant to be interpreted but only

to be used as magic^ formulae in the performance of a sacri-

fice. In other words, the position taken up by the school

of Kautsa does not mean that Vedic exegesis is impossible, it

only means that it is useless. This extreme position which
reduces religion to magic is an exaggeration of a perfectly

arguable thesis which has been later formulated in the Purva-

mimansa Sutra “ H
(P.M. Sutra, I, ii, 1) which declares that the central teach-

ing of the Veda is not "Know” but "Do”, not Truth but
Act not philosophy or love of God, but ritualism. This

is far from saying that Vedic words convey no meaning.

1 here use the word "magic” not in the sense in which some of the

practices of the Atharva Veda were magic, but as indicating the real

nature of every sacrifice in which the sacrificial formula is supposed to

carry no meaning but only efficacy.

’Compare the doctrine of modern Pragmatism and recall Carlyle’s

characteristic remark that the Universe is an infinite conjugation of

the verb "to do” in a passage of his "French Revolution”.

"Then it was that, it flashed upon me with the force of a revelation

that all philosophies and sciences, without exception—both those I agreed

with and those I disagreed with—were htjunctions to live in a particular

way and avoid living in other ways. They all came to their spearpoint,

so to speak, in some kind of injunction. They were all disguised impera-

tives. Behind the information was the command which took the form,

"Live in this way and avoid (living in that.”—L. P. Jacks.
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A rich heritage of Vedic exegesis had come down to

Yaska from the most ancient times, which though contain-

ing a few counterfeit coins was on the whole trustworthy.

This is significantly borne out by meanings given in the

Nighantu of certain Vedic words. For example, the word

domus, a house, is listed as a synonym of

, thus carrying a meaning to which not the slightest

clue is to be found in later Sanskrit, and yet it is perfectly

correct. Similarly the word Latin opus, work, which

is given as a synonym of This clearly shows that

the tradition of Vedic exegesis which came down to Yaska

had preserved the meanings not only of the Vedic words

which continued to be used in later Sanskrit, but even of

those Vedic words which were the common property of the

Aryans before their separation into different groups but had

ceased to be employed during later stages of the Sanskrit

language. The tradition of the Vedic exegesis goes down to

Sayana whom Max Muller rightly calls *the blind man’s

stick’ in treading the path of Vedic interpretation. No

sober scholar will therefore take up the cry *Tos Von Sayana”

"Down with Sayana”, though we may for good reasons differ

from him here and there. Lately a few commentaries earlier

than Sayana’s have been discovered, so that it may safely be

presumed that a tradition of Vedic interpretation was not

extinct in the time of Sayana. The tradition, however, was

coloured by the ideas of the Sacrifice, since the class in which

the Vedic learning was particularly preserved was that of

ritualists. Accordingly Sayana sometimes passes over the

broad spiritual sense of a word even when it is the obvious

sense and takes it to convey a narrow ritualistic meaning.

For example, words which clearly signify "’ideas” or

'"thoughts” are often rendered by him as "sacrificial rites”.

No doubt, when the sacrificial rites were only an out-

ward expression of the inward ideas or thought, such

a rendering would not have been far from truth. But after

the two had fallen asunder it would be misleading to take

57
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the words as denoting only the outer shell®. But those modern

Orientalists who decry Sayana do it on a diflFerent ground.

They contend that Sayana knew nothing of the other Aryan

languages, such as, Greek, Latin, Zend, etc., which throw

considerable light on the meaning of Vedic words, and this

was a serious disqualification in one who undertook to inter-

pret them. This contention is no doubt somewhat weighty,

but its weight is largely counterbalanced by the fact that

most of the Vedic hymns were composed in India long after

the break up of the Aryan race into distinct peoples, and

consequently the original meanings of the Aryan words

which occur in the Veda must have undergone considerable

change by the time they came to be used there. Sayana’s

interpretations, which are presumably based upon tradition

are, therefore, not to be set aside lightly. In doing so

Oriental scholars have often gone wrong not only in inter-

preting a Vedic text, but even in understanding Sayana’s com-

mentary. I will give an example of the latter. Much

ridicule has been poured over Sayana for his alleged failure

to see that the word in

in the famous ”Whoish” Hymn of the Rg-Veda Samhita

means **to whom?” and not **to Prajapati”. But the great

Oriental scholar has not cared tq investigate the further ques-

tion: How did Sn’ come to mean as it un-

doubtedly did at a later date? The passage in the Aitareya

Brahmana, where the question is asked and answered, is not

unknown to the Orientalist, but it is philosophy, and the

Orientalist has nothing to do with philosophy of which the

Vedic Aryans were supposed to be innocent i But see what

amount of philosophy this philosophical tabloid, the little

word contains. In this connection the Aitareya Brahman

*Af against Max Muller, Bloomfield holds that *the Rig Veda ought

to be looked upon as made for the ritual, not the ritual regarded as

ancillary to the Rig Veda*, ‘that not a single Vedic hymn was ever com-

posed without reference to ritual application*. This is a remark hitended

only to deny all spiritual worth to the Veda.
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relates how once upon a time Indra approached Prajapati and

said, "Give me thy greatness”, whereupon Prajapati answered,

""Wlio shall I be without the greatness?” and thereupon Indra

observed, "Since thou saidst ^who shall I be?’ thou shalt

be ^Who* ( %\

)

This legend means that God bereft of

qualities (nirguna Brahma) is an absolute —^X, the Un-

known, who is elsewhere called in the Rk Samhita‘^fsw*’the

Great Question. Sayana refers to this very fact when he

says “Rk ’

n
What is difficult is not the interpretation of Vedic

words, but the understanding of the true nature of Vedic

deities. For the latter, tradition is less reliable, since reli-

gious ideas change more quickly than meanings of words.

Besides, they vary largely among different members of a com-

munity, unlike words, which are mostly used in the same sense

by the whole community. We are, therefore, not surprised

when we find Yaska noting a large diversity of views regard-

ing the nature of Vedic gods. First, there was the school of the

Yajnikas or Ritualists. According to them, there was a diety

corresponding to each formula of sacrificial offering whose

reality may be said to be bound up with the formula itself

and is not an object of independent thought or devotion.

Next, there was the school of the Aitihasikas, who believed

in the historicity (
—

**so it was”) or real

existence of the different deities, a view which leaves scope

for investigation into the nature of these deities and for pure

devotion to them. Then, again, there was the school of the

Nariruktas or Etymologists. They saw gods (from ^ from

to shine) in the light of Nature, and divided them into

three groups, (1) the terrestrial, (2) the atmospheric and

(3) the celestial. Each of the groups really consisted of dif-

ferent names of a single deity, so that the deities were only

three,—Agni, the god revealed in fire or light which we see on

the earth, (2) Indra or Vayu, the god of lightning that flashes
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in the sky; and' (3) Surya, the Sun-god in the distant

heaven®. Yaska, accordingly discusses the problem of Poly-

theism in the Veda, and on behalf of the Nairuktas he says:

“firai i.e.,

"Owing to their greatness, each one of the gods possesses many

names”, and as an example he cites the case of a single priest

appearing as hotr, adhvaryu, udgatr and brahman at a certain

sacrifice. Another interesting analogy which he gives is

“ —that is, "just as individually men are many

and yet in their corporate capacity they are one State, so

also the gods are atonce one and many'". Thus, according

to the Nairukta school, although many names of gods occur

in the Veda, there are really only three gods corresponding

to the three lights of the Universe, the terrestrial, the atmos-

pheric and the celestial, and the different names of the gods,

taken etymologically, point to certain operations and pheno-

mena of Nature. It should be noted that the Nairuktas

reduced the multiplicity of the Vedic gods to three gods, and

although the illustrations whicli they gave were intended to

apply to each of the three, logically the argument goes further

and supplies sufficient reason for reducing the whole pan-

theon to one God. Accordingly we find Yaska noting the

opinion of the ”Adhyatmavids” oi Vedantin philosophers who

held: ‘JW snOT siij'sn i

i.e., "There is but one Spirit—God—who

1 have introduced the word "god” deliberately in explaining the

three terms, because I want it to be clearly understood that according to

the Nairuktas, the physical phenomena themselves were not the deities,

but only the media of their manifestation. We cannot therefore call

them “physiologists” in religion, except with reference to these media.

It should be noted here that the Nairuktas were etymologists primarily,

and there was no necessary connection between their method of inter-

pretation which was etymological, and their theory of three gods which

was just a halting place in the journey to monotheism. It was, therefore,

(^pen to them to advance further and endorse the doctrine of one God.

“This doctrine of unity-in-di£Eerence is the germ of what is known

in later Vedanta as the doctrine of Bhedabheda leading up to Sankara^i

real abbeda^in-unreaUbheda, and Gaudapada’s bheda-ajalivada^
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owing to his greatness Is glorified in many forms. Other

gods are the several limbs of the One Spirit.’*

We have thus traced the progress of the concept of

God from the Yajnikas to the Adhyatmavids, wherein we

found that the former were polytheistic ritualists whose

religion came to border on magic. But in justice to the class,

or what was probably a section of the class, we must hasten

to add that in regard to the problem of the deity of the

mantras whicA contained no direct mention of or even an

indirect clue to their god, i.e.,.what are called

the Yajnikas held that the diety of such mantras was

Prajapati. This at once changes the whole aspect of the reli-

gion of the Yajnikas, which in that case is no longer absolute

polytheism, but ritualitsic Polytheism combined with philo-

sophic monotheism. This must be supposed to be the religion

of the original Yajnikas who had not become *fire-dried’^^

or to vary the metaphor, 'smoke-bedimmed^'^ ecclasiastics of a

later age. The opinion of the Nairuktas in regard to such

mantras was that they were —a word whose meaning

has been variously understood. It is sometimes taken to mean

the hymns which glorify men. But obviously this cannot

have been the sense in the present context. For, if men are

to be glorified they must 8e named, if hero-worship is to

have any use. But the word may well point to the religion

of Humanity ( solidarity of

mankind being already a creed of the age as we see from the

evidence of the Purusa-Sukta. (Rg. X, 90). The word

has been also understood to mean or

and the latter has been explained by the commentator

as . In that case, the word will refer to Fire-

worship or Sun-worship, both of which were well-known

forms of worship in the Vedic and Avestic religions, or

perhaps even in the pre-Vedic and pre-Avestic religion^®.

‘‘To adopt the famous espretsioii of Lord Motley’s with a variation.

—(Bhagavata).

wjHij inwnOr (—Pur. saku, Rg. x. so).
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The Nairuktas who were etymologists clearly perceived

that names of the Vedic deities denoted certain phenomena,

forces and aspects of Nature. Consequently they held that

many of the myths in the Veda were Nature-myths. One in-

teresting myth to which Yaska refers is that of the battle of

Vrtra and Indra—which the Nairuktas interpret as a poeti-

cal representation of the phenomenon of rain, when Indra

with his thunderbolt—the lightning—smites down Vrttra

who is the cloud of drought which holds up thi water of the

sky. f3t: ? iR ffa 9nr ^ ^
I 55^^ ?(raiJ<T”Many modern Orien-

talists have interpreted the myth as a storm-myth or a dawn-

myth. Another class of myths which is read into the

Veda by some scholars, who are too familiar with Semitic

religions, is the Season-myth and the Lunar myth. But all

these may be classed as Naturists in the science of Mythology,

who follow in the foot-steps of the ancient Indian

Nairuktas.

Another school of Vedic mythologists as we have already

noted was that of the Aitihasikas. This school has its modern

representative in the Anthropological school of Mythology,

according to which all myths are legends which have their

origin in hero-worship, so that ^ery god is in reality a his-

torical figure. An essential difference, however, exists bet-

ween the ancient Aitihasikas and the modern Anthropolo-

gists, namely, that the former believed in gods as historical

realities, while according to the latter men were turned into

gods. Thus, according to the ancient Aitihasikas, Vrttra was

a real demon, son of Tvastr‘?^Sg?:;^^^<^nofe^1i’ while

modern Anthropologists would understand him to be a cer-

tain non-Aryan hero whom Indra, the Aryan chief, fought

and killed. Another Indra-myth which similarly lends itself

to different interpretations is that of Indra and the G)W8:

the cows are said to have been confined by Vrttra or Ahi in a

fortress and were released by Indra. The **cows” are

variously understood as waters, and rays. Thus the myth
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would refer to the phenomenon of rain due to release of

streams of water of the sky pent up by the cloud of drought;

or it may refer to the restoration of the rays of the Sun from

the darkness of the night. Thus it may be interpreted as a

storm-myth or a dawn-myth. It may also be understood as

the victory of the Aryan Indra over Phoenicians (called

Panis in the Veda) or some tribe of Non-Aryans; and to his

release of cows from the hands of the latter. How a third

school of Vedic interpreters, the Adhyatmavids, would inter-

pret this myth can be easily imagined from one of the se-

condary or metaphorical meanings of the word ‘
’ viz.,

S) the senses Vrttra, in that case, is the evil spirit

who compasses or obscures (from V Vr-to cover) the light

of Heaven or the true or Supreme self) by

confining the senses within his fold; and Sanskrit Ahi :—a ser-

pent—is the Zend Azi, the parent of the Hebrew myth of

Satan appearing as Serpent in the Garden of Eden.

Ill

While the savants of the nineteenth century have thrown

much light on the religious practices of different peoples and

their studies in comparative mythology are both interesting

and instructive, there are certain radical defects in their out-

look which vitiate their ^conclusions. For example, in

their investigations into the origin of Religion they treat it

as a mental phenomenon, which they imagine, is sufficiently

accounted for if they discover the environment and the men-

tality in which it springs. They seem to overlook, however,

that religious consciousness is not a mere state of the human
mind but a revelation of Truth, and the different theories

regarding the origin of Religion define only the conditions

under which the Truth dawns upon the human mind, and

cannot therefore reduce the Truth itself to a mere pheno-

menon.

These conditions of the revelations of God—a popular

word for the One fundamental Reality which inspires reli-

gions—are not the same for all peoples, so that neither
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Nature-worship—in its different forms of sun-worship, star-

worship, fire-worship, etc.,—nor Hero-worship in the form

of ancestor-worship, king-worship, etc., is co-extensive

with religious consciousness. What are called Nature-wor-

ship and Hero-worship are therefore not the worship of

Nature and the worship of heroes, but the worship of God in

Nature and in heroes.

Generally speaking, Semitic religions, while they have

laid stress on the transcendental nature of God, have over-

looked His immanence which is no less important.

The two have been best expressed in the Antaryami-Brahmana

of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad. In fact, all that is good and

great, whether in Nature or in Man, is a revelation of God.

As Krsna proclaims in His Gita:

cCf HIT n

And are we not, in offering our respectful greetings to

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviyaji this day, on the comple-

tion of his there score years and ten, worshipping one such

with whom it has been our privilege to work in the

Benares Hindu University?

A. B. Dhruva



AN ANALYSIS OF THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF THE
NEW SCHOOL OF LOGIC OF BENGAL

1. Cognitions may be determinate or indeterminate

Leaving aside the problem of indeterminate cognition, if we

turn to determinate knowledge, it is easy to see that determi-

nate knowledge must refer to an object with reference to

some of its characters and qualities. When I know a book,

the knowledge refers to it as **bookness”. In all cognitions

there is a specific relation between the cognition and its object,

for it is only the existence of such specific relation that can

account for the knowledge of specific objects. This rela-

tion of specific objectivity is called visayatd. This being

a two-term relation it must exist both in the subject and in

the object. The object and the objectivity being the same

entity, the relation of objectivity exists in the object in a re-

lation of identity (Svarilpa-sambandha)

,

For if another re-

lation was required to relate it to the object then there would

be an infinite regressus of relations. But yet the relation

of objectivity is admitted to be different from the ob-

ject itself, for our cognitive experience refers to the object

as a term in which the reIa|ion subsists. But if the relation

is in the object in a relation of identity, then it becomes

difficult to distinguish the relation and the object as to dif-

ferent entities. It is therefore that the Naiydyikas refer the

relation to the special characteristic of the object which be-

comes directly revealed in cognition. Thus when a book is

known, the cognition refers to the **bookness’" the special

cognitive characteristic of the book in the cognition "I

know the book” and this characteristic of "bookness” sub-

sists in the book in a relation of identity (Svartipa-samban-
dha) and may therefore be regarded as different from the

book and also as a relation of objectivity. This special as-

pect of the relation of objectivity (Visayatd) is called

Visayatavacchedaka, But even in this view there may be this

4S9
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objection that here also the “bookness” and the relation of

objectivity (Visayatd) have to be regarded as identical, and

in that case the characteristic of “bookness” cannot be re-

garded as determining (avacchedaka) the nature of the re-

lation of objectivity, which is the same as saying that the

bookness is not the avacchedaka of the relation. This diffi-

culty can be solved only by the supposition that objectivity

(Vmyatd) is not a relation, but a separate category which

forms the extra-subjective term of the cognitive relation.

This category can then be regarded as specifically determin-

ed by the characteristic of the object (e.g., book ness) which

exists in the book in a relation of identity.

This objectivity as a separate category determining the

subject-object relation is produced by the conglomeration

of the same conditions that produced the cognition itself.

It remains only as long as the cognition remains and it is

destroyed also along with the cessation of the cognition.

This category of objectivity is different in accordance with

the different kinds of pramdnas, as they all involve different

kinds of causal conditions for their production. It is also

different according as the cognition refers to the past, pre-

sent or the future. One can remember a past event or

thing and imagine a future ev^nt or thing, the category of

objectivity (Visayafd) is such that in the present memory
of past, event or thing, it may abide in that event or thing,

which is no longer existent, or it may abide in a future event

or thing which has not yet come into being. No other

entities which are separated in time can have the relation of

the container and the contained excepting that of the ob-

ject and its objectivity (Vmyatd ) . In all cases of inference

and memory the object may be past but its objectivity

which is revealed in the present cognition is subsistent in that

past object. Some say that there are as many categories of

objectivity as there are objects of knowledge; others hold

that so long as the objects are of similar nature their numer-

ical difiference would not constitute a ground for admitting

ditferent categories of objectivity.
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So far for the objectivity and the object. But there is

also a specific relation between the objectivity (Visayatd)

and the cognition (jndna) viz., that of the determiner {nirii-

paka) and the determined {nirupita) ; for it is the nature

of an objectivity that determines the specific nature and

characteristic of the cognition. But this relation is a re-

versible relation and one can also say that it is the cognition

that is the determiner and the objectivity the determined

and they two are mutually dependant on each other for

their subsistence and nature apd each leads to the other.

One can thus define a cognition through its objectivity and

the objectivity through the corresponding cognition. The

specific defining characteristic of objectivity is technically

called avacchedaka as it limits and defines the specific nature

of the objectivity, but this specific characteristic {avacch-

edaka) may have a further defining characteristic and in

that case the second defining characteristic is called avacch-

edahafavacchedaka.

When there is a cognition ”the hill is fiery {parvato

vahnimdn) ”, the cognition of the hill has an objectivity

{visayatd) associated with it, defined by the characteristic of

the class-concept **hill-ness”, and the cognition of the fire

has an objectivity defined by the class concept **fire-ness”.

There is here no further defining characteristic {avacch-

edaka) of hill-ness or fire-ness. The defining characteristic

may be either a quality {dharma) or a relation {samban-

dha). In the former case the defining characteristic may

have a further limiting condition of some sort {Kindt-

sambandhd-vacchinna) where as the latter being of the

nature of relations cannot have any further limiting condi-

tion of any kind {KtncH-sambaidhdnavacchinna) , for if

relations are admitted to have further relations that would

involve an infinite regressus. Thus in the cognition 'This

book”, the "this” refers to an object before the perceiver and

both the "this” and the '*book” are objects of cognition.

Thouigh the two arc identical, yet they jointly qualify the
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natvire of the cognition, for if we take the "this” to be the

object of cognition then the "book” is to be admitted to be

associated with the "this” in a relation of identity. The

cognitional objectivity of the book is thus defined by a rela-

tion of identity with the "this”. "Identity” being a rela-

tion, it cannot have any further defining characteristic or

relation. In the cognition "this book”, the cognitional ob-

jectivity of the book is defined only by the relation of identity

with the "this” and this relation of identity, being a relation,

cannot have any further defining characteristic, and this ex-

plains the view stated above that relations are no further

limited by other defining characteristics. Again viewed

from a somewhat different point of view, one may arrive at

the same kind of result. Thus the objectivity of the book

in the cognition of a book is "bookness” and this "bookness”

again is in the book in a relation of inseparable inherence

(samavdya). Viewed in this way the "bookness” has for

its defining characteristic the samavdya relation, but this

defining characteristic, being a relation, cannot have any fur-

their defining characteristic. The objectivity of the book

may, on the one hand, have for its defining characteristic a

relation of identity, or on the other hand as "bookness”, a

relation of inseparable inherence {samavdya). The objec-

tivity of the book is thus the determinant {nirupaka) of the

relation of identity further unencumbered with any other

relation and of "bookness” in a relation of Samavdya, In

other words, the "bookness” and "the relation of identity have

in them the determinedness {nirupitaiva) of the objectivity

of the book in a cognition of the book.

Now it is well-known that the word "book” is equiva-

lent to the expression "possessor of bookness” or "the locus

of bookness”. So the expression "the table which has a book

on it” is equivalent to the expression "the table which has the

possessor of bookness on it”. But in the latter expression

though the possessor of bookness may be associated with the

table in a relation of confact (samyoga) , the notion of book-
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ness which is a constituent in the above cognition can only

be determined by a further reference to another character-

istic of it, such as the quality of bookness or bookness-ness,

for an object of cognition must have a characteristic through

which it is known; and when **bookness” as a constituent

of the complex cognition '*the table which has the possessor

of bookness on it) is an object of cognition, it must be ad-

mitted to have a further defining characteristic, the quality

of bookness or the bookness-ness. The table has a complex

defining characteristic *'contactual association with the pos-

sessor of bookness’*. Here the first-grade relation of the

possessor of bookness with the table is a relation of contact,

the second grade relation is that between the bookness and

its possessor or locus, the book—i.e., the relation of inseparable

inherence {samavdyz)
; none of these relations requires, fur-

ther defining characteristic. But this complex cognition

cannot start with the cognition of bookness; the bookness,

it may be remembered, is a defining characteristic of its pos-

sessor, the book. In the cognition of the book, the book was

known by its defining characteristic, the bookness; but when
the bookness is the primary object of cognition, it must be

admitted to have a further defining characteristic—^bookness

or the quality determining t|^e nature of bookness. Here

the objectivity, (visayafd) or the book, (pratiyogi) has

for its defining characteristic (avacchedaka) the bookness

and this bookness has a further defining characteristic

{pratiyogitdvaccbedahdvacchedaha) the bookness, and

from this point of view the book may be said to be defijied

by two grades of avacchedahas or defining characteristics.

The quality of defining characteristic {avacchedakatd) is

not however the only point of view from which the objecti-

vity, {visayatd) can be looked at. There are at least five other

ways from which the notion of objectivity can be discerned,

such as visesyatdy prakdrata, vidheyatd, uddeyesyata and
dharmita. Take, for instance, the cognition of "man with a

stick. The objectivity of this cognition has for its consti-

tuents man-ness, man, stickness, stick and the contractual
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relation of the stick and the man. Though they are

all within the scope of the objectivity {vi§ayatd)

of the cognition, they are not so in the self-same relation.

Thus the notion "man” (which is equivalent to that which

is possessed of man-ness) is expressed as subject (visesya) in

the cognition, while the notion "stick” (equivalent to what

is possessed of stickness) is expressed as a predicate ividheya)

or mode (prakdra) of that subject (visesya)
;

the notion

"man-ness” is expressed as the defining characteristic of sub-

jectivity and stickness is expressed as the defining character-

istic of the mode or the predicate and the contactual rela-

tion is expressed merely as a relation. Thus the different cons-

tituents of objectivity are expressed in different notional va-

riations. In other words, these different objects of cognition

have different types of objectivity towards the cognition. It

is useful, however, to note in this connection that the notion

of "mode” and the notion of "predicate” are not identical, for

there are instances of "modes” which cannot be called pre-

dicates. Thus, for instance in the cognition "the book there”,

"the book” is the subject (visesya) and the notion of thereness

which may be regarded as a determining mode (prakdratd)y

cannot be regarded as being in any sense predicative; for the

predicative force (vidheyata) is ip the book. The case would

be reversed in the proposition "that place is occupied by a

book”, for in that expression the term "the place” is both

the subject (viksya) and the subject of aflSrmation (uddesya)

and the "book” presents the mode as well as the predicate.

So though there may be instances where the modality

(prdhdratd) and the predicative character (tndheyatd) may

exist in the same identical entity, the two concepts are diffe-

rent. The concepts of the character as an object of aflSr-

mation (uddekyaia) and of "subjectness” are also different,

and though in certain cases they may be found to exist to-

gether they need not necessarily do so.. Thus for instance

in the cognition "the book there”, it is the book that ap-

pears as the subject and it is the "there” that is the "object
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of affirmation” (uddesya) , for here the entity of place, which

holds in it the mode (prakdrata) defined by the character

of spatiality {desatva), as defined by the character of rela-

tedness of the corresponding relation of being limited

by the contactual character, has in it the character of be-

ing the object of affirmation (uddesyata). Here though

the book is the subject (viksya) yet it is not the object of

affirmation (uddesya),

Visesya has here been translated as “subject”; dharmita

may be translated as the possessingness of a quality or charac-

teristic; and since in any idea the subject is also often the pos-

sessor of the qualifying characteristics it may sometimes be

mistakenly held that the subject character (visesyatd) and

the dharmita character are one and the same. But this is

not so; though these two are often found to co-exist toge-

ther in the same entity, they are not identically the same con-

cept, for they do not always mean the same thing. Thus

in the idea “the hill is fiery”, the hill appears both as visesya

and as dharmitiy but in the idea “the fire is in the hill”, the fire

is the subject (visesya)^ but the hill is the dharmiv, for the

phrase “in the hill” is a predicate to the “fire”, but it is the hill

which in the objective world contains the fire as qualifying it-

self. T>harmttd is the real p<^session of a character in the ob-

jective world, where as visesyatd refers to a subject (in

thought) of which something is predicated. Again in the idea

“this book”, the term “this” (referring to something before)

is the object of affirmation and “book” represents the way in

which it is affirmed (vidheya), but yet the “this” is not a

dharmin which possesses the “book” as a quality or a cha-

racter. Thus an object of affirmation (uddesya) is not

necessarily a possessor of character or quality.

The elements that form the object of an awareness “may

either refer to the separate elements such as “the tabular

place”, “the book”, “the bookness”, “the tableness”, “the

contactual relation” (samyoga) or these may appear com-

bined in a particular form and may become the object of
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awareness in that combined form as in the idea **thc table

having the book on it,” In the second case the awareness

is qualified principally by the subjective character as limited

by the concept of tabular placeness (desatvavacchinna) as

determined {nirupita) by the mode (prakarata) with the

double defining characteristic of the concept of bookness

(in the sawavdya relation) and the contactual relation

{samyogasambandhavacchinna)

.

Here the tabular place-

ness is not directly the object of cognition but as modified as

the subject of the defining characteristic of bookness. The

place (where the book is) is 'limited firstly by the defining

characteristic of placeness as modified as the subject of the

defining characteristic of bookness. The place itself has

two kinds of objectivity {vhayatd
) ;

one is the primary subs-

tantial characteristic {mtikhya-vnesyatd ) ,
as limited by the

concept of placeness and as determined {nirupita) directly by

the mode {prakarata) as limited by the concept of bookness

and the contactual relation; the other objectivity is that

which is represented by the mode limited by the concept

of placeness as it is and unqualified by other relations. Ac-

cording to Gadadhara Bhattacharya, the latter is to be re-

garded as being limited by the former. But according to

Jagadlsa Tarakalankara, there is no difference between these

two objectivities and they are one and the same. Similarly

the book has one objectivity purely as limited by *'book-

ness” and secondly, as limited by the other relations as in-

volved in the complex objectivity of the idea as understood

from the phrase "book on the table”.

If we inquire into the nature of the objectivity con-

tained in the phrase, "the place with a book”, we notice the

following different objectivities:—Firstly, the objectivity re-

siding in "bookness”, otherwise called the defining character-

istic of the mode (prakaratavacchedaka ) , secondly, ^;Jle rela-

tion of inseparable inherence {samavdya) which is regarded

as of the nature of the associative {samsargika) defining

characteristic (avacchedaha) of the objectivity as the defi-
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ning characteristic of the mode (prakdratdvhcchedakat-

vdkJoya-visayatd)
; thirdly, the universal of the relation of

inseparable inherence {samavdyatva) which is to be regarded

as the defining characteristic of the mode of objectivity.

But fourthly, there is a further objectivity in that relation

of inseparable inherence which stands as the objectivity of

the substantial character underlying the former. Fifthly,

there is the objectivity as the book. Again sixthly, there is

a further objectivity which is of the nature of the substance

of the objectivity as the defining characteristic of the mode

(prakdratdvacchedakatvdkh^a-visayatd) as defined by the

samavdyd relation underlying the universal of bookness and

undefined by any other relation. There is a further object-

ivity underlying the contactual relation and there is a fur-

ther objectivity in the universal of the contactual relation

which is the subject characteristic {visesyatd) of objectivity

as the defining characteristic of the specific associative

character {sdmsargihdvacchedakatd) ;
eventually there is a

further objectivity which is in a relation of identity with it

which is of the nature of the defining characteristic.

S. N. Dasgupta
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THE SPIRIT OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

The soul of a people finds its highest expression in their

philosophy. It represents the true spirit of an age, as no-

thing else does. Art and Literature also do the same. But

in Philosophy lies the best and noblest expression. So if you

would seek to know truly the inner life of a people, just see

what philosophy it has produced. This is true of all nations

that have had a philosophy of their own—whose inner life

has found expression in their philosophical achievements.

This makes approaches to them so difficult. You cannot go

deeply into them—cannot truly interpret them, unless you

have the right sort of attitude of mind in approaching them.

True understanding here, as elsewhere, requires an intellec-

tual sympathy which is so rare. We are apt more to cri-

ticise the thought of a people than to take the trouble of

studying the background on which it rests—the ideas, as-

pirations and strivings it represents. The case of science, as

it is pursued and studied now, is different here, both in its

aim and method. The so-called scientific method of philo-

sophy, as conceived in the present day in the west, is due

to a misunderstanding of the true purpose of philosophy.

But has philosophy any distinctive purpose of its own in

the scheme of human life? The whole crux of the matter

lies in a true answer to this question.

The purpose of philosophy, conceived truly, does not

lie in dry speculations to satisfy mere intellectual curiosity.

Here is a fundamental difference between the view-points

of the East and West. Yet even in the west we find his-

torically at times a recognition of the common purpose.

This is at least true of the older philosophies, though not

entirely of the modern ones. Mr. Bradley, an eminent re-

presentative of English Idealism, somewhere writes to the

effect that man cannot help philosophising. He means per-

haps to say here that his intellectual need would lead him

481
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on to it. If this be his meaning, it does not express ade-

quately the true purpose of philosophy. It only empha-

sises the intellectual side of it—the urge one feels towards

philosophic speouJations. There is a deeper source of them

which is not touched by the writer. True philosophy,

again, is not mere cosmology. The present-day tendency of

the physical sciences to go to the ultimate basis of the mate-

rial universe, though passed as ^philosophic', is not really so.

Here the whole lot of cosmologists, begining with the Greek

Hylozoists, are not true philosophers, but scientists. The

real origin of philosophy lies in Religion, understood, not in

any of its historical forms, but in the true one as embody-

ing the highest thoughts and aspirations of humanity.

Here philosophy and Religion become one. This identity,

thought ultimately true, may not be admitted by all, and

there will arise strong objections to it from the naturalistic

standpoint. But this standpoint itself is based on a partial

view of the world and of human nature. Neither the one nor

the other can be reduced to a series of facts outwordly consi-

dered as more physical or physical phemomena, which need

only to be studied scientifically, as they would understand

the term. Underlying the world of facts, as they call them,

there is the world of values. This may not be recognised by

natural science. But that human nature, at least, is charac-

terised by incessant pursuit of values can hardly be denied.

These values, however conceived, represent the ideals and

aspirations of a people. You cannot truly understand man’s

life apart from the values it pursues. Are they mere

shadowy things—mere fancies, which the imagination

of a people creates? They are not. 'ijj^ey are more real,

more substantial, for man than mere material possessions,

even than his body and physical life. The true origin of

philosophy lies here in the effort to understand this side of

human nature, whether we go to ancient Greece—^to her

Socrates and his disciples, or to ancient India
—

^to her

Vpmihads and the philosophies which had their inspiration
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from them. Hence the study of the philosophy of a peo-

ple is so difficult. It needs a sympathetic insight and out-

look unique in its nature. Tliis is true of any philosophy

in its real origin. It is true also of the Indian.

It is usually said by Western scholars that Indian philo-

sophy is merely speculative and not practical. This

charge is hardly justifiable, if it means that Indian thought

is out of touch with life. As a matter of fact, all philosophy

is speculative in its procedure. At the same time Indian

philosophy, in its real ultimate aim, is more practical than

the Western systems of the day, by virtue of its closer and

deeper touch with life and its problems. This was also the

sound practical note of the Socratic thought which was car-

ried out by his immediate disciples in their speculations that

from, in a way, the ultimate background and source of the

subsequent Western thought. The one note running through

all the systems of Indian Darsanas (philosophy) is Nihsreya-

sadhigama ( )—The attainment of the highest

good, is, however, differently conceived in the different sys-

tems. The purpose of all of them is the same, arising out of a

view of life and its vicissitudes, and the problem with them

throughout was how to get rid of the miseries and distrac-

tions of life, and of the ccmsequent struggles, finally and

absolutely. If this is what Indian thought aims at ultimately,

what can be more practical (in its highest and truest sense)

than their philosophy? The Indian thought seeks earnestly to

go to the very root of the torubles to which life is found to be

so liable and to find out the true remedy of the evils.

There is a further charge, connected with the above,

made against Indian philosophy, namely, that is is pessimistic

—a word that carries in many minds an unpleasant, * and

therefore unfavourable, association of meaning. But a mere

word conveying a particular subjective attitude and covering

some unpleasant ideas does not carry much weight as a wea-

pon of criticism. If life be really such as is calmly viewed by

the Indian thinkers, call it by whatever name you would like,

€l
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tiie fact, if it is a fact, remains the same and solidly true.

But what is pessimism in its usually accepted sense? The
term has been coined to specify a theory which maintains

that life as such is subject to pain and misery from which

there is no escape. It rests on the assumption that these

evils of life are inevitable and irremovable. Indian philo-

sophy, though it proceeds on the admission of inseparable

miseries incidental to mundane life, does not, however, re-

gard them as irremediable. On the contrary, its special

aim is to prescribe the true means of their absolute removal

and of final deliverance from them. In this sense one would

hardly be justified in calling Indian philosophy pessimistic. It

is so because Indian thought, in the best part of it, does not

confine itself to this our ordinary life, but looks up to the

possibility of another and a higher life which is not so charac-

terised. Of late the term Meliorism has been offered in the

West as a third alternative to Optimism and Pessimism, indi-

cating thereby quite another attitude towards this life even.

According to this position, life is not inevitably subject to

good or evil. There is and can be, both in life. But it rests

with us to make it either by our deeds. Man can, under

this view, "make a heaven of hell and a hell of heaven.” This

is indeed a hopeful attitude which is practically of high value

If any term, coined in the West, has to be applied at all to

characterise by a single word the trend of Indian thought,

melioristic would be more appropriate than either optimistic

or pessimistic. But a name after a^ does not matter much.

What is there in the name? This is a very sound warning,

often forgotten in our disputations.

Now if human suffering be a fact, as it is taken to be,

what must be its ultimate root and source? This is

tte fundamental problem with Indian thought, and

quite philosophically it approaches the problem. For

it finds this ultimate source to lie in our ignorance

about the true nature of the self and the not^self

in their relations to each other. The search for the
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one involves necessarily that of the other. For we
are apt to confuse the two—taking that to be the self which

really belongs to or forms a part of the not-self—

“

is the root ignorance out of which arises all the

miseries of life. Hence the fundamental lesson of Indian

thought is ”Know thyself”, as Hegal puts it so aptly. This in-

quiry about the true nature of the self {atman) was promul-

gated in one of the earliest upanishads—the Brihadarnydka,

where the sage Yajnyavalkya is related as instructing his

worthy partner of life—^Maiyeyi—in the mysteries of the

true nature of the atman, when he found that her mind was

already set on the search for the things of abding value as

against mere earthly possessions. The discourse of the sage

proceeds by way of illustrative examples, to show that all

other things of the earth have but a relative importance for

the soul, which is, therefore, of absolute value, and so he says

at the end by way of instruction to his wife: **Lo, verily, it is

the soul (atman) that should be seen, that should be hearken-

ed to, that should be thought on, that should be reflected on.

Lo, verily, with the seeing of, with the hearkening to, with

the thinking of and with the understanding of the soul, this

world-all (the whole world is known” (II-4-5).

The same note about the supreme importance of the

knowledge of the true nature of the soul and of its value runs

through all the systems of Indian thought, even the mate-

rialistic charvaha not being excepted. For the value of lift

and its aspirations is ultimately determined by the nature of

the self. If it is nothing but a product of matter, as the

materialists would have it, then there can be nothing of sup-

reme value but the enjoyment of physical life at its best.

But if the self is regarded as something other than the body

however the self may be conceived, then the idtimate pur-

pose and value of life would necessarily become different.

The dignity of life depends ultimately on that of the self.

AU other values would appear to b® insii^nificant by the side
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of the value of the self, if we but once realised its true nature

as something distinct from the body.

Thus the underlying aim of all the systems is the same,

namely, to determine the true nature of the atman and there-

by to ascertain that which would be of supreme value in life

—the knowledge of the self. Speculations about the nature

of the not-self, arising in connection with the search for the

self, have but a subordinate place in them, though necessary

to consider in order to determine, by way of distinction, the

true nature of the atman. The central subject of all the

systems is this atman. The different systems are but the

various lines of the attempts made to conceive its nature

from different standpoints and levels of thought as determined

by the stages of culture and traditions. Each system takes

the life and its aspirations as it finds them prevalent in its

own time and attempts to find a solution of the problems

which they give rise to. The underlying purpose is to ascer-

tain thereby the things of the highest and imperishable value.

Now, though this is the ultimate purpose, once the intellect

is set on the problem, it cannot rest confined to the one pro-

blem, but is led on to others arising in connection therewith.

And so we find some speculations in them which appear to

be of no or distant connection with the main problem. It

is perhaps in this way that each system has developed in its

course. Hence to understand the true spirit of Indian

thought we have to fix upon the central theme of them all,

namely, the conception of the self {atman ) , and to trace

the development which the conception is found to have

undergone in the different systems. No such attempt, how-

ever, is observed to have been made by writers on the so-

called History of Indian Philosophy, if by history is meant

here, as it has been meant by some recent writers, the chro-

nological order of development of the different systems.

Materials sufficient for this purpose are still unavailable.

The systems as presented to us through their recognised texts

(stttras, karikas, etc., and the commentaries on them) con-
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tain cross-references from which it is difficult to determine

their actual historical order. The consequence is that there has

been much guess-work in the field, due to, it may be, the

pre-conceived ideas of the writers chemselves. The history

of Indian thought therefore remains still a work for the fu-

ture. Avoiding this ambitious attempt, a presentation of

the principal systems can, however, be made, I suppose, from

the standpoint of the development of the conception of the

self ,
which forms the central subject in them.

Whether this mode of presentation will afford any clue to

their chronological order or not cannot be said definitely.

Still the attempt is, I think, worth making, at least in the in-

terest of the spirit of Indian thought as it has found expression

in the course of its development. I am not going into any

detailed presentation of the kind here. But I would suggest

some such order below as it has appeared to me to be plausible

and found to have some value as a method of procedure.

The earliest conception of the self, which appeals to

common people, appears to have been the bodily one—the

soul being not regarded as something distinct from the body

but as a manifestation or product of the body, by the whole

of it or by some of its part or parts. This is the conception

presented by the chdrvdkas^—the Indian Materialists. Here

the unconscious body is held to generate, by purely physical

processes, consciousness which is mistaken as a distinct en-

tity. The next step taken is naturally the admission of a

separate entity as the atman, but still unconscious in its nature

due, it must have been, to the difficulty of understanding

how the body by itself could become conscious. This step

was taken by the Vatcesiha, which recognises the soul to be

a substance distinct from the body and having its own pro-

perties, intelligence {Buddhi) or consciousness being the main

distinctive characteristic. But here too the unconscious be-

comes conscious, as the Vaicesika does not recognise cons-

ciousness to be an inseparable attribute of the soul, but a

fleeting product of it that comes and goes. The Nyaya main-
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tains the same position, as it does in many other respects adopt

the Vaiiesika ontology. The Mimamsa too, as a philosophical

system, does adopt uncritically the same conception of the

soul here. In none of these systems, however, does the funda-

mental problem does seem to have been faced properly

—

namely, how the unconscious could become conscious, when

between the two there is a world of difference both in nature

and functions. Thus arose, it may be surmised, a necessary at-

tempt to handle the problem boldly in a new way. The re-

sult was that consciousness came to be regarded as an insepa-

rable attribute of the soul. This was done by Jainism, which,

however, admits still the soul to be a substance (Dravya) un-

derlying the changing phases of its attributes. But this con-

ception of the soul as a substance is so thin in Jainism, because

of its position that a substance and its attributes are united

in an inseparable whole, it is no wonder that the next step

should be to discard this nominal substantiality and regard

the soul rather as a group of its attributes and changing states.

This bold departure was made by Buddhism in its original

position as presented in the Pali Tripitakas. This is one line

of development of the conception of the self culminating in

the utter phenomenalism of earlier Buddhism. But the pro-

blem which ultimately led to this result might be supposed

to have taken another course of solution in view of the difiS-

culties involved in this phenomenalism and its conse-

quences. We might suppose the possibility of another line

of thought coming up to recognise consciousness to be an

entity by itself with its unique nature and functions, instead

of being regarded as a property of a substance distinct from

itself. This was done by Samkhya in its conception of the

Purusa (soul) , which is regarded as pure consciousness hav-

ing its unique existence in the scheme of the universe. But

Samkhya is found still to uphold a plurality of souls, like the

other systems above, quite inconsistently with its position as

regards the nature of Purusa as pure consaomnm. The

problem next naturally was, How could consciousness be split
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up into many. For there cannot be any differences in cons-

ciousness as such due to differences in attributes, which Purusa

in its pure nature is devoid of. So logically came the con-

ception of unity of consciousness, which cannot be diversified

in itself into the many selves of living beings, as Sankara has

well put it in his criticism of the Samkhya position here.

This apparent diversity must be due to the different bodies

{upadhis) in connection with which consciousness functions.

There can be only one consciousness as such, call it by what-

ever name you would—Purusa or Atman or Paramdtman or

Brahman, This was the position adopted by the Monistic

Vedanta, which may therefore be regarded as the logical de-

velopment of the Samkhya position and the highest culmi-

nation of Indian thought so far as the conception of the self

is concerned. I have stated already that I do not press this

presentation as an account of the actual development of

Indian thought in the chronological sense. My purpose

here was to show that this might be regarded as one of the

plausible ways of presentation in lieu of a history of the

thought, which is still in the making.

P. B. Aohikari





THE VICISSITUDES OF THE KARMA
DOCTRINE

A critical estimate of the Doctrine of Karma, which

sways the faith of millions of Asiatics professing the three

principal religions of Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism, is

rendered peculiarly difficult by a variety of reasons. The

initial difficulty is that an exact formulation of the doctrine

is nowhere to be found. Its existence in the Vedic literature

has been questioned^ and no Attempt has fully succeeded in

tracing it back to its roots sources in the religious and philo-

sophical literature of India^. Its philosophy of Hfe has not

found an echo in the heart of the West and Pythagoras and

Plato are the only two prominent names that come to the

mind as having formulated analogous eschatological doctrines,

and the source of their inspiration too is equally shrouded in

Dbscurity". The mysterious character attached to the

doctrine in the Yajhavalkya Artabhaga dialogue in the

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad was relieved only by the

general formula that good begets good and bad bad*,

and the subsequent development of the doctrine has

'Deussen, Philosophy of the XPpanisbadSy p. 317 ff.

Griswold, Religion of the Rigveda, p. 318. (He finds an antici-

pation of Karma in Istapurta. R. V. 1. 109. 7; x, 14.8.)

Belvalkar & Ranade, History of Indian Philosophy. Vol. 2. The

Creative Period, p. 81, p. 161.

Ranade, Constructive Survey of Upanishadic Philosophy, p. 147 ff;

also p. 49.

See RV, x. 117.9.

Ranade, Cons. Sur. p. 145.

Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 115.

Garbe, Philosophy of Ancient India, pp. 3-5.

Gough, The Upanishads, Ch. 1.

*Garbe, Phi. of Anc. Ind. p. 39 ff.

Macdonell, Hist, of Sans. Lit, p. 422.

Keith, Religion and Phil, of the Veda ^ Upanishads, p. 634 ff.

- Keith, J. R. A. S., 1909, p. 569 ff.

‘Bf. Up. iii. 2. 13.
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been on such divergent lines, almost from the very beginning,

that a single coherent formulation, accepted by all schools of

thought has never been possible. It would be hazardous to

assert that these different formulations always arose in his-

torical sequence in response to the changing philosophical

and religious ideas of the times: the Upanisadic, Buddhistic

and Jaina forms are so close together at the time of their first

enunciation that it seems as if a floating mass of popular be-

liefs crystallised in different fashions the religious and

philosophical genius of their respective schools. In the pro-

cess of crystallisation it absorbed foreign matter from older

sources and new situations, and the subsequent history of the

never-too-rigid doctrine has been profoundly influenced by

popular superstition, theistic faith and the cult of the manes.

In two remarkably informative articles Hopkins drew at-

tention to the modifications of the Karma doctrine in later

times'^; but when it is difficult to say what the original formu-

lation was, it is perhaps better to affirm that the heteroge-

neous elements that went into the original forms were diffe-

rently emphasised in course of time and gave the appearance

of so many modifications. A few genuine modifications do

indeed occur, but differential accentuation explains a good

many of the divergences that took place in course of time.

An appraisal of the value of the doctrine has also been

rendered difficult by the fact that while the different philoso-

phical and religious systems criticised one another on almost

every conceivable point of speculation or dogma, the doctrine

of Karma received a singular unanimity of support, except

in matters of detail, from rival systems of thought and faith.

Reference to heterodox modes of thought on the subject are

'J. R. A. S., 1906, pp. 581-593; J. R. A. S., 1907, pp. 665-672.

(Most of the Epic and Buddhistic references of the present paper

are taken from Hopkins)

.

P. Yevtic. in a chapter of his Karma and Reincarnation summarises

Hopkins’s two articles.

Keith, Rel. 6 Ph. of V. 6 Up,, p. 579.
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not indeed absent®, but the major creeds gave a short shrift

to those speculations which sought to do without the law of

moral action or, like the Carvakas, denied its bearing upon

the destiny of the souP. That such a controversial theory

should be accepted without much questioning has puzzled

historians: that orthodoxy and heterodoxy should alike ac-

cept it has caused greater perplexity. Detached from theo-

logical moorings, heterodoxy probably found in the inexor-

able law of moral justice something to stabilise conduct; but

that orthodoxy should, in spite of its religious orientation,

find no scruple in identifying daiva (divine decree) with

bhdgya (self-acquired destiny) and reduce God to a helpless

operator (if not a mere witness) of a self-adjusting moral

mechanism® has caused genuine surprise.

A third diflSculty, that is common to all speculations re-

garding the hereafter, is the impossibility of verifying or dis-

proving the truth of the doctrines. A portion of the effect

of moral action lies beyond the ken of man, and the uncertain

“Dialogues of Buddha, Brahmajala Sutta & Samannaphala Sutu

Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Philosophy

^

p. 189.

Rockhill, The Life of the Buddha, p. 100 ff, p. 25 5.

Ranade, Cons. Sur. p. 180.

Belvalkar & Ranade, Cr. Per., p. 451 ff.

B. C. Law, J. A. S. B. 191§, pp. 400-426.

Katha Up. I. 1.20.

^v. Up. 1.2.

Yamakami, Systems of Buddhistic Thought p. 51.

’Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana xi. 4 & 10.

Sarvadarsanasamgraha pp. 13-14 (Abhyankara’s Ed.)

Visnu Puram. III. 18,

Ramayana, ii. 108.

"Manu, xi. 47.

Sdmkhya Sutra, v. 2.

Sarvadarsamsamgraha (^aiva Darsana), p. 176 fl(Abhyankar*s Ed.)

Deussen, Ph. of the Up., p. 238.

Keith, Rel. ^ Ph. of V ^ Up. p. 478.

Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1906, p. J85.

Karmagrantha, p. 1.

J. Bhattacharyya, Kumarila*s Conception of the Soul, Philosophical

Quartely, Vol. VI p. 40.

Taifiavalkva Samhita. Privakittidhvava. SI. 148.
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reply given to the moral question here below—^the success of

the unscrupulous and the failure of the good—has rendered

a theodicy necessary and has not excluded the possibility of

skepticism and atheism. Even when on pragmatic grounds

it has been found necessary to postulate the operation of a

moral law, the character of the nucleus has totally determined

the nature of the moral organisation. The belief in a single-

life theory has rendered monotheism and messiahship almost

inevitable, while a multiple-life theory with a polytheistic

background has thrown man more upon his own moral re-

sources and made him less optimistic than a man with faith

in an. almighty God.

It must not be forgotten, however, that the uncertain

light thrown on the moral problem has not been to the taste of

those who see in the denial of the Karma doctrine a great

danger to social peace. The Jataka stories were meant to

show that in certain privileged persons the possibility of

consciously apportioning present enjoyment to past action

was not debarred, and one of the powers acquired by Yogic

practice is this capacity of remembering one's past life”. Whe-

ther jdtisvuiratva is inborn or acquired, there can be no doubt

that it confirms at one stroke the reality of transmigration

and the eflScacy of moral action. But, with the threefold

handicap mentioned above, it was not possible to formulate

the exact nature or appraise the real value of the doctrine.

Even when a strong theistic movement in mediaeval times led

to a substantial modification of the doctrine in popular belief,

no systematic attempt was made to reconcile the older and

the newer phases of the doctrine. Without seriously chal-

lenging the doctrine itself, strong psychological and reljgious

motives introduced innovations here and there to palliate the

rigidity of an uncompromising creed and make it acceptable

and bearable to weaker mortals.

The most general formulation of the Karma doctrine

Tlopkins, J. R. A. S., 1907, p. 669.

GaPbha Up. 3, 4.

Yoga Sutra, n. 39.
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would run somewhat thus; Every exercise of the will power

in thought, speech and action acts as a moral cause and confers

on the agent an amount of merit or demerit according to the

nature of the act performed, and this moral effect influences

the subsequent fate of the individual concerned. Now, on

this general theme variations can very easily arise. Is it ne-

cessary that the will should be exercised, or would even an in-

voluntary act produce a moral effect? Would mere will

without any overt action produce a moral effect? What

type of agent is affected by moral action: is it merely man?

or, are gods and animals and plants (supposing all have sen-

tience) equally affected by the moral law? Is the Supreme

God subject to the moral law? Does merit reside in the agent

or in the object? Is it necessary that the same person should

act and enjoy, or would the law be satisfied if somebody else

suffers the consequences of moral action? Does the law

operate automatically without reference to the intervention

of a divine Providence, or is the operation of God necessary

to connect deed with fruition? Can the operation of the moral

law be suspended or annulled? What is the order of opera-

tion when the acts performed are of different kinds? When
does the moral effect take place? Is there any quantitative

relationship between action and enjoyment? Can the

fruits of moral action be transferred voluntarily or involun-

tarily? Does moral action take place in every embodiment,

or are there lives which are mere rewards or penalties of past

actions? Where do men enjoy the fruits of action? Can

Karma be finally extinguished, and, if so, how? Does Karma

explain every type of inequality? Is man the agent of his

own actions or is he a mere tool of divine activity? What is

the 6xact amount of his own responsibility? How does a

being, in spite of the operation of the inexorable law, improve

or degrade its status in existence? How exactly can God or

man help beings in attaining salvation? The vicissitudes of

the Karma doctrine are all to be referred to the different ans-

wers given to the above questions in different systems of phi-

losophy and religion.
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Now^ the germs of all these thoughts are to be found in

the earliest speculations, and by the time the doctrine came to

be formulated with a tolerable exactitude, diverse strands of

belief had already entered into its composition. The Vedic

reliance upon the gods who could take men to their own

abode and send the enemies to an unpleasant residence, the

spirits of the departed going into plants, the fear of

pvnarmrtyUy the deification of men, the two paths, the dis-

parity in status among the gods and the story of Vamadeva^®

supplied the nucleus of the creed, and the dark rites of the

Atharva-Veda with their magical efficacy supplied a proto-

type to the speculations of the Brahmanas. The Brahmanas

supplied the efficacy of a faultless sacrifice and the helpless-

ness of the gods in the face of a rite correctly performed (the

elements which supplied the Mimamsa school with its doctrine

of the Apurva and its autonomous operation), the story of

the deluge which was latterly built up into the conception

of the pralayay the conception of sin and the necessity of

prayascittUy the possibility of vicarious enjoyment of the

fruits of sacrifice performed by priests, the necessity of due

cremation, the vengeance of the oppressed upon their oppres-

sors in another realm, judgment of merit and demerit and a

more detailed account of heavens and hells together with a

more developed cult of the Fathers and of the constellations'\

"Deussen, ?h. of p. 317.

Belvflkar & Ranade, Cf. P^r., p. 26,

Griswold, Rel. of RV., p. 252 & p. 340 (the question of Punar-

janma).

R. V, ix. 5.5; iv. 26.1; iv. 27.1; vii. 76.4; vii. 88.5; vii. 104;

ix. 97.8; ix. 113.7-11; x. 2.7; x. 14.8; x. 15; x. 16.1.5; x. 17.3; x. 18.1;

X. 56.4; X. 58.7; x. 68.11; x. 88.15.

AV. xi. 1.37; xii. 4.36; xviii. 4.62.

{See also S Br. xiii. 8.1.20.)

“Macdonald, The Brahmanas of the Vedas, pp. 46, 93-105, 146 £f.

g. Br. i. 2.5.4; ii. 3.3.8; vi. 2.2.27; x. 4.3.12; )l

6.3.1; xi. 2.7.33; xi. 6; xi. 7.2.

Kau. Br. xi. 3; xxv. 1.27. Ait. Br. iii. 7.

But see Rv. x. 1 5.4. & AV. xviii. 2.34)

.

Belvalkar & Ranade, Cr. Per,, pp. 16, 45, 59, 65, 75.

Farquhar, Outline of the Religious Literature of Indja, p. 33.
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The Aranyakas popularised the merit of retiring from the

world and the possibility of gaining status by meditation

rather than by costly sacrifices'^ and the Upanisads com-

pleted the overthrow of work as making for salvation, ex-

tolled self-knowledge and Brahma-knowledge as the means

of a new type of salvation that had nothing to do with heaven,

and placed the Karma doctrine on a secure foundation by

supplying the necessary eschatological details regarding the

fate of a soul in bondage and the means of avoiding rounds

of rebirth^ The conflicting ideals of residence in heaven or

hell according to the prescriprion of the gods who act inde-

pendently and of the autonomous function of a moral law

in which illumination counts more than work or in which

works produce their effects without the help of the gods could

not be properly reconciled, and these led at a later time to

a radical difference in outlook between the theistic faiths and

the philosophical religions. The attempt of the Brahmanas

to effect a reconciliation by assuming that the gods were ob-

liged to reward sacrificial actions could not prove very suc-

cessful for obvious reasons; but their example was followed

in later times. Except in the theistic schools, the Upanisadic

ideal was more widely followed; and although Jainism made

a curious medley of a salvation by knowledge, a residence of

the siddhas and a karma with form, Buddhism, in spite of its

andfmavada, agreed substantially with the Upanisadic posi-

tion and dispensed with a heavenly residence to bt won by
work, in the early history of its career. In all these schools

of thought the gods persist, but in a colourless form: the

Brahmanas had subdued the gods but these ignored them,
placed a sage above the gods in enlightenment'^ and pro-

pounded a doctrine of liberation in which the cardinal tenets

“Keith, ReL ^ Ph. of V. ^ Up,, p. 490 ff.

Belvalkar & Ranade, Cr, Per., p. 86.

“Deussen, Ph. of Up., pp. 313-561, 408-412.

Ranade, Cons. Sur., pp. 145-166.

Belvalkar & Ranade, Cr. Per., p. 212 ff, p. 271 ff, p. 375 fF.

“Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1906, p. 582.
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were the dignity of human existence, the futility of sacrifices

(especially those involving the taking of life) , and the attain-

ment of a condition having no similarity with residence in a

blissful heaven, in close proximity to a god, where all sorts of

enjoyment like those of earth are available.

That the Purva Mimamsa should be able to dispense with

the necessity of a moral Governor and yet be able to uphold

the validity of the moral law need not cause any surprise;

for the Jainas and the Buddhists had done the same before,

though on different grounds. The Vedic Rta, originally as-

sociated with the all-seeing Varuna was gradually freed from

theological implications when the status of that god practi-

cally vanished in later literature^^ Improper tales of gods

began to be circulated and the asuras were supposed to dis-

turb their heavenly peace^®. With such a corrupt and power-

less pantheon the moral law had obviously little to do, and the

realm that could be overrun by demons and whose presiding

deity Indra had to keep his throne by deceit or outside help

was scarcely a place about which good men would be enthu-

siastic as a post-mortem residence^ ^ Gradually the belief

grew that the gods themselves were transitory—that there

have been many Indras, for example,—and that it was pos-

sible to attain heavenly status by austerities as in fact the

gods themselves had done^®. The transitoriness of the divine

“Griswold, Rel. of RV., p. 133.

Macdlnald, Br. of the Vedas, p. 192

H. D. Bhattacharyya, Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. IV., p. 152.

“Bclvalkar & Ranade, |Cr. Per., p. 5 3 flF.

Macdonald, Br. of the Vedas, pp. 47, 95, 107 ff, 121.

Br. iii. 6.1,4. Ait. Br. vi. 11.

Markandeya Puram, ixxxv. 1 fif.

"Macdonald, Br. of the Vedas, pp. 121, 127 ff, 178.

Ahhijndnasakuntalam, Canto VI.

“Macdonald, Br. of the Vedas, pp. 99, 107.

Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 647.

Cf also Bclvalkar & Ranade, Cr. Per., p. 150.

S. Br. xi. 2.6.13; ix. 5.1.1-15. Ait. Br. iii. 30.

See alio Warren, Buddhism in Translations, p. 425.

Gough, The Upanisbads, p. 21.
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posts, (for the gods are really incumbents of posts and not

personalities) spread to heaven itself which could be rolled up

like leather, as the Upanisads picturesquely describe, and be

abolished ultimately. But even if that contingency does not

happen, the possibility of eternal residence in heaven was ex-

tremely doubtful. Thus, though the Purva Mimamsa still

fought for a heaven to be won by faultless sacrifice and ap-

parently regarded it as permanent after the manner of the

Brahmanas, the heterodox creeds continued that tradition of

the powerlessness of the gods which the Brahmanas had ini-

tiated, and this ultimately led to the Vedantic doctrine that,

barring Brahman, nothing is eternal—not even the personal

IWara, much less the lesser gods with their heavens. To such

gods offerings were useless, and so logically the cult of sacri-

fice fell into disrepute in Jainism, Buddhism and the Upa-
nisads, and the Purva Mimamsa saved the face of the sacri-

ficial cult only by reverting to the doctrine that mantras

have an eflScacy of their own irrespective of the existence of

God, and that the heaven to which good men go need not be

the seat of any particular divinity.

It would be a mistake to think, however, that the cham-
pions of a blissful future in heaven (or a painful one in hell)

ceased to exist at any time. • The sacrificial cult, though at-

tenuated to a considerable extent, never died out completely,

and austerities continued to be practised all through the cen-

turies. Overlordship was signalised by Asvamedha and
Rajasuya, but even householders practised less costly sacri-

fices in the hope of a reward in heaven. Secular prosperity

could be secured by sacrifice and worship: this belief persisted

in popular cult and became almost universal at the end of the

Upanisadic period, when the formless Brahman had failed to

capture the popular imagination and concrete gods again
made their appearance. But religion had become chastened
by heterodoxy to such an extent that, except in the theistic

movements patronised by the mass, heaven lost much of its

old splendour among the cultured. The distinction between
S3
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dn esoteric and an exoteric creed was inevitable and

accordmgly we find that not only Jainism but also

Buddhism and Hinduism constructed tiers of heavens

and of hells to make provision for saints and sinners of

different grades in the after-life^®. With the rise of

the sectarian gods in Pauranic times the heavens had become

almost completely rehabilitated in popular thought, and only

the philosophical tradition refused to accept the picture

of a heavenly balance, wherein the souls had their merits

judged, and of an eternal abode of enjoyment in light, or

of torture in gloom after judgment"'*. That gods should send

chariots down below to bring human help against the asuras,

that a sage should by sacrifice send Trisahku to heaven which

the latter could not retain, that Yudhistthira and others

should have to toil uphill in order to reach heaven, that Yama

should be absent from home when Naeiketas reached his place,

and such other stories"^ gave such a crude conception of the

nature of heaven and hades that philosophy felt no obligation

to retain them as the final destinations of the soul. If good

brought such a heaven and bad such a hell, it is necessary to

assert that salvation comes by going beyond good and evil

and that both meritorious and demeritorious actions muist

be transcended by philosophical illumination about the true

nature of self, its distinction from not-self and its relation to

the Absolute.

It was therefore necessary to examine what other kind

of karma was possible that would be beyond the pale of the

moral law and would not lead to heaven or to hell. There

are of course many a moral actions which, not being a pro-

duct of sentience or intention, are excepted from the opera-

tion of the moral law—the so many physical happenings and

**Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, Heart of fainhmy p. 268 ff.

See B. C. Law, Heaven ^ Hell in Buddhist Perspective,

Visnu Pur, II. vi.

Up. 1.2.7-10.

Manu. Xii. 18 & 22.

Keith, ReL & Phil, of Veda ^ Up,, p. 409.

"See Keith, Rel. tS Ph. of V. ^ Up., p. 582.
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the acts of sentient creatures involuntarily performed. But

there were others which fulfilled all the other conditions of

being a true karma and yet did not produce any karmic

effect. There are, first of all, the creative, preservative and

destructive activities of God which involved volition:

though these affected creatures pleasurably or painfully,

it was never suggested that God suffered the consequences of

His acts and was a better or a worse God for having indulged

in previous activities of any kind. When the Supreme God
assumes the nirmanakaya, He is not determined thereto by

any latent deposit of His past actions nor is He obliged to

keep the world in being for any length of time as determined

by the effect of His previous karma: He has not to bear the

world like Atlas by way of suffering. His acts do not deter-

mine His future capacity and every time by His free will and

act (Ilia) He brings the world into being and dissolves it

again. Even when the karma doctrine introduced the innova-

tion that God’s capacity did not extend to altering the seeds

of a future world sown by the karma of finite beings and that

all that He was expected to do was to join fruition to previous

action in the shape of a world of creatures with bodies appro-
priate to the deserts of each being, it was never contended that

the bringing about of the di^olution of the world to give to
creatures, tired of continuous rebirths a respite from ceaseless

embodiment, or the restrating of the world-process from the
point at which it had stopped, was determined by the adrsta
of any finite creature. God was not affected by afflictions,

karma, fructification and stock of deserts, as the Yoga philo-
sophy said^^. Another kind of action that led to no fruit
was the spiritual activity of the enlightened. After the il-

lumination has come, all stored-up seeds of action are burnt
up, and although like the potter’s wheel the momentum of
prarabdha karma could not be stopped till the dissolution of
the frame according to the karmic law, all sanclta and agimi
armas were at end and no further action of any kind could

^oga Sutra, I, 24.

Bh. Gita, iv. 14
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produce a moral effect in the case of the jtvanmuktas, who

simply waited for the dissolution of their bodies to enjoy

vtdeha-kaivalya. The enlightened ones were therefore

aydyins or non-goers and their acts bore no fruits^^

The same cannot, however, be said of the acts of gods

who incarnated themselves and subjected themselves to the

law of human existence. It was open to them to be em-

bodied or not to be embodied; but once they

abandoned their transcendental freedom in favour of

an empirical existence they came under the sway

of moral determination. Again and again are stories

told of gods who, to rid the world of oppressive

demons or kings, took form and, in the course of achieving

their primary object, had to inflict pain on innocent beings.

By so doing they had to suffer the consequences of their acts.

If Rama could not enjoy the company of Sita for long, it

was because he had to make Mandodari a widow. If Krsna

was pierced fatally in the sole by a hunter, it was because he

had in a previous incarnation killed Bali who had done him no

wrong and his sin must be avenged in another incarnation

of His own according to the moral law which prescribes that

one inflicting harm wantonly must suffer the same kind

of harm, and generally it is the victim that must return the

^ blow^^ We need not refer to the fact that in a thoroughly

anthropomorphic heaven the moral law reigns over the gods

as on men, especially if the gods are temporal in character

and can lose their godhead in consequence of an immoral

•Mund. Up. i. 2.11; iii. 2.6.

^v. Up. i. 4.11; V. 7.

Br. Ar. Up. iv. 4.23; vi.2.

Ch. Up. V. 10. Sef however viii. 6.1-5.

Radhakrishnan, Ind, Ph. II pp. 644-5, 731.

Keith, Rel. ^ Ph. of V (i Up. pp. 583-4.

Purdn, ccxlvi. 5-6.

Klrtivasa*s Bengali Kdmdyana, p. 480 (D. C. Sen’s Ed.).

Padma. Pur,, Sristikhan^, Ch. xvii; Ch. xiii; 243 tf.

Skanda Pur,, Prabhasakhanda, ct. clxv.

Brbaddharma Pur., Madhyakhanda, ch. xi.
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act. Indra, who has been the prototype of earthly rulers in

power and passion alike and who practised deceit and

debauchery without remorse, had to pay the penalty of moral

lapse over and over again and could keep his throne only by

continual expiation and the good-will of other gods^^

Curses take effect on gods and all other heavenly denizens

as on men, and generally expiration has to be through an

earthly residence for some time. But the fates are more

kind to the gods, and generally a short period of punishment

with no further consequences of the actions of their mortal

life is prescribed. Karma ha5 now become a cosmic law of

action from which no kind of being is free.

But to revert to the enlightened once more. What
exactly did they attain in salvation by knowledge? We
have discussed elsewhere the different speculations on the

subject^® and shall briefly refer here to such points as have a

bearing upon the present discussion. Are heaven and sal-

vation and also their means, karma and jnana, so radically

opposed in nature that there can be no point of contact bet-

ween the two? Although a few diehards claimed that fault-

less performance was enough for giving good results (and

today when in the performance of daily and seasonal rites

the repetition of Sanskrit nianfras in an archaic language

without understanding them is supposed to give spiritual

benefits, the same faith in magical effect of right utterance

is operative)
,
the necessity of clear understanding was al-

most universally recognised. Conversely, even in the Upani-
sads, those despising karma are consigned to a worse gloom
than those ignoring the path of knowledge^^—a timid pro-
test against the self-sufficiency of knowledge that was inten-

sified in theistic systems into the proposition that works
bring about mental purity and prepare the soul for illumi-

Br. xiii. 7.3.1 ff.

“H. D. Bhattacharyya, Phil. Quar., Vol. m, p. 1 £f.

'^Isa. Up. 9-11.

Br. Ar. Up. iv. 4.10.

See Radhakrishnan, Ind, n, p. 62€-635.
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nation*® and that was also possibly at the root of the idea

that the fourth stage {yati) comes after one has faithfully

fulfilled the obligations of the first three (or, at least, the

first two) stages of life and thus paid the debts of the gods

and ancestors and offered food to men and lower creation*®.

To win over those who could not abandon the conception

of heaven altogether it was now laid down that heaven was

a reward of good action but, that beings had to come back to

earth again after the good fruits of meritorious deeds had been

exhausted. The Jaina view that salvation could come only

to man was tacitly accepted by the other creeds, for although

the gods do not seem to be very unhappy, yet the sage is al-

ways extolled as better than they. In order to distinguish

between heaven and salvation it was also generally accepted

that while the former was full of enjoyment, the latter was

preeminently an escape from pain. As a matter of fact,

of the major systems of thought, the Nyaya-Vaisesika, the

Samkhya-Yoga and Buddhism favoured a negative defini-

tion of salvation as final cessation from all suffering, while

Vedantism and Jainism associated pleasure with salvation.

One particular synonym of ’heaven' is significant, viz.,

naka, which means not a blissful abode but a place where

pain is absent—this may be the effect of the philsophical

conception of salvation which had become popular in the

meantime. Lastly, the theory of kramamukti, according to

which heaven is the first fruit of good action and from

there all enlightened souls would be released at the disso-

lution of the world-cycle, tried to effect a reconciliation

between the karma-ideal and the jnana-ideal in moral action.

The Buddhists too had their andgdmin—a non-returner, as

distinguished from the ordinary mortals who come again

and again, the srotdpartna who are in the stream of saving

knowledge, and the sakrddgdmim who have to return only

once more to earthly existence.

Keith, Kel H Pb. of V. ^ Up., p. 577.

"Sw Keith, RH. 8 Pba. of V. Up., p. 578. n. 5.
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The last way in which the fruits of action could be

avoided was karmasannydsa or karmaphalatydga—an ideal

which also acted as a reconciliation between karma and

jnana. Since work is unavoidable and since it is bound to

bring its result according to the law of karma, the sage

would be well advised to find out some method of disposing

of the accruing fruits of action if he cannot suspend all ac-

tivity. In this he must follow the ideal of the Lord who
acts and is yet not affected by its fruits. This, in the case of

men, is done by means of renunciaton of the fruits of action

and performing duties for their own sake without any hope

or expectation of reward'^*'. But, since work becomcj seed-

less only through self-knowledge and as all persons are not

capable of that illumination, an easier method is to dedicate

the fruits of action to God who is not affected by the re-

sults of His own action, much less by those of others. Thus

by surrendering the fruits of one’s actions to God—in fact,

by feeling as if God is acting through him—a man may
escape the consequences of good action and attain salvation.

Of course, it is not possible to transfer the fruits of bad ac-

tion to God in this way; but a sinner could in later theistic

cults take refuge in God (just as he could at all times ex-

piate for his sins in various,ways and lessen the rigour of

future suffering)

.

The principle of surrendering the fruits of action was
boaiind to raise important issues. Could a similar transfer

of the merits or demerits of one person’s action to another

take place here on earth? Could the good actions done for

the spiritual benefit of a departed person really affect his des-

tiny in the hereafter? Could one man sow and another reap?
The sacrificial cult had familiarised two types of transfer.

When a number of persons had to co-operate in the perfor-
mance of a sacrifice the total merit was shared by all, although
each was in charge only of a portion of the sacrifice. Secondly,
the principal who engaged the priests enjoyed the fruits of

^h. Gita ii. 47; iii. 30; iv. 41; v. 10-13; xviii. 2-12.

yarren, Buddhism m TrunhOhns, p. 21^ tf.
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the sacrifice although the actual work was done by the latter.

The priests were paid for conducting the sacrifices and suf-

fered the consequences of neglect and error; but they were

merely agents for the yajamana and by suitable expressions

they transferred the accruing merit to their principal. The

distinction between parasmaipada and atmahepada effected

this and an initial samkalpa made clear that the work was

done in the spiritual interest of a patron. This was specially

true of all kdmya karmas, for nitya karmas required per-

sonal exertion and their omission entailed sin.

The principle was extended to familial and political

relationship, and not only voluntary but also involuntary

transfer of merit and demerit began to be believed in. The

organic conception of family relationship led to the view

that parents and children (especially, fathers and sons) and

also husbands and wives, were so intimately related that the

merit or demerit of one class could affect the other class spiri-

tually. The wife formed one personality with her husband

and was supposed to share the merits of his good actions.

When she lost her independent status in religious service she

became a sabadharmim, either in the sense of performing

jointly with her husband all religious duties^^ or in the sense

of sharing the results of his good actions. Marriage was

supposed to be her sole sacrament and she was supposed to

share the fate of her husband, so much so that in order to

ensure that she should reach the same realm as her husband

the system of sahamarana was recommended and sometimes

enforced. It may at once be pointed that this was a sur-

vival of the much more ancient and widely spread belief

that the husband needed a wife in the next world as in this,

*^Rdmayana, ii. 27.4-5.

Manu, ii. 67; v, 160; ix, 22 and 30.

Macdonald, Br. of the Vedas, ch. xvi.

Ait. Br. vii. 10.

griddhakriyakaumuda (Bib. Ind), p. 428.

Smrlkattdrika, j^iiddhakanda. p. 98.

Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1906, p. 587.
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jiist as he needed food and weapons and servants and atten-

dant animals there, and accordingly not only the wife but

also all these things were originally buried with a dead man

or their symbolic substitutes were put in his grave^^. It cer-

tainly went against the karma doctrine, for it meant that,

irrespective of the destiny which the woman had earned by

her own merit, she was tied to her husband here and here-

after alike (and the marrige knot began that joining of fates

unto eternity). Possibly the idea was that the merit of a

woman dying with her husband would result in benefit to

the soul of the husband also.* Did not Satyavan and

Cyavana benefit in longevity and youth here below through

their virtuous wives, and was it improbable that the virtue

of wives would prove the redemption of sinning husbands

provided they could claim their destiny simultaneously with

the latter by dying with them? But, while the transfer of

merit was freely advocated, the transfer of demerit from the

husband to the wife or vice versa found less support.

This latter was however supposed to operate in the case of

sinning parents who could infect their posterity by their

moral lapses. Like hereditary diseases sins could also travel

down, and this was supposed to take place when there was
doubt as to whether a single generation could or did ex-

piate a heinous moral offence. This doctrine too was not in

strict accordance with the moral law, for it meant that one
could be made to bear the burden not only of one’s own in-

equities but also of those of previous generations. Here
again the sin was not supposed to travel up and infect earlier

generations. The tale is often told of Katnakara who, be-
fore he became Valmiki used to waylay and rob and kill

people to maintain his family and whose eyes were
opened only when at the suggestion of a sage he asked
his aged parents whether they were sharing his sins and
they replied in the negative (and so did his wife

“Keith, Kel a Pb. V. up,, p. 423.

H. D. Bhattacharyya, Phil. Quar., Vd. V p 4
64 •

* ’
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too) On the other hand, a voluntary transfer of merit is

not unknown and although the receiver is not favourably

viewed, the principle was acknowledged in some exceptional

cases^\

We shall deal presently with the position of a male issue

in connection with this part of our enquiry. There is one

other relation in which transfer of merit and demerit was

supposed to operate. When disasters overtook a realm or

premature deaths began to occur, it was generally believed

that such widespread calamity could not be due to the sins

of individuals. The king was generally supposed to have

failed somewhere in the discharge of his kingly duties and

permitted prohibited acts to take place either deliberately or

through ignorance, and as a consequence thereof his subjects

had to suffer the results of his bad action. Conversely,

when he governed well and enforced the due observance of

rules by his subjects, there was no drought or flood, no

epidemic or untimely death, and the people under him lived

in peace and plenty^®; they enjoyed the fruits of his

meritorious action. The duty of punishing the wrong-

doer was so paramount that if a king forgave a thief who

had announced himself as such and solicited punishment by

means of a club that he had himself carried to the court, the

“Keith. Rei ^ Ph. of V. a? Up., p. 579.

Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1907, pp. 667-8.; also, 1906, p. 589-590.

g. Br. vii. 4.1.1.

Br. At. Up. i. 5.17.

Kau. Up. ii. 11(7); ii. 15.

Manu, ix. 138.

Skanda Pur., Prabhasa-khan^a, cclxxviii; Avanti-khanda, xxiv.

Kirtivasa’s Bengali Rdmdyaiui, pp. 7-8. (D. C. Sen’s Ed.).

“Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1906, p. 588.

*MBh. xii, 90, 36.

Jataka No. 194.

Ramayana, vii. 51.17-21; vii. 86.10. (Kirtivasa’s *Bengdi

Rimayana, p. 594. D. C. Sen’s Ed.).

Caraka Samhita Vimanasthana, iii. 21 (even the sins of the king’s

subordinates may affect the subjects).

See Uttmrimetcaritgm^ Act 11.
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chief was freed from all sins but the demerit was now trans-

ferred to the king*®. As against this, the king also shared in

the merits of his subjects. The sages who did not pay the

customary one-sixth of their income contributed a sixth of

the fruits of their religious merit to the king in lieu of protec-

tion received*^. It may also be noted in this connection that a

similar transfer of merit and demerit took place when a guest

failed to receive hospitality, for an unsatisfied guest left the

burden of his sins on the uncharitable or careless host and

took away his merits. The tradition goes back to the times

of the Brahmanas and provides ‘the first version of the story

of Naciketas and Yama*®.

This doctrine of spiritual benefit by transfer or vica-

rious acquisition, so contradictory to the karma doctrine pro-

per, received its greatest elaboration in connection with the

cult of the departed. The sraddha system, though it can
claim as hoary an antiquity as the karma doctrine itself, had
really an independent history of its own; and although it is

difficult to disentangle it from the faith of millions at the

present day, it may be asserted without any hesitation that

the two doctrines are absolutely ill niatched. The sraddha

ceremony is based upon the assumption that it is possible for

a later generation to benefit earlier generation spiritually

irrespective of what the latter had acquired by its own ex-

ertion as its moral destiny. It also generally assumes that

the departed is not embodied immediately after death, al-

though the system need not always make that assumption.
The karma doctrine proceeds on the assumption that one
reaps what one sows and does not wait for funeral oblations
to fill up one’s attenuated ghostly form to get an embodiment.
It imy concede that good actions produce bilssful residence,

*^anu. viii. 316.

See also Mahanirvam Tantra, xi. 18 and 26.

"Manu, viii, 304-8.

Abhijnana^akuntalamy Canto. 11.

*^anu, iii. lOO.

Taitt. Br. iii. 118.1 flF.

Katha Cp. Bk. I.
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but it can never accept the view that, while in another

world, a being can be saved by the good-will of a dutiful

descendant without any illumination or merit of its own.

The system arose by accentuating certain elements of

earlier thought”®. The two paths, the deification of men,

the conception of the pitarah^^^ who were really a different

creation like the gandharvas, the asuras and others in Vedic

speculation, the system of cremation and oblations to the

pitarah for secular benefit as to the gods provided enough

material to make an elaborate system possible. The depart-

ed or pitrs were identified with the pifarah and offerings to

the former in the hope of receiving benefit changed gradually

into oblations meant to benefit them (although the old idea

that offermgs to the manes produce prosperity to self also per-

sisted in later thought) Gradually the idea developed that

without proper nourishment the departed ancestors, in what-

ever form of existence they might be, wane in strength (and

work injury to the defaulters) and may even lose their high

status^\ The pinda is veritably transubstantiated into food

appropriate to each kind of being in which the ancestors

might be—to gods, to men, to animals, to plants and even to

creatures in hell^^, in whichever form the departed might be

enjoying the fruits of their action. So, from Brahma to the

blade of grass, the whole creation must be appeased by offer-

ings periodically, and at least once a sraddha at Gaya must be

*TS:eith, Kel. ^ Ph. of V. Up., p. 412.

Ait, Br. iii. 31.

Taitt. Br. ii. 3.8.1.

Markandeya Pur., xlviii, 36-39.

Vayu PurdfMy x.

"Keith, Rei ^ Ph. of V. ^ Up., p. 413; p. 425.

Sraddhakriyakaumudi (Bib. Ind.), pp. 74, 242, 297.

"Keith, Rel. ^ Ph. of V. ^ Up., p. 412, p. 425.
RV. X. 18.6.

Raghunandana, Smrfitattva, Vol. I, p. 255 (JJvananda's Ed.).
^riddhakriyakaumudi (Bib. Ind.) pp. 283, 398.

^Sftnrticandrika, Sraddhakanda, pp. 2, 298;

aliopp. 145-53.

See alfo Sriddhakriyahimudi, p. 274.
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performed for the liberation of suffering souls. There is a

curious mingling of ideas in the sraddha ceremony. On the

one hand, there is the idea that departed souls are not exactly

where filial piety would wish them to be and so they must

be helped to gain a better status, if not final release also, with-

out coming to this world. There is also the idea that they

have gained a good status which they can retain only by the

regular offering of pindas and a failure of the family line

will mean a loss of that status'*®. From this second conception

follow two important consequences, viz., that every girl

should be married before puberty or her ancestors will drink

her menstrual flow and also that every man’s duty is to

beget a male child, which again led to the customs of poly-

gamy on the failure of male issue by the first wife and the

disposition of property according to the right of offering

pindas (together with the system of adoption in case of a

failure of a male child
) The whole system probably gained

an impetus from the alarm that the community felt at the

extensive donning of the yellow robe, without entering the

householder’s life, which Buddhism popularised as the surest

method of attaining salvation^®; for it was rightly felt that

thereby the source of all asramas was being dried up, for

after all some people must^ marry if the whole race was not
to be extinct; and an extinction of the human race did not
mean a wholesale salvation of imprisoned souls for the lower
forms would still persist and keep souls in bondage of a more
rigorous type with no early prospect of redemption^*.

The third factor that operated in the system of sraddha was
the idea that the ancestors had become gods (or demi-gods)
and as such deserved worship in the form proper to them,

^^raddhakriyakaumudiy p. 560.

AbhijndfMsakuntalalm, Canto VI.

Vdyu Purdm, xi.

“Sr. Kr, Kau, p. 491.

Sm. Candrika pp. 6-7.

Contrast Br. Ar. Up. iv, 4.22.

“Warren, Buddhism in Translations, p. 421, pp. 443-4.
“Manu, iii. 77 & 78.
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jtist the gods had to be worshipped in their own way.

For pious offerings made to them they would reward their

descendants with prosperity and happiness. Of the five

great sacrifices (mahayanjna pitryajna is one, and separate

rules were enunciated as to the way in which it was to be

performed. The moon was supposed to be the residence of

the Fathers, and this they reached by the path of smoke un-

less by spiritual illumination they could take the path of aame

and reach final release (sometimes residence in the sun was re-

garded as the final condition). Thence a return was con-

templated in philosophical literature in the form of vege-

tables which nourish the body and prepare the transition

to the next animate sentient existence^^. But in popular

thought the three generations which receive oblations by

name are regarded as having become Vasus, Rudras and

Adityas—the demi-gods mentioned together, along with such

other demi-gods in the Bhagavadgita'*® and elsewhere. But the

sraddha system had more in mind benefit conferred upon,

than benefit received from, departed ancestors and it is this

aspect that went seriously against the karma doctrine.

When once the principle was accepted, the ways in

which benefit could be thus conferred were multiplied.

Thus a charitable work of public ..utility could be set up in

the spiritual interest of departed ancestors. Even a holy

bath could release millions of previous generations if per-

formed under certain auspices, although it is not clear what

further benefit could be conferred by repeating the bath

on a subsequent auspicious occasion, especially if the first

bath has released the ancestral souls from their embodiments

^V. v, 42.1.

RV. ix. 113.8.

BL G. vL 41-3.

Kath, It ef Ph. of V, (i Up., p. S9$ £F.

^"Rtghunandana, Smrtitattva, Vol. I, p. 190 (JIvSinanda*s Ed.).

SmrticandrikI, ^rad^akanda, pp. 299-300.

(Bhavisya Purdm calls them Pradyimma, SaAkarfana and Visudeva

—tee Smrticimdriki, p. 370).

Bk G., XL 22.
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absolutely. The system of periodical gifts to Brahmins for

the same purpose also came into vogue. It is not to be

wondered at that in due course the theory should be pro-

pounded that even the birth of a son saves a man from at

least one type of hell (which involves the assumption that,

in spite of all the good acts that a man may perform, he has

to go to that hell for want of a male issue) without any re-

ference to sraddha or similar acts of filial piety. No wonder

also that fervent prayers should be offered to the gods to

bless the worshipper with a son before wealth and

prosperity^®. The Carvakas* had denied the possibility of

any gift reaching the departed ancestors with the remark

that food might in that case be reached to distant relatives

by sraddha. Filial piety retorted with the story of Krsna

who, in course of his fight with Jambavan for the Syaman-

taka gem, received offerings from his relatives, who had taken

him for dead, and was actually strengthened thereby®®.

Similarly, the merit of the other kinds of gifts made by des-

cendants for their spiritual benefit were supposed to be

credited to the accounts of the souls now enjoying the fruits

of their own actions and to improve their status in after-

life.

The basis of all these diverse speculations about the pos-

sibility of benefiting departed ancestors is our uncertain

knowledge regarding the time when, and the place where, the
fruits of action are enjoyed. Failing to explain the origin of
initial differences, the theory took the eternity of the cycle of
rebirths for granted for fear of involving God in partiality

and only undertook to explain the diversities of class, longe-
vity and enjoyment to be found in the phenomenal world
(which however included the gods and the residents of other

"Ch. Up. iii. 17.5; v. 8.9.

Br. Ar. Up. vi. 2.13; vi., 4.

gr. Kr, Kau, p. J40.

Sm, Cand, p. 403.

Markandeya Puraw, Ixzjdy.

"Viffu Puriflia, ivi xiiL #
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realms) Now, the process of reaping the fruits of ac-

tion was conceived in two ways. There was, first, the idea

that, after one life has been lived well or ill, the individual

concerned went to heaven or to hell (or to both in succes-

sion)—a belief which has travelled down from the Vedic

times in an unbroken tradition. There is, again, the idea that

after one life has been closed the moral results arc enjoyed

in an after-life and denizens of heaven and hell are only

special cases of post-mortem transformation and are not

to be regarded as having attained eternity of bliss or suf-

fering. The theistic faiths advbcated the first alternative

after the oldest tradition, while the sraddha theory accepted

the latter alternative as the true description of the destiny of

the soul. It is difficult to say what the strict karma doctrine

would permit in this matter, for not unoften the idea is ex-

pressed that this world is the only karmabhumi and it is here

that creatures get their karmayoni (karma-birth) . In that

case the Gita simile must be pressed to the utmost and we

must assume that the transmigrating soul makes a direct

change of frame, leaving its last support to crumble into dust

—wears a new garment after the old had become worn out.

How exactly that is done we cannot say—whether, that is,

irrespective of the pindas that are offered after death to fill

in the ghostly attenuated frame or with the help of such

pindas; but there are expressions to indicate that as by a

leech, one support is abandoned in order to reach out to an-

other immediately after. If we accept the view that birth

*^Yoga S., 11. 15.

Caraka believes in akaiamrtyu for obvious reasons (Vimanasthana,

ni. 32 £F) and gives the following as antidotes against premature death:

—

mantrausadhimanimangalavalyupaharahomaniyamaprayakittopavaia-

savastyayanapranipatagamanadyah (Vimanasthana, 111. 35 £F).

See also Stoasthana, XXV. 2 £F and ^arirasthana, VI. 33 (premature

death) ; Indriyasthana, XIII, 2 (prayascitta as medicine)
;
^arlarthina, 11,

2S ff. (Karma as determining strong or weak constitution)
;
gvirasthana,

Vm, 22 (maternal impression as atfecring birth).

In the Jaina system the aghatin karmas include 2yus, nama, gotra

and vedaniya—See Nahar & Ghose, An Efitom of Jmism, pp. i9S~6,
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may be in any form from godhood to yeg/et^blf existence

|[eyen inorganic transformation) , then going to heaven does

not n^ean a discontinuity; but then the di^cuhy is that we

are not told that a godly existence may have its own karma-

phala to be enjo)^ed in a fresh rebirth, as the general supposi-

tion is that after such existence the individual returns to

this world to get a new form, the heavenly resideiK:e being

regarded as a pure enjoyment without karma and its atten-

dant fructification. Similarly, hell is regarded as a pure

suffering meant to work off the fruits of bad action, although

a return from there with the efflux of time was less clearly

upheld'^l

We are indeed told that these different destinies are

meant for different merits acquired here below; but that the

whole matter was inadequately thought out may be shown

by referring to cases where hell and heaven were successively

enjoyed by the same persons and possibly a return to the

earth was also added as the third stage of the journey

of the same souls. For extremely grave offences

hell was possibly the only residence prescribed and

even slow and excruciating voluntary death by the fire of

ricehusk, instead of adding to sin on account of suicide,

acted as an expiating cause and lessened the rigours of hell-

fire; but it is diflScult to make out whether the soul could

there improve its status by work or it was simply wearing out

the effects of evil action by suffering and preparing itself for

a low type of embodiment thereafter. Similarly, residence

in heaven might be a mere enjoyment (although it was con-

ceded by some, e.g., Samkara, that Brahma-knowledge was
posable to the gods) to be followed thereafter by a superior

’^See Keith, R, ^ PL of V. Up., p. 574,

Bh. G., II. 22.

Br. Ar. Up. iv. 3.33; iv. 4.2^; vi. 2.

Taitt. Up. ii. 8; Ch. Up. v. v. 3-10.

Radhakrishnan, Ind, Phil,, n, p. S47, p. 694,

Katha Up., n, ii. 7.

See however ^amkara’s Comm, on Ch. JJp. v. 10.5-7.
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type of embodiment®®.

The relation of God to karma did not imfortunately

solve the problem of embodiment satisfactorily. The later

theory of a judgment after death does not figure much in

philosophical literature which was mostly obsessed with the

idea of a mechanical working out of the karma energy and as

such had a tendency to emphasise immediate embodiment.

But we are sometimes told that karma is inactive and that

without a divine propulsion into matter karma might re-

main inoperative, just as in pra\aya God might dissociate mat-

ter from karma and reduce the latter to a potential condition

(karanavastha) . The qualification, however, that God does

not act without reference to merit and demerit fails to make

the time-element clear®\ and hence the idea that departed

souls may wait indefinitely for divine sanction to get into an

appropriate frame is nowhere strongly advocated.

The relation of fruition to time was a matter of some

discussion, it appears. Sometimes a classification of actions

into three types according to the time of their fruition

was made, viz., those that produced an immediate

effect here below, those that produced their effects in a here-

after, and those that had no fixed time of fruition. Thus,

a kariri sacrifice is meant to pr6duce rain as a measure of

general utility, and its effect must be produced immediately

or it has no value. A similar sacrifice was meant to bring a

village as a gift to an individual; and if it did not succeed, it

meant either that the man’s previous life was hindering the

fruition of the effect or that some error had been committed

somewhere. A Jyotistoma, on the other hand, could pro-

duce its effect only in a hereafter, as it was prescribed only

for those who wished to go to heaven. Lastly, some actions

"^UBh, 3.12-14.

Br. Ar. Up. 1.4.10.

SfV ^amkara on Vedanta Sutra, I. iii. 33 (against Jaimini) and IH,

tii. 32.

•Hadhakrishnan, Ind, Phil., II., pp. 549, 69% & 743.

Siddbiiraya, p. 76. (Chaukhamba Ed.).

Mukundadisa’s Conun? on Kena Up.^ 1.
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(citra) could inditferendly produce an eflfect here or, fail-

ing that, hereafter. On account of the impossibility of

decoying moral energy it must be presumed that they

would produce their effect even after millions of kalpas®°.

Particularly heinous acts could bring their punishment at

once or within three days®®: many stories are told of the dire

consequences of a sage’s curse that took place immediately,

e.g., on Nahusa, Ahalya, etc., and bereaved persons could simi-

larly pronounce a curse that produced effect here below, e.g.,*

Gandharl, the blind muni whose son Dasaratha killed. It

appears therefore that, in addition to the sufferings pre-

ordained by the demerits of a past life, there might be afflic-

tions due to actions of this life (unless it be held that the

curse is only symptomatic of the maturescence of the fruits

of past action itself, i.e., the curse itself is the effect of the

actions of a previous life, just as it has been held that in the

case of the incarnations of God the curse was secured to

carry out an object already decided upon by them, e.g., the

curse of Gandhari to destroy the race of Yadu whose anni-

hilation Krsna had already decided upon).

The question was bound to occur as to how the effects

of actions could be disposed of in subsequent births. Where-

as it was admitted that tha vdsanas could be beginningless

and skip over intermediate embodiments and reappear as

instinctive dispositions in appropriate bodily structures

(e.g., the latent dispositions acquired in a bovine life could

arise only when the cow form was again acquired, for

otherwise there would be a commingling of instincts and men
would eat grass) in a later birth, it was generally believed

"lat the fruits of one life were enjoyed in the next—that as a

"Karma Grantba^ p. 1.

Manu, xi. 46.

Vai., mi. 2-5.

Gaut, xiz. 5.

Gunaratna on Saddarianasamuccaya, Si. 5 (Bib. Ind. Ed., p. 26).

Nyiyamanjari, p. 274 ff, (Vizianagram Series).

"Sef Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1907, pp. 671-2,
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Itldtter of fdct, the forih of the litter irdk detetmined by

the afcfe bf the life just over. That the view \yas hot uni-

versal can be proved by the different theories bn the sub-

ject bf fructification. Thus, it might be held ( 1 )
that One

actibh determines many lives, (2) that one action determiiies

bhe life, (3) that many actions determine many lives, and

(4 ) that many actions determine one life. What is meant

by brie action is not clear, but the general objectiori to the

first three suppositions, viz., that there would not be suflS-

cient time to enjoy the fruits of all actions if each action

either monopolises a single birth or determines many births,

is understandable. On the supposition that many actions

determine a single life it is possible to work off the results of

a previous life in the next following. Inasmuch as the

second life will have its own actions fructifying in the one

following thereafter, every life is at once an effect and a

cause (except when illumination burns up the seeds of re-

birth) and must be conceived to result from the joint opera-

tion of all the acts performed in the life just closed. Even

then the difficulty is to understand how acts of different

kinds could produce a single effect. Is any particular life

a compromise of the good and bad fruits or is it determined

by the dominatirig type of act, good or evil? It is true

that domination of different types was acknowledged, viz.,

extinction (nasa) as of bad (krsna) and miked (sukla-

ksrna) action by good (sukla) action, casting away of bad

action or slight admixture (avapagamana) of bad action

with good in such a way that a minor expiatory rite is enough

to kill the effects of bad action, and temporary suppression

of brie action by another more strong (ciram avasthanam)

but with possibility of emergence at a later lifc®^. The last

"Vyasa & Nagojibhatta on Yoga Siifra, II. 13.

For the view that; the last thought determines the character of the

embodiment, see Im. Up. 15-17; Ch. Up. iii. 14.1; Br. Ar. Up. iv. 4.5

and V. 15; Praihi Ujp. iii. It and Bh. G. viii. 6. See abo Warren,

Buddbim in TransUikm, p. 218 fiF, ^nd Keith, R. e5 Pk of V, 6 Up,,

p. 581.
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positton obviously implies that the fruits of action of one

lift are not all enjoyed in the next. As a matter of fact,

the theory that yogins could assume many forms simul-

taneously to exhaust the fruits of their action in one life

practically accepts the principle of multiple embodiment as

a result of the acts of a single life, and the theory of vasands

as having no beginning in time and persisting through suc-

ceeding lives is also based on the same assumption. An in-

termediate form between single and multiple embodiment is

met with in such cases as that of Yudhisthira who was made

to see hell as a penalty of a single lapse (the lie about

Asvathama’s death) and then went to heaven for his merits

obviously without being born in hell first and then in another

birth going to heaven. The succession was completed in two

different realms but by the same personality. In this res-

pect it was like the succession of pleasures and pains in a

single worldly life, which also is determined by the good and

bad actions of past life. The exact order of succession can-

not be foreseen in any case: in fact, the relation of the diffe-

rent fructifications (of past and present lives) was admit-

tedly indefinite and was meant to cover up all cases where a

result was expected and did not take place, proving thereby

that an unseen hindrance o^ a past life was operating to

frustrate the expected result of an action of this'^®. But the

result was bound to take place in some life as moral actions

could never go without their fruit. Orthodoxy protested

against the Buddhistic doctrine of the transmission of the

fruits of action of one individual to another as involving the

double injustice of escaping the consequences of one’s own
attion (krtapranasa) and suffering the fruits of another’s

action (akrtabhyupagama) and generally held fast to the

doctrine of personal requital in one or more lives. Although

It did not expressly invent tales about the good actions of

lower creatures as the Jataka fables did, it too did not deny

their possibility and accepted the general principle that from

^Nydyamanjari, p. 275. (Vizianagram Scries).
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a lower to a higher form transition by voluntary effort was

not impossible. If circumstances should seem to be such that

fresh activity was impossible, as when a person dies prema-

turely in the mother’s womb repeatedly, or is still-born, or

gets such an embodiment as looks like a soulless existence, it

may be held that sins of great intensity are being expiated

without fresh opportunities being given to the individual to

involve himself in further demerit. There can be no cessa-

tion of the operation of the latent deposits of action without

suffering or enjoyment.

If the moral law is so inexorable in its operation, are

there no ways of mitigating its rigours or counteracting the

fruits of evil action? Men started with a handicap in life,

for birth is sinful and must be atoned for by various puri-

ficatory rites (samskara) . The debts of the gods, saints, and

ancestors must be paid. The various kinds of sacrifices and

penances and daily and seasonal duties must be performed.

It is only thus that one fits oneself for illumination'^®. Con-

ditions were still more rigorous for those who had no right to

the study of the Vedas, and for them a birth in one of the

three twice-born castes was essential, unless like Vidura, they

were helped by the merits of past life. It was inevitable that

shortcuts to salvation should be proposed, and the whole

popular practice of later times is really an attempt to make

things more cheerful. The greatest havoc in the standard

doctrine was made by the gradual reassertion of the omni-

potence of God to be found in the earliest speculations,

Vaisnavism and Saivism vied with each other not only about

the superiority of their own gods but also about the ease with

which salvation could be obtained by professing their creed.

Abject surrender and devotion {prapatti and bhakti) are re-

quired of all devotees—^knowledge and work are both prepa-

rations for this consummation and may even be dispensed

Keitii, R. 6 Ph. of V. 25 Up,, p. 480.

Radhakrishnan, Ind. Phil, 11, pp. 615, 704, 748.

Mann, iL 28.
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with. Nay, God may even go out of His way to save one who

has not deserved it by personal merit, and even when extreme

hostility to Him brings a well merited destruction at His

hands, the sanctified death leads to salvation®®. As a matter

of fact, fallen gods generally choose to oppose God rather than

obey Him so that He may be moved to destroy them and thus

enable them to return to Him quickly. Nay, if the formal

conditions of a worship are all fulfilled and not a mantra is

uttered, §iva may be pleased and grant salvation: this is the

burden of the story of the ^ivaratrivrata where a hunter ac-

cidentally dropped a bilva-leaf on a phallus below on a day

dedicated to the god after fasting the whole day and threby

obtained salvation. Again, the earthly set of the god is so holy

that, irrespective of what a man does, death in that chosen

seat will take a man straight to the god’s heaven. Benares is

the eternal city of India because death within a certain area of

it is sure to put a stop to all rebirth, whereas death on the

opposite side of the Ganges causes an asinine rebirth irres-

pective of all good works done during the whole of life.

Holy rivers gradually absorbed a portion of this sanctity

and could give salvation to those who bathed in them or died

on their banks. Cremation at certain places was also efiS-

cacious in this respect; kaddha at certain times and certain

places also produced the same effect. It is evident that we
have now travelled far away from the strenuous life of self-

discipline which philosophical speculations had laid down
as the only condition of salvation. It is no wonder, there-

fore, that residence in heaven should return as the ultimate

destination of the good soul and sectarian heavens should be

set up. Buddhism had a similar fate in Japan where the Land
of the God of Boundless Light was gradually set up as a

“Stff Keith, K. ^ Ph. of V. ^ Up., p. S79.

Hopkins, J. R. A. S., 1907, p. €70.

Radhakrishnan, Ind. PbU., H, p. 694. n. 2, p. 703 ff, 747, 755, 759.

Bh. G. ix. 30.

Pur., IV. XV..

Kirtivisa*! Bengali Rimiya^, p. 476 (b. C Sen’s Ed.).
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special preserve for the followers of the ErJighjtened One.

Sinful mortals could now rely upon a multitude of solicit-

ous helpers and intercessors to back their moral efforts or

help them in cases of moral failure. Even the wives of the

gods could now help the sinful mortals by pleading on their

behalf‘^\ The gods on earth, if pleased, could now be relied

upon to ensure a blissful future, and so the veneration of

Brahmins and sages and gurus was one of the surest ways of

getting a good future—even the debased and immoral prac-

tices sometimes associated witji certain guru cults were sup-

posed to give merit. Nay, the sacred animal—the cow

—

could now help man to win his heaven when she was pleased

wtfh his service. There is no doubt that the desperate

devices to which later faith was put was due to the hopeless-

ness of getting salvation by unaided effort, with karma de-

posits piling upon one another in successive births.

This also explains the development of the whole expia-

tory cult of later times. In addition to the positive func-

tion of bringing merit, good deeds could counteract evil

deserts. Lustration (prayakitta) for all lapses, material

and formal, could now take off the guilt of evil deeds and

scotch the seeds of painful future embodiment. The old

system of making a present of cattle to Brahmins could not

be revived at a time when the nation had passed beyond the

pastoral stage, and was substituted by a system of payment

in coin to Brahmins. Restrictions that were either non-

existent or lax were more stringently enforced in social

matters, e.g., interdining, intermarriage, going abroad, etc.;

but at the same time provision was made for expiating the sins

of transgression®^ Pollution was now possible from all sorts of

things and in all matters, and it was necessary to make pro-

*^Vayu Pur. V. x.

Macdonald, Br. of the Vedas, Ch. VI.

For the complaining attitude of LaJuml, see Tattvatraya, p. 98.

(Chuikhamba Ed.).

cxpiatkm, we Manu, xL 146, 228, 240*7 Oc Y4jfiavalkyi>

Ptiyakittidhplya.
*
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vision for absolution, especially horn unintentional infringe-

ments. Life became more easy, no doubt; but it also became

more formal, and the standardisation of pimishment for pres-

cribed offences did nothing to mitigate the formal character

of moral and social guilt and its expiation.

With the gods in favour and the possibility of counter-

actmg the effects of demerit in men’s own hands, it was now
possible to baffle the fates. If the Jyotistoma sacrifice pro-

duced demerit for killing animals, it could be freed from that

by a small prayascitta. If there was any risk of not

obtaining a good future state oA account of a loathsome bodi-

ly disease, a prayakitta would remove that obstacle. If one

has touched the dead body of a person of a lower caste

and thus polluted oneself, a minor prayascitta would

counteract that evil. For deliberate and grave offences

more painful prayakittas were ordained, and a dis-

tinction was drawn between major and minor

lapses, as between ghatin and aghatln karmas in Jainism,

and the heinousness varied with the class to which

the person belonged. Penances of different types, original-

ly meant to add to one’s merits, were also prescribed for the

expiation of sin; but the older idea of sacrifice and penance

and austerities survived in the cult of fasting and abstinence

which even a householder is enjoined to practise on occasiems

and sometimes for days together. The popular idea that

pilgrimage should be performed on foot, and not in comfort,

has the same implication, namely, that some sacrifice of one’s

accustomed ease is necessary to gain good fruit of one’s en-

deavour. But the later idea of penance was to swell the

credit side of one s account with the gods in the hope that,

after all small lapses have been paid for here below, they will

not produce their bad results in a hereafter. In this way
karma might negate karma and jnana might not be a great
necessity.

But even here the fates could be controlled. While it

k not possible to vary ooe’s class (although the case of
€€ •
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Nahusa & an exception) , it is possible to lengthen the span of

one’s life by propitiating the gods. If, through the clever

ruse of a wife Satyavan could get back his life and, through

the forgetfulness of the sages and their subsequent tactics,

Markandeya could prolong his life, there is no reason why a

man should not be able to do the same himself, provided he

knew what adverse powers were conspiring to end his life.

Thus astrological speculations began to dominate men’s

action, and it was freely believed that it is not what we have

sown but how we are born that determines our future (im-

less it be thought that birth under those auspices is itself an

effect of previous karma and thus the time of birth and sub-

sequent career are co-effects of the karma of previous life)

.

We can now predict to a nicety what is in store for us and get

rid of minor ailments, at any rate, by a timely propitiation of

the hostile powers. Grahasdnti, svastyayanUy havaca and

ratnadhdrana may all be utilised for the same purpose, and

mothers and wives can fast to prolong the life or ward off

the danger of a relative whose stars are against him. On the

other hand, a man may risk his life by an inauspicious jour-

ney, say under Magha or Aslesa or on a Tryahasparsa day or

on a Pratipada tithi, irrespective of what his karmas have

decreed. Superstition spreads quick: even the innocent

house-lizard’s tick or a friend’s call or sneeze at the moment

of departure is supposed to endanger life if unheeded. In all

these popular superstitions there is not much scope for the

acceptance of the rigid karma doctrine that longevity is deter*

mined by the previous life’s karma, for it is tampered by the

theory that good actions done in this life may also bear fruit

and counteract the farces of the karmas of a past life. It is

thus that the lives of millions are swayed today.

The theistic faiths, by their insistence upon worship and

surrender and the omnipotence of God, kept up the ej6Slcacy

of certain types of work, while implying that God is operative

^.in our deeds and thoughts and impulses and is also able to

stop the operation df karma if He so chooses. He brings
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about dissolution of the world at His own will and restarts

the world process when He pleases, although a coincidence of

the destruction or origination of all creatures is not probable

in accordance with the karmic law. When He seems to sub-

ject Himself to that law, as when He invites a curse on Him-

self, it is all a mere show®*. His grace may operate without

reference to merit or personal effort. The knowledge that

ultimately counts is that which culminates in devotion; and

even if self-knowledge be absent, the religious feeling does

not go without its reward even in the case of the uneducated

who offer their daily prayers to the village gods carved by

human hands.

The philosophers, on the other hand, emphasised the

inactivity of purusa, and, in the Samkhya system, they went

so far as to assert that it is Nature (prakrft) that really acts, is

j

bound and released—that the soul is never in bondage and is

i therefore not in need of release. Like a mirror temporarily

obscured by dust or the sun by the clouds, the soul seems

to be merged in avidyd and samsdra, while in reality it is ever

<’pure, illuminated and free. This extreme position makes

short work of the whole doctrine of karma, and the forced

attempt to involve purusa in the vicissitudes of the buddhi

or the thought-substance, wfiich is a phase of prakrti leaves,

one unconvinced. But it is this doctrine of the inactivity

of the self that dominates all philosophical thought, and even

the Nyaya system, which began with prayatna as a quality

of the soul, materially modifies its position by asserting that in

the condition of salvation the cessation of the contact be-

tween mind and soul leaves the latter very much in the con-

dition of an unthinking substance; and so also VaisesikI mukti
has become a byword among philosophers as it compared the

saved soul to a piece of insentient stone. The Vedantic posi-

tion of j^amkara had a similar effect upon the true nature of

spiritual activity, for it negated the value of action in a world

^iRadhakrishnan, Indian PM,, II, p. 694,

Tattvatraya, p. U9. (Chwkhamba Bd.).
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wholly illusory and held up absorption in Brahman as the

ideal of all thought and deed. To it the ideal of life is that

of Jadabharata who was born with the knowledge of the

transitory and illusory character of all things and therefore

ceased from all activities from birth®*. Paradoxically en-

ough, it is the cult of sacrifice that emphasised the reality and
efficacy of personal action and the pleasure to be obtained

from good deeds.

The above sketch, it is hoped, will show that the doctrine

of karma had neither a single beginning nor a single growth.

All through its history, it has assumed diverse forms accord-

ing to the emphasis laid upon its different elements, and to-

day it is difficult to say which is the pure form and which
debased. Philosophy, worship and sacrifice—jnana, bhakti

and karma—are inextricably woven into its texture; and
popular belief, instead of trying to be logical, has accepted

without criticism all the factors together without bothering

about their compatibility, just as it accepted the mixture of
Samkhya and Vedanta in the Puranas. It would be a mis-

take to think, however, that Indians live less strenuouslv be-

cause they have the comfortable theory that one life ill lived

does not matter when there is eternity before them to make
good all moral faults. On the contrary, the consciousness

that birth itself is a token of sin has made them hanker after

immortality. Nay, even exemption from sin has been
promised to those who would fight evil and oppression®®. Even
atheistic Buddhism followed an ideal of life which has not
been excelled so far as morality is concerned. The time 1^
C(Mne when a rethinking of the whole problem by a master
mind has become an urgent necessity although it is not ex-
pected that popular life or religion will ever be completely
swayed by the canons of pure logic.

H. D. Bhattachaxyya

vL 115. 45*



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF NAVADHA BHAKTI

During the long course of untold centuries Hinduism

has moved forward, with all the dynamic force of a living

Faith, from point to point under the stress of great psychical

changes that have influenced the life-history of India. It

has derived its sap and vitality, from the tap-root of Ancient

Wisdom which earnest and devout seekers after Truth have

enriched from age to age. To follow the march of the

Hindu Mind through all the ringing groves of thought, to

understand something of the long travail of the Hindu heart

in its search for God, cannot but inspire the deepest respect

and sympathy for its struggle. No religion in the world

save Hinduism has produced a richer literature or one instinct

with sublimity of thought and grace of expression. To dip

into this wealth, to know something of its choicest gems

should be a duty and an inspiration to every pious Hindu.

In order to grasp clearly the rhythmic procession of our

spiritual history we should ^tudy it in its psychological set-

ting, in the light of those psychological principles which have

governed from age to age the great movements of our spiri-

tual thought. Broadly speaking, we find one phase of Hin-

duism dominated by the ideal of Jnana—the quest of Truth

for its own sake,—and another by that of Upasana—^love and

adoration of the Highest. During these alternations of

Jnana and Upasana we come across times in which Jnana

becomes static and Upasana becomes crystallized into Karma,

formal and external rites and ceremonies. Accordingly, we
have in Hindu religious thought three great departments of

study and methods of spiritual descipline, namely, Jnana

Karma, and Bhakti. 'Tor die spiritual uplift of men,”

says Sri Kr^ in the BbigavaUi, have expoimded three

127
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”Yogas^ jfnina, Karma and Bhakti; there is no other method

of spiritual fulfilment/'^

These ideals of our religious thought and discipline are

regarded as complimentary of one another; they form an

organic whole and are inter-dependent. They act and react

upon one another. If they are properly co-ordmated and

practised they lead up the aspiring soul to its divine destina-

tion. All the three ‘Yogas' must work in unison for the

uplift of the soul. But, if one ‘Yoga’ is followed to the

exclusion of others, if for instance. Karma—the formal,

ceremonial and institutional religion—is practised without

seeking light from the philosophies of Truth and of Love, the

spirit of man is bound to become ‘cribbed, cabined and con-

fined' and lose its capacity for its fuller self-realisation in

the True and the Beautiful. 'We are, therefore, repeatedly

exhorted in the Upanisads and the Gita that Karma-Kanda

is not an end in itself; and that its real efficacy lies in its being

a means to self-purification and spiritual enlightenment. The

Lord's Song condemns the attitude of exclusive devotion to

the mere ceremonial forms of religion divorced from thought

and faith in the following unequivocal terms:

—

“But undiscerning men who deck

Their speech with verbal flowers,

With scripture phrases, and proclaim;

“The total truth is ours”

Who hug desires, who aim at heaven,

New births, rewards, the swarm

Of lordly luxuries that flow

From duties multiform,

Who love their lordly luxuries

With passion overwrought

These have no wisdom resolute;

They know no centred thought.

mnm\
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For scripture deals with objects.

Superior to this

Pure goodness be, not glad not grieved,

Calm, free from avarice.

For scripture, to the Brahman who

Discerns and understands,

Has just such value as well

In over flooded lands.

The Gita: Ryder's Trans.

When religion becomes a jmere cult—a set of customary

rites and observances unenlivened by knowledge, meditation

and faith—it loses its promise and potency. When Karma-

kanda becomes an end in itself, the clear stream of rational

faith loses its way in the dreary desert sand of dead habit.

It is then and not till then that priests, blind leaders of the

blind, begin to dominate society, retarding the progress of

the human spirit towards its pursuit of Truth. The Gita

says rightly that our Veda is not Veda-Vada or the flowery

speech of the unwise priest. Hindu history gives contim^

evidences that our Veda does not allow thought to sleep on

the soft cushion of crystallised custom for long; that priests

have never been all in all; and that poets and philosophers,

seers and saints, have appeared in unbroken succession hold-

ing aloft the torch-light amidst the encircling gloom and

guiding our footsteps from

WTT<m«T: I
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unreal to the real,

From darkness to light,

From death to immortality.”

In pursuing the history of India’s spiritual quest, the fact

should never be forgotten that Poets, Priests and Philoso-

phers have built up brick by brick this marvellous Palace of

Art known as Hinduism for the aspiring soul.

Hinduism— Synthesis of Jnana,

Karma and Bhakti

It is worthy of remark that Hindu methods of spiritual

discipline centring round their philosophy of Jnana, Karma,
and Bhakti are perfectly in accord with the psychic nature
of man who is a complex of Intellect, Will and Feeling.

They are rightly called 'Yogas’; they are related to life.

According to the Gita, Yoga is skill in actions, the stuff of
which life is made— They must, there-

fore, satisfy the needs of man’s whole being. The
important point to note is that man is neither pure feeling

nor pure reason. The feeling element in religion, though
preponderant, cannot be mere feeling. It cannot be diss-

ociated either from thought or action. All psychic processes

involve the subtle play and intei^action of thought and emo-
tion. The truth is that feeling and reason must work to-

gether inseparably in the process of our spiritual develop-

ment. We cannot afford to eliminate altogether the intel-

lectual element from spiritual life. Nor should we regard

religion as a mere affair of the intellect. To Hegel,

Religion is truth conceived in concrete, pictorial,

metaphorical forms, while Philosophy proper is the

same truth stripped of its sensuous clothing and interpreted

in terms of pure thought. Others, again, have defined reli-

gion in terms of the moral will. Arnold’s famous dictum is—^"Religion is morality touched with emotion.’ According
to Kant, Religion is the recognition of all our duties at Divine

Commandments. The poet Wordsworth interprets Reli-
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gion in terms of the Moral Law expressing the idea in the

famous lines

—

'Stern Lawgiver! Yet thou dost

Wear the God-head’s most benignant grace.’

According to Rudolf Otto, the essential feature in religion is

the 'Creature feeling’, the feeling of self-abasement before an

Awful Power, mysterious yet having in it something stran-

gely fascinating and attractive. Each of these definitions of

religion, no doubt, contains an important element of truth,

but does not exhaust the richness of its meaning. Religion

as the deepest expression of our noblest ideal, must needs

strengthen our moral will, must satisfy the demands of

reason and at the same time, must bring comfort and solace

to our yearning soul, for

'The Thirst that from the soul doth rise.

Doth ask a drink Divine.’

Feeling Element in Religion

While we have to give full play to our moral will and in-

tellect for the full fruition of our spiritual life, we cannot,

lose sight of the fact that it is necessary to appeal on all the

high concerns of man’s moral and religious life from the in-

tellect to the heart. Even while the intellect displays itself

in its full glory, the heart still pines for 'that something afar

from the sphere of our sorrow.’ The way to find God is not

through the avenue of reason, though reason may save us

from many a pitfall, but through the way of ardent faith

and feeling®. The poet seer Lord Tennyson bears testimony

to the truth when he sings in organ tones:

—

'A warmth within the breast would melt,

The freezing Reason’s colder part,

And like a man in wrath the heart,

Stood up and answered 'I have felt.’

In Memorium
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Another poet gifted with a like vision and faculty divine,

utters the same truth in the solemn notes as follows:

—

'Away, haimt not thou me,

Thou vain Philosophy!

Little hast thou bestowed

Save to perplex the head

And leave the spirit dead.

Unto thy broken cisterns wherefore go,

While from the secret treasure depths below,

Fed by the skiey shower,

And clouds that sink and rest on hill-tops high.

Wisdom at once and Power

Are welling, bubbling forth, unseen, incessantly.*

What Wordsworth calls 'principles of deeper birth* or 'inti-

mations of higher truths* always come to us from our most
inward feelings. Thus, says Lord Krsna in the Gita:—'By
devotion he knoweth me in essence, who and what I am;
having thus known me in essence he forthwith entereth into

the Supreme’^ Feeling is the central factor in religion. It

is the inmost core of our being—the very pith and substance

of our self. Eliminate the feeling tone from our life of reli-

gion and it becomes cold, colourless, mechanical, hfeless.

Religion captures the passion of the heart for God; it touches

the inner susceptibilities of the human spirit and evokes an

immediate response to all that is true, and good and beauti-

ful. In all our spiritual seeking there must rule that spirit

of loving devotion to our ideal which stimulates and draws

forth all that is noblest in our nature.

What is Bhakti

The essence of true Bhakti lies in the souPs feeling of

immediate contact and fusion with the Infinite. Bhakti

pines for a life in which all the chords of our being shall

vibrate with the touch and embrace of Infinite life which is

urt irt nyrwn ii
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Bliss Everlasting®. Fired with imagination Bhakti expresses

itself in the joy of service, in worship and meditation. The

feeling grows with the growth of our knowledge; it widens

with the widening of our horizons of thought. But it is

always, the urge of the heart, the constraining power of our

affections which allures us to the brighter worlds and leads

the way. Bhakti, says Sandilya, is extreme devotion to

God which comes after the realisation of His Glory

^ It is knowledge of God as well as

obedience to His Will: Through

Bhakti man becomes vividly conscious of his relation

to God and feels more and more that his Sovereign Lord

is nigh who deserves all his love and loyalty. When this

feeling of affinity, nearness and allegiance to Him grows

upon the heart, there is *a turning round of the eye of the

soul*, as Plato put it, *from darkness to light, from the tran-

sient to the eternal*. With the awakening of this love-con-

sciousness, the mind of man suffers the nature of an insurrec-

tion against the things of the earth, earthy. Then follows

'Vairdgya/ non-attachment to the objects of sense, which

is a necessary concomitant of Bhakti. Devoid of self-re-

nunciation and discrimination Bhakti degenerates into a mere

blind rapture, an unchecked flow of emotion. But in its

truest sense, it is not a carnival of feeling but an illumination

of the soul suffused with the light of wisdom. Verily, to

draw near God is to withdraw from this world of sense.

The Play of Emotions

The whole drift and purpose of Bhakti is to bring God
nearer and nearer to man’s vision and heart that he may
grow more and more into His Image. Bhakti, like Philo-

sophy, begins in wonder, the sense of awe in the presence of

Gods beauteous creation.* The sense of awe and wonder
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gradually develops into emotions of admiration, gratitude

and reverence. In the play of these subtle, sweet, spiritual

emotions man begins to feel that his life should be a perennial

'thanksgiving to the Power that made him*. Overpowered

by the sense of wonder the devout man views with inexpres-

sible delight the handy-work of God in Nature and is filled

with adoring reverence for its Mighty Author on whose

Command the heavens and the earth stand poised in their

respective orbits'^.

In the first instance God is worshipped in His Omnipo-

tent Glory with wonder-struck hearts. But as man rises to

the higher levels of knowledge and purity the feelings engen-

dered by the idea of God’s Supreme Majesty are

replaced and transfigured by that of His Serene Sweetness

which kindles his imagination finding vent into im-

passioned expressions of Bhakti.

Nine Forms of Bhakti

The Hindu exponents of Bhakti have subjected all such

emotional expressions flowing from loving faith in and com-

munion with God to a subtle analysis and have dwelt at

length upon the methods of training the mind by a proper

nurture of its finer susceptibilities into devotional moods;

They have analysed the various notes of that spiritual sym-

phony we call Bhakti, by which the soul attunes itself in

increasing measure to the object of its loving adoration.

They speak of nine forms of Bhakti which are really so many

phases and stages in the evolution of perfect love for God.

They are summed up in the following beautiful verse

of the Bhagavata—

arsfsf ^
The first stage in devotional self-culture is called SravdM

in which the devotee seeks to establish communion with his

smrail nmuRtMfl fiiwi i’
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Lord, hearing ‘with the hearing ear and the understanding

heart’ all about His mighty Deeds and in listening to His

Glories he rejoiceth. The process of Sravana Bhakti develops

into an irresistible desire in the heart of the Bhakta to chant

the Glory of his Lord. Like Suka, Narada, Sura and TulasI

he pours out his full heart in profuse strains in the praise of

his Lord. The third stage is called ‘brooding’, Smarana in

which the idea of God constantly recurs in the devotee’s

mind. Prahlada is cited as a typical example of Smarana

Bhakti in the Bhagavata®. In the next higher stage of Bhakti

the devotee begins to feel the first thrill of Divine Life, and

with it grows his thirst for losing himself in that life. The

form of Bhakti implied in the term Pada-Sevana assumes an

attitude of loving service dedicated to God. It is not some

far-off Divinity to which worship and service are offered.

Worship and service have to be offered to God who is im-

manent in His living Creation which the Vedas symbolise

as the Feet of the Lord—* ’. When

the fifth stage of worship, Argana is attained, the Bhakta

rapt into still, sweet communion with his Bhagavan, begins

to forget himself and passes into the sixth stage of ^Yandana,

when he feels the presence of the Lord everywhere and in

everything and, like Arjurfa, begins to prostrate before all

things^. When the Lord has become enthroned in his heart

the seventh stage of Dd^ya naturally follows in which what-

ever he does he does for the Glory of God. In this service

mood of Bhakti he is obsessed by the sense, 'Lord! I am Thy

unprofitable servant; not my will but Thine be done*,

Bhakti is, in essence, to borrow Royce’s suggestive phrase,

a religion of loyalty. It is the loyalty of heart, will and

wfir®, n, q, I
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thought to that ultimate reality we call God. The human

spirit longs to come closer and closer to God, to feel His

nearness and affinity and to find joy in His service. The

attitude of self-surrender to the Divine Will is finely ex-

pressed in the following neat little verse of Lord Tennyson

who prayed:

—

*Thou seemest human and divine

The Highest, Holiest Manhood, Thou;

Our wills are ours we know not why,

Our wills are ours to make them Thine.*

In Memorhm

Verily, the Bhakta seeks his life*s reward, ‘Working as ever in

the Great Taskmaster’s eye®.

By Sravana and Khtana and other acts of worship Bhakti

becomes a constant mood wherefrom love and gratitude for

God and His great attributes streams forth without let or

hindrance from the human heart®. But the spirit of man

ever longs to seek more and more intimate fellowship with

God. The idea of a Transcendent God
—

*A Spirit beyond

the Stars’ does not enkindle that fierce, unfailing feeling res-

ponse in our soul which demands a God, Who verily recipro-

crates our affections, Who makes us perfect in our human

weakness. Who is the Way, the Truth and the Life'®.

Arjuna trembled at the sight of the Universal form, the

Cosmic Picture, displayed by Sri Krsna and exclaimed

t3TT% 17% if 27%
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''I am rejoiced with seeing what none before has seen. But

my mind is quaking with fear; show me the same form (as

before). Be gracious, O Lord of Gods! Home of the

Universe!”

"With obeisance and prostration of body I crave grace

of Thee, the adorable Lord; as father with son, as comrade

with comrade, as lover with mistress, mayst Thou bear with

me, O Lord!”

"I would fain see Thee in the same form as erstwhile

with diadem, with mace, with disc in hand; assume that

same four-armed shape, O Thou of Thousands Arms, the

Image of the Universe 1”^^

Arjuna seeks to establish a more personal and closer re-

lationship between himself and his Lord than that of mere

master and servant. The distance and the dual sense

which keeps God and Soul apart, yields place to a

deeper love-union in ^Sakhya Bhakfi*—the devotion

of a friend with a friend. In this higher aspect of

Bhakti the Bhakta commends himself unto His guidance and

feels that he is saved from isolation; that he is saved by sur-

rendering himself to something which is dearest to his heart.

In the superb language of the Upanisads the Bhakta and his

Bhagavan at this stage are •'twin bright-plummaged Birds,

boon companions, dwelling in love on the self-same Tree.’

^ r

The Bhakta begins to walk with God as with his intimate

guide, philosopher and friend. He feels His living presence

which is a vision, a challenge, a light to his eyes, a compul-

sion to his heart. At His call he breaks forth into a response

like Arjuna in the Bhagavat-Gita:
—

"Infatuation is gone;

^ ^ ^ anfiraw n
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Right understanding is acquired by Thy grace, O Infallible

Lord. I am waiting with doubts dispelled. I will do Thy

bidding.”

iffe! i
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The ultimate phase of Bhakti is summed up in the term

Aftna-Nwedanam^ which demands the final surrender of

the devotee’s self to Bhagavan absolutely and unconditionally.

In the serenity of this higher faith and the ecstacy of joy that

goes along with it, the devotee dedicates his whole being to

God, and rises to those higher peaks of vision where he be-

comes completely absorbed into Him. He becomes God-

intoxicated. There is no longer self-love in him, since God

has taken the place of self and his whole life is transfigured.

Every fibre of his being begins to throb with divine life. If

he is an emotional Bhakta he is all tears and cries and raptures.

Such an ecstatic Bhakti was typical of Sri Caitanya an^ Sri

Mirabai. The Milk-maids of Brlndavana are depicted in the

Bhagavata as embodiments of this highest form of devotion to

God. They are said to have kept the flame of divine love

burning in their hearts at its white heat. They were so

completely immersed in their Ipve for Sri Krsna that they

felt His presence everywhere as a bereaved lover does for the

sake of his beloved^^

The blessedness of love-union between the Bhakta and

the Bhagavan is sometimes heightened by the poignant sense

of loneliness in separation from Him. The Soul’s yearning for

Him grows keener and intenser until they both clasp together

in sweet communion in which thoughts melody

—

Becomes too sweet for utterance and it dies

In words, to live again in looks, which dart

^ Wirt mm, T
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With thrilling tone into the voiceless heart*

Harmonising silence without a sound.

SheUeys Epipsychidion

Like a dumb man who can taste but cannot express his sense-

impression, so is that love; it can be felt, but not described:

In that state of supreme self-

surrender to God the Bhakta enjoys the sweetest communion

and feels the highest rapture.

Bhakti in its highest expression is illuminated vision and

heightened activity, not a blind rapture nor an ineffectixal

sentiment. Yet, it retains a* clear self-consciousness in its

divine madness. It does not desire to be merged in the Im-

personal Brahma 'like the dew drop into the silent sea’, but

longs to enjoy the bliss of affection.

Beautiful legends are told with the daintiest touches of

art and picturesqueness of imagination in our Bhakti litera-

ture in illustration of these various forms and moods of

Bhakti; lives of saints have been described according to the

prominent characteristics of Bhakti or devotional attitude

which distinguishes each one of them. A verse in the

Bhagavata mentions the names of saints with particular re-

ference to their special characteristics of Bhakti:

—

"All these verily felt the joy of Divine communion.

Pariksita while hearing about his Lord Sri Krsna, Suka

while singing songs of praise, Prahlada while musing and

brooding, Laksmi while waiting upon the lotus feet of her

Lord, Prthu while performing acts of worship, Akrura in

prostration, the Monkey-lord in service, Arjuna in fellow-

ship, Bali in absolute self-surrender^®.

Sentiments in Bhakti
Forms of Bhakti have been distinguished by their cha-

racteristic Rasas, Sentiments, enumerated as Santa, Dasya,

fS[: {
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SMya, ^itsalya, and Madhurya. They represent ascend-

ing grades in their order here given, of the loving faith which

is expressed by a holy man. ^Sdnti* is Bhakti in its simplest

form, a mere resignation. In ^Ddsya\ it takes a more active

form in the obedience which the devotee takes upon himself.

Vdtsalya implies an attitude of tender fondness for God as

that between mother and child. There is more of personal

touch and communion between a devotee and his deity in

^Sakhya' Bhakti. In ^Madhurya' there is passionate love

which wells up from the heart surrendered to God. In this

highest stage of Bhakti the grandeur and sublimity associated

with the idea of God is thrown into the shade; it is still there,

but in the height of love that aspect of the Infinite is over-

shadowed by the enchanting vision of that

“Light whose smile kindles the Universe,

That Beauty in which all things work and move.”

Shelley

We have no language but a cry of bewilderment to express

the fulness of the joy felt in the presence of that ineffable

Beauty by God-intoxicated Souls. The seers of the

Upanisads have borne testimony to the same experience

while declaring: *Just as when a man is embraced by his dear

wife he forgets the presence of 'the objects near him, so also

when the spirit is embraced by the Universal Self, he knows

nothing outside nor inside; for he has attained an end which

involves the fulfilment of all ends'^*.

In the presence of that Vision Beatific, the Milk-maids

of Brindavana stood aghast and cried out in joy—^''What

woman in all the worlds, O Beloved Lord, deluded by the

sweet and ravishing strains of Thy flute could not be drawn

$way from the approved Aryan path. Having further seen

tins form most bewitching in the three worlds, who could

J uriffWw
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keep it! For at the sight of this form cows, birds, trees and

beasts stand bristling with joy”^®. Verily, Bhakti in its ulti-

mate phase culminates in the realisation of Truth in Beauty.

Ethical Implications of Bhakti

Some Christian critics of Hindu religion characterize

Bhakti as non-ethical in its tenor and tendency. "The

'supreme peace/ 'the everlasting region’ to which Krsna

brings his worshippers, says Macnicol, is no kingdom of God,

no realm of the service of love in righteousness, but a self-

regarding state of personal purification and endowment. It

is not, as the kingdom of Heaven is, a kingdom of moral

ends, in which all private and selfish interests are for ever

abolished. When it suggests, as so often Indian visions of the

emancipated state suggest, that our centre of selfhood shall

vanish into God’s, it dissolves in cloudland, for the only eter-

nal city of God is that where 'His servant shall serve Him,’

built up as it must be upon the solely abiding foundations of

duty and of responsibility.” Macnicol*s Indian Theism,

p. 260.

Contrary’ to Macnicol’s misleading observations we find

that the ethical note in the Gita is pitched in a higher key;

and that it inculcates the qiost unselfish devotion to moral

ends. The end and aim of Bhakti can never be egoistic,

the peace and rest of one’s own restless soul. The Bhakta has

a double personality—the man in him is intensely active while

the divine in him is supremely quiet. He is steadfast in

wisdom unswayed by passion, fear and anger

,
full of pity and kindness,

non-violent free from I and mine

conciousness ‘fSnWt d^oted to the good of all

beings The greatest among the devotees,

4^ ^ Wifr frt w|«iKipi |iwtt \\
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according^ to the Bhdgavata is one who beholds the

Divine Self in all beings and all beings in the Divine Self®.

Knowing that Hari is the Indwelling Spirit of all beings

Pandits cherish the deepest love for all of them. The Bhaga-

vata says elsewhere:
—

'Saintly souls are greatly afflicted by the

sorrows of the world, because that is the highest worship of

the Divinity who is the Soul of all being’s^^ A life of Bhakti

is a dedicated life consisting in spontaneously surrendering all

actions to God whose Will is Righteousness and feeling the

greatest misery in forgetting him^®.

Pilgrims on the path of Bhakti have to lose their life in

order to find it, efface their 'F and surrender their 'mine.*

Thus, sang Mahatma Kabir and Rahima:—When *1’ domi-

nated my inward self. Guru would not grace it by His pre-

sence. While Guru has been enthroned therein, *V has made

its exist. Strait and narrow is the lane of Love where two

cannot be accommodated^^ 'Strait is the gate, and narrow

is the way which leadeth unto life, and few there be that

find it’.
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'When the beauty of the clearest of all dear things has

overpowered the eyes, how can they be captivated by the

glamour of sense-objects. The wayfarer has to retrace his

steps for want of accommodation in the crowded rest-house.’

^ ^ mm i

^ ^ qffinp ^ ii’ i

*0 Krsna! so long as people are not yours, passion, anger and

the like are their robbers, home is their prison-house, infatua-

tion the fetters in their feet.’

Humility and meekness are typical of a life of self sur-

render, for God hates pride and loves meekness^^^.

The true and sincere Bhakta has the beauty of flowers

and^heir sweet modesty. As a little child he lies upon God’s

bosom always.

Blessed are the pure in heart, says the Bible, for they

shall see God. The Bhagavata strikes a clearer note when it

says: *The heart must be washed clean of its scum and dirt

born of action and qualities and purified by the intensest de-

votion to the Lotus-feet of the Lord. As the clear vision

beholds the radiance of the Sun, so the pure heart alone can

comprehend the real afman/ In the eyes of the Bhakta

the moral law is not something external to himself, imposed

upon him by an alien Power tut an urge divine which impels

him from within. He must become a law unto himself, in

as much as 'love is the fulfilment of the law’. As a method

of self-realisation Bhakti is, verily, revelation in knowledge,

inspiration in art, motive in morality and the fulness of religi-

ous joy. Man, said Fichte very rightly, can will nothing but

II i
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what he loves, his love is the soul and at the same time the in-

fallible spring of his volition and of all his life’s striving and

movement. Those who know God best render unto Him the

purest service.

The question may be asked: How can a man respond

to the call of the moral ideal if he allows his mind to run riot

in the emotional ecstacies of Bhakti? Immersed in the bliss

of Bhakti he may turn a deaf ear to the still, sad music of

humanity, and may shut his eyes against the tears and trage-

dies of human life. But we have to remember that Bhakti is

not mere emotional rapture but a sustained and serene faith in

the moral ordering of God’s universe. Bhakti, indeed, finds its

best nurture in the depths and not the tumult of the foul.

Impelled by the idea of God being in all things and all things

in God-^f^H —the

Bhakta is filled with such a sweetness of temper and equani-

mity of mind that he resists not evil, overcomes evil by good

and is perfectly non-violent even under the gravest provoca-

tion. He possesses his soul in patience in the direst misfortune

. His spirit is finely touched to fine issues

to a degree that he can never remain unaffected when he sees

the sufferings of his fellow beings however low and depraved

they may be— The life of Bhakti is not

one of mirth and laughter but of sorrows and suffiering.

We recall the examples of KuntI, Rantideva and Prahlada,

the ideal Bhaktas who would not accept the boon of peace and

rest for themselves. 'O, Teacher of the Universe*! thus

prayed KuntI, *may there be sufferings and misfortunes in

store for me here and there*^\ T crave not the supreme goal

with the eight perfections, cried Rantideva, nor an escape

from the round of birth and death. I long for suffering, for

a thousand and one heart-aches to which flesh is heir; nay,

I lone to suffer for all beings by living and moving in their

^iwwncif^ I
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midst that they themselves may be free from pain and suffer-
• _22
ing .

To sum up, the claims and the values of the True and

the Good in the economy of spiritual life have never been

lost sight of in our ideal of Bhakti which has, verily, been 'the

anchor of our purest thoughts, the nurse, the guide, the guar-

dian of the heart, and soul of all our moral being/

Ganga Prasad Mehta





A HUMBLE APOLOGIA FOR MY ASTIKYA

The astika or believer in the Supreme Spirit has in-

evitably to face certain ancient and modern objections to

dstikya or theism, when thinking of the reasons for his

faith or speaking of them to others. One of the most per-

sistent and most challenging of these is the existence of

pain, sorrow, disease, misery, and evil, physical and moral,

both as affecting individual human lives and the collective

existence of the race. I am'not competent to effectively

tackle the problem of their existence. I would only res-

pectfully say that it would never do to explain it away as

merely something negative or illusory, something which is

a vanishing quantity, or something which humanizes,

chastens and disciplines the spirit. Some of these there are

which fall under one or more of these categories, but there

are others which do not. And with the progress of what

is called civilization, new forms of disease, misery, and evil

are manifesting themselves. Neither those of them which

have persisted from the past, nor those which are of modern

growth, nor again those which may make their appearance

hereafter, should or can be ignored or winked at. For the

strengthening and deepening of his own faith and for frater-

nally convincing and helping others who raise objections or

arc perplexed by doubts, the dstika or theist must face the

task of explaining as best he may, why the world is what it

is and reconciling its present condition and tendencies with

what he believes to be the svarupa or nature of God, this word

being used for the sake of convenience to mean the Supreme

Spirit, But the believer must not lose heart or hope or faith,

if he cannot give a wholly adequate explanation.

The belief produced by scientific knowledge is sometimes

contrasted with religious belief. It is popularly thought

that everything in science is definitely known and

is beyond doubt. But that is a mist^e. Some of the basic

€9
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hypotheses of science have been changing, and there are con-

flicting theories also, Einstein’s theory of the universe is

based on the principle that all motion is relative, regards

space-time as a fourth dimension, and invalidates previous

conceptions of gravitation, the ether, geometry, and other

matters. As to ether, or rather ethers. Sir James Jeans,

F.R.S., writes in his book, The Mysterious Universe, **that the

ethers and their undulations, the waves which form the uni-

verse, are in all probability fictitious. This is not to say

that they have no existence at all: they exist in our minds,

or we should not be discussing them; and something must

exist outside our minds to put this or any other concept

into our minds. To this something we may temporarily

assign the name 'reality’, and it is this reality which it is

the object of science tQ study. But we shall find that this

reality is something very different from what the scientist

of fifty years ago meant by ether, undulations and waves, so

much so that, judged by his standards and speaking his lan-

guage for a moment, the ethers and the waves are not realities

at all. And yet they are the most real things of which

we have any knowledge or experience, and so are as real

as anything possibly can be for us.” As to change in the

hypotheses of science, it may be added that the researches

of Sir J, C. Bose have led scientists to revise their ideas about

the Living and the Non-living and have tended to obliterate

the line of demarcation between the vegetable and animal

kingdoms.

In his lecture on "Science and the Unseen World”,

Prof. Arthur Stanley Eddington, F.R.S., confesses more than

once in varying phrase, "we do not yet understand how.”

About the outline of the evolution of the universe and this

world which he gives in that lecture, he says: "Part of what

I have described seems to be securely established; other parts

involve a considerable element of conjecture—the best we

can do to string together fragmentary knowledge. Scientific

theories have blunderecj in the past; they blunder no doubt
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today; yet we cannot doubt that along with the error there

come gleams of a truth for which the human mind is im-

pelled to strive.” Admitting all the errors in the scriptures,

doctrines and practices of the different religious communities

in the world, may it not be said of religion also, "y^^ we

cannot doubt that along with the doubt there come gleams

of a truth for which the human mind is impelled to strive”?

It cannot be said that science alone is progressive, reli-

gion is not. Sir James Jeans, F.R.S., no doubt, modestly

says of scientists: ”We cannot claim to have discerned more

than a very faint glimmer of light at the best; perhaps it

was wholly illusory; for certainly we had to strain our eyes

very hard to see anything at all. So that our main conten-

tion can hardly be that the science of today has a pronounce-

ment to make, perhaps it ought rather to be that science

should leave off making pronouncements: the river of know-

ledge has too often turned back on itself”. Still it cannot

be denied that science is progressive. Similary, religion also

is progressive. For, not only since, and probably before, the

dawn of history up till now have there been dissenting, pro-

testant and reforming sects, but even within the oldest reli-

gious communities reform and progress have been taking

place by the silent dropping* and elimination of outworn or

injurious beliefs and practices and by the re-interpretation

of doctrines and ritual in the light of advancing knowledge

and of changing conditions.

The advocate of science may say that it is believed in

and respected because of its positive achievements, because

it has destroyed some superstitions, dispelled some fears, and

promoted human health, convenience, comfort and welfare.

But religion also has done the same and more. Since pri-

mitive times all that relates to man’s individual, domestic,

and wider group life has been connected with religion. All

domestic and social institutions were originally based on

religion, and inspite of restrograde and degrading elements,

they have, under the influence of iibvsral and reforming reli-
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gious ideas, made for progressive enlightenment and civiliza-

tion, killing superstitions and dispelling fears of evil spirits,

witches and a revengeful god. The earliest sanitary regula-

tions, e.g., some of the Hindu dcharas, had a religious sanc-

tion behind them. Some yogic practices for promoting

health and strength and prolonging life are connected with

religion. The sacredness of family relationships and other

social ties, and neighbourliness were and still are due to reli-

gious teaching and experience. These have purified,

strengthened and sweetened human existence, making civi-

lized life possible. Religion has raised man to greater moral

and spiritual heights and to loftier idealism than anything else.

Even communism—assuming that it represents a sound

ideal, is not new. It existed among the Essenes and some

orders of Santiydsins, No one knows how and when the

cultivation of land, the use of fire for cooking and other

purposes, the weaving of cloth, the building of houses, and

other fundamental arts and crafts originated. But in

primitive times and early civilized society, they were con-

nected with religion—a proof of which is the survival of

Yisvakarmd piijd among the Hindus. The achievements of

science and mechanical invention during the last hundred

years or so, ought not to make us forget the previous achieve-

ments which made the former possible.

It may be objected that religion is responsible for much

intolerance, much bloodshed, much retardation of progress,

much harm and suffering and degradation due to customs

and practices having a religious sanction. This is admitted.

But it should also be remembered that much that has passed

for religion was not entitled to that sacred name, and many

malpractices taking shelter under the cloak of religion had

no religious sanction, or at any rate, no sanction of the most

authoritative religious scriptures; as, for example, the im-

molation of widows, ban on widow-marriage and the en-

joining of child-marriage among the Hindus.

Science, too, had ^^d has its superstitions which need
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not be enumerated. Guns and other fire-arms of increasing

destructive power, various explosives, shells, bombs, poison

gases and other chemical poisons for killing whole armies,

use of bacteriology for spreading epidemics among enemies,

submarines, torpedoes, bombing aeroplanes, and various other

means for making war more and more destructive, bear

witness to the moral and material harm done by the abuse

of science. This has led Sir Oliver Lodge to observe that

man’s moral growth has not kept pace with his progress in

scientific and mechanical knowledge. Nor is the wrong

application of science confined to the sphere of sanguinary

warfare. Economic warfare on the modern large scale is not

less injurious than actual fighting. And it has been made

possible by science. It is a favourite method of highly in-

dustrialized nations to kill the arts and craft of unorganized

and backward people by dumping their machine-made pro-

ducts on the markets of the latter and keeping them un-

organized and backward by iniquitous methods of political

domination. In fact, the success of Western and Japanese

capitalistic industrial enterprise presupposes and depends on

the existence of large masses of men in political or economic

subjection or both, who are only to be consumers of im-

ported machine-made goods and producers of raw materials.

It is also clear that slavery, semi-slavery, peonage, wage serf-

dom and indentured labour are connected with the large-scale

production of goods. Industrialization has, no doubt, its

good features, too. But as religion has been indicted for its

harmfulness, it is necessary to expose the darker side of what

science has enabled man to do. Science has made capitalis-

tic industrialization possible, and such industrialization has

reduced large masses of men to the position of parts of

machinery, has given rise to class war and promoted jealousy,

rivalry and hatred among nations bent on capturing markets

everywhere.

It is not possible to give a mathematical and quantita-

tive statement showing the destruejive and degrading effects
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of the misuse of religion and of science respectively. But

probably science has been misused to kill, disable, de-

humanize or degrade at least as many human beings as reli- ..

gion, if not more.

I do not hold any brief against science. I am rather

for its proper use. What I have written above is simply

in support of my position that, as science has not been given

the go-by because of its blunders and abuses, so religion

ought not to be rejected because of the errors and sinister

and degrading beliefs, teachings and practices wrongly con-

nected with it.

Just as many persons profess the greatest belief in

science—some of them not knowing what exactly science

stands for, so there are others in these days in our country

who say that patriotism, nationalism or nationalistic politics

—not any prevailing religious faith—should be our religion.

I admit the value and usefulness of nationalism at certain,

stages of the evolution of a people. But I cannot be blind

to its harmfulness at other stages. Great crimes have been

committed in various countries in the name of patriotism

or nationalism. Tyrants, political leaders, demagogues,

parties in power (including the Bolsheviks at present in power

in Russia) are to be found amortg those who have professed

to be impelled by patriotism or adherence to some political

shibboleth while doing wicked things. It was the observa-

tion of some such things which must have led Dr. Samuel

Johnson to characterize patriotism as the last refuge of

scoundrels. 'The dictatorship of the proletariat” is the

latest cry. But would those who would be dictated to under

such a regime feel their subjection the less, would the free-

dom of man be less violated, because the dictators, the des-

pots, the violators were the proletariat? Neither patrio-

tism, nor nationalism, nor communism, nor Bolshevism, nor

any other ‘ism’ can be safely followed as a cult, unless it is

instinct with the highest ethical principles, which are of the

very essence of religion^ Love of one’s own country is a
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highly laudable and valuable sentiment; but the elevation of

the Motherland to the position of the Deity in pursuance

of the cry, **My country—^right or wrong”, cannot be a sub-

stitute for the eternal verities of religion.

Religion has suffered much on account of its connec-

tion with tyrannical and imperialistic forms of government

and with capitalism, and generally on account of the depend-

ence of many religious men and women and religious orders

on potentates and rich men, whom they could not therefore

judge, criticise or rebuke freely and impartially. I need not

give many examples. A few will suffice. Thanksgiving

services in churches after victory in bloody and predatory

warfare, keeping and displaying bloodstained battle-flags in

churches, and other similar practices cannot increase one’s

respect for religion. The relationship which existed in

Russia between the oppressive Czarist regime and the ortho-

dox church in that country is certainly responsible to a great

extent for the anti-religion and anti-God attitude of the

Bolsheviks. Slavery was supported by the Christian clergy,

partly because they in their turn depended on the royalty and

the aristocracy and the plutocracy whose income was derived

directly or indirectly from the exploitation of slave labour.

In considering the mastery of pain and evil, one has

to remember that this is a world in course of evolution.

The same process of cooling which Has made the earth habit-

able with all its wealth and variety of inorganic matter and

of vegetable and animal life, and of a progressive human
civilization, may sometimes bring on earthquakes and

volcanic eruptions. The latter go with the former. We
do not know whether the former would have been possible

without the latter. But the Power immanent in and tran-

scending the universe appears to have ordained a process

which makes both possible, earthquakes and the like being

a diminisihng contingency. It is not easy, if at all possible,

for us( not at least in our present state of knowledge) to

suggest a better cosmic process. 4® things stand, we have
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to take certain constant advantages of the process with its

occasional possible but diminishing disadvantages.

The same meteorological laws which have made agri^

culture, navigation and some other arts possible, occasionally

bring on storms and floods. The observations made above

with reference to earthquakes, etc., apply here also.

I do not know whether God could or should have made

a perfect world, complete in every respect. Into that

high region of probably futile and fruitless speculation I

shall not seek to soar. But this much at least is clear to me

that, if we had been placed in a completed and perfected

world, we should have lost the inestimable intellectual

and moral advantages of struggling with, knowing and

adapting to our needs the cosmic forces which mould the

universe and keep it going. With the gradually increasing

intellectual powers possessed, but not created, by man, he

is being able to cope with natural catastrophes and cataclysms

in slowly increasing measure.

With regard to things human also, it has to be borne in

mind that when man first made his appearance in this world,

he did not find himself as a being with perfectly trained

hands, legs, eyes and ears, with perfect implements, utensils,

instruments and weapons, with’ houses and furniture and

clothing and articles of food ready-made for his use, with a

perfect intellect and a fully developed moral and spiritual

nature, and with domestic, social, civic and political institu-

tions of every kind and grade with their rules, conventions,

regulations and laws. Man was born a very imperfect crea-

ture in a very crude environment. With what powers he

found himself endowed with, he had to increase them and

also to make all the material and immaterial things he re-

quired. It was as if God had said to men, "You find your-

selves and your surroundings in the condition in which you

and they are. I have given you limbs and organs, brain

and mind, aspirations and hope, and strength to fight and

bear the Initfets of eleniental forces. Now be My fellow-
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workers and make the world gradually a better* place to

dwell in, and raise yourselves, too, to greater intellectual,

moral and spiritual heights in the process.”

If perfect men had been placed in a perfect world as

members of a perfect society, perhaps they would have been

more comfortable animals—though I do not know. Neither

do I know why imperfect men were and are born in an

unfinished world and society. But this I dimly perceive

that, by what appears to us to be making men fellow-workers

with God or Nature or whatever other name may be used,

they have been made the posses’sors of a high privilege. They

have become creators, as it were, in a subsidiary capacity.

Without seeking to minimise the importance and beauty of

wild varieties of flora and fauna, one way appreciate the uses

and beauty of the flowers and fruits of gardens and orchards,

including new mixed fruits and flowers made by Luther

Burbank and others, and of well-kept pure and cross-bred

domesticated animals, which are all partly the handiwork of

man. In human society, by using God’s gifts, men have

created domestic, civic, social, political and other polities

and institutions, as also art, poetry and other literature,

science, philosophy and ideals in general. By their own
research they have discovered scientific truths, invented

instruments and found out remedies for diseases. Thus are

men overcoming difficulties, in which act true manhood

consists, and pushing the world, however slowly, nearer and

nearer towards the ideal. The striving is worth much, if

not as much as the attainment.

Some kinds of bodily pain are signals of danger. It

may, however, be beyond the power of man to find out the

why or the whence of the existence of all kinds of pain and

evil; but man has been doing his best to solve the problem

of pain and evil in another way, namely, by trying to stamp

out their causes. Coping with epidemics has in a great part

of the earth become an international endeavour. Research

for the cure of diseases considered ^curable has been going

70
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on. The bounds of social, civic a{id political freedom arc

being made wider. The subjection of women is being gra-

dually ended. The slave-trade no longer exists in any civi-

lized country. Forms of slavery or semi-slavery in the

colonial possessions of European powers have drawn the at-

tention of international societies, like the League of Nations,

and efforts are being made to put an end to them. Efforts

are also being made to put an end to forced labour. The

decoying and buying and selling of girls and women for

vicious purposes are being thoroughly investigated in a good

many countries with a view to suppressing the vicious traffic.

Laws have been and are being made for the suppression of

brothels. By many idealists at any rate, a sincere and stre-

nuous international effort is being made to outlaw and stamp

out war, which, in spite of its glorification in prose and

verse, is an epitome of all crimes and vices. In some cases

arbitration has already succeeded in preventing war. Pro-

hibition has been carried out in some countries.

I can neither admit nor deny the existence of any un-

necessary evil, because I do not know.

I am aware I have not been able to meet any objection

to dstikya or theism thoroughly, nor do I hope to meet

thoroughly the one I am now going to state. It may be

asked, if God is good, omniscient and omnipotent, why did

he create or allow to exist man’s evil propensities or passions?

1 confess my inability to give a satisfactory answer. But I

may be permitted to put out some feelers towards it. Gene-

rally speaking, human propensities, instincts and passions

have their legitimate or good uses. In man’s struggle for

existence, he has to acquire things. Acquisitiveness may

degenerate into greed, avarice, cupidity, a thievish or a rob-

bing propensity. But it is not bad in itself. In order that man

may live, he has to assert himself. Assertiveness is not in

itself bad, as by it he is able to live and contribute to

society his quota of material and immaterial wealth. If

self-assertion degeiieratq^ into haughtiness, over bearingiieis,
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the humiliation or suppression of others, into tyranny, it

becomes an abuse of a necessary instinct. In order that

what is painful, harmful or evil, may be destroyed or com-

bated, the feeling of repulsion, anger, righteous indignation,

hatred has to be brought into play. But sheer cruelty or

malice is bad. Friendly emulation or rivalry is legitimate;

but jealousy, envy and malice, which are cognate feelings,

must be deprecated. The sexual impulse is necessary, not

only for the preservation and propagation of species, but

also for the birth of many forms of pure love besides

conjugal love, such, for example, as filial affection and the

affection between brothers and sisters, and for the transmis-

sion of the intellectual, moral and spiritual qualities of the

parents and other ancestors. But as mere animal lust it

must be kept in check. It is a matter of experience with

Sadhakas and Sadhikas that conjugal love and other forms

of domestic affection symbolize human relationships with

God. This is one of the reasons why marriage is considered

a sacrament and is felt to be necessary for the actual personal

realization of the relationships of the human soul with the

Oversoul.

In whatever way man may have originated in this

earth, he is not self-created, ^or are his instincts, powers, and

feelings entirely created by himself. There is some Power

other than human to which he is indebted for them. If

he (man) regards evil as evil, and pain and sorrow and

misery as undesirable, and if he is impelled to alleviate,

lessen or destroy them, does it not stand to reason that that

Power other than himself also wants their elimination and

makes for righteousness and joy?

Not to speak of philosophical arguments, plain common
sense may suffice to show that the theory of evobtion is

not anti-thcistic. When Evolution had not been heard of,

and creation, as it is popularly understood, held the field,

nobody thought that a description of the growth of man
from the embryo in the mother's^ womb to full develop-
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ment aftir birth was anti-theistic. If such a description of

the individual is not anti-theistic, anything similar to it

cannot be so when applied to race, species, etc. Of course,

my analogy is not correct in all details. It is only meant to

convey some idea of my line of thought. Those who want

to study the bearing of Evolution on Theism have generally

to study authors like Le Conte, Fiske and others.

The old atheism is gone with the old materialism. No
scientist can say definitely what matter is or what energy

is, or what ether is. **Among leading scientists today I

think about half assert that the ether exists, and the other

half deny its existence,” says Professor Eddington. Again:

all share the strange delusion that a lump of matter is

something whose general nature is easily comprehensible,

whereas the nature of the human spirit is unfathomable.

But consider how our supposed acquaintance with the lump

of matter is attained. Some influence emanating from it

plays on the extremity of a nerve starting a series of phy-

sical and chemical changes which are propagated along the

nerve to a brain cell; there a mystery happens, and an image

or sensation rises in the mind which cannot purport to

resemble the stimulus which excites it.” The author then

observes that **clearly there is one kind of knowledge which

cannot pass through such channels, namely, knowledge of

the intrinsic nature of that (the lump of matter) which

lies at the far end of the line of communication.” "Mind

is the first and most direct thing in our experience; all

else is remote inference,” No wonder then that, as the

Professor says, "Materialism in its literal sense is long since

dead.” No doubt, we are told that its place has been taken

by other philosophies which represent a virtually equiva-

lent outlook. "The tendency today is not to reduce every-

thing to manifestations of matter—since matter now has

only a minor place in the physical world

—

but to reduce

it to manifestations of the operation of natural law/*

Natural laws '*are laws ]^hich, unlike human laws, are neV^r
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broken.” '*The essential difference, which we * meet in

entering the realm of spirit and mind, seems to hang round

the word ‘Ought.’
” “Thus in the physical world what a

body does and what a body ought to do are equivalent;

but we are aware of another dominion where they are any-

thing but equivalent. We cannot get away from this dis-

tinction. Even if morality and religion are dismissed as

illusion, the word ‘Ought’ still has sway.” Professor

Eddington concludes by saying: “Dismiss the idea that

natural law may swallow up,religion; it cannot even tackle

the multiplication table single-handed.” Religion belongs

to “the realm of spirit and mind,” “a domain of the other

type of law—laws which ought to be kept, but may be

broken.”

From the fact that man’s conception of God has been

improving and new truths about Him are being discovered

and realized, some have gone the length of saying that man

is creating God. We must suppose, then, that the discovery

of new continents and new countries and planets and stars

was not discovery but creation.

The attitude of the dstika towards agnosticism is clearly

indicated by the Upanishadic text:

^ 5ft if ^ I

^ 5ft 5r llfir ^ II

“I do not think I have known Brahman well. It is

not that I do not know Him, nor is it that I know Him.

He among us who knows the meaning of the saying, 'It is

not that I do not know Him, nor is it that I know Him,’

knows Him.”

The spirit of doubt and denial is no new thing. It

has existed before and exists now. Let me here consider

the words in which this spirit once found utterance more than

fifty years ago in England. Standing on Dover Beach at

ebb-tide, Matthew Arnold gave exfyression to it thus:
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Sea of Faith

Was once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore

Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled.

But now I only hear

Its melancholy, long withdrawing roar,

Retreating, to the breath

Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear

And naked shingles of the world.

Ah, love. Let us be true

To one another! for the world, which seems

To lie before us like a land of dreams.

So various, so beautiful, so new.

Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light.

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;

And we are here as on a darkling plain,

Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,

Where ignorant armies clash by night.”

This may be good poetry, but it is certainly not a con-

vincing philosophy of life for the individual and the race.

The poet tells his beloved, *Tet us be true to one

another.” He is not the only person who loved some one,

whose love he sought to have and had and to whom he

wanted to be true and who alsa was expected to be true to

him. Such desire to love and he loved and to be true to one

another and the hope of reciprocal love and fidelity are com-

mon to all the race. And love and fidelity and hope are undy-

ing. Whence come all these immortal things? They are

not of men’s making. Yet these are the best things in mea

and their brothers and sisters, the essence of all religion, and

"^truly reflect the nature of reality.” Where there are love

and fidelity and hope, and variety, beauty and newness,

there is undoubtedly joy, light, certitude, peace, and help

for pain. And these have their origin and abode in Him

who is both immanent in us and the world and also trans-

cendent.

The menace to theism has come in comparatively
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modern times from a belief in the sufficiency of ethics for

all the needs of man and from the non-theistic variety of

humanism.

It is admitted that there have been and are forms of

faith of which high moral principles are not an essential

element, or in which they hold but a subordinate place, or

from which they are even absent. Some forms of faith

there are in which the ethics are ethics of fear of conse-

quences, or in which the ethics are ethics of the commercial

motive j—if you be not virtuous, God will be angry with

you, you will be punished; you will be sent to hell: if you

are virtuous, if you praise God, He will be pleased with you;

you will be rewarded and will be sent to heaven. But

there are religions—true Buddhism and the religion of the

classic Upanishads, for example—of which the highest ethics

form essential elements. The faith of the Brahmo Samaj

also belongs to this class of religions. Their ethics spring

out of their very idea of God. Because He is true, loving,

good, pure,
, therefore, man is to be like Him,

though at an immeasurable distance; as in some mysterious

way man is akin to Him, related to Him, part of Him, as it

were. Weak, imperfect, and often impure, as man is, he

may shrink from this awe-inspiring thought. But a

truth it is. Instead of the ethics of fear and of the com-
mercial motive, men should cultivate the ethics of the love

of God and of the beauty of holiness.

It is admitted that there have been non-believers in

God and agnostics and sceptics who have led moral lives

and have been servants and benefactors of man. But the

greatest fighters and sufferers for truth, justice and humanity
and the largest numbers of them have been religious men.
If diose who had been similar fighters and sufferers without
believing in God or in any religion had asked themselves

earnestly why they believed in ultimate victory in their

fight and if light had been vouchsafed unto them, it would
have been the fight of i$Hkya or of belief in some eternal
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verity.

In the sorest of trials and perplexities, when the battle

rages most furiously, mere ethics cannot suffice for our

need; there must be reliance on the Supreme Spirit. There

is need of His inspiration. For the highest, greatest, purest

and most beautiful flowering and fruitage of human life,

the dynamic of faith in the Supreme Spirit is necessary.

Spirituality is higher than a merely ethical life.

Of humanism there are different varieties. One may
be simply the outcome of rebellion against certain rejected

notions of God, formerly prevalent but no longer tenable.

Such humanism does not conflict with my adikya, for I am
not bound by any creeds which are inconsistent with reason

and the highest spiritual experience yet acquired. There

are other humanists who are such owing to uncertainty

about God’s relationship to the totality of reality. Such

humanism is not wholly incompatible with the reverent

agnosticism, mingled with God-consciousness, to be found

in the Upanishadic verse quoted before. There is a third

kind of humanism which asserts:

—

**There is nothing in the world save what we know as

nature. Personality and all that pertains thereto are but

refined expressions of physical and chemical forces. Not

only is there no evidence of cosmic forces to which these

aspects of personality may be related, but there is no need

for such assumptions. God is not necessary. There is no

fact in reality, either human or super-human, either natural

or super-natural, that corresponds to the idea of God. God

cannot be proved, is not needed, and does more harm than

good. The very idea of God is an unnatural and im-

possible conception. There is no God.”

With this class of humanists I disagree. As partly

indicated above, matter and natural laws—chemistry, phy-

sics, biology, etc.,—cannot explain the world and mind and

spirit. They cannot explain ‘self’ and personality. Some

Power and Will and Essence—some Supreme Personality

—
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it is nece^ry to believe in, in order fully to understarid and

explain the heights and depths and essence of human per-

sonality. There is a reality closely related to our life which

necessitates and justifies a belief in Brahman, With faith

in this Reality, man can better understand existence, c4n

better understand the world, its history and its intricate sys-

tems of law and orderliness, its process and tendencies with

an underlying unity and harmony. Einstein, who claims to

be "a devoutly religious man,” writes in the New York

Times: "The basis of all scientific work is the convic-

tion that the world is an ordered and comprehensible entity,

which is a religious sentiment. My religious feeling is a

humble amazement at the order revealed in the small patch

of reality to which our feeble intelligence is equal.”

Speaking of personality, the fact that one human being

may hold converse with another, may derive comfort, solace,

strength and counsel from him, may unburden himself to

him, does not obviate the necessity of a Supreme Person with

whom we may all hold converse. There may be difference

of opinion regarding prayer for definite gifts or boons or

help, but of the value and need of prayer as communion

and of unburdening one’s soul for some response, there can

be no question so far as dstikas are concerned. For a very

humble person, unadvanced in the realm of spirituality,

it would be audacious to speak of any spiritual experience.

But I may be permitted to bear witness to one fact with

great diffidence and humility. There are things which

cannot be communicated to any human being, perplexities

whose tangled skein no human hand can unravel, trials in

which no human help can be sought or obtained. On such

occasions, unburdening oneself to the Refuge of all who are

heavy-laden, has been found to be a relief, response has been

believed to be obtained, healing and strength and calm have

been available. A great poet and sadbaha, on being asked,

reassured the questioner that such response was a reality,

not an illusion.

F.71
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PersoAality, with consciousness, thought, will, and the

sense of oughtness implied therein, cannot spring from any-

thing less than, anything inferior to, Personality. It is as

possible for a machine-like soulless universe to create man en-

dowed with mind and spirit, as it would be for a clock to

create the clock-maker. If the Power in nature and in us

and beyond us and nature be not personal in the human sense,

it must be Super-personal, not infra-personal or sub-personal,

Ramananda Chatterjee
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feaam*ia^iw<«i»-q<.aT(an)iaw amarawi^^f l^rftaajfin aa:

(i) aj a^'«ffBiigftaaTaawafhTi^ftiari» ai watt | ar w%i ^
qpwai^iaOiti ar wiKait t anamumlwai Wgyr i aftwiaa^-
awjtowj I w*w I fanfa^aEk^ (fiTi. * a* iM>





fenK

^ sufwftft^ gHNr; i

?«r?sff®«wsftr gsq^^s^wf wr?j?^£,?TFJTsfq g<iwq«i

«lfflf ^IWTFW lin?^ I
W

f?j5r I gjf ^ s^rf^griR^ wif^^m. i

?1RSW

•R3t^ irR5i^q5i|[’ ?fir ^
3fR »T???R5 I

^^ir^q»f^i^<!i<!ii4H|^5k?gf^|wNftnt qql qft?jrsr qs^w

qT4«6^4tt1t^ g^: JRI^g Hr5I^?3Rg' #
(^To ? «rio

^
^o

) 5Rnpr%: (<) i

iri^ I

»rfiT^s#ir g ’B
|f<m

-

<gq i^<^ i ii

(j^TTofo ^<MJo )

( 1 )iw6Rf ««a«id (lo ) gvraqqif gwfNq^, ‘mt

«T4«JTfiwT, ^w%%iq<nf^g H

( q ) ‘«wi«J<r: jjf^ q»w% q f^Riiifsf^ ^t»ti

wnqihs'^qT^r q f| qjifiwj
i

q wwww’ «n{^ Tinif^

iNnss*wqi»wnr swawqmftt ^[intnt:’ ii

( »»fo «• Jo )



«ra^)

^ ^Rq^f srHfif^^sft jrf^-

«{r^«INWfdHT ‘

nq4*«) l4^S

?!»?>?¥ ^5I5?ffilR?ir'iifT53JT>Tn!;RTnT^ d^8<:ll'M»inf 'i)fl®<jai9si«i«i-

*TRRrq: I (
?o ^Vvs. N. S. ed. )

fd4ldW faUSflH;

M'f<!}H(ldl*ff’< 'xtlMKt'd <!*!!( feW*

fere#: fd: ^p?r'Hd)4d i<( i

Jirssfqt feR%?rfr: li ? ii

$WT#^ RR^reWRIr^ 1*1^1

JI ?<R5^ ferei^ ^JUTfR^R^t: I

ii'?T!iijj^*iiT,«)r II ^ II

?T^^?#RRFI.rl5'«TR#sf7 I

4<*WWdi # IWII

«ifs Id iTR^ir irarim II#

H

^fag?W I»»^^lt<»»« IMId4^»fi^ 9m9fFtt frnit%;

2^ren|^r^reR: 'rit: fereddlreflrHn i I <wsq#nftmi> i4(.

ren*ipiiii^P#pre«iR4k5=?flfe sr I i*m f;T»>m4 1



?Rife|vi-

iw<|i!(«d%i4j*if^#ir<{r+j<fv qiiiw^wissl^ q^nm ffe

^IT^:
i ^t^^RTur-

?^i ^innfcigs^Mt^n^qqT^ ‘^grraqN^ if^^iKar’qqf^

<qi+d<^4fvgqJTwi 5t?iirR5q??f f^^ft^rnng-

wl'i)^'t'«iqriL<i^*i qqq'fi?qp?^q^'
,

^
^qif^rafcitwitf>TrTg?qHrqTqfef

i

*fNRr<fci:

a<if-(.f+)«WcRq ^sgq^iTqTr! fg:0^ qf^: I t!?r *n|?wqri-

‘»rf^ qN»tH(§<.»^i+i«i f^«iq<(’ f??n#^2Riqf

*ra?n^ ^ qqUiiqq«^«(|s5qsiT qT^fqg' qf^: |

(0 )

TO TO TO grorof

toI^ ' q^rfini ^qrqfqjj' qf^t q^na^q ^iferor: 1

TOWT--(?) ^l=lRj(K*fN

^ I (^) qW’^qiirpftTOTft H qqTOTOg; 1 ^ ^

^^*>TSqM^ qr<Hlw|<Jq«IW^q'!<4^|yK.nii(iri ?req

»T I (y) TO TOTOmmfq f^sq;j:
I to?t «ifq q^^lro-

pq^reroro^f (a) («<) «rqiqfeqT^'?i«Fq^sj^ sr

(a) RWif^^STwrot «wi: qf)q%5^qmi>
» (i» »»• «r«)
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<To

f^FfT5;T??rt Jiwi«b<ifiwtrFj ^re=5fr^ *t^i

f^’# I ^ ^f^^r*irw#-

^ sqrqRrfiwR-- Jnr^r i ^ 5^ i (f^-

%0 So )

(5^)

I dir 5r*nT ^wmrfwTd ^r^n-

^W)4^^qqi ?j dH=Hl^fil?dTsq^5i (0 dr^

fei4; 1 (R) drTSMsi^^qfennri foi^; i {\) «rfirai^

d^KpUdf l(qi(4 ‘•^nfdq/ §’ §rm(q'1l yrr)%d^l|t|»idldl

(a) ?^TfiWd

!

(^)

(?)“5Rd%T (R)dfeF!Tr dT fddlW (^) dtftrdT

dT (V) dlddTssirrf^: (^) ^ ^ (^) sdg^pi” |fd d?d^-

gd%«r d#T qi;ir4)iqdfd«fc ^dfdrdis?d ‘dii gdi dd^dr’

ffd dftdm dddfd^: diMIdfd #
^ididTdisdfdt

‘

ddd fdiid^ dFraddr^: tdrf^ didfl|

^Idd^l dtg !i<jq rdldd fed=I^ ddd+fdlTi^ii? dfdWd)^’

(a) dd ‘^qjfirqrf qddJf-^qidfdqriwqfii’ ^9iddTr<i»>4nqfdn«T«TT;

‘Vdidf^d^, NHH^ratiirai^ d7frffddiddmf^«d;r<d^q iWfdRiiid
ig|# I wdi^ft?j«qmim dmdiira^sf^ ‘irni«r?n# iwruidwiid

ddiin' ffir gtq«' dodfe i ( wo ^o
( n^dmi^vi )^ «.

)

‘qm*if*Mi^qiqi\^q»nTqt?w m^niddn <rqiS%*'

1% qwwwiwwftwnrf vrer^f^difddddntd w(iidididd iird»)d

di4w<«dfiwwi <wdSd I



^irifefti?:^<<ltd: I
i?9f 'itto (*i^'5**ni ’si'ft^ «nfr

5rmr'b<^'^waHiiy^ ^ '?3^itr

5[ra>I’ ffer wjpm^sfgra^^ i g^-
JifR: Hct: I ?F^sfq ^ <T^[T^: <«iPi3ai^ %^Rref^ 5 ^?5traT

swnugww^ i ?i«rTf7 wt ffif «*i’8'<-

(v) (gwr^^^T^q)

srnrr^ii^ ^rf%%5 ^ral^^TTf^

I ?T p«r 1 ^ ^ frr^f*n^s<Tq?raHR^-

H<Wr4jQ^f<i^HI4^ 4><!lM4«-dl'H?!<lf'y^iT 1 ^l+^ll4-

5?r^ I m ^

^T% g^ sgf^: jm sej^.

?ro^ ^ giST^ I irraq^T^r^^rw^r^T:

iT?«rr I

?|r ^ MHN^rt., ^ I

(^i»»qTfiwR^r^i=^ answg|fari^rf^:Rr 1 ^j^jegr

*INV^^lqj|'=IIW^»<iltTl1 Wjri^TS«3F^ **l4^M»lld'i<(«l>rlWg-

‘l^i’ %rhT «t>i4?4Rn*i'if4^i,

^ ^i4<if gl*'i4<fciO iran^ w45<i

g«^ # I ^ JJf#: <*r4<!?n«iJR'i5^*T!ji*ira ridww*

f^jareTTl^ STSP?!-

I ?r?lTsf^ «if^i 4^H 'i>(4?'i^^^i^a

|l% 'T’cNwm' «rwiiiiAiMiwif fe^i5^«i^ipnsR^^s!m«i 9?Jr

era firt«-i^wr(i>«rs?rsinrafn 1

I tw’ ^ 5raif^fe5»i^sr^



«rR5rw?^r?rf^ t??r n«n^ ^ifiroli
-

«pn^ qsrrs^ #Bft?«f«TTORr5?n^ i wi %%
%3I% !T^ ?T ffrr I

I ?T ^csp^—‘5r%?f ^t|<6m rf^t|y|H

($4^) H I fk^mi firfir ^nf^nr-

>TW5^ ?r aw
I a

^4f«ir +14^3^ a%f^ I w wi aw. wwaa i wr?Rw ’saraiwa ^w

^ftr ^wiwar ^r4fw5feww^ aifarai^ i wgfw w^ j^wrwr

I few? ^fWTW?*l#R7^ I WFl^RI^WTSfw

«?a I ai^nfq wftn^rfi^^wWMq i a %WFawaaR3???i^ i

aw wRWfawrfw, wjwpawrfw wr i arwrwarwia %wtwt: swif-

a»i I areraawTfwaawf fewrwf wraw^feal^Pa i sraaw' w gawT

a awa^ i ^iwaj %w?wf aa4iwaaaaaft aw aifwaanwaiftaiaw

w*«n<,«<(ft'i«jitiMi<5^'m<'!< aTaaT4?aTawf^fwfe?^5fewrsftrwl-

w^ la^w wffa^itt»ra^imca i^a wr4^^feww pwr i

aw warerrwa?w?aafw?3aa f^rarawatfa f?aT fa^
i

wr4?wiw wr4ft?wfa i wanyiiwi^yriaaawiaHtaii'iaraft w i w
aw w^?wTTiTs<|^a?:MaiaT If^g feiffeaaiaaa ^awpaa afaaiwwr^ i

wrm^ ^ftjw^tfa wawpwwiwamiwfNf^w wrawiJlrfs^ «r^ (^)

(l) fisai^ftnf «mi)T4 mar^a?^ aw i

wa^ wiwiyTs»^aW!f(ifft iffaa n

Wiwi4aWinn?anirfi^ waa^fti

iftatarftwiti^Q«<^a4 ii

wwa awwfarg taai^^ gsaS i

wW a^ H aif WrwftaaiPaaa n

( aw* a* aiaaaiaiwaf %o tcc

)

(<)^ w w4aaiRp>a ‘

wftfifcaa jH i



w amsfk !T !fn«^ ( ) JtrsiF^i

awaf^af wrs^q»raff^i a?«r i ^
PlilHIlwquviin^ I a^nff^^dllfill ^-

I ^ s^njjf !!?%: I ?Rif^

WKWKft'W sfftref^ar, fwrsf^ aw a^ n^w^iMaww-
sTJft^ qw ^ tw srop^sf^N^ ?fii i

<w ?faw^ Rwraw?*!; i ?r qa q^fqq-

qrwr ifir ftre?i ii

«ra5?a ^
^ «r ftfa: i irwpa^j q«6'rw^tqT ^sw f^arfqa: i hw

—

(?) g^sw^r?:^: «Fi4a^ fa^: i (^!)^ $wjt f^: i (^)

tlTOWM ’BW I («) ^ i4^ f^a t dwjT fa^: i (k)

^ sate fa%a: i (^) w4iinii<liH<'i4f faVi: i (v») a^^r-

gar^ fa^: i (d) a^aawwaft^r^ faiaaj i (<^) faaar—

(am) f^f^: i (?o) #aiK^ f^: i (??) gaa)

^1 fa ^ ^ arja fa^ramaa, atajig, jaarw’^aa^is^*

iwr JW famaHaqiwaraifafawraftqmar arntferr: i qa ia^
^ waa qimaa%saa?§‘ aaawt^ ^sfaaaa mmaaro-

ail?mrfafif?a^waaa:i #«afaa f^awra^W’^^saf^fta^-

f^taa%a?wtiama#:aaa?a3aa:i ?? ^aia^ariwa^ i

aaaaa

(?) ftftfaafimna'iiaiia)w<!jM?ani4ai^m<>q«ai (?)

aaanfaiftrfJr: i

(^) ft«ar% agw^paf amJamf, awmai^ a ftivil ffa ama-

arlaaro: i

(1) fromam^ ffir a^saHta i lam?ajT» i

(») ftwii<lit awff waa‘ f. ?pi ^fa aaiswmmm •



ifir ^?irRi«(: I m dis-

ftfeirr^TTii ?ra5ST5|^[smd^^?rfiTf^^#Tr! I

('ll) ^hrI # «fhii«w[fr:, ci^5pTi^R#TOTt»iraT-

I

(<:) %5«f ffir g^^jiNw?:

I

{%) fg^lN*R®f mHryf *INt^(ci-

I

( *fl»ira%s (»n|5 )

(?o) 5r#T %i=^ 1^ jprgiifiTsrT: i

(??) 5rTraM»hra i

(^«) i««Ni(t^iyrdR(b! 5r?r^in^is4fti^: fewr-

(siRRi^)

(?^) WliwT ^RrtTiT fevq simren: i ^
^i4«*i f*^i«ti!, ^ l^iiMiw feivfeifefir ftra^B: i

•W ?IRI ^ SWIFTO-

yii»iR<<fcit ! 5Ti'?p?Rrs^ ?nn-

*R?f(»wft?n^ I «j«i ^ q^j «ni



H ^ STrais^ «Tft»lftF?n: I ^
^RS^rra 5I?r dTt«M«b?:J!) cRT ^<IIM<l<l*<i»«J«i I

( ^qfR;

)

q^jrsBr$%cpTif^ ?r«iwfs ^ra=^?aTn^?riiTfe5» i rtsst qf^-
^??!fhwff^i^sF3iT2?Tf iT??»nftjnn i sr m

q% ^cfRFTr qftgsqrfrt^ ^^TMFqqq

qqq^qq^qRt-^Fo^sqt^

^fq ?Rq^ (qqi4qi^i qif^^^iriqtsqf^t3?r

qqrs^Rm: I g =q gfq^swj^- ^ ?r qqsJsq^
|

qr I qqq*nqq?q

sqrqnMtq^q g gw^^qi^: ^qfegr q?][ i^ ^i%sfq

qq^! “qi^qqftqq qqq qq^qrfir” |?qq f^^i^qKiyqii^ I

qq^*n%sfq gqq;—“qr^qrs^qfeiq; ^qns^tflPi

?nRqR?refq^ i ?rqn«T ^ Jrqqqf qq^^iggq^^, ^s>fei^ i(qq4 «p4-

^!fteRqqrqr^^Rqgfq%fq i qjq =q f^raT%i3?Rq^4g^nqq5qTf^

qf? fefiifri q^qM gqq: qqqqii5[ | qjqt qq<?H|i)q|i()j>

^qrfq I RT q^ 3^^ ^qq^qiqf^ qrq^f qqir^ig^iqqriqinq-

qq's^Htlf^qq:, Rqqfq^^qtqq qjsq qq^
sqq^FTq^iqpI i g qqtq^Rqswi^ qr

q^i^tsMw qW'*4<jj ??q^ig?q t(q ^.qs^gfeicqq |
j:<i| qrst^.

q»q^ qqr q^ Wfqg'-lIJilJh %qrsqll«q^ gq'<^qqq4)q<(
^

I

g qtqfq^ftflRq qq q^qqqrq; ^qqn^qRji^n(^qji'Fqq(<qqqqf<<q[
.

#Tiq ??qffH^ qf5 qq qMq: qq.

^qr 1^ q ^wq;, fRnm qmf wiRfircsigqqq: wq^qi-

^ qfqqifd | qqq(qq?4 qqiqf qr-

?Rraq[ii

fqqwnft w#





‘^s(-<js^*f<:^rft ii?ii

ITTW ^*T: I ?TT <HV(N<4,fi<<^*«<s4

5«n^R^ I 5ra g nqssE^mRr; ?wt-

I

(tT5[q?iq)

?ra smrjrfq srf^'ra-

*TRw f^irfirq?iirnw^

fim^: ^fe><fcn!i^(fl i <(|

I ^ 5?ii3pr T3T^r%?r2ii4^ jr^rh: twng;

f^:ti«4;TH*Tg^^*n^r ‘M i

sfnWPTI

IIR'TO^F^ VtijV|^4!i '(,'iinf6,<,'<i<<i'{i»iT>^ I ^ T'rfrll+lla *T^

?35r<iw srrai^# gW ciFf ^if^ ??iT?rT-

^npr^rfer^ s’Pnjt, if^ rra Rifei sif^-

^>?<RT5wm: I «hnRRt Hiwlf^ ^Tg<«=t^^isrw^' 5«nftr

«ti«n%sF d^wlfri i

liR4?uiftn;iw<?<<iftRft ^rrfwfhi^ i

m ^ WT^ ^:3rair^#»mRTfETOi (itHmw) s^^ra^HR-

'^igOi%iF5i:^«!irfrf ^murfwRT ^ swuswr-

•(Pl^ ^ 5C5R#;pg»Rm immifaRi ?if?mfi(P!ng«i, Ip



JTRT =^r«ra^^ ^ i ^ *nir ww-

?^r'<Nc^t<I^W5I'Bl^lc«(lsS0*I<lri: I «T«ra^

^ ^SI^fi'tiKW dW 5^'t'ii"

^ 5f?r ^irR^rraR^rf^f i ^r«iT ;i<Nftii^fy8i^

^n^JiirenT ff^ dwi<^'-dd tii'ftK'd Rb+jR jwnif

??iig, 5 H I Ji JT? ^csraftrfe ^rfw

RusiMi'bK^ !n*iFr^*iraT^^fe^ HFJtrfjj, 9r?it: |ti?iHi-

(?:3f^iw) Ri5iRi^i?rfr ^sjRjj'.^if^p^iiii?^-

jjfNn
,
?Rr ^ smd^ ?:3rmfw: u^fTif^iftjTT^

^^RT TjlrriR#?Tf^»R9Jr'R5rft f5f:?R4-

^ ?:5icR?r 9RRf ^TRR srf^q'^CT sramf^q; i jr =^

<'3!rl*i?l«g.Jjy(^rlR S^RST-

m ^IRRR 'JjiwRfH
'

?Ri^T^RTifirft?R?i g^-€N?wRPi: 1

«mpRR2iTfii«nf^ ^ 5Prf^njT ?:5TcRr^

?:5ra»i,, ^ ^mwRq: i rrm^— f?ftjrii?R

JT ^«?, ’ig’miftraRPl I 5T R

gftp^ sr*bif<j.i g^>ifw?R^5?R-

giR^^# ,
3ifei«3af 5iz«M^Ji^d>fWRraR|!iR««^:

•jftJlsitt I ^ <.-Jid(^Rm^ii'ai«^R;i3l^^iy^«i<)i ^^ii-

5OTRlfWR3'Rftnif^, ^WI*n*rf^ ^OTffcRT «ira>R5JRW

?iT«Wh I gftTORT ^RFt g rfiftim^nii fir ?

ii^*R^"'^i*i%Rm, I



I srti^ifw^rcfH^

»r#r if^gfi^srsfbn^ «r?rf^5T?q i sratdt^f^ ^«?n??iri5-

'mff ^RRrRR^jr^rfe: i awral 1 ?:5m^-

rJirft 'n irH5vt( I gw: g^feicr^s^wraf^R^*!

,

^ glw5?r?fRF!rrJ^ i ‘?:^crii’ ^ f?fe: 1 ??i w ^g;!i^ i
-

3r?5qr^ I ^ w ^&?5^ sfft n^T^fWw f^«RRT-

=^ iRTm: I

jrgjfTfnr^^s^R^g strhw sn^vir
1

W '%i gsraqr’ fftr ^I+54N%<<*IRi ^RRI*<fM I

?f*iRR^g?Rl^TsrR:—fjif f^fimsrr: ?t%t wft-

^:, irRc4rR[, ^leqzT^irRR^ I ^?R57?rH!rfiR3RT ^ife:,

«R^!, ^^r^Knfaftf^r ^RiRf 1

(

)

^<*-<n,n»‘^K'fir*-^iK?i'^j<*«iM<r<!jf *^ *r-

f*i?*RwNt5R^ ^4^ra^^wf^?rrfgiTfeTOif«hi%^nRR;
1

51^ fj^Nr WTT^^igiRi:—d^‘ni'=in, ^thFnfii ^>3rar-

wn^5 I ?ra ^?5T^^ir^R^| (q»'rH’i^Klt*^^^aR?feg:fq^^??i4Nf^-

!T^R, I ^ »Tg^gw<ui ^pfar

5T f|^ 5tll% gW^«JR,

SThr^ jr^Iiir: 3^ g^antf sr srnft-

«IR[^5raJR^?r JIW I Hf-qMMW-

?t?[r siftarasssi, g^ra^iqi^^sf^llT^r^K^ii w^^^^^firl ^iwi^mt-



fs^^BPim: ^srard^qr?^ sr?^-

^^fir^:, 5r*n^—^3Rn^ ??3RR5reRt«i ^sra-

stftNw «n=5j^f^JT ^5115^

d^^4<l<4 ?RI M«(Ttd sfc'^* ftl®« I ^ <'3tnc<i gifetrl «|^I«(

'^M<»>K‘fcK4iMWd+j|'^f^ 1*1^, ?:3ra5^ gd^f^

?«f^'ji%i:^rri, i crhtM ?^jraTMN5i

fgr*T5 HR, <5T<ir<<fHy«'t)K^lfi)^ft<ig^^Mf^V«*'!|'Hr*b, TSRT^RSr-

?RR MgrTm^N^RIft I HR ?R ?R f^R^ JR^-

?# ?r^HR rrafe^^g
,
W-yyRft'RT ^mi HRq, I

5RR iTf^ ^^JHR ^TWRW ^RTtTO^RTfsRfR# ^wRJJRR

HT^Rg, ««ilfsM%Tl) rR^RlJttf, !'*+('( lf<in^Til ^ <^)<.t(H, I

^5Rrfelf%:, ?g5r|ft1RRTW^f?f%RRT, STff^RR,

i'^dr^ttU.K^fe^gfaw^
,
fRgJTRR ftfesRRR HgfTf^RJn-

9ra?'Rfi# ^ iRUlUMfa^RqitR I IR R ^rerqRjRrera

^5RR^ HRR JfRrefrlRflft JT ^RR, 'BHgR-

^RRW^qRfiTO5[55IiRI^R I

^WRIlIrf «RRRRR#T rjRf?T^#r »?R #, flH

?RR^R5RH*^R53^tI%5' l^?T»

R 1 gfiR^R’TRRRR5RTTR^*Tfe'^lftlfif I

RR««T 51 'R^, Jf, R^Pi^

^ 5BR5!FRi §;RRf RW(f»4l4RRMMrtl<T^ «i;RfRR3R?mfJRlT-

^RR I 5RT ?PR55RRR5lf^ 4y*fi«ll(W ’HVsIwwK'S 5ItRfR | HR

“H HRTO^Rgl^sRH^ cflt?f HHHrfrI I HH RH fH«RT fHRHi:,

HHRf: SRRRR, HR^RigJlRR., HHR-

R?f, HRjSrR »rH SIRH^HRR ^i*iWiWld*IR«l?t I

#,ilimRt<R5Rlftq»(
,
fHWmiR?^ I ^ RRjfRRR:

1 <l«isRTt f^lRMrSiT RRi
• -*



I srti^ifw^rcfH^

»r#r if^gfi^srsfbn^ «r?rf^5T?q i sratdt^f^ ^«?n??iri5-

'mff ^RRrRR^jr^rfe: i awral 1 ?:5m^-

rJirft 'n irH5vt( I gw: g^feicr^s^wraf^R^*!

,

^ glw5?r?fRF!rrJ^ i ‘?:^crii’ ^ f?fe: 1 ??i w ^g;!i^ i
-

3r?5qr^ I ^ w ^&?5^ sfft n^T^fWw f^«RRT-

=^ iRTm: I

jrgjfTfnr^^s^R^g strhw sn^vir
1

W '%i gsraqr’ fftr ^I+54N%<<*IRi ^RRI*<fM I

?f*iRR^g?Rl^TsrR:—fjif f^fimsrr: ?t%t wft-

^:, irRc4rR[, ^leqzT^irRR^ I ^?R57?rH!rfiR3RT ^ife:,

«R^!, ^^r^Knfaftf^r ^RiRf 1

(

)

^<*-<n,n»‘^K'fir*-^iK?i'^j<*«iM<r<!jf *^ *r-

f*i?*RwNt5R^ ^4^ra^^wf^?rrfgiTfeTOif«hi%^nRR;
1

51^ fj^Nr WTT^^igiRi:—d^‘ni'=in, ^thFnfii ^>3rar-

wn^5 I ?ra ^?5T^^ir^R^| (q»'rH’i^Klt*^^^aR?feg:fq^^??i4Nf^-

!T^R, I ^ »Tg^gw<ui ^pfar

5T f|^ 5tll% gW^«JR,

SThr^ jr^Iiir: 3^ g^antf sr srnft-

«IR[^5raJR^?r JIW I Hf-qMMW-

?t?[r siftarasssi, g^ra^iqi^^sf^llT^r^K^ii w^^^^^firl ^iwi^mt-



«^sfq gfib+MiRHi 5?rT|?ng i «F«rarfi|

?Rr ?T^5?P%I: I ?RI ^ iT^qw

I fe^irart^ ^im%^:nfer!Pra-

'^f?fejfiw’7i#i ^n ^jTW I m ?f?5Rrasn|5?i fBmtfir4«ii

^»TT^ ?5rfnt: I ^ ^nmJTc^ni: i ^ ^rr ur

^i^NiRfirfir 1?^ IR^Rsrral^f! i

>raq,)

'^^S^srt^T'Trt^ «:'4l(nM|t*)^l'h<!il'T 5|fef^<>4^4Tf^l M fd'jK!)

^ o^i^fPd I ?rsjT^;—i^wnfefi^ m, % ^Rrfe

«(dfi|j|§|fii| RiR-^y if rdl«J-R(^ a r^ft^J^ ?|JI I ItoRR^
,
?RT ITR-

*RR aRT ?R?RR asroj: ?rjr (fsiRR) nftMi'^ara

^ OR I amwa>^l l^ia)<R ld41a ^i^Rl lRa^^
ra^H^RsfaftWRrft ^RlRTftRRR, ^HIT<ll aTin#BR *Ra-

*r^ fa^iRRi ^ftu<fcRijfi*KR wift aRR (hrrr^Ntojt i

i—iiRRraRiftwi; ^lasfa fjR^ERR

*RF^ I «f%(jRNafci, ?iw^ k STRasaaferfa^wf^ ^i-

aRlIa, aai^raiW: I ^PRRlfil-

ifR;— ^f«Rt?E,q ^iRiwisfvraw hr ‘?a

JROPI, ?ftRf, |ad»R!r»RlR, 5r?Rri

ai ?iR#i:, aw

>IW<?^<jf%l^c^<*(
,
safiRRR

,
ifesWTfrRWI

?RJ9 wf? 5fH^!!®aRWW H^WRrt a^t

ww^sai^f^H^amtar, H^a5wi#T?Ri’TRrH^i#n afi{ warof

5rw% HW^rTt awrfw



*ra: uRiti^^ ^i^sl

gq^TRJ^ ?3«T:, ^:, "TSm

^5«?IR*n»T W*^k1hI ^i)I'-<»J<^<!Jlri
,

ffiri 5r??iciHf wgW%ftRt^ ^f^crar d-Hfl'*>(«*<fli

i it ^3r?w-

jpj% I i frar^-

r3ra ^ ^rqfTg^:, jtm^s

q%: I m «nr-

?!f^?^JRTnT^ I H ^ UI^ SRJIWt^ ?RiRftfe: ?nr':?if, 3^“^-

'TJiHni I g^ ^igfc^'TT# s^nftuHrM^TRiRTS-

I ^ ^ irrl# «)l^?«mRl4 cRPtIS^TH
,

rRiri# >T5Rnft?ig5?}cRn^ i jt it ^-rRirinr <TW?n?igs??^ranR!T gR^^im: i jt i? ^-
firfe iTRS^iq;

,
r^ftisziTRSR^cTO ?:3f?nf»R: srf5?»g^

<T^: I ’^t : I

Irt ^ «nRn?n^:, «R?nfit:, ^wnan^tfe :,

I «RiR^ ^tr^irt

^TiuRTs^,
,
iTO^^rmNr wra’ki^?:





’FTRt gw?sft s^t

^f*ifirftrerOTT^, wwftt^n^rmmfe-

^rwi^nnjrei ^ ^ssrr ^iRrft^nirTq; i

qi^^iy^id ^t:, &qT^ 5g?;Tfi!r Jfirenftr s^OTtfii

^ I wfi^—
wra?f awrg^ gq: i

qsnf spwflTf qig5g?q><iir 5m: li^li

“5^ 5?nqi?:jj ^gnftr

RtHi'niOrwi, ?r?qt ^ignut ^s^^qd^T, aamrid^ ssnqpcgrr*

*ft5R#g ^ 3?n«R?irrhr smggmrr 1
-q- g ^^15=-

q%qT^t<.ft^q)qqu4d I

wqrqmqjf^ m ^r^qgn^
il?ii

'^qrqr: ftRWUBrqt qwHTgqqrr^: 1

wfT?^ q?^f5i f^nqr gg: ^r5?r 11 ^ll

5qn%T -q 5rTq#g ^rsgg-Tg^qirTgr^’ qrf^Tqi: qfeqrqt
(ii<w,id4>.q<'i^^T, “gm^ s^nqi^qnift” fir sfiiftr^

gtwjqqnig-
%«r^grfimgq^ g^fg^n^wrfir qgigqinr^rgg 1

vrqgr gisqqn^ft—

“#swgwgr*giq: gfiq^: qt^g^qj^dKMg, qfitgftggt

yyftr:” ^ JrimfiiqT^ qrfeiftiaf^ sqrggr^
f^f«WT g|l|lidMiqqwq«^^aI<W I
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«ra w—
1?:; m#, i

wfimtiT Td ii?il

^rnfftsPi I

“f?4n^ ftTrs^\qwM4<u iiq. i

5q m qt^qmrHWf^STT qrafq^fg: ||?l|

ftS qf^iT,—^r«iq;Tf^5?ft^5g:TTT^ qwqrai«ftsft w-
qai sn^ qtwrqq^ i wa

qnaf qTftrfJrq^qqp^qr qf^ i
'q tq^grwq; sw a

•fiqqq^qhqq ^r^iPr ^qrt?:JPif^, a^TRi^ ^^q-

qmtsPr qq^ i ^qq>TW irr^ gfeftfq i

qiqqqqt^—

“?i5^5tqif^r ^rfef^qamq fJrqPqrft i

qqqrrf^^: 3[j»qq sqrqqr^ ^q% qq: i

q^qTq^ftqr: qqf: qsqqrqr: gfilfioar: ll?ll

qftnTTfltsq r+(?q i« iq Riq) %: i

sqjtvq qq qqqtqf^ f^q” IRII

wtqroq qRi?qqRq qua^^q qq^T ^qjTiqr?q qrjft-

f^tPr qq?q!T^jinqq^ifgqc i

^Nqq^q rqqr^, q^qqiqRqar^f^qqqftfit ^
q’Sqroraftri^ qqf^ I qqr %

—

“??ts sw*f ^^rrftr qaqisT'qqt i qqqtra^qrfiiqsitl

wsr g *w»f qqTftr q^ qtfthjq; i qq^q *n«qn” qi^, <r^ ci

I ^ttqqif^'q>H l q!^ ^rftrtqjt qsjaSrfti

<iaiqf)qgj(i%a(q qjiwjw^^ w>wm
fRqBl/ WTR# tr, wmf^ smi qfi$w<ifti qgifv ^ijiiftr i #qf

'n%j(W
qfq{^ ^ arf^i



in?nsRf 5
?T|T»n«RT«iT

siftfw,
I I

I ?w I

?rl^ f^, 5?IT^llff ^Tw^ti i^c«(*^I^'K€'t>^'l ![f5?1*lt

f^iiqaqT ^ m^«r ftre:?raT i

fty^ irn^JUt %
“tr^T nura^rl” (^i?ivv), “sn«l<«ri

(«i?i^^). f^^rrf^remsrmsrfsm:

^Xi wcT^^—“« gji: 'n?T&‘ ^
SJ*^, WW W^^WPt I

!f?r3|ji :fn^ ^ ^ ^ T^wf:, ^ra aw wgaw 3r»w?j>ff-

fawNM i f^^s^i pwm^naraftrar^WTWWsT:, a?rt f%5iwi*

WTwafT ^?wTf^^rwT^; twa^wawr awi^

f^nwT w^Twerwrew#!, f^ftNar:

^r15=a 1 ^ -^wTal^gawt twTWi<<iiww mwiftm-

mwa Iwtwaw<ini^anyn#H, wrwrisFsnat

^'n^fTTiRPIfT’TW'Rt^i^^^ ^ aw aw H*-^^ ^w

ifeqsf WT^T?^ I

mwla^w^ w^isvm sftrs^ w^rac Iwnw-
fiiw!=w: I a?w ^ swT^aiw^a^ \ 5EftsPi aT«w-

f^ranwt law's) Nni i r<>>»n ulNam i a^a^a^ aaiftt-

wiR[ai<SMRiwiaaiw was^ f^ai WTsagaftw^H. i awfw Iwi^
^wrTw?rT5gHwww^ I ^ aiNaiis^g qiawT^JinaftiWRftq i

aav anwraftwif^ar^wf^wraarw ^ftarr wiww'nftw i

“aWT —
“sn^ ^saOaywPmmfimra: i

?r»wnw Iww^Jina: liw^s^gwwd ii^ii

f^S*r w<wtftia T gaw i

«^wt gwTw<frw\ai wawT«^ ii^ii



fil55Tf^& «?ft ll^ll

??iviw?ii Wffm?^T*Twr^? ^ ^ i

sniffer ii^fliiwi«h+J^*<in«yj?i3: ll^ll”

w ^ lT?TnT«?rm^T^ ^feMq<n??gT

f^T, 5f” |f^

»mR?r (if^M^wcrr, ^s?i5jt J?ff^rftfir

tnrftf f3i^^ s5?i5flR;^3nf^T

*i«rat 3^'?^T'3p% I

w«r wtw><^^gi^4^

I sF?n^, jpff;, i ?wt

»IT«?—“‘^3??jt ?r5?Ht Sff^: I 5nf^n5?T:, jpiRTSTT:, fiWT-

?r5^:, «re^m5^r?” 5f^ i

'

qgn«»jcinTtcij^f^f?tfti

-

gn>i:

W wPr 5f^ aiT?T^ I »raR^ w®#— “wsr jftftpra

c ^rs?” “?[5^ giX, ?piit ^ ^r:, fJRT

!»nr m, wrfRurfa ot” ^ »mT«r w«?RiTdsf7 "nrr^

^rge?i^ 8<{Rjd«iw. i

?iT^sPr—'HfW^ o<i f<ignrfa<> igsq-

fft:, W; ’n^'; ^ / fswtsm

fecgrf^^s^T i g—ftw-

mf^rrnmmfir f<5^ stt

^SWWT'IWP / wf w"ewfr w fi*9 iHitn^fh: ^* ffir

rnifr

^M«lf tt aaiftift



w«^ ^^wt—“#gsi^'KTfH ^CTjpsrr:,

'^” I igfli ngqTym i

5R^f?6
—

“?rpi “ftp ^

SflrjfjffT:, J5?m[ i otwt,

«r^«r 3flrT?3f^ ?i i

^!TW5WT^ 'Tt^THt nniT:

wnT^#» ^^<fii<^«i I W5=^’ ?p!i^rg^rat r®<(H” •

w^q? ^a?i tO?J^rw*T 5nf^?paf^sR’3cq 5[5^3^

Isisq^qK^s^ ?raqq??i I q^T^qiWi^qcRT “jjqragqrqT

^T 55qfii?qq^T?;ft jpoT^rt qft*rflnfti

sgg^’W T ?pirT?nR5rtqT^: i q^ "q iiflil^fcqiqqc^q f^ql^Ts^

5sqfir%^qw ?n=q5?qri qrqqq^sf^

—

qq q^sq^ I

5^sqf l^raf^q: ll?il

ffir g5?Rfqn!i5fB»i I qq sF^jq^iqRi qqmf fl’^qm s^sq^

q^sqq I qqr qtrsfiq qqrq^qtf^ i q^ q^ ^??q ot qr^

qgftrgtT^ ?mp?iTf^i ^jqqwroq^tnfqqqT ?reiTft jsqqnqf^

?:q WT^—“^tq (^q|%q;” i ^«q#T Riqf^a 53r&: I

qqi q' ?pRq ^^«q?#q f^qqrqrqTsrTftrsqTf^' i wq q^
^rqqrqq^Pr^TTqqq 5®qq; I “^qj^W qq —
?sq’ q^ssq^”^ gl^qiq: i qTs^r:

f^qf^g^^gqqjt, ifiT gqtoifrqTSfs; i ^ q srq^f qqf ?ftr-

*^^5 q^%, qs^nfti i >TKpg T«nfq qftnftwTftr

“qmf^rqqssqurft^ I

w pn:

(j^ I ? I Vtf)— ‘'qR#sftif5rfilRit5^» gq^gnfiq
i

c>(q% I vrWqtfNqmnq, ^s^wft4<i» utii” wn^



3SrT3fT% I 3ITf^5J|Tf'tW WJic I

f^*ris?rT^ww fr?TTf^ I WT^:, ^?qT?i:, «wt

?T5?rm:, ^r i

?r jjir:, i ys^f^junr,

w^n^nfftrftfir i 5^1 ?n^ | n[ge{^.

^w?cT^Pr gl? I ?mr—

?5?fT?rR^ I

^T^: ?5^T??7T JUff; ll?ll

5% I w^s^: I R# f^?nTra?t ?Tf^ f^RiTT fiiwwr-

?ra1^—“jpn; ^ ??^!rtwf

cWTPr—THTOf SlftrST f# jpi |3T#^

m?q%, sR^n^Tiwi# I «ra q? “wrgfrrftttR ^ <!pi:”

“^rrar^ 31T” s^fcrfRi^ aw w^j^at 1

f«RT5^ 1 fJ^r-

4ir4<4M4i<l I “?mi# a5^<^ i^4 i ?rwT

5^1 fipn^a-

ftrftr a?f5=a 1 a^asji— sa^

^ I g—wigfrsaara^^smiFT^
af^^ng: 1 1 si?n9w jt

fti^34naia I ?WT ws^f— “a«T 33 :

fiwT ? |?T I afT gasftfI ? %T I afT gaHer ? saraR; 1

nws^ ^rst^a ^rs^arac^ a ftrftaafsrra

^RNart ^cafti 1 fearar^^Rar aftm a uraar Pia<tifn

aar aat fiif’fta: 1 m ga^garopFar 1 '^s^nagma: 1

ff f%frraaj ?T#af^«aftr aryi ftiqaatftft saa^ iO aafir

9w^ <fw^f^ mp^ aw!% m



^ jfiniHT ^ ^rftro^ i

fwftfiigt%^^»it?rr:^<^wlTirgf?T^ n«r”il?ii

?IsrT ^K411^ f^T?9J^9IT ^5rT qSJHRT

f5p?nsf^ 5t ^ttw

:

i ^^?Rg

frftnK^ jm?n: si^Rr^sn^ i § »i5r5% i wr '?^ra*i.

“if i 5>3r5j

1 5tsrT %ra —
“spfli^^reraf If I

II? 11”

ffir 5b^ jt sraf^^qx:,

Kf^ i s«?r-

?r«raRT^ f^iit jiw#, ^ ?sra hi9<4*i, i

ssR^i^w § Td# %?” ^ qxi^ I??r5«ri^^#w wPt tl

m !TWPT^

(»i?K^i—fg[f^ snft^Rrar ^ i w gi^wift-

xnf^ mrenrnptf^B^Tq^, i aw xurn^itsv-

5Rni; I ?—wfrf^JirT 3it%: i jt?# *t^
?Tx?n: m i wr i i^rfwt ^ h w^Kf\ i

i fojff'^msRrt ?rft, s^raifq^

irrg ^ fg^4 i mf
I ^5H!Rt fT^ dRMaft JT^ft ?rtT^ WTgft ^

I ^ I wqcTOgqpnfXt:

3nRl^m«K 1 ^STT—<&T'T>T5ft, %if |3fT% 1 fffXN-

^T

—

w^r%ft ^T 5rt 51# % ii?ii #
’n 5«?!*^iwhl^RnxRiiHi(3i*i?ffti^im^ nm#, 3^;

^nqtst^r: I %f5wmdm?(y, q;wi g^sxifaoqTftsfi xjt 4k



H-e? irftawrrgmeftTTWTw:
'4

snftt: I «WT I 3r^ ?n 5iT»ai^ m anftrftftt

(^i^lHVi) ^ I 5rw 3R^#?Jrei waq[^%^: i

55T^ JPffT wft w5Rera«rrewTfr

“h sw^T^lf w” 5fin tJ;^ ^ fjj^qj^oiplr gn^:

ftparrftfa I 3T^T 5?m srrfttftfif

I

g?c3?B —“^TORis=!n^” ftrsn i ^s<iwtwt

?n'^ infir:, nw, firc^ri ^ I’asrr'tra “?r^ sfifr

rf)%isni, ^ ^^ I fin=fisrfiif;T, ^rmr-

^R=?rT^^sfir ^^ r^faPd gfefirfir-

^ ! ?n ^ sTTfir:^ I am ^ ^:— “inffit:

snmnFtt n?T^: ^rs^r fnsr^sjRTJi^ mftnfir^fir,

5fi^: ^5?T jprr^nr^, fe^nwf'r infir^^f i

rmr?^” ^fii srafinr mnn^^sfir ?rnn??r^ i wirro^c^n^

ffir Ji^s^sfiT murwrri i g^firl^^ffirfiTft ?r^.

I

mfg:, wgirararonfi^gRtF-

^ 4lfilcdll^HJI5 I ?w ^TT?n??T I wg 1?^—

?r5?’ f3n!?)f 5?n^?nwT nfwwTwf
,

ih^: ¥i«rt«r«tq*jH fiTfi|gr4rcy» u

wfi^«ijr)3'n?>TT«rpr:



^ ^ “9Ti?m flf wg»i?

^ ^T tjq; JJJSr ^ t I

Rf»?!r ^T?: %»T!{rT5r ^ ^t^rr “RRr:^Rfli^ '5<nf^

^ '#cB ?n ?TRi:«if^?!r ^T sTigr 1 1 ’ft’it*

sfRrfil” f5^u% fsr^ # qRrnr ?it<^ ^ jtr w#?r
3tf% wT^ ^ *ft Rf^T?: ;tr^ 1 1 l?i TR? wrf^ ^rgift

^T, ^T^tTT?: WT# 1R«^ inf^

R'T^ g^SRT ^T, fRT?: ^ wxf^ WiT RI,

^3[t 1 1 5R?^ ^ ?ti?7^ R? t ^ <n?i,

R?^ RTVRf ^ g;TR ^Rft Wt Sf^ #
>?«K f^JII srrf^ qt ^ ^

# 3KRT ^ ;^^!|fT^ I l» ^ ^
3IT R^ t, u,^ 5n5l%^ |RR frf^nr i

RRiT^ ^ 5T^(%^ 3Tq# ^isfr RRR RRR «R ft^T <IR?ft

t, 'SRtfe fff ?T5f ^ ^
t I IRt #^R t t R?^d RTR RTR STR:

mfilRTR RTRTTJtrgTgRT?: f^ R«R R?g ^r ^^RT RRRT f I

WTR^ ^ttrr RRT ^ ^R# ^ ^tm, WSTR ^ iit ^
^R’C'RRK! R^t^R R5?; RRT ^ RROR^ >ft RTR RRRJT

ftmfjir ft!RT RTRT f, |R^ RSR^ f%R^ ff ^^ «R^^ i ^ RtRR ^ ^ Rrp-gR^ RR*^^W RE# t, ftf^fttRR^ RRrawRT RRf^ ara:

WIRSR Rf RRT 1^ R^ ^ t i-pj 5^ ?R ^
RR ^ ?Rff t I RR^ RT?^t RrtrR «ft $R»^ RR*
t I ^ RRR; M ^RRT ^ RRT Ri;^^ R^ R tr, RC RR^ RTR« RRt^IRRT gSR^*^ ^«R^«fRRiT ^tRlT

F. T«



^ ^Twrr 1 1 'mr ^
!T9t|^«^T ?fW«ITfiT^|^^firT t,

'IT # I m?ft T>T)fi»rd ^fet

^»t ^ IT iTRsn ^ Tfm f% ^3^1) ?Jiff ^rsTTmi'r

^TT^iT fWflT ^ '15%^ wT# merr-Pmi ?n f?33Rf

# Tft tuft, WSRT W-ftRfT ^T fst

^WTT ti'iT, w fr ft ^ ^?t Jinr tr srnft ti^ i

|Tft trr? wgsftt ftt wm^aigmT tt^pt thr it Trftt

wr ^TT <liTJIT 733: t, !HW3 afoTfUft f

f

37T^ ft ftTTftrTR T^TT ftl 7^ ^TTftlT, nuftTcTT, WPtTTTR

ftrr 73TT5IT7 ft TTUr 3ft5R «RTft ft WP7IT

%nfqiw! ft fttTTTTJt 7Tf%7%g %7? VTTTIir Tsrft ft 7qTF3 WT7

?t ftt ft»^ ft 5VI Trft5T5?BT3^ ft Tn«r TflTI '77T ftl «T^
ft Tf ftr »Tf TiTft ^ 7jfft^T7I7T# 73375

ft grftfftrf f¥^ ftraT7 ft wftrwn ft ftiftmT Ttrft*

>ift ft TTw fft f7 Tf-%t| ft -gnfera 755575 ft

ff|ftf ftr ftt 5%ir7 5Tft7rft T5ft5 ft 7WT 'r^t7 5T wfft-

5575 Tfrft ftt 7?7i«5T ft TTT^ ft «T 5T5 ft 7T7 77f ^TTTT t
f5 TTftira tr SnTT t, 51t5 ft 57T f5T TTg 755T WWK fl

5raT t %f 515t ^ ft 5ftt 75ff ftl ?T7T75T 55lft7TftT

7^ 7^ 5%7t ftt ^ 5TTT ft 7?T 7T55T ?> I 7^ 51, *l%7t

TJT, TirtTft ft %lft f7 7!55T ft TIW 58rt5 7>T^ 5S[%rat

7!T, 5®? ^T Tftt' ft 5^r ft 7TT7 ftr 77?TT TiTft ft %r7

TTTif^ ffti TIT, TrtsnTi ft 5TT?ft ft 755T f I 55 ft

ftift f7 TTTt ftiT 53751 ft Tn5 grrfTTft ft tt% ft ftNft

TfT ft 7if5T ft 77T t, 5lft ^5 W5T5 77T% ft 5«! ft 3nft

ft 55 ft ft TtlffT ft 575 7? ft 5%7t 7fl 5TTft ft ftift f*?

TWftt 55T ftriTI TTSIfftt TIT Tn55 ft T75IT ft I Tifft ft

firaw ft ^ 55 fftt 7ft, TTftt ft 5I7T ftwft ft swift ftr

SraiTTO ^55l^ftt57ftt7Tft7T7ftfat 5^15 ft Tft ft I

ftr 5ft5 35 ftrr 115 iTTHT^ft 7ft sRnwT, TTmfftrTTftwT



^ mv fwrar t, ^it «!? ^^ ^
^smtT t, ^ft ?fN5i t,^ ’T?m ^ «T?^ ^ f>? «T

<Tft«fRJ «^9T,t, ^^f ^ ^ ^

^ trar 1
1 f3i #i»T ^ ^ HT^ “fft

ftff^njn” f?r g^reft^T^rsft ^ w w?:<ir

^ ^ f!?r 5r«rT ^ t«rT

W5=?T fflff W5IIT^ t I '55T«i5t ^ 1^ WTWW
^ t, ^t f^qr f^-srwTwf ^ ^ ?iw

^ # ^^ir^TR ^^TT'^?: ^ wgm? #w5r, «nw^
wrf^ ^«raT?TT ^ wKTvi^h t It ?:t 1 1

^’et Jwn?

fW WHcKa ^5C ^ 5W>

^

ilf ^^ #
H51# wf^PK ^r ^rmii ^ drc

?r»TT3i miift «T 'Tnr ^ ^ ^
l?rK ^ ?r<w;^ f; «r sqq>,

f^R«& 5i?'t *it wrwr if

sit^ n^ wsrqr sfrsr ^ ^•j ^HfSt

wT?rw qh^t ^T ^ 3Wf^ OT srtfft q?^ ^ ftfg^

qq^ ^ 51^, % t t h «n

3iT^ qq; f=q qfq^qrt # i Wt ^ qqqft q? «t;f|'

qft^ ^ qw: qrqt #t qrq qq; qqt qfq »jk ^ qqqmqft

ft fqqi qftqq ^ qmx qfprrq ^ qp; ^ i q^

qnr qfmqt q>q ^ qqr qrqi^ ^ “qn?q ff% gi^i. qsr

qfewi^ i”

—q^r srqt q^ qqn fqt^ »ft t, ?«r

qqrqt ^ g[rqT sra qrqq qq; qqq, qn fnwr qn

creqtrq h qRf^r “tnq irq fnqfij qr^ff” ^ # qqqf

^ ftrt^r, qqqr, ff^ftqq'^q tnfW, q^^ iiq;ft qj^,
due qftqqx d wSitt d xnqft mxm qSt fftraiq dr qft

qftd-qftd^ sn^fij i

^ Hfqif—stt It qr^ ^ qft qnm qrwr

3iTf|qif iqq| |qr d f^rqqft d wgqiiq: qfNq qnrq qq; wd qqri



wsft ?rsmsif ^ ^ ^ t, q?: ^ fra «kt

f?T ^ »i^ t ftf WT51 5ifr 4t fraf-crraiK-fil^ flf^ wtt|

^ «pn w ?ftm rffi ft fff Tff f i smrar^-

mf^ #f!Td ^ fsr qt wra, fsjJira, ^w, 5«ir, w^, flf

wrft trara fW ^ ftrax 1 1 f^ra^ ^rra^ ftmm-

f^^jsrara flf fft ^ f?:t ^ Ttra flf ^ fx^ft sft i

4m\^ ^ xrara # ^ 9nra 'rt ftrar

t, wm ^ ffTRT, f^nrar ftrarwt i ^
ftra?: «n: qf% ff 5i?«r f^mrat^m ^ f^fra ^ ffR

fR t 4r^ frara TfxtT f wfT 5Ri fra

I

«rW«W—rar fxt fWf 4f fm? tt ft fid#f ^ ^ tt;

wraft qqftff tr^ ^ 5if^ it, ^ *Kfqft it, ffrB

mrac^ ^ <raff p ft ^ 'xft t fra: «ift >if§

ff, ^R ffTf ^ ^ ff fftf^ ^ ^ ff

graft)^ fff^ft ^ wfft ft fRf ttfR frft ft I rar rat

ft(ft ra fi«rara «Rxft ft i rax rat ^ wwn^ ft fftra?

raxxft aixft ft, rat ^ Rffttftt, Rf i ffttfti ^ fft-ftlftt ft

fffx qrarx fx i rat ^fxft fftt ft 'jftr, w, ff,
wxftf, ftH,

if^rax-ftxra, ftt, ftfx, ffi ^ ^ raff f? ff ra

ra raft ft J ffft RTf ^ Rx«r “wxraxftRfXfx^ft

fsftffriftrafra” Rx ftt <Txj raxfx rara «rx i Rxra ft if

raft raft ra raft ft fft fft<R fftf fxxftra^ ff^ftt ft f raft ra

fttw ftR tftw ft f raft fftfftt fttfeft raft ft Rff ft ra=5R

fix ftt fitnK fixft ft I frax ^ rat, raff ft ftxra

fftiftt raftt ftt I ffftt ft 5r^ftt ft neft ftR ra rafft

ffft ft I ftft' raxftt ftt I Rxft ftx? smx:raR ff
Rftif ftn: rarrafrat" ft rafsf rarxf ftt raixf fftt ft ff

ftr fw fxfftfxaft ftftftt ft raxf fttff, fftt ftR fftw

ratw ftt «f!%ftt ft sraaixftt fi <Hfti fft fftif rarax ft

jftht fw ft, <*jr fit wRXfftt rat, fir«5 ft ftf»5 rat,



ftRT ^ >f3i^i#j 3!n^ ^
g^’ »ft s^ flf JiTJir ^nc «k?:^^, fi? aWt

^ nm^t^ ^T?: ^ ^
—

?WT 55nn^ ^TfiT'JT

#<JRT asr^m ^sr^n «=rfir''^ i

imT=^T^

^3ffcn 5t5r^4tJraT^ ii?li

ggjn 'N* ^ 71f^—

wrg^ w^S?7Tg7

7=7fgT 7^ t

TP# 7?# 5P7T 5Fin ipxii

#7f ^ ^7: TTKTTg

^ TTT^g

#<TT7ft77t 77T7T7^f gSTT^^TS^ lUll

f?rTf^ ^T 77) P'W 4k 77) PT?: ^ T? 7)? 7W
7^ iTo?f ^ giTffil f7 TT^T Tp^ “»PT7g

|tj 5I»ig ^ TPTTfP ^T 15 7)?:^7T5ft WTT^^ 7^
# 7ft 7?7)? HT77T # ^7^ PftpT TiT 771T?: ft)7T t I

77)T?: WT7 ?rftr7 ^ tt 5nf ,
Tpg, ttkjjit-

?T^, 77«r^ pitft, 77n, 75 mK t ^ ftH

fi,^ ^ifH^gg^ft, ^pft, TiT WWW
TT 7)7 T 7fTT^ f7 Wt, ^RRT>, ^3Tpft, TUT^Tfl ^TTi Tn^t

TTW^77f%^ ^ TTtrBT T^f ll?ll wt WTTg ftfTT

gTOr: TiT TTT^ t, WT7 ft RlfTTTTT 7)t TTTT Tit^ fr, TW: ^
5ft TTCt I WT7 ft wrg ^tt: wtsr ^ fft ft, tw: g^ ftt

ftrfg^ wt5j^ft T7T ft I ft^ff TPWiTT f% ftft 71ft?:

TTIWT ft f^TT 71% T)T fTW fr 7?T f, 77 7n7 WWrfftt fl

|7rf%7 %?r 71% TiT ITTT ftT 77T fr, TT ftw 7r% *KT Tn%
»jfTft TgTn fTTft gcf ^7 THTpr 7)7 ft? IRII ft^TIT



^0 0

?md ^ srm i

:[n^r ?^f gffe i ®i>t mgn # w^fi;^

^T ^ I

K^r jm? ?iT «c; ^ # Bienr^ra- #,

f%^*iT HfT, nm?rr ^TTf^^Pr^ ^
wtsr, ^ »T%Tn, ??T irsrsRr, '5fr >n«^

?n >T!n €t ^ ^ ^
srf^ fm?: tr ^nar sft i

»ft ^ qggt ITT I 5nr Jii^.^it ^ ??nscT

wst ^ 1

5

w f*r

—

^ fw<?^ ?far5?jt II

^ wgRK 3m?i ^ 3^ # I w?^ «n^*

flf SUTfl ^ ’JTSr^ ^ I 'S’TT^ 'RTWT, ffe,

w5?r:^R«ir, ^ “^rte—R’^ft 'stsscrt, dr?:

>RT^ grr^ ^ I dn: w ?»t^ saw a;^T #

5im atirar «n i m«i f»? wtifr ^ i »niat

wRm <n: im m, wa: ^njrsr ^ ?m?:T

afiarm 1 ^ <TT«n?

^ I ?gT aimi ^ fs[WT ^ *t^ «?: qfw «R^ ar

rgrj ^ <1^ «TRn:^ ^ I

1^ % ?mT ?nf ftwt git ^fmK

^ gft mi^ft^l >s gnna 35-gf ^ am fR^r aqgfB

ait ftraraf Jfma!?:^«ri 1 ^ f% ^gji^asTd ^ aitfr t—?T^|a—
“ftftar ftaat Jtamf^: grata^arar 1 aa aiail^^iaTgaaaa-

a«gfisaa ^ai^raa ?a^t firara^ 1 aait •n^'aW^

ftait wPa^Maanma far f^ara; aaii: 1” ^fir

awtsf^—

foasa^ g anftart giMta^aafagal 1

ai«nqit*w lawt «ift?ftaaH aar 11



^ wrar ft i

ppjl ^isqfiqt: II

arr ii

aftftRT ^ aft ftgafr ^ awt^aftftpft ^?Rnan t—
smjert anftwIftRtaTvgTTsra’^ 5rftq[ i

ft aft snw ^ ?ran ft mftf ^ arawm ft

^ ?IH5(I^ ^ WTfft t I ft f^ft ^ ^
aft ftr^rftt f i ^fftrftt ^rarrai ft*? arir^ ^ wrf^fajk

farft aft g-?Tt t I ^-fKaitr^ft:?! ft ar^aj^ ft aft wiftaft ^
ft^PrrtearqH ^^ ^ f—

“wf^aiWT^g^T: sr^ ajarf^r

^aHftsf^TTjg' ftroansa^ <w?Tfft ii”

ft aft pgarftt € ft ^qftirg war«r a:nra^

«T gai:^ € ft ^airft f<? 5ft-fi(RrT ^ ^ qft^

1

1

wfftfrR^f??Rr ft aft ?jfnr5fT ft wrsrarrft^f wrf^

«T^ fft ^ ftiT ft Iftarr aran 1 1 Jwra: ftftf wia:

S^rot ft ftr^ I ftmft nfttci fti^n 1

1

ft

fftftf aft ap^ ft 'jTT?rif ft K% ^K, <55 fftfftm, «tRaiTWfr?Rt,

suRff^ftl ?>'?<a: 9Tft^ ft ftigair ftr

3inft ftt I ^ ftra: ^nr»ai fti ftt ft ( fti a:^ ft ) *»r1

ftif^ w snftt ft! 1 ^t TW ftrar m, ftw«KT ank

W3T ft?^ m^aftftf ftr ^ wrat 1 1 aiftt «n fft tw

w^nnai, ft ftftir, fftftm ft an^fttar

awsrr ft qa: arwr fti waiftra aft

aKWT H 5RT ^rftt I ^ ftjfti anrrsr ftr^ aft ^rrt wi-

araft ftlmftaft ftt anrar^ ^ ?nw «ac ?waftt ?

—«R5^a:g5ft^ftTa:aRftiftaifttf^qft:^ ftanrt*

w fftaa airar-Prar ft aft^(ft|^ asra^nawift) aaaaft ftt wir



^ 0^ W
^r?K®3T # a 311^ ^ aiaara" ?m ^rjRf »it

35Rr 3!T ’TR WaRW JTIfHRT ^ 3<T^ WTI^ ^W1<t

^ ^ wf^T^^^mr^rr, ^ ft? ^ frf?!}

^ wte aft ^aRT t, sfr fat^t afn 'jd ft?^ ftai

at Wfp aft t, at ft? wq^ ^ aaia ^ ara aft

aft wmr? aai# aar# aftarr a??: at # aat aa«ff af sn

aqftra t?^ t, ^ wraaqftaaf aft aftar^ at ara at

fta? ^ aa a “arf^t aa, aa, wrart^ aa,

wftftr^ aa” |3tfft t agan ?aft agf^a ^a^ar a?^^

fa aa^ wTfT agaft t a^tr af? ai»TO aana a?

^^ gaafta aa a art aart aat aa^ tn: fta^ t

a^K t ftra ftarfta fiai afar a? i

ftaif aiaaftaa t aa at a^aa a? aR?TK t, aatft?

arft aara ar a^sna aaa ftat ft fat t a:a^ ftw f i

at aft arftaf fat ftaa a aft araarft ?:arat f i

a?t ftta ftraTC t am fat ftaat ar araa aim ftaa:

aaar aaar t •'

I?,^^ tT intf’ai—a? ara am: ftrf^ t

ft? ftra aaa ^ft arftaf awR? ar mm ?cft at

aat at ap aft t fa a«r f, fat ftt arat ffFf

fat ta 1

1

'fat ftaa a at at tftfrf^ aaalanwt t

ftia fa?ataT a?: araifta am a ftrar i ft?tt a? afar t

ft?tfafa aaf t ga t t, at ft?tr a? aa t ft?

t c f^ a^’ t at gf 1 1

1

fa tta fff «RTft ftt^ att

f, tr^ f?t imfta ina aaatit p aaftaa tt arat f i

tftmtartatmtptatfta it ftai jftaT tt

aaft swat t girt 1

1

fat aa qa wait t ftftR f? ff

ai ai aaifi pttaa at am tift aft t ftwttwfrawt

%« ait t ftra trt aa at saw aaftw ai irt. !Riftt

ftiift # aw tt wawm aa ftn tr waft t, aa air aw

aiawaraaftwfttararaitftatawta aifaaaftwaisn



# ’a^srrftf tr^fr t” ^?n»>T amw g»ft tr ^Tf!5iT t ^ni 'hI^w

^ ^ ^ wrt ^ ftra:

t ftr '3^ ^ ;j^'f ftr^T ! q?: ?ww 1 1 f^^rrer

*n>l? t ^imr^ # *1^ T^ 1 1 ^

tnn^ ^*T% 1 1 ^ ^ ^?rit ^ qsr-!T^« t,

333^ ^ ;T?t g-^T 1

1

»mT3 ^ *ft “^msr-

f?r ^ ^ t

«R5TO f^rrf^” ?T^ %iT^ 5i?fW ^ q’mn ?nrar

^ WrRTT^WT#, ?r% gTTR ^ t I )Er%

^ l%?ft ^T 5jvi5f t ^^ I ?n?T4 t

<i^ 3nr ^ ^ w1^5T?5i tr ^?T m ^
#!ff ^ ?rm5i ^ ?nr-^i?R^ f I

^ ^ »Tramt # srS f^iro 't^ t, ftRW
*ft «TT3i^ ^ jrgtHff ^T tr ^?T 1 1

ff^?r ^
sftt # ^ t ^ ^

^ m? ?nTT3T ^ 1^^511 $^3! ^JT IP?!

ftpft ^>K!ir # 1^ ^ SrpjRTT ^ ^ I fs ^ «mr

'3?nrT smT-f^RTO h itpr

?nnl srr^ ^ I f3i ft?TJT Hmsr ^ fR *it ^5iT$

n^, T^ ^ ^ trif sff !T ftpft^ flf Rt ^
9it wpr 5r: ?!nt ^ 1 1 ^
w *i3^*5?RWT ^T # !j5f*psr g?;T^ f ?n

*TT«rar-*P^t ^ »T^5rRJT ^3rT?:'j[T§^f^n?nti Tifi^*

flf ?If '!lfit 5^T ^ ^Tf nf I WTSRK^ *!ft ?ft ^W it m ?T?T*iR pjpft 5n^ f I jw^ ?ft^

WT?! %\ ^ l?T«RST, ?rg?-?ITlT

wrf^ *pra^?nftf^ 3w

TO Vf 'T’CT’iftJT ^ #, trpjTT t ^
ift, TO <!?: fR^ftiiRr TO% 1 1 ft;# ?(it wx wfeR

F. 78
*



?<»« nsRTOTflr^
^ *n5j^ ^ •!#>

^ wm T? ?n <r?jftirt?iTT^

^?r qr. ^ fa ^ ^T5t t a?: Is^ I sff aaia i

%t[ %?r ^ ^tiT m ^n: fitrem -jaar %m ar i

w? # ?nt*?a^ ^^i, sar^ «feT JTfw ^{t

an« VQ «R ?t«R ^ I WT3I !TTsa ^ ir^

^ WITH ^r»ft a^wrra «p»^ w: flf 1 1 »m; ?ws&

wiwT pa tr^ft 1 1 ^ aa- <?T ^ prd at

^ tr a-atrt t ? ansi t as g?T^ atfinff ^

aT>m <n: t aattt qpt 1 1 ^ fa Jiae

antt at?^ t ^ a^-iiiTat ^ <%5Ta, atf^a ^ ^-

ftRa a^ %K ?tn^I aataat f i t? ttg tmta ^ tit

ata a^ t “TO^atg^ra a ^ s?r^:” at agar ftai 5i4

^ f%<sft a? f^^PT at:^ t a? tnl ^ ^tpr ^t a»ft

a*wi aaat i anarg tpanr ^ ar^ pat rrara af ^Rmftia

sft at at aat t • ?tft aRtir # p aftatpt

at arraat apt afar 1 1 P g? g^ ftp aaa

(^ ara at srattt at, afta^ ftw atpi # fwt at i lit

fitf aat a# at p p pp a aaata apt aia^ f i apg

aa i^taat at%a ft? aa ^ atafti # aaa piftraf ^ aa

at aa^ 1 1 ap # aa a? ap-at ^ aat f ftr, w^a

aaat^ atftt^ ^ aa p# if ap ar: t' i at^t ftM aaat

^ aaattft wi»a<ii ai aw, p aa’^ ftrtttt aat f i p
aa^ pa ^-aw ^ft «ft Paait apt pa^ ?, ^ aa^

arataf' ^ ap wpf H ftiat «ft 1 1 ata: wrataf at fttfiP

t ftf gpapt# pttiit ^ Ma af at^ ^ at^ gp# <Jtp

inft 1 1 pftat pa «ftr ^ af Jiaa f, aw war

# Wftr apw it atat t f tjtr-aw aft ar^ ftt araw

0^ 1 1 aa aftftw aft aft # wftat ^ atft ^ atw

aaftta afftat aft araat pat ataipa agrfta twt atfta •

awftir ^ gpftaftti^amaf ^ ^ftnsft Jifp



trait, ^

sitt ti R«ra, wtftf t ^rraSt ^P|?t 1 1 1^^
ift 4<l<H^ «FT ;ra Htt TR5=ar wrar

^
t «t^ M^ram

^ tt inmr urat 1 1 wra Rura ^ ^R ^qfiR^-*ira ^
fHhrra *ira*s^ rar^ t srmJinif^ ^irat t, ^ ^

'I^LZT^
;ra t Twraiir, ?Tfr»iR5r ^r: 3i:rar Rif^ t,

?RT t R^rra ^R ^ra»ir ^ ^nrra ^ *»Rt

t t RT^rftpR 1 1
t ?RT, ?ra»5r, 3f^ wrft

Rtt I ^ ^ ^*11 tra 1 1
?R tt ^i!ft'

^Rlt *tT ^ dfe R?1 I ^ Rat

taiRt, 'RTR Rift Ri^ t at ti ta t ftiar rri 1 1 R*^*

?R att RRiH t <
^

«ftr RT ?Rft t ftr^ft RRI^ t Rt am ail ti RRai^ ' ^

tit a^ tR-RiR ^ R3RT1: titt tt aarai ti RRt 1

1

t RTR ?Rftat ^ ^da ttt a^ ?ipft a? td ft^ Rra^i

1 1 aft a «ft ?Rftat tt aft trlt t Rit at Rt t r3-

?rR RRIR RT alt fta ti RRar t ti Raaa rtrrr a^ft ^
narR t Riai RiRiaR 1 1

ft^ ^:T 3lftw:R~a?t a? aia f^ rt ^ t ft?

TJRfR t ( RR t RR ^ asrat t ) RRifR twR aitt

(
^o a^ aft Rami r ) aR, ftRi, aimt, aaraR, ttftaR

RT^ t aft"# tiaR RR ^miRR t R3'R Rf^ trai m anft

RT RftRT^ aira trar RT I^ «ft jjaiR t am-

RRa aR aa^R ftrarT^ t rtr rtr nrtRR Rsft t ft^

trtt aft, RR RTa^a aft ftft aa Ritt aft; Ramr t

RR ^R RTRaft, R#T ?^tt, ^^ ^ftaraft, RR ^R

^RRRft t maiR tit 1
1
3?ttt t aia: Rff ttara aft aaf

fiTRtt t, a^t raaaa: tt aaRiai nai 1 1 at;* ^ ^
aft Rami aftaR ti aiit aa: tt ftara trai ri 1 ttt Ramr

t Ria^^ t fti RR 3^ t ftRRi^ ^ ^ ^
^ aft I fttiFf alt -tR .H^^srai aat titt l



|||p^ip[;‘iPBWi f iBWR wwnwt «t ’cwnnr ^

|||P';''iw : fWPPI •'Cw yt wWI 1

—

,|; V “ii^wi^iwi ^ftnwr: i

€ Si^w# 3^- wNq. II

m «iW ^ ^an^t,

# ftR «*v ir aim It I «fiwi<i ^ #

llwnt—
^

funfi arraifni^ mu i

QiHiiM^i^ airat mnftwitfl, i

<1 «m^4. itwi-Prar * afr
* »rftW 5^ ma>t

H^Nfft i Aw tPMfi «ig*ift A »nfipmir 1 wtsrai

^Hvif it 1^ Aw ^ ^ t

—

^ift finiV^KVlf^, f^' m 5WT

Awi!fc*rfwg*n»i, mu;, jwwt ^ g aiw ^

f^, «n?:, ft? *

sww:i ?r i(\^ m?»tmTTO, anartW^ I

qm *1^1^
.52 '

gt fti» ^R.*^(^ 11

^ afTwr t,
'

^,«tw

^WT? 5^ tn^ai fw An: ^ #t pi At Ttm f 1 w

ftr^ ^ ^IPk pr«^T ^ ^

^

it ti^ 1 1 W5w ( <^’» ) A ?rm aiT #tw

ftuft fi«T A SWT wjitH tSt anit 1
(««i aataw

«qT^ ^ »ft ftra ^T ?rp %) ?TmsT t ^twn gm^ t,

wn At 35a ^iwii^iwfa A sErai it aft «t aTftPW*

sn^)fATTAsnrei Ataiwtwmsi

mwAri Armtiw^ ^



^ ftWT t, ^ ^ 3^ ^
qH f4Wgq ^f ?nT an«i, »rfsif ^ an^, ^
fwi 51^ «KT »nm?: ^nwar ^rd

fiiwi»?i 1 1” spi 'ifT wTRcw »ig ^ ’ift ftrar

1 1 ^ t ^ ^-*15^ l?r ’(TO ^ Se

1

1

“nTQi^ '

ig<q RiCT^ ftrar «t5wi: gqqr: srar^ H

?^rt »tii 5^ t^- •

^ # WTHS^ q^^Trfi fI irf^ ^ ^ »I?r^

iRrmt ^ aR^nunft, 5it^ ^ ^ ^

wT^^sr qi<^^i5ft, wT^wn^i; ^ ?r??n^ qft

?WT «h1f^qg^ ^T ^rft 1^ ^ ^ ^
^^ ^waimt ^ g^ 1

1

q>it^^ra- ^ Ht ?gf^ q>T ^ f>? ^3^ ^ jww

t “?r5^ wi^flr 5{p-^ 't^^t ^ !(t

^ %<? #1 f^T? qr?:^ ^ i

^ *T?rr 3^*3^

fTwr wq^ ^ »fr wftw wt3Rgft, qm^>

^T q5TO qR?n ft «rT I

%m fn 501# ^ wjp5n?; q»t qftwqi jwt?: ^ «?:

I
—“sjiqq ?rf?rR ^ ^ '^fqg q?: l® wq^qqs

flrf^i iiii ftnwfr qi ^nsr fft 3^ ^ ^nqwr-Mq ^
qjf^ 1

1”

m ^ ^ gfq w q^H

qi^fq—

“miniitsw ^•

qqw qjqq: q’prt jgjt qmnm”

«q^ mirar, t?q ^
4w ^ qwnqr nqi 1 1 ftw t ftf mqq-^nnqi



m^ i Jrrsw, t?*r ^
ftwi^ flfftww t I ?if fra ^ ftrsTira t 3W^
foS *ft ( Hm 5&T^ JRTf^ flf ftret t

)

# iff fir«rra f i f< ’raf ffti sfiftiraf

ftf^TO ^ 5ira> t; ^ 51^ fraro, ^^ ftr^

^ firf^ ¥r*ft

t, fff €t wf^ ^ *TTiraT f^t I

gm ^R ^T ^ fJT^f »Tt aRfRT Scftg t I

fi^ srrariff, ^ ^

t I ^ f^T^ra t ^ ^ ftrat ^
^ 1 1 iro ^i flt ^ f? ftrsTRt 1%

tr f?: t I ^ f f?t ^•
f!?RRrT^ t ftRTT 'Tfjff I »rar t f% ^ f# fft

^TW f t ft ft fffi ^ ^ m«r ^Rgfef fR ftift

jRf Jiif # ^^fi f^^raw fr ^ fiw,^ ^ ^

wift ^ 5f| fT? ^T ft srnft t, fwt ftft ^ ^ fcfe,

fwit ffWT fRfftrff wfRTT «t ran ^ 1

1

«jg»rra ff^ ?nK^ t ftt ^t nrf^ft ^ rh ^ 'R #>it*T

^ wfRT ^ ( ? + ? = R f^Rra^ I ^ fiftB ir JiTO

^ 'R, ^3^ ^ »n ^f^ wh wTft f ff[ iwira

«R wfRT ift fT«!i^ frarar ms ^fft, writo 'W

wup ^ 5TTf at ?ifti5 ^ flora?:w ww*«i^ 1

1

?RT ffft %Rra # frraft' flf R»nft snftr alt ^ Rw Rirra

Rife gaf f>T #R>ir -raa fifi »T?n t i P*" ^a?«r ^ Rt rriir
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THE ATTITUDE OF HINDU^SCRIPTURES
TOWARDS SOCIAL REFORM

As a result of the impact of the ideas of the East and the

West that took place towards the middle of the last cen-

tury, a considerable thought ferment was produced in the

Hindu society, giving rise to the question of social reform.

The cause of social reform had the usual vicissitudes during

the subsequent decades. Recently, however, it has received

a sudden impetus by the realisation, on the part of the present

political leaders, of the fact that the national movement can

succeed only if it is based on broad-based democracy^ and

assures equal civic and political rights and opportunities to

all, irrespective of their castes and creeds. Political leaders

and organisations have begun to advocate a number of appar-

ently heterodox views like the removal of imtouchability

with a zeal and persistence so intense and sincere, that the

usually supine and inactive conservative sections of society

have been aroused from their lethargy, and are constrained to

aver that they can appreciate Swarajya only if it guaran-

tees the continuance of what they regard to be the

Sandtana Dharma, This •Sandfana Dharma, they main-

tain, would not tolerate any of the innovations in the

social structure which are saught to be popularised and

enforced through the medium of the legislature, either as

being beneficial in themselves, or as essential in a democratic

age and society. The position of the average Hindu, who
has a due regard for his scriptures, but is nevertheless alive to

the needs of the times, has thus become very perplexing.

He finds that while the custodians of the old religion and

tradition aver that there can be practically no reform in

""the social and socio-religious customs, traditions and insti-

tutions, the advocates of reform adopt quite a utilitarian

attitudl^ and hardly care to enquire whether the changes

they propose are in consonance with the spirit, if not with

W
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the letter, of the iscriptures. In the present article it is

proposed ‘to make (a scientific enquiry into the attitude of

the scriptures towards the question of Social Reform. It

may be obrerved at*' the outset that I do not propose to ex-

amine what the Sdstras have to say about any particular

problem of reform, but to enquire whether the Srutis and

Smrtis contemplate the possibility or advisability of change

or reform in the social structure and institutions which they

have ordained and described.

A detailed enquiry into the attitude of the Srutis to-

wards this question is not necessary. Srutis are no doubt

very important in the realm* of • ritualism, Sanskdras, and

philosophy, but they do not lay down any direct injunc-

tions on social and socio-religious questions like the age of the

bride, or the permissibility or otherwise of untouch-

ability, or intercaste dinners or marriages. Hence

it is that when commentators and Nibandha^writcrs want

to advocate a particular course of conduct, they hardly ever

cite any Sruti authority relied upon for the purpose; they

are usually content with citing a series of Smrti texts.

Inferences are no doubt possible from arthavdda statements

in Srutis, but they would be by no means always in conso-

nance with the views of the Smrtis or of the conservative

sections of the present society: Theoretically Sruti is no

doubt more authoritative than Smrti; but the social cus-

toms and institutions had considerably changed in the Smrti

period, and it is interesting to observe how occasionally even

orthodox Smrti and Nibandha-writers practically set aside

the views of Srutis. The Pdraskara-Grbya-Sutra^ prohibits

dancing and music to the Sndtaha, although it is aware of, and

even quotes a Sruti passage, permitting the same. Devana-

bhatta follows Vydghra-Smrti and prescribes Pitrtarpam

after the morning bath in opposition to the Sruti injunction

that the Pitrkdrya is to be performed after midday*.

Mitramisra candidly admits that the Rg-veda disapproves

*Smritic4ndnkjii Aimhi-kanda, p. 295
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of adoption but prefers to follow Yaststha-smrti which per-

mits it®. Similarly, certain practices •kt the Sautrdmani

sacrifice, he observes, are not to be followed though pres-

cribed in the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd, for they are prohibited

in the Kali age\ A little later in the same section Mitra-

mika refuses to subscribe to the natural corollary of the

Sruti passage ^Ndvedavin manute tarn hrbantam* that the

Sudras can have no knowledge of Atman and are therefore

ineligible for spiritual salvation; he follows the views of the

Smrtis and Puranas and, declares that emancipation is not

denied to them. It is true that in all these and similar cases

where the Nibandha-writers differ from the Sruti rules, they

try to justify their procedure on some ground or other;

but to an impartial mind their reasons on these occasions

appear rather as excuses. It may not be difficult to find

similar justifications for most of the reforms that are being

advocated at present by the politician or the reformer.

The present-day social and socio-religious customs are

mainly based upon the rules laid down in the Smrtis. Let

us see what is their attitude towards the question of intro-

ducing innovations in their own rules and regulations.

An enquiry into this problem is beset with many diffi-

culties. The very connotation of the term Smrti has

changed in the course of centuries. From certain passages

in Apastamba Dharma Sutra\ Gautama Dharma Siltra^ and

Manu-smrtp discussing the sources of Dharma, the corollary

is inevitable that the term Smrti originally indicated,

not the Dharmasdstra literature, but social rules and con-

ventions as remembered by the wise and the pious persons.

These rules, when later embodied in the form of books, came
to be known as Smrtis^ because for a long time they existed

only in the memory of the elders of the society.

*Vtramitrodayaf paribhasi section, pp. 25
^ W.

‘Dbarmajnasamayah pramdmm vedMca, I, 1.1-2.

*Vedo dharmamidam, Tadvidam ca*smrtistle I. 1.1-2.

'VfdctkMo dhmnsmiilMm mrtiiile ca tadvidam, II, 6.
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Even*^i£ we ac<?ept the present connotation of the term

Smrti, we have to face the fact that there exist today more

than 50 Smrtis, and ample evidence is available to show

that their number was much greater in the past. The

Yiramitrodaya of Mitramisra, the different Mayukhas of

Nilakantha, and the Nirnayasindhu of Kamalakarabhatta

refer to or quote from 57, 97, and 131 different Smrtis

respectively. Several annonymous Smrti writers are further

introduced by the commentators with word W ca

smaryate*. The outlook and views of these different writers

is not always the same. Many cliim to be inspired sages,

while some others, like the author of the Apastamba Dharma

Sutra, one of the earliest works on the Dharma-Sastra,

frankly confess that they are ordinary human beings, giv-

ing in a book form the conventions about social customs

and etiquette prevailing among the respectable sections of

the society.® The question of the relative authority of these

Smrti works has to be considered before we discuss their

views about the possibility of reform. It will be seen that

the way itself in which this problem was solved throws

considerable light on the possibility of reform.

Some Smrtis like the Cdrvdka and Buddha Smrtisi®

were easily ruled out of order on the score of their hetero-

doxy. But the problem of the relative authority of the

rest was a diflScult one to solve. Brhaspati and Ahgiras

advanced the view that a Smrti opposed to Manu-Smrti

was to be discarded.'® Parasara claimed that his own Smrti

was to be held authoritative in preference to all the rest, in-

cluding that of Manu". Gobhila advocated that in the case

of difference of opinion the view of the majority should pre-

^asmad tiay&varem na )ayante niymatikramit, I, 5.4-5.

Dbarfnajnasamayah pramamm, Vediiscs, I. 1. 2-3.

These are no longer available.

Tjttoced in Vframstrodaya parihbisi p. 28, Smrticandriki, Sam-
kira-ki^ p« 16, .

T.23.
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vail/^ All these views, however, were fiund inadequate and

inconvenient. The large number of Smrtis, that were writ-

ten in the first millenium of the Chriitian era, owed their

existence not to literary ambition but to the pressing necessity

of having authoritative manuals that would fill in the lacunae

in the earlier works or would be more in consonance with

spirit of the age. Thus to cite a few examples, Kdtydyana-

smrti was written as a supplement to the work of Gobhila."®

The introductory verses of Devala-Smrti make it clear that

it was composed in Sindh sometime after the eighth century

A.D. to meet the new situation created by the military and

proselyting activities of the Muslims. The needs of the Sindh

situation could hardly have been met by consulting over and

over again Manu or Parasara. A new Smrti was necessary and

the society saw to it that it was forthcoming. As new Smrtis

were thus being composed to fill the lacunae in the old ones or

to meet the needs of new exigencies, the view that in case of

difference of opinion, either Manu or Parasara or the majority

was to be followed was found to be inconvenient. Kumarila

in his Tantravdrtika, therefore, advanced the historically cor-

rect view that in the case of difference of opinion among
the Smrtis an option was to be assumed. The position of

the Smrticandrika is also th^ same^\ Medhatithi goes a step

further and declares that the usual list of the authoritative

Smrtis is not exhaustive, and that even today a new Smrti

can be composed which would be authoritative for the pos-

terity^'^. It was this theory that all the Smrtis were equally

^^VrrocJho yatra vdkydndm prdmdnyam tatra bhnyasdmi Tulyapra-^

mdnakatve tu nydya evam praktrtitah. Ill, 149.

’^Cf. Athdto Gobhiloktdndmanyesdn caiva kjarmafMm\ Aspas-

tdndm vidh'im samyag dariayisye pradfpavat\ I, 1.

“Cf. Vikalpa eva hi nydyyastvlyakaksdpramdnafahy p. 403.

^Srutidvaidham tu yatra syddityanena smrtyorvirodhe*pi vikalpa

ityuktam bhavati, Ata eva smrtyadhikdre Gautamah: ^Tulyabalavitodhe

vikalpah*.

^“Medhatithi on Manu II, 6. *Adyatve ya evamvidhagunairyukta

idrUinaiva hetuna granthamupanibadhnivdt sa uttare^dm 'Manvddiijiti

pram&nam sydt,

81
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authoritatiive that ( simplified the task of the medieval

Nibandha-^vit^rs, They found that current social customs

no longer rigidly conformed to any set of rules given in any

one particular Smrti. They therefore prepared their

digests by quoting only from such texts, the rules in which

were still current. The recognition of the principle, that an

option was to be assumed in case of difference of opinion

among the Smrti writers, coupled with the fact that Smrtis

continued to be composed down to the Muslim period with

a view to meet the needs of new situations, makes it clear

that Hindu social institutions and customs were never static;

they were dynamic and were governed according to rules

which were often changed by the succeeding Smrti writers,

with a view to bring them more in conformity with the spirit

of the age.

An examination of the material sources of Dharma, as

given by the Smrtis, will also throw considerable light on the

question of their attitude towards the possibility or advis-

ability of change in the rules laid down by them. After

mentioning Srutis and Smrtis most of the Smrti works refer

also to saddeara and parisad as sources of Dharma, a fact

which shows clearly that they did not intend their rules about

social customs and institutions to be applicable for all times to

come. It is no doubt true that they have put certain limita-

tions with reference to sadacara and parisad; it will, how-

ever, appear from the following discussion that the recogni-

tion of these as sources of Dharma has made the Hindu social

institutions living organisms.

Some writers like Vasistha’^ no doubt maintain that

sadacara means the conduct of a person who is practically

above all human infirmities, and that, it is to be followed

only if it is not opposed to the dictates of the Srutis and

Smrtis. In practice, however, the state of affairs was con-

siderably different. It will become at once plain that the

conduct of a as described by Vasistha is hardly likely
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to throw any light on topics of social coAtroversy? Sadacara

really meant social customs and practices approved and

followed by the higher sections of sodiety. This becomes

abundantly clear from Baudhayana’s description of the ob-

served fivefold differences between the contemporary prac-

tices of the south and of the north^'**. In the south society

had given its seal of approval to the marriage with the

daughter of a maternal uncle and paternal aunt; in the north

trade in wool, enlistment in the army, going out to foreign

countries for commerce, etc., were common. These prac-

tices were opposed to the.Sastfic rules on the point, but they

were permissible, says Baudhayana, in their respective locali-

ties as they were sanctioned by sadacara. It is therefore clear

from Baudhayana that Sadacara was not the conduct of a

person who had attained spiritual realisation; it embodied

current social practices followed by the respectable persons

which were often opposed to the general tenor of the Smrti

rules.

It is sadacara in the sense of approved social customs

and traditions which was the main source of Dharmasastra.

No doubt in theory the Smrtis are believed to be based on

Srutis, but even ancient writers, when pressed to demonstrate

the truth of this theory had -to confess that, in some cases

at any rate, the requisite Sruti passage had to be assumed to be

belonging to a version no longer in existence’®. His-

torically this may have been true in some cases, but the

argument reminds us of the position of a litigant sum-

moning a dead witness and then maintaining, that if he were

alive, he would have supported his case. Early works like

Apastamba Dharma Siitra enable us to realise to what a large

extent Smrti rules were based on sadacara as above defined.

This work distinctly says that the rules given therein were

based upon Sruti and social conventions as accepted by the

righteous^®. Apastamba argues that after all we have to rely

“T, 1, 18 ff.

"Cf. Jaiminiya-nydya-mdla-vistara, II, 3, Iff.

“Cf. Dharmajnasamayah pramdmm, Vedakay I, 1, 1-2.
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on sadacd^a in soc(al and socio-religous matters.^^ For,

Dharma and Adharma do not stalk abroad in a corporeal form

announcing themseh^es for the benefit of humnity: nor do

gods, manes or Gandharvas help us in the matter. Under

these circumstances we must regard that as Dharma which is

praised by the Aryas, and that as Adharma which is con-

demned by them. The view of the Mahdbhdrata is also the

same.““ The Great Epic draws the natural corollary from

this position and states that saddeara cannot be defined with

accuracy, for what is saddedra in one case may be the reverse

in another.*^ •
r

That saddedra really meant the customs and traditions

prevailing in the respectable sections of society will become

further clear from the way in which the Smrtis sometimes

supplement their own rules. AAvaldyana Grihya Sufra"^,

when proceeding to describe the marriage ritual, observes

that local customs are numerous and various and that these,

though not mentioned in his manual, ought to be followed

in practice. Baudhdyaiia Dharma Siitra'' lays down some

rules regarding Asauea or post-mortem impurities and adds

that popular customs were to be followed in matters not

mentioned by him. Apastamha Dharma Sittra''^\ while treat-

ing of the same topic, recommends that the mourners should

do what ladies advise them to perform. It is thus clear that

saddedra, which formed the main material source of Smrtis,

was not the conduct of persons who had conquered their

lower self; it was made up of customs and traditions approved

^Na dharmadbarman carat yaavdm svdb. Na devagandharvah

pitara ifydeaksate ayam dharmo'yamadharma iti. Yam tvaryah

kfiyamanam prasamsanti sa dharmab yam garbantc so*dhartnab, I, 7, 6-7.

^Tarko*pratistbab srutayo vibbinnd naiko muniryasya vacah

pramdnam; Dbarmasya tatvam pihitain guhdyam mabdjano yena gatasss

pantbdb, Vanaparvan, 3, 3, 117.

hi sarvabitab kascidacarab sampravartafe.

Yenaivanyah prabhavati so*param badbate punab, XII, 268, 18.

“I, 7, 1.

1 , 5, 131.

"GrafMmetya yat striym dhustat kuryub, II, 6, 15* 100.
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and followed by the respectable sections of society.*

The theory that sadacara was valid only if not contrary

to the dicta of Srutis and Smrtis simply indicated deep rever-

ence for the Sastras, but was by no means always consistent

with actual practice. We have seen already how this is the

natural corollary from the celebrated passage in Baudhayana

Dharma Sutra which describes the five peculiar customs of the

southerners and northerners. But specific concrete instances

from the Smrtis themselves are not lacking. A concrete

case of sadacara overruling a clear Sruti injunction to the

contrary is to be found ir^ Apasfamba Dharma Sutrcf'^ where

the author quotes a passage from Vdjasaneyi Brahmana, en-

joining in the clearest terms Vedic study during a thunder-

storm, but prefers to follow the contrary practice of observ-

ing holidays on such occasions, because it was sanctioned by

Aryasamaya, i.e., sadacara, Brhaspati observes that the cus-

toips of the family, caste, and locality (which together consti-

tute sadacara) were to be enforced by the king in the form in

which they prevailed, for otherwise, subjects would rebeF®.

Mitramisra, while commenting on this passage, observes that

the king has to permit non-scriptural and anti-scriptural

practices, if sanctioned by local usage, because there is no

possibility of the punishmeot of social boycott in cases like

the marriage with a maternal uncle’s daughter in the Deccan

which, though opposed to the scriptures, were yet universally

followed”'’. A verse attributed to Devala by Devanabhatta

but to Bhrgu by Kamalakarabhatta exhorts the king to

follow scrupulously established customs, apparently irrespec-

tive of the consideration whether they were in consonance

”Athdpi Vdjasafjeyi-hrdhman . . , tasmdt stanayati vidyotamdne

adhiyltaiva . . . Evam satydryasamayena vipratisiddham, Adhydydnadh-

ydyam hyupadisanti. Tadanarthakam syddvdjasaneyi-brdhmamm ceda-

vekseta, I, 4, 12, 4 ff.

^Desajdfikiildndm cc yc dharmdh prdk prakirtitadh\ Tathaiva tc

pdlaniyah prajdh praksubhyate*nyathd\\ Jandparaktirbhavafi balam kosas-

ca nasyati. II, 28 ff.

*Cf. Tattaddesavyapakasrutismrtiviruddhdcarane vyavahdra^

pratibandbika saktistajjanyapdpasya nasti,
^
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with the idstras or not®®. According to Sumantu®\ kuldcdra

or family customs, which constitute one variety of sadacara,

are to be followed though they may be opposed to the testi-

mony of all the Sastras put together. Asahaya, while com-

menting upon Narada-SmrN I, 40, adopts the same view and

declares that accepted customs are not to be rejected on the

mere ground that they are opposed to the Sastras®^.

It will be thus seen that by recognising sadacdra as a

source of Dharma, by equating it with the cUsStoms and

practices of the respectable sections of the society and by

preferring them, if necessary, to the older rules contained in

scriptures, Smrtis have tried to avoid the catastrophe of

social and socio- religious institutions being governed by ob-

solete and unsuitable rules and regulations. Sadacdra varied

with time and place; hence it is that Smrtis declare that

Dharma changes with age®®. That at least some of the

Smrtis owe their existence to the anxiety of the thinkers of

the age to have new codes more in conformity with the spirit

and need of the times will be clear from the preamble of

Devala Sifirti^* as also from verses like the one in Pardsara

SmrtP^ which declares that Manu-Smrti was suitable for the

Krta age, Gautama for the Treta, Sahkha-Likhita for

the Dvapara and Parasara for the Kali.

That the Smrtis had anticipated the possibility and ad-

visability of changes becoming necessary in their rules would

become further clear from their recognition of Parhads or

assemblies of the pious and learned as sources of Dharma.

^Smrticandrikay Samskdra-kdnda p. 25.

*^Yatra sdstra^atirbhitittd sarvakarma$u hharafa Tasmirr huUhrama-

yataindcaramdcaredbudhah'i\ Sa ^arlyan mahdbaho sarrasdsfroditadapi..

Quoted in Smrficandrikdy Samakarakanda p. 9.

^Dek dese ya dedrah pdramparyakramdgatah] sa s'dstrarfhabaJdnnaiva

lamghaniyah kadacana.

"Anye krtayuge dharmdstrcfaydm dvapare-pare\ Anye kaliyiigc

nrmm yugarupdnusdratah^^ Parasara, I, 22.

*^Smdhutire sukhastnam Devalam munhattamam]

Sametya munayah sarve idam vaca7iamahruvan\\ 1 .

Bhagavan mlecchanita hi katham iuddhimavapnuyuh 2 .

•I, 24. •
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Most of the Smrtis®® lay down that a Parhad, corfcisting of

about 10 learned and religious persons, was to be the guide of

society in matters which were either doiAtful or not antici-

pated by the Sastras. Taittirlya-upanisad^'^ also states that

when doubts arise as to what is permissible and what is not,

the view of the pious respectable men was to prevail. The

Parhad, as conceived by the Smrtis, had limited functions

because most of the saddeara or dryasamaya was already codi-

fied in the form of Smrtis by that time. In the pre-Smrti

period, Parhad enjoyed the status and influence later

claimed by the Smrtis. U was* then an assemblage or college

of the celebrities of the particular locality or clan, which

was naturally almost the sole custodian of Dharma in its

socio-religious aspect, as the Srutis were generally silent on the

point and Smrtis were yet to come into existence. Like the

modern Plthas of Saiikaracaryas, Parhad used to see that the

rules of Dharma, of which they were the custodians, were

followed by society; they used to punish those who violated

ithem by pronouncing and enforcing social and religous

boycotts against the offenders^^ When dharvta]nasamaya

came to be codified, the Parhad naturally ceased to be a

standing body. Even then for many years it went on func-

tioning and enlightening the*society on points on which the

Smrtis were silent. Nay, Smrtis themselves used to refer

their readers to a Parhad on points not dealt with by them®^.

The decline in the importance of the Parhad owing to

the systematic codification of Dharmasastra was contempora-

neous with the systematic departmentalisation in the Hindu

Polity. However good a code may be, no society or govern-

*®E.g. Gautama, III, 10, 47-8; Manu X 109, etc.

^Atha yadi te vrttavieikitsa va karmavieikitsa va syat, ye tatra

Brdhmandh sammarsino yuktd dyuktd aluksc dharmakamah syuh, yathd to

tatra varteran, tathd tern vartethah. I, 11.

“Cf. Atha asya {abhisastasya) jndfaydh parisadyudapdtram ninaye-

yuh, asau ahamitthambhuta iti, Caritva apah payo ghrtam madhu

lavanamitydrabdhavantam Brdhmamh bruyuh, caritam tvayeti, omiH-

tarah pratydha, Baudhdyana Dharma Sutra, II, 1, 14.

*^Anyadatah parisatsu, Apastamba DbaPma Sutra, I, 3, 11, 37.
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ment czir for a long time afford to dispense with an agency

to review its working and remedy its defects. Parisads being

no longer standing ^bodies had ceased to discharge this func-

tion effectively. We therefore find some works advocating

the appointment of a special minister for the portfolio of

Dharma. The designation of this minister was to be Pandita

according to Sukra and his duty was to survey current and

obsolete social and socio-religous practices, to enquire as to

which of them were sanctioned by the Sastras and which

not, and to advise the king accordingly The Vinayas-

thitisthdpakas under the Imperial Guptas^\ the Dharmdn-

under the Rashtrakutas, and the Dharmapradhanas

under the Cedis^^ were very probably discharging functions

similar to those of the Pandita of Sukra, and guiding the

society about the changes rendered necessary by new exigen-

cies. With the collapse of the Hindu states, the society was

deprived of the guidence of this official agency. The Parisads,

which were formerly discharging this function as we have

seen already, had disappeared as their functions had been

usurped by the minister in charge of religion. The dis-

appearance of the Parisad and Pandita, (i.e., the minister in

charge of Dharma) was mainly responsible for the Hindu

social institutions being governed during the last eight or

nine centuries by rules that were becoming progressively

obsolete and antiquated.

It will be seen from the above discussion that the recog-

nition of saddedra and parisad as sources of Dharma proves

that Hindu Sastras did not regard their rules about social cus-

toms and institutions as too sacrosanct to be touched by the

posterity. They were not only far-sighted enough to recog-

nise that changes in their rules would become necessary, but

*®Cf. Vartamandsca prdclnd dharmah ke lokjtsamsritdh, sdstresu kt

samuddishfa virudhyante ca ke*dhund, Lokaiastraviruddha ye

astdn vicintayet, Nripam samhodhayettatra paratreha sukhapradaib*

n, 99—100.

“A. S. R. 1903-4, p. 109.

-E. I. XI p. 276.

-J. A. S. B. XXXI p. fl6.
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they have also described the machinery which society was

to use for the purpose. Hindu society was making use of

that machinery or its equivalent down €o the Muslim times

and was, therefore, a living and vigorous organism. The

present-day complications have arisen because the social

machine has been practically left neglected and unrepaired

for the last eight hundred years. Faced with the present

social and socio-religious problems which are threatening its

integrity and solidarity, Hindu society would be acting, not

only in a suicidical but also anti-scriptural manner, if it

refuses to get them, investigated by modern Hstas like

Mahatma Gandhi or Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya with a

view to follow the solution proposed by them. Personages like

those just mentioned, who have deep reverence for the an-

cient culture, tradition and civilisation, and who also realise

the needs of the present situation have, according to the Smrti

view, every right to give rulings on doubtful or new points.

In the cases of conflicts between the Sastric text, as in the

case of the marriagable age of the bride, they have a right,

according to Vyasa, to pronounce which of the texts are to

be preferred in the present age'*^ Nay, when we remember

the dictum of Manu that even Dharma is to be abandoned if

it leads to unhappiness on is hated by the population in

generaP'', the present day Parmd of shfas would be justified

even in recommending a course of conduct which, though

going against the letter of any particular Sastric text, may be

now found to be in the best interest of Dharma and society.

May it be hoped that the leading lights of Hinduism will

realise this duty imposed upon them by Smrtis and meet in a

Parhad to review the whole situation and pronounce their

authoritative views on the points of the present-day contro-

versies? ^ 5 Altekar

**Tasmadvifodhe dharmasya niscitya guruldghavam\ Yato

bhuyastaio vtdvdn kurydddharmasya niriMyam\\ Vydsa quoted in

Smriicandrikd, Samskdrakdnda p. 17.

^Parityajedarthakdmau yau sydtdm dharmavarjitau\ Dharmafnapya^

sukhodarham lokavidvhtameva ca\\ IV, 17%,
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THE POSITION OF UNTOUCHABLES IN
SANATANA DHARMA

The subject of the entry of the untouchables into

Hindu Temples is causing great anxiety to people interested

in the political progress of the Hindus. The fortunate thing

is, it must be acknowledged at the outset, that the untouch-

ables themselves arc not under any circumstances going to

leave the Hindu society. They may resort to Satydgraha

and the severely orthodo^f Hindus may oppose them not only

with abuses but bricks and stones. But they are determined

to remain Hindus as they really arc, and not to go over to

any other religion or found a new society altogether. For

this very reason, I think, they will succeed in their righteous

attempt, though it may take some time yet. We do not,

however, think that this time will be the esablishment of

Swaraj in India as Mahatmaji sa>^s, probably with a purpose.

For Swaraj will not dictate to any religion much less to the

Hindu society. We must, therefore, try to induce the

orthodox Hindus to admit the untouchables to their full pri-

vileges by convincing them of the necessity and propriety of

such a step.

The question has two aspects, the historical and the reli-

gious. So far as history goes, it is generally agreed that the

Aryans came to India about 6,000 years ago and settled in

the vast country which was only partially inhabited by an

earlier people, gradually from the Punjab down to Cape

Comorin. The previously settled non-Aryan people were

gradually incorporated into the political entity as Sudras and

the whole people became what is now known as the Hindu

nation. One portion of these people lived outside the Aryan

villages, or we may put in the other way and say, that the

Aryans founded their own villages by the side of those

of the aborigines and the Aryan villages were more cleanly

than the latter. The Hindus, as well-known, consist of

653
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four Varijas or colours and the Sudras being black in com-
plexion were not admitted to marriage relations, though the

other three Aryan Varnas based on difference of profession

intermarried among themselves, being of the same race and

complexion. Some of the Sudras were treated as unfit for

being touched on sacred occasions, as they were of low pro-

fessions and uncleanly habits and they were not allowed to

reside in Aryan villages. These were called Canddlas, who
subsequently became tlie type of untouchables in later time.

The Sudras were not allowed to learn the Vedas as they

really could not do it; but they were allowed to learn the

Vedantic doctrine as is evidenced by the story of the Sudra

king Janasruti in the Upanisadas. The Bhagavadgifa ad-

mitted the Sudras and even the Candalas called Pdpa-yonh

to the Bhakftmdrga or the path of devotion, and through it

to Moksa, as is clear from the line i I few

^ These people were up to

this time kept apart in social intercourse solely for their

unclean professions.
*

Some of the non-Aryans lived in separate villages and

had even kings or chiefs of their own. They were generally

called Ntsadas. We find in the Kdmdyana that the Nisada

king Guha was a chief who lived on the ganges and who was

a friend of Rama and his father. He and his men were

certainly then not untouchables. In the Mahabharata story,

Matsyagandha was even married by an ancestor of the Pan-

davas. She was the daughter of a Dasa chief or fisherman

chieftain. The Nisadas and the Dasas were killers of animals

and fish and lived on them. How these also subsequently

became untouchable we will presently show.

All the non-Aryans whether they lived in Aryan Villages

or outside them or in villages and communities of their own

were treated as Sudras. The best proof of this is that

Pi^ini has a Sutra in which he treats even the latter as Sudras

for he speaks of two sets of Sudras, the Niravasita (those

kept out) and the Aniruvasita (those not kept out) . Thty
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were all Sudras and the Hindu society has no fifth varna,

the word paitchama being used later. Even in the Purusa-

medha list of chapter XXX of the Whittf*Yajurveda there arc

only four castes mentioned. There are mentioned many pro-

fessions and of the lowest class we have Dasa, Kaivarta,

Dhivara and Candala. But they are Sudra still (see our

History of Sanskrit Literature, Sec. 1, page 150). The

Dhivaras and the Nisadas were not untouchables as we have

already shown from the Rdindyana and the Mahdbhdrata.

They became so in later times for the following reason.

When Buddhism waS supplanted, it left a legacy which

Hinduism took up with great zest, namely the doctrine of

Ahinsd. Not only were the most uncleanly professions now

treated as untouchable but all those which involved any

killing of life. The Nisada, the Dhivara, the washerman and

others, not to speak of the Candalas, were now treated as

untouchables and these are listed in several Smrtis. The

Candalas alone were formerly kept out of the village, but all

these though living in villages were now banned as un-

touchables. When animal sacrifices were performed, even

Brahmins did the duty of cutting the sacrificed animal.

After the down- fall of Buddhism about 800 A.D. all des-

troyers of life were treated as untouchables, including the

butchers.

But this historical dissertation cannot satisfy the ortho-

dox mind and we must examine how the position stands so

far as sdstra is concerned. It is clear that dealings in public,

entry into temples, places of general resort such as railways

etc., are enumerated in a Smrti as places and occasions where

untouchability does not exist. The position is thus clear.

In the ^rst place there is no fifth ^arna in the Hindu So-

ciety/ Secondly, the above

dictum of Devala allows untouchables entry into temples

without any fear of sin. There are no doubt provisions in

certain Agamas which require the imtouchables not to come

within a certain limit of temples.* But Agamas are not
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binding on all. Indeed they are not mentioned among the

dharma-muks being neither Sruti nor Smrti. They are

binding only on thi^ir followers and not on Sanatanists. It

is clear that Dharmasastra properly interpreted, though it

does not sanction intermarriage or interdining, plainly sanc-

tions social and political intercourse as also entry into temples

to untouchables.

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviyaji has suggested that these

untouchables may be converted into touchables by preaching

to them the mantra ‘ ^ ’ This is no

doubt a remedy which will satisfy many orthodox Sanata-

nists. But we think even this is not necessary. Every sincere

Sanatanist must consent to this reform with a clean con-

science on the authority of Devala. It may be noted that

every sect dissenting frm Sanatana school has done away

with untouchability, beginning from the Mahannbhavas of

the 11th century down to the Aryasamajists of the 19th. It is

in the interest of the Hindu society, therefore, that it should

give no cause for further dissentions, but admit untouchables

to their due privileges.

C. V. Vaidya



DECLINE OF BUDDHISM

Eliot^ in his “Hinduism and Buddhism” is at a loss to

account for the disappearance of Buddhism in the land of

its birth, so he takes it to be almost a phenomenon. It is

really a mystery that the religion which has acquired the

greatest multitude of adherents outside India should be ex-

tinct in India. Eliot has devoted a chapter to it and has

succeeded in finding out some of the important causes and

M.M. Hara Prasad Sastri has thrown out some important

hints here and there. Like Buddhism the causes of its decline

have disappeared.

It is a common dictum that Buddhism is a revolt against

Hinduism. It is obvious that Hinduism—specially the philo-

sophy of the Upanisads—is the essence of Buddhism and

this has been conclusively demonstrated by Edmund Holmes

in his “Creed of Buddha”. If Buddhism was a revolt, it

was a revolt against the ritualistic hotch-potch of Hinduism.

Some corruptions had crept into Hinduism—such as the auto-

cracy of the priestly class, their cruelty and blood-shed in the

sacrifice of animals and the galling humiliation of those who

had the misfortune to be placed outside the pale of the twice-

born classes. They had ignored the doctrines of the Upa-

nisads and wanted to chain the minds of the people with

elaborate rituals, sacrifices and mummeries. Oldenberg^ has

rightly said. 'The blood of the sacrificial victim no longer

brings reconciliation to the dismayed and erring heart of man;

new ways are sought and found to overcome the enemy within

the heart and to become pure, whole and happy. So they

dreamed morbid and proud dreams of that which is beyond all

time and of the peculiar government which is within these

everlasting realms’.

^Hinduism and Buddhism, Vol. II, Chapter XXIV, pp. 107-26.

^Buddha, p. 3.
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Dr. yagore® in his “Main currents of Indian History'*

points out that Buddhism indicates the revlot of the K^tryas
against the predomjnance of the Brahmans. The cravings

of the spirit in man could no longer be satisfied in the per-

formance of Vedic rituals. Oldenberg^ says “Invariably,

when a nation has been in a position to develope its intellectual

life in purity and tranquility through a long period of time,

there recurs that phenomenon, specially observable in the

domain of spiritual life, which we may venture to describe

as a shifting of the centre of gravity of all supreme human
interests from without to within;^ an old faith which pro-

mised to man somehow or other by an offensive and defen-

sive alliance with godhead, power, prosperity, victory, sub-

jection of their enemies, will, sometimes by imperceptible

degrees and sometimes by great catastrophes be supplanted

by a new phase of thought whose watchwards are no longer

welfare, victory, dominion, but rest, peace, happiness and

deliverance.”

So it appears that Buddhism was a reaction against the

ritualism of the Vedic religion.

Paul Dahlke in his “Buddhist essays” has happily hit

upon the idea that Buddhism flourished most luxuriantly

in the sunshine of great dynasties. Buddha received the

patronage of Bimbisara and Ajatasatru. But for Asoka

Buddhism might have shared the fate of so many local cults

of India. It was Asoka who made it world religion.
,

It

was Kaniska who gave it a new lease of life when Parsva

and Asvaghosa developed Mahayana in Peshawar. It was

a Tsong-sam-Gampo who introduced Buddhism in Tibet and

it was Emperor Mingti who made it the religion of China.

The Pala kings of Magadha were its last patrons in India.

Royal patronage has often been the main factor for the

success of Buddhism.

When Megasthenes was at the court of Chandragupta

*Vitwabbarati quarterly, Vol. I.

^Buddha p. 3.
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Buddhism could count only a handful of follower^. When
Fahian visited India, Buddhism was flourishing side by side

with Brahmanism. But it was never the predominant reli-

gion in India except perhaps for a short period in the reign

of Ak)ka. When Yuan Chwang and Ftsing visited India in

the 7th century, decline had set in and many monasteries

were in ruins. Gautama became Buddha at Gaya, and

preached his new doctrine at Sarnath near Benares. Magadha

was the centre of Buddism and it remained till the end of the

12th century, i.e., from the time of Bimbisara to that of

Govindapala, though the.cenure shifted from time to time

as has been pointed out by R. Kimura^ (1) Magadha, (2)

Central India (Madhya Desh)—^Kosambi, Mathura Avanti,

(3) Andhra period Paithan, 232 B.C. to 1st century A.D.

(4) Kashmir (Gandhara) 232 B.C. to 1st century A.D. (3)

Kosala, 2nd and 3rd century A.D. (6) Ajodhya, period 4th

to 3th century (7) Nalanda, period 3th to 10th century, (8)

Uddanta-Vikramasila, period 10th to 12th century.

When Yuang Chwang visited India Nalanda was at the

zenith of its glory. Traditons of Nalanda still enchant the

mind of Hindu India. Yuang Chwang left India in 64S,

Harsha died in 648. Then followed a Nepalese invasion.

FTsing was at Nalanda in 68^. Then followed anarchy which

was terminated by Gopala who ascended the throne of Vanga

about 740 A.D. From 683 to 740 we do not know what

had happened in India. Probably it was a bolt from the

blue; Nalanda was destroyed. This is a dark period in Indian

history. The Nepalese had invaded India but there is no

mention that they destroyed the Nalanda monastery. The

Arabs were in Sindh in 712, but there is no evidence that

they came to Magadha. Sten Konow has ventured a guess

that there was an incursion of the Goths in India. But

he does not give (possibly he can not give) the definite data.

The Goths, the Vandals and the Huns destroyed the Roman

*R. Kimura—Shifting of the centre of Buddhism in India Cal.

Uvdv.—Journal of the Deptt. of letters VoV I, pp. 12-48.
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empire ii^the 5 th century. The Huns invaded India at the

same time, but they were expelled from India in 533 by

Yasodharman Vikr^maditya as the Mandasor inscription

proves. In the Samba-Purana, probably composed in the

10th century, there is reference to a Magian invasion of

India. But so far there is no archaeological or numisipatic

evidence to support this Pauranic tradition. Vandalistic

spirit, however, is evident in the destruction of Nalanda. But

who were these Vandals? Unless we come to know for cer-

tain as to how and by whom Nalanda was destroyed it will

be difficult to account for the. disappearance of Buddhism in

India.

Nalanda still remains buried under the earth, the

treasures of Indian Buddhism are in Tibetan and Chinese

translations. The excavation of Nalanda and a minute study

of Tibetan Tangur and Kangur as well as Chinese Mss can

only help us to decipher the various causes which led to the

decline of Buddhism in India.

But still we need not despair. We can trace some of

the main causes which led to its decline and disappearance.

Sir Alfred Lyall in his ‘‘Asiatic Studies” is astonished to find

the absorbing and assimilating power of Hinduism. V. A.

Smith also testifies to this remarkable trait of the Hindu mind.

It is difficult to detect any foreign element in Hindu culture

because of this peculiar feature.

A river is fed by a tributary and sometimes it branches

off and falls into the sea. If Hinduism can be compared to

a river, Buddhism branched off from Hinduism and served

as a tributary in the end and broadened its outlook.

It reminds us of the function of the lymphatic gland in

Physiology. If any poison enters into the finger there deve-

lopes an abscess in the arm-pit. This abscess saves the whole

body from the poison and then vanishes. So Buddhism ap-

peared and disappeared. In every religion when corruption

sets in, the reformers appear from time to time. In Chris-

tianity we find Luther, ^^vin, Knox, Wesley, and Channing,
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in Hinduism we have Buddha^ Samkaracarya, Chaitanya,

Ram Mohan Ray, Dayananda and Vivekananda.

Let us see when did the decline begih. With the rise of

the Guptas and the revival of Neo-Hinduism began the de-

cline of Buddhism. It flourished for sometime under Har-

sarvardhana but with the destruction of Nalanda the decline

became rapid. The Pala Kings of Magadha gave it a new*^

lease of life when a batch of scholars went to Tibet from

the monastries of Odantapuri and Vikramasila and gave fresh

stimulus to the Tibetan Buddhism. The great scholar Dipan-

kar Srijnan (Atisha) went to-Tibet in 1041. Muhammad
Bakhtiyar destroyed Odantapuri and Vikramasila and de-

feated Indradyumnapala, the last Pala King of Magadha.

Thus perished Buddhism in Bihar.

Now we have to face a question. How far persecution

was responsible for the fall of Buddhism. Buddhism is a

religion of love, of non-resistance and of resignation. The

description of the destruction of the Magadhan monastries

as given by Mohammedan historians betrays the painful fact

how helpless and stoical were these clean-shaven Buddhist

monks. If India in the 12th century had been Buddhist she

would have succumbed to Islam at a single blow as China

did under Kubla Khan. Turkistan, Balkh, Beluchistan, Af;;^

ghanistan and Khotan were Buddhist countries and we know

how in a few years they embraced Islam. This also happened

to Java. India might have shared the same fate if her people

in the 12th century were Buddhists. Fortunately, it was

Hindu India and she was not conquered at Tarain. The

crescent had to fight inch by inch for full four centuries

to bring India under the Moslem yoke.

Hinduism has seldom resorted to persecution for the sake

of faith. Buddhism has seldom been persecuting. The

reasons are not far to seek. Rudolph Von Ihering in his

“Evolutiott of the Aryan” has pointed out how monotheism is

persecuting while polytheism is not. One who believes in

many gods does not mind if there i^ a fresh addition, whik
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monotheifm will never tolerate the existence of a second god.

So Javeh is a jealous god. The old Testament is devoted

to worship of Javehf so the Christians in spite of the 'Sermon

of the Mount’ imbibed this persecuting spirit of Javeh.

The Arab and the Jews belong to the Semitic race. Moham-

mad borrowed freely from Jewish mythology so the persecut-

ing spirit of Javeh entered into Islamic faith.

There is doubt if Buddhism ever resorted to persecution.

In the Ceylonese chronicles we find that Pryadarsi Asoka

deprived the Brahmans of their property. Some words of

Rupnath, Sasaram and Bairat ’edicts have yet to be explained.

Many a scholar take these words to mean that Asoka betrays

his hatred towards the Brahmans. There has been much blood-

shed for the sake of religious differences. Even in Vaisna-

vism, the religion of love—we find a class called Vira Vaisnab

who fought with the Vira Saivas. In the Deccan there was

constant fighting among the Jainas the Vaisnabs and the

Saivas. King Ajayadeva of Gujarat was a persecutor. But

we do not hear of a persecuting Buddhist king. It is quite

possible that the Buddhist had preference for Buddhist but

that is a human weakness.

The Buddhists were persecuted by Mihiragula. The
0

Buddhists of Kashmir had to suffer much from the persecu-

tion of the Hunas, and of the Mohammedans.

Rhys Davids has tried to prove that the Buddhists were

not persecuted. But we have some positive facts against

this point of view. Sasanka the king of Bengal wanted to

destroy Buddhism and uprooted the Bodhi-tree of Gaya and

destroyed a number of monasteries. He was however de-

feated by Harsavardhan, so the persecution of Buddhism

was checked. In "Sankara Digvijaya” we come across the

name of king Sudhanwa who lent his sword to Sankara

to destroy Buddhism. But "Sankara Digvijaya” was ’bit-

ten in the 11 th century and we have no historic evidence to

prove the existence of Suddhanwa. Sankara took hisl^tand
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on the dialectic ground and vanquished all his riv|ls. We do

not know if he had to take to the sword to defeat the

Buddhist monks.

There is little doubt that Buddhism in Kashmir, Bihar,

Bengal and Orissa had to face the onslaught of Islam and

she could not possibly hold her own. But persecution is not

the main cause of her fall.

In the 7th and 8th centuries appeared Kumarila and

Sankara. Kumarila is said to have been the preceptor as

well as the disciple of Dharmakirti though Kern is not pre-

pared to accept this view. This Dharmakirti was the prin-

cipal of the Nalanda University and was a scholar of all-

India reputation. He was beaten by Kumarila, so he became

Kumarila’s disciple incognito. Then he challenged Kumarila

and defeated him. The immolation of Kumarila in slow fire

is a mystery. In the Shankaradigvi]ay

a

we come across an

expression as to how Kumarila lion killed all the Jina elephants

to re-establish Vedic religion. This may not mean persecu-

tion of the Buddhists. It is not possible and proper to establish

a historical truth on the basis of this metaphor. All this

indicates that Kumarila had a tough fight with the Buddhists

and sometimes he had to meet defeat at their hands.

Then came Sankaracharyya. Ramanuja has called

Sankara “a Buddhist in disguise”. There is some truth in the

statement. Sankara was the disciple of Govindapada, who

was again, the disciple of Gaudapada who was the disciple of a

Buddhist. Sankara was a keen student of the Madhyamika

School and he found a flaw in that system. Nothing indi-^

cates the existence of something. That is a relative term.

The *Sunya Vada’ of Madhyamika School insisted that every-

thing is void, Sankara said that one may have to grope in

the dark and say This is not, that is not’, but there is some-

thing positive and that is Brahma. This is the fundamental

basis of the Adwaitavada.

Many a Buddhist term has crept into Hindu philosophy.

*Dwipadangbarang* is a Buddhist^ term, Sambriti (Maya)
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and Paramartha (Brahma) are Buddhist terms and they have

found their place in Hindu philosophy. Because Sankara

was a great scholar in Buddhist dialectics so he was in a posi-

tion to defeat them so easily. So we find in his commen-
tary to Brahma Sutras so many Buddhistic terms.

Sankara with his Adwaitavada dislodged Buddhism
from its place. But to win over the Buddhists he had to yield

^nd strike a compromise. We have reason to doubt if monas-

tic life existed before the advent of Buddhism. It appears

fko have been a Buddhist innovation. Issar Taylor in his

^‘Ancient Christianity** maintiyns that knowledge of Indian

iMonasticism was possessed by Clement of Alexandria and

[thus he traces the origin of Christian monasticism to that

I of India.

In the Vedic religion there was no room for celibate

monks. Sacrifices could not be performed without a wife.

'So the Vedic religion was for the married house-holders.

After Sankara *s reform, the Buddhist house-holders accepted

the Vedic rituals. As for Bhiksu, Ksapanaka and Sramana

he gave them a new Hindu label. It was a diplomatic move

and this ensured Sankara *s success. It reminds us of the

methods of the Jesuit fathers in China or the missioneries of

Nestorian Christianity in Southern India.

Thus we see how the sword of Mihiragula Sasanka and

Muhammad Baktiyar as well as the triumph of Kumarila and

Sankara in the intellectual platform weakened, if not des-

troyed, Buddhism in northern India. But these are external

causes. Let us now enquire into the internal affairs of

Buddhism.

The soul of Buddhism was in the Sangha (monastery).

This monastic system was an invention of Gautama Buddha.

Its organisation was democratic and Mr. Jayasawal® has tficd

to prove that the Vrijjian republics were formed on the model

of the monastic system of Government. With Buddha

Dhirma and Sangha also received its due wpr|hip from the

^Modern Review \9\h #
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votaries. As long as monastic life was pure, Buddhism was

pure and it won the sympathy and support of the people.

But corruptions began to creep into»’the monastery and

Buddhism also became corrupt and thus it began to lose its

hold upon the people. Free contact of monks and nuns in

the monastery was at the root of all corruptions, and this ate

away the very vitals of Buddhism. Buddha was right in

refusing the admission of women in the monastery. He
knew the human weakness and could foresee what would

happen. When Ananda, his pet disciple, implored him to

ordain Mahaprajapati GotamI ^nd her followers Buddha said^

*‘Ananda, you have curtailed the life of Saddhamma by five

hundreds years”. But still he could not resist the tears

of his step-mother and the request of Ananda. This pro-

phecy proved lit|rally correct in the long run.

If we study Bhikmprdtimoksa and Bhiksuniprdti-

moksa, Mahavagga and Chullavagga we can see the corrup-

tions of monastic life.

Prdtimoksa is a part of Vinaya, probably composed

after the Vibhangas, The monks and nuns commit crimes

after crimes. Buddha censures them mildly and frames rules

for their future guidance. In the Pratimoksa we find the

rules of dicipline for monastic life. These rules are nothing

but those of Brahmacharya, Vanaprastha and Yati or

Sannyasa of Vedic Varnasrama. The Jain monks also follow

the same code. Pandit Vidhusekhar Shastri® has proved

this beyond doubt. We need not go into details. In Vedic

religion there is no subordination or the need of Acharya

and apparently, there was no necessity for the same. In

.the Vedic religion Vanaprastha commences after the 50th

year and Yati after the 70th. But in Budhism one could

be ordained as a Sannaysi at 20. This bears comparison with

Naisdiik Brahmachari and Dandi.

The description of the origin of the foundation of

''Cullavagga ^-1 Kern—^p. 31.

"Introduction to Bhiksu Pritimoksa* and Bhiksuni Pratimoku
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monastery> we find in cullavagga (6- 1.1 -2). The Bhiksus

lived under the trees in the forests, in the caves of hills,

in cremation ground, in open ground and in Palala Kunja.

The green grass was their bed and the blue sky was their

canopy. A rich merchant of Rajgriha was deeply moved at

this and he wished to build a monastery and Buddha ruled

that there should be five kinds of houses for the Bhikshus-

Bihar, Addhyayoga, Prasad, Harmmya, and Guha. Thus

the Bhiksus began to live in beautiful buildings. There

was no such provision for Sannyasis in Vedic religion. It

is a peculiar development in Btiddhism.

Vedic rishis had preached about this Bhiksu cult

before the rise of Buddhism. But nobody built monasteris

for those Bhiksus. So Vedic Sannyasis had little connec-

tion with the house-holders and they seldom depended upon

them. So they could afford to ignore public opinion.

Buddha, however, had to humour public opinion as he had to

look after the interests of the Samgha. As the house-holders

formed one class, so did the Bhiksus and in course of time

there grew up mutual co-operation between the two classes

and in the end the Bhiksus had to depend for their main-

tenance upon the house-holders. So Buddha had to frame

rules acceptable to the society at large. He could not afford

to ignore public opinion.

The Pratimoksa was to be recited on the Uposath day

in the Samgha and its obvious object was to inculcate moral

principles, so that the monks and the nuns might lead

correct life. Uposatha comes from Sanskrit Upovasatha. In

the Vedas we get Darsa and Purnnamas, sacrifices, that is,

the rituals in the new moon and full moon days. The day.

before that is the day of samyama and this is called Upobasath.

In Satapatha Brahmana (1-1. 1-7) it is said that the gods

live in company of the Yajamana on the day previous to the

day in which the Yajna will be performed. So this day is

called Upobasatha. The Jainapanthis fallowed the Veda-

pandiis in the practice nf Upobasatha and even they follow
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it now. According to Buddha’s orders they had^to observe

Upoyasatha on the 14th and Hth day to read the Pratimoksa

on the same day.

In Pratimoksa, Suttavibhanga and Cullavagga we see

how corruptions were rampant in the monastery. The rules

of Pratimoksa are negative. "Do not this or that” this is

the main argument. The monks and nuns commit sin after

sin and rules are framed to check it. To trace the origin of a

rule we find in the Vibhangas so many anecdotes. All of

them may not be true but still the rules indicate that some

such incident must have happened otherwise there would

not have arisen the necessity of a ruling, though sometimes

it happens that a rule is framed in anticipation of future

breach. But there are some rules in Bhiksuni-pratimoksa

(2-5) which no one possible can foresee. So there must

have occurred some event which led to the framing of a

particular rule. We cannot disbelieve all the anecdotes in

the Suttabibhanga. So it appears that chastity as ordained

by Buddha had gone to the dogs. The nuns are engaged in

washing clothes and cooking rice as ordinary maid-servants.

They are often busy in their eleborate toilet and they

often work as shop-keepers. The monks also shared the

same fate and were dragged down to the level of the nuns.

Buddha tried his level best to separate the monks and the

nuns, but he failed.

The corruptions of Bhiksunis were gradually on the

increase and in Samskrit works we get positive proof. In

illicit love an intermediary is necessary. Generally a Bhik-

suni served as an agent in arranging liaisons. In Vatsayayana

sutra we find Bhiksuni, Sramana, and Ksapanera as the

best agents for the meeting of lovers. In Malati Madhava

we find how KamandakI, Avalokita and Buddha-Raksita

forgot their duties as sacred nuns and were busy in stealthily

arranging a marriage. Because such were common occur-

rences of the time so Bhavabhuti introduced them in his

drama.

84
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The illustrations will suffice to prove that Buddha was

justified in refusing the admission of women in monastic

order. The Bhikswnis of Buddhist monasteries, the nuns

of mediaeval Christian monasteries and Nedis or the women

in the Sahajia cult of later Vaisnavism in Bengal demon-

strate the sad truth that free mixture of men and women
even in religious orders is seldom conducive to healthy moral

life.

Let us turn to another aspect. About the time of

Luther one third of Europe belonged to the church. The

Roman catholic priests were ,too busy in the management

of church property and could hardly afford to spare any

time for religious duties. In modern times we see how

the Pandas and the Mohantas lead their lives in India. The

Buddhist monks also were of the same type. These monks,

owners of big property, and lords of a large number of

retainers—often meddled in political intrigues. They often

helped the Buddhist kings against the Hindu kings. There

is reason to believe that at the bottom of Sasahka’s hatred

towards the Buddhists, there might have been some con-

spiracy of the Buddhist Samghas against this ruler of Pan-

chagau^da. When they had power they could not possibly

resist the temptation to abuse it

Thus the Samghas lost its moral force and with it the

sympathy and support of the people. The final blow was

dealt by the Mohammadans who destroyed these monasteries

and burnt the books. Thus the Nemesis overtook them in

the 12th century. With the Samghas fell the main prop

of Buddhism.

We ought to remember another aspect. If we study

the condition of Navadvipa in Bengal before the coming

of Caitanya we find how the intellectuals abused their gifts

in useless discussions. In Europe also we find the school-

men, the sophists, and the gymnosophists abusing their

powers in argument cimini sectores. Such contest often

ended in blows. Recent happenings in Kumbha Mela will
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illustrate the militant sjpirit of some of the sannyasis. Rock-
hill has translated from Tibetan a short account of the

history of Klioten, a Buddhist land^ •*

"Durdharsa, the king of Khoten to atone for all

his sins invited from Pataliputra a Bhiksu named Sirsaka

who asked him to entertain all the Bhiksus throughout

'Jambudvlpa*. On the night of the 15 th the Bhiksus

assembled for confession and they called upon Sirsaka to

repeat the Pi^atimoksa Sutra. But he answered them

"What can the Pratimoksa do for you? What is the good

of a looking glass for a mun whose nose ard ears are cut off?”

Then an arhat called Surata arose and cried with a lion’s

voice: "Bhiksu Sirsaka; Why speak you thus? I am
whole as the Sugata ordained.” Then the Bhiksu Sirsaka

was filled with shame but Agnari the disciple of Sirsaka

said to the Arhat *How dare you speak thus to such an

exalted personage as my master?” Thus enraged he seized a

door-bar with both hands and killed the Arhat: Karnatha,

the Arhat ’s disciple seeing his master killed, inflamed with

anger, took a stick and with it killed the Bhiksu Sirsaka.

All the Bhiksu became enraged and dividing into two

camps they killed each other.” Such were common occur-

ances. Thus we see how the religion of love had degene-

rated.

I shall quote another instance from the same cource^^

"Now when the Bhiksus reached the land of Gandhara they

stayed there for 2 years. In the 3rd year the believing king

died and his kingdom was divided between two sons. One

was a believer and other the follower of Tripitakas and they

waged war against each other. Then a thousand bold re-

solute Sramaneras attacked the unbelieving king and his

army, defeated him and gave the throne to the believing

prince. After a reign of 5 months the prince was murdered

by the 1,000 Sramaneras and one ot the Bhiksus was made

“Rockhill Life of Buddha* p. 246.

“Ibid. p. 245.
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king and ruled for two years. At the end of this time the

nobles and peoples took up arms, put the king to death

and killed all the Bhiksus living in Gandhara, and those

who fled to mid-India alone were saved.’*

It is clear from the above statement that like the Jesuits

the Bhiksus meddled in party politics. They fought like

Pope Julian II and there were plenty of assassins like Ravai-

lacs and Clements in the holy orders.

In the later Mahayana Buddhism there had developed

the cults of Mantrayana, Vajrayana and Kalachakrayana and

many scholars are of opinion that tiie tantras originated with

the Buddhists and it was these Tantric orgies which brought

about the fall of Buddhism in India.

The very word Tantra is a bugbear to us. Hodgson,

Dr. R. L. Mitra and Waddell received the greatest shock in

their lives when reading the Tantras and we agreed with

them. But with the publications of the Tantras and their

beautiful esoteric explanations" by Pandit Shiv Chandra

Vidyarnava and^‘ Sir John WoodrofTc the pendulum has

swung from one end to the other. We are in raptures now

over the beauty of the Tantras. On one side we have the

detractors and on the other the advocates and apologists

Let us see if we can make a proper estimate of the Tantras.

^®**Ritual is an art, an art of religion. Art is the out-

ward material expression of ideas intelectually held and

emotionally felt. It is a matter of experience. Those who

speak of the Tantras as nothing but mummery, gibberish

and superstition often betray their incapacity and ignorance.

Man as a social being can not possibly ignore social cus-

toms and conventions. If we give up one form we have to

accept another. Conventions remain, only the forms

change.

“Principles of Tantrism.

’'^ilalianirvana Tantra and other works.

“Arthur Avalon S4kti and Sakta.
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Manu says ‘whoever does not obey the custonjs becomes

an object of censure’ (4|-|l 57) . It is not only in the Vedic

countries but in all countries. These cpstoms and conven-

tions do not obey the dictates of reason. Their object is to

put some restraint to the license in man. After all, one can-

not afford to ignore the dedra. Buddhism though a revolt

against the Vedic rituals became full of rituals. How punc-

tilious they were can be found if we carefully study the

proceedings of the second Buddhist council held at Vaisali.

Tantra also is full of rituals. Now we shall have to see how

far these rituals helped tl^e decline of Buddhism.

Tantra belongs to Agama and its peculiarity lies in the

fact that it is open to all castes and both sexes and is not sub-

ject to the restriction of Vedic religion, which is only for the

twice born. Agama is of two kinds Vedic Agama and non-

vedic Agama. Tantras are of three kinds Sakta, Saiva and

Vaisanava.

The philosophy of Agama is a practical philosophy. Both

in India and Tibet the Tantras lay down principles which are

of universal application.

Now Buddhism which in its origin has been represented to

be a reaction against excessive and barren ritualism could not

rest with a mere statement of the noble truths and the eight-

fold path. Something practical was needed. So the

Mahayana developed in the second century A.D. and Nagar-

juna is said to have promulgated ideas to be found in the

Tantras. Mahayana gave a new shape to the Tantras. In

order to realise the desired end use was made of all the powers

of man, mental and physical. Thus sprang up Yogacara.

The worship of Saktis spread. Thus Mantrayana and

Vajrayana found acceptance. Taranath informs us that

Tantrism existed and was transmitted in an occult manner

in the period between Asanga and Dharmakirti, that is, be-

tween the sixth and the seventh centuries. He adds that

during the reign of the Pala dynasty there were many

masters of magic—Mantravajracaryyas—who being possessed
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of various^'Siddhis’ performed the most prodigious feats.

Thus the so called Tantrik Buddhism became fully deve-

loped. The Kangyiir contains in one of its sections Tantra

(Rgyud) and the Tangyur also contains many Tantras.

In all religions some practical method and rituals is neces-

sary, otherwise it becomes barren of results. In Puritanism

we do not find provision for ordinary human needs. History

cannot be written if we exclude from it what we do not

personally like.

The ‘Panchamakara* or five practices beginning with

the word M is a great hindrance to us for understanding the

Tantras. But these five M’s did not originate with Buddhism.

They may be traced to the Vedas which were subsequently

abandoned probably due to the influence of Jainism and

Buddhism. The Soma represents 'madyam’ (wine) an in-

toxicating beverage; meat was offered at ‘Mamsaswka-

sradha,’ fish in Astakashradha and Pretasradha. Pundit

R. S. Trivedi’^ points out that Mudra of Panchatava cor-

responds with Purodasha cake of the Soma and other sacrifice.

As for the fifth M, we can trace it in the well-known Vama-

devyavrata and Mahavrata. An esoteric meaning was sug-

gested for these practices, but th^t was a later idea.

Original Buddhism began to decline after the death of

Ak)ka and there was a Hindu revival under Pusyamitra. In

Hinayana there was no elaborate ritual which could capture

the imagination of the multitude. The eight-fold path and

Nibbana gradually lost all its charm. Kaniska noticed this

fact and invoked a council at Jalandhar. In this council there

were two great scholars Pasva and Asvaghosha. Then came

Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, and Prajfiaparamita became the

Bible of Mahayana, but it took Samskrit as the medium of

expression. Pali Buddhism was shunted to a secondary place

and was called Hinayana. This Hinayana remains the reli-

gion of Ceylon, Burma and Siam, while Mahayana spread in

“R. S. Trivcdi Yajna-katha.
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China, Tibet and Japan. Nagarjuna is said to be tlje founder

of the Mahayana system.

Nagarjuna was not only a scholar,/he was a diplomat.

He could see through and he knew how to sail close to the

wind. He knew how to bring the Hindus within the fold

of Buddhism. He accepted the Hindu Pantheon with some

of its gods, rituals and sacrifices. The Buddha of Hinayana
is a stoic and an on-looker callous to the sufferings of human-
ity. His doctrine is that desire is at the root of all evils. If

desire is nipped in the bud there will be no 'Karma’ and with-

out Karma there cannot j^e any re-birth and so one attains

Nibbana. This doctrine is based upon reason. It appears

to have been a beautiful intellectual somersault. The

Buddha of Mahayana is on the other hand a kind deity and

full of sympathy for suffering humanity. The grace of god

—which is the main tenet in Christianity—now enters Bud-

dihsm and Buddha is not only divine but human as well.

Bodhisatvas and Taras began to multiply. The gods were

allotted their goddesses. Two new systems of philosophy—
Yogacara and Madhyamika—developed. Buddhist Tantras

began to appear and it has been pointed out by Louis de la

Vallee Poussin that the Buddhist tantras were divided into

four classes Kriya, Cary a, Yoga and Anuttarayoga.

The horrid rituals practised by Ahgora-Kapalikas and

the followers of Mantrayana, Vajrayana Kalachakrayana can-

not but evoke disgust unless we are prepared to accept the

esoteric significance behind such words. Arthur Avalon’^^ is of

opinion that the Tantrie ritual as practised in India from

seventh century onwards was introduced from China. In

the worship of Sakti, 'Jaba’ (China-rose) is indispensible, so

this Chinachara was introduced in India through Nepal. In

one of the Tantric books, 'Rudrayamala” Vashishta is advised

to proceed to Mahachina near the Himalayas as nothing but

^Chinachara' could please her.

The Tantric cult was introduced into China by the In-

^Sakti and Sakta—^pp. 104-115.
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dian scholars—^Amogha in the seventh century and by Sub-

hakara in the eighth. A Jesuit father L. Weiger—^in his

/'Historie des-croyances religieuses et des opinions phi-

losophiques en Chine” has traced this development. The

Tantriks were a fashionable sect in China, though they had

nothing to do with *Vamachara’ or 5 th M. Geiger says of the

Amoghites "leur morale est severe, leur vie tres austere”.

They were men of strict morals and their life was austere.

It is quite possible that it became corrupted on its way

back to India via Tibet and Nepal and these accretions might

have been called ‘Chinachara*. So the Taratantra was found-

ed by the side of the Himalayas (Kamakhya or Kamrup in

Assam is still the citadel of the Tantrik cults) . And Kula-

bhairava Buddha began to be worshipped as Bhairava in the

Sakta cult.

So we see that the Tantras did not originate with

Mahayana Buddhists and even the scaring Tanchatattva’ is

as old as the Vedas. If Buddhism is corrupted by anything

it was by this repulsive 'Chinachara*. It is quite possible to

admit that behind these obviously hideous practices there was

an esoteric meaning. They are not what they appear to be

and some of its followers were, and even today are, men of

austere morals. But there is little doubt that most of these

Tantriks were shameless hypocrites who under the cover of

religious practices indulged in all sorts of beastly sensual

pleasures. And Sankara and his followers only voiced the

sentiment of millions of people who were groaning under

these Tantriks. But Samkara’s relation with the Tantras

deserves careful consideration. There is reason to believe that

he was a devotee of the ’Sri’ cult which is a Tantrik cult.

We do not know if Srinagar in Kashmir and Gharwal were

cities of the Sri cult. ’Srlchakra’ means Universe.

This Sri vidya further developed into Lalita cult of Nepal.

Sankara’s ’Saundaryalahari’ helps us to understand this as-

pect. Sankara as an austere moralist, fought against the

hideous and gruesome rituals which were practised in the
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name of the sacred Tantras, and he championed tj;ie cause of

the moralists against the Tantriks. When Buddhism perished

in India it had lost all its claim over thf sympathy and sup-

port of the people.

S. N. Bhattacharyya
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THE RELIGIOUS QtfEST

The Problem of Religion

The one indisputable truth which Comparative Reli-

gion has unearthed of late is the thorough-going relativity of

the religious conceptions, rites, institutions and customs. As

a consequence, critical reflection has long replaced the child-

like simplicity with which the primitive mind acquiesced in

the religious practices and dogmas of its age and community;

and the problem which clamours for a solution is not how a

particular religon has come to be what it is, but whether it

is what it claims to be. The latter problem, it will perhaps

be granted by all but the confirmed sceptic, is entirely dis-

tinct from the problem of tracing the genealogy of a given

religious system. Thus, for example, we may be told

how Hinduism, as it exists now, is the result of a

long line of development which has passed through a

number of ascertainable stages from the time of the

Vedic sages with their henotheistic and animistic

attitude to the twentieth century with its eclectic tenden-

cies and multitudinous sects some of which are as distant

from one another as the north from the south pole, yet all

claiming to represent the essence of Hinduism, And as a

matter of historical origin, it is not impossible that the old

Indo-Aryan culture was seriously influenced by factors that

were not purely of indigenous origin, though Hinduism has

in the main pursued the policy of religious isolation to a

degree which is almost unparalleled in the history of any

other religion in the world. In the opinion of many distin-

guished workers in the domain of anthropology, the Indian

scripts, the incantations and sorcery of the Atharvaveda, the

belief in auspicious and inauspicious days and a number of

other primitive practices and religious rites point strongly to

the influence of Babylonian culture on early Hinduism;

while the remarkable coincidences between the Rigveda and
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the Avesta have led many to accept the conjecture of an

intimate relationship between the early Indo-Aryan culture

and the Iranian cult ®f ancient Persia.

Or, again, the method of studying the growth and

changes in the religious conceptions and practices by tracing

them back to their sources in different cultures and external

influences may be supplemented by an internal study of the

physical and moral environments of the peoples among whom
they flourished. In that case, the coincidence as well the

divergence of different cultures will be explained, not so much
by the hypothesis of mutual relationship or influence as by re-

ference to the similarity and difference existing in their res-

pective physical, social or political conditions. Thus, the

religious outlook of a people living mainly on agriculture,

for example, may be found to be essentially different from

that of another among whom hunting is the main occupa-

tion. The Eskimos of Greenland and Alaska, feeding on

seal-blubber will invest the qualities of strength and adven-

ture with a religious significance and imagine a land of plenty

in the sky to which only those who die by accident or by

violence can find a ready entrance. On the other hand, the

Samoans of Polynesia believe that the souls of those who die

by such accidents as drowning and who consequently cannot

be buried must linger about their old haunts. Similarly, the

dialogue between Zoroaster and Ahura Mazda indicates the

profound influence of environment on the origin and growth

of religious ideas. ‘*What is the ftKxJ that fills the religion of

Mazda?” asks Zoroaster, to which Ahura Mazda replies: *Tt

is sowing corn again and again, O Spitama Zarathustra, He
who sows corn, sows righteousness.” How far the political

conditions can influence religious conceptions can be easily

seen from the henotheistic modes of Egyptian religion* Ptah

in the Old Empire, Ncith in the Saitic period, or Atnofi

under the Theban dynasty came to be regarded as the su^

preme God for no other reason chan that they happened to

be the nome-gods of the Pharaohs.
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It is here that the conflicting conceptions of pod in the

history of the human race find an explanation. Regarded

from the standpoint of origin, it is not pod who has created

man; rather it is man who has created his gods in his own

image, though he may have ascribed to them powers and

qualities which far excel those that are found in man. When

the sophists preached that the gods existed not by nature but

by art and by the laws of States, or when it was said, in a

drama on Sisyphus, that gods should be invented in order

to moralise men in respect of those secret sins which could

not come under the law„or, again when Cotta asked if the

doctrine of gods were not the invention of politicians, they

may have exaggerated the truth the discovery of which is a

distinct achievement of Comparative Religion. But they

were perhaps essentially right in tracing the origin of the gods

to human needs and social exigencies and to the influence

of environment in general. It is now an established fact

that gods have, as a rule, varied with the variation in the

physical and moral surroundings of man. Thus, for instance,

while the God of the Samoyedes is ever ready to reward a

man who commits suicide by strangulation, the ‘‘Father of

Life” of the Dacotahs is positively offended when any person

dies by hanging himself, and so the women have to select the

smallest tree for hanging themselves lest it should be too

heavy for dragging in the land of spirits. Similarly, while

the gods of the Ainu in Japan grow angry with one who

abstains from wine, and while drunkenness forms an import-

ant part of the religious festivals and ceremonies of many

peoples, the followers of Islam would regard it as a most mor-

tal offence against God. Again, the gods are either malevolent

or benevolent, either bloodthirsty or averse to bloodshed.

The savage executioners of the Iroquois would slay the

victim so that Arieskoi may eat flesh and bestow on them

luck in return, the high priest of Mexico would tear forth

the heart of the victim and place it in the mouth of his god

with a spoon just after the saciafice so that god may
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drink thci fresh blciod^ and flesh of man. But the gods of

some American Indians are so averse to human flesh and blood

that before a man can be put to death he must be forced out

of their **ancient, holy, or white towns,” or the "medicine

lodge.” Similarly God said to David, "Thou shall not build

a house for my name, because thou hast been a man of war,

and hast shed blood.”

These conflicts in the conception of God which arise

from the varying nature of the social, political or economic

needs of the people have to be accepted as positive facts by

every serious enquirer into the meaning and significance of

Religion in human life. And when we look dispassionately

at the history of the conception of God, it has to be acknow-

ledged that this conception, like all other notions and beliefs,

has passed through a number of stages, and it has changed

with the changes in the customs and usages of different peo-

ple, From the All-Father belief of the Australian tribes with

its esoteric secrets carefully concealed from women and unini-

tiated white men to the so-called developed notions of etn

realhsimnm or perfecthsimuvt and God as the Ideal partly

transcendent and partly immanent, there is the entire history

of humanity with its changes and vicissitudes and an ever-

shifting psycho-physical framework. And the problem

which this fact of change forces on the reflective mind is:

Which of these Gods is the fittest object of worship and de-

votion? How can it be ascertained whether that particular

God whom I am expected to propitiate either through pray-

ers or offerings is not after all a devil in disguise? The

Chandika Devi can be gratified for a thousand years only,

when she is offered human flesh and blood, while Bhairava is

pleased to extend the period to three thousand years; the

Athenians had to sacrifice the daughters of Hyacinthus in

order to appease the divine wrath which was responsible for

famine and pekilence; sometimes, again, the god himself pro-

vides the spear with which the devotee may perform the

sacrifice, and sometimes he dictates the actual method which
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should be adopted at the time of immolation. JTie most

interesting fact, however, is that the religious sentiment has

been satisfied as much by these gods whp make more or less

exacting demands on the devotees as by such other gods as

Mukasa of the Baganda who positively refuse human sacri-

fice. And God’s ways have historically been inscrutable not

so much in the sense that they transcend human intelligence

as that they are full of inconsistencies and incongruities.

Thus the craving of the human mind for an object of

love and homage, or of fear and reverence, has been histori-

cally satisfied in directions that are not only different from
each other, but altogether conflicting and mutually inconsis-

tent. If, however, these conceptions of God are inconsistent

with each other, the Buddhistic conception of the Divine

destroys the last ray of hope for arriving at a unitary notion

of God on the basis of the historical religions. The Hinayana

school of Buddhism would not recognise the right of any God
to claim superiority to the historical Buddha. It is not

Gautama who is expected to pay homage to God; rather the

gods approach him with garlands and flowers, and accept him
as their teacher in matters of truth and morality. It is not

again the gods who lay claim to omniscience and omnipotence

and whatever power or knowledge they possess sink into

insignificance when judged in the light of the perfect wisdom

possessed by Sakyamuni. But the supreme place which

Sakyamuni held in the religious system of the Hinayana

schools had only a sectarian sanction behind it, and as such,

would not be acceptable to the followers of the Mahayana

school who placed the historical Buddha in a celestial her-

archy comprising innumerable Buddhas beginning with

Amitabha who alone is the highest object of worship and

adoration. Sometimes again, as in the Buddhism of Japan,

the Amitabha Buddha shines, not so much by his own light,

as by the borrowed light of the Dharmakaya who manifested

himself in Amitabha. Thus in the history of Buddhism,

there is a remarkable chaoige in the rektion of man and God,
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and as th^, man is defied the gods are humanized, though the

religious carving is as much satisfied in the divine man of

Buddhism as in the\supra-human gods of other religions.

Need for Rational Scrutiny

It is needless to multiply examples from the religious

systems of the world in order to prove the entirely chaotic

nature of man’s religious beliefs and practices. It is, how-

ever, evident even from this short outline that, regarded

historically, God defies definition, not because He is realised

in the supra-rational religious throbbings of the heart, but

because the human heart has throbbed so discordantly, nay,

the sound of one throb has been so entirely out of harmony

with that of another that it is well nigh impossible to discri-

minate the voice of God from the boisterous pranks of the

* devil. The all-important question in Religion, therefore,

presses itself for solution, which, as we have ventured to

suggest above, is not how a given religious conception or

practice has come to be what it is but whether it is what it

claims to be. When every religion claims to enjoy a super-

natural or ultrarational authority, and thus throttles the in-

quisitive voice, the only remedy is to refuse to accept the

so-called supernatural authority and submit the religious

beliefs to a careful scrutiny, no matter how long they have

remained entrenched within the strong citadel of feelings

and emotions and how hoary the antiquity from which they

derive their sacred authority.

But the proposal to overhaul all religious beliefs and

rites, it may be retorted, is as impossible as it is audacious.

For does not every religion agree in putting a ban on secu-

lar faculties of knowledge, and does not the proposal set

at nought this universal warning of all religions? The

answer is very simple, though the warning and the question

are as old as the Egyptian Book of the Dead, or the Indian

Vedas. If the secular faculties are to be limited to a parti-

cular type of objects and experience, these limitations are

to be fixed either by the sectdar faculties themselves or by a
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different faculty. In the former case, the secijar canons

of proof are accepted as universally valid; and as a matter of

history, the high priests of the Christian Church as well as

those of the Hindu Religion have unconsciously relied upon

the secular instruments of knowledge for proving the in-

capacity or ordinary means of demonstration. When, on

the other hand, it is claimed that the limitations are proved

by the disparity which is sure to be exhibited by every at-

tempt to reduce the divine utterances to the laws of rational

thought, what is not clearly seen is that even here it is the

rational thought which decides the issue. Reasoning is in-

volved in antinomies in matters of fundamental or ultimate

problems, and it is this which is made the ground of the

proof; and so it is ultimately the fact of disparity or con-

tradictions which are appealed to in proof of the incapacity

of rational thinking. That is, the ground for limiting the

thinking faculty here is that the deliverances of the ultra-

rational faculty are inconsistent with the conclusions of

secular knowledge. Thus, it is ultimately the law of consis-

tency which is admittedly the law of secular thinking that

is depended on in proof of its own limitations.

The fact is that every assertion, either affirmative or

negative, claims to be true* and thus it implicitly denies

the truth of the assertions which contradict itself. This

distinction between the true and the false together with all

that is implied in this distinction can be rejected only

through a confusion of thought. In this connection the

remarks of Principal Caird, who has been characterised by

Green as an eminent Scottish theologian and a most power-

ful preacher and teacher, and whose "strong grasp of ethic-

al and religious experience” has been admired by E. Caird,

have a permanent value. "It is then virtually a contradic-

tion in terms to say that a revelation of what is contrary

to reason should be received as true. But the content of a

revelation, it may be said, though not contrary to reason,

may be above reason. And in point of fact this last is the
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notion wfeich, since the time of Leibnitz, has been the

favourite apologetic device of ecclesiastical writers.

Nothing can be accepted as revealed which contradicts

reason, yet revelation may contain divine mysteries—doc-

trines which surpass the compass of human intelligence, but

which, as not being inconsistent with other known truth,

may be accepted on sufficient authority.”^ But this appeal to

a higher reason in distinction from the finite reason, it is

pointed out, is still a contradiction in terms, for, “where or

how is the line of division to be drawn? How shall I know

that any given doctrine belongs to, the prohibited domain?”

Hence, it is useless to refer to a higher reason than the finite,

and when a doctrine is supposed to be “above reason”, or

"contrary to reason”, it is after all the finite reason which

makes this distinction. “What is above reason, in the sense im-

plied in the alleged distinction is really what is contrary to rea-

son. We know of no other reason than one, and what can

never be brought into coherence with that reason is to us

equivalent to the absur d or self-contradictory.”^

As a matter of fact, the reference to an ultra-rational

source of religious knowledge is not confined to one parti-

cular body of religious belief; on the contrary, mutually con-

tradictory doctrines and practices have claimed an ultra-

rational sanction, and it is entirely impossible to make sure

that a given practice or custom is of divine origin, or that

the followers of a particular religious rite are not sinners

against the divine law. The Koran, for example, is God’s

own word transmitted to the Prophet in a state of inspira-

tion or God-intoxication. Yet some of the fundamental

religious customs enjoined by it are diametrically opposed to

those sanctioned, say, by the Hindu Law-givers who trace

the origin of their injunctions to the Vedas which, again, are

not of human origin. Contradictions in the Scriptures

sanction contradictory rites and thus breed mutual opposi-

*PrmcipsI Caird, Philosophy of Religion, p. 66.

•IM, p. 68.
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tion, and in proportion to the religious fervour with which

God’s word is followed in practice the opposition gains in

strength leading to all the tragic and calamitous scenes of

modern India. Similarly, the Bible, according to *‘a scho-

lar of unquestioned learning” preaching from **the pulpit

of the University of Oxford”, we are told by Principal J.

E. Carpenter® **is none other than the voice of him that sitteth

upon the throne. Every book of it, every chapter of it, every

word of it, every syllable of it, every letter of it, is the direct

utterance of the most High faultless, unerring, supreme”.

And in view of the difference Ijetween Christianity on the one

hand and Brahmanism, buddhism, and Mohammedanism

on the other, the latter are condemned as three chief false

religions. It was, again, not only Egypt and Babylon that

claimed divine origin for their rites and practices, but almost

every religion, higher or lower, traces its laws and institutions

to a non-human source. If the code of Hammurabi comes

from the great Sun-god Shamash, it is Manibozho who has

handed down the arts and crafts to the Algonquian Indians

of North America, while the laws and arts of the Australian

tribes have come direct from Nurrundere, Baiame or Bunjil.

Atomism in Religion is as untenable

AS IN Philosophy

It is evident from these claims and counter-claims that

while religion contents itself with an appeal to a forbidden

region, beyond the scope of rational criticism or intellectual

shifting, it may kill personal initiative under the pressure of

conventions grown holy by reason of antiquity; but it pro-

portionately fails to offer anything in the shape of real guid-

ance in life. We may, no doubt, appreciate the spirit of

toleration when it is declared that the existence of conflict-

ing religious types and sects and creeds is not a matter for

regret, for, each of the religious attitudes "'being a syllable

in hiunan nature’s total message, it takes the whole of us to

*G)mparatiYe Religion, p. 68.
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spell the gleaning out completely.”^ But if a god of battles

**must be allowed to be the god for one kind of person, a god

of peace and heavetj and home, the god for another,” there

does not seem to be any justification why "destruction of the

self” must be an element of religion in the case of the

"peevish and jealous” while it must be excluded from the rdi-

gion of the "good and sympathetic”. That is, if individuals

as such should be allowed to get to the "final consciousness”

which may be called the God-consciousness, "by the channels

which lie most open to their several temperaments” there

can be absolutely no excuse for enjoining self-destruction on

those who are peevish and jealous by temperament.

In fact, if religion be a matter of personal temperaments

and individual likings and dislikings, one should require a

wilder imagination than that which created the Babylonian,

the Greek or the Vedic pantheon in order to satisfy the reli-

gious instinct of humanity at large, and it would be a matter

of purely verbal difference whether the all-comprehensive

abode of such varied divinities should be called a pantheon

rather than a pandemonium. Nominalism, whether in epis-

temology, or ethics or religion, must lead ultimately to dis-

intergration of all settled institutions and beliefs by virtue of

its fallacious logic. If Religion be a "monumental chapter

in the history of human egotism”'"' then its practical

value for human life and society is bound to be more

fatal and far-reaching than egoism in ethics or scepti-

cism in epistemology for the obvious reason that the religious

beliefs embody the most permanent of social forces that shape

the history of the world. Hence it is all the more necessaty

that true religion should be carefully lifted above the sub-

jectivism of individual temperaments and idiosyncracies, so

that it may reveal itself through Universal Reason or Intel-

lect.

Indeed, W. James’s defence of individualism in religion

*Villiam James, Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 487.

p. 491.
* ^
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leaves no room for the difference between a false and a true

religious belief or institution and consequently, all*talks about

the reform or development of religious, custonas and beliefs

must be condemned as a sacrilege. And he, far from de-

nouncing this religious atonism which leads to such sceptical

consequences, takes it to be the essence of the religious atti-

tude. The appeal to impersonality in the sphere of religion,

he urges, is shallow, for "so long as we deal with the cosmic

and the general, we deal only with the symbol of reality, but

as soon as we deal with private and personal phenomena as

such, we deal with realities in the completest sense of the

term.”^ And as our * private experience and unshar-

able personal feelings are concrete realities as distinct

from what abstract science yields, he is "bent on rehabilit-

ating the element of feeling in religion and subordinating

its intellectual part.”^ Yet, James is equally anxious

to see that "Religion must be considered vindicated

in a certain way from the attacks of her critics.” And

while agreeing with Prof. Leuba in holding that God is not

known, he is not understood; he is used—sometimes as meat-

purveyor, sometimes as moral support, sometimes as friend,

sometimes as an object of love, he yet thinks it necessary to

"pass beyond the point of ^view of merely subjective utility

and make enquiry into the intellectual content itself,” That

is, from the first standpoint, the questions about the reality

and existence of God are "irrelevant,”^^ but from the second

standpoint, the important question to distinguish between

"the subjective way of feeling thing” and the "objective

Truth’ of their content. Similarly while from the former

standpoint he guarantees the reaUty of both the god of peace

as well as the god of battles, from the latter standpoint he

admits that the conflicting and "warring gods and formulas

of the various religions do indeed cancel each other.”

"JW, p. 498.

’bo, p. 501.

*Dd, p. 507.

•Do, p. 509. ^
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Such vacillations as have been illustrated above charac-

terise James’s description of religious creeds at every step, and

they are ultimately ^traceable to his evidently ineffectual at-

tempt to save Religion from the freezing touch of rational

criticism. In fact, however, none can “vindicate” that

which is ex hypothesi beyond the limits of intellectual explo-

ration, for, vindication or proof presupposes that the object

is not essentially opposed to the laws of thinking or the prin-

ciples of intellect. The result is that James, like all other

apologists who have tried to save the prestige of irrational

faith by proving the limitations of human faculties, has con-

stantly, though unconsciously, to depend upon the laws of

that same intellect the authority of which he is anxious to

restrain. Thus, every death blow to reason generates an

ehxir of life which defies the deadliest weapon that was ever

deposited in the armoury of blind faith. The clearest lesson

of history is that all attempts to emphasise the dualism be-

tween reason and faith have been, as they are bound to be,

unsuccessful. When the mystic monk of St. Victor, for

example, rejects the absolute claim of orthodoxy and yet

holds that God exists only for faith, or when Richard, the il-

lustrious desciple of Hugo, complains that though there is an

abundance of authorities on the doctrine of Trinity yet

there is an extreme dearth of arguments, proofs, and reason,

while at the same time holding that God cannot be reached

by the powers of reasoning and so feeling has to be recom-

mended in place of reflection; or, again, when Shamkara

condemns the logician’s method of reaching the highest re-

ality, while himself displaying the subtlest dialectical art in

defending his own interpretation of the scriptural texts, it is

difficult to say whether they should be called mystics or ra-

tionalists. It is true that apparently the method of Abelard,

for example, for whom an incomprehensible God is an impos-

sible God, is diametrically opposed to the intuitional method

of Hugo for whom God transcends all human conceptions.

But in his actual procedure, Hugo is not a whit less enthusias-
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tic than Abelard when there is an occasion for a rational de-

fence of God.

Nobody can seriously deny that life^ls larger than logic,

and that most of the beliefs which offer us guidance in prac-

tical life are not reached through logical processes, and in

this sense they may be called over-beliefs. Nay, we may go

further and admit that life would lose much of its value and

charm if it had to be forced into the rigid framework of logic

and dry analysis. But an over-belief, far from being the

source of delight and happiness, may be the cause of mutual

hatred and animosity and.thus*may render life unlivable and

miserable. When such an over-belief claims to be truer

than a rational faith, and forms an essential part of one’s

religion, it is difficult to find consolation in such a position

as that ”in our Father’s house are many mansions, and each of

us must discover for himself the kind of religion and the

amount of saintship which best comports with what he be-

lieves to be his powers and feels to be his truest mission and

vocation.”^® Measured by the stndard of over beliefs,

every religion is as true and real as another, and this

in spite of the most deplorable and fatal difference existing

between them.

The fact is that nothing is actually explained by the

appeal to the irrational, and when our deepest beliefs and

dearest institutions are justified in the light of the so-called

limitations of human faculties of knowledge, they are really

classed with false superstitions. For, once a given belief or

custom is placed beyond the reach of rational scrutiny, its

truth-value remains unimpeached despite all that reason

could show to the contrary; and even the contradictions

amongst different beliefs cannot derogate from their truth-

claims and dignity. In other words, every irrational as well

as ultra-rational dogma, if this attitude is to be adhered to,

must be true in a way entirely inconceivable to our finite

thought and finite faculties of proof. And with the aban-

“loc. cit, p. 377,
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donment of all finite standards and finite valuations must be

given up all attempts to discriminate the true from the false,

the genuine from the spurious, the higher from the lower, or

even the completer from the fragmentary. Per contra, if we

are to distinguish the superstitious excrescences with which

genuine religious creeds or usages may have been overlaid due

perhaps to the influence of extraneous circumstances, it is a

mere sophistry to argue that religious truths are above all

finite standards, for, it is then in the light of our finite crite-

rion alone that such distinctions are made and maintained.

Immediacy and Mediation in Religion

The remarks of McTaggart are so pertinent to the issue

under consideration that we cannot avoid a reference to them

at this place. **It is not uncommon”, he observes,” to hear the

assertion that certain religious dogmas—the personality of

God, for example, or the immortality of man, or the free-

dom of the will—do not require proof. *I am certain of

this^ some one will say, without argument. My conviction

does not rest on argument, and cannot be shaken by it. I

decline to argue. I simply believe’.” But this immediate

conviction which is not reached through a process of media-

tion "is absolutely irrelevant if it is put forward as a reason

to induce other people to believe the same dogma. This

is sometimes done. A man will assert his own immediate

conviction of a dogma, not as a reason for checking discus-

sion, but as his contribution to the discussion. And here it

seems certain that he is wrong.

Thus, for instance, when Al-Ghazzali, the distinguished

Persian theologian of the eleventh century, declares that the

"transport which one attains by the method of the Sufis is

like an immediate perception, as if one touched the objects

with one’s hands”, and so a man who has no experience of the

transport "may meanwhile be sure of its existence, both by

•experience and by what he hears the Sufis say,'* or when

^Some Dogmas of Religion, p. 39.
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Saint Teresa avers that during the 'orision of uqion/ God
estabhshes himself in the interior of this soul in such a way,

that when she returns to herself, it is wholly impossible for

her to doubt that she has been in God, and God in her; no

man in his senses will question the actuality of such experi-

ences as are described here. Nor is it possible to deny that

these experiences come with an immediate certainty and force

which is characteristic of every experience that is directly

felt or lived. But the difficulty arises not from the fact th^
such experiences are actual, but from the actuality of some
experiences which yet are^ found to be false. When the

drunkard, for instance, sees rats coming through a solid wall,

or when strange animals appear before the delirious brain,

there is an immediate conviction as strong as we have of the

presence of the table before us. Similarly, the effects of has-

heesh, alcohol or ether on man’s beliefs have not only been
enormous, but many intoxicating drugs are deliberately

sought and used for bringing about communication with the
Divine. The soma-juice among the worshippers in ancient
India, alcohol among the protestants, ether among the Roman
catholics, the snake plant among the Mexican tribes, toad-
stool among the Samoyeds, has been found very useful for
divine communion. •

When we add to this the truths discovered by Sigmund
Freud an dother distinguished psycho-analysts, it becomes in-

creasingly difficult to accept the ultimate authority of an im-
mediate experience in matters of religion. The influence of
repressed instincts on the origin of ecstatic trances is no more
a hypothesis but an established truth. ”The theses which we
shall maintain” says Prof. J. H. Leuba, ”is that the delights
said by our great mystics to transcend everything which the
world and the senses can procure, involve some activity of
t e sexual organs .... and that the sex organs may be arous-
ed to a considerable degree without the person becoming
aware of their participation.”^^ It does not matter whether

The Psychology of Religious Mysticism, p, 158.
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the impulse be named a sexual impulse after Freud and Have-

lock Ellis, or merely instincts, only one of which is the sex-

instinct proper, as is urged by W. Stekel, Adler and McDou-

gall, the influence of instincts on man’s experience and beliefs

is one of the valuable discoveries of psychological researches of

the modern age. (Though the therapeutic method of Freud

is at least as old as the story of the stepson of Stratonice, wife

of the king of the Assyrians, the wide application of the me-

thod in curing different types of neuroses is due to the re-

searches of the modern psycho-analysts.) And the pro-

blem that is gradually forcing itself on the attention of all

serious students of Religion is whether the ultimate court of

appeal in respect of a given religious belief or dogma should

be sought in the immediacy of a particular type of experience,

or not. "The three interrelated problems” Prof. Leuba re-

marks, "to which the diary of Mile Ve calls our attention are

these;—Why does she regard her Experience as a manifesta-

tion of an impersonal, superhuman power? Why does she

insist upon the divineness of that power? Why does she

claim absolute certitude regarding her 'revelation’
?”^^

Similarly, W. James asks whether the mystic experiences

"furnish any warrant for the truth"' of the positions it

favours. But James’s answer to the important question

suffers from that subjectivity and sceptical tinge which

characterise his attitude everywhere. "As a matter of psycho-

logical fact,” he concludes, "mystical states of a well-pro-

nounced and emphatic sort are usually authoritative over

those who have them .... Our own more 'rational’ beliefs

are based on evidence exactly similar in nature to that which

mystics quote for theirs. Our senses, namely, have assured

us of certain states of fact; but mystical experiences are as

direct perceptions of fact for those who have them as any

sensations ever were for us.”'^ Though, however, the mys-

tical experiences have an absolute authority over the mystics,

•lec cit, p. 229.

“Ti&f Varietie$ of Keltgmm Experience, p. 423.
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yet, it is added, the **mystics have no right to claiiji that we

ought to accept the deliverance of their peculiar experiences,

if we are ourselves outsiders and feel nQ* private call there-

to.’*^® It is difficult to imagine a more frivolous answer to a

serious question. When the truth-value of a belief or an

experience is at issue, it is practically no answer to point out

that somebody has that belief or experience. The very ques-

tion, as a matter of fact, presupposes that the belief is enter-

tained by some or that the experience is owned by certain-

persons; but this does not decide how far .they are

true or whether they ref^r to .an objective reality. Even a

hallucinatory rat in delirium tremens is believed to be real by

the drunkard as much as the real rat of ordinary experience

is believed by the sober mind. And it will be purely non-

sensical to assert, on the basis of immediate experience, that

the drunkard’s rat is as real as the so-called real rat of the

sober man. A little reflection will suffice to show that such

an extremely subjectivist criterion of truth and reality is not

only subversive of the religious life, but it is equally unwork-

able in practical life which rests on a common world of ex-

perience and a unity of purpose and aims.

Prof. Leuba’s answer, on the other hand, has at least a

scientific basis. The experiences of Mile V^, as is apparent

from her descriptions, do not prove the reality of superhu-

man power or of divine presence. ”Had she been more

familiar with certain diseases, epilepsy for instance, with its

aura of strange feelings and of disordered external percep-

tions, followed by a momentary loss of consciousness, she

might have found it very difficult to speak of a divine power.

But since, when reflecting upon her Experience, no compar-

able phenomenon such as would offer itself to the mind of a

psychiatrist occurs to her; and since, instead, ’biblical ex-

pressions crowd’ upon her mind ’in order to express or ex-

plain’ that which she had experienced, she had but one alter-

“Lor. cit, p. 424.
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native: tl?e Power was either divine or satanic.”^® The

reasoning of Mile V6, it is further remarked, “is common to-

day to all those—arf^ong them are found distinguished theolo-

gians—who base their religious faith upon 'inner experience*

That all these things happend to Mile Y6 is, of course,

incontrovertible. But her claim of absolute certainty

refers not to mental contents, but to the objective reality

of an external power that is thought of as their cause

or object: she claims absolute assurance of the existence of a

transcendent, divine power.’* Thus, while W. James’s

answer reduces itself to this, that ,God exists for those alone

who have reasons to believe that He does exist, but God can-

not exist for those who have no reason or experience to gene-

rate that belief, Prof. Leuba distinguishes, and we think

rightly, between an immediate experience and its truth-claim

or objective validity. The mere fact that a belief is enter-

tained or generated does not prove its claim to be objectively

valid.

From these considerations, however, it does not follow

that every type of mystical experience may be adequately

explained in the same way as the hysterical or the epileptic

fits. But what does follow from them is that a number of

mystical experiences which clairh to prove the existence and

reality of a different order of things are false and hence have

no religious significance when considered as mere immediate

experiences. And this shows the necessity of mediation in

the sphere of religion quite as much as in the sphere of ordi-

nary experiences. That is, the distinction between truth and

error, the genuine and the spurious, is as necessary in the case

of mystical experiences as in that of non-mystical ones, and it

is through the mediating activity of thought that

such distinctions have to be made in the long run.

The really significant point is, as we have urged fre-

quently, not whether a belief exists, but whether it is what

it claims to be. The need for mediation has been so clearly
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accentuated by Prof. Leuba that we must quotenhim once

more before examining some other methods of avoiding in-

tellectual criticisms in matters of religion*. '*If we reject the

mystical claim,” he observes, **even when it is limited as by

Hocking, it is because the passage from sensations and feel-

ings, whatever they may be, to the thought of *God,’ how-

ever understood, seems to us always an elaboration of the

'given.’ To think of God—any kind of god—on the oc-

casion of a sensory or affective experience, however unusual

in intensity or quality, is to ascribe a cause to an intuitive,

immediate experience. . . . When the uncivilized hears God
in the thunder, he is subject to the same illusion of im-

mediacy as is the Christian who feels God in an influx of

moral energy when in ecstacy or ordinary prayer.”^’^ Thus,

the existence of God, for example, is not in reality revealed in

the immediacy of the mystical experience; it is revealed, if at

all, through the interpretation of that experience according

to the category of causality, and consequently, the interpreta-

tion may either be true or false. It follows further that it is

futile to decide on the truth-value of the interpretation by re-

ference to the immediacy of that experience. An immediate

experience, like the actually felt pain or pleasure, can only

testify to its own existence, and is therefore absolutely devoid

of a cognitive value; it is only when the experience is referred

to something beyond itself that it is endowed with the piste-

mological meaning, such as is implied, for instance, in the as-

sertion that God reveals Himself in the state of religious

ecstacy.

It may now be easy to see how hollow are the common
arguments that just as a man who is blind cannot have direct

experience of colour, or that the deaf have no direct know-
ledge of sound, similarly he whose mystic sense has not been
developed is incapable of realising the truths of religion,

^e plain defect in such arguments is that they confuse the
immediacy of the experience' with its claim to be true. A

”Loc.cit.p. 315.
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feeling or a sensation, however intensely felt, reveals nothing

beyond itself when regarded only as a felt fact. In this res-

pect, a man born blind is infinitely superior to the more for-

tunate animal that enjoys the sense of sight but is altogether

inacapable of thinking. The former, in spite of his physical

deficiency, does not rest satisfied with the mere "given,” but

refers it to its conditions and through a process of intellectual

elaboration becomes master of his sorroundings; while the

latter, in the absence of noetic faculties remains throughout

his life a creature of environment led by isolated and mo-

mentary impulses. The feelirfg th*t the animal feels has, no

doubt, its conditions; but they do not exist for the merely

feeling creature, and hence arise all the disadvantages of the

animal life in comparison to the life of man. If then the

superiority of man to animal consists in the possession by the

former of the power of interpretation which the latter has

Hot, it is surely time that we should realise clearly that the

possession of an unmediated sense, however peculiar and

unique, does not make a particular mystic the member of a

superior world or a divine order of things.

Rudolf Otto^s Defence of Immediacy

We have so far tried to }us\:ify the right of thought or

mediation to encroach upon the forbidden region of religious

beliefs and institutions, by showing that an immediate expe-

rience, in so far as it is purely immediate, has no cognitive

value, and that all conclusions which are supposed to follow

from an immediate feeling regarding God or divine influence

or divine presence has in reality been derived not from the im-

mediacy of the feeling but from inference drawn from the

feeling. The only way, then, in which the truth-claim of

religious experiences may be maintained, as has been argued

above, is to admit the universal validity of the principles of

thought without restricting them to a limited sphere of

reality. A very commendable attempt, however, has been

made of late to show that the state of religious experience is
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not a state of mere immediacy, but it has a cognitive value

though it is different from the method of rational valuation.

Dr. Rudolph Otto’ stimulating work, Das Heilige, which is

rightly regarded as one of the most important contributions

to the religious literature of our time, is a sustained effort to

dig out the non-rational element in every religious experience

which cannot be translated in terms of any other experience.

1 he holy, it is urged, is a peculiar category which is applicable

to religious experiences alone, and it thus distinguishes the

religious state of mind from the non-religious attitudes. In

the state of solemn worship, fgr instance, there is, according

to Otto, a unique and primary element which may be called

creature-consciousness, or creature-feeling, that is irredu-

cible to any other feeling or sentiment, such as gratitude,

trust, love, reliance, etc. This creature-feeling '"cannot be

expressed by means of anything else, just because it is so

primary and elementary a datum in our psychical life, and

theretoie only definable through itself.”^^^ Hence it should

be carefully distinguished from all other natural emotions

which may serve as analogies for this unique feeling, but can-

not be identified with it. The holy, in this sense, is called a

numinous category of value peculiar to the sphere of religion,

through which alone should be interpreted the peculiarly

religious and emotions.

"All ostensible explanations,” Otto urges consequently,

"of the origion of religion in terms of animism or magic or

folk psychology are doomed from the outset to wander
astray and miss the real goal of their inquiry, unless they re-

cognise this fact of our nature—primary, unique, underiv-

able from anything else—to be the basic factor and the basic

impluse underlying the entire process of religious evolu-

tion.”^® Rather, the evolution of religion should be sought
in a mysterium tremendumy majestas, stupor, or fascination,

which are all peculiar elements or 'moments* of religious ex-

'“The Idea of the Holy, p. 9.
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perience. This numinous feeling, however, is not a mere

immediacy, but has, according to Otto, a cognitive

value; for, “the *creature-feeling* is itself a first subjective

conconfitant and effect of another feehng-element, which

casts it like a shadow, but which in itself indubitably has

immediate and primary reference to an object outside the

self/’“'^ Hence, again, the essential characteristic of religious

experience, on all the levels of its development, is the pre-

sence of “a peculiar 'moment’ of consciousness, to wit, the

stupor before something 'wholly other’ whether such an

other be named 'spirit’ or 'demon’ or 'deva,’ or be left with-

out any name.”*^ This ''wholly other,” though entirely

different from anything that we know, is a positive some-

thing which is grasped in religious experience alone. Hence

the mystics call it the nothing or the void.

From this short sketch of Otto’s contentions, it is evident

that he is, on the one hand, anxious to emphasise a unique ele-

ment in all religious experiences; and, on the other hand, he

is equally anxious to insist on its cognitive value. These

contentions, as is well known, form also the back-bone of

mysticism. They are, if we may so put it, the perennial note

in the mystical symphony of all ages and all countries. That

the 'nothing* or the 'O’ is but an “ideogram” which repre-

sents a positive reality beyond all thought and speech, that to

describe it is to rationalise it away, have been the main teach-

ing of St. Bonaventura and Eckhart, of Al’Farabi and

Al’Ghazzali, or, of Yajhavalkya and Shamkara. So far as

the numinous element of religious experience is concerned,

therefore, we are persuaded to believe, Otto’s analysis dis-

covers nothing new, though it may be a challenge to the cur-

rent accounts of religion according to which gods are either

libido, or products of natural instincts and emotions such as

admiration, fear, etc. Nevertheless, his originatity consists

in the use he has made of the numinous elements in cons-

"Do, p. 10.

® Do, p. 26,
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tructing a philosophy of religion which is not based entirely

on conceptual thought. At the same time, he does not en-

tirely deny to conceptual knowledge an important place in

religion. Religion, according to him, sfiould admit .know-

ledge of **the transcendent in terms of conceptual thought.**

That is, though it is faith which yields the certainty of the

numinous object, yet, religion should not discard conceptions.

And here Otto*s contention is evidently different from that

of the mystics in general who have unanimously insisted on

the incapacity and irrelevancy of conceptual thought in the

sphere of religion. The merit.of Otto*s analysis, therefore,

has to be judged not merely on the score of the numinous

elements which he discovers in the varieties of religious expe-

rience. The truth of his position depends as much on this

discovery as on the measure of success which he has attained

in removing the dualism between the rational and the non-

rational elements which for him are not only present in every

religious experience, but must reside in all religions.

So far as the latter aspect of Otto’s position is concern-

ed, it will perhaps be generally agreed that his attempt has

been a hopeless failure. The only criterion which he offers

for the superiority of one religion to another in respect of

its rational elements is the *H:larity and abundance” of the

conceptions which it possesses. We need not pause to con-

sider how far his claim that, judged by this standard, Christi-

anity is superior to all other forms of religion is justifiable.

But the really important question is whether this criterion is

reconcilable with what he says, over and over again, about

the ''unspeakable” object revealed in the numinous state of

mind. If every description of the numinous object or the

numinous state must reduce the positive reality to a "O,”
the clearest conceptions about God will be of no avail in re-

presenting the positive elements revealed in religious expe-

rience. .Consequently, the conceptual thought, if Otto’s

insistence on the mexpressibihty and the incommunicability

of thenuminous has any value at aU, xpust be regarded as giT-*
88
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ing rise to a false construction of the highest reality, and not

in any sense necessarily connected with the religious life.

When, however, all intellectual constructions are thus
V

realised to be extra-religious, the numinous feelings and the

numinous objects remain as the only basis of religious expe-

rience. And then the question is, as we have indicated above,

whether the distinction between the true and the false, or

between the lower and the higher, is vouchsafed by such a

slender criterion. The incommunicable 'feeling-element* is

at least a feeling, and so far analogous to, though not identical

with, the feelings of pleasure and pain in our experience. If

this be granted, then we ought to decide on the cognitive

value of the numinous feeling from what we know about the

ordinary feelings of pleasure and pain. But so far as these

non-religious feelings are concerned, it is, we believe, an

accepted tenet of psychology that they have no cognitive

value at all. But even supposing that the numinous feeling

does refer to an object, we have to consider, first, whether

this reference is due to the feeling itself as an immediate ex-

perience, rather than to the function of thought; and,

secondly, how far the reference to a bare something is suffi-

cient to characterise that something as divine. The only

character which the religiouls experience possesses is that it is

unique in quality, but from this to the divine is, at least, a

highly debatable passage of thought. In a sense, every ex-

perience has something unique about it so that it resists all

attempts to translate it in terms of another experience, and

hence the mere fact of its possessing the feature of unique-

ness does not bestow on it the right to be accepted as a divine

revelation. And in so far as Otto insists on the universal

presence of this uniqueness in all religous experiences which

differ from each other in the details of their imageries, it

necessarily follows that this, when taken alone, does not -help

us towards a further determination of the nature of that

which is revealed through those experiences. And, as a

matter of fact, the mystics have differed from one another
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widely in respect of the nature of the object which i| thought

as communicating itself to their respective visions; and this

indicates the considerable part which /interpretation or

thought has played in mysticism. While agreeing so far that

it is an experience which is ineffable and incommunicable,

that it is the source of an irresistible belief and imparts a

specific tone of blessedness, they have interpreted that ex-

perience in ways which are not only divergent from, but
palpably contradictory to, one another. And this may be
illustrated from the mystic sacrifices of the heathen Semites

with their mysteries of initiation to the so-called higher

mystic experiences of the Christian Religion. And even if

we confine ourselves to one type of religion, its utterances are

too conflicting to allow of an intelligible meaning, so much so

that W. Tames, speaking of the Christian mystical life, ad-
mitted, almost in a fit of despair, that the sub-divisions and
names found in the Catholic books represent nothing objec-
tively distinct. **So many men, so many minds: I imagine
that these experiences can be as infinitely varied as are the
idiosyncrasies of individuals.”

Mystical experiences, we must therefore conclude, stand
in need of interpretation and mediation as any other non-
mystical experiences, and the mere fact that an experience is

actual does not prove it to be real. Every experience has its

antecedent conditions which one must satisfy before it can
be actually lived. But when the conditions are fulfilled and
the experience is generated it does not answer the further
question of validity, of objective reality; for, even a false ex-
perience, such as illusions and hallucinations, is an actual ex-
perience, yet its mere actuality does not testify to its validity.
These two aspects of actuality and validity must be carefully
distinguished from each other in respect of every experience,
and mystic experiences in so far as they are actual experi-
ence must be regarded, not from the standpoint of mere
actuahty, but from that of validity as well. This is all the
more necessary, because the conflicts iit the mystic experiences
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are sometjmes more acute than those of ordinary experiences.

A cosmic consciousness, an impersonal Absolute, a personal

God, the "third hetjven,” a mere ‘that’, a mere naught, and

a myriad of other objects have been historically claimed to be

the contents of mystical experiences. And the dfficulty has

been increased by the fact that there are experiences simulat-

ing the genuine mystical states of mind which have appa-

rently nothing to do with a divine being, far less with an

omniscient omnipresent and affectionate deity. These con-

siderations inevitably point to the need of mediation and

proof in the sphere of religious experiences quite as much as

in that of our ordinary beliefs and perceptions.

Our conclusion here is so similar to that of one of the

acutest thinkers of the west that it may be interesting to

make a short reference to the views with which he concludes

a remarkably searching account of religious dogmas. "What

people want is a religion which they can believe to be true.

Since they are confronted on all sides with religions different

from their own and with the denial of all religion, it is in-

evitable that they should ask themselves why they believe

their religions to be true. And when the question is once

asked, what can avert a widespread recognition that the

truth of religion can only rest on foundations too controver-

sal to be taken on trust, and too obscure for many people to

investigate?” It is true that "the large majority of men,

while human nature remains what it is, are not likely to give

up traditional opinions merely on the ground that they have

no logical right to hold them. Like opium-eaters, they will

preserve their happiness at the expense of their intelligence,

though, more fortunate than opium-eaters, their dreams will

not unfit them for practical life and will—sometimes—not

quit them before death But we want more than this

—

especinlly when incompatible dogmas are supported in this

way, as is often the case.”*^

"McTaggart, Some Dogmtof Religion, pp. 293-97.
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A Modern Device to Escape Logic

The non-rational methods of establishing the reality of

God which have so far been considered* do not, however,

claim to be exhaustive; and in fact it is as impossible to make

an exhaustive survey of them as to measure the depth of

human prejudices and idiosyncrasies. For, the only mark

by which a true belief can be distinguished from a false one is

ultimately its logical credentials, and so when these are re-

jected in the interest of feelings or mere immediacy, there re-

mains nothing to evaluate the truth-claim of a given belief.

Nothing is, however, further from our thought in these pages

than that religion represents only an "overcome stand-

point” which humanity is bound to outlive. All that is

urged is that the time is ripe for the recognition that the laws

of logical thinking are the only laws of existence, and so it

is not only futile but positively harmful to persist in the

antiquated tendency to place the burden of our highest and

most powerful beliefs on such slender foundations as feelings,

emotions, instincts or temperaments. Nor do we suggest

that the logical quest for religious beliefs is as straight as the

flight of the crow. To maintain this would be to fly in the

face of the plain teachings of history. The acutest intellect,

when faced with the probfem of religious truths, has suc-

cumbed to the force of traditions and blind faith, thus show-

ing the difiiculty of the rational search after divine truths.

But, howsoever arduous the task and howsoever dangerous

the ascent, the only path to God is the path of rational efforts

and thinking considerations.

We cannot, however, close our survey, imperfect as it

is, without a reference to a characteristically modern method

of silehcing the voice of reason in the interest of something

which has been variously called the practical reason, or the

will, or the rational faith. This method is very clearly illus-

trated in what Bosanquet aptly calls the ontological argument

in its form of today, and which consists essentially in the

"supersession of the 'ontological argument’ by an apprecia-
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tion of human impulse and emotion.”*® Thus, for instance,

the emotional impulse of worship or the instinctive appetite

for God may be made the basis of inference and from the

actuality of these emotions and instincts follows the objec-

tive reality of Diety, much as the existence of food follows

from the actuality of hunger, or as the sexual impulse proves

the existence of mates. The same sort of argument is illus-

trated in another form when it is sometimes urged that the

main tendencies of our nature must reach satisfaction in the

Absolute, or that our conceptions of the ideal in their

highest range point to a real Porfection.

The first point which we should like to emphasise in this

connection is that the duality of reason upon which these

arguments are based is a logical figment, and what is false in

the sphere of theoretical reason cannot be true in that of

practical reason. In other words, the laws of thought which

are the ultimate touch-stone for distinguishing between the

true and the false must be applicable to all facts, Intellectual,

moral or religious. Our beliefs may be false in the moral

and the religious aspects of life precisely in the same sense as

in the so-called intellectual aspect, and the ultimate standard

of truth or falsity of a moral or a religious judgment is pre-

cisely the same as that of the iiitellectual judgments. The

essential truth of these observations is granted when it is said:

"The logical principle of non-contradiction, or, to express it

more largely, the principle of intellectual coherence, we must

and do accept as absolute. We accept it as a necessity of

reason involved in the possibility of knowing anything—in-

volved therefore in all practical living as well as in the im-

movable belief in law or order which inspires all scientific

investigation. And, needless to say, life and science alike

vindicate the principle; all experience may be looked upon as

its progressive verification”*k Similarly, F. H. Bradley, in

spite of his insistence that there is nothing more real than

^Contemporary Philosophy, p. 67.

“A. S. Pringle-Pattiwn, The fdea of God, p. 239.
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what comes in religion and that the *‘man who demands a

reality more solid than that of the religious consciousness

knows not what he seeks”^® has yet to. acknowledge in no

equivocal terms that if "there is to be philosophy its proper

business is to satisfy the intellect, and the other sides of our

nature have, if so, no right to speak directly. They must

make their appeal not only to, but also through, the intelli-

gence.’*^^ The only point on which we fail to agree with

Prof. A. S. Pringle-Pattison is when he urges that the possi-

bility of knowledge is ultimately based on "an unproved be-

lief.” It is true that "we h^ve not explored the whole of

existence, and in the nature of the case can never hope to in-

clude all the facts within the net of reason”; but this does not

^make the laws of thought, or, as he himself puts it, the prin-

ciple of intellectual coherence a mere "postulate of reason” or

a "supreme hypothesis,” similar in nature to a "venture of

faith.” We must indicate, however shortly, the reason why
such a position is bound to be untenable.

The opinion which Prof. A. S. Pringle-Pattison shares

with a number of distinguished thinkers, such as Campbell

Fraser, Lotze, and others, has offered to many contemporary

writers on the nature of religious beliefs an easy method of

proving the truth and objective validity of every religious

dogma. Thus, to take but one example where many are

possible, Mr. E. S. Waterhouse has attempted to prove the

objective validity of religion on what he thinks to be the same

basis as that on which scientific knowledge has always rested,

namely, postulation and verification. The primitive man,

he thinks, was "impelled by very practical grounds towards

some attempt to safeguard himself. The only method open

to him was that of postulating, and finding out whether his

postulate worked. One postulate was that by magic he

could control the forces that sorrounded him. Another was
that he could conciliate them. Very slowly and irregularly.

*Appearance and Reality, p. 449.

^Truth and Reality, p. 221.
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the latter postulate gained ground, and led gradually towards

a different conception of the character of super-human

power. Today, amongst civilised peoples, the magical pos-

tulate Ikigers in the dark amongst superstitions; the religious

postulate has come into the light as faith in God: but behind

all forms of religion, as contrasted with magic, from the

lowest to the highest, there is this in common—all postulate

that the super-human order is approachable, conciliable, that

it is possible to establish a harmonious relation with it. The

very persistence of religion indicates that mankind has be-

lieved the postulate to be true.”'\ This attitude towards

religion and its objective validity is further developed by Dr.

Kenneth Edward who, in defending Mr. Waterhouse’s posi-

tion, raises the ultimate question about the nature of postu-.

lation and verification in general. Postulation, he remarks,

"cannot be ignored or discredited by science or philosophy

on the simple ground of its being a postulate, for science and

philosophy are alike grounded on a postulate of an exactly

analogous kind. Systematised experience of any sort would

be impossible except for such fundamental postulates.”^**

Hence it is further observed that "it cannot be urged that

religion must first demonstrate its logical soundness before

its postulate is accepted. There"can be no a priori demons-

tration of a postluate. The logic of empirical verification is a

perfectly well recognised process in scientific and philoso-

phical practice.”^®

Postulation and Verification

Now, in so far as the views outlined above refer to the

immediate certainty of an experience they suffer from the

fallacies which we have already considered in the preceding

pages. Their special emphasis, however, is not on the im-

mediate certainty of the religious experience, but on the

progressive verification of the postulate of an order of super-

”Philosophy of Religious Experience, p. 145.

“lor. cit. p. 202.

“/H P-215.
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natural beings, which has gradually developed
^into the

thought of a gracious God in the so-called higher religions.

This postulate has worked so far, and h^nce is commended

as true. But the entire analogy, we venture to suggest, is

false. The postulate of a world, or unity, or cosmos which

lies at the basis of science and philosophy can on no account

be identified with an ordinary hypothesis which stands in

need of verification by experience. A scientific theory,

before it is verified and accepted as true, is a mere hypo-

thesis in the sense that it is liable to be rejected if experience

does not support it, in oth«r words, a hypothesis, in the strict

sense, is a tentative conjecture requiring verification. But

why is this conjecture made at all} Or, why are we to reject

it when it is found to be such as can never be verified?

The only answer is that a conjecture is made in order to

introduce unity into the apparently chaotic mass of mate-

rials with which the scientist is confronted. Every theory

is thus born of the attempt to remove contradictions from

our existing knowledge, or, what is the same thing from the

other side, to introduce unity into our experience. So, a

hypothesis is verified when it is found to serve the purpose

for which it was invented, that is, when it makes our know-

ledge more systematic or unified than before. The function

of a scientific theory, therefore, is to explain, or unify, or

systematise the facts of experience. When this is realised,

the mistake of identifying a hypothesis with the pos-

tulate of Unity of Nature or World is at once apparent. It

is because the world is already accepted to be a unity or a

systematic whole that we ever care to frame hypothesis or

to verify them by experience. That is, invention of hypo-

thesis and its verification are intended for constructing a

coherent world out of an apparently incoherent mass of

materials, and so the unity of the world is the ultimate pre-

supposition of all scientific processes, including hypothesis

and verification. It follows from this that verification which

presupposes the unity of the world cannot itself furnidi a
89
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proof of fits own presupposition; and in this sense the unity

is an « priori truth. Mill’s sad failure to furnish an empirical

proof of the Unifdrmity of Nature should put a stop to all

such attempts to identify the ultimate postulate of know-

ledge with a mere hypothesis.

That the world is a unity, we submit therefore, is not a

hypothesis or a mere working postulate which stands in

need of empirical verification; on the contrary, its truth is

presupposed by every assertion, positive as well as negative,

about the real world. A hypothesis is rejected only when

it fails to explain certain facts, , and this explanation is

nothing other than unification or systematisation. But

when a hypothesis is thus rejected, we do not on that account

reject the ultimate postulate of the unity of nature; rather,

that is rejected because this ultimate posulate cannot be re-

jected at all. In other words, the law of non-contradiction

which is in fact involved in the principle of the unity of

nature, is the ideal which inspires all knowledge, scientific,

as well as philosophical, and hence to deny its truth, even

in the interest of an empirical verification, is to assert it.

This, surely is not, then, ”a venture of faith” in the same

sense in which a scientific hypothesis or the postulate of a

gracious God is one. You may deny the existence of ether,

or the reality of a merciful God so long as they do not help

you to unify experience, or long as they appear to be inconsis-

tent with those laws which have organised experience and

knowledge. But you cannot deny the principle of unity

without in the same breath re-asserting its truth.

If then it is agreed that the religious dogma of a gracious

God is not analogous to the ultimate postulate of science and

philosophy, can the former be called a verified hypothesis?

Even this, we submit, is not altogether true. The type of

verification which is appealed to by Messrs. Waterhouse and

Edward, if accepted as vouchsafing the truth of the dogma,

would very ej^sily establish the reality of even such things

as ghosts, spirits, hell and heaven, because the latter have
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historically proved themselves to be very potent ^factors in

regulating and influencing man’s conduct and behaviour.

And judged in the light of this type of verification, it is

impossible to condemn the crassest superstition as falscf except

by dogmatically asserting that all beliefs which influence the

conduct of the so-called civilised people, as distint from

those which are prevalent among the so-called uncivilised,

are not superstitious. Such assertions may flatter some,

but are not on that account true.

A PAN-LOGICAL CONCLUSION

After this necessary* digression, we must return now

to the duality of reason, and insist at the risk of repetition

that the duality is a logical figment, a kind of subtle escape

from the principle of rigorous reasoning and thinking. When

a religious dogma loses its prestige—and it is well known how

frequently such occasions have arisen with the progress of

scientific knowledge and discoveries—it is prudent to cease

to depend upon the principles of intellect for the justification

of the religious belief; but does this step prove the reality

of the belief? The universe which was limited by the

Romans to the Mediterranean valley and the south-western

part of Asia might have the sanction of the Catholic savants

of the fourteenth century, l)ut it would surely be prepos-

terous to urge that this picture of the universe was true

in a peculiar sense, and consequently its truth remained un-

challenged by the discoveries of Columbus, Vasco De Gama,

or Megallan. Similarly, the discoveries of Tycho Brahe, or

of Copernicus shattered some of the cherished dogmas of the

old Church, but would it be legitimate to hold that, in spite

of the inconsistency between the scientific and the theolo-

gical beliefs, the latter are true in a sense which the intellect

cannot fathom? This attitude, we believe, will find favour

with no religious man of the present century, who will surely

be ready to reject as false the dearest dogma when it is found

to be irreconcilable with the results of scientific investiga-

tions. To put it in a genenlt form,* everything that can be
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thought 9f as real,—whether it be something in space and

time, or something beyond the spatio-temporal limitations

—

must belong to All-comprehensive System; and, con-

versely*, nothing can be real which cannot enter into har-

monious relations with the other members of the System,

And it further follows from this that our strongest desires,

or the deepest instincts and impulses cannot be the basis of

sound inference in so far as they suggest the reality of things

that are unacceptable to the System as a whole. It is there-

fore altogether futile to avoid the path of the intellect in

matters of morality or religion; n^y, every attempt to curve

out a new path is sure to lead us to the region of pure dog-

matism which is but another name for the attitude of *no

reason*. And from this attitude to that of scepticism there

is an inevitable passage of mind, to which the history of

theories bears ample evidence.

A. C. Mukherji



THE PROBLEM OF NEGATION
The problem of negation is one of the most perplexing

problems of philosophy. How perplexing it is, Plato has

shown in the Tarmenides’ and the 'Sophist*. The problem

has chiefly been approached from the side of logic. But

there is no reason why it should be approached only from

this side, for it is as much a problem of metaphysics as

it is of logic. It can also be studied from the point of view

of values.
•

I therefore propose in the present paper to discuss the

problem under three main heads: (1) the logical problem

of negation, (2) the metaphysical aspect of the problem

of negation, and (3) the problem of negation viewed from

the standpoint of values.

I. The Logical problem of negation

From the point of view of logic, the problem of nega-

tion is: If all judgments are affirmative, how can there be

any negative judgments?

Readers of Bosanquet’s 'Logic* need not be told how
difficult the problem of negation is for the logician who
holds that every judgment is a reference to reality. If all

judgments assert something about reality, how can there be

a judgment which does not assert but only negates? The

only possible answer is, that even the negative judgment

asserts.

What, however, does the negative judgment assert?

When I deny that A in B, what is it that I assert? It was

once supposed that when I say 'A is not B*, I assert the

existence of a 'not-B*, which however, is wholly indeter-

minate. What, however, is the logical value of such an

assertion? If my assertion asserts nothing definite, then its

logical value is nil. 'Not-B*, therefore, in the sense in

which it was understood by the cflder school of logicians,

711
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.

in the senje in which it could refer to an elephant, a horse,

a mountain or a mole, is devoid of all logical significance.

The judgment *A not B’, or, as it is called, the infinite

judgment, really asserts nothing.

I must, therefore, be supposed to assert something more

than this *not-B’ of the older logicians if I am to believe that

the negative judgment *A is not B* really asserts something.

I must be understood to be making a statement about some-

thing definite when I say *A is not B’. This is what

Bosanquet means by saying that all negation must be *signi-

ficant negation’. When I say, *Tliis is not yellow’, I must

not be understood to be referring to something totally in-

definite, which may be a mouse or a mountain. I must,

on the other hand, be supposed to be referring to some colour,

such as red or green. In other words, there must be some

Imifaiion to the infinite scope of the assertion. But when

thus limited, the negation becomes what is called contrary

negation. We thus arrive at the following conclusion: All

negation, if it is to have any meaning, must be contrary

negation.

Contrary negation not merely excludes but also asserts

something significant. Its logical form is 'It is not B but

it is C’, B and C being distincts belonging to the same class.

The object of contrary negation is therefore to assert one

distinct by excluding another. Even ordinary language

recognises this. When, for instance, I say, T am not goirig

to Calcutta’, people expect me to complete my sentence by

saying some such thing as 'But I am going to Patna’. Of

course, I may not intend to go anywhere at all, but even

in that case, I shall have to complete the sentence by saying

'But I shall stay at home’.

But contrary negation suffers from one serious defect.

It is formally incapable of allowing any conclusion to be

drawn from it. If A and B are distincts and not contra-

dictories, then it is impbssible to assert B from the negation
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of A. It is only when A and B are contradictories, that

it is possible to affirm B by denying A. We have thus the

paradox of negation: If a significant .Conclusion is drawn

from negation, then it is formally inadmissible. If a formally

admissible conclusion is drawn, then it is useless.

This paradox leads to the question of the nature of

formal logic and of its relation to the logic of the real,

into which we cannot enter here. We must, however, indi-

cate the direction in which the solution of the paradox is

to be sought. The solution lies in the combination of the

two kinds of negation, contrary and contradictory. Or

rather it lies in the recognition of the condition which makes

such a combination possible. This condition is nothing

else than this: Reality is a systemh The reason why we

can invest contrary negation with the force of contradictory

negation is that Reality is a systematic unity. When a

contradictory becomes a contrary, it means that the oppo-

sites given by the disjunction 'Either or’ fall within

a system. It is only in a completely systematic whole that

the exclusion of one thing means the affirmation of a posi-

tive opposite. This fact we notice in all sciences where

knowledge comes close to being perfectly systematic. Tf

it is not the planet A, it must be the planet B’: it is pos-

sible for astronomy in these days to speak like this. Of

course, strictly speaking, no science has up to now attained

this kind of systematic unity which alone makes it possible

to raise a contradictory to the level of a contrary. But if

it has not done so, it is due to no defect of science as such,

but to the fact that our knowledge still falls far short of

being a completely organized whole.

Negation, therefore, if it is to be truly significant,

must not only exclude but also exhaust. These conditions

are fulfilled in disjunction, and therefore Bosanquet looks

upon disjunction as the goal towards which all negation

tends. Disjunction, again, is the form in which ultimately

^Yide Bosanquet, Logic, Vol 1, 2tid edition, p. 290.
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systematic connection is to be expressed. When knowledge

becomes perfectly organized, then it is possible to arrange

it in a series of disjunctions of the form 'Either A or B’,

'Either B or C’, 'Either C or D’, etc. In other words, it

is possible to say that as soon as A is just not B, it becomes C,

and as soon as it is just not C, it becomes D. Thus in a

complete system, knowledge always passes from one posi-

tive to another through negation without leaving any gap.

All progress towards systematisation, therefore, is a process

through negation.

Let us examine now the presupposition upon which the

above view is based. It is, as Bosanquet says, that reality

is a system. By 'reality is a system’ Bosanquet evidently

means that it is continuous. If there were any gaps in

reality, then it would not be possible to put it in the form of a

series of disjunctions. If reality consisted of a number

of peaks between which lay deep valleys, then it would not

be possible to say, "Just as A is not B, it becomes C, and just

as it is not C, it is D.” The basic assumption, therefore,

upon which the above view of negation rests is the conti-

nuity of reality. A system, however, need not necessarily

mean continuity. We may have discontinuous systems as

well as continuous ones. The series of quantities in har-

monic progression is a system, although it is discontinuous.

At any rate, it would have conduced much to clearness if

Bosanquet had indicated what exactly he meant by

a system. The identity between continuity and reality has

been the tacit assumption of all idealists ever since the time

of Leibniz. But as I have shown elsewhere^, the logic of the

real does not necessarily involve any such identity.

Negation, being thus a fundamental form of the ex-

pression of reality, the next question that arises is: Which

is the logically prior form of expression, the affirmative or

the negative? I have already indicated the reasons which

•Vide Logic of the Real, "Proceedings of the Second Session of the

Indian PMUwiphical Congress,«enatet, 192<”.
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have led logicians to regard affirmation as more fundamental.

It has been, however, maintained by some logicians, notably

by Royce, that affirmation and negation stand, from the

point of view of logic, on a footing of absolute equality.

If the positive is given a higher place than the negative,

this is due not to logical, but to extra-logical considerations

of value. That we place the good higher than the evil or

truth higher than error, is, according to these logicians,

due to our interest in values. That there is a great deal

of truth in this view, and that negation plays a very im-

portant part in the constitution of values, we shall presently

see. For the present, however, I must be content with

remarking that the essential connection of all judgment with

reality makes it impossible for me to accept the theory of an

abkilute equality between the positive and the negative.

Indian grammarians recognized many other meanings

of negation than the two we have discussed. According to

a widely prevalent view, negation has six different senses,

as indicated in the couplet: I

fevTSSt ll” According to this

view, negation expresses one of six meanings—resemblance,

absence, difference, insufficiency, non-emphasis and opposi-

tion. If we analyze, however, these six senses, we shall find

that they are all reducible either to difference or to opposi-

tion*. Take, for example, which is usually given as

an example of Here the word does not mean one

who has no hair but one whose hair is thin. Negation,

therefore, here means difference.

Before I leave the purely logical aspect of negation,

I must deal briefly with the problem of double negation.

This problem, as we shall presently see, only illustrates in a

"So also the four kinds of SRnn recognized by the Naiyayikas

—

snapin, srafNrwn^ and — are reducible either to

contrary or to contradictory negation. Himinf and

mean absence during portions of time, and therefore mean presence as a

’ihstinct’ during other portions.«iaajl«gTamis clearly nothing but contrary

negation, is the contradictory real existence.

90
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pointed manner the principle already laid down, namely,

that therS can be no negation without limitation. Negation

must be both exclusive and exhaustive, and if it is to be ex-

haustive, there must be some limitation, or else the infinite

judgment would arise.

The problem of double negation has been treated of

in three different ways by the three leading logicians of the

present day, Sigwart, Bradley and Bosanquet. According to

Sigwart, all negation presupposes a previous affirmation, and

double negation, by wiping off the negation, brings into

view the original affirmatiqn\ The process, in fact, is

similar to that of lifting the veil from a picture. Bradley

dissents from this view. According to him there is no pre-

vious affirmation presupposed in negation. He thinks,

however, that the real ground for the double negation Tt is

false that A is not B' is the knowledge that *A is B\ With-

out this knowledge double negation is not possible^

yide Sigwart: Logic, Vol. I, pp, 148-49. He thus states his view;

"But as soon as we see that every negation presupposes a previous syn-

thesis, its only object being to declare this synthesis invalid; as soon

as we see that the negation is a particular act in which the 'not’ has the

force of a judgment concerning a judgment (either attempted or com-

plete)—then it becomes clear how far the negation of a negation is

possible "It is false that A is not B”, says that it is impossible

to state that the proposition "A is B” is false, to ascribe any other predi-

cate than B to A, to prevent the unification of A and B. And if the

objections to the synthesis A is B are impossible, then this synthesis must

hold good.”

“Bradley explains his position as follows; "I will briefly explain.

We know well by this time that, in judging A not to be B, I pre-

suppose a quality in A which is exclusive of B. Let us call this Y.

I now desire to deny my judgment, and need, as before, some quality

as the ground of my new denial. Let us take some quality other than

B. Let this quality 2 be exclusive of Y, and let us see what we have.

We have now A2 with the exclusion of Y which excluded B. But

that leaves us nowhere. We cannot tell now if A is B, or is not B,

because 2 itself, for anything we know, may also exclude B, just as

much as Y did. What, in short, we have got is our own private impo-

tence to deny "A is B”, but what we want is an objective ground for

declaring such a result to be false” {Principles of Logic, 2nd edition,

Vol. l,p. 159). r
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Bradley, however, sees that in those negatioigs where

there is limitation, the ground of double negation need not

be the positive knowledge *A is B*. He thinks, however,

that this is not the case with all negations. In the note

appended to Book I. Chap V. in the Second Edition of the

Principles of Logic, Bradley admits that his view is incorrect

and accepts that of Bosanquet, namely, that negation is of the

form of disjunction and involves a limitation of possibilities.

We thus arrive at the view of Bosanquet, that double

negation only illustrates the fundamental characteristic of

all negation, namely, that* it irfvolves limitation. What we

should remember is that in all true negation the possibilities

are always limited by means of a disjunctive judgment. This

may be illustrated, in the case of double negation, by taking

the example given by Bosanquet®. If we divide the Liberals

in Gladstone’s time into the Unionist Liberals and the Glad-

tonian Liberals, and say, with reference to any person, that

*he is not not-Gladstonian’, then we need not have the prior

existence of the judgment *He is a Gladstonian’, as Bradley

asserts, but we arrive straight at the judgment, *He is not

not-Gladstonian’ by the denial of the judgment, *He is a

Unionist’. Here the possibilities are limited by the dis-

junction ^Either he is a Gladstonian Liberal or he is a

Unionist’. When such a limitation of possibilities occurs,

we pass straight from the denial of a positive quality to a

positive result which limits it.

Double negation, therefore, says Bosanquet, performs

the same function as the negative instance in induction, the

function, namely, "of approaching any positive content from

the side of its limit, of the exact boundary at which it ceases,

and some other content begins”^.

The only criticism that we have to offer has already

been stated. This view holds good only when we accept

the Leibnizian principle of the continuity of Reality. 'Just

"Vide Logic, Vol. I, p. 30S( 2nd edition).

Tbid, p. 307.
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when A peases to be B, it becomes C; just when it ceases to

be C, it becomes D’. This statement is only possible if there

are no gaps in ReMity. It must not be supposed that the

doctriiie of Coherence necessarily involves this kind of con-

tinuity of the real. In fact, there is here an evident con-

fusion between coherence and mathematical continuity.

II. The metaphysical aspect of the problem of negation

We now come to the metaphysical aspect of the problem

of negation. What is the part that negation plays in the

constitution of reality? The view of Hegel on this question

is familiar to everybody. According to him, negation is the

very essence of reality. The ascent in the scale of reality is

really a continuous passage through negation. If we con-

ceive of any reality which does not involve negation, such

as the *Being* of Parmenides, v/e find that it corresponds to

the lowest grade of reality.

It is, in fact, in this power to negate itself that the dis-

tinction between reality and abstraction lies. Where this

power is wanting we are in the region, not of the real but of

an abstraction. The 'Being’ of Parmenides is an abstraction,

as is the 'Substance’ of Spinoza. The concreteness of reality

lies precisely in the readiness wich which it can fall into con-

tradiction with itself.

So far so good. Our difficulties, however, begin when

we try to think of the condition of the highest reality, the

Absolute. Is the Absolute positive or negative? Of course,

it would be said, the Absolute must be positive, for it is a

contradiction in terms to talk of the Absolute as negative.

What becomes, however, of the statement, broadcast by the

Hegelians, that every reality must involve negation? If

this statement is true, how can the Absolute be merely posi-

tive? Must we not say that a negation also is involved in

the Absolute?
*

Various attempts have been made to solve the difficulty.

One solution is to asseit that the Absolute is only Absolute
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logically, but that as a self-revealing process it eternally

involves negation. But this is no solution, as JoacT:iim points

out®, for the Absolute as self-fulfilled cannot by any logical

jugglery be identified with the Absolute as self- fulfilling.

Nor do we solve the difficulty if we assert, with Me.

Taggart and Bradley, that negation is the condition not of the

ultimate reality, but of the reality that falls short of it, the

reality, that is, which in Bradley’s terminology is an “ap-

pearance”.

This solution, however, is not possible from Hegel’s point

of view, for as Bosanquethas pointed out®, contradiction is the

essential element of reality, according to Hegel. In fact,

Hegel believes that what sustains the universe is contradic-

tion. It would not do, therefore, to whittle down the prin-

ciple of contradiction, as Me. Taggart and Bradley have done.

There are, however, greater difficulties in the way of

accepting Bradley’s solution. In order to maintain his posi-

tion, Bradley has to take recourse to three propositions:

( 1 ) that the whole of reality can be arranged in an ascend-

ing scale, according to the greater or lesser amount of con-

tradiction that is involved; (2) that at the highest point,

namely, the Absolute, there is a total absence of all contra-

diction, and ( 3 )
that the Absolute is not accessible to thought.

The third proposition is very significant. It clearly amounts

to a confession that from the point of view of rationalism,

it is not possible to maintain any Absolute. Bradley, in fact,

^Yide Joachim: Nature of Truth

j

p. 114.

^Vide Bosanquet: Science and Philosophy, p. 79. Bosanquet quotes,

among others, the following passages from HegePs Logic (Vol. I of his

"Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences”) "What moves the world

is contradiction; it is ridiculous to say that contradiction is unthinkable”.

"Whereas people say contradiction is not thinkable, the truth is that

in pain which a living being feels it is actually a real existence”.

"Formal thinking prescribes to itself the rule that contradiction is not

thinkable, but, in fact, this thinking of contradiction is the essential

moment of the Notion”. •
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shows that the negative element can never be overcome by

thought or reason, and that consequently, it is a contradiction

in terms to talk of aii Absolute of pure reason. If, therefore,

the Absolute is to be maintained, it is to be done with the

help of immediate experience and -not with the help of reason.

This is a cruel joke which Bradley has perpetrated upon his

idealistic s Seeming to follow the same path

as the Hegelian idealist, Bradley turns a somersault, and com-

fronts his fellow-idealists with the dilemma: Either follow

the path of your master and give up all hopes of reaching the

Absolute, or take the road of imipediate experience which

alone can take you to the Absolute.

Another solution is that offered by Bosanquet. He
makes a distinction between contradiction and negativity,

and asserts that although negativity is fundamental in all

that is real, contradiction is not^®. Thus, although contradic-

tion vanishes in the Absolute, negativity remains. This

negativity, Bosanquet explains, is the same as that which

Me. Taggart describes **as the tendency of all finite categories

to complete themselves (notice the limitation to finite cate-

gories) and the same which Green expresses as the nature of a

Self which is self-conscious or at once its Self and its other.”

This negativity, he further expounds, ''is the spirit of differ-

ence which survives even in a resolved contradiction, and

when we possess what is most real and thinkable”. The net

result, therefore, is that "affirmation and negation may even

become co-equal and interchangeable in content, but a real

whole must always bona fide hold them both together.””.

This distinction between contradiction and negativity is

essentially the same as that made by Croce between the con-

**Vide Science and Philosophy, pp. 79-80. He thus states his view:

“Logical contradiction, I admit, is a vanishing element, belongs to the

sphere of the finite, and minimizes itself in the higher types of experience

as the character of finiteness approaches a minimum. With negativity

or negation, the case seems to be different. This belongs to the funda-

menul structure of everything that is real”.

*"Ihia.p.8L
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tradictory and the distinct in his book What h living and

what is dead in the philosophy of Hegel, Croce’s main

criticism of Hegel’s philosophy, in fact^-rests upon this dis-

tinction. Croce says that Hegel ignored this distinction and

with disastrous results. He applied the logic which was true

only of the contradictory to the distinct, so that distinct

conceptions, such as Nature and Spirit, Mechanism and Teleo-

logy, were invested by him with the characteristics of con-

tradictories and treated from the standpoint of contradic-

tories.

The full discussion ^of the point raised here will take

us far beyond the limits of this paper. Some discussion of it

the reader will find in the writer’s paper on The Logic of the

ReaL^. The logical implications of this distinction I have

already discussed in connection with the relation between

contradictory and contrary negation. It should be clearly

stated, however, that from Hegel’s standpoint the distinction

cannot be maintained. In fact, the whole of the Hegelian

philosophy is an attempt to prove that what is a contradic-

tory from the point of view of logic is a contrary from the

standpoint of the evolutionary process. Indeed, this is what

he means by the identity between the dialectical process and

the cosmic process. The mainspring of the dialectical pro-

cess is contradiction; unless two concepts are brought face

to face as contradictories, the dialectical process cannot take

place. The movement of the dialectical process is through

contradictories, but it is identical with the cosmic process

which is through contraries. The march of history is

nothing but a succession of contraries—one nation or tribe

succeeding another, one organization or institution being re-

placed by another—but it is an exact replica of the dialectical

process which is through contradictories.

Moreover, even if contradiction disappears and contrary
negation remains, there will be the same difficulty regarding

*Vide Proceedings of the Second Session of the Indian Philosophical
Congress, Benares, 1926 , •
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the Absoluteness of the Absolute. How can the Absolute be

called absolute, if there is a 'distinct’ remaining by its side

which it cannot absorb? Such a distinct would constitute an

'other’ and, as Joachim says, would break the coherence of

the Absolute.

No solution perhaps is wholly acceptable, but I think

the best way out of the difficulty is to regard the Absolute,

as the Bhakti School did, as Absolute in its concreteness.

Not only negation, but all contradictory relations would

then form part of the inexhaustible fulness of the Absolute.

A somewhat similar conception o^ the Absolute we find in

Hoffding’s "Problems of Philosophy”, where he has given

us a picture of Being which is inexhaustible in its concrete

richness. In this inexhaustible richness of Being contradic-

tions lodge quite easily^*.

The problem of negation has also presented considerable

difficulty to the Advaita philosopher. On the one hand, the

Absolute must be absolutely positive. On the other hand,

it must be different from whatever we experience or con-

ceive. It must therefore be defined both in positive and

negative terms. This is done in the Upanishads by describ-

ing it sometimes as and sometimes

as

Samkara solves the difficulty, as Bradley does, by ad-

mitting grades of reality. Four grades he recognizes,

nanlely, and

^WTT. The Absolute in its own essence has

or absolute reality and is absolutely positive, but judged in

relation to the other s, it must be defined in negative

terms as 'not this, not this’. So again, the other

With same right”, says HdfiFding, "with which we reason from
the possibility of rational knowledge to a unifying force in Being,

we might, apparently, reason to an irrational power in Being, to a

cosmobgical principle that prevented the elements of Being from sund-
ing in a rationally determinable relation to one another.” {Problms of
Philosophy, p. 135}- ^
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judged in the light of the Absolute, must be pronounced

to be full of error, just as in Bradley’s system, all reality

short of the Absolute contains some comradiction.

This is, however, no solution. The negative element

is not annulled but persists throughout the four grades. An
attempt, however, is made to get rid of the negative element

by suggesting that it itself owes its origin to the Absolute,

being nothing but a peculiar power (5Tfe) of the latter.

But this raises precisely the difficulty noticed in Hegel,

namely, what is the need for the Absolute to limit or negate

itself.^ If the Absolute is.eterAally self-fulfilled, why shoiJd

it limit itself to give rise to a phenomenal process? Hegel

takes shelter under his dialectic, the Advaita philosopher

under or the supra-rational character of the

power in question.

III. The problem of negation from the point

of view of values

I now come to the last part of my task. What is

the part that negation plays in the region of values? I

have already mentioned the view of Royce, according to

whom, our preference for the positive and aversion for the

negative is entirely due to the operation of values. From

the point of view of logic, there is absolute equality between

the positive and the negative’^.

Although I am not in a position, for reasons I have

already explained, to accept the second part of Royce’s

statement, I am in substantial agreement regarding the

first part. That is to say, I hold that values have an

important part to play in the accentuation of the distinc-

tion between the positive and the negative.

All philosophers of value define values by contrasting

them with what they consider to be valueless. Thus, in

Miinsterberg the contrast is between Nature and History,

^Vide Royce’s article on Negatkm in the Encyclopaedia of Religion

and Ethics. •

91
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in Stern l^tween Person and Thing, in Dilthey between

Geisteswissenschaften and Tatsachenwissenschaften, in

Rickert between Culture and Nature. The negative element,

therefore, has in all these philosophers been made use of to

define the values. It seems indeed that values cannot be ren-

dered definite without a background of negation.

Taking first the ethical value, we find that the power

to negate, to refuse to accept the right and to choose the

wrong, is the essence of freedom upon which the whole fabric

of morality rests. To be free means to be free to reject a

suggested action, to turn down a 4)roposal even if it should

happen to be the best conceivable. 'Do you accept my pro-

posal?* *No’. This 'no* expresses the freedom of the in-

dividual to reject a suggested course of action. In its ex-

treme form, it expresses the freedom to choose the wrong and

reject the right.

All morality rests upon this background of negation.

Without it the moral value would lose its distinctive feature.

As Royce says, "without negation, none of the contrasts

could be defined, there would be no clearness with regard to

values, no knowledge of heaven or hell, good or evi^**^

On its positive side, the moral value disturbs the attitude

of indifference or apathy which shows no preference for good

over evil. It creates a strong presumption in its favour by

pointing to essential human needs that find satisfaction

through it. If the matter was left entirely to be judged on

metaphysical grounds, one could not be quite sure whether

good would be given a higher status than evil. But if the

matter is judged with reference to the satisfaction of essen-

tial human needs, then surely, good comes out as a thing to

be preferred to evil. The positive character, therefore, with

which morality invests the good is due to its being considered

a value.

As with ethical, so with other values. Values arise out

of an effort to disturb the neutrality of Being. As com-

"Articlc **Negatioii*’ in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.
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pared with the values, Being or Reality expresses an atti-

tude of indifference or neutrality, for which good has as much
place as evil, the beautiful as much as. the ugly. Values

disturb this neutrality by investing certain portions of reality

with a character which they deny to the rest. But behind

all this showering of positive qualities there is the dark back-

ground of negation.

This opposition between Being and Values is represented

by Hoffding as an eternal conflict. In his Philosophy of

Religion, he gives a picture of the universe in which values

have to make a desperate swugg^e for self-preservation against

Being. Negation is here no longer a mere dark background

but has become an active enemy. What is the outcome of this

struggle? Hoffding says that if religion is to be at all

possible, there must be faith in the conservation of values,

that is to say, in the ultimate triumph of values in this war-

fare against Being.

But can we rest content with this picture of an

Ormuzd-Ahriman fight between Being and Value? Can we
be satisfied with the conception of a universe which is perma-

nently split up into two orders—^Being and Value? What
becomes of the demand not only of Metaphysics but also of

Religion for a unitary world?

Moreover, can Religion be entirely indifferent to the

question of Being? It is certainly a matter of vital import-

ance for it to ascertain that the gods whose worship it en-

joins do really exist. The higher the religion, the more

closely, in fact, does its God approximate to the highest meta-

physical Being. The attitude of Religion towards the highest

Being may be different from that of metaphysics, but the

God of religion cannot be conceived to be anything else

than the Absolute of metaphysics. Readers of Bradley’s

"Appearance and Reality” are aware what unnecessary diffi-

culties he creates by his attempt to separate the two.

Lastly, from the side of Being, the distinction between

itself and values cannot be maintained. Being cannot be re-
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garded asicompletely neutral. It must itself be a value. It

is impossible to accept the view that the Absolute has no

relation to human aspirations. The Absolute would in fact

cease td be Absolute if it were out of all relation to our world

of values.

We must, therefore, discard the view which we provi-

sionally adopted, that Being is merely a negative background.

Being itself is positive, and consequently, the distinction bet-

ween the negative Being and the positive values cannot be

maintained in the manner in which Hoffding and other

philosophers of values would maintain it.

S. K. Maitra



THE SELF

"Known Thy-Self” is an exhortation of the wise men

of all ages and climes. And knowing the Self appears to be

an easier task than knowing the external world, for the

latter is known to us only so far as our senses reveal it.

What there may be behind the sensible in the external world

ever remains hidden from us. Yet it is a great wonder that

there is a great deal of difference of opinion among the

great thinkers of the world a*s to what the Self is. A big

volume can be filled if only a mention is made of the vari-

ous views held by eminent thinkers on the nature of the

Self. Here we shall only refer to a few typical views held

in the East as well as in the West on this important problem.

Descartes starts his enquiry to find out the truth by

doubting everything that the common sense or the previous-

ly existing thought of the West had taken for granted. In

doubting everything he, however, discovers, that the doubter

is presupposed in all doubting, and, therefore, cannot be

doubted to exist. Doubting is thinking. I think, therefore,

I am ("Cogito ergo sum”). This discovery of Descartes

that no one can doubt his own existence because he is pre-

supposed as a doubter is the starting point of Modern Euro-

pean Philosophy. Yet it is an old Truth known to Indian

thinkers. We find Shankaracharya saying in his Com-
mentary on the Brahmasutras (II, 3, 7) : "It is not possible

to deny the existence of the Self, for it is the very essence

of him who denies it”.

But, "What am I?” is the next and more important

question. Descartes comes to the conclusion that the Self

is a thinking Substance^ for doubting is thinking. He did

not examine the idea of Substance critically. Hume raised

the question whether there was any substance like the Self.

His introspection, Hume said, revealed no such entity as an
enduring, continuing, and remaining identically the same,
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spiritual s\ibstance within him, but only a congeries of sen-

sations, impressions, memories and feelings etc. He dis-

covered no Self "other than a bundle or collection of dif-

ferent perceptions which succeed each other with an incon-

ceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux or movement”.

Exactly in the same manner, long before Hume, did the

Buddhist thinkers repudiate the idea of "Self” (A/w<iw)as

a spiritual substance, which was postulated by the^

Naiyayikas as the thinker, doer and feeler. The Self for the

older Buddhists is only a bundle {skandha) of the psychical

states which are ever in flux, but 3,re held in unity as mind

{cittam). There is no doubt that so far as thoughts,

ideas, feelings and interests are concerned, there is a perpetual

flux, a constant change within ourselves. And whenever one

seeks to find out the Self with the help of ordinary intros-

pection, one will stumble at this or that particular and pass-

ing thought. The statements of Hume, James and the

Buddhists are quite correct so far. But, as Kant in the West

and Shankar in India have pointed out, the changing mul-

tiplicity of ideas, sensations and feelings etc., alone are not

sufiicient to explain all the facts and aspects of our inner

life. Both Sankara and Kant point out that these chang-

ing psychical states are not the Self. The Self is the Subject

which unifies and apperteives these states, and without pre-

supposing which, no unity, which is as much a fact of the

inner experience as the multiplicity of the ideas, nor con-

sciousness of the changing states could have been possible.

To seek for the Self in the changing states of the mind, both

of them say, is certainly wrong. The Self is the unifying

Subject that can never be made object, can never be pre-

sented as a thought, sensation or feeling. It is, therefore,

absurd to regard it as something known in the ordinary sense.

Psychologists cannot observe it, but, as Ward suggests, must

presuppose it, Buddhists, Hume and James, who have re-

pudiated the popular idea of the Self; have done a great ser-

vice to the problem, in sb far as they have convinced us that
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a search for the Self in the changing states of nynd, down

from the ego or me to the bodily states and feelings, cannot

give us the Self. Truly, indeed, becau^ the search for the

Self is not that for the changing aspects of ourselves,*nor for

the plurality of ideas within, nor even for that which can be

the object of our knowledge. It is for the permanent in us,

for the unity within, and it is for the Subject which knows

everything else. When a philosopher says that there is no

permanent entity found within his mind or in the objects

outside, he is quite right in so far as it goes. But to con-

clude that permanence a^d unity can nowhere be found,

because they have not been found in the objective side of our

experience,—both mind and external world—, is absurd.

Experience is inexplicable without the presupposition of a

Permanent Unity. If we have not found where the Perma-

nent Unity exists, we must only confess that we have not

been able to find it, but should not deny its existence. It is

not only dogmatic to deny the existence of what is presup-

posed in all our experience, but also an act of philosophicide,

if we can use the expression. If we are honest thinkers,

let us say that our knowledge is not yet complete, that we
have still to learn. Sir Oliver Lodge has rightly remarked:

"The assertions of men of genius are often of value: their

denials seldom or never”.

What am I then, when the term "I” stands for the

Ultimate Subjective Unity? For, after all, it is the "I”

that endures amidst all the changes of personality; it is the

"I” that unifies all the discrete many that compose the

psychical and the external world of my experience; and it is

the *T” that is presupposed in all experience. What is the

character of the "I”. Before finding out the actual charac-

ter of this "r, let us be sure of a few points in this connection.

The search for the "I” is the search for the permanent and

continuous. We must not, therefore, expect to find it in

the varying and changing factors of our experience. It is

a search for the Ultimate Unity within. We should not,
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therefore,^ expect to find it as one of the many contents ot

our experience. And because it is a search for the Ultimate

Subject of our experience, we cannot expect to find it out

amidst the objective world and amidst those things and ideas

that can be presented as objects of our knowledge. The
search is no doubt a difficult one. Many philosophers,

especially in the West, have failed in the search for the Self,

simply because they neither understood what they were in

search after, nor where to seek for it.

The great Psychologist, William James, sums up his

discussion on the problem of* Self, by saying: "Personality

implies the incessent presence of the two elements, an objec-

tive person, known by the passing subjective Thought recog-

nised as continuing in time” {Principles of Psychology,

Vol I, p. 371). The main difficulty that lies in this con-

clusion is how a "passing” subjective thought could be re-

cognised as "continuing in time”. How can the "I”, the

unchanging background of all the changing "wf’s” be "a

Thought, at each moment different from that of the last

moment” (Ibid, p. 401) ? It is a very simple truth pointed

out by the author of Bhamati, the great Vacaspati

Misra, that "what varies not nor changes in the midst of

things that vary and change is different from them”. The

"I”, therefore, which is felt as continuing in time must be

distinguished from that which passes away. It cannot be

one of the series of passing thoughts, but something behind

and beyond the series. We may not of course be able to

separate the passing mes from the enduring "I”, simply be-

cause it is a factor that cannot be thought away from any

passing me. Yet we can determine its character by negat-

ing from it all the passing mes. In this connection it may
be objected, as Kant did actually object, that it may be that

this unity of apperception may not have any existence

apart from its function of unifying the passing sensations

or ideas. There is no fear like that. For, there are other

levels of our experience in which the passing mes of the
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ordinary waking consciousness are altogether abseijt, but the

Self is still felt to be continuing in the same way as it does

in the waking experience.

Our concrete personality, which is called the me by William

James, may be analysed into several factors: the physical me

{annamaya)^ the sensitive and appetitive me (prdnamaya),

the thinking and willing me {manomaya and Vijndnamaya)

,

and the feeling me (dnandamaya)

,

as James Ward (Psy-

chological Principles, Chap. XV, Sec. I) and the Taittirlya

Upanishad have suggested. Which of them can be or

cannot be regarded the S|^lf, or the real as distinguished

from the **me” or the *1’ of the moment, will depend upon

which one of them endures or does not endure in all the

levels of our experience which we often wrongly suppose

to be identical with only one level or aspect of it, namely,

the ordinary waking experience. Hindu philosophers have

taken the entire experience into consideration in construct-

ing a metaphysical theory. They have observed that there

are four main levels or kinds of experience, namely, waking,

dream, deep sleep and samadhi. At one time or other of

our existence we are in one or the other of these four states

of experience. Our Self should not be only that which

endures throughout our waking existence but also that

which endures throughout all other kinds of experience

in which we exist this or that time. If any factor of oxir

personality ceases to be experienced in any of these states,

it cannot claim to be our Self. For it is absent when we

are present. Our existence cannot be, on the other hand,

denied in any kind or level of experience, for ''experience

without an experient is unintelligible”, as James Ward rightly

points out. We agree with Ward when he says: "It is the

I—not the me—that .... is essential to any experience,

while the me is essential to only some” (Psychological Prin-

ciples, p. 379) . Another consideration that has to be kept

in view is that all those factors of my personality that can

at one time or other be made objects of experience, that is,

92
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can be observed externally or introspectively, have to be

discarded as the not-self. For, the search for the Self, as we

have already pointed out, is the search for the Ultimate

Subject' of our experience, and, as Ward says, "there would

be certainly a difficulty if we maintained that the subject

of our experience could ever be the direct object of its own

experience” (Ibid., p. 380).

Now, a careful study of the various kinds of experience

will convince us that almost all the factors of our objective

personality or me pointed out above are contingent. They

cease to be experienced in this or that state of experience.

The "anna-maya” (physical) me which is lying in the bed is

not experienced in dream; the "prana-maya” (the sensi-

tive and appetitive) me, the "manomaya” (the thinking

and willing) me, and the "vijhanamaya” (the intellectual)

me, all absent from the experience of deep sleep in which i

nothing but a vague feeling of pleasure forms the content!

of our experience; and in a higher mystic experience, called

samadhi, "which a truly scientific psychology should no

longer continue to ignore”, even this vague feeling of pleasure

(the "anandamaya” or the feeling me) is changed into a

clear experience of Blissful Existence, in which no duality

is experienced, and the subject and the object exist as if

eternally united in the Unity of experience which is above

the distinction. Throughout this variation and dropping

of the me's the Self continues as Consciousness or awareness

{samvif), which never changes although its objects change.

Consciousness is therefore declared to the essential charac-

ter of the Self by the Vedantists and the Sankhya philoso-

phers. There is no time when the Self ceases to be con-

scious. The objects of consciousness vary and change, but

consciousness as such does not cease to be, does not change

(Vide Pancadasi, Chap. I). For, if Consciousness itself

suffers changes, they must be known by consciousness itself.

Change must be in the objects and not in consciousness,

for the latter is presupposed as the witness of the change.
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which would remain unknown otherwise. Green rightly

observes: ‘‘Neither can any process of change yield a con-

sciousness of itself, which, in order to be a consciousness of

change, must be equally present to all stages of the changes;

nor can any consciousness of change, since the whole of it

must be present at once, be itself a process of change
;

within the consciousness itself there can be no change” (Prol-

egomena to Ethics, p. 23). And, “No one and no member

of a series of related events can be the consciousness of the

series as related. Nor can any product of the series be

either” (Ibid., p. 21). The Yedantists have argued that the

Self or Consciousness does not cease to be even in the dream-

less deep sleep. Their argument may be summarised thus:

“Even in dreamless sleep there is the Self, for when one rises

from it one is aware that one had good sleep undisturbed by

dreams. This he knows from memory. Since memory is

only of presentations, the bliss of sleep and the consciousness

of nothing must have been presented during the sleeping

state. If it is said that the absence during sleep of disquiet

and knowledge is only inferred from the memory of the

state before sleep and perception of the state after it, then

it is replied that we cannot infer anything the like of which

is not presented. If it is sai3 that a negative concept cannot

have any percept answering to it, and therefore the absence

of knowledge and disquiet is only inferred, it is said in reply

that absence of knowledge, etc., to be inferred must be

conceivable, i.e., must have been directly perceived during

their absence. So we have during dreamless sleep direct

consciousness of the absence of knowledge and disquiet. In

that state the empirical mind is inactive and pure conscious-

ness alone is present.” (Radha Krishnan: Indian Philosophy.

Vol. n, p. 478-9)

.

Consciousness does not cease to exist throughout the

various levels or changes of experience undergone in a

life-time only, but even througout eternity. There can

be no end of consciousness in time. ^The author of the Dm
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Bhdgawata argues that consciousness cannot be said to have

a beginning or an end, for, "Never has the cessation of

consciousness been experienced; if it is asserted that it has

been, the experiencer himself stands behind as the embodi-

ment of consciousness” (D. B. Ill, xxxii, 15-16). The idea

is that we cannot say that consciousness does not exist at

any time unless we know that it does not really exist. But

knowing presupposes consciousness. It will certainly be

absurd to think that consciousness comes into existence or

goes out of existence at any time, for there will be no data

for such a supposition. For, ‘/It is here at length that being

and knowing meet” (Ward: Psychological Principles).

Moreover, to evolve consciousness from that which had it

not would be another absurdity. For, consciousness "is

unique” (Green: Prolegomena to Ethics, p. 171). "Con-

sciousness shines in its own light” (Ibid., p. 172). Green

also comes to the conclusion: "Consciousness does not arise

out of Nature Consciousness is never "evolved”. It

is that which is presupposed by evolution; that failing which

there would be no single universe and no evolution at all”

(ibid., p. 175) . William James is also constrained to think:

"If evolution is to work smoothly, consciousness in some

shape must have been present at the very origin of things”

(Principles of Psychology, Vol. I, p. 149). To escape dog-

matism, therefore, we have to accept that consciousness

knows no beginning and no end. "This self-luminous con-

sciousness”, says Vidyaranya, "neither rises nor sets through-

out the months, years, small and great ages past and to

come” (Pancadasl, T 7). It is always the same. The

Self, therefore, is consciousness that endures throughout all

the changes of personality, and throughout all times, past

and present. The Sankhya and the Vedanta schools of

thought hold this view with little differences.

The Sankhya philosophers, who share with the Vedan-

tists the view that the Self, or the Purusha, as the former

call it, is pure consciou^ess divested of ail objective factors



of the personality, are, nevertheless, pluralists with regard to

the number of the ultimate Selves, and dualists wTth regard

to the nature of the ultimate principles required for the

universe. They hold that there is a plurality of suc|;i selves

(purushas) in the world, and quite distinct and different

from them there is a common ground of objectivity (the

Prakriti), the various evolutes and forms of which enter

as factors in the total personality of ours. All that we have

called the me in one or the other form, is according to the

Sankhya thinkers, a form of this objectivity with which the

Self has wrongly identified itself. Through metaphysical

analysis and discrimination the Self (Purusha) will be found

to be entirely separate and altogether distinct in nature from

the objective or empirical me; then it will ever rest aloof in

its own state of self-illumination, as an individual in itself.

The Vedantists rightly discard this duality and plurality

of the Sankhya school. ”There does not seem”. Prof. Radha-

krishnan points out, ”to be anv basis for the attribution of

distinctness to the Purushas. If each Purusha has the same

features of consciousness, if there is not the slightest differ-

ence between one Purusha and another, since they are free

from all variety, then there is nothing to lead us to assume

a plurality of Purushas. Multiplicity without distinction

is impossible” {Indian Philosophy, Vol. II). The author

of Yogavdsistha thinks it to be irrational that there should

be an ultimate duality between the subject and object of our

experience. They must have, according to him, taken their

root from the same Common Ground of Existence, which is

the Whole that embraces the two within itself. {Yoga-

vdshtha. III, 121, 37; III, 121, 42; VIb, 25, 9; VIb, 38, 9;

and III, 121, 53). That ground is the Unity of not only

the subjective and objective factors of our experience, but

also a Unity of all the Selves, in which it finds expression.

It is needless to say that Reason demands the existence of a

Universal Consciousness as the deepest reality within us as

well as within the objective world# "The Uniform order
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of Nature and our knowledge of that order”, says Green,

"have a common source in a spiritual principle” (Prolego-

mena to Ethics, p. xiii). "The fundamental fact of a

Univewal Consciousness”, Dr. Radhakrishnan emphatically

points out, "is the presupposition of all knowledge” (Indian

Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 306) ; and "Self, as Universal Con-

sciousness, is to be admitted, if experience is to be rendered

intelligible” (Ibid., p. 159), Shankara and his followers have

also strongly urged for the identity between the Universal

Consciousness and the Individual Self. But Shankara does

not seem to have given any logical grounds for the identity.

His only reasons are the statements of the Upanishads. In

fact, if all the individuals were not at root One, knowledge,

morality, love and social organisation would not be possible

in the world. There would have been no system in the

Universe, and no Law in Nature. Hence the Upanishads

have declared :

—
^^Sarvam khalvidani Brahma^\ ^^Aham Brah-

mdsmP\ and ^TattvamasP, (Everything here is Brahma

(the Absolute); I am Brahma; Thou art That). The Self

is Brahman ( m ) I

B. L. Atreya



PERSONALITY THE FINAJ! AIM OF
EDUCATION

1. New angles of approach to educational study

The first three decades of the twentieth century have

been extraordinarily fertile in educational developments.

No previous period of equal length has witnessed so many
remarkable changes in educational programmes and methods.

There was no doubt a serious interruption in several countries

during the World War bift it s*erved on the whole to stimu-

late a keener appreciation of the importance of education for

national welfare and led to the immediate reconstruction of

the entire educational edifice.

The outstanding feature of the whole develop-

ment has been its essentially new angle of approach to

educational study. '^Experimental education” "Organic

education” "Natural education” "Creative education”—all

these phrases lay stress on what Stanley Hall has termed

"paido-centrism” i.e., making the child the centre and seek-

ing in his nature the laws of educational action. In the bio-

logical approach to educational study, it has been increasingly

recognised that the process of adjustment is two-fold: of the

organism to the environment and of the environment to the

individual. In the physiological approach, the point on which

emphasis has been laid is that the body and the mind must be

regarded as a unity, though not identical. The researches

of Watson, Dorsey, and others have exhibited how the sec-

retions of the glands affect our individual reactions on si-

tuations. The behaviour of man may be studied objectively

without reference to mental states and processes in terms of

responses to stimuli. Although the philosophical implica-

tions of behaviourism are unacceptable, one of its important
effects has been to increase the emphasis on environment and
decrease the emphasis on heredity. Because of the new
knowledge of the influence of the body on the mind, our con-

737
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ception ‘'physical development” has been enriched and its

importance realised in its true perspective.

In the study of educational theory and practice from

the psychological standpoint, important advances have been

achieved. The Faulty psychology has been abandoned.

The powers of the mind are regarded not so much as inherent

capacities to be unfolded ‘as a seed becomes a plant after its

kind’ but rather ‘as effects of responses to stimuli, as the eye

arises, for example, because of ether vibrations’. The kind

and the quality of mental functions are due to the kind of

the world in which we live. “We have our kinds of minds

because they are the kinds we need for the best survival in

our world.” Mental development is synonymous with our

understanding and, in a measure, controlling the world we

live in.

In the sociological field, a new range of subject has

arisen, known as “Educational Sociology.” The point that

has come to be stressed is that the individual and the social

are really inseparable aspects of human nature and expe-

rience. Without the social, the individual would only be

an animal, if he could survive at all; and without the indivi-

dual there could of course be ro society. The effect of this

viewpoint has been to emphasise the role of the accumu-

lated experience of the race, the social inheritance—^“our'

social heritage” to use Graham Wallas’s felicitous expression

—in the development of personality, and to bring out in

bold relief the educational value of social activities.

In brief, the new angles of approach to educational

study are based upon a new interpretation of adjustment, a

distinct recognition of the influence of the body upon the

mind, a novel conception of the mind, and an increased em-

phasis on the unity of individual and social experience.

They all confirm in a striking fashion the view that the mak-

ing and perfecting of man, the enrichment of personality, is

the central aim of education.
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IL Individuality and Personality

It is commonplace to speak of the development of per-

sonality as the goal of education. Yet we are apt to overlook

its true significance and concern ourselves wholly with mat-

ters of machinery—areas, authorities, buildings, time-tables

curricula. With the development of new methods and new

instruments, there is at times a temptation to lose sight of

the ultimate goal. We need to remind ourselves of the cen-

tral question which is not with regard to text-books, time-

tables, examinations, laboratories or libraries but with persons.

The attention given to these ^natters is for the purpose of

making them "the servants of personality,” the means for the

development and enrichment of personality.

There are three terms that are constantly used in the

study of educational problems; individuality, character and

personality. The second may easily be marked off from the

other two as with it generally comes the idea of moral evalua-

tion. When we refer to a person’s character, there is an
implication or some sort of estimate of his moral standing.

The first is used in the biological sense to mean a separate or-

ganism existing independently as a self-sufficient unity and
possessing a self-maintaining system of activities and forces.

"The autonomous development of the individual” is pointed

out as the final aim of education. The education that aims
at fostering individuality is the only education ''according

to nature.”

But the term individuality has for educational purposes
too wide a denotation and too narrow a connotation; it leaves

out of account certain essential factors which may be compre-
hended under personality. When applied to human beings,
it implies something more than the biological meaning. It is

quite common to make an appeal to teachers to respect the
individuaUty of pupils. Bertrand Russel in his Principles of
Social Reconstruction speaks of reverence for the child as
an essential qualification of the teacher. In this sense,
personality is a better and happier term. What we

53
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must respect in our pupil is not the mere separate existence

of a kicking animal, but those qualities in him that make him

what he is. A person, according to Locke, must be cons-

cious aod, according to Kant free and it is impossible to at-

tribute both consciousness and freedom to everything hav-

ing individuality. Moreover, personality always implies a

reference to the way in which an individual reacts upon other

individuals. A man of strong personality is one who has

a marked influence upon his fellows. Insistence upon the

development of individuality may result in a condition of

affairs so graphically and truly set forth by Herbart, in

which each person brags of his own individuaUty. It may

justify mere self-assertion in the bold Nietzchean sense.

Thus the substitution of the enrichment of personality

for the development of individuality as the aim of education

is not merely a change in a more apt terminology. It im-

plies a fundamental difference in outlook, reflecting a

different philosophical viewpoint. It means a different

view of man’s nature, a revaluation of naturalistic values, a

novel conception of man’s destiny. Man’s mission is to ful-

fil and enrich himself by his creative activities.

III. The meaning of personality

The word person owes its origin to the Latin persona.

In Greek and Roman dramas the same actor often played

different roles and this necessitated some kind of distinctive

marks. These marks were in the form of masks which were

so designed that the mouth acted as a megaphone whereby

the actor could make himself heard even in the distant por-

tions of the amphitheatre. The Latin word for a mask is

persona which is derived from the verb personate "to sound

through” or "to fill with sound”. The word came to be

combined with dramatis and thus dramatis persona was an

indication of a particular character being impersonated.

The Roman conception of personality emphasized the

legal aspect. The Roman Law recognized a person as one

who possessed rights ahd obligations. The Roman jurists
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found in the concept of the law of nature a rational basis

for political and moral relations. It is the rational nature of

man which makes him social. The social order provides

man with opportunities for the fulfilment of his personality.

Thus the Roman conception of personality was legal

and political. The Roman citizen had certain rights which

the state offered to him and in return he had to fulfil certain

obligations he owed to the state.

Modern philosophy has made a weighty contribution

to the correct appreciation of personality. By Immanuel

Kant the absolute moral worth of the individual person has

been made central. Man is a rational being, a law unto him-

self. His criterion of conduct is so to live that if others

followed the same rule of conduct, perfect morality would

be possible. Such a life depended on the possession of a good

will and there is nothing on earth good except a good will.

Reverence for the worth of personality is fundamental

with Kant. It shines in its own light. The motive for the

performance of duty is not personal advantage, but reverence

for one’s personality. Men must treat one another not as

means for promoting self-advantage but with that honour

which is becoming to the worth of personality.

The consciousness of free choice gives to human beings

a kind of individuality which is not possible to beings that

lack that consciousness. This consciousness is, however, one

that is only gradually developed. Hegel said that in early

societies only the supreme ruler was recognized as free;

but gradually the recognition of freedom became ex-

tended to larger and larger units of members, until at last it

is acknowledged that all human beings can lay claim to it.

Human history is thus regarded as the process by which free-

dom is gradually acquired; by which individuals know by
degrees that they are individuals

—

personalities who have a

right and power to shape their own destinies.

IV. The psychical aspect of Personality

The psychological view of personality is that it is an
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organic upity of cognitive, affective and conative processes.

This fact of personal unity is of great importance. It is a

preventive against ’9ertain mistaken notions of instruction.

The teacher must realize that there is no mental receptacle

to be filled up with pre-digested knowledge. He would

know that there are no feelings to be trained and no wills to

be strengthened or broken by pedagogical brute force. He

would treat the child as a person, partly actual and partly

potential, who is to be developed to think, feel, and act in the

most appropriate and effective way in response to given si-

tuations.

The integration and organization of life is through

personality. This is applicable not alone to the traditional

tripartite division of the constituents of the mental life, but

to the congenital and acquired instincts and habits, motives

and attitudes. Personality implies the unified behaviour of a

self that is self-determined, self-defermining and self-con-

scious.

V. The social aspect of Personality

Our analysis of personality will be very incomplete if

we do not take into account its social aspect. Personality is

essentially social. As Green haji aptly put it ** Social life is

to personality what language is to thought.” Education

means the initiation of the individual person into the spirit

of his society. It is the social aspect that marks off human

life from that of lower animals. Even in the most gre-

garious species, the instincts that are inherited seem to be in

all cases sufficient for the carrying on of their lives. A little

may have to be acquired or perfected by the process of what

Bladwin calls “organic selection”, but, in general, new acqui-

sitions are negligible. In human life, on the other hand, each

new generation is initiated into the traditions of its prede-

cessors. Hence some sociologists, notably Durkheim, have

described education as 'a new birth*—the birth of the social

man out of the embryo of the individual.

In order to realize* himself, man must be socially eflS-
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dent and serviceful. Social efi&ciency includes ^vocational

efficiency, civic efficiency, and culture. The complete de-

velopment of personality is not possible/unless an opportu-

nity for the development of distinctive capacities is afforded

to all, and all the barriers of social stratification which make

individuals impervious to the interests of others and obtuse

to the general welfare, are ruthlessly broken down.

To seek one’s life is to lose it, and to lose it is to find it.

Man finds his self-realization in the service of others. The

fulfilment of this social aspect is an absolute necessity as a

condition of any true self-completion. An educated man

is expected to return to society with usury the gifts with

which he has been by society endowed. Personality cannot

live within itself to perish with the individual life. It goes

forth into the everlasting life of society.

VI. The new spirit in education

The new spirit in education may be characterized as the

temper which is in revolt against the drill sergeant in the

school, which aims at the development of the person

along his own lines rather than at simultaneous class move-

ments. Free- discipline, self-expression, self-expansion, the

play-way, experiments in chss liberty, are emphasized as if

they enshrine the secret of the philosopher’s stone. It is true

that this ”New Spirit” is not entirely new. There were

strong men before Agamemnon. The influence of Rousseau

and Pestalozzi on education was not negligible. Teachers

imbued with the new spirit were, however, rare a generation

ago; now they are met with in a large number. The school

is becoming a place of delight, a fellowship of joy and free

activity of happy work and play, good comradeship and

love.

It cannot be said that the success of the new methods is

fully proved, but there is no doubt that the school is becom-

ing "a home”—a happier place than it has ever been, and the

present century, which has been called "The Children’s
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Century”, may witness not only "the liquidation of illiter-

acy” but also many a revolutionary and amazing improve-

ment in education.*,

AK the new methods agree in one principle. The tea-

cher must learn to look upon the educand less as a chattel

and more as a person who has to develop along his own lines.

Love of the pupil, belief in the pupil, liberty for him to

develop his own personality, must rule. The office of edu-

cation is to assist the educand in discovering his higher self

and making himself a better person. All the programmes of

child and adult education are being drawn up with a view

to providing this broad and liberal outlook. "What is

wanted” aptly remarks Professor J. S. Mackenzie "is a com-

bination of the scholar’s thoroughness in knowledge and in

insight, the craftsman’s ideal of practical soundness in work-

manship, the knight’s ideal of courage and enterprise and the

saint’s ideal of absolute devotion to what is best”.

1. D. Tiwary
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LIGHT-SCATTERING AND CHEMISTRY

1. Introduction

The sciences of chemistry and optics have ever been

on friendly terms with each other. Refraction, absorption,

optical activity and magnetic gyration have been the con-

cern of the chemist even more than of the physicist. The

scattering of light is, however, the most elementary of all

optical phenomena; on the power of the molecule to scatter

light depend all its other optical properties. The study of

light-scattering is thus of fundamental importance both to

physics and chemistry. It was the desire to investigate the

structure of molecules as well as the hope of learning some-

thing new regarding the nature of radiation that induced

me in the year 1921 to undertake a systematic study of the

scattering of light in a wide range of chemical compounds

under the most diverse physical conditions. Investigations

guided by this two- fold aim have occupied me and my co-

workers at Calcutta for some eleven years. At a very early

stage in our researches, it was noticed that when a chemi-

cally pure liquid is strongly illuminated, the diffusion of light

due to the fluctuations of molecular density and orientation

is accompanied by another and much feebler type of second-

ary radiation, which differs from the incident light in colour.

This phenomenon was first observed in 1923 by Dr. Rama-

nathan, working in my laboratory at Calcutta. A syste-

matic investigation with many gases, liquids and solids de-

monstrated the universality of the effect and led in a quite

independent way to its recognition as a new species of light-

scattering. From the very first, the significance of the

phenomenon to the chemist no less than to the physicist was

noticed and emphasised.

I think it would be entirely correct to say that in this

field of research, it is experiment rather than theory that has

pointed the way to progress. Thaf for the observation of
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the effect it is essential to work with the molecules of the

chemist and not with the atoms of the physicist was a fact

which emerged spontaneously from the experimental work.

Neither the phenomenon actually observed nor its interpre-

tation had in any valid sense been anticipated from theory

in advance of the experimental results. It seems proper to

emphasise this in view of the statements often found in the

literature that the new type of light scattering had been

foreseen from quantum principles prior to its actual dis-

covery.

2. Nature of the Effect

We illuminate an optical medium, (which may be a

gas, liquid, crystal or glassy solid) with monochromatic

light, as for instance the light of the mercury arc filtered

through an appropriate screen, and with an instrument of

moderate dispersion, examine the spectrum of the internally

scattered light emerging from within the volume of the sub-

stance. Much the most intense part of the spectrum as

visually observed, at least in the case of fluids, is a line in the

same position as for the incident light. Accompanying this

we have radiations of altered frequency consisting partly

of new lines or bands displaced from the parent line and also,

in the case of fluids, of a continuous spectrum which cn-

velopes both the parent line and the new or displaced lines

appearing in the spectrum. The entire pattern is charac-

teristic of the substance used and moves bodily up or down

the scale of frequency when we vary the frequency of the

incident radiation.

How do the new radiations of altered frequency arise?

From the facts stated, it is clear that they stand in close

relation to the more familiar kind of scattering by molecules

first recognised by the late Lord Rayleigh as observable in

the blue light of the sky. We know from the theory of

Rayleigh that the power of a molecule to scatter light is

intimately connected with its optical refractivity. It is

known also that the refraction of a molecule and its power
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of scattering light are due to the presence in it of electrons

in optical levels capable of being disturbed or excited by the

incident radiation. So long, however, a,s the frequency of

the incident radiation is less than that of the characteristic

ultra-violet absorption of the medium, the electrons do not

actually pass into an excited condition, but remain bound
to the molecule in their normal state. Some, if not all, of

the optical electrons in the molecule however are also res-

ponsible for the chemical binding together of the atoms in it.

Hence, if the light disturbs the electrons, there must also be

a tendency for it to disturb the atomic nucleii from their

positions of equilibrium. ’It must be remembered that owing
to the great mass of the nucleii, they would be disturbed

to a negligible extent by the direct action of the radiation,

and it is only the intervention of the electrons which bind

the atoms that makes such disturbance possible. The
nuclear motion takes the form of either an internal vibra-

tion of the molecule or of a molecular rotation, or of both

simultaneously.

Purely as a matter of descriptive phraseology, we may
say that the scattering process involves, in general, an ex-

change of energy, linear momentum and of angular momen-
tum or spin between the photon and the molecule, with

corresponding changes in the frequency and state of

polarisation of the scattered light. If for example, the

photon loses part of its energy to the molecule, it would be

scattered with a diminished frequency; per contra, if the

photon gains energy from the molecule, it is scattered with

increase of frequency. It is important, however, to notice

that the principles of conservation of energy and momentum
taken by themselves do not enable the scattering of light

with altered frequency to be predicted, for the simple reason

that they afford no criterion whether or not the changes

postulated can occur. The point appears to deserve em-
phasis, in view of the misconceptions which have occasionally

found expression in the literature of the subject. By way of

illustrating this remark, we may draw attention to the fact
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that the spectrum of light-scattering by a molecule con-

tains imniensely fewer lines than, for instance, its absorption

spectrum in the yltra-violet region. It is this simplicity

that gives the method of light-scattering its special signifi-

cance in relation to chemistry and for the explanation of

which, the conservation principles are wholly inadequate.

3. Significance of the Effect

The change of frequency in scattering is obviously

determined by the change which occurs in the state of the

molecule. The cases in which the gain or loss of energy takes

the form of molecular rotatictn alone involve relatively small

changes of frequency and are, therefore, easily distinguished

from those in which molecular vibration is involved. With

gases composed of molecules having relatively small moments

of inertia such as Ho, Oo, No, HCl etc., at not too high

pressures, the rotational effects can be resolved into discrete

lines displaced from the parent radiation. Usually, however,

the lines corresponding to rotational transitions run together

into a continuous spectrum which is distinguished by its very

imperfect polarisation. This was the form in which the

rotational scattering was observed and recorded in my ear-

liest report. The comparatively larger changes of frequency

which are observed correspond to the cases in which the

molecule takes or gives up a quantum of energy of vibra-

tion, with or without a simultaneous change in rotational

energy. If we ignore the latter, it follows at once that the

frequency changes must represent the characteristic mole-

cular vibration frequencies. Surprisingly, enough, this view

when originally put forward was received with suspicion by

some theorists, but the weight of experimental evidence has

compelled its general acceptance. It is to be remarked also

that each vibration line may be accompanied by a retinue

of rotational components on either side of it. It may also

in general possess a fine structure due to the fact that owing

to thermal agitation, the molecules in a fluid are not all in

the same state, possessing rotational and vibrational energies
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to varying extents, and their characteristic vibration frequen-

cies may not, therefore, be absolutely identical. ,

By way of illustration of the foregoing remarks, 1 re-

produce a beautiful photograph of the spectrum of hydrogen

gas at 30 atmospheres pressure in the visible region obtained

by Bhagavantam with a two-prism glass spectrograph and

mercury arc illumination (Fig. 1 ) which exhibits the various

features mentioned above. The case of hydrogen is of spe-

cial interest, because, as was first shown by McLennan, the

spectrum indicates immediately the existence of two forms

of hydrogen. Table I shows the relative intensities of the

chief rotational lines in the s'pectrum calculated according

to formulae given by Manneback and as measured photo-

metrically by Bhagavantam. In computing the relative

populations of the molecules in various states, the Boltzmann

factor for a temperature of 30 "C and the different a priori

probabilities of two forms of hydrogen (I: 3) have been

taken into account. The agreement is quite satisfactory.

Table I

Transi-

PP Series

(K-->K—2)
Trami-

RR Series

(K-^K+ 2)

tion

Calcu-

lated

•

Observed

1

!

tion

Calcu- Observed

lated

n->2 0.124 0.15 0.666
!

0.7

3->l 0.124
:

i 0.15 1-^5 2.053 i 2.0
1

4">2 0.006 2-^4 0.318

I

0.3

}->5 0.229 0.2

4->6 0.0098 —

It must be emphasised that from the chemical point

of view, it is not only the positions of the lines in the spectra

that are important, but also their ^:haracter, that is to say,
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the intensities and contours or widths of the lines. In these

respects, \he different lines in the spectrum of one and the

same substance may show extraordinary variations. To
illustrate this remark, I reproduce the spectrum of a very

simple tomnound, iso-butane, whose spectrum has been re-

cently studied by Bhagavantam (Fig. 3). Further, it is

important to note that while the rotational lines are very

imperfectly polarised, as has been shown by Bhagavantam

with various gases, the state of polarisation of the vibration

lines in the spectrum of a substance may vary in an astonish-

ing way from line to line. To illustrate this point, I re-

produce the spectrum of the ‘light* scattered transversely bv

carbon tetrachloride observed with a nicol in two perpendi-

cular positions (Fig. 2). Bhagavantam and Venkateswaran

at Calcutta have recently made systematic studies of this

subject with a great many liquids, and have found several

substances giving lines of which some are strongly polarised,

some imperfectly polarised, and other lines again which arc

practically unpolarised.

To understand these results, we have to consider the

question why a molecule should at all scatter any light.

The classical explanation for this is that the molecule in the

field of the light-wave becomes an electric dipole or Hertzian

oscillator which sends out secondary radiations. The im-

perfect polarisation of the light transversely scattered by a

molecule is on this theory explained by the very reasonable

hypothesis that the molecule is not spherical and is optically

equivalent to a spheroid or to an ellipsoid with three unequal

axes, as a consequence of which the field of the light-wave

and the oscillating dipole moment induced in the molecule

do not always coincide in direction. This hypothesis has

many successes to its credit, but it seems possible that depola-

risation may also arise in other ways. The suggestion has

been putforward by me that a molecule may in certain cases

scatter light also in the manner of an electric quadrupolc,

(alternatively as a magnetic dipole or Fitzgerald oscillator).

It is characteristic of eijther of these types of radiator thatj
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they give rise to a depolarisation of the scattered Jight even

if the molecule possesses spherical symmetry. Observations

on the intensity and polarisation of the/scattered radiations

from liquids and gases using incident polarised light \nay be

used to test this idea. Investigations are in progress at the

time of writing which have the object of discriminating

between the two alternatives stated above, and generally of

examining the usually accepted explanation of depolarisation

in light-scattering. I mention the matter here, as it seems

to me of great importance to the subject of stereo-chemistry

and the explanation of oftticahactivity.

4. The Spinning Photon and the

Rotating Molecule

If we regard radiation from the standpoint of the classi-

cal electro-magnetic theory, it is really difficult to compre-

hend why light incident on an anisotropic molecule should

cause it to change its state of rotation and thus gain or lose

spin. Even the quantum mechanics, in so far as it is based

on the Maxwellian electromagnetics, leaves this point rather

obscure. In order to obtain a more satisfactory interpre-

tation, it appears necessary to go beyond the classical field

theory and make the hypothesis that the photon or light-

quantum possesses an intrinsic spin of its own, equal to one

Bohr unit and capable of assuming alternatively a positive

or negative sign, but not a zero value. In a recent paper,

published in the Indian Journal of Physics, Bhagavantam

and myself have developed some consequences of this hypo-

thesis, and shown that it affords an instantaneous explana-

tion of the observed laws of the rotational scattering. For

instance, the hypothesis explains in a single step why the

rotational quantum number of a molecule changes by zero

or two units in light-scattering, and also why circularly

polarised light scattered by a molecule is reversely circularly

polarised in certain cases when observed in a forward or back-

ward direction, and is practically unpolarised when observed

in a transverse direction in the same cases. What is much
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more imp^)rtant, however, is that the hypothesis of the spin-

ning photon leads to certain new consequences which can be

put to the test of experiment and which come definitely into

conflict with the existing theories. These conclusions con-

cern the absolute intensities of the rotational scattering

and vibrational-rotational scattering, and their relation to

the measured intensity and polarisation respectively of the

Rayleigh scattering and of the vibrational scattering by

molecules. The Kramers-Heisenberg theory of dispersion

which has been developed and applied by Manneback to the

case of an anisotropic molecule leads to conclusions on these

matters which can also be put to the test of experiment but

which are definitely in disagreement with the facts. The

essenial point which is ignored in the field theory is that the

results of an encounter between a spinning photon and a

rotating anisotropic molecule must depend on the relative

sense of their spins before impact. Xv'hcn this is taken into

account, the intensities and polarisations of the various lines

in the spectra are profoundly modified, and come into full

agreement with the observed facts. I give below as an illus-

tration, a table of experimental results obtained by Bhagvan-

tam concerning the depolarisation of the Rayleigh scattering

by some simple gases as determined spectroscopically, and as

computed respectively by Manneback's theory and from the

concept of the spinning photon.

Table II; Depolarisation per cent

Gas

1

i

Observed

Calculated

Manneback’s

Theory

Calculated

Spin

Theory

Oo 4.1

j

1.7 4.2

COo 6 .} 2.8 6.7

N2O 7.7 3.4
1

1

7.9

The concept of an intrinsic spin of the photon is thus
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forced upon us by the facts of experiment, and there is

little doubt that it must play an essential role in future

theories of interaction between matter /and radiation, in-

cluding especially the theory of phenomena of special interest

to the chemist such as optical activity and Faraday rotation.

5. The Vibration of Molecules

The question why molecular vibrations may be excited

by light is closely connected with the problem of the nature

of chemical bond between atoms, and it is this fact, perhaps

more than any other that makes light-scattering a subject

of special significance to chemistry. The quantum theories

of chemical binding are yet in the making, and we are yet

too much in the dark to be able to put forward a really

satisfactory answer to the question raised. In a general way,

however, it is clear that an approach or recession from each

other of the nuclei! of the atoms in a molecule must cause

a deformation of the electron distribution in it. It is reason-

able, therefore, to expect that a deformation of the electron

distribution produced by light would induce a nuclear vibra-

tion. Manneback has recently discussed the subject theo-

retically from the standpoint of the quantum mechanics and

obtained expressions connecting the nuclear oscillations in-

duced by light with a dependence of the optical polarisability

of the molecule on the nuclear distance. His theory presents

certain difficulties, one of which is that we are not now in a

position to make a rigorous quantitative test of it. Some

tentative attempts in this direction are, however, possible and

have been made by Bhagavantam using various simple mole-

cules in the gaseous state. In order to explain the optical

anisotropy of molecules observed in light-scattering, Rama-

nathan in 1924 worked out at my suggestion the hypothesis

that the atoms in a molecule are optically spherical, and that

the anisotropy of the molecule as a whole arises from the

mutual action of the atomic dipoles induced by the field of

the light-wave. The hypothesis proved reasonably success-

ful, and one of its consequences is that the refractivity of a

9S
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molecule is not strictly the sum of the refractivities of the

atoms in it, and should show a distinct dependence on the

nuclear distance. , Adopting this idea, it becomes possible

to evaluate the quantities appearing in Manneback’s formulae.

Bhagavantam has computed the results to be expected for

the case of some diatomic gases, and compared the same with

his experimental estimates of the intensities of the vibration

lines in their scattered spectra. The results are shown in

Table III. They exhibit an agreement at least in respect of

the order of magnitude.

Table III

Gas
i

No Oo
1

Observed 2.9
;

0.5 0.7

Calculated 2.6 0.3
1

1.0

The figures represent the intensity of the vibrational

lines as a fraction of the corresponding Rayleigh or undis-

placed lines in units of 10"^ Observation shows the vibra-

tion lines to be strongly polarised, much more completely

in fact, than the theoretical calculations made from Manne-

back’s formulae would indicate. It must be confessed, there-

fore, that the subject is still in an unsatisfactory state.

6. Relationship to Infra-rf.d Absorption

The method of light-scattering is much more convenient

and more accurate to work with than the study of infra-red

absorption. It makes accessible remote regions of the in-

fra-red spectrum which are otherwise very difficult of ac-

cess, and also give a wider variety of information. In this

sense, therefore, one method may be regarded as replacing

the other. Nevertheless, the comparative study of the results

obtained by the two methods is of the greatest interest from

the point of view of chemical constitution, and in this sense,

the two methods are complementary to each other. While
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both the methods convey knowledge regarding the modes of
vibration and rotation of the molecules, the nature of the

information conveyed is different. Infra-red absorption

essentially depends on the fact that oscillations and rotations

of the molecule involve changes in the magnitude or orien-

tation of its static electric moment. Light-scattering, on
the other hand, depends on the corresponding variations of

the induced optical moment of the molecule. We must be

prepared, therefore, to find very significant differences in

the character of the spectra.

Even in the earliest report by Krishnan and myself on
the spectrum of benzene liquid, attention was drawn to dis

similarities of the kind referred to above. The much more
detailed information now available has thrown light on the

origin and significance of these discrepancies. In the first

place, it must be remembered that no significant comparison

is possible unless the data of both kinds are sufficiently com-
plete and reliable. A new technique has recently been

worked out in my laboratory by Dr. P. Krishnamurti by

which many faint lines in light-scattering are recorded, pro-

perly assigned and measured, which have hitherto been over-

looked for various reasons. As an example of the success

obtained by this technique \ may mention the cases of ben-

zene, pyridine, and piperidine in which 23, 32 and 24 fre-

quencies respectively are recorded instead of the 17, 13, and

11 frequencies obtained by earlier workers. As an illustra-

tion of the striking photographs obtained by Dr. Krishna-

murti, the spectrograms of benzene, pyridine and cyclohex-

ane are reproduced (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). The results with

the new technique establish a far closer correspondence with

the most reliable infra-red data than till now has been ima-

gined possible. Nevertheless, there remain very significant

differences. In not a few cases, extremely strong infra-red

absorptions correspond to extremely weak lines in scattering

which are only revealed by the new technique. The ex-

planation of these and other differences must prove very

illuminating for our knowledge of •molecular structure.
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The largest dissimilarities between infra-red absorption

and light-battering are exhibited by the simplest molecules.

As we go up a particular series to more and more complex

molecules, certain differences persist, but the resemblances

on the whole become much more striking. To illustrate

this point, I reproduce the spectra of the simpler hydrocar-

bons, methane, ethane, propane, butane and iso-butane which

have been studied very carefully by Bhagavantam (Fig. 7),

and give also a comparison between scattering and infra-red

absorption for the three cases for which data are available

from the work of Coblentz (Fig. 8). A study of these

figures will be found very inkruciive. It must be remem-

bered, of course, that the resolution used in the infra-red

work is inadequate for a complete comparison. As an ex-

ample of the usefulness of inter-comparison between infra-

red and scattering data, I will mention the case of methane

for which Dennison assumed as fundamental oscillations from

the infra-red data, the following frequencies, 4217, 1520,

3018 and 1304. It is clear that this assignment cannot be

accepted, and Bhagavantam assigns instead as fundamentals,

the frequencies 2918, 1520, 3018 and 1304, and indicates

4217 as a combination of the first and the fourth. There is in

addition, an unexplained fundamental frequency 3066 which

appears in light-scattering, and which presumably is con-

nected with the known optical anisotropy of the molecule

which is inconsistent with its assumed tetrahedral structure.

The failure of some frequencies to appear in the infra-

red absorption, or in the scattering is evidently connected

with considerations of symmetry, which often act in oppo-

site ways in the two cases. For instance in linear molecules,

a symmetric expansion or contraction would be inactive in

the infra-red, but would give a strong line in scattering. On

the other hand, a transverse oscillation in a linear triatomic

molecule would appear strongly in the infra-red but may

fail to appear in scattering for the reason that such an oscilla-

tion would involve but little change in optical polarisability

of the molecule. As very interesting examples, we consi-
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der the cases of CO2 and N2O. In the former, only the
optically inactive frequencies appear in light^scattering.

Hence we must assign to the molecule ^the structure 0=C=0 . On the other hand with N-O gas, two fre^quencies

1283 and 2226 appear in scattering, the latter very weakly.
It is impossible to reconcile this fact with the usually ac-

cepted structure N—O—N, and we must assign N—N=0
instead as the structure. This agrees with the recently dis-

covered fact that all the three fundamentals of N2O are

active in the infra-red. The 1283 frequency would on this

view represent a nearly symmetric linear oscillation of the

two outer atoms, while the weaker 2226 would represent an

unsymmetric longitudinal oscillation of the central nitrogen

atom.

7. Mechanics of Molecular Oscillations

The illustrations considered in the preceding pages, and

the great volume of data which is already available make
it clear that the geometry of molecular form and oscillation,

including especially considerations of symmetry, plays a very

important part not only in determining the molecular vibra-

tion frequencies but also the intensities with which such

frequencies would appear. From the systematic work of

Bhagavantam, it is clear that the polarisation of the lines is

also connected with the geometry of molecular oscillation,

though not exclusively determined by it. The masses and

positions of the atomic nucleii and valency of the binding,

that is whether it is single, double, or triple, appear in the

main to determine the molecular frequencies. The appear-

ance of a line including its intensity and polarisation depend

on the symmetry of the oscillation for the reason that the

change in optical polarisability due to molecular oscillation is

essentially connected with such symmetry. We must not,

however, forget to take into account two other important

factors, namely the refractivity or scattering power of the

individual atoms in the molecule, and the nature of the

atomic binding, i.e., co-valent or electro-valent, homopolar
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or heteropolar. It seems in the highest degree probable

—

indeed it fs very clearly suggested by the experimental evi-

dence—that the twp latter factors ^are of great importance

in deter;nining the Intensity of the lines in the spectra. It

may not always be possible in any particular case, to dis-

entangle the effects of the various factors from each other.

The general tendencies arc, however, clear from the study

of comparatively simple cases, and the more exact quantita-

tive study of such cases must lead to a fuller understanding

of the general principles involved.

The influence of geometric form of the molecules on

the character of the spectra is verf profound. Particularly

instructive is the comparison between butane and iso-butane,

spectra of which are indicated in Fig. 7. The most striking

change is in the position and intensity of the lines of low

frequency. Iso-butane shows some similarity in the struc-

ture of its spectrum to a molecule of CHCln, as we should

indeed expect from its constitution. While the strong band

at 1450 shows no visible change as between butane and iso-

butane, the group in the vicinity of 2900 shows quite strik-

ing changes.

In the same way, if we compare the spectra of the gases

ethane, ethylene and acetylene,, we notice a progression of

frequency in the intense line evidently ascribable to a sym-

metric oscillation of the molecule. We have thus a visible

proof that the chemist’s idea of the single, double and triple

bond represents something very tangible, almost mechanical

in its nature. More recondite in its nature, but equally in-

teresting is the observation of Bhagavantam that the inten-

sities and depolarisations of these lines also show a striking

progression. Numerous other examples of the kind could

be quoted. There i.. also an abundance of experimental

illustration of the influence of the nuclear masses, on the fre-

quencies; for instance the transition from the fluorides to

the chlorides, bromides and iodides may be mentioned.

Less obvious, though probably much more profound in

its theoretical significante is the influence of the transition
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from the co-valent to the electro-valent type of binding on

the intensities of the lines brought to light and fully dis-

cussed by Dr. P. Krishnamurti. It is no#accident, according

to him, that the compounds which usually give the strongest

spectra in light-scattering are those of carbon, the typical

illustration of co-valency in chemistry. From the data ob-

tained and marshalled by him, there can be no mistaking

the validity of the general principle stated by him that the

transition from co-valent to the elecro-valent type of bind-

ing means a rapid falling off in the intensity. Why this

should be so is not altogether clear. The fuller meaning of

this principle will repay careful study and research. Very

surprising and mysterious also is Dr. Krishnamurti’s observa-

tion that strongly paramagnetic sulphates as for instance

ferrous sulphate, refuse to exhibit in light-scattering, the

frequencies characteristic of the SO4 group so strongly ex-

hibited by the diamagnetic sulphates.

11. Significance of Molecular Models

In order to interpret the observed spectra of compounds

of known chemical constitution, it is natural to compare

them with the behaviour of mechanical models of the mole-

cules. For relatively simple^ compounds of the type Xo or

Xr, or X4 or of the type AXj or AXs or AX4, the characteris-

tic frequencies may be computed theoretically without ex-

cessive labour from suitable models, and as was shown by

Bhagavantam in a memoir in the Indian Journal of Physics,

we get rather a gratifying resemblance between the observed

spectra and the calculated frequencies of vibration of the

model. The utility of such computations is many-sided.

It enables us in the first place, to estimate the strength of the

binding forces between the atoms in the molecule from their

known masses and observed frequencies, and to distinguish

between single, double and triple bonds. Secondly, it gives

strength to the idea that the frequencies observed in light-

scattering are chiefly, perhaps exclusively, the fundamental

vibration-frequencies of the molecules. Thirdly, the com-
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parison of the observed and predicted behaviours enables us

to correct or determine the choice of model, for instance,

whether a triatomic molecule should be considered as straight

or as bent. Fourthly, we are enabled from the identification

of particular lines in the spectra with particular modes of

oscillations of the model, to go further and endeavour to ex-

plain their observed intensity and polarisation characters;

or, we may reverse this process, and from the observed

characters of a line identify the mode of vibration and thus

help to fix the constants of the model. Even in more com-

plicated cases, where theoretical computations would be

laborious, we may use experimentally constructed models in

order to derive at least a fair idea of the expected behaviour

of a molecule. The mechanical analogy suggests that an

elongated molecule like hexane should behave very differently

from a closed ring compound like benzene or cyclohexane,

and this expectation is not belied by experience. Broadly

speaking, we may divide the vibrations of an extended sys-

tem of discrete masses into two classes, one of relatively low

frequency which we may call the "acoustic series’* determined

by the general form of the molecule, and the second of higher

frequency which we may call the "optical series’* which

characterise the special groups cr links present in it and only

to a minor extent are influenced by its general configuration.

It is the "optical series” which specially interest the chemist

and which appearing with relatively great intensity, have so

far received the most attention. The "acoustic” series of

low frequency are however also of great interest, though

they can only be expected to appear very feebly, if at all,

in the spectrum.

In thus recognizing the utility of mechanical models,

it is well to emphasise also that it can only be a rough ap-

proximation to discuss the molecule as a system obeying the

classical dynamics. Further, the kind of model indicated by

chemical considerations may be too idealised; we are probably

not justified, for instance, in regarding the CH4 or CCIi

molecule as a perfect tetrahedron or the benzene molecule as a
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perfect hexagon, and must not he surprised to find the

spectrum exhibiting more lines than are approftriate for

such a high degree of symmetry. The greatest and most fun-

damental difficulty, however, is our confparative ignorance

of the real nature of the co-valent chemical bond between

atoms. How can its nature best be represented mechani-

cally? Is it merely a bond which resists longitudinal exten-

sion, or has it also transverse or flexural rigidity and is this

the same in all directions? The facts seem to suggest that

the bond has both types of elasticity. For instance, in the

spectra of the aliphatic hydrocarbons, there is a band of fre-

quency 1450 which is usually attributed to a transverse oscil-

lation of the C-H bond. This explanation is not without

difficulties. Firstly, a transverse movement of the hydrogen

atom must produce but little disturbance of the rest of the

molecule and only slight variation of its optical moment.

The observed large intensity of the band is, therefore, sur-

prising. Secondly, it is not easy to understand how a trans-

verse oscillation of the hydrogen atom can have such a high

frequency, about half in fact that of its longitudinal oscilla-

tion. If the energy of binding depends on the nuclear dis-

tances alone, a transverse oscillation must be of extremely

low frequency. That such is far from being generally the

case is also shown by the example of the linear triatomic

molecule of carbon disulphide; the transverse oscillation of

the carbon atom in CS2 has a frequency 403, while the longi-

tudinal oscillation has a frequency 1576; both were success-

fully recorded by Bhagavantam as feeble lines in the spectrum

of this substance, the transverse oscillation having actually

the greater intensity of the two. It is obvious that we have

here some very interesting facts which demand explanation.

It is to be hoped that the newer theories of chemical binding

of atoms based upon the concept of the spinning electron

may help us in getting an insight into these puzzling ques-

tions.
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12. The Chemistry of Carbon Compounds.

Organic chemistry has created a marvellous variety of

substances which are a delight to the student of light-scat-

tering, ^ for they furnish him with unlimited material for

his investigations. To a physicist, it might seem that the de-

tailed study of simple cases rather than an extended study

of the innumerable examples which chemistry offers would

lead to fundamental advances in knowledge. Nevertheless,

the fascination of surveying a new territory is irresistable,

and indeed, for a time the chemical side of light-scattering

occupied the laboratory and investigators at Calcutta rather

exclusively as is shown by the numerous papers published by

Venkateswaran and others in the Indian Journal of Physics.

It is permissible now to stop and look round and ask ourselves

if the results so far achieved are really reliable.

I will remark here that if the fullest and most effective

use is to be made of the method of light-scattering, it is neces-

sary to pay attention to a very important point, namely

the recording of the complete spectrum of a substance, in-

cluding especially the faintest lines and the elimination of all

uncertainties in assignment and measurement. It has already

been remarked that fundamental modes of vibration of the

molecule which appear strongly in infra-red absorption may

be extremely weak in scattering. Unless the weakest lines

have been correctly recorded and measured, the nature of the

spectrum cannot be fully appreciated, and it is unsafe to

draw from it any conclusions regarding the structure of the

molecule. It is well-known that while the results of differ-

ent workers generally agree regarding the stronger lines,

there are serious discrepancies regarding the fainter lines.

Among the causes of these differences may be mentioned im-

perfect chemical purity, lack of sufficient exposure, parasitic

light and flourescence which suppress the fainter lines, doubt-

ful assignments, overlapping of lines, insufficient spectros-

copk resolution and errors in measurement. As already

mentioned. Dr. Krishnamurti has developed a new technique
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which depends essentially on the critical comparison of the

spectra obtained with two filters that weaken but do not

completely absorb the k 4046 and ^ /4358 radiations of

mercury are respectively, and at the same time clean* up the

continuous spectrum. This new method together with the

use of an iron arc comparison eliminates in great measures,

the various possible sources of error and ensures the correct

recording of the complete spectrum.

As an illustration of the power of the new technique,

taken in conjunction with the results of infra-red spectros-

copy to illuminate chemical problems, I shall discuss the

results obtained by Dr. Krishnamurti with the two sub-

stances, benzene, and cyclohexane whjch are the leading

representatives of two great classes of carbon compounds.

On a superficial comparison of the spectra of benzene

(Fig. 4) and of cyclohexane, (Fig. 6), it might seem that

they were wholly different, and this is what one could legiti-

mately infer from the results till now published. A wholly

different story is told when we compare the complete spectra

of the purest benzene and cyclohexane respectively.

Dr. Krishnamurti records the following frequencies for

benzene liquid:

407 iVz), 603 (3),* 687 (0), 806 (0), 848 (2),

976 (0), 992 (10), 1029 (0), 1081 (0), 1178 (5),

U07 (0),1477 (0),D84 (3), 1604 (2), 2453 (I/
2 ),

2543 (/2),2928 (0),2948 (1),3046 (1),3063 (4),

3164 (
1/2 ), 3187 (

1/2 ).

For cyclohexane, he records the following frequencies:

381 (Yz), 425 (1), 695 (0), 804 (10), 922 (0),

1028 (8), 1156 (1), 1266 (5), 1344 (
1/2 ), 1444 (5),

2351 (0), 2462 (0)?, 2630 (0), 2662 (1),
2695 (Yz), 2852 (8), 2889 (1), 2922 (8),
2938 (8).

The infra-red absorption maxima for benzene liquid

compiled from the published results of Coblentz, Bell,

Daugherty and Barnes, are:
•
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684 (10), 772 (3), 803 (1), 848 (4), 901 (0),

917 (0), 980 (1), 1027 (8), 1176 (6), 1250 (0),

1315 (1), 1397 (4), 1484 (8), 1600 (1), 1799 (6),

•1976 (5), 2257 (0), 2325 (0), 2630 (0), 2907 (1),

3039 (6), 3074 (2), 3095 (2).

The frequencies of the infra-red absorption maxima

for cyclohexane taken from the work of Lecomte and of

Ellis are the following:

840 (8), 897 (6), 990 (2) unresolved, 1031 (5),

1235 (6), 1325 ( 72 ), 1445 (9), 1493 {Vi) unre-

solved, 1613 (0), 1667 (1), 1770 (0), 1818 (0),

1887 (
1/2 ), 2151 (

1/2 ), 2326 (/z), 2860 (5),

2940 (5), 3077 (
1/2 ).

A scrutiny of these figures reveals an astonishing simi-

larity between the spectra of benzene and cyclohexane.

For instance, the two strongest lines of cyclohexane 804 (10)

and 1028 (8) are both present in benzene; 1028 is the

strongest absorption maximum of benzene though only very

weakly represented in scattering, while 804 is weakly re-

presented both in the absorption and scattering of benzene.

The line 1444 of cyclohexane which appears strongly both

in scattering and absorption is represented by a pair 1407 (0)

and 1477 (0) which appear in' benzene, weakly but unmis-

takably in scattering and with very great strength in infra-

red absorption. The line 1266 of cyclohexane which ap-

pears strongly both in scattering and absorption corresponds

to a distinct peak at 1250 in the benzene absorption which

is recorded both by Coblentz and by Bell. The line 1156

of cyclohexane appears rather weakly in scattering and not

at all in absorption, while in benzene there is a line in the

slightly displaced position 1178 which appears strongly both

in scattering and absorption. The faint lines at 381 (54)

and 425 (1) appearing in cyclohexane lie on either side of

the broad faint line at 407 (Yz) recorded in benzene. A

faint broad line is recorded at 687 (0) for benzene and at

695 (0) for cyclohexpe and corresponds to an extremely

strong absorption in the former. The line 848 which ap-
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pears with moderate strength both in scattering and in ab-

sorption of benzene corresponds to an extremely strong infra-

red absorption at 840 in cyclohexane which does not however

appear in scattering. The line 992 of benzene which is

intense in scattering but hardly detectable in absorption is

recorded in the infra-red absorption of cyclohexane as a

distinct hump. It is also recorded as an extremely weak

line in scattering, but this may possibly be due in part to the

presence of a trace of benzene as impurity. A weak infra-

red absorption in the vicinity of 1320 appears both in cyclo-

hexane and benzene and may be identified with a weak line

in the scattering of cyclohexane at 1344.

It will be seen from this comparison that throughout

the whole range of frequencies from 300 to 1300 the differ-

ences in the spectra of benzene and cyclohexane are mainly

in respect of the intensities of the lines, and only to a very

minor extent in their frequencies. We know of course that

both molecules contain a ring of six carbon atoms. There

is a general consensus of opinion at the present time that

the carbon ring in benzene is practically plane, but that in

cyclohexane it may be puckered with the consequence that

benzene will possess a pseudo-hexagonal symmetry while

cyclohexane will possess a p€eudo-trigonal symmetry. The

small differences in frequency coupled with the very striking

differences in intensity of the lines may be reconcilable with

a geometrical difference in size and shape. But they appear

to me to be wholly irreconcilable with the idea that in the

benzene ring, the carbon atoms are bound together in a

totally different way from what they are in cyclohexane.

A system of alternating single and double bonds, or a system

of centric bonds stretched across the ring instead of a simple

system of single bonds, would have resulted in a wholly differ-

ent set of frequencies and cannot in my opinion be reconciled

with the facts of the case.

We may now consider the frequencies higher than 1300

which appear in the scattering of the two compounds. It

is noteworthy that benzene exhibits* weakly two frequencies
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2928 (0) and 2948 (0) which appear in slightly displaced

positions Ibut with great intensity in cyclohexane. These

two lines are, as is well-known, attributed to the longitudinal

oscillations of the hydrogen atoms, and that they appear both

in benzene and cyclohexane ceases to be surprising in view

of the remarks already made in the preceding paragraphs.

It has already been remarked that the line 1444 which ap-

pears intensely in cyclohexane and ib attributed to a transverse

oscillation of the hydrogen atoms, is weakly represented in

benzene as the doublet 1407 (0) and 1477 (0). This

identification is confirmed by,, the ^reat strength with which

this doublet appears in the infra-red absorption of benzene,

the peak of absorption in this position being only less promi-

nent than in the aliphatic hydrocarbons. It will be noticed

that 1477 is almost exactly one-half of 2948 . It is charac-

teristic of benzene that it gives two fairly strong lines at

1 584 and 1604, the frequencies of which are also nearly one-

half of the two hydrogen oscillations of higher frequencies

3164 and 3187 which it also exhibits. It is natural in the

circumstances to ascribe the pair 1 ^84 and 1604 to transverse

oscillations of hydrogen atoms and the pair 3164 and 3187

to corresponding longitudinal oscillations of the hydrogen

atoms. This interpretation is ^supported by the fact that

the pair 1584 and 1604 is unpolarised just as we should ex-

pect transverse oscillations to behave. Further, in the infra-

red absorption of halogen derivatives of benzene we find, the

intensity of the pair 1584 and 1604 increases pari passu with

a diminition in the intensity of 1407 and 1477, clearly show-

ing that both the pairs arise from very similar kinds of

oscillation. The alernative interpretation that has been pro-

posed by some writers, namely, that 1 589 and 1604 indicate

the existence of double-bonds in benzene appears to me to

be wholly irreconcilable with the facts. If additional evi-

dence against this alternative were needed, one could quote

the fact that the hetero-cyclic compounds like thiophene

and pyrrol do not show these lines in their scattering.

* C. V. Raman



THE ACROGYNOUS LIVERWORTS OF
THE WESTERN HIMALAYAS

In 1929 the writer published **Liverworts of the Western

Himalayas and the Punjab Plain”, Part I, giving illustrated

descriptions of the Anthocerotales, Marchantiales and An-

acrogynous Jungermanniales growing in the Western Hima-

layas including Garhwal and Almora districts and extending

up to Kashmir and the Punjab Plain. Lists of plants occur-

ring in some of the out of the way places like Pangi and Lahul,

Spiti, Ladak, etc., were also given. Since then the writer’s

collections of Acrogynous Jungermanniales from these

regions have been examined and the present paper gives some

of the more general facts about the distribution.

The distribution of Liverworts in the Himalayas is very

interesting in several ways. One can study in this region

not only the widely differing factor of climate at various alti-

tudes as it effects the distribution of different species but in

the case of widely distributed species it is possible to study

the effect of this climate on the same species. Some of the

species occur at very low levels, about 2,000' above the sea

level, but no species comes tlown to the level, for example,

of Lahore where quite a large number of thallose forms

are met with. As regards the upper limit, foliose forms

have been found at almost as great altitudes as thallose forms

though they are not certainly as abundant or common.
12-13,000' is the usual limit though some species go up to

14-15,000' and possibly 16,000'. As is the case with the

thallose forms the number of species occurring beyond the

Himalayas is very small. The writer has come across only

3 species in Zanskar. They are Anthelia julacea, Lophozia
excisa and Lophozia incisa, Madotheca ovalis has been re-

corded from Nubra and Chiloscyphtis inflatus from Chandar
Tal. There are in all about 83 species recorded from this

region. Of these 4 appear to be ^ew, and about 40 have

769
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not been recorded from these parts before. The largest

genus is Madotheca with 19 species. Next comes Plagiochila

with 14 species, then Fmllania with 9 species, then Le]eunea

(in the wide sense) and Chiloscyphus, each with 6 species.

Lophocolea and Solenostoma are represented by 4 species

each. Radtilay Scapania and Jungermannia each has 3

species. The remaining genera are represented each by one

species only. Madotheca and Fridlania are the most widely

distributed genera and some of their species also are widely

distributed. The genus Plagiochila is also widely distributed

but almost every species is known from one or two localities

only. The following are the lists of the species which have

been recorded from various parts of the region dealt with

along with the localities and the collector. The small Her-

barium at Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun has been

examined by Mr. R. S. Chopra and the previously recorded

species have been mostly taken from Stephanies Species

Hepaticarum.

The writer is indebted to Mr. R. S. Chopra, M.Sc., for

his great help in the preparation of this list. Full accounts

with illustrations are in course of preparation and will be

published shortly.

List of Species of foliose liverworts occurring in the

W. Himalayas compiled from various sources

Lejeuneaceas:

I. FruIIania.

II. Lejeunea:

Madothecacex;

III. Madotheca.

1 . F. retusa.

3. F. gracillima

5 . F. pyriflora.

7. F. himalayensis.

9 . F. Duthiana.

10. L. sp. A.

12. L. sp. C.

14. L. sp. E.

2. F. squarrosa.

4. F. Polyptera.

6 . F. Grevelliana.

8. F. Gollani.

11. L. sp. B.

13. L. sp. D.

15. L. sp. F.

17. M. Gambleana.

M. gracillima.

M. acutifolia.

M. campyllophyll.

M. plumosa.

M. variabilis.

16. M. decurrens.

18. M. macroloba. 19.

20. M. appendiculata. 21.

22. M. Perrottctiana.23.

24. M. Gollani. 25.

26. M. platyphylla. 27.
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28. M. angusta.

30. M. ovalis.

32. M. vircns.

34. M. densifolia.

29. M. hastata.

31. M. trigoiJifolia.

33. M. densiramea.

3 3| M. laevigata.

PleuroziaceflB. Not represented by any species in this

Radulacex:

IV. Radula. 36. R. complanata. 37.

38. R. Douliana.

Scapaniaceas:

V. Scapania. 39. S. verrucosa. 40.

41. S. subalpina.

VI. Diplophyllum. 42. D.^orien^Ie.

Ptilidiacea::

VII. Blepharostoma. 43. B. trichophylla.

VIII. Anthcllia. 44. A. julacea.

Cephaloziacez:

IX. Mastigobryum. 43. M. triangulate.

X. Calypogeia. 46 . C. renistipula.

XI. Cephalozia. 47. C. Gollani.

Lophoziacex:

XII. Chiloscyphus. 48. C. inflatus. 49.

50. C. himalayensis. 51.

52. C. complanatus. 53.

XIII. Lophocolea. 54. L. minor. 55.

56 . L. alata. 57.

XIV. Plagiochila. 58. P. ferruginea. 59.

60. P. ambigua. 61.

62. P. mundaliensis. 63.

64. P. Duthiana. 65.

66. P. Gollani. 67.

68. P. nana. 69.

70. P. sp. 71.

XV. Lophozia. 72. L. incisa. 73.

74. L. sp. nov.

XVI. Jamesoniella. 75. J. elongclla.

XVII. Solenostoma. 76. S. crenulata. 77.

78. S. purpurata. 79.

XVIII. Jungermannia. 80. J. sp. nov. 81.

82. J. tcnerrima.

XIX. Southbya. 83. S. Gollani.

97

R. grandifolia.

S. parva.

C. argutus.

C. polyanthus.

C. Gollani.

L. heterophylla.

L. bidentata.

P. accedens.

P. simlana.

P. himalayensis.

P. cavifoiia.

P. grata.

P. sp.

P. sp.

L. excisa.

S. lanceolata.

S. hreviflora.

J. Duthiana.

area.
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List, showing the distribution of the foliose liverworts

in the Western Himalayas.

1. Frullania squarrosa.Mussorie, 6—7.000'

* Garhwal

Kumaon
Chamba-Chuari Rd.

2. F. retusa. Mussoorie, 6—7,000'

Dalhousie 6—7,000'

3. F. polyptera Mussoorie

4. F. gracillima Chamba 3,000'

Murree
5. F. pyriflora Khajiar 7—8,000'

Masrund, 4,000'

Kashmir "
’

6 . F. Grevelliana Kidar Kanta
7. F. Gollani Simla

8. F. himalayensis Mussoorie

9 . F. Duthiana Kidar Kanta
10. Lejeunea sp. A. Mussoorie

11. Lejeunea sp. B. Almora, 6—7,000'

Mussoorie

12. Lejeunea sp. C. Almora

Mussoorie

13. Lejeunea sp. D. Mussoorie

Simla

Khajiar

Locality not noted

14. Lejeunca sp. E. . Mussoorie

Kumaon
Simla t

.

Khajiar

Alwas-Silrundi

15. Lejeunca sp. F. Alwas-Silrundi

1 6 . Madotheca appendi-

culata. . . Mussoorie

Dalhousie

Kilar to Sach
17. M. campylophylla Mussoorie

Dalhousie>Khajiar
18. M. Gollani .Mussoorie

Locality not noted
19 . M. plumosa . Mussoorie

Chamba
Dalhousie

20. M. variabilis . .Mussoorie

21. M. platyphylla Kagan Valley

Kashmir

Ravi Valley

Pangi

Lahul

Kashyap, Chopra

99

99

99

„ Dudgeon

Chopra

Kashyap

Duthic

Kashyap, Chopra

»> i»

»
Inayat

Duthie, Kashyap

Kashyap

„ Chopra
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22. M. decurrens

23. M. Gambleana

24. M. macroioba

25. M. gracillima

26. M, Perrottetiana

27. M. acutifolia

28. M. angusta

29 . M. hastata

30. M. trigonifolia

31. M. vifcns

32. M. densiramea

33. M. densifolia

34. M. ovalis

. Mussoorie

Decota (Tehri State)

Kagan Valley

Locality not noted

, Tehri

Kumaon
Kulu Valley, 6,000' . .

Ravi Valley, 6,000' . .

Pangi

Kumaon
Garhwal

Chamba-Barmaur
Pangi

Kulu Valley

Alwas, 6,000'

Moral (near Simla)

Mundali

Kagan Valley

Kumaon
Pangi

Dalhousie

. Khajiar

Mussoorie

Kashmir

.Mussoorie

. Kashmir, Liddar Valley

. Kagan Valley

• Chamba
. Kumaon
. Nubra

Kashyap, Chopra

Gamble
Inayat

*

Kashyap

Gamble
Kashyap •

Brown
Gamble
Inayat

Kashyap

Hook, and Thomas

35. M. laevigata ,

36. Radula complanaCaPatni pass

Kumaon
Simla

Mussoorie

Dalhousie

Alwas Silrundi

Khajiar

37. Radula grandifolia Simla

38. R. Douliana . .Simla

Kashyap

»

„ Chopra

» »
»» »»

»» »»

39. Diplophyllam

orientale . Ganges Valley 11,000' Duthie

40. Scapania verrucosa Dalhousie . . Kashyap
Alwas Chopra

41. S. subalpina . .Above ^Inmdi .
. „

42. S. parva . . Kashmir

43. Anthelia julacea . .Kulu Valley, 11.12,000'

Zanskar
**

•• •
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44. Blepharostoma

tricoj^hylla. Koksar, 10,00(f Chopra
Silrundi Rashyap
Gurdhar pass, 16,000^

If

Ganges Valley,

f 11-12,000' Duthie
45. Mastigobryum

triangulare Ganges Valley Duthie
46. Calypogeia

renistipula Alwas-Silrundi Chopra
47. Cephalozia GollaniGarhwal Kashyap
48. Chiloscyphus

inflatus . Chandar Tal Gamble
Kidar Kanta Duthie

Ganges Valley
»>

Alwas Silrundi
,

8-10,000' Chopra
49. C. argutus , Churah Kashyap

Locality not noted »>

50. C. himalayensis Mussoorie Kashyap, Chopra
51. C. polyanthus Mussoorie

Dalhousie-Kha
j
iar

»»

Silrundi Kashyap it

52. C. campanulatus Mussoorie Gollan

53. C. Golkni . Mussoorie

54. Lophocolea minor Mussoorie Kashyap Chopra
Locality not noted

»»

Lahul
If

55. Lophocolea alata Dalhousie »
56. L. heterophylla . . Mussoorie Kashyap
57. L. bidenuta Mussoorie

II

58. Plagiochila

ferruginea . Mussoorie .

*

Duthie

Locality not noted Kashyap
59. Plagiochila accedensMussoorie Duthie

Garhwal Kashyap

Dalhousie Chopra
60. P. simlana Bhujkoti, 81,000' Gamble
61. P. Mittenii St.

P. ambigua Mitt. Kas Nag, 12-13,000' .. Duthie
62. P. mun^iliensis . Mimdali Gamble
63. P. himalayensis . Bashar

Tragbal pais Duthie
64. P. Duthiana Kashmir, 8,000' ••

65. P. Gollani . Mussoorie Golbui, Duthie
66. P. grata. Simla Long
67. P. Nana Simla

ft

68. P. fp. .Chamba Banmur Kai^yap
69. P. ip. n M
70. P. tp. Kumaon Kafhyap
71. Plagiochila

cavifolii Kaihinir Duthie
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72. Lophozia excisa . Zanskar . . Kashyap Chopra

Gurdhar pass . Kadiyap •

73. L. incisa .Aiwas-Silnindi M
Zanskar

g M >»

74. L. sp. nov. . Chamba
1

» »)

Gurdhar pass >*

•

75. Jamesoniella

elongella . Dalhousie

Kumaon • ‘ »

*»

76, Soienostoma

lanceolata . Alwas-Silrundi »
77. S. crenulata .Kulu Valley »
78. S. purpurata . Silrundi

79. S. sp. nov.

80. Jungermannia sp.

. Simla »*

nov. . Alwas-Silpindi»

Debra Dun
81. Jungermannia

suthiana . Kashmir Duthie

82. J. tennerima . Mussoorie Gollan

83. Southbya Gollani Mussoorie »»

Smv Ram Kashyap





RADIO-ACTIVE ALLANITE FROM
BAHEA, RANCHI, INDIA

Allanite has been known to occur in various parts of the

world particularly in Greenland, in Norway, in Sweeden and

in Finland, as also in smaller quantities at Miask in the Urals,

and in certain parts of Germany, Scotland and America.

It has appeared under various names^ at various places and

so often that Mellor humourously^ suggests that it might

almost be named polyonyvtit^—having many names. Al-

though monazite sands of Travancore® and Ceylon are well

known in India and some analysis also find mention^ in some

standard works of reference, Indian Allanite has not attracted

much notice. There is mention of the occurrence of

Allanite in the pegmatites of Nellore district and near Palni

in Madura district, Madras®. In Bihar and Orissa it occurs

in the village of Bahea in the Ranchi district®, not very far

off from Benares.

The subject of the present paper is a short account of

some work carried out with Allanite from Bahea, Ranchi.

No analysis of Indian Allanite seems to have been carried

out or attempt made to utilise it industrially. I understand

from Mr. D. C, Nag and Mr. M. K. Ray (to the latter I am
indebted for samples with which my work is being carried

on) that there are collections of boulders at places, some of
them weighing well over one hundredweight each, and that

the deposit is likely to be massive and extensive. In view of

‘Newton Friend-Text Book of Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. IV, by
H. F. V. Little, p. 218: Allanite or Orthite, bucklandite, uralortbite,
bagrationite, scandium ortitc, muromontite, bodcnitc.

•Mellor—Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. V,
p. 505.

Tippeiv-Rcc. Gcolog. Survey, India, 1514, 44, 186. Ch. of Comm.
1915, 34, 205.

"Newton Friend—ibid, Vol. IV, by little, p. 215.

w.
H,—Rec. Geolog. Survey, Aidia, Vol LVH. 1515-1523.

Mineral Products of India. Rare Kfinerda, p. 578.
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increasing use of cerium and its compounds it is worth

while investigating the deposit and its industrial possibilty.

The Ranchi Allanitp is of somewhat vitreous black colour and

almost ,opaque. Thin sections under the microscope are

strongly pleochroic and show evident inclusions of some green

and pink minerals, with evidence of radio-active nature which

was confirmed by actual electroscopic observation (see be-

low). The hardness is between 5 to 6, and its specific

gravity was found to be 3.42. In the powdered state the

mineral looks greenish grey. My friend, Prof. K. K.

Mathur®, of Benares Hindu University, has kindly consented

to give a short note on the mineralogical character of the

sample supplied to him by me. I shall restrict myself in this

short paper particularly to the group analytical side only.

There is no easy solution for quantitative separation of

the constituents of a rare earth mineraP. Indeed no one

scheme is suitable for the different rare earth minerals and

each one has to be dealt with in its own way and a scheme

has to be worked out for the particular case after repeated

trials. In the present case the scheme, detailed, below, has

been evolved after reference and trials of the methods de-

tailed in several standard works®. I shall not enter into the

details of merits and demerits of the different procedure as

discussed in the cited works, but give as briefly as possible

the actual process followed, and then give a summary of the

average results obtained which I may say were fairly con-

cordant. I fully realised the truth of what Sir William

Crookes* said as to the magnitude of the work and extreme

K. K. Mathur’s note will appear along with thb.

’Newton Friend—^Vo!. IV, by Little, p. 371. "Separation of Rare

Earth Elements from One Another. A general solution of this problem

is not yet known. As a rule the cerium is determined and an approxi-

mate separation of the remaining elements into cerium and yttrium

groups ejected**

^Ilor, Newton Friend, Levy, Sir William Crookes, Scott, TreadwcH-

Hall, Stillman’s Engineering Chemistry, Browning, and mm cthm.

*Sir WOBm Crookes li|troducrion to S. L Levy’s “The Rare Earths,

Their Occumnee and TechnoJegy.”
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difficulty of separating the rare earths with any^degree of

quantitative accuracy.

Experimental—^Finely powdered rtdneral (using slow

careful grinding in a large sized agate mortar and* pestle)

was carefully weighed out into a fused silica beaker with a

cover, and treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid by

placing the beaker on a hot plate so as to evaporate to dryness

and completely disintegrate the mineral and convert the

gelatinous silica to white powdery form, the process being

repeated thrice over before finally extracting with hot dilute

aydrochloric acid, filtering aAd washing. The precipitate

with the filter paper was burnt in platinum basin and weighed

and checked by treatment with pure hydrofluoric acid (or

pure ammonium bi-fluoride) and sulphuric acid as usual.

This gave the amount of Si02, which was found to be most

often 32.38 per cent (and sometimes 32.17) . The residue after

treatment with fluoride was negligible and sometimes nil.

The small residue when left over did not contain any

titanium. Further investigation, of this residue when any

is in progress.

The filtrate after Si02 separation was then treated with

a little concentrated nitric acid and then, while boiling, with

ammonium hydroxide until just smelling of ammonia. The
precipitate consisting of the hydroxides of iron and alumi-

nium with those of the rare earths was filtered of and washed.

The filtrate was utilised for the estimation of Calcium by
titration of precipitated oxalate and also gravimetrically as

sulphate. There was no magnesium in the mineral and the

amount of mangenese present was very small in quantity.
CaO determined was most often 13.96 (sometimes as low as

13.67).

The hydroxides on the filter paper was redissolved in a
small quantity of hot dilute hydrochloric acid, pouring back
the acid over and over again. The slightly acid solution with
the wash water was then heated and to the warm solution
was added oxalic acid, sufficient to precipitate the whole of .

98
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the rare earths as oxalate. This was then allowed to settle

down and cool, for at least four hours or better left over-

night, and then filtpred and washed with water slightly aci-

dulated with oxalic acid.

The oxalate precipitate, on the filter paper, consisting of

the rare earths, was then burnt in a platinum basin and

weighed as total rare earths. This came to 16.94 (or even

17.03) per cent. It must be remembered that the cerium

earth though present as cerous, it is here weighed as Ce02 .

This Rare earth (total) separated from the other commoner

constituents was subjected to.further treatment and separa-

tion as detailed later on.

The filtrate from the oxalate precipitate contained iron

and aluminium (and possibly zirconium if any?) in solution.

The oxalic acid was completely decomposed by evaporation

and treatment with concentrated sulphuric acid. Iron and

aluminium were then determined in the usual manner, volu-

metrically and also gravimetrically. Again sometimes the

oxalic acid was decomposed in sulphuric acid solution by per-

manganate; the solution was then reduced by SnCh, treated

with HgClo solution filtered, titrated for iron by permen-

ganate in presence of concentrated solution of Sodium Sul-

phate or Sodium Phosphate and dilute sulphuric acid. This

of course gave only total iron, both the ferrous and the ferric

combined. For the determination of the ferrous portion the

following procedure was adopted. A quantity of finely

ground mineral (taking usual precautions to avoid oxidation

during grinding^®) was taken in a platinum crucible and to

this was added a quantity of ammonium bifluoride and sufli-

cient quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid, diluted with

an equal volume of water, to cover the whole mass, the cru-

cible being placed in a larger crucible or beaker containing

calcite and dilute hydrochloric acid so as to create an at-

mosphere of COi and thus prevent oxidation of ferrous to

ferric during the dissolution of the mineral which is generally

^ Wiihsiigtosi«llock Antlyrif.
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completed within five minutes (if not more than 0.1 gram

mineral is taken) at water bath temperature, i'he inner

platinum crucible content were then quickly transferred to a

larger platinum basin and titrated witli standard {^rman-

ganate after addition of sodium sulphate or phosphate. This

gave the ferrous and the cerous together. The cerium con-

tent is determined independently, so that by calculation we

get the Ferrous. From the total iron already determined, we

get now both the ferrous and the ferric present in the mineral.

The results thus obtained are as follows:—^FeO—8.26 pei

cent; Fe208=5.62 per cent and Al203=21.36 per cent.

Coming back to the rare earth portion, the ignited

oxalates were redissolved in hydrochloric acid and the excess

of the acid was driven off by evaporation, the slightly acid

dilute solution was then treated with dilute, Na2S203 solution,

boiled well, again a little more sodium thiosulphate solution

added for completion of precipitation, boiled and allowed to

settle down^^ for about two hours and filtered and washed

with a very dilute solution of sodium thiosulphate. The

precipitate containing THOo was burnt in a platinum cruci-

ble, redissolved in hydrochloric acid, excess acid driven off as

far as possible and thorium precipitated as oxalate, burnt and

weighed as THOg. This was found to be always below one

per cent and lie between 0.5 5 to 0.60 per cent. TH02=0.60
per cent.

It should be mentioned here that a preliminary examina-

tion of the powdered mineral by Alpha-Ray Electroscope, as

used in my experiments with Radio-active Columbite^* and
also by the modified Emanation Electroscope as used in my
nvestigation of Rajgir Hot Springs'® gave defiinite evidence
of radio-activity. The radio-activity was found associated

^Newton Friend, Vol. IV, by Little, p. 321. Method of Chydenius
etc.

^ag. N. C.—Radio-active ColumNte from Gaya District. Quart,
Jour, Geolog, Min, and Metall. Soc. India, Vol. 11, Pt. I, 1929.

^a^o-active Hot %>nng8 of Rajgir—Shortly to be puMished in the
Transactions of the Bose Institute, 1931-1)32.
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with the thorium present in the mineral. The rare earths

after sepa^^ation of the thorium was found to be free from

radio-activity.

The filtrate, after treatment with sodium thiosuphate

and filtering off the thorium portion, was made just alkaline

and the rare earths precipitated, filtered and washed. The

precipitate was redissolved in sulphuric acid and the excess

acid driven off by evaporation over hot plate. The solution

in water was then taken in a glass beaker, and to this was

added while stirring a saturated solution of K2S04 ^^ until

precipitation was complete, and then the whole allowed to

settle down and allowed to cool fbr about two hours, with

occasional shaking^®. The cerium group double sulphate pre-

cipitate was then filtered off and washed with cold saturated

solution of K2SO4. The filtrate containing the terbium and

yttrium group earths was treated with dilute alkali and the

hydroxides filtered off and washed. The hydroxide preci-

pitate on the filter paper was again redissolved in hydro-

chloric acid, avoiding excess. From the dilute HCl solution,

the earths of the terbium-yttrium group were precipitated

as oxalate, filtered off after standing overnight, washed burnt

and weighed. This gave for terbium-yttrium group earths

—0.65 per cent.

The double sulphate precipitate of cerium group earths

was dissolved in hydrochloric acid, precipitated as hydroxide

by alkali, filtered washed and finally redissolvcd in just sufli-

cient HCl. The HCl solution was made alkaline with dilute

caustic soda and a rapid current of chlorine^® was passed

through the alkaline liquid holding the precipitated earths in

suspension. The precipitate was filtered off, redissolved in

HCl solution, made alkal’ne again and treated with chlorine

as before, and filtered and washed. The final precipitate on

the filter paper was redissolved in just sufficient HCl, and

“Newton Friend, Vol. IV, by Little, p. 3)8; Klaproth, Berzelius, etc.

“ Bettendorf, Annalen, 1891, Mariganac Muthman, Lecoq de

Boiibaudran, etc.

“ Motander, Bromimg, etc.
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to the slightly acid solution was added oxalic acid to preci-

pitate the cerium salt in solution, allowed to stand overnight,

filtered washed, burnt and weighed as Ce02 ;
from this the

amount of Ce208 was calculated =13.96 per cent.

The filtrates and wash water collected after cerium earth

precipitation (chlorine treatment in alkaline medium) was

made acidic and boiled to drive off all chlorine. Finally this

solution was treated with oxalic acid and after allowing the

precipitate to settle for sufficient time, filtered washed and

burnt and weighed. This contained Lanthanum as well as

praseo and Neo-dymium as evidenced by absorption band
17 * *

spectra .

Total for this group was 1.07 per cent.

From the foregoing it will have been noted that I have

made no attempt to deal with the historical and theoretical

sides connected with the discovery of the rare earth elements,

which though fascinating is too complicated and would serve

no useful purpose in my present case. A full bibliography

with most of the important facts are given in Mellor’s Com-
prehensive Treatise as also in Newton Friend’s Text Book,

which I have constantly used and to which I am glad to

acknowledge my indebtedness particularly as also to other

works consulted and cited in t>ther parts of the paper.

Two grams of rare earths obtained from the Allanite

from Ranchi were converted to chloride and made upto
40 cc with distilled water. A spectrograph was
obtained on Ilford Panchromatic Plate. The thickness

of solution was 3 cm. The most prominent lines

and bands are easily noticeable.

"’Newton Friend, Vol. IV, by Little, p. 228 et seq.

“Further investigation for the separation of the elements in the
different groups, here obtained will form the fubject of subsequent papers.
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Summing up experimental results, I get the following:—

Mol proportion

Per cent 1 Mol. Proportion
divided by great-

est common fac-

tor =0.09

Si02 32.38 by 60 0.539 6

CaO 13.95 by 56 0.249

FeoO 8.26 by 72 0.114

MnO trace 0II0 4
Fe208 5.62 by 160 0.03 S

AloOs 21.36 by 102 0.209

062^8 13.96

La

1.07

* *.

Pr. dy

Neody

Yt groups 0.65 by 330 0.046

ThOo 0.60 R/"03=:0.291 3

HoO 1.86 by 18 0.10 1

Total determined 99.71 (18)

It will be seen from the above that the formula of the

mineral may be expressed as very closely approximating to:

—

4(CaO, FeO). 3(Fe208. A^Os, E2O8 ). ^SiOj. H2O.

E standing in this case for rare earth elements, which

confirms the view that allanite ihas Epidote structure corres-

ponding to:—4R"0. 3R/"03 . 6SiO;.. H^O.

Though the quantity of thorium present in the mineral

may not be probably sufficient to make it worthwhile for gas

mantle manufacture, yet the high per ccntage of cerium

present is important for future development. The use of

cerium alloys, as mischmetal, as cigarette and gas lighters may
be mentioned. Cerium glass introduced by Crookes is tran-

sparent to luminous rays but cuts off all ultra-violet and 30

per cent of the heat rays, a fact which is of very great

scientific and practical importance. The manufacture of

some of these glasses require on less than 20 per cent of

Cerium Nitrate as raw material. Further use of the rare

earths as catalysts, in piv>tography, in dyeing and in medicine
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are attracting attention. Cerium salts, if found in large

quantity and cheaply manufactured, may one day b? ultilised

with advantage in tanning. These are only a few avenues

to indicate where Ranchi allanite deposit might become use-

ful, and an Indian industry may be created.

N. C. Nag





VOLCANIC ACTIVITY OF THE COASTAL
TRACTS OF BOMBAY, SALSETTE,

AND BASSEIN

The lavas of the Deccan Trap are remarkable for their

persistent flatness throughout the greater portion of their

area including the whole of the Bombay Deccan, Berar and

the Malwa plateau. They exhibit an equally remarkable

uniformity of chemical composition which has been brought

out by the researches of H. S. Washington\ The rocks of

the coastal region in the Bombaypresidency show a deviation

from these features, but these rocks have not been properly

investigated. The object of this paper is to describe a num-
ber of types discovered during a traverse of Bombay, Salsette

and Bassein in the months of March and April, 1930 , and to

study their relationships among themselves and with the

predominant plateau basalt of the Deccan Trap.

In a communication on the occurrence of bitumen in

the Bombay Island Dr. C. S. Fox^ drew attention to the pe-

culiar character of the rock of Malabar Hill. To quote his

words, *it weathers well and rings when struck with a

hammer like a phonolite. It is,not used for road metal owing
to the glass-like sharpness of the angular fragments.* His

identification of the rock which is based on certain old ana-

lyses does not appear to be quite accurate. The geology of
Salsette was studied by K. A. K. Hallowes® but this author

did not make a critical study of the rocks and did not dis-

cover their wide departure from plateau basalt. Professor

H. C. Das Gupta' gave a petrographic description of a 'white
trap from Dharavi, Bombay, but the first accurate descrip-

'Bull. Geol. Soc. Amcr., Vol. XXXm, 1922.
"Rcc. Gcol. Surv. Ind. Vol. LiV, Pt. 1, p. 124.
^Geology and mineral resources of Salsette. Poona (1922).
'Notes on the geology oi the Bombay island.” Calcutta Univ

feisni. Dept. ScL Vin. Pt. 3, p. 371 .
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tion of rocks from this region was given by Dr. Krishnan®

who described a specimen collected by Dr. Fox under the title

*Granophyric trachyte from Salsette Island, Bombay.’ It

will be shown in the following pages that this is not an excep-

tional occurrence, but that the rocks of the coastal region

generally show a departure from the normal plateau basalt

type of the Deccan Trap, and also exhibit considerable varia-

tion among themselves.

Description of Rock Groups

In the following description constant reference has been

made to the numbers of rocks and slides preserved in the de-

partment of geology of the Benares Hindu University. A
complete list of these is given in table III. The chemical

analyses of rocks and the calculation of their norms were

carried out by the second author and have been given in tables

I and II respectively. The hand specimen of a rock and its

thin section bear the same number.

( 1 ) Gabbros with a glassy groundmass.

Rocks of this group represent the plutonic phase of the

basis magma of this region. They are characterized by the

presence of varying amounts of glassy matter occurring in-

terstitially or as groundmass with large crystals of labrodorite

andaugite. The glassy parts contain microlites of lath-

shaped felspar. The colour of the glass varies from reddish

brown to deep brown. Iron ore occurs in grains and stout

bars. In hand specimens the rocks are coarsely crystalline

and gabbroid in appearance. Glass is indicated by the dull

black patches among the shining cleavage surfaces of the

crystallized minerals. The principal exposures of this rock

occur in the lower western slopes of Nale Sopara Hill* (speci-

men No 31. See microphotograph in Plate lA), and in low

ground in the vicinity as shown in the map (See map, plate

*Rec. Gcol. Surv. Ind., Vol. LXII, Pt. 5, p. 371.

The hill one mile north-east of the Nale Sopara railway station bears

no name. Its highest point is 622 feet. For convenience of reference

the authors have named it Kale Sopara Hill.
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No. II) . They are minor intrusions in the basaltic rocks of

this region. Another broad dyke-like intrusion on which the

P. W. D. Inspection Bungalow near Bhoyapada in Bassein

stands consists of similar vitrophyric gabRro (specimen No.

21). Its contract with the basalt of the plain to the west

(specimen 49) can be observed. Near the contract half-

down the slope the intrusive rock becomes doleritic (speci-

men No. 29). Chemical analysis and norms of these three

rocks and of 3 1 are given in tables I and 11.

(2)Dolerites with and without glass,

Dolerites either occur as % medium-grained phase of

gabbro as indicated above in the case of specimen 29, or they

constitute the mass of the long and broad intrusions of the

open country east of the railway line in Bassein. Positions

of these are often indicated by the N. W. S. E. ridges which

end against the Tansa river in the one inch topographic sheet

of the survey of India No. 47A|n. They are often capped

by basalt and disappear under the high jungle-covered hills

to the south-east. Microscopic sections of rocks of this group

often show a variable amount of glass which like the gabbro

either occurs interestitially or forms a vitrophyric texture

with porphyritic crystals of labradorite and augite, see

microphotograph of 32 in plate lA) . An interesting relation-

ship is seen at Nale Sopara Hill. Here a dyke of vitrophyric

dolerite (specimens 32 and 61) cuts across a mass of

gabbro which also contains interstitial glass, and appears

partly to overflow it forming a little cap which preserves

the underlying gabbro from rapid disintegration. {See map.

plate II and section AB of diagram No. 1 )

.
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Chemical analysis of 61 and the corresponding norm are

given in tables I and 11.

The mode as determined on Shand’s stage is given

below:

—

Vitrophyric gabbro-dyke No. 61 Gabbro No. }1

Plagioclase 27.0 30.9

Pyroxene 20.0 30.9

Iron ore 10.1 .. 11.2

Glassy ground-

mass 42.9 27.2

Total 100.0 . . 100.0

It will be noticed that nearly half the rock is glassy by

volume, and the crystallized minerals are smaller in size in

the intrusive dyke than in the associated plutonic phase

(specimen No. 31) the mode of which is given opposite for

comparison. The nature of glass in these rocks will be dis-

cussed later. It is palagonized and includes microlites of

felspar. The minerals are often corroded by glass. Iron ore

is present in long bars and skeleton crystals.

The dolerite of Nalc Sopara Hill is dark in colour, com-

pact and resistant to weathering. It breaks with a splintery

cleavage and conchoidal fracture due to the presence of large
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amount of glassy matter. Similar vitrophyric rock with

variable amounts of glass occurs in the gabbroid intrusion of

the 577 feet hill, 6 miles east of the Virar railway station.

Olivine dolerite occurs in the spurs of hills near Saivan

in Bassein.

(}) Basalt

G)mpact basalt forms the slopes and tops of the high

jungle-covered hills in Salsette and Bassein. Of greater

interest are its occurrences in low ground in the coastal tracts.

Mention may be made of those localities where otherwise

basalt is scarce. It was c^serfed forming a junction with the

granophyre of Madh near the water edge west of the Salsette

fort and is present in the plains east of Madh. It also occurs

on the southern shore of Daraoli in Salsette. Boulders of

basalt were seen in the plains of the salt pans of Salsette. In

Bassein the low plain near the railway line shows outcrops of

basalt in numerous places, A chemical analysis and the cor-

responding norm of basalt No. 49 are given in tables I and II.

Specimens of amygdaloidal basalt were obtained from the 720

feet hill, 4 miles east of the Virar station, and from the neigh-

bourhood of Saivan in Bassein.

(4) Andesites.

Reference has previously been made to a description of

the rock of Malabar Hill by Dr. Fox. It is a compact black

rock with a sub-conchoidal fracture and breaks into sharp

angular fragments. This is apparently due to the abundance

of glassy matter which forms about 41% of the groundmass

by volume.

A microscopic examination of specimen No. 59 b from
this hill shows a few small phenocrysts of plagioclase felspar

(andesine-labradorite) and twinned augite. The minerals
of the groundmass which carries glass are small laths of oligo-
clase-andesine and augite forming an intersertal texture typi-
cal of andesites. An appreciaUe amount of iron ore is present
in the form of granules and the groumbnass is dusted with ,
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iron ore. The dark-brown to violet brown glass which forms

a considerable portion imparts a black tinge to the rock which

may otherwise have had a lighter colour. Isotropic green

and yellow patches occupy the interstices in the ground and

are probably chlorophaeite and palagonite respectively. A
chemical analysis of the rock is given in table I and the

corresponding norm in table II. The mode of the rock,

measured on Shand’s stage, is given below.

Plagioclase 26.2

Augite 21.6

Iron ore . , 9.7

Secondary minerals 1.1

Glass 41.1

Total 100.0

The morn shows that the ratio salic /- femic=66|34

and the rock is, therefore, dosalic. Adopting Washington’s"^

criteria and nomenclature for andesites the rock may be call-

ed andesineandesite. From a purely qualitative point of view

also the rock has the mineral composition and texture of an

andesite.

It is perhaps necessary to offer a word of explanation

in view of the difference between the new chemical analysis

of the rock of Malabar Hill and the one by Tween® both

shown in table L The latter shows an abnormal percentage

namely, 27: 75 of AI2O3 , and the total alkali is rather low.

Magnesia is reported to be absent. Since there are clearly re-

cognizable grains of pyroxene in the rock section magnesia

can not be absent. Possible sources of error in the older

analyses have been fully pointed out by Washington and need

not be discussed here. It is interesting to note that an ana-

lysis by Washington® obtained between Race Hill and Sewri

"Amer. Jour, of Sci. Fifth Scries, Vol. V, No. 30, p. 4^7-474, 1923.

^em. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. V, p. 1866.

*Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., Vol. XXXID, p. 774, 1922.
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given in table I, compares well with that of Malabar Hill and

Washington’s rock is, therefore, also an andesite.
*

The lava flow of Malabar Hill is also seen in Cumballa

Ridge and in the high ground of Warli to the north. •

A specimen from the low mound, north of Girij, 3 miles

west of the Bassein Road railway station, shows microscopic

and megascopic characters similar to those of Malabar Hill.

This is possibly the remnant of an andesitic lava flow in

this area. Another group of andesites comes from the neigh-

bourhood of Gokhivre in Bassein, east of the railway line.

Specimen B|3 is compact «nd dark in colour but other speci-

mens are of a light grey colour. A microscopic section shows

innumerable phenocrysts in a black typically andesitic

groundmass. The ferro-magnesian minerals are augite and

hypersthene. Most of the felspars are corroded and en-

croached upon by glass. The groundmass shows microlites

of felspars in places showing flow banding round the pheno-

crysts. Chemical analysis of B|3 and the coresponding norm
are shown in tables I and II. The rock is clearly an andesite.

(5) Acid and sub-acid intermediate rocks.

There are three large areas in Salsette where rocks of this

group occur. •

{a) Rhyolites and granophyres of the Madh area.

{b) The Kharodivadi quartz-trachyte,

and (c) Rhyolite and granophyre of the Utan-Dongri
hflls.

{a) The Madh area,—This lies four miles west of the

Andheri railway station and is reached by crossing thfe ferry

atVesava. The prominent hillocks are the elevations 126
feet and the ridge to the south on which the Salsette fort
stands. The lateral extent of the rocks is about three squire
miles. The steepest aspect of the hills is towards the south
and they decline to the north-east.

The rock of the 1 26 feet elevation is amygdaloidal, show-
ing a horizontal flow-banded arrahgement. This is sug-
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gestive of a flow in this area. The hill of the Salsette fort

appears to be in the nature of a minor intrusion with possible

localized flows.
I

Specimen No. 1 comes from the top of 126 feet hill and

is a vesicular rhyolite. In thin sections the rock shows a

microfelsitic texture. The vesicles are ow-oriented and are

filled with a yellow mineral. The specific gravity of this

secondary mineral is 2.72 and the hardness is 2 to 3. It

evidently belongs to the chloritic group of minerals. The

analysis and norm of rock No. 1 are given in table I and II.

Specimen No. 5 taken from a' point half way between

the ferry and the 126 feet top is a porphyritic rhyolite.

The phenocrysts consist of euhedral corroded crystals of

quartz and orthoclase felspar. Some crystals of the latter

are isotropic and are, therefore, sanidine. There are brown,

nearly opaque, hematitic patches surrounding small grains

of black iron ore. The groundmass is micro-felsitic in tex-

ture. The chemical analysis and norm of this specimen are

shown in tables I and II. A microphotograph is shown in

plate IB.

Specimen No. 7 shows patches of magnetite and hema-

tite which in a hand-specimen appear as dark spots distributed

uniformly over the rock. They probably represent the

remnants of some ferromagnesian mineral which has disap-

peared by reaction with the magma.

The rhyolites and granophyres of Madh are of a light

grey or cream colour. They are as a rule soft and friable

under the hammer. The rock sections described above fully

indicate the variations met with in the area. The ground-

mass varies from a micro-felsitic to granophyric texture.

Specimen No. 6 is an agglomerate of pink and white colours.

The individual fragments are of all sizes up to an inch and

are highly kaolinised.

Daraoli lies north-east of Madh and is also reached by

a boat. In the lower parts the beach is made up of a calcare-
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ous grit, showing refunded pebbles and foraminifers. The

upper parts of the hill are made up of a highly Ttaolinised

rhyolitic agglomerate of pink and whi^p colours. Higher

up rock of uniform texture similar to the specimens des-

cribed from the Madh area can be seen.

{b) Kharodivadi .—The description of granophyric

trachyte by Krishnan has already been referred to. The ex-

posure in the Kharodivadi quarry shows two distinct flows

with a dip of 10° to the west. The upper flow is about 40 ft.

thick. The report from the quarrymen is that in a trial

shaft the bottom of the lower*flow was seen about 40 feet

below the junction with the top flow, and that below it

mud was encountered. This hole is now covered up with

debris and the report could not be verified by personal ex-

amination. If it is correct the combined thickness of the

two flows would correspond to the elevation of the hill and the

bottom of the lower flow would lie at the level of the salt

pans to the east.

A microscopic examination of sections 11 {a) and 1 1 {b)

gave the following modes:

H.W U{b)

Quartz 14.1 . . 10.3

Felspar 70.24 . . 76.6

Pyrite 1.6 . 0.0

Apatite . 1.6 2.3

Black iron ore 0.0 3.8

Secondary minerals 12.3 7.0

Total 99.8
. 100.0

The texture of the rock is orthophyric rather than

trachytic, since stout laths of felspar make up the larger

portion of the rock. As accessory minerals black iron ore

and hematite are present. >

100
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( c) The Dongri~Utan area,—This is the largest exposure

of rocks of this group. It is about 5 miles long in the north-

south direction anfl about 2 miles wide. The general ap-

pearance of the mass is that of a minor intrusion parallel to

the coast but in the north-west there are indications of an

interesting flow surface dipping towards the sea.

The structure of the rocks is micro-felsitic to micro-

graphic. Occasionally microlites of felspar are flow-banded

round micropegmatitic patches (slide No. 17). The rocks

are granophyres and rhyolites with occasional flow texture.

It should be observed th^t the three areas described above

rise above the sea to a maximum height of 309 feet, at a

point north-west of Dongri and have their elongation parallel

to the coast. They are separated from the main basaltic

hills of the Thana division by the plain of marine denuda-

tion and alluvial deposits on which the salt pans are situated.

Since these masses are in the nature of minor intrusions and

lava flows it appears that they represent a phase of volcanic

activity subsequent to the formation of the plain of marine

denudation.

The specimen described from Dharavi by Professor

Das-Gupta^® is either trachytic or more probably rhyolitic

in composition considering the high degree of ^silicification’

noticed by the author, and belongs to this group.

The soil of the rocks of this group supports a typical

vegetation; a characteristic plant which flourishes in abund-

ance was identified by the second author as Anacardium

catapa.

(6) Dykes of trachytic agglomerate

These are, as a rule, highly decomposed rocks pinkish

in colour. They form long dykes of agglomerate making

prominent ridges in the surrounding low plain. The prb-

cipal masses occur east of the railway line in Bassein and are

shown in plate IL The rocks are much kaolinised and

“Loc. cit
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Stained by ferruginous matter. Thin sections show a kaoli-

nised mass coloured reddish brown. In clear patche*a felsitic

groundmass is observed. The chemical analysis of a com-

paratively less altered specimen No. 40 Is given in table I,

and the corresponding norm in table II. They show that

the rock is a trachyte. Its relationship to other rocks will

be discussed later.

(7) Sedimentary Beds

Well known sedimentary inter-trappeans occur on the

west coast of Bombay. The Nilemore Hill north-west of

the Nale Sopara railway sj:atiou appears to be composed of

sedimentary beds dipping to the west. It also includes a

clayey rock of yellow and brown colour which is probably a

highly decomposed facies of rhyolite or trachyte.

Distribution and field relations

The distribution of the various rock types and their

field characters may be summarised here. The fine grained

basalts constitute the hills which rise to 900-1,000 feet and

represent the dominant plateau basalt type of the Deccan
Trap. There is some evidence to show that it probably also

forms the bottom rock of the alluvial flats. Dolerites, holo-

crystalline or with a certain percentage of glass, are the con-

stituent rocks of minor intrusions which form long, broad

ridges, and traverse the undulating plains of Bassein in a

N. N. W. direction. A pronounced dyke of the latter kind

is the vitrophyric dolerite intrusion of Nale Sopara hill in

which the percentage of glass is 43 by volume. The magma
from which this dyke is derived is represented by the asso-

ciated gabbro of the same hill in which the amount of un-
crystallised matter is considerably less in quantity. Dykes
oitrachytic agglomerate appear to emanate from Nale Sopara
Hill (see map Plate No. II) . Both from field relationships

and from theoretical considerations regarding the nature of
the glass of the gabbros and the dolerites which would re-
present the residual liquor left aft^r the crystallization of
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augite and calcic felspars it appears probable that these types

represenwthe glassy magma squeezed out from a mass of the

same type which gave rise to the rocks of Nale Sopara Hill.

The upper flow of* Malabar hill, Bombay, which extends to

Cumballa and Warli, is an andesite and the low mound of

Girij in Bassein is also andesitic in nature. Andesite also,

occurs at Gokhivre in Bassein. Barring these exceptions all

the hills and mounds which occur west of the railway line or

generally west of the salt pans of Salsette and Bassein are com-

posed of acid or sub-acid intermediate rocks.

Attention may here be drawn to the field relationships

of rocks shown in the geological faap of plate II. Basalt is

clearly the oldest formation into which the others are in-

trusive. The vitrophyric dolerite younger than gabbro and

the trachytic dykes, since it has a sharp intrusive contact with

both. The relation between the masses of gabbro and the

trachytic dykes is not equally clear. Small patches of rocks

have been shown in low ground where^^er they were observed

in the alluvial plain.

Nature of glass in the Gabbro

OF Nale Sopara Hill

It is possible to calculate the silica percentage of in-

terstitial glass from the data obtained by geometrical and

chemical analyses of the gabbro (specimen No. 31) of Nale

Sopara Hill. Assumptions have been made with regard to

the silica percentages and specific gravities of plagioclase,

augite, and iron ore, the chemical analysis of the specimen is

given in table I.
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Mineral

(1)

mode
Vol.

(2)

Specific

gravity.

(3)

Weight per

100 c.c. of

rock

w

Fractional

weight of

silica

• (5)

Silica in 100

c.c. of

rock

w
•

Augite 31 3.23 100.13 gms. 0.48 46.06 gms.

Plagioclase 31 2.66 82.46 „ 0.59 48.6 „
Ab04 Anao

Iron ore 11 5.17 56.87 „ 0
I

0

Groundmass
1

containing
1

glass 27
!

^

•

27 d „
•

X
1

27dx„

3.00 300 gms. .46

i

138 gms.
1

From column (4) by adding and equating we get,

300=:27d-f 239.46

or d=2.24

From column (6) by adding, equating, and substituting the above
value of d we get,

138=27X2.24Xx+96.66

or x=:.68

The percentage of silica in the glassy groundmass is,

therefore, 68, and its density is 2.26. Owing to a number of

assumptions involved in the calculation the results are not

quantitatively accurate, but there is no doubt of the indica-

tion they afford with regard to the comparative nature of the

liquid in which crystals of augite and labradorite were sus-

pended. It was far from being basic and during the period

of the suspension of the crystals in the magma any process

which brought about a separation of the liquid wotJd im-
mediately give rise to a very much less basic differentiation

product. Attention has already been drawn to the associated

trachytic dykes which the authors believe to have been de-
rived from the parent magma of Nale Sopara hill by a de-
formational process akin to filter-pressing.

Age of the Coastal Igneous Acnvrry
It has been shown in this article that the rocks of the

coastal areas of Bombay, Salsette, and Bassein offer an in-
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teresting contrast with the dominant lavas of the Deccan

trap. There are a number of considerations which have a

bearing on their respective ages. Both the lava flows and

the glassy residues of rocks of the coastal region point

to sub-aerial or possibly sub-aqueous conditions during the

period of eruption. This leads us to the inference that the

coastal plain was in existence at this period. It is of some

importance to investigate whether the floor of the alluvial

plain consists of denuded Deccan Trap. The authors have

found some evidence in support of this view which has been

mentioned in the foregoing pages. We have also to remem-

ber that the andesite of Malabar* Hill was poured out on

unmistakable sedimentary beds. Considering all this a cer-

tain amount of time must be allowed subsequent to the

gigantic vulcanicity of the Sahyadri Range for their denuda-

tion to the low level of the coastal plain, before the lava flows

off Malabar Hill, Kharodivadi, and Nale Sopara Hill made

their appearance. The early investigators have very rightly

grouped this phase as the upper-most division of the Deccan

Trap^\ but there is a possibility of an appreciable gap bet-

ween the middle and the upper divisions, and it is by no

means certain that the Cardita beaumonti beds of Sind fix

the upper time limit for the igneous activity of the Bombay

coast. There is at least a possibility that it may be of a much

later date.

The authors desire to express their thanks to Dr. Mata

Prasad of the Royal Institute of Science, Bombay, for numer-

ous facilities during the period of field investigation.

*^R. D. Oldham. Geoldgy of India, p. 262, 1895.
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Totai-

.

98.93

95.88

94,28

99.26

100.75

,

100.61

j

99-32

100.37

98.23

j

100.23



Plate I A

No. 31,-aubbrc. with intorsertal n,.sn,t„sis of plass. Xnlt- Sopara
Hill, Ba88Pin. (x20.)

uanoro dyke with lar^n laths of feknar i

Uiii, Baesein. (X20.)





Plate I B
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Tabic ni

List of rock specimens

Note

No.

-Place names and elevations have been taken from the latest on-

inch topographic sheets of the Survey of India Nos. 47 A|l5,

16, and Bin.

Name with specific gravity

in brackets
Locality

1. Vesicular rhyolite (2.4 Sahetce

2 .

T Granophyric rhyolite (2.48)

E. N. E. of Madh, summit of

hill, 126 feet.

Western steep slope of the hill

of specimen 1.

Western steep slope of the hill <‘f

specimen 1.

4. Rhyolite (2.10)

5. Porphyritic rhyolite (2.67)

6. Rhyolite agglomerate (2.44)

7. Rhyolite (2.10)

8. Vesicular rhyolite (2.21)

9.

10. Granophyric rhyolite (2.30)

Il(<») & (b). Orthophric quan^

trachyte ll((i)-2.44;

11 (6 )

-

2.11

12. Calcareous gnt

13. Vesicular basalt (2.87)

14. Rhyolite agglomerate

11. Granophyric rhyolite (2.37)

16. Granophyre

17. Amygdaloidal ryholite (2,40)

18 .

19 . Rhyolite (2.44)

20. Porphyritic dolcrite (3.00) Bassein

*4 mile north-east of SaUette fort,

Half-way between the elevation

126' in Madh and the ferry to

the east.

East-north -east of Madh.

On the beach Va mile west of

Salsettc fort.

Near ferry, eastern coast of Madh.

Daraoli Hill, 126'.

Near specimen 1.

Kharodivadi quarry, 4 miles west

of Malad railway station.

Near the beach at Daraoli.

Near ferry, eastern coast of Madh.

Top of the hill at Daraoli.

Two miles south of elevation 261'

Dongri.

Elevation 309', N. W. of Dongri.

Elevation 132', S. W. of Utan.

Elevation 261', S. E. of Dongri.

S, E. of 261' hill, Dongri.

Low level of hill, 720', 4 miles

E. N. E. of Virar railway sta-

21. Vitrophyric gabbro (2.83)

22. Basalt

23. Trachyte (2.31)

24. Vitrophyric dolerite (3.00)

2 3 . Lateritic rock

tton.

P, W. D. Inspection Bungalow

near Bhoyapada. Top of the

mound.

Basalt boulders on hill 577', 6

miles E. N. E. of Virar railwav

station.

Low hill 1 mile S. W. of Bil-

vapada.

Elevation 577'. Refer to speci-

men 22.

Vi mile S. W. of devation 622',

east of Nale Sopara railway

station.

26. Dolerite with intcntitial

glass (2.92)

27. Dolerite with intcntitial

glass (2.92)

Top of elevation 720'. (Refer to

specimen 20).

Top of elevation 577'. (Refer to

' specimen 22).

101
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No. Nam^ with specific gravity

in brackets
Locality

28.

*

Gabi)ro Bassein Between elevation 720', and the

P. W. D. Inspection Bungalow at

Bhoyapada, near the water-

course.

29. Dolcritc with interstitial

glass (3.00) „ Half-way down the western slope

Decomposed felsite

of the Bungalow (See 21).
30.

" Nilcmore J^ill, near Nale Sopara

railway station.

31, Olivine Gabbro with intersti-

tial glass (3,00)

Gabbro dyke with interstitijl

Half-way down the western slope

of Nale Sopara hill (See 25).
^2.

glass (2.92)
• • Top of hill 622' (See 25).

33. Vitrophyric dolerite (2.80 > Western slope of hill, 577',

Iron*stained yellow clay

(See 22).
34. Nilemore Hill.

3J. Amygdaloidal basalt (2.78; Top of hill 720' (See sj^ecimen 20),
36. Vitrophyric gabbro (2.81) .. East of Mohopada, near N.ile

37. Basalt (2.94)

Sopara railway station.

Side of hill 720' (See s)>ccimcn

20).
38. Amygdaloidal basalt „ Bed of river Tansa, near Hot

Kaolinized rock

Springs, Va;rabai, Bassein.

39. Nilemore Hill.

40. Trachyte (2.38) •• Hill N. W. of Kalmapada near

Nale Sopara railway station.

41. Kaolinized felsite with fer-

ruginous staiining (2.25) Nilemore Hill.

42. Amygdaloidal basalt (2.76) Top of hill 772', south-east of

4 Saivan.
43, Gabbro with interestitial glass .. Exposure in low ground at Vir-

kapada near Nale Sopara lail-

• way statKin.

4-}. Dolerite
•> Top of hill 720' (See spceirncn

45, Dolerite with interstitial glass

20 )

.

Half-way between 720' hill and

Andesite (2.82)

the P. W. D, Inspection Bun-

galow near Bhoyapada.
46.

1 Elevation 174^ north of Girij
47.

.. (2.l») "
48. Basalt (2.93) Low hill one mile S. W. of Bil

49.
vapada.

(3.00) Low level west of the P. W, D

50.

Inspection Bungalow near Bho\.i-

pada.

M Near specimen 45.
51.

52, Black rock with conchoidal

. Top of hill 903' east of Virar

railway station.

fracture (2.92) Bombay Low level of hill, east of Kal vade

Olivinc-dolerite (2.10)

railway station.

53,
Bassein Side of hill 772', S. E. of Saivan.

54. Gabbro with interstitial class Same as 43.
5 9(tf) & (/>) Andestne-aodetitc

(2.82) Bombay Malabar Hill, upper Bow.
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Ko. Name with specific gravity
j

»« brackets

60. Andcsinc-andcslte (2.78)

61. Vitrophyric doleritc (2.90)

—Andc^te

B!'.

(B|1-2.70. B.2-2.69. B|3)

Locality

Bombay Lava flow Cumballa Hill.

Bassein Top of 622' hill, east of the Nalt

^para railway station.

Near Gokhivrc

K. K. Mathur

R R. Jagpathy Naidu









THE '^CORONA PRESSURE” PHENOMENON I?

GASES SUBJECTED TO ELECTRIC DISCHARGE
IN SIEMENS^ TUBES

The problem arose out of an investigation on the occur-

rence of certain characteristic inflections in the final sections

of a number of pressure-time curves^ which were distinctive

of the progress of the decomposition of nitrous oxide pro-

duced at different pressures in electric discharge due to

alternating electric fields\ During these experiments it was

observed incidentally that at the instant of the application

of the secondary potential to the discharge tube which was

filled with a nitrogen oxygen mixture at about half an at-

mosphere pressure, a sudden pressure rise of about 2 cms. Hg.

was produced. After this the pressure increased compara-

tively slowly, and became constant in a few minutes. A

precisely similar, initial sudden fall of pressure followed by a

slower pressure change was observed Just after the cessation

of the discharge. As a result of a number of careful observa-

tions it was concluded tha; no chemical changes (which

might lead to pressure variations) were produced in the

above gaseous mixture under the discharge. The observed

sudden pressure changes were therefore to be ascribed to some

physical factor associated with the production of the dis-

charge in the gas.

A similar effect was noticed by FarwelP in an electric

discharge produced between a wire and a metallic cylinder

which were fixed coaxially. FarwelF, Kunz®, and Warner^

have considered that these initial pressure changes produced

just when the discharge was switched on and off, were far

too rapid to be simple thermal efifects.

In his first theory of the phenomenon Kunz®, suggested

that the pressure rise resulted from an increase in the number

of particles in the system as a result of the ionisation of the

807
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gas under the influence of the discharge. This view has been

criticised ‘principally by Arnold®, and by Tyndall and Searle^

Tyndall and Searle ascribe the pressure rise to the heat gene-

rated ip the gas. The characteristic suddenness of the pres-

sure rise has been attributed to the distribution of the heat

over the gas space as a result of the 'electrical wind' associated

with the ionic movements in the gas under the applied fields.

They have further pointed out that any pressure rise in the

gas due to 'electrical wind' in ordinary discharges is insen-

sibly small. It is interesting to note that Arnold® observed

that an initial sudden rise in the pressure could be produced

by merely heating the central wire in a wlre-in-cylinder type

discharge tube. Arnold therefore concluded that the effect

was entirely due to heat. Furthermore, he has shown that

the currents calculated from the number of ions as indicated

from the pressure rise would be far in excess over those

actually observed.

Warner^ has observed, however, that the initial pressure

rise produced under the discharge was about five times more

rapid than that produced by heating the central wire.

Further, in a system like a wire-in-cylinder corona tube,

the voltage gradient in the neighbourhood of the inner wire

is far higher than that across tlie rest of the space in the dis-

charge tube. The ionisation of the gas is comparatively

intense near the wire, and only a small proportion of these

ions reach the outer electrode, as the corresponding field is

weaker. Warner considers that this can account for the

small values of the observed currents flowing through the

discharge tube. Recently FazeF has investigated the corona

pressure phenomenon from an experimental standpoint, and

has come to the conclusion that it is not entirely a thermal

effect.

Anderegg® has observed this effect in air subjected to a

discharge in the Siemens* ozoniser. Anderegg has tacitly

assumd Kunz, later electrical theory of this phenomenon,

in an explanation of cJertain variations in the value of the
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corona pressure, which he observed when the discharge was

allowed to run for some time.

The following experiments were carried out princi-

pally to ascertain if this pressure rise due to a discharge in the

Siemens’ tube could be considered independent of the thermal

effects of the discharge in the gas.

Experimental Procedure

The gas exposed to the discharge was contained in the

annular space between two coaxial tubes sealed together in

the manner of a Siemens*^ ozopiser. The central tube was

filled with mercury which formed one electrode. A glass

jacket over the outer tube of the ozoniser was filled with

mercury during experiments described in Part I, and with

a colourless electrolyte solution during later work (Part II)

.

This last jacket constituted the second electrode. The

ozoniser was connected on one side to a supply of the gas

later exposed to the discharge stored in a gas holder. The

gas was carefully dried by leading over a number of tubes

filled with phosphorus pentoxide. On the other side the

ozoniser was connected with a mercury manometer, and

with a Topler pump. Single phase alternating currents of

frequencies 150, and 137 cycles per second were delivered

by small rotary convertors, and were transformed up to the

required potential over the range 6000-14000 vols (r. m. s.).

The potential applied to the reaction vessel was measured by

a Kelvin-White instrument, and was kept constant within 1

per cent by hand regulation of the resistance in the primary

circuit of the transformer. The current flowing through

the reaction vessel was indicated by a milliammeter of the

dynamometer type.

The inner electrode was cooled by immersing in it a

thin walled glass vessel through which a stream of water was

flowing; similarly the outer electrode was cooled by sur-

rounding it with a jacket carrying a continuous stream of

water. Separate streams of water Necessitating the use of
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pressure, and the corresponding falling pressure curves are

plotted with a common origin, and on the same time axis

(except in fig. 1).

The Results

Part I

It will be seen that every one of the pairs of the pressure-

time curves shown in figs. 1-7 possesses two distinct sec-

tions characterised by a marked difference of gradient.

These are respectively the initial, sudden **corona pressure”

rise or fall, and the subsequent slower change of pressure.

The abrupt change in the slope of the curve, e.g., at

in either of the curves a, b, in fig. 1 corresponding to the

commencement of the second stage of the slow pressure

change is quite noticeable.

The pairs of curves in any of the figs. 1-3 refer to a

constant value of the gas pressure and of the applied P.D.

In these experiments the mean rate of electrode cooling was

reduced from 35 5 to 58 c.c. of water flowing per minute.

It is interesting to see that almost the only effect of this

variation is to increase dp2 , the pressure change in the second

section of any of these cui;ves. This is also to be noticed

from the curves in fig. 7. It is also of interest to observe

that as a result of rapid electrode cooling, dp2 in the second

section is practically eliminated in the curve c in fig. 1.

It is evident from the above results that dp2 is almost

entirely a heat effect of the discharge in the gas. The ini-

tial corona pressure, dpi, is however not affected appreciably

by these large variations in the rate of the electrode cooling

(cf. Tables 1-3). This indicates that dpi may be consi-

dered to be comparatively independent of variations of the

rate, at which the heat produced by the discharge in the gas,

is conducted away from the system.

It is also interesting to examine the curves in fig. 3.

1 As a result of very slow electrode cooling the pressure rise

ldp2 in these experiments was mucfi too great to follow till

102
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the gas pressure became constant as in other cases. The

sharp inflexion at 'X’ with which the second stage commences

is rather well marked in these curves. It is also to be noticed

that the! pressure rise dp2 due to heat is comparatively slower

in the beginning, i.e., immediately after and becomes

pronounced a little later. Since the electrode cooling was

more rapid, this effect is observable to a much less extent

in the corresponding section of the curve in fig. 2. This

indicates that the full heat effect in the gas does not set in

immediately after the commencement of the discharge, that

is, during the initial period In which the corona pressure

rise appeares.

Results in Tables 1-3 show the values of dpi under

different conditions of the gas pressure and of the applied

P.D. These results have been obtained from the curves

shown in figs. 1-7, in the following manner:

—

The position where the prolongation of the second sec-

tion cut the vertical axis was observed from the rising pres-

sure, and from the falling pressure, curves, that is, when

the discharge was switched on and off respectively, the rate

of electrode cooling being kept constant. The mean of

these two positions was taken as the corona pressure for the

particular gas pressure and the applied P. D. This extra-

polation of the pressure rise for the initial time, is to some

extent justified by the fact that the second section commences

close to the pressure axis. In experiments referred to in

Table 2, the rate of the water flow was kept at its maximum,

so that dp2 was practically negligible compared with dpi,

particularly in Expt. Nos, 4-8. The curves corresponding

to the results in Table 2 are not given here because of their

essential similarity to those shown in figs. 1-7 (i.e., in

Tables 1, 3).

It will be seen trom these results that at a constant

applied P. D. dpi increases as the gas pressure increases. For

example from the results in Table 2 dpi is 2.4 and 2.1 cms.

Hg. corresponding to a pressure of 70.1 and 31.7 cms. res-
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pectively. It was observed later, qualitatively, that the in-

crease of dpi with pressure was much slower at milch larger

values for the gas pressure.

The results in Table 2 also show that dpi increases as

the applied P. D. increases, the pressure being contsant.

It is interesting to note that the current varies in a like

manner.

TABLE 1.

—

OzoNisER A
Applied Potential— 12,400 Volts (r. m. s.)

I
1 Corona pres-

1
Rate of Electrode sure rise in

Refer-
Current !• cooling in c.c. i cms. from

Expt.
!

pressure in
|

H2O per minute ' curves with

No.
I r in cms. Imilliamps discharge

i

Hg.
I

(r.m.s.)!- ^
^

i
at H.T. I at L.T. On Off

1 ! fig. 1

i

70T 2‘5-4‘0 325 800
dp,

!
2-15

dpi
2*2

^
i

fig. 2 >5
' 100 100

i

2*05 .

,

'
1

fig. 3 99 58 ! 58
!

2*1 2*2

4 fig. 4

1

517 5*0 400 1000 1*65 1*6 5

TABLE IT.

—

OzoNisER A
Variation of the Corona pressure with the

applied Potential, V.

Gas pressure— 70. i cms. Gas pressure— H.7 cms.

Expt. V in Volts

(r.m.s.)

Current »n

m'lhamps

Corona
pressure

Current in

m-lliamps

Corona
pressure

No.
(r.m.s.)

rise in

cms. Hg.
- —

(r.m.s.)
rise in

cms. Hg.

1 13,400

dpi
2*^ 6*0

dpi
2-1

2 12,400 2T5 5*0 1*65

3 11,300 17 4*0 1*4

4 10,500 1*3 3*0 1*15
5 9,600 ro 0*9

6 8,400 0*5 1*5 0*7

7 7,200 Too small 0*4

8 6,400

•

to read

9J
0*2
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TABLE III.

—

OzoNiSER B

Applied Potentials 12400 Volts (r.m.s.)

Expt.

No.

r

Gas pressure

in cms. Hg.

Rate of Electrode

cooling in c.c. H 2O
per minute.

Corona pressure rise in

cms. from curves

with discharge

at H.T. at L.T. on off

dpi -a

1 44’8, fig. 4 61 38 1*50 1‘40

2 45‘6, fig. 5 160 110 1*45 1*55

3 400 1000 1*55

4 467, fig. 7 22 27 1*45 1*45

5 )» »> 100
i

120 1*40

I

1*45

6 400 1000 1*50 1*50

7

!

5 9‘3, fig not

shown
”

!

>>
1*95

1

2*0

Some observations were next made in an attempt to

compare the actual temperature rise in the gas exposed to

the discharge with that deduced from the corona pressure.

A thermometer reading to 0.1 was enclosed in a tube,

which was sealed to the ozoniser terminal. This tube

was evacuated on the Topler through a tap sealed to it. The

following typical result was observed in the experiment to

which Expt. No. 7 in Table 3 refers. The heat effect was

reduced to a minimum by increasing the rate of electrode

cooling. The corona pressure rise of about 2.0 cms. with

the gas at 59.3 cms, pressure at 14^C corresponds to a tem-

perature rise of about 10°C. The temperature rise observed

on allowing the gas exposed to the discharge to flow quickly

in the thermometer tube was only 0.5°C. It is not certain
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however to what extent the gas had cooled before the tem-

perature was registered.

Part II

Experimental Arrangement

The experiments now to be described were made with

different ozonisers in order to measure the actual tempera-

ture of the gas during exposure to the discharge, by intro-

ducing a thermometer in the ionisation space. It is evident

that if a non-thermal pressure rise is produced by the dis-

charge, the observed pressure of the gas under the discharge

would be greater than that deduced from this temperature.

For these experiments a special thermometer graduated

to read within 0-2 °C and with a width of 4 millimeters was

used. This was calibrated before and after each series of ex-

periments. Other experimental arrangements were similar to

those in Part I with the exception that the high tension

electrode was not cooled, and that instead of mercury a dilute

solution of sulphuric acid was used as the outer electrode in

order to read the thermometer inside the annular space.

It was obviously necessary to have the width of the

annular space at least 2-3 millimeters greater than that of

the thermometer. The mean strength of the field across

the annular space for a gwen applied potential was there-

fore much less in these ozonisers than in the case of those

used in Part I of these experiments, where the entire width

of the annular space was 3-4 millimeters). This was partly

responsible for the fact that the corona pressures observed

with these ozonisers were much smaller than those obtained

previously, under very much different conditions of gas

pressure etc. Moreover, it was not possible to in-

crease appreciably the coranal pressure as a given gas

pressure by increasing the applied P. D. as the inne

electrode nearly always fractured at voltages greater

than 11000, (except in the case of the ozoniser referred to

later, made of pyrex glass) . This may be attributed to the

fact that the voltage gradient across the annular space in
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a vessel of this type, given byV /ylog^ is greatest at the

surface of the inner electrode, and that this gradient increases

by increasing R/r the ratio of the radius of the outer to that

of the inner electrode, for a given value of P. D. applied to

the ozohiser. The value of R/r for the ozoniser used in

the experiments now to be described was considerably

greater than that for A and B used in the previous observa-

tions (Tables 1-3). It is probable therefore that a P. D.

applicable in the ozonisers A. B might produce too large a

surface gradient in the case of the new ozonisers, so as to

rupture the glass envelope of the inner electrode.

The Results

The expts. Nos. 1-5, Table 4, were made with an ozoniser

made of soft glass. The radius, and the wall-thickness of the

inner electrode were 4.0 millimeters and 1.0 millimeter res-

pectively. The inner electrode, however, gave way as the ap-

plied P. D. exceeded beyond 12400 Volts (r. m. s.). The

results of Expts. Nos. 2-5 show a small pressure rise of 1-3

millimeters, which is in excess over that calculated from the

temperature of the gas subjected to the discharge. The

accuracy of the pressure measurement was not less than one

millimeter; that of the temperature measurement was not

less than 0.1 °C The result of an observational error of

0.5°C e.g., in Expt. No. 4, will affect the calculated final

pressure by 0.6 millimeter. This is considerably smaller

than dpi as observed, viz., 3.0 millimeters. It may also be

mentioned that in Expt. No. 3, the final temperature, viz.,

23.4°C remained constant for half an hour, during which

period the rate of electrode cooling was varied between 50

to 720 c.c. of water flow per minute.
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TABLE 4

Frequency 137 cycles per second

Expt.

No. -a

3

w
o

Voltage

applied

in Volts

(r.m.s.)

V

Initial

gas

pres-

sure in

cms.

Hg.
Initial

temper-

ature

ti

Final

temper-

ature

t2

Final

pressure

in cms.

Hg. bb-

served

under
discharge

•

Pressure

calcu-

lated

for t 2

in

cms. Hg. dpi

in

cms.

1 Nitro- (?) 8,000 42‘2 16*5 20*6 42*7 42'8 -•1 (?)
gen

41*8
• «

2
yy

1

9,000 15*8 21*8 42*9 42*7 0*2

3

1

1

** 10,400 41*9 15*6 23*4 43*2
1

43*03
i

0*1

i

4

1

10,900 41*8 16*0 25*6 43*5
!

43*2
1

1

0*3

1

5 12,400 »> >>
28*0 43*85

1

43 'S4 O-J

6 Hydro-, 12,400 29*4 18*2 23*2
^

1

29 9 0*1

gen
1

30*0

1

7 „
1

13,000 29*2 18*1

j

23*7 30*3
1

29*8 0*5

8

1

14,000 29*2 18*1

j

24*9
1

31*15

j

29*9 1*25

The expts. Nos. 6-8 were made with hydrogen in an
ozoniscr in which the inner* electrode was made of pyrex
glass, which was ground to fit with the outer electrode. An
additional mercury thermometer (freshly calibrated) read-

ing to 0.1 °C, was suspended from the inner electrode. The
values for dpi confirm the results in Expts. Nos. 1-3. The
result in experiment No. 8 shows a marked value for dpi.

It was found however that during this experiment the elec-

trode was slightly perforated at the applied potential, as

judged from a very fine spray of mercury on the inner sur-
face of the outer electrode and a tiny patch of a greenish
glow on the inner electrode. It must be pointed out that
the final pressure and temperature remained steady,
when the discharge at this potential was continued for about
10 minutes. It may be doubted, however, whether a uni-
form temperature prevailed in the system, with a local brush
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about 15-cms. distant from the bulbs of the thermometers.

It is of interest to point out that the watts consumed in

the ozoniser increased by 4 units after this brushing was pro-

duced in the ozoniser. As the time taken for the final tem-

perature and the pressure to become steady was appreciable,

it was not possible to read the final pressure at 14000 volts

before the perforation of the inner electrode.

Discussion of Results

The investigations on the nature of the corona pressure

carried out by the various workers so far, refer to discharges

produced in a vessel of the wire-in-cylinder type. The values

of dpi, the corona pressure, as observed usually in these ex-

periments is of the order of a few cms. of water. In the

present investigation, the use of a Siemens’ ozonisers has en-

abled observations with much greater values for the corona

pressure (r/. results in Tables 1-3). This may be ascribed

partly to a much greater dissipation of the electrical energy

in a Siemens’ ozoniser than in the vessel of the type men-

tioned above, for a given value of the applied potential and

of the mass of the gas.

Moreover, no information exists in the literature on the

subject regarding the influence' on dpi of altering the rate of

heat conduction away from the system (figs. 1-7).

It is to be anticipated that if dpi is entirely a simple heat

effect like dp2 it would be affected to an appreciable extent

by the factor mentioned above. This is further confirmed

by the observation that unlike dpi the pressure rise due to

heat, dpo, is comparatively slow to develop during the initial

stage (cf, p. 1 and figs. 2-3).

It is however almost improbable that Kunz’ first theory

of the phenomenon can be appreciably true. It is that dpi

refers to an increase in the number of particles in the dis-

charge space as a result of the ionisation of the gas. Now
it would appear to be well recognised among physicists that

the percentage ionisation of a gas in an ordinary discharge

is such that the corresponding pressure rise is practically negli-
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giblef. It is now proposed to show that the intensity oi

ionisation in any of the experiments in Tables 1-5 is such

that the corresponding value for dpi is insensible. The fol-

lowing assumptions are made:— (i) value of U“ thg: elec-

tronic velocity is of the order of 10^ cms. per second. The

limits of the validity of this assumption in relation to the

final results will be considered later. (//) The current per

unit area can be expressed to a first approximation by

i—N. e. U“ where e in the electronic charge in e.m. units

(1.59X 10"“^) and n is the number of ion pairs per c.c. of the

gas space.

As an example the Expt. ^fo. 1, in Table 2 made with a

2 N:>, Oo mixture at 51.7 cmsfl and at 13,400 volts (r. m. s.),

may be considered. The corresponding values for the cur-

rent and for the corona pressure were 6.0 milliamps and 2.1

cms. Hg. respectively. The mean electrode area was 209

sq. cms. The current i per unit area is therefore

^3 i 3.0X10“® in e.m. units. The
209

intensity of ionisation, n, as given by (u) is —
, 15

eU-
3Xl0"^’

r55>Xio"‘'(^Xio^
.-^=1.8X101

The number of molecule^ per c.c. of the discharge space

in the same experiments is known from a knowledge of the

volume of the annular space (88.8 c.c.) and of the gas tem-

perature 15°C, viz., 1.8 X10^‘". It will be seen therefore

that the fraction of the gas ionised is of the order of 10“^^,

and that the corresponding pressure-rise is exceedingly small.

It may also be pointed out that this conclusion is unaffected

if the value of U“ is greater than that assumed in (i)
, in

this calculation, since it will diminish n and therefore also

the fraction ionised. It can be shown on general grounds
that U- cannot be more than, say, 100 times less than its

vabe adopted here. Even in this extreme case the fraction

tFoote and Mohler (Origin of Spectra, New York, 1922. p. 157)
consider that the maximum order of magnitude for the partial pressures
of the election gas under ordinary discharge* is 10-8 atmosphere.
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ionised is about 10"^^ The conclusion drawn above regard-

ing the possible effect of this amount of ionisation on the

pressure is however unaffected.

Recently Kunz^* has developed an alternative theory for

the origin of the corona pressure phenomenon. On the as-

sumption that this is due to a transfer of the ionic momen-

tum (gained by motion under the applied field) to the gas

molecules, the expression for the corona pressure in a wire-in-

cylinder discharge tube has been deduced to be iy4 'iuv

approximately, where i' is current per unit length of the

inner wire and v is the average ionic mobility. This theory

has received some support from the recent experiments of

FazeF on the corona pressure phenomenon. It has been also

observed by Kunz® that the value of v deduced from the

above expression for a given gas agrees approximately with

that calculated from independent data. It is well known

that ionisation by collision with electrons does not set in

unless the electronic velocity is well above 1
0^ cms. per second.

The mean velocity of thermal agitation in the oNo, mixture

at ordinary temperatures is of the order of 10‘ cms. per

second. The possibility of a transfer of the ionic momentum

to the gas molecules as assumed by Kunz is therefore not

unlikely. >

It is not certain however as to what extent the above

process will affect the temperature of the gas. It is evident

that if the corona pressure is entirely non- thermal, the actual

pressure exerted by a gas subjected to the discharge should

exceed that given by the gas temperature T2 (Table 4) . The

experiments described in Part II were carried out with

this object. For a decisive information on this point

large values of the corona pressure are obviously ad-

vantageous. Unfortunately for reasons explained already,

this was not possible without endangering the life of the dis-

charge tube of which quite a number were tried. The results

presented in the last column of Table 4 however show that

even when a correction is made for the pressure rise due to

the increase of the gas temperature as shown by two sensitive
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thermometres immersed in the gas subjected to the discharge,

a small residual pressure rise is noticed.

It may be stated therefore that the balance of the evi-

dence collected in this paper suggests that probably the corona

pressure is not entirely due to the heat eifect of the discharge

in the gas. In view of the great interest of this phenomenon

it would be desirable to carry out observations similar to those

referred to in Table 4, in a discharge tube capable of pro-

ducing larger corona pressures. From the results in Expt.

No. 8 in Table 4 referred to already where an appreciable

value of dpi was observed, as^the insulating envelope of the

inner electrode was perforated under the discharge, it may be

suggested that an arrangement with metallic electrodes

would be more serviceable. A thermometer made from a

thin capillary and reading over a limited temperature range

would also be an advantage.
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RADIATION OF LIGHT UNDER EXCITATION
WITH POSITIVE-RAYS

When positive-rays traverse a space filled with gas

molecules, the rays as well as the gas molecules m.ay be excited

to emission of light. The excitation and the subsequent

radiation in the former case for Balmer lines of hydrogen

have been the subject matter of previous communication^.

For most of the details and experimental technique those very

papers have to be referrc^d to.. The latter will form the sub-

ject-matter of the present paper.

For Balmer lines of hydrogen (Hoc, Hp, Hy etc.) the

light emitted in the two cases are distinguished by the presence

of Doppler-displacement of these lines in the spectrum in

the former case, and by the absence of the same in the latter

case. An inclination of about 15° to 20° to the direction

of the positive-ray is a suitable angle to observe the displace-

ment, particularly in view of its fine structure. Further,

that the band spectra (also called the many-lined spectra)

of hydrogen is given out only by the molecules bombarded
by the positive-rays, and that the molecules in the positive

ray itself do not contribute to any appreciable extent to the

band spectra has been shown by Rau^ by his ingenious

method of studying minute Doppler-shifts by refraction of

the light through a glass rod. The continuous spectra is

to be attributed to the molecules that have been bombarded
with the positive-ray particles. Measurements on the in-

tensity of the molecular spectra both band and continuous
spectra would also be reported here.

Experimental Results

In tables below, J' is a measure of the intensity of
a line and is equal to the area enclosed between the intensity

'B. Dasannacharya, Ann. d. Phys. 77, 597, 1925; Ann. d. Phys. 1,

74, 1929.

Tl. Rau, ann. d. Phys., 73, 26^, 1924.
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TABLE 1
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1
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distribution curve and the level of the general continuous

spectra-intensity on either side of the line. It may be called

‘'Integrated Intensity”. It may be mentioned here that the

intensity curve was obtained by converting the blackness

curve according to the method of Wien. For the conti-

nuous spectra J' is simply the intensity level over and above

the general level of fogging. For the band spectral line Y
has the same significance as for a Balmer line.

£ is the energy of the positive-ray beam as measured

in a specially constructed high sensitivity thermojunction.

J'|E for a particular line^ thojagh under identical condi-

tions of the ray, time of exposure and pressure p in the

chamber in which the molecules of hydrogen get hit by the

positive ray particles, would be different from plate to plate

depending on the development of the photographic plate.

So to make results strictly comparable one standard positive-

ray spectra was photographed common to all the plates and

J'|E for this normal was given the arbitrary value 7. The
values under other conditions referred to this value is indi-

cated as J|E. Thus ]\E is independent of the plate. The
normal was a positive ray line (really a Doppler displaced

strip) one at and another at Hy produced at a voltage

of 21500 and a pressure of 10.11"^ mm. Hg.

The small correction to p for the presence of small

quantities of vapour exuded from Picaein joints as applied

to measurements of the intensity of the displaced hydrogen

lines as reported in previous communications is not applicable

in the present series of measurements. This is so because

now we are concerned only with the partial pressure of

hydrogen in the observation chamber (one might also call

collision chamber). This partial pressure is correctly read

off through the MacLeod gauge.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the values of — as ordinate against
Ep

p as abscissae on double logarithmic paper. The points lie

on a straight line for any one value^f V. This straight line
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makes an angle with the log p axis, the tangent of which is

—k, a negative quantity.

The relation may, therefore, be expressed as follows,

V being regarded as constant.

h’
I

Jp
I

k log p ( 2 ^

Ep.p V Ep-P A-i

The values of — - calculated for different values
Ep p

of p are tabulated in table 2. The measured values of

k are also given in the same table in column three.

From column 9 it is clear that k varies directly as the

voltage in the discharge tube. Thh is a very significant and

important result^ obtained from direct measurement.

The values of — — at different voltages used in the
Ep.p

present series of experiments differ but little from a mean

value. This is because the lines cut each other between

about 5.10“" and 0.15 mm. Fig. So one is apt to conclude

that the variation with voltage is negligible. That such a

conclusion would not be valid is obvious from figures 1 and

2 considering the whole range of measurement from 0,0015

and 0.2 mm. Ffg.

Further at t=0.1 i.e., 10”^ mm. Hg.) the value of

_.-lp_ -~Y is constant, see column 10, table 2; compare
Ep.p

also columns 11, 12 and 13. Denoting this constant as

Ao-i we may write (1) as follows:

—

=Ao-.Ve-Bvio.p (2)
V Ep-P /v.p

The value of Ao., would depend on the arbitrary unit

chosen for expressing the intensity and also on the

wave-length, but would be independant of V and p. In

the particular arbitrary unit used in the present series of

experiments the value is for Hp 1.16.10”', and for Ffy

—

1.67.10“^ The value of B (Table 2 col. 9) is 3.8.10“® for

and 7.8.10’® for Hy.
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Continuous and many lined spectra

The measurement for a line 4847.9A° near'Hy and

for the continuous spectra also near are given in

table 3, and illustrated in figures 3 and 4. Since the num-
ber of points for any one voltage is not large no attempt

has been made to trace dependence of intensity on voltage.

There is no doubt that to a first aproximation at least,

J

E.p
is constant and independant of voltage and pressure.

B. Dasannacharya





SOME CHEMICAL PKOPEI^TIES OF
DI-ISOBUTYLENE

Introduction

This work started with a view to study various che-

mical properties of di-isobutylene and to discover, if possi-

ble, some industrial application of its compounds. Tertiary

butyl alcohol was very easily available and, as would be ex-

pected, two molecules of it can be condensed into di-isobuty-

lene by means of sulfuric acid.^* After having thus prepared,

the starting material of this research, i.e., di-isobutylene, a

study of its addition products with hypochlorous acid and

chlorine monoxide was made. Also, attempts were made to

prepare tetra-isobutylene and other higher polymers of

isobutylene by treating di-isobutylene with sulfuric acid of

various strengths.

Contrary to expectation, no chlorhydrin of di-isobuty-

lene was obtained when the latter was treated with hypo-

chlorous acid. On the other hand, an unsaturated chloride

of the empirical formula Cf^HmCl and a mixture of most

probably some higher chlorine compounds was obtained.

The mechanism of formation of the unsaturated chloride is

apparently this;

—

I

(CH3)3C*CH=^C(CH3)2-f-HOCl= (CHa)aC'CH'C(CH3)
di -isobutylene

| |

Cl OH
(CH.i)BC.O=C(CHa )2 or (CHa) s C—CH—O^CHa

Cl Cl \CHs

U) (b)

The chlor-hydrin (II) formed according to the follow-

CS. A., 121-126, (1878).

A. Butleroff, B, 9, 1687 (1876); cf. J. C. S. A. 936, 1882; J. C. S.,

I., 24, (1880), Ber., 21, 1230-1240; PrilcrzacfF, J. Russ; C. S., 39,

1907
•

851
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ing mechanism cannot split off water to form unsaturated

chloride:*

II

(CHj.iC-CH=C(CHB)2 HOCJ= (CH3).-C-CH-C(CH3).
! I

OH Cl

The other isomer of di-isobutylene may form an un-

saturated chloride by the following mechanism:

—

ycn. III CH,

c
'

-f- HOCl = (CH,),-C CH/C CH, oi

n!/ oh Cl

(CH,VC Cn C-CH,.
CH=:C-CH,C1 or (CH.), C CH, C=CHC1Ill's

j j

Cl OH
U) U)

The two isomers of di-isobutylene are capable of adding

hypochlorous acid in the four ways as designated. Out of

these only two addition products (I) and (III) can split off

water, each in two ways and give four unsaturated chlorides.

These unsaturated chlorides are designated by (a), (b), (c)

and (d). As would appear from the four formulas of the

chlorhydrins designated by the Roman numerals, those that

are capable of splitting water are the ones most likely formed

and hence the amount of chlorhydrins designated by for-

mulas II and IV must be very small and may be in the higher

boiling fraction. From what has been said above, it is clear

that the unsaturated chloride obtained was a mixture of one

or all of the four isomeric chlorides and that the high boiling

mixture contained perhaps very minute traces of the two

chlor-hydrins II and IV and some secondary products from

the reaction of the unsaturated chlorides and hypochlorous

acid. The mixture of four unsaturated chlorides gave up a

very small fraction of chlorine on 48 hours refluxing with

moist silver oxide or sodium hydroxide. Alcoholic sodium

hydroxide required 48 hours to deprive the chlorides of most

of their chlorine.

The mixture of unsaturated chlorides was further

treated with hypochloi'ous acid. The reaction went on
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smoothly but the final products could not be distilled even

at a pressure of 3 mm. without decomposition. •Also the

chlorine atoms from the compound could not be removed

quantitatively by any of the usual methods.

Chlorine monoxide reacts very vigorously with various

hydrocarbons, and gives complicated products. In case of

di-isobutylene also, chlorine monoxide gave a mixture of

various products, which were found very difficult to be

separated.

When di-isobutylene was treated with concentrated

sulfuric acid in varied proportipns, a mixture of high boiling

compounds was obtained. No compound could be isolated.

About a third of the solution which went in solution in sul-

furic acid was turned dark and gave on steam distillation and

further extraction with benzene a very viscous tarry material.

Even when the steam distillate was distilled again with

caustic soda, no better results were visible. It is evident

from these results that sulfuric acid charred a part of the

hydrocarbon which went into solution and polymerized the

other portion of it givmg a mixture of unknown hydrocar-

bons.

( 1 ) Experimental Preparation of Di-isobutylene

1000 cc. (781 grams) of tertiary butyl alcohol and two
liters of 1:1 by volume sulfuric acid were first cooled sepa-

rately, and then mixed slowly with constant stirring until

the alcohol was dissolved. The whole mixture was refluxed

on a water bath for one hour, the upper layer was separated

by a separatory funnel, washed thoroughly with water, and
dried over anhydrous potassium carbonate. The oily layer was
fractionated at atmospheric pressure using a fractionating
column. 438 grams of di-isobutylene boiling at 101-103 °C
were obtained. The two isomers of this dimer have the fol-

lowing formulas;—

CH,\
)CCHz C (CH,)a

GH,/
{CH8)8C.CH=rC (CHa)2 and
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(2) Effect of Hypochlorous acid on di-isobutylene

1 mol (112 gms.) of di-isobutylene and 700 cc. of 10.6

per cent sodium hypochlorite solution (1 mol) were placed

in a two liter flask which was immersed in ice water and 60

gms. of glacial acetic acid were added to the solution, S cc. at

a time at intervals of five minutes, the solution being stirred

vigorously all the time, by means of a mercury seal stirrer.

When all the acetic acid had been added, which took about

an hour, the stirring was continued for about an hour more,

until the solution showed no change in its content of chlorine.

From the analysis of the solution for available chlorine, the

per cent of hypochlorite used up was found to be 86.5 per

cent. The stirring was stopped, upper layer separated and

thoroughly washed with water, dried over anhydrous copper

sulfate, and distilled at a pressure of 15.6 mm.

The volume of the dimer at the start was 1 5 3 cc. and the

volume of the crude product after drying was found to be

151 cc. which weighed 135.4 gms. Boiling started at room

temperature at a pressure of 15.6 mm. and this volatile com-

pound could not be collected even when the two receivers

were immersed in a freezing mixture of ice and hydrochloric

acid. Two fractions were collected one boiling from 48 °C

to 54°C and the other from 54°C to 68“ C. The volume of

the one, boiling between 48 °C to 54“C was 78 cc. while the

volume of the higher boiling fraction and that remaining in

the flask was 68 cc. Thus the total loss in fractionation was 5

cc. The low boiling fraction was repeatedly distilled until a

constant boiling compound was obtained. This boiled at

34-3 5 °C at a pressure of 3 mm. This boiled at atmospheric

pressure at 154-1 5
5 °C with slight decomposition.

( 3 ) Some Physical and Chemical Tests on the

Chlorine compound

The chlorine compound taken for these tests was re-

fractionated by using a Widmer column.
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A—Halogen analysis of the compound by

Carius method •

The percentage of chlorine was found to be 23.54 per

cent. This shows that the chlorine compound is mot a

chlor-hydrin because the theoretical percentage of chlorine

in chlor-hydrin should be 21.54 per cent.

B—Molecular weight determination of the

compound

The molecular weight of the compound was found to

be 149, 152.5. The average value is therefore 150.

C—Other Physical Properties of the compound

Refractive index at 25 ""C— 1.445 5 (Abbe refracto-

meter)

.

Specific gravity D^®'^=0.9019.

Freezing point by using a mixture of solid carbon

dioxide and ether was found to be -65 °C to

D—Halogen Determination by other Methods

The chlorine compound when refluxed for 12 hours

with alcoholic sodium hydroxide gave an analysis of chlorine

equivalent to 16.8 per cent. The same compound when re-

fluxed for 28 hours showed cfilorine content 22.2 per cent.

E—Other Chemical tests on the Chlor-compound

1. By refluxing the compound with dry sodium

hydroxide for 12 hours no effect was visible. The com-

pound had the same boiling point. But on refluxing the

same with alcoholic sodium hydroxide, a heterogenous mix-

ture was obtained, which boiled from 65-1 65 °C.

2. 16.4 grams of the compound was refluxed with a

200 cc. solution of 34 gms. of silver nitrate and 8 gms. of

sodium hydroxide. After refluxing^ for 28 hours, the upper
layer was separated, dried as usual and distilled. The boiling

point was found to be 156-1 58X, showing that practically

:here had been no change.

3. The compound was soluble in concentrated sulfuric
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acid with a crimson red color and on diluting it with water,

an apparently polymerized product separated at the top.

4. The compound decolorised very quickly a carbon

tetrachloride solution of bromine.

From the above chemical and physical tests, it becomes

quite evident that the compound is not a chlor-hydrin and

that the chlorine in it is very firmly bound. Also the com-

pound is unsaturated is evident by tests (3) and (4)

.

The chlorine analysis and molecular weight determina-

tions check very closely with the formula CsHisCl. Also

the firmness of the chlorine attached to it as well as the un-

saturated character of the compound confirm that the com-

pound has an empirical formula CgHisCl and may be a

mixture of the following four isomers as explained above in

the introduction.

CH.
(CHa)a C—C=C (CHa)* (CHs)* C—CH—C

Cl Cl

(CHa) n •C‘CH=C~CH2CI (CHa) 3 -C'CHa -C^CHCl

CHs CHa

To definitely prove the structure of the compound,

further work needs be done.

(4) Study of the High Boiling fraction in the

reaction of dimer with Hypochlorous acid:

(a) It was suspected that some chlorhydrins may be pre-

sent in this high boiling mixture and also that some oxides may

also be present. The high boiling fraction was refluxed for

12 hours with dry sodium hydroxide slightly moistened with

water, but practically no change was noticed in the boiling

point and other properties of the fraction. Several attempts

were made to separate some compound from the mixture

by fractional distillation under reduced pressure but there

was no success. There was some decomposition during the

distillation of the mixture.

(b) The chlorine determination by Carius method was

found to be 25.21 pet' cent. The percent of chlorine in
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chlor-hydrin should be 21.54 per cent whereas in the chVorVde

it is 24.21 per cent.
*

From the above it is clear that the whole friction is a

mixture of some monohalogen derivative^ or chJorhy^/rins of

di-isobutylene or some non-halogen derivatives of the dimer

mixed with higher chlorine compounds. The fractionation

and the halogen determination give no clue as to its possible

nature. But it is possible that some of the chlorhydrins may

have been formed which are very unstable and give off hydro-

chloric acid on distillation at very reduced pressures. Side

by side some polyhalogen derivatives are also formed raising

the boiling point of a very^smaB amount of the oxide obtain-

ed from chlorhydrin and thus make the separation of the

compound almost impossible.

( 5 ) Polymerization of di-isobutylcnc by

sulfuric acid

Sulfuric acid is known to polymerize unsaturated hydro-

carbons. Tetramer of isobutylene contains 16 carbon atoms

and it was thought that it might be interesting to study its

formation and behaviour toward hypochlorous acid and other

substances.

(a) 50 cc. of di-isobutylene was slowly added to 200 cc,

concentrated sulfuric acid Contained in a glass stoppered

graduate with constant shaking. There was some evolution

of heat and the acid turned deep red in color. The two

layers were separated, the upper layer was thoroughly

washed, dried and distilled. This experiment was repeated

by changing the volume relation between dimer and con-

centrated sulfuric acid to 1:5 and more, and also by using

sulfuric acid of somewhat weaker strength. Evidently there

was polymerization, and with the increase of proportion of

cone, sulfuric acid to dimer, more of the latter went into

solution, but no constant boiling compound could be isolated.

Also the last portions of the distillate were very viscous and

yellowish in color. The residue was often charred to a black

mass.
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{b) Since a large amount of dimer went into solution,

it was thought interesting to see what happened to it and

hence the following study was made.

The sulfuric acid layer was diluted with a large amount

of water and allowed to stand over night. Two layers were

distinctly visible, the upper layer was very scanty but smel-

led very tarry and was black. The lower layer was red.

Without, separation, the whole solution was distilled until

almost all the upper layer had come over in the receiver.

The upper layer this time was yellowish and oily and the

lower layer was evidently water. The upper layer was

extracted with a small amount of benzene and distilled.

Before all the benzene had time to distill over, the whole

mass turned very dark and smelled something like burnt

organic matter. From this experiment it became evident

that the tarry matter probably contained some sulfonic acids

or some very unstable compound. Hence the procedure

was modified and the lower layer was several times steam

distilled in an alkaline .solution. The yellowish oily layer

was extracted with benzene, dried, and benzene evaporated

off on a steam bath. The residue was a very sticky thick

reddish black mass. The residue from benzene separation

gave a test for sulfur by simple fusion with sodium in a hot

copper tube, and then tested with sodium nitro-prusside

solution. For want of time no more work was done with

this.

( 6 ) Effect of Chlorine monoxide on dimer

Chlorine gas was passed through four flat and U-shaped

glass tubes in which a thin layer of red oxide of mercury

was strewn. These tubes were immersed in cold water to

prevent their over-heating due to the action of the chlorine

gas on the oxide. The’ issuing gas was passed through a

U-tube containing about 10 cc. of dimer. This last tube

was immersed in a freezing mixture of ice and hydrochloric

acid. The outlet of this tube was immersed in a beaker

containing some cold ^ter. The water of the beaker gave
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no test for chlorine for several hours, indicating that no free

chlorine had passed through the tube. The product ob-

tained from the action of dimer and chlorine monoxide after

a run of 24 hours was removed and studied.

(7) Chemical and Physical Properties

(a) An aqueous solution of silver nitrate gave no turbi-

dity in cold. When the solution was boiled, a turbidity was

obtained.

(b) The compound when treated with an aqueous solu-

tion of potassium iodide, gave no reaction. When a few

cubic centimeters of hydrochloric acid were added to the

solution of potassium iodide in water and the compound, no

reaction was noticeable.

(r) The compound gave Beilstein test for chlorine.

(d) Specific Gravity of Dimer—0.777 at DUI
Specific Gravity of the new compound==0.824 at

(e) Refractive index of the dimer== 1.430

Refractive index of the Comp*d=1.437

No further study of the compound was made due to

lack of time.

Summary

1. The dimer of isobutylene adds hypochlorous acid

readily; but splits off water and forms an unsaturated

chloride of the empirical formula CsHirCI.

2. Concentrated Sulfuric acid polymerizes the dimer

forming sulfonic acids and high boiling unsaturated hydro-

carbons.

Mahadeva Lall Shroff





ON THE STATISTICAL ASPECT OF ADSORPTION
•

The fact that gases as well as solutes from a solution are

taken up by bodies offering a large surface such as charcoal,

freshly prepared precipitates like silica and alumina and

colloidal particles as in aresenious sulphide sol, is known since

a pretty long time. In the beginning the two allied pheno-

mena of absorption and adsorption were not differentiated.

Gibbs^ was the first to point out that adsorption, as distin-

guished from absorption, tf essentially a surface phenomenon.

According to him only those substances are adsorbed, which

lower the surface tension of the adsorbing medium. This

is expressed by the following equation,

X ... ... ... I )

Where f is the amount adsorbed, c the concentration,

(T the surface tension, R and T denote the gas constant and

the temperature. This subject has been studied both theo-

retically and experimentally by several authors. The im-

portance of adsorption in colloid chemistry was first indicated

by Freundlich^ This phenomenon plays an important role

in several industrial operations, involving catalysed reactions

e.g. in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, synthesis of am-
monia, hydrogenation of oils and in sugar refining. HDuring
recent years, the adsorption phenomenon has been studied

with reference to some biochemical problems and this may
throw some light on the mechanism of several physiological

operations.

Now the Gibbs-Thomson equation is difficult to apply
quantitatively to experimental result, so a more convenient
empirical form was proposed by Ffeundlich:

... ... ... (2 )

Where a is the amount adsorbed, fl and n are cons-
tants and c is the concentration. «.ecently Bancroft® has

841
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shown that this can be derived from Gibbs original postulate.

It was left to Langmuir^ to study the kinetics of adsorption.

He considers a checker—board arrangement of the surface of

the adsorbent which is partly covered and partly free. The

adsorbate is held by the free surface by the residual valencies

of the surface orientated atoms or molecules. Thus, accord-

ing to him, adsorption is a chemical phenomenon and the

adsorbed Uyer is only one molecule thick. The following is

the fundamental equation of Langmuir.

—
N \+afJi~ YVk'p

( 3 )

where a is the amount adsorbed, is a constant k\ h the rate

of evaporation or condensation, k'" is another constant and

p the pressure of the gas. If each of the adsorbed molecule

occupies only one adsorption centre on the surface of the

crystal, the above formula may be reduced to the following

familiar form due to Reichenstein*^

where c is the concentration, v is the amount adsorbed per

unit surface, 8 a constant, that corresponds to van der Waals

surface correction and is equal to double the molecular area

and K is the Langmuir constant. Several other authors e.g.

Eucken^ Polanyi^ Volmer^, Taylor’^ and Patrick have pro-

posed different formulae from time to time, but amongst

these Langmuir’s formula appears to be the most satis-

factory.

It may be pointed out that equation (1) was derived

by Gibbs, on thermodynamical ground, which is however

defective, since it throws no light on the actual mechanism

of the process. Langmuir, on the other hand, used kinetic

methods. Besides these two, there is a still more instructive

method, viz., that of statistical mechanism which takes into

account the behaviour of individual molecules. The appli-

cations of this method to physico chemical phenomena are

however too well known to be enumerated herc^\ This
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method was first applied to adsorption 6y Frenkel^' who

obtained an expression for the same, using Maxwall’s equa-

tion. The same method was applied by HiicktP^ and also

by SexF^ who obtained Langmuir’s expression in terms of the

vibration frequency of the molecule in the crystal lattice.

Very recently, S. C. Car^'^ used Planck’s cell statistics and

with the help of the thermodynamic functions deduced equa-

tion (4) and obtained the following value for for K:

K = (27r;///cT)*
e

'

k'l’ (r>)

where m is the mass of the adsorbate, h j^lanck’s constant

of action, k is the Botzmann constant and a the adsorption

potential.

A survey of the various statistical methods, shows, that

besides the classical forms of Maxwell and Boltzmann and the

phase integral emthod of Gibbs, we have several other me-

thods developed, during recent years, amongst which a few

may be mentioned, e.g., the probability method of Ehrenfest

and TrkaP^, the method due to Stern^‘ the partition method

of Fowler^\ Again the introduction of h in classical me-

thods led to the new Bose-Einstein^“ statistics for light quanta

and Fermi-Dirac”^' statistics for electrons. Attempts have

been made by several authorS“^ to reconsile the old classical

statistics with the new one. Now, since Gibbs method is

much simpler than the other methods, we shall apply the

generalised Gibbs statistics of Kar Mazumdar

^ ... ... (6)
9

where is the free energy of the cells, ^ that of the whole

system, u the energy of the system, and
</,

(=Nh^) the

total phase volume. ,

During recent years the present writer has been engaged

in studying adsorption and several other physical problems

from the point of view of adsorption by applying statistical

methods. In the following, the undjrlying principle of the

F. loe
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methods employed will be mentioned and the importance

of adsorption in connection with some well known physico-

chemical phenomena will be discussed.

Chemical Adsorp/ioir^ Tiic general method developed

in the following may be briefly stated thus. In every case

we consider an equilibrium between two phases one of which

is gaseous or free and the other adsorbed or bound and the

number of molecules in each phase is calculated by Gibbs’

method from the total number of molecules and the free

every of the system. Thus the molecules in the free state

is given in every case by the following:

f I

-f - u

kT ^ AT;> ATg (T)

where A Tp A is the total phase volume being the

product of the differentials of positional co-ordinates and

the corresponding momenta. Since for material particles,

we have to adopt the generalised Gibb’s method in the fermi

form, we have

e

4, A^V 'IV

(2,) I (H)

where I stands for the integral

1=

e kV

du ...

In the case of adsorption of gases at ordinary temperature,

equation (8) reduces to the classlcl form

n
</> h

(10)

For the gas present in the adsorbed state on the surface

of a solid, one of the degres of freedom in the direction per-
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pendicular to the surface, is lost, i.e., we may regard dz. dpx.

as a constant p, having the dimension of action* p =nh.

Thus we have the number of molecules in the adsorbed

state •

n.= —pj ...
J-

d// dp^ dp.

= (2rm/£T)e e *... (11)

here the availible area is ii-'S ,3 being the vandcr Waal

correction, which is large compared to the corresponding

volumes correction, and hence it is to be taken into account

although the latter may be negligible. « is the adsorption

potential. By combining equations (10) and (11) we
have

whore
a

and

/
i __ a

(27rm A;T)K= e
p

(4 )

(12 )

which reduces to equation (#5 ) if p=h for unimilecular

adsorption layer. The adsorption potential may be identified

on the one hand with the heat of adsorption, and, on the

other, with Polanyi’s maximum adsortpion potential (which
IS the value for unimolecular adsorption layer) . In some cases,

this potential is found to correspond to the heat of sublima-

tion and the values of K as calculated from equation (12)
using gram-molecular quantities, agree with those computed
from experiments of well known authors for the adsorption
of several gases e.g., CO2, CO, N2, CH4 and C.H4 by char-
coal. Since adsorption potential in some cases, correspond
to the heat of sublimation, it is postulated^^ that the adsorbed
gas is present as a solid layer on the surface of the adsorbent,
resembling somewhat solid solutions,^but much more com-
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plex in nature. Incidentially it may be pointed out that

introducing, the familiar Gibbs equation becomes slightly

modified since the amount adsorbed is no longer proportional

“
,
but to — Thus

SI SI-&

r = c

RT
da

do
(la)

This ho\Yever docs not go against the values of F experi-

mentally determined. It has also been shown, that the

formula of Sexl^^ as well as those of Frenkel and Hiickel’'

referred to before, cn be reduced to the form (4) leading to

the value of K as given by (12) when they are transformed

with the assumption hv =:KT, where i- as before represents

the average vibration frequency and is the reciprocal of the

period, and KT is the energy of the molecule in the gaseous

state. This assumption is valid for ordinary temperature,

since it leads to the value of t' of the order of 10^''’ in

agreement with experimental value. It may be further

pointed out that Freundlich’s equation (2) can also be statis-

tically deduced 25 (a) on the assumption that a milecule is

held by N adsorption centres on the surface of the crystal

lattice.

EJecfrical Adsorption^''. Besides adsorption of neutral

molecules, there is another phenomenon very common in

colloid chemistry, known as ionic or polar adsorption. When

an electrolyte is brought in contact with a precipitate or a

suspensoid, thcji one kind of the one is adsorbed in preference

to that of the other, a phenomenon experimentally demons-

trated by Mlchaclis and Rona. This is responsible for the

charge of the colloid particles, which become discharged and

coagulated by the adsorption of opposite ion. Amongst the

various theories put forv/ard to explain this polar adsorption

that due to Mukerjee appears to be most satisfactory. He as-

sumes an electrostatic force between the charged particles,

and calculates the adsorption of a particular ion from the

probability of collisions. Thus he points out the effect of
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valency, mobility and complexity of the ion and explains the

mechanism of charge reversal by the adsorption of # polyva-

lent oppositely charged ion. He extends his ideus to hydro-

lytic adsorption which explains the liberation of acid by pre-

cipitates in contract with neutral salts. Recently Stern,

from considerations of Gouy’s diffuse double layer, has de-

duced the following formula

F. z. c \e — e _ • (13)

where v is the amount adsorbed, ^ the potential of the

double layer, F the charge associated with a gram ion, z the

valency and c the concenttatioh.

Instead of assuming with Mukerjee the adsorption of

ions in two different stages (chemical and electrical) we as-

sume that both the positive and negative ions are simultane-

ously adsorbed, partly chemically and partly electrically.

Thus beside the chemical adsorption potential, an electrostatic

work performed by the ions due the potential of the double

layer, must be taken into consideration. Thus we obtain by
applying methods indicated in the previous section

"fn I
C F _ eF

= e HT yjjd = KT
( 14 )

Ka

whcj c 111, and ii:! arc tlic valencies, Kt, and Kj the Langmuir
constant which includes mass and mobility (c), F is the

potential of the double layer (in this case c is identified with
the initial concentration and 8 is neglected) . From equa-
tions ( 14 ) we finally have

/ t F c F\

le R’’ - r RT
; _

where K is the Langmuir constant for any ion. The above
equation which is similar to equation

( 13 ) can explain in a
semi-quantitative manner, the order of adsorbability ,the
orign and reversal of charge of colloids exactly in a similar
manner as Mukerjee’s theory. It may be further pointed
out that equation (H) resembles aij equation derived by
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Rinde from the consideration of Donan’s theory of mcn-

brane eqi^libria.

Elecfrok^ic AJsorpfiofr\ According to the modern

electronic theory o^f matter, the ionssation of a material

particle" is due to the capture or removal of electrons. Emis-

sion of electrons may take place either by passing silent elec-

tric discharge (cathode rays), or by light (photoelectric

phenomena), collision with particles, (disintegration of

atoms) or by heat (thermal and stellar ionisation). Saha

regards ionisation of Stellar elements as a chemical reaction,

and has investigated this thermodynamically by using

Nernst’s reaction isochoic, .tr?d considering electron as a

monatomic gas. Thus substituting the Sackur-Tetrode value

for the chemical constant of the clectroi^ in the Nernst

equation, he obtains the famous equation, known after

him

lojr-,— P = - lof: T-0-5 (IG)
l—x It 1 2

where v is the degree of ioni ation, P the total pressure, and

U the heat of ionisation. Equations similar to (16) were

subsequently obtained by Fowler, Becker and Saha and Stir.

In the present case, we shall consider an equalibrium

between the free and the adsorbed (or bound) electrons.

We shall however distinguished this from chemical adsorp-

tion, in assuming that in the case of electron of electronic

adsorption all the degrees of freedom arc lost. Thus the

number of free electrons is given as before by equation (8)

and that in the bound state

(17)

where e ==nh and« is the adsorption potential identified

in this case with the ionisation potential or the heat of disso-

ciation. For non-degenerate case we have as before from

(10) and (17)
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M 3
= —- V (27rm?fT)* e

«,=: V Bh’e
9

^4-<^

kV

Now the ionisation is represented by

... 08 )

. . (10) wlioro H= n^

the following scheme

A=A+ + E‘

n] corresponds to the number of ions [A'l"] and no to

the neutral molecule fAJ. If a gram mole of electron is

present, — represents the concentration of electron [E],

Thus we have

,, [A+]|Ei f2ffMRT*)l !«-
(20)

hp =Tn\ Zv

which is identical with the Fowlcr-Milne equation. If we
take into consideration the equilibrium constant with respect

to pressure Kp—RTKc, then taking logarithm and substi-

tuting values of M, N, and R we obtain the Saha equation

with a constant B(T), which corresponds to the statistical

weight factor.

For degenerate case I in equation (8) is to be integrated

according to Sommerfield’s method.

Thus

and K
c

^ V (27r) (2iii)” — ...
9 3\/ JT

(21)

(22)

If e feT < <1, we have K =
c

- (2m)i^l

SBh^
... (23)

Thus we see that ionisation is independent of tempera-

ture and agrees with the assumptions of Fowler, Stoner and
others in the theory of Dwarf Star^^

Now Stellar ionisation is only a special case of Richard-
son’s thermionic phenomena. According to Richardson,
the current generated on the application of an external field

to a system from which electrons are emitted is connected
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with temperature by either of the following expressions

i = A e'*/'’' ... ... ... (24A)

/ = Cre‘*/''’ ... ... ... (24B)

of which the latter is theoretically more sound. Dushman,

and later on, Roy derived equation (24B) by thermodyna-

mical and statistical methods respectively in the following

form

The statistical weight factor occurs in Roy’s formula only.

The same has been deduced ^by Fowler and Nordheim, both

by statistical and wave Mechanical methods. Very recently

Sommer feld has obtiined Richardson’s T ^ formula for non-

degenerate and T^ formula for the degenerate case by apply-

ing Fermi statistics.

Now since here we are considering a heterogeneous

equilibrium the equilibrium constant Kc is determined by

the number of electrons finally present per unit volume.

Thus for non-degenerate case we have from (20)

8/‘i _
_a_

(2 V in kT)
~

^'
1
' . ....

”
-'BV

^

From classical theory it follows that the number of elec-

trons crossing unit surface per sec.

I

Hence

7 = w, 6 =
2 JT m

kV . (25)

For degenerate case, we have n as given by (22)

.

Now
in order to find the number of electrons crossing unit sur-

face per sec., we are to modify the classical method in the

light of the Fermi statistics. Thus we have

\ f X dx dy dz
«, = n,*

J f di dy dz
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where the distribution function

^ ^-u •

e

'
*'’1' -1

Following Sommerfeld’s method of intergratifln we

have

(7)] ^ ^ K
e

Bh^ •
' 6

.
TT m f , ^

Ur
for ^ A:T < < I

(Non-Degenerate)

for e kT

ior e ^ ^ > > 1 (Degenerate)

Here Uq is the inner austrittarbeit of Sommerfeld. Thus

we have the T“ formula for the non-degenerate case, which

is in agreement with the results of Dushman and Roy.

Again, the last equation is identical with that of Houston

for electron emission from cold metals, a phenomenon first

investigated by Schottky and later on developed by Millikan

and co-workers.

One point may be mentioned in this connection. In

the case of chemical adsorption we introduced Van der

WaaFs correction in the adsorbed state. If we introduce a

similar correction in the phase space due to the adsorbed

molecules already present a factor (I—n y ) where y is the

correction for a single electron, is introduced in equation

(17), and we obtain a modification of Saha and Richardson

equation. Thus instead of equations (20) and (23) we
have

a Qa
_(2™-mfcT)3/a -Jt ,

(2'B-infeT)’ .--pF-
* + ^

(Non-Degenerate) (28)

^0 ~ ~8BA’
^ ^ (2m)’ il>‘ y (Degenerate) (29)

leading to corresponding equations for the thermionic cur-

rent. The correction factor is however too small to affect
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the results, and hence the modified equations are not of much

practicair importance.

Magnefonic Adsorption^^

.

From the modern electron

theory of matter, k is a well established fact that the mag-

netic properties of elements are to be ascribed to the electrons.

Thus diamagnetism is due to the change of orbital motion of

the electrons in a magnetic field, accounted by Langevin

from **Larmor’s precession” and paramagnetism is due to the

orientation of ’^unbalanced” electrons in the magnetic field.

It has been rightly pointed out by Van Vleck that the para-

magnetic susceptibility is really the sum of the above two

factors just as Dielectric pokrisatuon is the sum of the Pola-

risation factor due to distortion and to orientation. Re-

cently Pauli, developed a theory of paramagnetism from the

electron theory of matter and obtained expressions for the

paramagnetic susceptibility for degenerate and non-degene-

rate cases by applying Fermi-statistics according to him, the

paramagnetic susceptibility is independent of temperature for

degenerate case. This result has been extended by Bloch.

In the case of thermionic emission, we have seen that

the electrons are, so to say, pulled from within the metal,

by thermal energy. Here we shall postulate that the

magnetic properties are mainly due to those electrons which

are brought to the surface of the atom from the various

orbits with m quantum number v/hen the magnetic field i

introduced. Thus the adsorption potential is to be associated

with the magnetic energy Em, which however may have all

possible values depending upon the vale m from—j
to + i-

Hence we have for non-degenerate case

g Em 2

g
- AT =A2,rmfeT)

/
^ ,” B/i* ^

\
^ IcT I

^

The number of electrons initially present (Em=0)

W- iifB=0
Eh’

Thus the increase of electrons due to the application of the

field is given by the s/^cond term on the right hand side of
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(30). Since if the intensity of the field is

unity we have from (30) and (31) •

Xo=-
N2 b;

Mf~= N 4
(j+ 1)

T IN 3 7 rn o 7-mkT 3A;T .
(32)

Since 2E^=G. i H®

j {;+!) t^o Uo being the Bohr magneton, j the in-

ner quantum number and *g’ the Lande splitting factor.

Hence the total paramagnitic susceptibility

Xp =Na+ Nflf*. / (^4- Dmo’

SkT
...(33)

For degenerate case we* proceed in a similar manner

from equation and finally obtain a similar expression as (33),

thereby indicating that Curie’s Law holds good for low tem-

perature as well, which is bourne out by experimental facts.

This is also found by Howells. Again our expression (33)

also agrees with Van Vleck’s expression.

Qnantak Adsorption^^. In the case of equilibrium be-

tween radiation and matter we have to apply the generalised

Gibbs statistics in the Bose Einstein form. Since free energy

for quanta ^ =0 and the momentum of a quantum is^
we have the number of kuaijta having frequencies between

V and v+dv in equilibrium between the free and the adsor-

bed state as follows by a method similar to that used in equa-

tion (26).

Q-n-v'dv

ie
-1) ...(34)

Taking the average energy of quantum and identifying

« with— the energy density of quanta having frequencies

between v and v+d»/

pdv=nE
Sirhv^ 1 J

(35)

Now introducing a correction factor due to the effect
of the already adsorbed quanta (as in previous section) on
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the phase space, we have

which K similar to that obtained by Strum and others. Since

however the correction term contains ( di/ )* it may be

neglected for all practical purposes.

Unimolecular Keaction>^, G)nsidered from the point

of view of adsorption according to the radiation hypothesis

of Trantz, Perrin and Lewis, reactions are brought about by

the absorption of infra-red radiation, and the temperature

effect is entirely due to this.* Theoretical values for the

velocity coefficient as deduced on this hypothesis is at variance

with the experimental values. Several other theoretical and

empirical formula have been proposed from time to time by

different authors, amongst whom, Herzfeld, Dushman,

Christiansen, S. C. Roy, and Polanyi and Wigner may be

mentioned.

We shall first of all regard the molecules as activated

by absorption of infra red frequency and subsequently under

going decomposition according to the following scheme

Now since the absorbed frequency is very large, the

number of activiated molecules

[Nab]o = [Nab],, e ••• •••

In those cases when molecules adsorb all frequencies,

we should have

[^AB]a~ ff^Au] ^ fcT = ““v[Nab]^ (37a)
n

"o

We shall now treat ^he problem in two different ways.

First of all we may consider unimolecular reactions as simi-

lar to thermal ionisation. Hence we may postulate that only

those (activated) molecules which leave the crystalline sur-

face, undergo decomposition and the rate of reaction is
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identified with the rate of 'emission* of the activated mole-

cule. Substituting the effective mass fi= . *for m in

equation (25) , and introducing effective 'or available area

through which the molecule escapes, we have finally by

combining with (37)

- __ ^ rp _ hvkB
‘

B*
* ^ fcT

(88 )

vrhere iSo = TB
^

is a virtual frequency being the sum

of the infra red frequency v and where N?m>=Qo the heat
• •

of dissociation, the total heat of reaction

above expression is similar to that of S. C. Roy. ^ may

be extrapolated from experimental data. Equation (38) is

valid for several unimolecular reactions and the calculated

value of ki, agrees with the experimental value in most cases.

Again since is a virtual frequency it will be futile to

look for the absorption band in this region. Only in those

cases when Qo, the critical increment is entirely derived from
the radiant energy. The rate of reaction in that case will be

directly proportional to the number of active molecules,

hence we have for the case when all radiations are absorbed

hvQ

fcT _
hvn

(39)

where v is the vibrational frequency of the reacting mole-

cules such that KT=:A,, . Thus Vo will correspond to the

infra red frequencie as found by McLewis for the inversion

of cane sugar from absorption bands.

Instead of regarding the reaction to be analogous to
thermal ionisation if we assume that the activated mole-
cules which are present initially in the chemically adsorbed
state in the crystal, leave the surface, and the rate of escape
will correspond to the reaction velocity. From equations
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(4), (12) and (37) we have

(2 ir mkT)^
n*=- e . r}

and the rate of reaction

kT
fcT •

p

kT
Putting p h and -7— = v, we have

n

k\ ^ V s kT

(40)

(41 )

which is similar to the equation of Dushman and Christian

and Polanyi. From three dimensional consideration along

with Polanyi we have

7
^2^
~ Np P

(42 )

which becomes identical with Dushman’s formula if

and with Polanyi and Signer’s if p—h,

Ramati Effect :—According to Prof. Raman^^ when

radiation of single frequency passes through matter, anomal-

ous scattering takes place and, besides the spectral line cor-

responding to the initial frequency, modified and unmodified

lines are obtained. The difference between the original fre-

quency ^ and the scattered frequency is always equal to

the characteristic infra red frequency. We have seen in the

previous section that in a unimolecular reaction, the reactant

molecules become act’vated by absorbing infra red frequency

and subsequently undergo decomposition. Raman effect

may also be considered from this aspect. The normal mole-

cule absorbs infra red frequency and hence the frequency

emitted v is always the difference of the original frequency

and the infra red frequency. The reverse is true for already

activited or excited molecules, which give up frequency

which is the sum of the^infra red and the original frequency.
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This can be expressed thus

hv •

[An]n '—> [A]o,'—^ [K\ai+hv* •

we consider here an intermediate stage 6i activatioi^ [A] a.

which subsequently ^'decompose” into [A]a2 v—v =infra

red frequency. The reverse process is

hv

[Alo, —> [A]n -{-hv' Here /=v+ Infra-red frequeney

It follows from the previous section

The velocity of decomposition

h
e

The velocity of the opposite reaction

kT
h

hjf

|A]nj

Hence

1 A]o2

,h{v-v)_^
"AT

. (43) from which intensity

may be obtained.
^

The energy distribution law follows from section of

quantaic adsorption, the number of free quanta as before is

expressed by the following equation and the number of

adsorbed quanta

N . T
ni^—~%Tr'h v^diff{e -^l)

<p

_ N

Number of quanta in equilibrium

n— (44 )
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Since the average energy of a quantum is in this case

— — we have the energy density

Wave Statistics and Adsorption :—In a previous section,

we had occassion to refer to the electronic theory of matter.

During recent years our ideas of the atom has been revolu-

tionized by the work of L. De Broghe, Schrodinger and

others. The material particle is no more regarded as isolated,

discrete bodies but as waves. By tracing the analogy with

geometrical optics on the one hand and physical optics on

the other L. De Broglie^^ postulates that, although for macro-

mechanics, matter may be regarded as corpuscles, for micro

mechanics we must take into account the wave nature of the

atom. The existence of material waves, has been verified

by the beutiful work of G. P. Thomson on the scattering of

electrons in passing through thin metallic films. The ideas

of De broglie were extended by Schrodinger who obtained

several interesting results, which the quantum theory had

previously failed to explin. According to Schrodinger

matter is regarded as an energy packet (group of waves)

having a probable maximum density at a particulr point,

with which matter is identified in classical mechanics. Very

recently K. C. Kar and K. K. Mukerjee have extended the

generalised Gibbs statistics, already referred to before, by

setting aside the validity of Liouville’s theory in micro me-

chanics and taking into consideration the fluctuation of

density in phase space. Thus they obtained the following

modified form of (6)

(4 ( 5 )

where x denotes the change of density with time t and >

is the frequency. From the above equation they derived a

wave equation, which yields results identical with those ob-

tained by Schrodinger. Later on K. C. Kar®® further extended
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this idea, and postulated three different kinds of wavesx ^

the first being the waves due to the fluctuation of

density in the q— (positional) space, identified with matter,

the second due to fluctuation in the p— (momenta) space,

corresponding to radiation whereas the x< waves being the

mirrorimage of waves in the q-space is nothing else but

light. An entirely new line of work is thus thrown open

and this promises interesting results. The phenomenon of

adsorption can be explained according to the wave statistics in

the following manner. Since matter is a wave, it may be

reflected and refracted just like light waves. In a homo-

geneous medium, waves travel in strainght line, until it meets

the boundary wall, from which it is reflected. If the wave

meets a boundary surface of a second phase volume, then

both reflection and refraction may take place. In the case

of chemical, electrical, electronic and magnetonic adsorption

we have the case of refraction of x i waves. The refractive

index is ^ where v is the adsorption potential. For
E—

V

large values of v the velocity of \ wave in the adsorbed

state is small. It may be mentioned, that if the wave falls

almost perpendicularly it escapes from the free space of the

adsorbed state. The interaction between radiation and

matter i.e., between Xiand x 2 waves leads to the Raman and

Compton effects. The quantaic adsorption is due to the re-

fraction of Xo waves.

A. Ganguli
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A PLEA FOR AN ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVA-
TORY AT BENARES

In India, at the present time, we are having a clash of

civilisations. The willless East, having implicit faith in a

preordained Destiny, has been assailed by a Faustian West,

strong believer in Free Will, and striving for the Infinite.

The clash should result in the evolution of a new Culture.

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, a true representative of tbe

older system believes in the possibility of this evolution and

has founded an institufion based on European models

in the heart of the old system. This institution, however, is

lacking a very important element, viz., an organisation for

the investigation of the Physical Universe about us, an Astro-

nomical Observatory.

The starry firmanent above us with its inlaid stars and

their mysterious motions has always exerted the profoundest

charm and influence oij the human mind. The science of

Astronomy owes its origin to this influence. In the words

of the poet Heine it may be described as die altCy die etvig-

]nngc Whscnschajf—the old, ever young science.

Let us begin with a little historical retrospect. We
know that even in the dawn of civilisation on this globe of

ours, astronomy had a peculiar fascination for the thinking

section of mankind and

In Babylon, in Babylon

They baked their tablets of the clay

And year by year, wrote thereon

The dark eclipses of their day.

They saw the moving finger write,

Its Mene, Mene on their Sun,

A mightier shadow cloaks their light

And clay is clay in Babylon.

A. Noyes—The Torchbearers
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A rudimentary knowledge of astronomy is found

amongst primitive people, particularly nomads, shepherds,

and sailors, but the need for a more systematic knowledge

becomes more imperative when the communities settle down

to an oT'ganised life. The sun and the moon, the two ap-

parently biggest luminaries, are our eternal Time-keepers;

the sun determining the period of the day and the moon the

period called the month. The length of the year was at

first derived from the recurrence of seasons, but it was very

early found more correct to determine the length of the

year from the apparent motion of the sun amongst the fixed

stars. Time-keeping is a very important function amongst

all settled communities, and both in Egypt as well as in

Babylonia, the two countries whose past has been explored

with some amount of completeness, astronomy in the begin-

ning arose out of the necessity for exact time-reckoning. But

it acquired great importance on account of its association with

religion. In Babylon, in very early times, the heavenly bodies

became, in some mysterious way, associated with gods, who

were supposed to guide the destinies of every human being.

Thus Marduk, the presiding deity ’of the Babylonian Pan-

'theon, was identified with the Planet Jupiter; Shamash, the

god of law and justice with the Sun; Sin with the Moon

the female god Ishtar with Venus, and Nabu, the god of

Scribes with Saturn.

From this notion arose the pseudo-science of astrology

i.e., fortune-telling from the observed motions of planets.

In Babylonia, the observation of stars acquired great im-

portance and was carried out in Ziggurats which were

temples and observatories combined, dedicated to some great

god. Thus astronomy became interwoven into their reli-

gious life and was entrusted to the priestly caste. In spite

of their wastage of energy in astrological speculations, the

Babylonians made great discoveries in pure science and were

the teachers of the Greeks, the Persians, the Hindus and the

Chinese, though it is quite possible that all these nations had

some rudimentary knowledge of astronomical lore before
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they came into contact with the Babylonians. It was a

Babylonian named Berossus who started an astronogiical ob-

servatory at the island of Cos, and transmitted tht Babylonian

knowledge of astronomy to the Greeks. • The early Greeks,

particularly Thales of Miletus, the first amongst the seven

wise men of Greece, were probably pupils of the Babylonians.

Thales used to astonish his fellow countrymen by foretelling

the time of solar and lunar eclipses, the knowledge of which

he must have derived from his Babylonian teachers.*

In India we can distinguish between several stages of

development. The knowledge of astronomy revealed in the

Vedas and the oldest Siddhantt (the Paitamaha) is very

rudimentary and characteristic of rather primitive societies.

The next stage is that of the more advanced Siddhanta, parti-

cularly of the Surya-siddhanta, which, according to Prof. P.

C. Sen Gupta, was due to stimulus received from the Baby-

lonians, probably through the Persian Magi, The Persians,

an Aryan tribe, gained supreme power in the middle East

during the 6th century B.C, and became the successors of the

Babylonians as torch bearers of civilisation. Darius, the

third of the Great Persian Emperors, included parts of India

amongst his dominions, and Babylonian culture must have

spread through the Persian \\fisemen to India. This is clear

from the fact that in India itself, the class professing astro-

nomy is known as Maga or Sakadwipi Brahmins, and are

regarded as distinct from orthodox Brahmins.

Both in Greece as well as in India, astronomy developed

on different lines. It did not become entirely dissociated

from astrology or theology. But in both places there was a

distinct culture epoch which afterwards got atrophied in a

stereotyped civilisation stage. The greatest of the Greek

astronomers was Hipparchus who, besides possessing a com-

prehensive knowledge of the Babylbnian system, made many

remarkable discoveries himself. The Greek knowledge in

astronomy was worked out into a comprehensive system by

Ptolemy, an astronomer who lived in Alexandria about 150

A,D., which was later utilised by •the Arabs under the
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name A1 Magest and became the standard astronomical

treatise yp to the time of G)perniciis.

The Babylonian conception of the world mainly centred

round man as the primary object of interest. Their

attention was absorbed in the countries about themselves and

the stars were of interest because they were supposed, as

remarked already, to rule the destinies of man. The Greeks

after the time of Socrates made a heroic effort to free

themselVe from the dead weight of tradition. They arrived

at the knowledge that the earth is a sphere and Eratosthenes

even formed an estimate of its radius and Aristarchus of

Samos is even credited with the tVen staggering idea that the

earth was not the centre of the universe, but it was a planet

moving round the Sun. But the heliocentric view was turned

down by the great authoritv of Hipparchus to be revived

fifteen hundred years later by Copernicus.

In India, the first stage in the culture of astronomical

knowledge (the Surya-siddhanta stage) was succeeded by a

second stage which was due to contact with the Greeks, and

the Iranian Sakas (or Scythians). But in India, the votaries

of the astronomical science apparently found it difficult to

go against the scriptures. The Greek savants, with charac-

teristic boldness and freedom ,of thought, had pooh-poohed

the Homeric and Hesiodic cosmogony, and made light of the

Olympic Gods. But the Indian savant never showed equal

boldness. On the other hand, being accustomed to easy-

going pantheistic tendencies, he was always ready to compro-

mise and be accommodating in his views. His achievements

lay in Arithmetic, Algebra and Trigonometry and their ap-

plication to astronomy. In these, he made very creditable

and lasting contributions, including the famous decimal nota-

tion. Many Indian treatises were translated into Arabic,

particularly Brahmagupta’s Brahmasiddharita (598 A.D.)

under the name Sind-Hind. But they were never courageous

enough to propose a bolder theory of the universe in opposi-

tion to current ideas. Aryabhata of Kusumpur (Patali-

putra) (born in 476 AfD.) , thought that the earth, by turn-
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ing round its axis caused day and night, but his successors did

not seem to be impressed with his ideas. It is, however, clear

that they were keenly alive to the stupidity of public beliefs

or utter inadequacy of the Sastric lore. “^'It is said’^ says

Bhaskaracarya, ''that the earth rests on the hood of a huge

snake, which when it feels uneasy gives a shake and causes

earthquakes. Well, the snake must have something to rest

upon, let it be the tortoise; but this also must have some-

thing else to rest upon. So we have to assume the hypothesis

of an endless string of the supported and supporters. A
better explanation would be that the earth has no support,

i.e., is suspended in space*’? But in the next sentence, he is

careful to say 'but since these things are mentioned in the

Sastras, there may be some truth in them*.

In the middle ages, the torch of knowledge was kept

alive by the Arabs. Their savants were mostly drawn from

the Perso-Chaldean and Hellenic group who found it better

to put their ideas in the then world-language, viz., Arabic.

Great observatories were erected at Baghdad, in Spain, and

in Persia and at Samarkand in Central Asia. The Arabic as-

tronomers made valuable observations of planetary motion,

collected tables, cast horoscopes, and in mysterious ways,

connected Alchemy with Astronomy, and kept alive the

traditions of the Chaldean, Greek, and Indian systems, and

through their educational centres in Spain and Egypt,

became the teachers of the modern Europeans. One of the

best known observatories was that founded by Ulugh Begh,

grandson of Tamerlane at Samarkand in the year 1461
, and

the tables of planetary positions he published were for a long

time regarded as standard works.

Raja Sawai Jai Singh—^The 4^stronomer—^Prince

Bhaskaracarya seems to have been the last great luminary
amongst the Indian astronomers. After him, the Indian

pundits showed little originality, and were content, with a

few exceptions, to cast horoscopes and frame al

m

aniacs ac-
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cording to rules laid down in the older works. But during

the maektrom of Indian politics in the eighteenth century,

there appeared the unique figure of a genuine astronomer

in a ruling Indian prince, viz., Sawai Raja Jai Singh of the

Rajput state of Jaipur (1686-1743). The following ac-

count of Jai Singh’s work and achievements in astronomy

is taken from Ernst Binner’s Geschichte der Sternkunde

(History of Astronomy) written in the German language.

new era in Indian Astronomy begins with the prince

Sawai Jai Singh II who lived from 1686-1743 and furthered

the cause of astronomy. He caused the great treatise of

Ptolemaios in Arabic (the Almagest) to be translated into

Sanskrit by a Pundit called Jagannath (the translation is

known as the Siddhanta Samrat). He possessed the tables

of La Hire, and the star catalogue of the astronomer royal

Flamsteed. He caused observatories to be built at Jaipur,

Delhi, Benares, Ujjain, and Mathura. The latitude and

longitude of the Observatories were determined (the last

with reference to Paris) by the Jesuits Boudier and Andreas

Stroebel. At Jaipur an astronomer named Don Pedro dc

Sylva was his adviser. Hence he had access to European

as well as to Arabic astronomy, but he preferred Arabic.

At first he made a brass Astrolabe according to Arabic

models. As on account of diflSculties of suspension and

of inaccurate division, these were not accurate enough, so

he began constructions in limestone and marble, with which

he hoped to make better observations. As he himself tells

us, he invented himself three instruments, Samrat, Jai Prakash

and Ram Yantra. Samrat is a Sun-clock with the figure

plates in the Equator which was well known to the Greeks,

the Arabs, and the Germans. Jai Prakash is a hemisphere

open above, divided into sections and provided with cross-

wires for observing the positions of the stars. The con-

struction of this as well as of the Ram Yantra was known

to the Arabs and Jai Singh’s share in the work seems to have

been to construct them on a large scale and with greater

accuracy. There werdsome other instruments also and a few
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more were added by Madhu Singh, his son. The Delhi

Observatory.was built in 1724, and observations were taken in

1729. Jai Singh published a table of planetary and stellar

positions, and showed that the tables of La Hire, wlijch were

then regarded as the most accurate in Europe, were wrong

as regards the position of the moon by 8", and the calculated

time of eclipses was wrong by 6 minutes. The tables were

dedicated to the emperor Mahammad Shah”.

Sawai Raja Jai Singh died in 1737, and astronomical

science died with him in India; in spite of our admiration

of the astronomer-king, we are forced to remark that he

was the last representative of an expiring age: He had ap-

parently either not heard of telescopes which had already

appeared in Europe, or failed to appreciate their great use-

fulness.

The Cultural Influence of European

Astronomy

Modern European astronomy begins from the

time of Copernicus, a Polish monk who published his helio-

centric theory of the universe. He showed that the

motions of the planets could be better explained if the Sun
were placed at the centre of che universe instead of the earth,

and the planets along with the earth were regarded as mov-
ing round the Sun in circles. This simple theory not only
gave a better explanation of the motions of the planets, but
it created a revolution in human thought. For the idea

persued to its logical limits, meant the doom of Sacred Pages,

of God-men, and of all classes enjoying privileged positions;

for had not man been accustomed and sedulously taught in

all ages to regard himself as a reproduction of the creator,

to regard his little city or country or his tribe as specially

favoured of God, the object of rfis special attention to the
exclusion of others? But now the Earth becomes a tiny
object, one amongst many, playing a vagrant course in space.
We can therefore understand the rage of the Priest and
the Potentate, the men who burnt^ Giordno Brtino for

109
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teaching the heresies of Copernicus, and imprisoned the great

Galileo—who by his invention of the telescope enabled man-

kind to penetrate furthest into space beyond the dreams of

poets and seers, and by his discovery of dynamics placed

a wonderful instrument of thought for analysing the se-

crets of Nature,—to lifelong imprisonment and persecu-

tion.

But the blood of the martyr is the seed of the Church,

and the new Church which grew, the Church of Science

and Reason, has been a more powerful factor in welding

the destinies of mankind than religion or politics. In the

words of Oswald Spengler, the new Church has a Faustian

Soul, striving for the limitless.

It is not my object to describe the achievements of

modern science or of the recent progress in Astronomy. My
object has been to shov/ that Astronomy has a great cul-

tural value, and its possibilities are infinite, for it takes the

limitless space with millions of island universes for its sub-

ject of study. No poet in his flight of imagination could

ever dream of the picture of the universe which has been

revealed by the patient study of the astronomer-savants of

the past and the present age. Think of the fact that this

great Earth in which we live isb a mere tiny speck of dust

which, separated from its parent, the sun, milliards of years

ago, still continues to go about it, being guided by the

mysterious law first revealed to Newton: think of the

great Sun, thirteen million times bigger than the earth,

and containing a huge store of energy cruising in space with

its family of planets towards a point in the Hercules group

with the enormous velocity of 26 kms. per sec. Think

again of the fact that the sun is but a second class member of

the myriads of stars forming the Galaxy (the milky way).

The Galaxy to which we belong is again one of many mil-

lions which are cruising past each other with enormous velo-

cities sometimes approaching 11000 kms. per second. And

then comes a Kirchoff who shows that yet in spite of these

enormous distances which separate us from our nearest neigh-

I
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hour, we can study the chemical composition of these stars

with as much facility as that of a piece of stone oi» the earth.

The cultural value of astronomy has been recognised by

all the advanced nations of the present day.
^

Kings,

and potentates, and business magnates in the West have vied

in the past with each other in founding and endowing the

modern Temple of Marduk, the interpreter of the Cosmic

Will to mankind. In the new Atlantis (America) there

are hundreds of observatories with 2,500 professional astro-

nomers, and many amateurs; and the greatest of them, the

Mount Wilson Solar Observatory erected at a height of 7,000

ft. amidst the blue sky, find provided with a hundred inch

telescope, owes its inception to the munificence of the late

Mr. Andrew Carnegie. Wonderful results have come out

of this observatory: the diameters of stars have been measured,

vast distances have been explored, the physical constitution

of hundreds of stars has been observed, and the discovery has

been made that besides our Milky way, there are hundreds

of other Galaxies moving past us with enormous velocities.

The exploration of the universe has just rendered the maxim

of Einstein possible that* the universe though without boun-

dary, is not infinite. Not content with this observatory, the

Americans are building a second one for housing a two

hundred inch telescope; when this new Observatory comes

into existence many new revelations are expected.

Lick Observatory Mount Hamilton

The story of the erection of these observatories is

sometimes very entertaining. The Lick observatory which

comes next to the Mount Wilson, was founded on the en-

dowments left by Mr. Lick who earned a huge fortune on

the Pacific coast during the early days of migration to the

West. Having no children, he did not know what to do

with his fortune. The story goes that he wanted to erect

a huge bronze statue of himself and bis wife surpassing the

famous CoJossus of Rhodes in size, and wanted to p/ace these

statues on the San Fransisco Hafbout overlookmg the
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Pacific Ocean. Some educationist came in time to know

of this project, and was able to persuade him to the belief

that an astronomical observatory would be a more fitting

memorijil to his munificence than a modern bronze Colos-

sus.

It is a great pity that in spite of the fact that in the

past, India produced a number of great astronomers like

Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, and Bhaskaracarya, at the pre-

sent time, she possesses no astronomical observatory worthy

of her traditions, excepting a State observatory at Kodai-

kanal in Madras, and one at Hyderabad-Deccan founded by

the munificence of H. E. H? the* Nizam. These two ob-

servatories have done quite creditable work in spite of their

limited resources. But compared to the great European

and American observatories, these are merely babies. The

Astronomer-king (Raja Jai Singh) has yet found no suc-

cessor amongst the Indian princes. Yet though lacking in

a first class observatory, some very notable contributions to

theoretical astronomy have been made in India in recent years.

The importance of the ionisation theory has been recognised

in Europe and America, and half the papers in Astrophysics

are now on the application of the Ionisation Theory to pro-

blems of stellar structure. In„ 1921, Prof. H. N. Russel,

a foremost astronomer of America wrote:

—

"The possibilities of the new method (Ionisation

Theory) appear to be very great. To utilize it fully, years of

work will be required to study the behaviour of the ele-

ments mentioned above and of others, in the stars, in labora-

tory spectra, and by the direct measurement of ionisation;

but the prospect of increase of our knowledge, both of

atoms and of stars, as a result of such researches, makes it

urgently desirable that they should be carried out”.

I have remarked elsewhere that the great scientific acti-

vities of the West European nations means a virtual return

from the worship of the rigid God, of codified scriptures to

the worship of the Nature Gods, as was the practice in early

times and amongst ezrlf nations. But worship now means
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the act of knowing Nature, and the laboratories and observa-

tories have rightly taken the place of Temples. SoJong the

different Nature-phenomena have been investigated on dis-

tinct lines, but now Einstein comes forward with the bold

idea that all Nature-phenomena, Electricity, Gravitation

md Light—are due to the metrical properties of space. If

we may use the figurative language of the Vedic poet, this

reduces to the oldest Vedic conception that all Nature-gods

are the children of Dyaus Pitar-the God of limitless space.

The Hindu University has not yet constructed a Temple for

the investigation of space according to the Einsteinian con-

ception, and this is a very great*omission.

We would therefore appeal to the Indian princes, mer-

chants and other rich men that in the great city of Benares,

where Buddha, two thousand five hundred years ago preached

the gospel of Love and Amity, and where in the present

times, the foundations of a great temple of Learning have

been laid, they should erect a Temple dedicated to the

service of Dyaus Pitar—the great God of limitless

Space, the father of all Gods—who guided the unsophisti-

cated Aryan nomads in their primitive wanderings, and

endowed them with the yearning after the Infinite, the

Beautiful, and the Truth whi«h is the heritage, and charac-

teristic of the great Aryan race!

Megh Nad Saha





LIGHT IN HEALTH AND DISEASE

Finsen may be looked upon as the father of modern

light therapy. He began his pioneering work in 1893 and

achieved great success in the treatment of lupus, a tuber-

cular skin disease very difficult to cure. Over 1100, out

of about 1200 cases were greatly improved as a result of

light treatment. The next important step in light therapy

was taken in 1903, when Rollier, who has been described

as the *'High Priest” of modern sun worshippers, established

a sanatorium at Leysin, in Switzerland, for the treatment

of tuberculosis by sunshine. Great success was obtained,

specially with surgical tuberculosis and since then light

therapy has become an important feature of medical prac-

tice. Both Finsen and Rollier attributed their success in

the treatment of diseases to the ultraviolet portion of the

solar spectrum. Light therapy has been more successful

in the high Alps than elsewhere, not only because of the

large amount of ultraviofet radiation available, but also

because the snow absorbs heat rays and reflects ultraviolet

rays. On a clear day the amount of radiation at 6000 feet

is roughly one and a half times that reaching the earth at

sea-level. It is not always necessary to expose a patient to

direct sunlight, as there is a sufficient amount of indirect

ultraviolet radiation in the diffused light from the blue sky.

The quartz mercury vapour lamp is very convenient

in studying the influence of ultraviolet rays on the human
body in general treatment and it seems to have been estab-

lished that ultraviolet light plays the preponderant role in

light therapy and its application is constantly increasing.

Recent years have witnessed great exp^insion in light therapy

and at present the provision of lamps and accessories has

become quite an industry. Two types of lamp are in use

for the treatment of diseases; the air cooled ”sun lamp” for
general application or for the treatment of large areas and
the water-cooled apparatus for local applications. The
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air cooled lamp seems to be adapted to yield a radiation

containing larger proportion of rays of wavelength exceed-

ing 3000 A°; whilst the water-cooled lamp is designed to give

out an intense radiation, much of the energy of which is in

the form of rays of wavelength less than 3000 A°. To secure

more effective action, optical sensitisers are sometimes ap-

plied to the surface to be irradiated. These sensitisers may
be dilute solutions of eosin or some other dye or calcium

chloride solution.

Regarding the comparative influence of light on differ-

ent individuals, Pacini (Outlines of Ultraviolet Therapy,

Chicago 1923) writes **Speaking generally light people res-

pond more promptly than dark, females than males, the

young sooner than the old; and the regions usually protected

from the light and of high nervous sensibility.*’

If general irradiation is intended it is advisable to begin

by fractional exposures. A fresh part is exposed at eacli

sitting and the previously treated portions are exposed for

longer periods.

Ellis and Wells (Chemical Action of Ultraviolet Rays,

p. 297 (1925)) state. "To ascertain the effect upon the

skin, eyes and general condition, Bach resorted to a hcDic

test. He applied the ultraviolet light with great intcnsir^

upon his own person without protecting his eyes. An ex-

posure of 30 minutes was given at a distance of 16-20 inches

from a 3000 candle power lamp. The head and body were

treated alternately. After three minutes, there was a sen-

sation of warmth and after 10 minutes, a burning sensati\)n

at the place of exposure. An intense reddening appeared

in 2 or 3 hours after the treatment. This discoloration di^;-

appeared in three days. There was no blistering, but the

epidermis became hard and dry and peeled within a week,

being replaced by a new epidermis, which was elastic and

brown. The conjunctive commenced to redden in about

two hours after treatment, being inflamed and painful but

the inflamation disappeared in about three days without

treatment; immediately after the treatment and for days
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thereafter, there was a feeling of freshness and increased

energy. This effect perhaps may be expressed as case of

over-stimulation of a person in good health.”

In actual practice the ultraviolet radiation is used, either

as the principal remedial agent or as an adjuvant to other

therapeutic measures:

According to L. Hill (Proc. Roy, Sec. B. 102 119

(1927)) sunlight focussed on the skin through a solution

of 3% quinine sulphate, which absorbs rays of the mercury

vapour lamp shorter than 4200 A^, does not produce ery-

thema, if the skin is kept cool by running water. The

rays, effective in producing erythema, seem to lie in the ul-

traviolet. From rough experiments, Hill concludes that

erythema-producing rays of the sun lie mainly between

3300-3000 A°. There also appears to be a correspondence

between the acetone methylene blue fading and the erythema

producing power of the sun’s rays. The experiments of

Hausser and Vahle (Strahlen therapie Vol. 13, p. 59 (1922)

seem to be more precise. Using the mercury vapour lamp

radiations of equal intensities as measured by a thermopile,

they have found the maximum erythema production to be

at 2967 A°. At 3131 A°, the erythema production was only

4.5 /^) of that at 2967A°. While the erythema producing

power of rays of wavelength 3131 A° is relatively weak, the

intensity of sunlight in this region is sufficient to be effective.

The rays of the sun which exert an antirachitic influence and

which can synthesise vitamin D from ergosterol lie between

3200-2900 A^
What an important place light therapy occupies in

modern medicine can be seen from the following quotation

from an "Interim Report on Artificial light and X’ray

Therapy” by Cruickshank and Watt (published by the

Scottish Board of Health, 1925)

.

"Hitherto where growth has been deficient or func-

tion defective we have had recourse to material remedies.

In ultraviolet radiation a new form of treatment is at com-
mand. The extent of its therapeutic uses is as yet unknown

no
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but experimental investigation has shown that its thera-

peutic properties are in the main limited to conditions of

growth or of function that are below normal. For example,

it has been found to increase body weight, to increase the

rate of growth, to improve the mineral content of the

blood, to increase the functional activity of the endocrine

glands, to increase the bactericidal power of the blood, etc.,

where they are below normal but to have no corresponding

effect on normal individuals. We found in the course of

our enquiry that without exception every patient under-

going light treatment experienced an improvement in his or

her general feeling of well being, apart altogether from im-

provement or otherwise in the disease for which the treat-

ment was being given”.

Cruickshank and Watt report that visible light leads

to a dilatation of the cutaneous vessels, stimulating the sweat

glands and aiding the relief of deep seated congestion.

The rays of shorter wavelength are absorbed by the

thinnest layer of the epidermis. On the other hand, rays of

longer wavelength can penetrate ^o appreciable depths. Tlie

following results of Glitscher and Hasselbach (Brit. J.

Actinotherapy 1, September, 1926) illustrate this point ot

view.

TRANSMISSION BY EPIDERMIS

Wavelength in A U.
Percentage transmission

O. 1. mm. thickness

by

1 mm. thickness

4360 59 0.5

4050 55 0.3

3660 49 0.08

3540 42 0,02

3130 30

3015 8

2990 2

2970
.

0.01

What is the fundamental action of the light rays?

From their researches on the photo-oxidation of food

materials by air in sunlight at the ordinary temperature,

Palit and Dhar have* concluded that the light absorbed by
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the system accelerates the metabolism of food materials in

the body. The person thus has a sense of well-being and

disease is avoided. Sunlight is appreciably transmitted by

the epidermis, and by absorption of ligh^ the body cells are

activated and hence increased oxidation of carbohydrates,

fats and proteins take place. It seems to be accepted on

all hands that several diseases are caused by defective meta-

bolism and as such sunlight should prove efficacious in the

treatment of these diseases.

Photo-oxidation of carbohydrates, fats and nitro-

genous SUBSTANCES BY AIR IN SUNLIGHT:
~ '"

4
" ' 1 '

'

It has been shown by Dhar and Sanyal (J. Phys. Chem.

29, 926 (1925) that methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol and

glycerol are oxidised by passing air at the ordinary tem-

perature in the presence of sunlight.

Palit and Dhar (J. Phys. Chem. 32, 1263, (1928);

34, 993, (1930)) have made a systematic investigation of

the oxidation of various substances by air in sunlight at the

ordinary temperature. They have shown that different

carbohydrates, glycogen, urea, glycine, hippuric acid

X-alanine, sodium urate, potassium palmitate, stearate, oleate,

sodium formate, tartrate, oxalate, lecithin, cholesterol,

butter, milk, egg-white, egg-yellow, etc., can be oxidised

photochemically by passing air. Some of the experimental

results are recorded below:

—

Substance used

the expt.

in Weight of sub-

stance taken
Amount oxidised

Percentage

amount oxidised

Arabinose 0.1000 grm. 0.0075 grm. 7.5

Galactose 0.0861 „ 00067 „ 7.8

Cane sugar . 0.0964 „ 0.0098 „ 10.2

Glucose 0.0962 „ 0.0144 „ 14.9

Laevulose 0.0918 „ 0.0159 „ 17.3

Lactose 0.0977 „ 0.0197 „ 19.7

Maltose 0.1097 „ 0i0285 „ 25.9

Starch 0.1027 „ 0.0399 „ 38.8

Glycogen 0.0987 „ 0.0195 „ 19.7

Glycerol 0.2500 „ 0.0450 „ 18.0

Urea . . 0.2000 „ 0.0175 „ 8.7

Glycine 0.0999 „ 0.0096 „ 9.6

a -alanine . . 0.0997 „ 0.0365 „ 36.6
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Hippuric acid 0 0483 „ 0.0069 „ 14.2

Soium urate 0.0420 „ 0.0082 „ 19.6

Potassiam stearate 40.0

„ Oleate 31.

T

„ Palmitate 36.7

Sodiijpi tartrate ‘0.0989 „ 0.0679 „ 31.3

Sodium formate 0.07)7 „ 0.01467 „ 19.9

Potassium oxalate 29.8

Moreover, it has been shown that in the presence of

zinc oxide, ferric and uranium nitrates, which act as photo-

sensitisets, the amount of oxidation of the foregoing sub-

stances is greatly accelerated.

It will be interesting to note that Einstein's law of

photochemical equivalence i)> applicable to the photo-oxida-

tion of glucose, lactose and alanine. In the case of glycine,

however, seven molecules are oxidised per quantum of light

absorbed. All the above substances are completely oxidised

to carbon dioxide and water, without the formation of inter-

mediate products. Hence light accelerates the oxidation

reactions on which animal life depends. Palit and Dhar

have also carried on comparative experiments on the oxida-

tion of egg-white, egg-yellow, starch, butter, glucose, cane-

sugar and glycogen in sunlight and the following are the

results:

—

Egg-yellow 60.9 %
Egg-white

Starch 38.2 %
Butter 31.8 %
Glucose 13.6 %
Cane sugar 7.8 %
Glycogen 7.0 %

appears, therefore, that egg-yellow is the most easily

oxidisable substance in presence of light; then comes butter,

which is oxidised with greater ease than sugars, which are

the least oxidised. These experiments are close imitations

of the biological oxidations; a similar order regarding ease

of oxidation in the animal body was observed by Carl von

Voit, the great physiologist from feeding experiments.
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These results on the oxidation of food materials by air in

sunlight are suggestive and the beneficial influence: of light

in the treatment of disease may be due to an increased meta-

bolism in light. Dhar (Chemie der ZeHe und Gew^be 12,

217, 225, 317, (1925) ; 13, 209 (1926) ) has emphasized the

importance of sunlight in the treatment of deficiency diseases;

and it seems likely that rickets, osteomalacia, beriberi,

pellagra, diabetes, pernicious anaemia, cancer, etc., would

have been more prevalent in poor tropical countries like

India and China, had not the compensating agent, sunlight,

been present.

Pincussen (Biochem.*Z. 150, 36 (1924) in his investi-

gations on the effect of solar radiation on rabbits noticed

a stimulation of the protein metabolism as shown by an in-

crease in nitrogenous excretion. Sensitisers like the various

dyestuffs and potassium iodide still further increase the

nitrogen excretion.

Moreover, Dhar has obtained marked beneficial effect

of sunlight in the treatment of diabetes, which is caused by

the defective mietabolistn of glucose, although Sampson

(Physiotherapy Technic, St, Louis (1923)) considers that

diabetes is not amenable to ultraviolet light therapy, but

he admits that this has not *been the experience of others.

Bach (ultraviolet light, New York (1916)) has success-

fully used ultraviolet light in the treatment of diabetic gan-

grene.

Ellis and Wells (Chemical Action of Ultraviolet Rays,

page 270 (1925) ) make the following interesting statement

regarding the comparative position of light therapy in

medical science. "So far from serious burns being caused

by ultraviolet rays, exposure to these very rays is becom-

ing a favourable measure to reliete pain and to promote

healing in ordinary burns, in X-ray dermatitis and in sun-

burn.

Much of the practice in ultraviolet radiation is empiri-

cal. This is, however, true of most* important advances in
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therapeutics. Quinine in malaria, mercury in syphilis, iron

in chloroBis, ipicac in dysentery and the majority of our most

valuable remedies entered in the pharmacopia, not through

the portals of the pharmacologist’s laboratory but in conse-

quence of accidental discoveries of lucky guesses, and not in

frequently with credentials endorsed b} alchemists, astrolo-

gers, magicians and the medicine men of savage races”.

N. R. Dhak



ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRO-
CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES FN INDIA,

Those of us who have had the privilege of coming in

close touch with Pandit Malviyaji, know full well that one

of the subjects in which he is deeply interested is the indus-

trial development of India. His work as a member of the

Industrial Commission, the note that he has appended to the

Report of that Commission, the establishment of a first class

Engineering College, and^ the opening of the Departments

of Geology, Mining and Metallurgy and of Industrial

Chemistry in the Benares Hindu University, all bear ample

testimony to his burning interest in the industrial develop-

ment of the country.

When, therefore, I was asked to contribute an article

to the commemoration volume to be presented to Panditji,

I felt that I could not do better than to write something

in connection with the subject that is so dear to him. I

propose to write, therefore, on the possibilities of starting

electro-chemical industries in India.

A little thought will cqpvince any one that at the basis

of several important industries lies the manufacture of

chemicals. Whether it is the manufacture of paper, glass,

or dyes, or whether it is soap, matches, leather, manures or

metals, a large quantity of chemicals is required. It is only

with the help of these chemicals that the manufacture of the

articles mentioned above is possible. The question of prime

importance is, whether these chemicals can be manufac-

tured in India, before the other big industries which depend

upon them are tackled. If the required chemicals have to

be bought from abroad the industries which depend upon
them must suffer. For instance, it is very diflScult for India

to compete with the foreign manufacturer in glass, soap and

paper as long as it has to buy its caustic soda and potash

from abroad. To start industries^like soap, leather,

S81
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dyes, etc., before the chemicals required in these industries

are manufactured in the land, is to put the cart before the

horse. If therefore, India is to become an industrial country,

it has first to take up the manufacture of chemicals required

in the more important industries.

To come to concrete instances, the chemical which is

required, directly or indirectly, in by far the largest quan-

tity, for the manufacture of a large number of substances

is sulphuric acid. It is used in the manufacture of soda,

in the preparation of almost all important acids, in the manu-

facture of dyes, perfumes, manure, artificial silk, alums and

other sulphates, super-phosphates in the refining of oils, etc.

There is much truth, therefore, in the following remarks,

*If the demand for sulphuric acid is taken as the chemical

barometer of industrial conditions, industrial activity in

India is in its infancy.’ (C S. Fox). ^Without cheap local

supplies of sulphuric acid, this country will never attain the

position which the wealth of her mineral products warrants’.

If India is to rise commercially it will have to face the pro-

blem of the manufacture of sulphuric acid in the land. At

present very little of sulphuric acid is manufactured, and

even for doing that, it has to import its sulphur from

abroad. There is no doubt that at present there is not much

demand for sulphuric acid but with the development of big

industries, huge quantities of sulphuric acid would be needed.

It may be said in passing that the manufacture of sulphuric

acid is at present not an electro-chemical industry.

The chemical next in importance is sodium carbonate,

commonly known a*? soda. This is largely used in the manu-

facture of glass, dyes, etc. Similarly caustic soda, calcium

carbide and chlorine are important chemicals, the last being

used for the manufacture of bleaching powder, chloroform,

etc.

How are these and similar other chemicals manufac-

factured? Can we manufacture them in India, are questions

which we should like to answer. The scope of the present

article will not allow us to go into the method by which
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these chemicals are manufactured, but one thing is clear,

that in modern times, in the manufacture of bulkiof these

substances an electric current is used. Before the beginning

of the ninteenth century practically all the chemicals were

manufactured by using heat as the source of energy, the

heat being generated* by the burning of coal or oil in fur-

naces. The attention of the chemists and engineers was

chiefly directed at that time towards perfecting the furnaces

used to produce the heat, and the question of fuel therefore

came in great prominence. When, however, Sir Humphrey

Davy in the year 1807 split up caustic soda and caustic

potash by the use of an el€x:tric*current and obtained from

them the metals sodium and potassium, a new epoch was

introduced in the manufacture of chemicals, and instead of

heat, electricity came gradually to be used as the source of

energy. The method of obtaining chemicals by the use of

electricity was, however, at that time rather clumsy and

costly, and it was only wh^n Sir Michael Faraday introduced

the principle of electro-magnetic induction, resulting in the

modern dynamo, that electricity as a powerful source of

energy came to be used more and more in the manufacture

of chemicals. In fact, in modern times the older chemical

methods are gradually being replaced by the newer electro-

chemical methods, and sodium carbonate, caustic soda,

chlorine, bleaching powder, potassium chlorate, calcium

carbide, phosphorus, aluminium and several other chemicals

are now manufactured by the use of an electric current, and

it is quite possible, that at no distant date the most import-

ant chemical, viz., sulphuric acid may be so manufactured.

The attention of the chemists and engineers is therefore now
chiefly directed towards obtaining cheap electric current.

The advantages which the newer electro-chemical

methods possess over the older chemical processes are mani-

fold. In the first place, the plant and the apparatus re-

quired for the actual preparation are considerably simpler

in character and therefore less costly. There is no nuisance

of smoke and poisonous gases and the*danger to the worker
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in the factory is consequently less, and what is most im-

portant AS, that the process is very neat and clean, and the

final product obtained is much purer and cheaper than the

one obtained by the older methods.

There is no doubt, therefore, that ultimately the energy

required to disrupt substances and build up new ones, as in

chemical manufacture, will chiefly be electric energy. To

manufacture chemicals in India, electro-chemically two

things are required, (1) the raw materials and (2) a cheap

source of an electric current. In the industrial world of

today cheap electric power is an essential factor. This power

may be used for {a) driving machinery as in the textile

mills of Bombay or {h) for producing high temperatures as

in the electric furnace for producing calcium carbide, for

the fixation of nitrogen or for electro-metallurgy, or (r)

for actually bringing about chemical decompositions as in

the case of producing alkalies, aluminium, chlorine, etc.

Regarding raw materials, India has plenty of them.

India has, however, unfortunately been an exporter of raw

materials. If only our rulers had during the last HO years

of their domination instead of exporting these raw materiaK

abroad, had introduced the method of converting tliem into

finished goods, three- fourths of the misery and discontent

that we now see in India would nor have been there. It is

a matter of shame that after a rule of HO years, India should

not be able to boast of one big chemical industry excepting

perhaps the Iron and Steel works at Jamshedpur, and this,

notwithstanding the fact that nature has endowed India

with a bountiful supply of raw materials for all sorts of

manufactures.

What with the deposits of coal and other minerals in

Bihar, Orissa and Bengal, with the mineral oil, tungsten,

lead, zinc and silver ores in Burma, with the pure sands of

Jamna and the rich clay deposits spread over many parts

of the peninsula, with the rich salt range at Khewra and

the abundant supply of sea salt on the coastal lines of the

country, with the bauxite, spread over the greater portion
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of India, with the limestones in the Central Provinces, the

rich oil seeds of Bihar and Madras, the sugarcane^ in the

United Provinces, Bihar and Bombay, the cottcfn of Khan-

desh, Broach and. other parts of India, there is field for the

manufacture of all sorts of chemicals and other substances.

The policy which the Government have, however, adopted

was to allow these rich mineral products to be exploited and

exported for the good of the foreigners and the result is, the

India of the present day; miserable, discoiitented, half-

starved and three-fourths naked. India sells her raw mate-

rials cheap and purchases all the finished products from

abroad, little wonder then that it has remained a poor

country. To sum up, India has plenty of raw materials re-

quired for the manufacture of important chemicals. This is

quite clear from Table I given on the following pages.

Next comes the question of obtaining cheap electric

DOwer, if India is to manufacture the chemicals electro-

:hemically. Here again Providence has been very kind to

ndia, and there are enormous possibilities of obtaining huge

mount of cheap hydroelectric power from numerous water

alls and rivers at severaf places in India. It is a matter of

;reat pity that so far only a few of these sources are tapped.

The horse is ready, it has oijly got to be harnessed to get

v^ork out of it. This horse does not require feeding, and

he maximum amount of work can be taken out of it with-

lut fear of inflicting any cruelty to the animal. These

lorses (water falls and rivers) are ever running and thus

^pending their energies uselessly. They are required to be

harnessed so that their energy, otherwise wasted, might be

utilised for some fruitful purpose. Oh, what a gift of

Nature! It is doing an enormous amount of work for man
in raising the water of the seas, the rivers and the lakes, up
in the air in the form of vapour zni clouds which ultimately

come down in the form of rain and a large quantity of
water collects itself on the tops of mountains. Stored in

this water is the huge amount of energy which Nature has

gathered together for us, and wherf this water falls down
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TABLE I

Table ^wing the Occurrence, the Output and the Value

of the more important minerals in India

^

The output and the value are average for the

years 1924-1928.

Mineral Place of Occurrence

•

Output and

value
Remarks

Bauxite
,

!

Baihir, neighbourhood of

Katni, (richest deposit),,

Mandla, Seoni (C.P.).j

Kalapandi State, Chota
' Nagpur, Bihar, Assam,;

! Bhopal, Rewa State, Satara,
|

Kaira, (Bombay), Myso»-cj

and Jammu
j

j

6,347 tons,
j

!

n,446
£.

j

j

!

Extensively used for r)

manufacture of .ilminuu

and in the prcpamtion t

alums and aluminiui

salts.

chromite

j

Baluchistan, M y s o r c,

'

Singbhum
'

43,792 tons
'

47,224 £.
1

j

It IS the source of ler:o

chrome allo\ used lo

chrome steel and rustles

steel, salts of chromiun

Clays

1

Bihar and Orissa, Mysore,

Delhi, Bengal, Central Pro-

vinces

1,51,900 tons.
;

25,689 £ !

arc of importance in arts

largely used in potters

pnrcclaim and cement

Bengal, Bihar, Orma, Cen- 21,540,607

tral India, Central Pro- ton

! vinccs, Assam, Burma, 8,505,764 £.

I Hyderabad State, Punjab,! ,

Rajputana I

,

In the mining opcr.iti(iii

there IS much avoidahK-

loss, not withstandini;

this huge output, India has

to import coal from

abroad.

®"jSingbhum, Hazaribag, San- 20,830 tons. 'There is

and Copper tal parganas, Kumaon **294,801 £. ' copper industry
matte

,
{

I

(Mysore), Hutti, 386,944 (o?)

(Hyderabad), Dharwar, 1,668,067 £.

(Bombay), Anantpur,

(Madras)

Singbhum, Feudatory States 1,710,383

of Orissa, Chanda, Drug tons.

(CP.), Ktdar, (Mysore), 3 51,971 £.

Goa, Ratnagiri, (Bom-
bay).

Lead and Lead Bawdwin (Northern Shan
• • States, Burma)

The iron ore deposits oi

Singbhum and the states

of Orissa arc remarkable

for the enormous qu.in-

tities of extremely rieh

ore they contain, 'and

will undoubtedly prove

to be amongst the largest

and richest in the world’.

(Cecil Jones).

63,622 tons. [The ore reserves of Bawd

1,653,569 £.
I

win actual and probable

1

are big enough to make

!

Burma one of the chief

I lead producing countries

of the world.
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Mineral

Manganese ore

Mona/itc Sand

Mica

Pet rolcum

Sail

Saltpetre

Sand

Silver

Tin and Tin

ore

Wolfram and

Tungsten ore

Zinc concen-

trates

Place of Occurrence
Output and

j

Value
Remarks

Gangpur, Keonjhar, Sing-

bhum, (Bihar and Orissa),

Balaghat, Bhandwara,

Chindwara, Nagpur,
(C.P.), Chota Udaipur.

Belgaum, * Panch-Mahal

(Bombay), Sandar State,

Vizagapatam (Madras),

Cliitaldurg, Shimoga,

Tuinkur (Mysore)

Seabeaches of Travancorc

(759,360 tons.
I

12,018,835. £.

214 tons.

3,060, £.

Monghyr, Hazanbag, Gaya 86,542 cwt.

(Bihar), N c 1 1 o r c 7,37,930, £.

(Madras), Rajputana,

Travancort

Assam, Burma and Punjab

Sea coast Bombay, Madras

and Burma, Sambhar

(Rajputana), salt range

' of Kohat and Mandi.
1 Khewra salt « range

[

(Punjab)
I

290,321,036

gals.

6,268,229 £,

1,536,932

tons.

741,468 £.

Plains of Bihar, United 121,218,

Provinces and the Punjab 127,221

tont.

£.

Rajmahal Hills (Bengal),

Loghra and Bargarh neir

Naini (U. P.), Barodaj

State, Bikanir.

jpjwdwin (Burma)

j

(Mysore)

Kolar 5,748,466,

(ozs.)

756,148 £.

Burma 2,802, tons.

352,846, £.

In the year 1908 India was

• the greatest manganese

ore producing Country of

the world. This metal

manganese is largely used

in making steel.

Valued for the thorium and

cerium they contain. "The

Indian monazite deposits

are undoubtedly the largest

known in the world whilit

as regards quality the Tra-

vancore mineral easily

comes first." Brown.

For many years India has

been the chief producer of

mica in the world, with

an output of three-fifths

of the world’s total.

"In Kohat, the salt resources

are said to Se practically

inexhaustible". Brown.

India has still imported on

an average per annum
(1924-1928) 580, 943

tons of salt from abroad.

At one time India possessed

practically the monopoly
of the world’s supply of

nitrates, used so largely

in the manufacture of

explosives and manures.

There is a lot of scope for

glaiss industry with the

good sands that are avail-

alblc, provided soda is

manufactured in India.

Tavoy, Thaton, Amhert and
Mergin districts of Burma.
In smaller quantities at

Singbhum (Bihar). Agar-
gaon (C.P.), Dagana
(Matwar Rajputana)

Jawar (Rajputana), Bawd-
win, Naratu, Northern
Shan States (Burma)

.95 5 tons.

36,192* £.

41,340, tons.

376,345 £.

The metal tungsten obtain-

I

ed from wolfram has

numerous uses. It is

I

tiscd for filaments, for

producing high-speed steels

etc.
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from the mountain tops, this huge amount of energy is let

loose, ^e are however not harnessing the horses, but are

watching the energy being wasted, when we see the water

coming down once more to the plains and finally passing

into the seas. Oh! what a waste of energy! England is cry-

ing hoarse over the question of the w.astage of coal wlien

the coal does not undergo complete combustion in the fur-

nace, but here in India, we are watching with folded hands

this huge wastage of energy, million times greater than the

wastage of the energy of the coal. What we have got to

do is to use the energy of the running water to turn a water

turbine and use the turbine*’ for driving a dynamo, so as to

convert the energy of the falling water into electrical energy.

It must be confessed, however, that the problem is not

so simple as it might appear at first sight, for, one of the most

essential requirements for the success of a hydro-electrie

scheme, intended for electro-chemical manufacture, is that

the current available must be very cheap. A small hydro-

electric station, intended for pumping water or for supply-

ing lights, fans and for other domestic uses or even for run-

ning small mills, can be a success, as the stations at Simla,

Mussoorie, Darjeeling, Gokak and other places show. The

current in such cases can be isupplied at 2 or 3 annas per

unit and the consumer would not mind paying the same or

even more. But no electro-chemical or electro-metallurgical

process can work profitably if the charges are so heavy. For

instance, to prepare calcium carbide the current required

must not cost more than 0.1 anna per unit, and that for

aluminium 0.2 ann? per unit. In America and Scandinavia

which are the leading countries in the world so far as hydro-

electric schemes are concerned, the current is generated from

the water power at from 0.1 to 0.03 anna per unit. *Thc

principle reason why India has been able to develop water

power only to a limited extent*, says the Report of the In-

dustrial Commission, *is that the seasonal character of the

rainfall makes storage works in most cases a necessity and the

outlay involved in the*ir construction is likely to raise the
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cost of the power’, etc. In most centres where there is a

possibility of erecting hydro-electric stations it is found that

there is an excess of water during the monsoons and a great

shortage during the hot season. This me^s that eithgr huge

dams must be built, as at Lonavla, in order to retain the

water during the rainy season, and subsequently use the ex-

cess of water in the dry season or the factories which depend

on the electric supply must be closed down during the period

of draught when no current can be obtained. The first

alternative means an enormous initial expenditure while the

second means the locking up of the capital for several months.

The other difficulty is,*that water power does not usually

exist where it is wanted, which means that we have to trans-

mit the power to the place where the factory is located or

to carry the factory and the raw materials required, to the

power station. The latter alternative entails a lot of trans-

port diflSculties, while the former, that is, transmission of

power over long distances, presented serious diflSculties till

quite recent times. Thanks to recent researches, Trom small

beginnings electric transjjaission of power has now reached

a stage where it is possible to have the factories 250 miles or

more from the power station*. There is of course some loss

of energy in transmission, bift with an eflScient system this

loss can be reduced to 10 per cent which is not much.

There is no doubt therefore that a large initial expendi-

ture is needed on the hydro-electric development and on the

long transmission line, and the cost of construction is there-

fore invariably higher than that of a steam driven plant,

but in the long run this loss may be counter-balanced by the

fact that the running cost is relatively very low, because no
fuel is needed. It is possible to supply power at 0.1 anna
per unit including all charges, provided the condition of the

hydro-electric plant is such that the construction on a large

scale is reasonably cheap, the locality is such that there are
enough facilities for transport of the plant and material, and
the distance to which the power is trinsmitted is reasonable.
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Table II shows the existing hydro-electric schemes at present

in Indiacand some information regarding the same.

The table given above shows the work that has been

done, but much more remains to be done, and it is for the

future expert hydro-electrical engineer to explore and find

out newer sources of water power. The following two

quotations, however, will give an idea of the possibilities in

this connection. *We know of the existence of vast re-

sources of water power in the Western Ghats, in addition

the capabilities in this respect of the Assam Plateau, the

Nilgiri Hills, the Central Provinces and Burma, all seem pro-

mising and need careful investigation’ (Indian Munition

Board Hand Book, page 131). ^Undoubtedly the most im-

portant sources of water power immediately available are

to be found in the streams and rivers draining the Himalayas,

but no profitable application of it has yet been discovered

excepting for electric lighting at Darjeeling and Simla’ (Re-

port of the Industrial Commission).

The map given below shows the chief water power areas

and location of some of the important minerals, of India

(Hydro-Electric Survey of India. Triennial Report

1919-1921).

Given cheap electric power, the following electro-

chemical industries can be developed in India.

(1) The alkali industry. Common salt is plentiful

in India, both as rock salt and as sea salt, and from it caustic

soda and sodium carbonate can be manufactured. The

chlorine obtained in the process as a by-product can be used

for preparing bleaching powder, potassium chlorate, chloro-

form, etc. Caustic soda and bleaching powder are very im-

portant chemicals used in arts and manufacture. .

(2) Fixation of Nitrogen. This means converting the

nitrogen and oxygen of the atmospheric air into nitric acid

and its salts. During the last great war Germany was

blockaded by the allied powers, and the supply from outside

of alkali nitrate, required for the growing of the wheat
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crop and for preparing munitions, was thus stopped, and it

was expected that Germany would have to surrender simply
out of starvation and also for want of munitions. Germany
however rose to the occasion and saved the critical situation

by preparing her own nitrate by the process of fixation of
atmospheric nitrogen. It is quite possible to manucfature
nitric acid and nitrates by this process in India, in the Western
Ghats or in the northern portion of the Himalayas.

(3) Calcium carbide industry. Since there is plenty
of calcium carbonate spread over several parts of India, it

can be easily converted into calcium carbide and calcium
cyanamide. The former is used for producing acetylene
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required for oxy-acetylene blow pipe while the latter is used

as a nitrogen manure.

(4) Electro-matallurgical processes. The electric

treatment of the iron ores of Mysore, Goa and Ratnagiri, the

manganese ore of the Sandur Hills, the bauxite ores of the

Western Ghats, Central Provinces and* Chota Nagpur (for

aluminium), the wolfram of Tavoy (for tungsten), the

chromite of Mysore (for chromium), the copper ores of

Sikkim 'and the preparation of various rare metals for use

alone or as alloys, are quite within the range of possibilities,

provided the metallurgical processes get a continuous supply

of an electric current from day to day, throughout the year,

at a site affording transport facilities both as regards the as-

semblage of raw materials and the export of the finished

articles to the markets.

Thus we see that there Is a great possibility of industrial

development in India, in the direction stated above, provided,

there is a proper co-ordination of efforts on the part of the

Government, the capitalists and the Universities. It is the

function of the government to undertake the prospecting

work and to determine with the help of expert engineers,

geologists and chemists, the sites where the hydro-electric

projects should be located and then to start the same with

the help of the capitalists. The second function of the Gov-

ernment, in this connection, is to provide facilities for in-

dustrial education by establishing Technological Institutes at

various important centres, for it is only these technological

institutes that can provide the band of trained chemists

and engineers which the industries of the country will soon

demand. Then come the Universities which have also to

contribute their share to the solution of the problem.

We are now in the habit of iterating and reiterating the

platitudinous statement 'that the function of a University is

not^merely to teach and examine its students but to carry

on advanced researches in various subjects, with the object

of adding to the stock of human knowledge, and without

any regard to the imnfediate utility of such researches.
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a country like ours, with its long established tradition of dis-

interested love of learning, it is not necessary to^owsr-emph-

asise the ideal of knowledge for its own sake. But a time

is perhaps come when it is necessary to emphasise the^eed of

directing University researches, particularly in the science

subjects, more in thfe direction of the application of science

to industry, than to solving problems of theoretical import-

ance only. There is a tendency to criticise even Edison, one

of the world’s greatest inventors, and why, "because he was

not a disinterested seeker after truth, was not concerned with

pure scientific research, was not content To scorn delights

and live laborious days,’ fbr the sake, primarily, of adding

to the sum total of scientific knowledge”, and yet, he was

'The leader in the development and application of inventions

that have revolutionized civilization in the last century”,

and one "who has added more to the material elements of

civilization by his own inventions and by what they have

suggested to others, than any other one man in the history

of the world.” Edison himself is quite clear on the subject.

Talking to an interview^ he said, "I always keep within

a few feet of the earth’s surface all the time. At least I

never let my thoughts run up higher than the Himalayas”.

The chief problem of Indm today, is the problem of bread

and our primary duty is to try and raise two blades of grass

where one is growing, in other words, to tackle the problem
of the appalling poverty that prevails in our country, and
which is sapping its manhood. The Universities are an in-

tegral part of the nation and they have their own part to

play in tackling that problem. Part of the problem of
Indian poverty is due to the paucity of industrial develop-
ment and the antiquated mode of agricultural life. If it

is the duty of the Government with the co-operation of the
capitalists to establish big and basic industries, and thus to
develop the industrial and agricultural potentialities of the
country, it is also the duty of the Universities to give a decided
utilitarian tone to the researches that are carried on xmder
their auspices, bearing in mind the agricultural and the in-
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dustrial problems of the country. Says, Dr. Sudborough in

his Presidential address at the Indian Science Congress, *Is

it presumptuous to suggest to the organic chemists of India,

that tjiey should 'study intensively the unique wealth of

material which lies at their door, and devote less time to the

study of problems of theoretical importance only?* Need-

less to say that his remark applies equally well to scientific

researches in general in India at the present time. Much as

we need researches in pure science, we need, researches in the

direction of the application of science to the solution of in-

dustrial problems of our country, still more.

Let us hope then that fhe scientific departments of the

Universities of India will co-ordinate their work and try

to bestow more attention on the aspect of research men-

tioned above, so as to contribute their share to the revival

of the prosperity of this ancient land of ours.

M. B. Rane



THE INTRODUCTION OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY
IN INDIAN UNIVERSITIES

A real index to the growth and expansion of higher edu-

cation in a country •is the increase and extent of the num-

ber of its Universities. A University rightly understood

has to cater for all the intellectual and vocational needs

of a country. A civilised state of today has to further

see to it that the education imparted in a University is made

accessible even to a lay-man and is not confined merely to

the academically trained ^nd Certified men. This is how

in Germany and Japan, education of all kinds is made avail-

able and accessible to every needy citizen. Judged at from

this standard, Indian Universities are lagging behind—both

in quality and quantity.

To all appearances, the number of Universities in India

is increasing. But is it really so? Is there any correspond-

ing increase in the number and variety of the teaching in-

stitutions? Hardly an^. Small institutions that were

grouped together under the name of a large University are

merely being split up and are made to flourish under new

names! Further, the conservative nature of these Univer-

ties does not even enable them to move out of their old

grooves. Although the consciousness is there, that educa-

tion is being too much one-sided, no serious effort is

being made to give a vocational turn to education. It is

high time, therefore, that Indian Universities turned their

serious attention to this important aspect and diverted their

time, energy and money, for introducing an efficient system

of vocational and industrial training.

In this article it is proposed to make a survey of how far

our Universities and other academic bodies have introduced

this subject of applied chemistry and how it should be pro-

perly done.

The mother of all industrial training today, as it has been
at all times, is the Science of Chemistry in all its branches

897
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In a sense, almost every other branch of natural science

overlaps with this to some extent or other. There is, then,

the theoretical and practical side of chemistry both of which

must be taken care of equally. The contribution of India

to the growth of theoretical chemistry has not been negli-

gible. The amount of original work done in pure chemistry

in places like Calcutta, Benares, Lahore, Allahabad, Ban-

galore and others has been quite satisfactory both from the

point of view of quality and quantity. The deplorable part

of it has been that in the line of applied chemistry, so little

is being done and so little initiative is being taken by leading

Universities in India, even at this late hour. It must be borne

in mind that while introducing Applied Chemistry, theo-

retical chemistry cannot be divorced but on the contrary

a very close co-operation between the two branches is an ab-

solute necessity. Although it is necessary that our Uni-

versities have got to carry on their research work in pure

chemistry to keep our legitimate place in the scale of nations,

it is still more necessary that the applied side of it should be

taken up with greater vigour and greater earnestness, at

least in the national interest of reducing the unemployment

and the poverty in the country.

Let us now look into the working of the different in-

stitutions and examine them one by one, so far as the applied

side of chemistry is concerned.

Perhaps the oldest institution of this kind in India is

the Indian Institute of Science at Bangalore. It was the

object of the great Tata of Bombay that we should have

an institution in India where Indian youths could get all

facilities for practical training in Chemistry. It is not only

very troublesome but it is also very expensive to go out of

India for such practical training and the great Tata wished

that such an institution should be established at home. It

was with this idea that a substantial donation was made and

the Bangalore institute came into existence. The institu-

tion is provided with everything that it needs, viz., well-

planned buildings, a sani4.ary site, an enviable climate, plenty
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of funds and a substantial technical equipment. The in-

stitution has been in exitsence for nearly twenty years

and what is the outcome? In spite of its long existence,

it can hardly claim to have satisfied the wishes of the*donor

or of the public for whom it is supposed to be catering. The

work done by this Institute in pure chemistry has not been

overlooked by anybody but the primary aim with which it

was started—for which the amount of the technical* machi-

nery which is almost rusting is a proof—has hardly been ful-

filled. It is high time that the authorities concerned should

seriously think over the whole ^situation once more. The

potentialities of this institute seem to be tremendous. The
' pick of the intellect of India can be attracted because there

is enough money available by way of scholarships. What is

needed is a practical turn to be given to the training in

.^hemistry.

The next institution to claim our attention is the Sir

Harcourt Butler Technological Institute at Cawnpore. This

Institution has been in existence for some years and may be

said to be still in the process of evolution. Only recently,

tlie institution has shifted from its temporary abode to its

permanent quarters. The Government of United Pro-

vinces, of all our provincial Governments, enjoys the

reputation of being industrially the most progressive

and its efforts in the line of encouraging technical

^ucation deserve special mention. Thanks to their

!feffort, the Technological Institute has practically all

that it needs and it is hoped that the authorities will not

:||fail to fulfil the high hopes that are expected of the institute.

jJTie institute has taken up three main industries apart from
Other general work and with the engineering facilities afforded

|)y the Lucknow School of Engineeitng, it is hoped that

it will train out men who will justify the investment made
for their practical training.

Coming now to Universities proper, the Universities

of the Punjab, Calcutta and Benarest claim our attention.

Three more Universities, viz., those qf Bombay, Nagpur
113
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and Andhra are also stirring themselves and are trying to

divert their attention towards applied chemistry and pro-

vided they entrust this work to competent hands, there is no

reason why they should not achieve something substantial

The Universities of Patna and Dacca are apparently trying

to do something in this line but at present it seems to be only

an apology for an effort. The lack of seriousness in an

enterprise is often politely explained off by a want of neces-

sary funds and one does not know how far it is applicable

here also.

The University of the Punjab is perhaps the earliest

institution to have made a ’beginning in applied chemistry

under its auspices. The Forman Christian College at Lahore,

a missionary institution, deserves full credit for its being the

pioneer institution in the Punjab in this line. It has a well-

equipped practical laboratory and has all the facilities for

theoretical work. It has now instituted a full fledged

honours school in technical chemistry, the first one of its

kind in India. Thanks to the patronage of the Punjab

University, other sister institutions like the D. A. V. College

are also co-operating in this effort. In the F. C. College,

not only is theoretical training being given but the insti-

tution is carrying out operations on a semi-large scale in the

manufacture of soaps which is bound to be a great source

of inspiration and confidence to the students who get trained

in it. Under the fostering care of the Punjab University, it

is hoped that this subject will flourish day by day.

The University of Calcutta has also instituted a special

course in Applied Chemistry but all at the M.Sc. Standard.

Special courses in oils and fats, fermentation and enammel-

ling, etc., are being given under expert guidance. Whereas

in other institutions of a similar nature, the courses are

started at the B.Sc. standard, the Calcutta authorities have

begun all at the M.Sc. standard. This is perhaps over-

crowding in two years what ought to be done in four*

It is learnt that this aspect of the question is under t e

serious consideration of the authorities and it is
propose
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either to extend the duration in the M.Sc. stage or to

introduce it at the B.Sc. standard. As it stanc^, today,

the courses need more time than is being given at present.

Another important draw back is that at present the courses

are more theoretical than they are practical. A new work

shop is being attached to the applied chemistry section and

very soon practical work is expected to be carried on, so as to

make the theoretical training truly practical.

The Benares Hindu University has opened its depart-

ment of Applied Chemistry in the year 1921, thanks to the

farsightedness of its great Vice-Chancellor Pandit Madan

Mohan Malaviya. The iaim which this department has

placed before it differs from that of all others of its kind, not

only in India but even outside. The department proposes to

teach and also manufacture and sell if possible all

that it manufactures. The manufacture is to be carried

on, on what is called a *'semi-large scale” not with the object

of making money but with the definite object of creating

the necessary confidence in the minds of those whom it

teaches and trains and in equipping them with the necessary

data to start their own concerns. During the few years of

its existence, a number of the students trained in the de-

partment have been able to sjand on their legs. It must be

remembered, however, that a decade is not enough for any

institution to show tangible results. The preliminary diffi-

culties are very great. The nature and extent of the cur-

,

I riculum of studies, the type of the training to be given, the

peculiar conditions of the market and its competition, the

want of expert advice are all factors which require time and

V consideration. It is, however gratifying to note that the out-

look is both promising and hopeful.

In this connection, there is one aspect of the question

which needs special elucidation an3 that is, how far can or

should an academic body be also a manufacturing body?

In fact, many serious minded visitors who have visited this

department have paused and discussed this question. More
than the machinery and the technical equipment, this aca-
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demic aspect has been discussed with special interest. The

central question is, can an academic institution successfully

take up^‘manufacture even on a semi-large scale? Are not

the two faculties and their surrounding atmosphere different?

The reply to this question is, in Indian conditions, this can

and should be done and an industrial atmosphere should be

created round the purely academical. Not merely that, but

wherever possible, say in industrial cities like Bombay,

Allahabad, Calcutta, Cawnpore and others, not only should

Universities create the industrial atmosphere but they should

also give up their conservative and aristocratic ways and

seek the co-operation of the existing factories. By doing so,

they will be doing good to themselves and to the factories.

For in countries like Germany, Japan and America, educa-

tional institutions are either surrounded by or planted in the

midst of industrial areas so that the Universities need not

establish the factory conditions under their own roof. Not

merely that; the research work done in these factories under

experts, whom the Universities are pleased to designate as

Extraordinary (outside the ordinary) Professors, is recog-

nised by the Universities for the ' Doctorate degree! Our

Indian Universities have failed to make the right use of such

factory areas and the facilities they offer for mutual benefit.

Would our Indian Universities condescend to liberalise their

industrial education in this manner wherever possible?

Even in an advanced country like England, this aspect has

not received the full attention it deserves. For, it is reported

that one of the important problems discussed at the Edin-

burgh sittings of the recent Empire Conference of Universi-

ties was this very question of Universities co-operating with

trade and industry. Several speakers urged that the fac-

tory owners should come forward and co-operate with the

research workers in the Universities and vice-versa because

in the world-competition today, English goods cannot

compete successfully with those of the rival countries

because the English methods are anti-dated and need

a complete over-hauling which could only be done
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by an academically trained youth who is well trained

in theory to find out new ways of improving manu-

facture. If that is the state of affairs of England, how

much more applicable should it be to India where hardly

a beginning is made? It has been one of the great seJrets of

German training thaj: a 'Doktor der Philosophie or Ingenieur’

is so well-grounded in theory that in a few months of his get-

ting into a factory, he makes himself indispensable for the

working of new methods. This shows how in India, it is

absolutely necessary to give a good grounding in the theore-

tical part of chemistry and also to create a factory atmos-

phere where it does not ejfist. • If there be factories where

the theoretically trained student can work as an apprentice

—as in Germany and Japan—nothing better; otherwise,

if any real contribution to industrial progress is to be made,

the Universities have no other alternative but to produce

their own industrial world, although on a small scale.

Let us now turn our attention to an enunciation of a

few fundamentals and essentials regarding the introduction

of applied chemistry.
,

The Science of applied chemistry presupposes a close co-

relation between three subjects, {a) pure chemistry, {b)

applied chemistry, and (r) Engineering. Pure chemistry

forms the solid bed-rock on which the edifice of applied

chemistry is built up. There was a time when pure

chemistry in its stages of infancy was ridiculed by a school

of empirical workers who had succeeded in evolving a few

successful recipes by a mechanical process of experimenta-

tion. These were guarded closely as trade secrets. As

however, the knowledge obtained through researches in

pure chemistry began to accumulate, secrets became ordinary

facts and day by day new fields qf work were discovered

which the purely empirical worker was not even capable of

grasping; most of the modern industries bear ample testimony

in support of this statement. The mechanical expert is an

asset but only in a limited sense of* the term. So much
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to show the intimate relation between chemistry pure and

chemistry applied.

Applie*d chemistry, by itself, presupposes a general

knowledge of many industries. There is such a thing as

interdependence of industries and the knowledge of one

industry uncomdously helps one in the improvement of

another industry. It is not always by inspiration that in-

dustries develop. It is very often an unconscious evolution

from step to step or from industry to industry that stirs

up the talent in man and this coupled with the fund of

general knowledge leads to greater and larger ideas. In

German Universities, it has therefore been made compulsory

that students who take to applied chemistry, the socalled

”Chemische Technologic’^ are afforded full facilities to visit

as many different factories as possible, no matter what spe-

cial subject the student is studying. In his own special sub-

ject of course, he gets special facilities: but during his visits,

he carries so much information that sticks to his mind that

in cases of any difficulties he faces later on, he has plenty of

ideas to fall back upon. In our poorly evolved Indian

conditions also, it is all the more necessary to include this

aspect of industrial training, in a course of applied chemis-

try.

Engineering—both mechanical and electrical—is a

necessary adjunct to the study of applied chemistry. An

applied chemist is not expected to be an engineer but he

must be able to understand the language of the engineer and

also to be able to interpret his ideas to the engineer. Very

often he has not merely to erect machinery but he has also

to devise his own apparatus and write out what he wants

which means he must be able to draw and sketch. He has,

therefore, not only to read a drawing but he has also to make

one. In European countries, specialisation and division of

labour has reached such proportions that one can manage with

much less. There is expert advice available on any subject

and with very little cost. In India, however, the expert is

supposed to know an9 do everything beginning from the
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purchase of raw materials, the purchase, erection and work-

ing of the machinery right up to the manufacture^and sale

and auditing of accounts! Otherwise, he is not an expert]

Such a state of affairs would be unthinkable outside this un-

fortunate country. It is a herculean task to train youths

so fitted in life! Our best efforts should be therefore con-

centrated in producing as good a substitute as possible for

such an article!

The Benares Hindu University has been fortunate in

having in one unit all the three essentials of applied chemistry.

It has got a good laboratory for pure chemistry, a well-

equipped laborartory for Applied chemistry with an up-to-

date collection of apparatus for all operations in chemical

Engineering almost equal to that of one of the best labora-

tories in London, and a first grade engineering college where

both mechanical and electrical engineering are taught.

Students studying the subject of applied chemistry elsewhere

have no such facilities in one place and very few can ap-

preciate what a handicap that is for a thorough training.

In the matter of its curriculum of studies or admission of

students also, the Benares Hindu University has chalked

out its own line of work which it would be outside the scope

of this survey to discuss. Under the fostering care of its

Vice-Chancellor, the University aspires and hopes to solve

this problem in an efficient manner.

N. N. Godbole





PORCELAIN: ITS HISTORY ANx^

MANUFACTURE *

The word Porcekin originated from the Italian word

'Torcellana” originally applied to rare pieces of artistry in

carved shell or mother of pearl. Later the same word was

ilso used by the Italians to distinguish the whitest and

>rightest of their Majolica wares. In the year 1298 the

famous Venetian traveller Marco Polo used this same word,

in his account of China, tc^ mention the articles now known

as Chinese porcelain. Gradually in later days, as the speci-

mens of Chinese porcelain were introduced more and more

in Europe, the term was restricted to denote a certain class

of pottery, having a fairly hard white body exhibiting trans-

lucency when seen on sharp edges and covered with a trans-

parent glaze which has a peculiar softness when light is re-

flected on it.

According to Chinese writings porcelain was first made

in that country during the Han dynasty, preferably under

Wan-ti (B.C. 175 to 151). Some European writers are re-

luctant to give this antiquity to the Chinese on the ground

that no authentic specimens are available, at present to estab-

lish this claim. This we think is no good argument

in face of the theories now being established in India

on recent excavations of Harappa and Mahenjo-daro

in the Indus valley. Who could imagine only ten years

back that glass was made in India as early as 4000-3000 B.C..^

Yet in the excavations of Harappa in the Punjab has been un-
earthed a pair of bangles of exceptional excellence and in-

terest which appears to be among the oldest known specimens
of glass yet found in India, going bSck to the times of the

Pharoas of Egypt.

Whatever may be the date of origin of porcelain, the

Chinese took several centuries to reach the high mark of ex-
cellence of their product for which Chinese porcelain is so

907
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famous. It was under the successive kings of Ching dynasty

during tl^e 17th and 18th Century that the high water mark

was reached and passed. During this period Chinese porce-

lain was thoroughly familiar in Europe where it was being

sent in large quantity as an accompaniment to the exportation

of tea, specially after the discovery of the Cape route to

India and the establishment of different trading centres in

the Far East by different European trading Companies. The

excellence of this foreign porcelain and the high esteem with

which it was received in the European market stimulated

the native potters to improve their own relatively coarse

and heavy pottery, and the two litters (1712 and 1722) of

Pere d’Entrecolles a Jesuit father, describing in details the

manufacture of Chinese porcelain in the Ching-te-Chen

districts, contributed to a great extent to enlighten Europe

upon Chinese Ceramics.

According to his descriptions the Chinese prepared

their porcelain from two substances called Kao-lin and Pc-

tun-tse. The former is a white clay substance containing

fine particles of shinning mica and the material from which

this clay could be obtained was generally found on the high

ridges of mountains whence the name Kao-ling (high

ridges) .The method of obtaining the clay as practised by

the Chinese was as follows:—Lump of the rock was put

into a large vessel containing water and the mixture was then

thoroughly stirred with a wooden rake. The milky liquid

was then passed through a sieve several times, the coarser

matter being rejected. The creamy liquid was then strained

through silk sacks and the water was removed from the paste

by a kind of filter press. The apparatus consisted of a large

wooden trough on the bottom of which were placed freshly

burnt bricks placed on edge. On them a fine cloth was

spread and covered wit^ the clay which was again covered

with another cloth; the cloths were tightened and then

pressed by several layers of bricks laid flat. When the clay

was sufficiently dried in this way it was taken out and made

into small blocks for use. The term Kaolin is no^-a-days
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applied to a definite mineral for which a formula as

Al2O3 . 2SiO2 . 2H2O. has been given, but this pure svitstance is

always found in nature mixed with other alumino silicates.

The other substance Petun-tse, which literary means

“little brick” was made by powdering felspathic and silice-

ous rocks of divergent composition, in stamp mills actuated

usually by streams of water. This powdered rock was

washed and dried in the same manner as described for Kaolin

and made up into small bricks.

These two substance were then mixed in proper pro-

portions and then carefully kneaded with water into plastic

mass which was then shaped into different articles either

on the potters wheel or in moulds made of burnt clay.

Large and complicated articles were made in different parts

which were afterwards joined together with the clay and

dried in the sun. The dried pieces were then glazed and

fired in special forms of ovens. If it was desired to deco-

rate the porcelain it was painted on the ware which was fired

again for the second time. An analysis of a fragment of a

Chinese Vase made during the reign of the Emperor Kank
Hsi (1662-1722) is given below:

—

Silica 71.82

Alumina 23.04

Phosphoric Acid 0.19

Lime 0.63

Soda 2.12

Potash 1.89

99.69

The earliest record of Chinese porcelain finding its way
to the West was from Cairo in Egypt when the famous Saladin

sent a present of forty pieces of this material to the Sultan

of Damscus in the year 1171. The Arabs were then the

most enterprising traders and a regular trade between the

ports of the Red Sea and those on tile shores of the Medeter-
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ranean Sea specially along the Italian coasts was carried on.

Finding the importance of this new merchandise of the Far

East, it was natural that the Italian would be the first people

in Europe to attenlpt at the making of porcelain in their

own country. From documentary evidences we find that

some thing in the nature of translucenv pottery was made

by the Venetian alchemists as early as the beginning of the

sixth century, but the earliest specimen now found in the

collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum in London

is supposed to have been made at Florence (1575-1585)

under the patronage of the great Medici family. The

nature of these imitations iS" quit\j different from those of

Chinese porcelain as these continental people used for their

body a mixture of clay and glass evidently with the guiding

principle that porcelain could only be an intermediate pro-

duct between glass on the one hand and opaque pottery on

the other.

The next step on this line, was taken by the French

people and we are told that in 1673, Louis Poterat, a faience

maker of St. Sevre near Rouen succeeded in making porce-

lains *'like those of China” and shortly afterwards we find

a similar ware making its appearance at the faience works

of St. Cloud, near Paris.

It would be interesting to note here that the letters

patent granted by Louis XLV (1702) to Barbe Coudray,

widow of Pierre Chicanneau, and their children for the St.

Cloud factory mention distinctly that the manufactory at

Rouen "has at the most only approached the secret (of por-

celain), and has never carried it to the points of perfection

nor of execution.” The protections that were granted to

the Rouen manufactory were also extended to this new fac-

tory of St. Cloud which# gradually became famous for its

new kind of porcelain. The famous Sevres factory was

established in 1756 under the royal patronage of Loojis the

XV and during the period (1756-1770) this factory became

most famous for its artificial glassy porcelains which were
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manfactured regardless of all costs with the result that the

manufacture of this difficult material was a constant drain

upon the Royal Exchequer inspite of all its triumphs.

If we examine the nature of the body of this^ early

French soft porcelain it would be quite evident* that it is

really a glass heated fo insufficient temperature to melt it

completely but enough to give it a milky transparency.

The body was composed according to Bourry by mixing a

large proportion of a kind of glass called Frit with a little of

clay and chalk.

BoJy Composition.

Frit or molten glass 75

White chalk 17

Calcareous marl 8

Frit Composition.

Sand ... . 60

Salt petre 22

Grey Sea Salt 7.2

Rock Alum • 3.6

Alicante Soda 3.6

Montmarte Gypsum 3.6

The glass or frit was broken into small pieces and care-

fully sorted, only the vitrified parts being used; these were

ground and added to the chalk and marl, then ground again

with water to an impalpable state. This product was so

devoid of any plasticity that soft soap had to be mixed with
it to enable the potters to shape it into different forms.

This moulding was done by putting a thick layer of the

body into a plaster mould which had the outer form of the

object and compressing it with a plunger, also of plaster,

which roughly represented the inside form of the object.

The dried piece was then finished by hand and then sent for

the first firing which vitrified the body. The glaze was then
applied on the fired body either by immersing the object in
an emulsion of the glaze composition or by pouring the
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liquid on the objects and a second firing at a lower tem-

peratmp fixed the glaze on the body.

The glaze was composed of:

—

^.itharge 38

Sand 27

Calcined flint 11

Potash 15

Soda 9

During the period 1800 to 1 847 this factory was directed

by Alexander Brongniart, a man whose great natural parts

were polished by his scientific studies and under his influ-

once this manufactory turned into a school of research and a

centre of practical accomplishments. Brongniart finding

the difficulties of expensive and uncertain soft-paste porce-

lain and the superior whiteness and durability of the German

porcelain made at that time in different parts of Germany,

diverted all his energies and scientific mind to find out the

composition of *'true*’ porcelain of the ''Chinese” type and

succeeded in establishing the manufacture of French hard-

paste porcelain. This body was composed of white burning

kaolin together with other felspathic rocks, the composition

corresponding to

Clay substance 66.37

Flespar 15.11

Quartz 12.05

Whiting 6.47

100.00

A body mixture of this kind needs to be heated to about

1600.^C. to bring out the proj>er translucency, the charac-

teristic property of porcelains. This body and the glaze on

it was exceedingly hard? durable and capable of withstanding

rapid changes of temperature but it was the least beautiful

and the worse suited to colour decorations.

Brongniart died in 1 847 but his influence continued to

animate his successors^ with their scientific pursuit, and we
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see that the extremely refractory Kaolinic body mentioned

ibove was gradually replaced by the more fusible body com-

posed of

Clay substance ^ ^

Felspar • ^
Quartz .

.24

For the galze a mixture was made of:

—

Burnt fragments of the above body

Siliceous sand

Chalk

This new porcelain of Sevres could be fired at about

1350°C. and very nearly a^proathed the best Chinese pieces

in their tender translucency and in the range of colour deco-

rations of which they were susceptible.

In Germany it were the Alchemist and not the potters

who sought for the composition of porcelain and it was in

the year 1709 that John Frederic Bottcher, a son of an alche-

mist, found out a body which was analogous to Chinese por-

celain. When the news of this discovery reached Frederic

Augustus I, Elector of Saxony, Bottdher was shut up in the

fortress of Albrechtsburg near Meisson together with other

workmen who were sworn 'To keep till the tomb’* the secrets

they might be able to discover, Bottcher died in 1719 at an

early age of thirty-five only. In course of time the products

of this new fortress manufactory under different able mana-

gements became so famous in whole of Europe that inspite

of the severe strictness, various workmen managed to escape

and with their help new factories were built up at several

places in Germany. In 1759 and again in 1761, Frederick

the Great, of Prussia, looted the Albrechtburg and tem-

porarily put an end to the manufactory. He had also carried

away to Berlin, the models, the wo»king moulds and many

of the principal workmen together with the records of works

of Bottcher and his successors.

The royal porcelain factory of Berlin owes its origin to

John Ernest Gottskowski a banker who set up a manufac-
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tory in 1761, and here Frederick the Great sent all the

material^ as well as the workmen who were brought from

the Meissen factory and two years later in 1763 he himself

acquired the factory which became a Royal manufactory.

This Blerlin factory like other Royal manufactories was not a

profitable business and we find that many ingenious ways

were adopted to push on the sale of this Berlin porcelain. No
Jew could procure a wedding certificate unless he had

first purchased a service of the Royal porcelain, and the Berlin

lotteries had to distribute every year about 30,000 Marks

worth of these porcelains. In later stage more attention

was paid on the technical and scientific problems of porce-

lain manufacture so that this Berlin Factory has been of

greatest aid in the development of the chemical and elec-

trical industries of Germany by its contribution of chemical

and electrical porcelains of high standard.

Dr. Hermann A. Seger was appointed as the head of

the Chemical-Technical Experimental station at the Royal

porcelain factory in the year 1878. He was the man who

looked upon the study and the fiytherence of the ceramic

industry as the work of his life and to him we owe many

scientific improvements and inventions which have placed

the ceramic industry on its present position. One of the

greatest creations of Seger was the soft paste porcelain named

after him. This porcelain body was made from the analy-

sis of two Japanese bodies which were given to Seger for in-

vestigation. The peculiarity of this body was the strikingly

small proportion of clay substance which it contained as

compared with other European porcelains. The rational

analysis of this body shows the composition:

—

Clay substance 23

Quartz
, . .43

Flespar 30

The glaze used on this body was made up from:

—

Marble 17.7

Flespar i 42.1
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Zettlitz Kaolin 13.0

Sand
.

^27.2

This glaze matures between temperatures 1280.°-1300.°C.

In the middle of the 18th Century •the English potters

were also busy in the search for white materials to make arti-

cles similar to that of China. The first successful attempt to

make true porcelain in England was that of William

Cookworthy when he discovered China clay and China stone

in Cornwall about 1755. Although the methods and mate-

rials for making glassy porcelain of the French type were

known to these people during this period, the native potters

never ceased from their Independent experiments until at

last the Bone porcelain of the present day was evolved in

Stock-on-Trent just before the end of the 18th Century.

This bone-porcelain offers great advantages to the potters

over the other types as the clay paste is much more plastic

than the glassy-porcelain mass of the early French type and
quite as plastic as the later French type or the German porce-
lain mass. The articles are first fired to a temperature of about
1250. °C. when they begDme beautifully white and translu-

cent. The glaze is then applied on this hard fired body in the
usual way of dipping and fired again at the comparatively
lower temperature of about llOO.^C. This method of fir^t

firing at higher temperature and glazing afterwards at lower
temperature removes many diflSculties that are met with in
the supporting and placing large and complicated pieces,
also this bone porcelain offers the same range of colour decora-
tion as are possible with the finest glassy porcelain of the 18th
Century. Although the mixture used for this body vary in
every factory

, the average bone porcelain may be represented
as made from:

—

China clay

Bone Ash

Cornish Stone

An analysis of a Davenport
Century represent the following

115

.35
. 40

.25
China of the early 18th

peicentage composition:—
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Saica 38.64

Alujnina 21.97

Lime ' 22.38

Posphoric Acid .13.78

Oxide «of Lead 1.02

Soda t 1.43

Potash 0.50

99.75

The different types of porcelain mentioned above belong

to one of the following groifps although there may be some

sub-divisions which are of more or less technical interest.

1. The felspathic or natural porcelains. This type

was first made in China and then in Germany, France and

other European countries. The body is very hard and wheri

shattered, it exhibits a distinct conchoidal fracture resem-

bling that of a flint pebble.

2. The glassy or artificial porcelains. This was first

made successfully in Italy and France and then copied in

other European countries. The body is soft and distinctly

glassy which easily fritter and the fractures show granular

appearance.

3. The phosphatic or imitation porcelains. This was

first invented in England and then carried to other countries.

The body contains bone ash and occupies an intermediate

position between the other two groups in their hardness and

fracture.

Thus we find that this porcelain industry had to be

nurtured under royal patronages in almost every country

before it could stand on its own legs. In India not to say

of any patronage, every* new venture has to face the keen

foreign competition with the result that the infant industry

dies out before it could pass the experimental stage, as was

the case of the colgong Pottery which was started in 1860,

ind according to Dr. Ball produced articles of high qualities
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including table china, porcelain for scientific purposes etc.

The porcelain articles made at Calcutta, Mysore an(| Benares

prove that high class wares can be made here entirely with

local materials and labour and it is quite natural to expect

that more attention should be given to develope this in-

dustry on the modem scientific lines.

Hirendranath Bose





GERM THEORY AND ITS PEACE IN
INDIAN MEDICINE

Germs are micro-organisms invisible to the naked eye

which belong to the vegetable and animal kingdom and are

known generally by the name of bacteria and {vrotozoa

respectively. The real knowledge regarding them may be

said to have begun long after the invention of the microscope,

while their causal relationship with disease was only recent-

ly discovered. Bassi, an ftalian practitioner, early in the

beginning of the last century, while carrying on research

in connection with a disease which ruined the silk industry,

found out its germ and from analogy came to the conclu-

sion that human diseases also were caused by germs. After

this the study of germs received an impetus and the science

dealing with them increased with startling rapidity. During
the last fifty years it has developed so enormously and at^

tamed such an important place in the western medical science

that it is almost impossible to ignore the part played by them
in the causation of a number of diseases. Some have gone
to the other extreme and are of opinion that disease is only
possible through the agency of germs and they are hard at

work to find them out in case of those diseases for which
they have not yet been discovered.

This being in short the history of germ theory it would
be interesting to know the achievements of the ancient
Indians in this branch of medical science, which occupies such
an important place in the medicine of the present day. I pro-
pose to discuss in this article whether, and if so how far, the
ancient Indians had knowledge about the germs, their rela-

tionship with disease and what place the germ theory occu-
pied in the Indian medical science.

The existence of invisible organisms was very well
known to the ancient Indians thousands of years before. In

919
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Mahabharat Arjuna^ in the course of his conversation says:

*It is totally impossible to live without killing other lives, for

as a rule the stronger live at the expense of the weaker.

The world is fulTof minute organisms and even if one does

not inlendv hundreds of lives are killed even in the ordinary

process of winking without one’s knowledge, because they

are so small that their existence could only be inferred*. These

organisms of course belong to the animal and vegetable king-

dom, because Indians never make any difference between an

animal and a vegetable so far as life’*' is concerned. Vege-

tables are very properly called dumb animals. Cakradatta

in his commemtary on Carftka sf.ys 'Here by the word or-

ganic one has to understand both the animal and the vege-

table kigdom. Tantrakara is of opinion that vegetables are

dumb animals*^.

The causal relationship of some of these organisms with

number of diseases was also closely observed and noted down.

Caraki, Susruta\ Vaghbhata^ and other authors are una-
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nimous in declaring that some of the germs are minute like

atoms, circular in shape, invisible to the naked eye^nd are

responsible for a number of diseases like leprosy. All these

micro-organisms have been very significantly referred to as

living atoms and invisible to the naked eye. In the opinion

of the Ayurvedic Physicians^ the following diseases are due

to the germs. Infectious fevers like small-pox, influenza,

consumption, nasal and bronchial catarrh, erysipelas, leprosy,

diseases of the skin, hairs, nails and bones, carbuncle and

boils, conjunctivitis, blepharitis, etc. It is very interesting to

know that modern science has clearly shown that nearly all

thease diseases are due germs directly or indirectly.

Spread of infection in these diseases takes place in

a variety of ways—ingestion, inhalation and inoculation.

These ways were closely observed^ and described in such way
that ordinary men may understand them very easily. Infec-

tious diseases like leprosy, etc., spread from one person to

another by co-habitation, repeated bodily contact, inhalation

of air, eating and sleeping together and by the use of clothes,

garlands and pastes of oth^er persons who are suffering from
an infectious disease. Dalhana^ says that infection in the case

|
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of bronchial and nasal catarrh spreads through air and enters

the huipan body through nose, while in the case of fever like

small-pox it enters through skin. Taking into consideration

these modes of infection, Dharm saUras^ have definitely laid

down ruks not to infect water by throwing urine, faeces,

sputum and other toxic substances in k and not to make use

of others clothes, etc.

The question here naturally arises ‘if the germs are in-

visible and the microscope was not then known, how was their

existence established*. The answer is that ancient Indians

used to establish the existence of Atindriya^^ (Supersensuous )

things by Anumana or logical Inference. But they were

careful not to base their inference on fanciful ideas but

on experience and effects which go to prove their exist-

ence. Arunadnttd^^ in his commentary on Vagbhata says:

‘The existence of some of these germs can be indirectly

established from the effects which are visible, though tlr;

germs themselves can not be directly seen on account of

their minuteness*.

The foregoing observations ‘based mostly on material

obtainable from Ayurvedic works, give in a nut shell tlic

idea of the Indian physicians regarding the germ theory of

disease, and in a befitting way give an answer to a sweeping

remark sometimes made in scientific circles that Ayurveda

is not a science and that Ayurvedists lack in the mental gnp

^ II
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and measure required for strictly scientific thinking. There

is nothing unscientific in this method of logical inference,

on the contrary it shows a sense of propriety ahd scientific

accuracy. Several theories in the western science also are

matters of such inference. The western scientist^ili*believes

in the germs of smaU-pox, measles, mumps, rabies and others,

although the most powerful microscopes and the most up-

todate laboratory technique have failed to reveal their

existence. The Ayurvedist similarly believed and rightly

believed also in the existence of invisible germs and their

causative relationships to a number of diseases. Yet a close

study of Ayurvedic workj woqld show that there is a world
of difference in looking at the germs as causative factors

of diseases. In Ayurveda germs hold a very insignificant

position as compared to western medicine. In my opinion

there are two reasons. The first and less important of the

two is that as microscope was not then known, germs and the

science dealing with them was not at all developed and there-

fore their full significance in the causation of diseases was not
brought before the eye^ with so much prominence as it is

done at the present day. The second and the more import-
ant of the two reasons from the Ayurvedic point of view,
is that Ayurvedists never th’ink of germs as the only causi
of diseases, though they are considered as one among the many
external factors. From their point of view, the production
of a disease in the human body depends more on the internal
derangement than on external agency. Their theory of
disease production therefore, depends on a different footing
^together and this explains why germs hold such an insigni-
ficant position in the etiology of diseases in Ayurveda.

I shaU now discuss how far the Ayurvedic view is cor-
rect. An mfection is really the product of two forces, in-
vading germ and the invaded subject, each influenced by a
number of modifying circumstanceMnd unless the two
combme in suitable conditions, like jhe seed and the soil, the
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production of a disease is impossible. Manu^^ says **A seed

which fell in a field unsuitable for its growth is destroyed and

similarly *a field without a seed remains barren.” Similar is

the case with the hpman body. The western scientist looks

at this r.uejion from the point of view of seed only, while

the Ayurvedist looks at it from the pQint of view of soil

only. For all ordinary purposes, both views appear to be

extreme, but if one thinks over the problem rather deeply,

he will be convinced that the Ayurvedic view is more practi-

cal and rational than the western view. If for example,

one intends to keep the quadrangle of his house free from

any kind of vegetation, he mpst tjy his utmost not to allow

any seed from outside to enter into it or to make the ground

unsuitable for plant life by tiling and cementing it so that

even if seeds enter they cannot take root into it. As seeds of

grass are all pervading and come through air and the ground

itself is never free from them, every body can very well ima-

gine the impracticability of the first way and the practicabi-

lity of the other. The same b the case with the germs and the

human body. Germs are ubiquitous and are to be found in

the air we breathe, in the water we drink, in the soil we

live on and on the surface of the bodies of men and animals,

it is therefore practically impossible to cut off their connec-

tion with our bodies. On the other hand it is much easier

and within the reach of everybody to keep the body un-

suitable for the growth of germs by observing laws of hygiene

as laid down in the Sastras and be free from the danger of

diseases. Then even if the germs enter into the body they

remain there without producing any harmful effect or die

a natural death. In a big city like Bombay or Calcutta,

tubercle bacille are present in the atmosphere in lumbers

and enter the body of every person who stays there but

every one does not contradt the disease. It b only those whose

health is undermined by various reasons or by non-observance

I ns,
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of the laws of nature and hygiene and therefore suitable

for their growth, that fall prey to it. If gern^^ alone were

to determine the attack it would be practically impossible

for us all to escape from their clutches and hui^an race

would be extinct in a very short time. But the Actor of the

body soil comes there and saves the human race. Sir

William Osier rightly says in this connection **OnIy the

natural immunity keeps the race alive*.

From what has been said above it would become

clear that germs though necessary for the production of a

particular disease can not be the only factor to determine

the attack. It is the otlier fa^ctor of the soil which deter-

mines the production or the non-production of a disease.

The western scientists who were uptil now attributing al-

impotant role to the germs are changing their views and have

begun to think that germs are not the last word in the pro-

duction of a disease. Sir William Osier, an authority on

western medicine, says *So widely spread is the seed that the

soil, the conditions, suitable for its growth are practically of

equal moment.* The Ayurvedist goes a step further and

asserts that soil is of more moment than the germs and is

the determining factor in the causation of a disease. From
the Ayurvedic point of view*therefore the principal etiologi-

cal factors are those which make the body soil suitable for the

growth of germs. The human body, as nature has made
it, is not a good soil for the germination of germs and if it

is kept perfectly healthy by the observance of the laws of

nature and hygiene there is practically very little chance of
its falling prey to germs. It is certainly impossible to elimi-

nate germs from the world, but it is certainly possible and
within the reach of everybody to behave in such a way that

even if germs enter they will have jio effect.

This being the fundamental difference in looking at

the subject, Ayurvedists have given a secondary position to

germs and have not spent much of their time and energy
in describing and developing the science dealing with
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They have simply enumerated few simple facts which are

of utmosf importance from the point of view of preventive

and curative medicine. On the other hand, Ayurvedic

works contain detiiled description of the laws which keep

the body healthy. These laws are divided into three main

divisons, Dmacarya, i.e., hygienic conduct during the day

time, Nisacarya, i.e., hygienic conduct during the night time,

and Ritu Carya^ i.e., hygienic conduct during the various

seasons of the year. It is not the purpose of this paper to

enumerate these hygienic rules, they can be ascertained from

the original texts. But this paper may perhaps be closed

not inappropriately with a cfaotafion from Caraka^^ which

constitutes the key to healthy life.

*A man who always resorts to wholesome food, exercise,

and other activities of the body, who does a thing after full

consideration, who is not addicted to passions, who spends

a part of his income in charity, who always keeps his temper

equable, who always speaks truth, and who serves the elderly-

people, always enjoys sound health’.

• B. G. Ghanekar
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LONGEVITY AND SENILITY

With particular reference to Plante

The incidence ?>f birth and death is an ever recurrent

phenomenon in the world of the living, and one that sharply

demarcates the animate from the inanimate objects. The

causes whch initiate the cycle of life, and as surely bring

it to its inevitable close, have exercised the best brains of the

thinking men—biologists as well as philosophers—ever since

the dawn of human thought, but are little understood yet.

The fact, therefore, can only be noted here as the most arrest-

ing feature of the living organisms, profound alike in its

insistent recurrence as well as in its elusive mystery.

Closely associated with this is the question of age.

Organisms come into existence, lead a more or less active life

for a time, during which they also reproduce others of their

kind, and finally, passing through a period characterised by
constantly waning powers, they encounter death and dis-

appear. In those with a sufficiently extended period of exist-

ence, there are also, on the •analogy of human lives, fairly

well demarcated stages of infancy, youth, adultness and old
age, each manifesting its own characteristic features.

For various reasons, mostly utilitarian, men have in-

terested themselves in the question of age and aging, not
only in connection with the lives of their fellow men, but
also in regard to all the other objects which make up their

complex environment. Mostly, however, and for very ob-
vious reasons, it is the common living things, plants and
animals, that claimed the immediye attention. Gradually,
sometimes out of sheer curiosity, sometimes purposely, their
observations came to include in their scope other members
too of the animate world. As a result of this study, and
due to the innate tendency of the Jbuman mind to analyse,
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compare and correlate data, certain facts emerged into pro

minence and some generalisations came to be established.

This comparative study, restricted at first to object}

of the same class, gradually became extended to those oi

differert^ categories, until finally the members of the animal

and the vegetable kingdoms, as such, came to be compared

and contrasted. This contract and comparison has yielded

certain results which are interesting not only because of the

data that have been accumulated, but also because of the

conclusions that have flowed from them, regarding the funda-

mental nature of the difference that underlies the plants and

animals.

The first thing that became obvious is that not only

different organisms have a life of varying length, but that

different classes of objects have a certain average age, normally

attainable by the individuals, if, that is to say, death from

accidental causes is prevented. In general, it also came

to be recognised that there is a rough correspondence between

bulk and span of life. The smaller kind of animals and

plants have only a short spell of existence, while the more

bulky ones are longer-lived. Mice, for example, are cre-

dited with an average life of 3 years, squirrels 6, dogs 15-20,

horses 45 and elephants 90-100. In plants too, some fungi

complete their life cycle in a few days, some herbs, like

Sfellarra media and Scnccio vtilgaris, go through their whole

life-history in a few weeks. There are a number of seasonal

garden plants, like the Sun-flower, which require several

months for the completion of their life-cycle before they

die, while the bigger shrubs and trees continue to live and

reproduce for a number of years.

When we, however, go ver)^ low down in the scale of

life, we encounter extremely ephemeral forms. The ex-

treme is reached in the simplest types of unicellular organisms.

In these, the life-span of the individual may not exceed half

an hour; sometimes it i;5 even less. Such are, for example,
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Bacteria, popularly called the germs, which are responsible

for the deadly epidemics like plague, cholera, etc^ They

are looked upon as the simplest types of organisms. An
idea of their simplicity may be gathered from the fact that

as many as 50,000 of them would be required in*a4ow to

make an inch, and thirty billion would weigh only 1 gram,

i.e., ll30 ounce! In this connection it is interesting to note

that Emil Fischer, the renowned authority on these organisms,

has determined that a cholera germ by division produces

two every half hour or less. Further he has also estimated

that at this rate of division the bacteria that would be pro-

duced in one single day wottld number 1 ,600 ,
000 ,000 ,000,000

(one thousand six hundred billion) and would weigh almost

half a million pounds! One cannot clearly and easily ap-

preciate the magnitude and significance of this stupendous

number, because numbers, when extended beyond the limits

to which»our minds are accustomed, cease to have any de-

finite meaning. In order therefore to convey an idea of its

immensity, it may be stated that this figure would be about

twenty five thousand times the number of seconds since the

birth of Christ! Such a mass of bacteria

—

the product of

one bacterium in a single day!—would by its sheer weight

and dimensions soon annihilate everything else. It is owing

to this power of rapid multiplication that the bacteria are

agents of such dreaded significance, and forces almost of

infinite extent; because their minute size itself would make

them quite harmless. Their unbounded catastrophic acti-

vities, are, however, held in check by a very delicately con-

trolled process of auto-regulation in nature, whereby at a

certain stage, the bacteria are either killed on account of the

exhaustion of food supply, or by ari undue accumulation of

their own toxic waste products.

Many other simplest forms of life among animals and

plants, are characterised by an almost equally short period

of existence. In the strict sense, and in the accepted mean-
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ing of the word, however, there is no death in these organisms,

as no corpse is left behind. After reaching a certain size each

individual, under favourable conditions, divides into two.

Each of the resulting products behaves similarly, and the pro-

cess may be indefinitely repeated so long as external condi-

tions remain favourable. In this way^Prof. Woodruff has

succeeded in maintaining, unimpaired in vigour, the pro-

ducts of 3 races of a single Slipper animalcule (Paramoechm)

through many years. The experiments which were started

in 1907 and were still in progress when last reported in

1921, had resulted in 12,000 generations of the individuals.

Experiments carried out on similar lines on other organisms

have yielded similar results.

Here then it is merely the individuals that appear and

disappear, but barring accidents, the same substance flows on

through time without any evident loss, in a stream of growth

and fission. In reality, all the living animals and plants

form the end links in the chain of life, which, stretching

far back through countless generations of extremely varied

types, becomes merged in the first speck of living matter,

whose origin is lost in the sheer abyss of time.

The simplest forms are thus in a sense immortal. When,

however, we come to organisms higher in the scale of evolu-

tion, we gradually begin to sec distinct evidences of bodily

death. These organisms come to consist of a larger number

of protoplasmic units or cells, with distinct but co-ordinated

functions. Some are concerned exclusively with reproduc-

tion. Only these maintain the onward flow of the stream

of life. Others are made responsible for nutrition and still

others for protection. Under these conditions of restricted

liberty and circumscribed existence, most of the constituent

cells lose heir power of division and rejuvenation, and the

organisms eventually pay the penalty for their higher differen-

tiation by the loss of their original potential immortality*

In fact, they begin to ,experience senility and death.
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As we proceed higher and higher, differences between

animals and plants become more and more evident and em-

phasised, Up to a certain extent the animals are still capable

of producing new individuals by a process of "budding,'’

as in Hydra, or by the capacity to regenerate lost ^arts, as

in the Earth-worm. • Budding, however, is soon relinquished

as it would be too cumbrous and uneconomical a process. No
one can, for instance, imagine an elephant branching out

another elephant, or even an earthworm so behaving. This

would obviously impose so many restrictions on the activity

of the individuals, that they will not be able to survive

long, even if for a time they cohld carry on their normal life

functions. The power of regenerating lost parts is, how-

ever, still retained by some of them as securing biological

advantage. This is illustrated, for example, by the common
house lizard which can form a new tail on the old being lost

through accident or injury. Soon this power too is lost. In

the higher animals, beyond the capacity of healing wounds,

no other power of regeneration or repair exists.

It is otherwise witK the plants. They are, including

the biggest of them, not only capable of healing up wounds,

but are also endowed with unrestricted powers of growth

and regeneration. In them if an organ is lost, it can be

regenerated and replaced. A tree, for instance, cut down to

its very base, will regenerate all the lost parts. Production

of new individuals by the regeneration of the lost organs,

so characteristic of the rose cuttings, is shared by many other

plants. Again, although rare, even parts of a dismembered

leaf, e.g., of a Begonia, and minute fragments of the root of

"Cape Lilac” (Melia azederech) will readily reproduce the

whole plant. This is a most fundamental difference, whose

implications will be followed at a later stage, and the under-

lying cause of the differences, in the regenerating capacities

of the members of the two kingdoms, enquired into.

Coming now to the question o4 life-duration, attention
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will be confined here particularly to the higher members of

the Planj Kingdom, as these, besides being extremely long-

lived, exhibit certain other interesting features and pecu-

liarities. The herbs, as has already been said, live from a

few weeks to several months. They then fruit, set seed

and die. They correspond to proletariUns in the human

society, whose only business seems but to beget and die.

They dp not have available to them extra store of reserve

food and energy, to enable them to survive the shock of the

heavy drain which their reproductive process imposes. They

literally die exhausted. Next in order come the plants which

live through two years. Their first year is devoted to

growth and accumulation of food store. During the en-

suing year they produce a big crop of flowers and fruits.

This makes such a heavy demand on their energy that they

succumb under the strain. To the same category belong

the multinnials, with this difference, that instead of de-

voting only one year for the preparation of the on-coming

crisis, they vegetate for a number of years—sometimes as

many as 60 or more—in order to lay by enough foodstorc,

to meet the requirements of the extremely heavy drain

which the production of a huge cluster of flowers involves.

To this class belong the Talipot Palm (Corypha) and the

Bamboos.

Lastly we have the perennials represented by most of the

trees and shrubs. In their case the duration of life may be

much prolonged. They are very tenacious of life. They

continue to flowei and fruit for many years. Apparently

their organisation makes possible the accumulation of enough

food material, enabling them to cope with the requirements

of the yearly production,of fruits and seeds, without thereby

succumbing to exhaustion.

Some of the trees are particularly long-lived. Before

them the life of the longest-lived animals pales into insigni-

ficance. No case of an animal having lived for as much as
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300 years is, with any certainty, recorded. Some doubt-

ful cases of fishes and tortoises having attained a longer age

have been mentioned. But generally about 160 years is

the utmost limit that any animal is known to attain. Now
this is, in the plants, the age-limit, as it were, of ntost of the

smaller fries. In the case of some of the bigger forms,

this hardly represents their youth, while it may even be

the infant stage of some of the 'giants’! .

The following account, gathered from various authen-

ticated sources, will give some idea of the extremely long

ages which some of the trees can reach. No attempt has

been made to give an exhaustive treatment, since this is not

possible within the limits prescribed. Only the most not-

able and well-known cases have, therefore, been cited. This

will, however, be supplemented by a somewhat fuller ac-

count in a tabular form at the end.

To begin with the compartively shorter-lived cases,

it is to be noted that the Chestnut (Casfanea vulgaris) reaches

an age of from 500-1,000 years. The great Chestnut at

Torworth (England) is believed to have been a flowering

sapling in the time of Egbert (802-839 A.D.) . Some of the

specimens are also very bulk%. An idea of tbe dimensions

can be gathered from the fact that the famous Chestnut tree

of Mount Etna, in Sicily, was found by Jean Houel to be 160

feet in circumference (diameter about 60 feet!). Its stem

had, however, become hollow through age.

Next come the Oaks {Quercus sp.). The species of

this tree generally reach an age of 500-1,000 years. In

extreme cases it may even go up higher. The Greendale Oak

at Welbeck (England) for example, is believed to have

weathered the storms of fifteen centuries. "About a hun-

dred and sixty years ago” wrote an observer about the year

1900 "this tree was deprived of its heart by the eccentric

desire of the then owner to make a tunnel through the

trunk. This novel piece of engineering was effected
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out any apparent injury to the tree. An opening was made

through which the Duke of Portland drove a carriage and

six horses, and three horsemen could ride abreast. The

arch is ten feet three inches high and six feet three inches

wide-’^'-The Cowthorpe Oak, in Yorkshire, was even reported

to be eighteen centuries old. It was »seventy-eight feet in

circumference at the height of three feet from the ground.

Another tree at Mamre, in Palestine, known as Abraham's

Oak, is supposed to mark the place where the Patriarch

pitched his tent.

The Lime tree (Tilia) is another plant which is long-

lived (800-1,000 years). The celebrated tree of Neustadr

in Wurtemberg (Germany) is nearly 700 years old. While

another near Freiburg is believed to be 1,230 years old.

The famous Cedars of Lebanon are reported to reach

ages varying from 1,200-1,300 years. The Mexican Cedar

or Water Cypress {Taxodhem Mexicamim) ordinarily

touches the limit of 2,000 years. But the famous naturalist

Humboldt also estimated that in extreme cases, some speci-

mens may even be 4,100 years old. These trees also become

very huge. The diameter may reach a length of more than

5 5 feet, although the height is not very great. Cypress trees

{CupressMS sempervirem and C. fasfigiata) live from

2,000-3,000 years. While the celebrated Baobab tree

{Adansonia digitata) of Western Africa, reaches an even

higher age, viz., 5,150 years. Its girth is over thirty feet.

The Wellingtonias or Red-wood trees {Sequoia) of Cali-

fornia are about the same age as Adansonia ( 4 ,
000 - 5,000

years). Besides, they are also the ’giants* of the vegetable

kingdom. They may reach a height of nearly 425 feet in

some extreme cases, and a diameter of over 35 feet. The

following extracts will be found interesting as giving

idea of their size and age.

"Since they {Sequoia trees) have become a centre of the

tourist industry in th^ United States, various methods have
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been adopted to make their size more easily realised. Thus

a coach with four horses and covered by passepggrs is (or

used to be) driven through a gateway made in one of them.

The trunk of another has been out off A)me feet from the

ground, and a dancing-saloon has been made on tht stump.

A complete section* of one of them was carried across the

United States to make a dining-room table for an American

millionaire”. A vivid idea of the age of one of the^ named
'’^General Sherman” has been given as follows:

—
**This tree

was about 1,200 years old when Christ was born. At the

time of the Trojan Wars and the exodus of Hebrews from
Egypt, under the leadership of Moses, the tree was a sapling

20-30 feet high. It has been alive during all the mediaeval

and modern history” .... **and has been peacefully grow-
ing in a Callifornian Valley during all the time when Greece,
Rome, Spain, France, Britain and, of course, the United
States, developed their civilisations.” And again, speaking
of another Sequoia, Professor J. A. Thomson writes **it was a

seedling in 271 B.C., suffered a burn 3 ft. wide when it was
516 years old, and spent *10 5 years in folding its living tissues

over the wound. When it was killed, at the age of 2,171 years,
a Methuselah among trees, it was engaged in healing a third

great wound 18 feet wide and about 30 feet high.”

The famous Dragon tree (Dracaena Draco) of Orotava,
Teneriffe (Canary islands) was believed to be still older!
The age has been variously estimated at between 6000-10,000
years. But by many these are held to be very highly ex-
aggerated estimates. Some biologists even hold that 185-200
years would be the extreme limit. Its circumference in
1868, when it was blown down by a storm, was more than
50 feet.

Of greater interest than any of the above mentioned
cases, however, is the record of the Bodhi (Pipul) tree (Ficus
reltgiosa) growing now in Anuradhapoor (Ceylon) . This
IS a branch of the famous tree, under which, in Budh-Gaya,
Gautam attained his Buddhahood. ft was taken by Mahinda*,
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the son of Asoka, to Ceylon, at the request of King Tissa, and

planted }>y,the latter in C. 250 B.C. It is still flourishing

and **would almost seem to verify the prophecy pronounced

when it was planted, that it would 'flourish and be green

for eveb’ An account of how the branch was secured

and transported, "and the story of its vicissitudes which has

been preserved in a series of continuous chronicles, amongst

the most authentic that have been handed down by man-

kind” may be read in J. E. Tennent’s exhaustive book on

Ceylon. As against the estimated accounts given above the

age of the Bo-tree (2,182 years) is a “matter of record.”

It is also interesting to note that three saplings from this

patriarch have recently been brought back to India after this

lapse of centuries and planted at Sarnath (Benares) where

Lord Buddha preached his first sermon.

When one thinks of these ages one begins to wondei

what historical secrets may not be concealed in the bosom

of these links with the hoary past.

The following comparative table will show at a glance

some of the recorded cases of longevity in plants and ani^

mals. It includes only a few of the commoner examples.

The doubtful cases are indicated by a querry. The plants

whose age-limit falls below 100 years have been omitted.

PLANTS ANIMALS

1

Names Age in years Names Age in ycau

1. Vi/« vintfera (Grape vine)
.

j

80-100. 1 Mice 3.

2_ Betula odorata (a near relative 2. Squirrel 6.

of Bhojapatra). 124. 3. Rabbit 6-7.

3. Hedera helix (Ivy) 200. 4. Fowl 10-20

4. Pirus malus (Apple) 200. 5. Sheep &
1 Goat 12.

y. Fraxinus excelsior (Ash) 250. 6. Frog 12-16.

6, Pirus communis (Pear)
1 300. 7. Dog 15-20.

7. Populus nigra (Black Poplar) 300. 8. Peacock
1

•j

8. Alnus glutinosa (Alder) 100-300. 9 Pigeon
20.

9. Prunus avium (Wild Qierry) 100-400. 10. Pig

10. Kosa canina (Dog Rose) 400. 11. Cat

11. XJlmus Sp. (Elm) 300-600. 12. Lion 20.

12. Juglans regia (Walnut) 300-400. 13. Leopard )

13. Acer platanoides (Maple) 400-500. 14. Bear 25.

14. Phtus nigra (Black Pine) 600. 15. Tiger
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PLANTS ANIMALS

i_t

Names Age in years Names
•

Age in years

n. Oli'a Europea (Olive) 700. 16. Ass
•

25-30.

16. Ahtes alba (Silver Fir)^ 300-800 17. Ox )

17. Fagus sylvetica (Beech) 600-930. 18. Deer j

IS, Castarea vulgaris (Chestnut) 300-1000. 19. Stag 30-40

19. Quercus sp. (Oak) 300-(iy00?) 20. Camel 40-(100?)

20 Tdta (Lime) 800-1000 21. Horse 45.

21. Picea excel sa (Spruce) 200-1200. 22. Bear * 50.

22 Platanus (Plane) 1300? 23. Rhinoceros 70-80.

2 V Ceiirus 1 thant (Cedar) 1200-1300. 24. Man ' 80-150*

24 Taxodnim Mexicanum (Maxi-

can Cypress) 2000-(4100?) 25 Elephant 90-100

25. Jiintperus communn (Juni-

per) 2«00. • 26 Goose 100.

26. Taxvs haccata (Yew) 2880. 27. Crow 100-150
'>7. Cupressus (Cypress) 2000-3000 28. Parrot

1

120.

2S Firm religtosa (Peepull 2000—

>

29. Falcon 162.
2‘‘ Sequoia 4000-5000 30. Pike (fish) 267.
’0. Adansoftia digitata (Baobab) 5150. 31 Greenland

Whale 300-400?
11 Dncaena Draco (Dragon I

tree)
|

6000-10,000? 32. Tortoise
j

400?

From the above table it will be seen how heavily the plant

kingdom scores over the animal kingdom on this point.

Before proceeding to examine the underlying cause of

the observed differences, it appears necessary to give an

account of the various methods employed for determining the

age of trees. For it is obvious that where centuries are in-

volved, embracing several successions of human generations,

the question of correct, or even approximate, determination

is fraught with difficulties of an extremely grave nature.

The matter is, however, not so baffling as it might appear to

the uninitiated. As in the case of the animals, a number of

clues, known to the students of plant-life, are available, with
the help of which the age of the entire tree, or of its indivi-

dual branches, can be deciphered, with a very fair approxi-
mation, or sometimes even with accuracy.

Firstly, there is the method of comparative growth.
In this, growth during a known period of time is measured.

*A lady, named Thensc Abalva, was reported to be 180 years old in 1904 and
quite heathy and active. A man, named Zaro A^ha was reported a year or two
back to be quite strong at 160 .

*
year or rwo
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From this the time required for effecting the total growth

can be c^lcjjlated.

Secondly, age can also be determined by means of cer-

tain land-marks generally left behind by plants during

their grb^th and development form year to year. These

are evoked in response to the rhythm induced in their func-

tional activities by the periodicity of environment. This is

particul^irly expressed in the alternate cessation and resump-

tion of growth, and production of foliage and flowers, which

is repeated at regular intervals throughout the whole life.

These alternating periods of activity and rest leave their im-

press in the form of a succes'sion bf tracks, which constitute

the land-marks referred to above. Externally, they are re-

cognisable as a series of scars whose number forms the basis

for estimating the age. This is, however, of limited applica-

tion. It can be only usefully employed in connection with

short periods of time. Later the scars are obliterated. A

more reliable method is afforded by an examination of the

internal structure. Here a permanent record is left in the

stem in the form of, what are called, rings of growth, whose

formation is induced by the same ryhthmic nature of the

seasons as already mentioned. Their number can easily be

counted, and forms the basis 6f most of the determinations

of the age of trees.

Both of the above-mentioned methods, however, yield

only approximate results, although the discrepancy involved

is negligible.

A more accurate and reliable, though at the same time

only occasionally available, basis is afforded by those in-

stances in which trees have been planted in commemoration

of certain historical events, as in the case of the Sacred Bodhi

tree (Ficus rcligiosa) mentioned above. Although rare,

these cases are naturally of the utmost significance, since

they derive their claim to longevity from the authority of

definitely recorded facts, and are useful in checking the

claims based on other grounds.
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Now as to the reason of the fundamental difference in

longevity between animals and plants. This is found to

lie in their very different architecture. Trees are constructed

on a plan fundamentally different from that underlying the

organisation of the highly complex animal bodies^ ^ ^n fact

it relates to their respective embryologies. In the higher

animals a bony vertebral column appears early in the embryo,

and limbs arise with definite number and in definite relation

to it. The bodily organisation of such animals is deter-

mined and laid down once for all. Growth can take place

only during a limited period and to a limited extent. More-

over, the growing points ar^ intercalary, and cannot give rise

to new organs to replace those which become old and func-

tionless. It is otherwise with the plants. The higher plants,

unlike the higher animals, do not reach a stage at which the

whole of their substance attains a condition of fixity and

permanence. In them there is not only a continued growth

in lengtlf, but also in thickness. Besides, new organs and

tissues, both in the root and the shoot, are being continuously

developed. These lead to far-reaching consequences. The

plant, in fact, is kept in a state of perpetual youth. As

the old organs become senile and functionless, new ones are

developed to take their plac^. There is thus a continuous

rejuvenation. Dead and effete parts are either got rid of,

or are rendered innocuous. To a large extent the tree con-

sists as a whole of lifeless material. There is thus in the

plants a curious commingling of the dead and the living—in

fact of a part that may be thousands of years old and dead,

and one that may be just coming into existence. This is one

of the most remarkable examples in nature of a link between

the past and the present.

In this way is maintained the perennial youth of the

plants in all its vigour, and there i^ no limit potentially to a

plant’s life. And this is easily understood. Whatever may
be the physico-chemical reasons, biologically it is the constant

wear and tear of the organs, without the corresponding re-

pair, that eventually sounds the (feath-knell. Plants and
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animals are essentially like machines, albeit of a more elaborate

type. If the worn-out parts of a machine can be constntly

renewed, it can be made to run indefinitely. The plants

have found out .this secret, the animals have not. To a

certair^^ej'tent, however, an analogy may exist between plants

and the coral animals, some of which piay have been grow-

ing in the days of the Pharaohs. But it is merely an analogy

and no more.

Even the plants which die do so not because of any

inherent susceptibility to death, but because of exhaustion

or accidents. For instance, it has been experimentally de-

monstrated that if flowering, which ultimately leads to the

death of many plants from exhaustion, is artificially pre-

vented, they may be made to live in full vigour without limit.

Not so with the animals. However carefully they may be

reared and preserved, there is nothing, not even rejuvenation

methods, that can stay the hand of death, though for ougbt

we know, it may perhaps be delayed for a while. ’

The question may now be asked and answered: is therx

any advantage accruing from longevity? Because men clin^

to life both on account of self-complacency as well as for

fear of death, it may be natural for them to want to live

indefinitely, and the thought ^of deadi be both horrifying

and saddening. In reality, however, there should be no

occasion for sadness or fear. Correctly speaking, as indivi-

duals, all are merely trustees of the germ cells, responsible

for continuing the race. As such all their activities are merely

of the nature of preparations for, or incidental to, the basic

act of procreation, and find their consummation in it. Indeed,

as has been well said ,"throughout the whole gamut of

Nature, we find that her chief pre-occupation, her chief in-

centive to action, is the handing on the torch of life.** When

this is accomplished, biolbgically there is no further need foi

the existence of the individual, except for a time for the

sake of protection and rearing of the offspring. For race-

preservation the ideal method of reproduction would be for

each pair of organisms^to beget only two offsprings before
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they themselves perish. As a rule, however, we find that

many more than two are frequently born to each pair. This

is obviously to allow for death, before maturity, from acci-

dental causes which claim a large number of the young that

are born. It also makes possible the appearance ^/larger
number of variations for Natural Selection to work upon. In

this way the process of evolution is speeded up. Sooner or

later, however, the capacity for reproduction is lost. The
continued existence of the individual after this stage, be-

comes then more and more of a hindrance than a help.

Socially and historically the old individuals become ana-

chronisms. Biologically they ti^come obstacles, and act as

a drag on the process of evolution. For the speeding up of

evolution, it is necessary that successive generations be, within

certain limits, of short duration, in order to make possible,

the birth of a larger number of individuals, with new poten-

tialities, in a given period of time. The longer, therefore,

an individual lives beyond his most vigorous reproductive

period, the more is he preventing the rapid fulfilment of the

destiny of creation, whatever that might be. Considered

in this light, which, one ventures to thing, is the correct

way of assessing the true value of life, the various methods
of rejuvenation for {Jfoloff^jng life that have come into

vogue, or birth-control methods that result in restricting

the number of individuals in each generation, and of genera-

tions in a given period of time, are harmful in the extreme,

in as much as by applying an artificial brake to the wheels

of evolutionary progress, the protagonists of these methods
are slowing down the pace, and preventing an early fulfilment

of the destiny of man. For the moment, the Lord of Crea-
tion, as man prides in styling himself, may hypnotise himself
into the belief that he is thus contributing to the welfare
and happiness of the world. But if should be remembered
that he is but a droplet in the surging ocean of the Universe,
governed by a certain set of laws, which maintain the thread
of life in a delicately poised dynamic equilibrium. These
laws cannot be broken with impunify. In the past man’s
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short-sighted policy has brought about disasters which cannot

be retrieved, and which are already leading to wreck and

ruin of a far-reaching character and magnitude. To men-

tion only one out of a host of such examples, his unres-

tricted' ucJtruction of plant-life loosens a relay of catas-

trophic forces which have wiped out from the surface of

the globe many, once prosperous, smiling, and powerful

civilisations, in the past, and turned the sites into howling

deserts. His interference is thus bound to have fatal re-

actions on the whole texture of the world. And though the

seed of destruction which he now sows may not bear fruit

for generations, aye for centuries, yet in this very insidious

nature of the changes lies the gravest danger. For the accu-

mulated effects, after a long lapse of time, may be all the

more uncheckable. It has been well said that "the mills of

God grind slowly, but they grind very fine indeed.” "If the

natural processes set arolling by a tiny and temporary in-

terference of man can be disastrous, how can imagination

grasp the total effect of man’s influence, impressed upon the

world of Nature, often with great power and persisted in,

not for a few years, nor for a few centuries, but for thou-

sands, nay, even for tens of thousands of years.”

The practical moral of this, arid every other story of

inter-relations, is that man should be very careful in his

interference with the system to which he belongs. It would

thus appear that the best fulfilment of the life of the indi-

vidual is its termination soon after the main purpose of life

is over, in order to make room for the new generation of

individuals, with lives fuller of promise and more radiant

with energy. It is only thus that the individuals can best

fulfill the purpose which ushered them into existence.

N. K. Tiwary



THE BASIS OF AGEING, REJUVENAtl6N
AND DEATH .

Being an Experimental Study into the PhysiOfl^y and

Chemistry of Plant Material

'7 do not know what 1 may appear to the world, but

to myself 1 seem to have been only like a boy playing on

the seashore, and diverting myself in now and then finding

a smaller pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, while the

great ocean of truth lay alt undiscovered before

Newton

I—INTRODUCTION
In choosing the subject for the present paper for in-

clusion iA this commemoration volume, it was felt that

probably no better occasion could be found for presenting

a summary of the hitherto unpublished work of the author,

extending over a period o/ nine years at this University, in the
field of Senescence, Rejuvenescence and Death than the

present one when it Ti'-OIir ?9p^ial privilege to commemorate
the 70th birthday of one of the world’s greatest pioneers in

the cause of education, who even at this advanced age belies

all theories of senescence by presenting his living example
of unabated energy and enthusiasm. It is this aspect of the
life activity of the personage which tempts me to throw some
light on the interesting subject of ageing, rejuvenescence
and death in the living organism, particularly in the plant.

My theme presented below is drawn from facts relating
to the organism, its development, its period of marked acti-
vity and lag during growth, and the factors determining
its sojourn in life.

Presumably no subject connected with the living orga-
nism has evoked such widespread and deep-seated interest
as that of the duration of life and Accession of generation

955
120
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and what was expressed as applicable to natural phenomena

in the above quotation of Newton still holds good in the

realm of biology, unprecedented progress notwithstanding.

So little is knowR about the underlying principles of the

functiOS; of the organism! This is a matter for hope

rather than despair, as slow and difficult acquisition of

knowledge on surer footing always leads to wider prospects

of success.

In order that the following exposition be easily followed

I state at the very outset the main hypothesis I am putting

forward in this paper on the subject of ageing, rejuvenation

and death in plants. ‘
^

To me it appears that 'senescence’ or the act of

getting old is a characteristic and necessary feature

of life, and 'death’ the inevitable end when 'rejuvena-

tion’ or increased life-activity fails to intervene. The

basis of both ageing and rejuvenation appeajrs to me

to be, to a large extent, the accumulation and sudden

removal of harmful metabolites following the 'Law

of Mass Action’—the immediate change in the activity

of the organism being brought about as a result of a

disturbance in the respiratory mfch-^nism of the orga-

nism. I incline to the view that the process of senes-

cence, rejuvenescence and death can be followed in

somewhat similar manner that we follow the pro-

gress of a chemical reaction; and in order that senes-

cence and death be delayed or finally overcome, the

resistance to the reaction velocity within the organism

must of necessity be diminished by the removal of the

toxic metabolites from the centre of activity and thus

the respiratory mechanism saved from final failure.

But before I proceed with the analysis of the evidence

leading to the formulation of the above hypothesis it is

necessary to prefece it with remarks relative to our concep-

tion of the organism as a whole and the nature of the life-

unit.
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II—THE ORGANISM AS A WHOLE AND THE
NATURE OF LIFE UNIT * •

Leaving aside the simplest and the Jowliest organisms

which form unitary bodies, the organism, as we jiir^erstand

it today, may be visualised as the sum total of a number

of functioning units, each complete in itself and bearing

the full characteristics of Tife’, yet possessing organic inter-

connections for transport of materials from one end of the

organism to another, thus giving evidence of the corporate

life of the units to definite ends.

In its ultimate architecture each unit is impregnated

with the colloidal complex of the protoplasm with several

organic and inorganic reactants dspersed in a solid or liquid

phase in a manner calculated to yield definite reactions in

response to diverse stresses of conditioning factors.

The# diversity of this constitution both in consistency

and variation is so immense as to evade definite or detailed

consideration in time and space. Nevertheless, without

invoking the aid of vitalistic conceptions of life, it should

be within our power to study the nature and significance of

the reaction occurrni^n TJm composite organism with res-

pect to external and internal factors.

As a result of the many-sided and painstaking investi-

gations of animal and plant physiologists among whom may
be mentioned Loeb ^ Warburg Meyerholf

Robertson ^ Osterhout Blackman^ Hill and

Hopkins it has been possible to recognise and divide into

groups the chemical-physiological reactivities occurring

within the heterogeneous media of the cell and to place our

knowledge on a sounder footing. A further insight into the

nature of chemical reactions as obtain in vivo, particularly the

extreme plasticity of the sugar and the amino-acid molecules

and the chained character of the reactions, may be gained by
a study of the epoch-making discoveries of Emil Fischer,
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Aberhalden, Kossel, Nef and Mathews* in the realm of

chemistry. But while the part of the chemist becomes easier

by paying attention to the independent reactions of com-

parativly stable nature, the work of the physiologist becomes

more d'^cult as he has to deal with a relatively unstable

medley of interrelated reactions in hetjprogeneous media in-

side the cell centre. The difiSculties in the path of the latter

become added up when he has to deal not only with one

centre of activity but with that totality of multi-cell-labo-

ratory which constitutes the multicelluar organism and

where the final expression of the results is judged by the so-

called ‘function’ of the org^isnrv

F. F. Blackman ^ while presiding over Section K of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science clearly

recognised four fundamental facts governing the rate of

chemical-physiological reactivity within the living cell,

viz:

—

(i) the nature of the reaction in question,

{it) the amount of the reacting substances,

{Hi) the temperature of the reacting media, and

{iv) the influence of catalysts upon the reaction.

Thus by unifying chemical reaction in the test tube

with that in the living organism ila^iiiiian made rapid strides

in the latter possible.

As a result of the work of the author ^ of this paper

in the same direction, it has been shown that the phenomena

of respiration and assimilation of plants obey Vant Hoff’s

rule within certain limits of temperature. The applicability

of Blackman’s’ idea of Optima and Limiting Factors has

been tested with reference to many physiological reactions

and the principles of chemical mechanics have been found

equally applicable to physiological reactions. In this ana-

lysis answers to questions like the following have been sought:

What is the nature of the chemical equilibrium in physiolo-

*Thc papen contributed by these authors arc so numerous and thf

field tnveraed so wide that it will not be possible to refer to the origins

work within this small spack.
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gical processes? Are the principles underlying the Law of

Mass Action applicable to plant and animal processes of life

in all their implications? Is it possible to control \he rates

of physiological activities by control oi external factors?

How far can the increased rate of activity be stjajjined and

SO forth? ,

Even on elementary student of biology is acquainted

with the wide range in the life duration of organisms.

Life may exist in different forms and degrees from the

tiniest periods of a few minutes to several hundred years

in the case of plants. This forces two considerations

( 1 ) What is the cause 4)f natural death as we under-

stand it in the sense of individual bodily deterioration?

(2) Why should there be any variation in the life duration

of organisms? Is it a predetermined factor in life or does

it arise from the environment?

It is well known that the organism exists in the form of

individuals of various kinds and dimensions and that it often

starts with a fraction of the size which it finally attains

at maturity. Making use of various unorganised materials

as food, it accomplishes a series of chemical, physical, and

physiological transformations within itself, the net result of

which is growth anaaiiTe?entiation. Subsequent to its

reaching a size limit, characteristic of that class of organisms,

the individual gives rise to one or more organisms like the

parent and repeats the cycle of growth, development, and

reproduction.

These changes when continued bring about a gradual

deterioration in the organism, such that the loss incurred

by continued reproduction and multiplication, is not made
good by the process of growth and repair, and the organism

shows symptoms of increasing senescence. Senescence in its

extreme form expresses itself in absolute cessation of life

activities or what is popularly known as Meath’.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the culmination

of senescence or death is a phenomencsci overtaking the somatic
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or vegetative portions of the organic individual from which

the reproductive portion in a sense escapes. For, before the

individual body perishes certain of its reproductive cells have

united with certain reproductive cells of the opposite set in

the san?€Lindividual or in another individual, thereby usher-

ing into existence with each such fusion a young cell which

is the physical basis of a new organism exhibiting clearly

continuity of life in another body. In this sense rejuvenes-

cence is ‘as normal a feature of the organic life-cycle in higher

animals and plants at least, as senescence. This fact raises

a number of questions: Is rejuvenation something whicli

takes place during the course of sexual reproduction, or is

rejuvenation another name for what may be everlasting youth

of the germplasm of the sex cells? Is any kind of rejuvena-

tion possible in asexually reproduced organisms or is it con-

stantly associated with the sexual mode of reproduction?

Does rejuvenescence occur in all organisms or in certain

of them only? Is a rejuvenation of the whole organism

possible or only of certain portions of it? What arc the

factors governing senescence and rejuvenescence in plants?

Is the organic world of plants and animals as a whole moving

towards extinction due to senescence or is the balance evenlv

maintained by a parallel process rejuvenation? And

finally is it possible to eschew or at any rate control senes-

cence?

To Brailsford Robertson ^ Charles Manning

Child Minot Loeb ^ Pearl and Metchnikoff

whose works on the subject continue to enjoy the reputation

of standard references, we owe our knowledge of senescence,

rejuvenescence and death in animals. But so far as I am

aware no systematic researches on the subject with reference

to the plant exist. It has been my endeavour to in-

vestigate the subject in the plant with reference to its general

meabolism. Before however we could profitably pursue

our enquiry into the phenomena of duration of life it would

be necessary to gain sufficient insight into the fundamental

process of growth itself.
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III—THE NATURE OF GROWTH AND
GROWTH CURVES’" . •

On plotting growth magnitudes in terms of dry weights

at successive stages of the life-history of the plants experi-

mented upon {See Fig. 1) raised in several series nfThe field

at different times of the year, the time-growth-aurves in

each series are of the usual sigmoid type as obtained by

Brailsford Robertson’*^ in the case of man and white rat.

It is apparent from this that there is an essential similarity

between the growth curves of these plants and the curves

for the autocatalytic reaction in the realm of the non-living

on the one hand, and the growth curves of animals on the

other hand. An examination of the curves would further

show that the organism or the autocatalytic reaction ini-

tially exhibit greatest rapidity of growth or march of re-

action as is evidenced by the steepness of the early portion

of the curves in both cases and that later the rounding off

of the curves is expressive of a marked decline in the growth

of the plant or the march of the autocatalytic reaction. The

plant ultimately dries up .and ceases all indications of life.

The relative-growth-rates ^ when

plotted against time^TSe^F^. 2) show a similar initial in-

crease, leading sooner or lateT, according to the duration of

the vegetative period, to a maximum which is followed by a

steep fall about the flowering period, eventually reaching the

zero line. This is remarkable, for at the start, the cells arc

young and very little differentiated whereas with the progress

of the life-cycle they become increasingly differentiated and

would therefore be expected to show progressive growth-

rate. About the time of the initiation of the reproductive

phase there is a maximum increase in the relative-growth-

rate soon followed by a decrease which succession is thought

to be of profound physiological significance since all the ex-

ternal factors are kept above the limiting value. The solu-

’^Cf. in this connection the works of Blackman, V. H., Kidd,

West, Briggs, Gregory, Pershall, Brenchley and others on plant growth

cited at the end corresponding to Nos. 4, 5, 8, 13, 19.
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tion of the phenomenon therefore has to be sought in some

internal factor.

The search for this internal factor raises a number of

questions. Is this ^maximal outbursf of growth just before

the commencement of flowering, of general occurrence in all

the species and varieties of plants and animals? If the

attainment of this maximal growth-rate has anything to do

with the production of reproductive organs, why should

there be a subsequent decline? Has the decline anything

to do with the possible limitation of the active nutritional

mass inside the plasma? Are the ontogenetic drifts in the

relative-growth-rate due to the decrease in growth capacity

with increasing bulk of differentiating cells? Or does the

growth machinery break down because of a prolonged dis-

turbance in the balance kept up by the metabolic substrate,

which would bring about a fall in the respiratory activity

and hence in the energy supply.

On further analysis, the time-growth-curves for Cotton’’

conform to a variation of the exponential type of equation of

the form, Log F=w Log t+a^ where M/=dry weight, t=-

days after germination, and a and n constants. Hence when

Log W is plotted against tim^^ line is produced.

The slope of this straight line is made a measure of the march

of growth towards senescence in each series of sowings.

In spite of seasonal variations the gradient of the march of

growth remains identical in all the series, though growth

variations in the different series are noticeable in the shape

of variations in the final dry weights in corresponding periods

of the age-cycle, in the number of times the reproductive

primordia appear, in the number of ^maximal humps* in the

relative-growth-rate, in the period of approach of senility

and the final cessation cf growth. Since no differences arc

perceptible in the form of growth curves of the different

seasons, the conclusion is obvious, that the growth variability

described above is the product of the environmental effects

at the time of sowing and at the earliest seedling stage, and
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have nothing to do with the environmental complex in which

the plant is reared throughout its life-cycle. There is thus

a possibility of 'out of season’ growth proving fairly successful

if the proper environment at the germimation stage is ar-

ranged. The cause for later growth drifts and-^lie initia-

tion of the reproductive phase must therefore be sought in the

nature of the early growth potential as it obtains at the

germination stage in response to the conditioning factors.

The 'maximal humps’ (See Fig. 2) observed previous

to the appearance of reproductive primordia, either once

in the life-cycle or several times, according to the number

of times reproductive buds aye initiated in keeping with

the duration of life of the plant, seem to be associated with

a physiological retardation of the growth activity with each

initiation of the reproductive phase, and a diversion of the

plastic material to the reproductive region ^

In fig. 3 are reproduced the relative growth-rates

for the entire plant (Radish) the asshnilatory ^

index, and the respiratory-index of the entire plant

observed at successive stages of the growth-cycle of the

plant raised under field conditions. From a full consi-

deration of the expcrirnemal results it would be ob-

served that growth is the net result of diverse metabolic acti-

vities within the colloidal complex of the protoplasm, and
indeed sums up the whole of the inter-related medley of com-
plex processes of its chemistry of which assimilation on the

one hand, and respiration on the other, are the two most
prominent. As a direct evidence of this we may note in

fig. 4 a close parallelism between the respiratory indices of

the entire plant and the growth-rate curves of not only Radish
but all the varieties and species experimented upon (curves for

the rest not reproduced)
; thus a njeasure of the respiratory

activity at successive stages of the growth-cycle would give

a close estimate of growth activity itself.

In the case of the Radish plant it may further be noted
that the assimilatory-indices of the leaves also show a general

121
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decline with age corresponding with both the growth-rate

and the respiratory-index curves. This would lead to the

inference that the magnitude of growth is strictly determined

by the two metabolic cardinals^ viz., respiration on the one

hand, at*d asismilation on the other; and further that the

internal factor for growth, respiration and assimilation

appears to be common.

As examples of physiological ratios exhibiting similarity

with growth-rate we may note the leaf-area and the leaf-

weight ratios, the former showing a greater correspondence

than the latter In short, the rate of the dynamic process

of growth and for the matter of that, the rates of the other

metabolic processes are shown to be characterised in all the

cases by a general fall with advancing age, intervened by

^maximal humps’ referred to above.

The data of chemical analysis of the Radish plant
' " ^

(Fig. 3) show that the monosaccharides abound during active

metabolism and are condensed to di-and poly -saccharides

during the quiescent period of growth and respiration, and

follow very closely the growth-rate- and indices of respiration

and assimilation curves. It has been shown elsewhere
* ^

that monosaccharides are the ^est^ r£spirable sugars and .1

variation in the same corresponds with a variation in the in

tensity of respiration in different seasons of the year and ai

different stages of growth. Apparently the relative increase

of the monosacchrides—both at a time when the intensity ol

respiration is greatest and growth- rate too is at its maximum

—seems to point out that both the processes are connected

with this internal factor.

The correlated run of many physiological activities as

stated above leads unmistakably to the conclusion that there

is a connected sequence af metabolic events of the protoplasm

during growth. The two questions, why the organism shows

a general fall in the growth-rate and other metabolic acti-

vities with advancing age and a rise before each appearance

of reproductive primofdia, are of fundamental importance
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and require elucidation. It appears that with the advance

in age the proportion of non-living elements inside and out-

side the protoplasm increases enormously at an unknown

rate, and what we express as metabolic drifts or growth drifts

of the plant is the expression of the activity oLtie living

protoplasm and not.of the dead tissues, which thus greatly

vitiate the calculations of physiological rates and give their

untrue picture.
*

In an attempt to reach a more realistic conception of the

intrinsic growth potentiality, experiments were designed to

measure the ontogenetic drifts in the respiratory-index (at

lO^C at atmospheric ccgic.)^ the state of hydration of the

mcri^tcwatic or undifferentiated tissues of plants of different

habitats and life-durations''. Comparative data have also

been obtained for the relative-growth-rate and respiration

for the entire plant to give the ‘correlation-coefficients’ of

growth.

On fhe basis of the results the whole population of plants

studied may be segregated into representatives of two physio-

logically distinct groups^ (A) Short-lived annuals, viz.,

(/) Visum sativum^ (//) Coriandrum sativuniy {Hi) Carum
copticum, (iv) Voenicuhim vulgare, {v) Trigonella Voenum
gracum, {vi) HibiscHs ^l^entuSy {vii) Cicer arietimim,

(vHi) Raphanus sativum, {ix) Sinapispsp. (Mustard), and

(B) Long-lived annuals, viz., (/) Dimlia neglectum

(Cotton Plant), (// and Hi) two spp. of Beans.

The two classes of plants segregated show a fundamental

difference in the respiratory indices of the meristematic tissues.

In the short-lived plants there is a gradual decrease in the

values from the earliest stages of growth and the rate of dec-
line becomes more pronounced before the initiation of repro-
ductive organs while in the long-lived species, the values of
respiration maintain more or less a* level phase for a consi-
derably long time after germination without any notable
fall, at a time when the growth-rate and respiration of the
whole plant are steadily falling, and show a decline only
towards the fag end of growth when the reproductive phase
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intervenes. The difference in the values of the two groups

of plants is remarkably correlated with a like difference in the

state of hydration in these tissues.

Taking respiratory-index as the measure of the general

metabol^ ^activity of the protoplasm, the following genera-

lisations can be made:

—

1. A decline in the katabolisin and mnlfiplirafion of

the cells in the grotving region will tend to approximate the

gradieni of the hydration of protoplasm.

2. The potential longevity of any plant is determined

by the relative velocities of anabolic and katabolic activities

and the hydration state of the protoplasm in the growitv^

region
j
and

3. The state of hydration, in the growing region ap-

pears to be governing both respiration and growth.

Is it not possible to control the reaction velocity with in

the cell from the early seedling stage in order that the desired

results be obtained? Cooild we not invoke new vital charac-

ters to answer to our needs?

With a view to putting these generalisations to more

critical tests the intrinsic potentiality of the protoplasm for

growth was measured by observing the rate of regeneration

or healing of mechanical wot^fTn Tlihiscus esculent us '

at successive stages of its life-cycle. It is noticed that

the relative-rates of respiration, power of callus formation

in the wounded area {regeneration)
,
hydration of protoplasm

in the tissue show a striking parallelism which has been attri-

buted by the author to a qualitative change in the protop-

lasm, or in other words, to a 'metabolic senescence' of fbi

protoplasm.

If then a qualitative change in the protoplasm dctci-

mines senescence let us endeavour to trace the nature of tho

change. A study of tfie 'carbohydrate-nitrogen-flux'

both reproductive and vegetative parts of the organism

{Artocarpus iniegrofolia) ^ in relation to growth and

respiration in varying seasons, gives a basis for the establish-

ment of the view that the nature of the food product in th
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vc^etat'wc organ in relation to protoplasmic hydration is

greatly responsible for the appearance and later development

of the reproductive organs. The chemistry of the vegeta-

tive and reproductive growth appears to be interdependent.

The reproductive organs may be said to have four* distinct

chemico-physiological phases in their existence, viz.^ ( 1 ) th&

preconjugafion and the immediate post-conjugation stage

which may be designated tfie young stage, (2) the stage in

which the major portion of the growth is accomplished or

the *adolescent' stage, (3) the stage of partial ripeness or the

^penultimate senescent' stage, and (4) the stage of full ripe-

ness or the ^senescent' pha«e. from the analytical study of

the various carbohydrates and amino-acids in all the stages

it is found that the young stage has a high C N ratio in both

the vegetative and reproductive organs, the adolescent stage

shows a continuation of the same proportionality, the penul-

mate senescent stage shows a high C’N and a low Amino-'

Mono-ratio in the leaves, and opposed to this a low C(N and

a low Amino- |Mono-ratio in the fruits.

The following conclusions are the outcome of the above

analytical study.

1. A low C\N rafio^ a low Mono-\ Amino-ratio, and a

higher sugar content are characteristic of greater growth of

reprodu ctive organs.

2. A medium C\N ratio, a medium Mono-]Amino-
ratio and medium sugar concentration accompany moderate

growth of vegetative and reproductive parts.

3. A high C\N ratio, a high Mono-^ Amino-ratio, a high

soluble sugar concentration and a low water-content mark
the senescence of the vegetative portion and the ripening of
the fruits.

The results furthermore suggest the existence of a

balance between carbohydrate and protein katabolism in the

adolescent vegetable organism and it is highly probable that

the nature of this balance determines the alternation of the

vegetative and reproductive phases. *
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IV—THE BASIS OF SENESCENCE AND DEATH
IN PLANTS

*
*

From a consideration of the foregoing facts senes-

cence has been foTund to be a characteristic and necessary

feature T)f life, and 'death* the inevitable end of this process

•when regression or rejuvenation does not occur due to certain

adverse conditions affecting the colloidal matrix of the liviny

•cell. Snicsccncc and death on the one hand, and rejinr-

nation on the other, appear to he simply two aspects oj

the same dynamic activity,

Naturf of Retarding Influfnchs in Growth-rat

i

From the discussion of the experimental data little doiil'

can be entertained that among other factors the gener.
'

decline in the metabolic activity, lowering in the hyciratioM

of the protoplasm, high C N and Mono- Amino-ratios, ’

gradual drift in the cell-sap and water-content towards []>

initiation and development of the reproductive organs, th:

inactivation of catalysts inducing a fall in the rate of h\ dn

lysis, the decrease in the diffusion gradient of gases, WMter ai !

cell-sap and finally, the gradual arrest of the respirato \

mechanism due to accumulation of harmful metabolites, au*

the chief internal factors respQijsiMc for retarding the pro-

cess of growth, since all other external fatcors were sup

plied above the requirements of the plants growing in tin

field.

(;) Water

In the preceding discussion, it was shown that the fall

in the metobolic activity was not only to be noticed m the

entire plant, but that it was a characteristic featii e

of the protoplasm invariably. Thus a fall in the proti^-

plasmic hydration ^ (cf. MacDougal ‘‘‘) as well as that

of metaboli,sm in general, appears to be of great significance

in the vegetative growth of the plant.

Dufrinoy goes even to the extent of pointing out that

growth-rate depends upon the balance between the sum ui

imbibition, the osmotic pressure of colloids, and of the salt^
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of the cell sap, the sum of the tension of membrane, the

osmotic pressure of the salts of the surrounding medium and

the mechanical resistance of the media. But the vegetative

and reproductive phases of plant life are so opposed to each

other and so divergent in character that the conditians pro-

moting the one degrade the other. Hence whatever the,

cause of the fall in the growth-rate with age, the correspon-

dence of the respiratory-index curve of the meristematic

tissue with that of the hydration on the one hand, *and the

healing of the mechanical wounds (regeneration of cells)

with age on the other, establishes to seme degree of accu-

racy that a fall in ihe coll<iidal Jjydrafion of the protoplasm

may be one of the several causes leading to cessation of

growth processes.

The fact that the water-content in the leaves and other

organs greatly influences the carbohydrate ratio of polysac-

charide to monosaccharide, serves to emphsise the important

role which water plays in all the metabolic activities, not to

mention its importance as a promoter of chemical reactions

in general. A definite carbohydrate compound my be as-

sociated with high or low water-content giving a specific

growth-rate. Thus it was noted that at a time the Artocar-

pus^'^^ and cotton'*^ pllnts^Cte fully laden with fruits, with

the appearance of a heavy shower of rain the fruits began

to shed and the vegetative growth which had almost ceased

was seen to revive by the reappearance of vegetative buds

in fresh luxuriance. The shedding of the Cotton bolls^^ and

the mango flowers®^ has already been partly attributed to a

shortage in the supply of water to the developing reproducive

organs.

In view of the increased demand of water made by
the developing reproductive organs it is not certain whether
fall m the water-content of the vegetative tissue is due to
some disturbance in the balance between the intake of water
and that lost by transpiration, as has been noted by the
increased rate of transpiration with ageing following
a lowering in the organisational resistance in the tissue * ^
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or is merely a periodic function of the age-span of the plant

in order to supply the reproductive organs. But the close

dependence of vegetative growth on a proper supply of water

remains undeniable. The fall in water-content of the tissue

is certainly due to some internal change in the colloidal com-

plex of the protoplasm, for in the pt:eceding experiments

water was always supplied to plants growing under field con-

ditions such that it did not limit the demand made by the

plant. It can, therefore, be safely inferred that a decrease

in water-content in the growing region, possibly due to some

internal cause, limits the activity of the protoplasm and thus

adds to senility.

The relation of water-content to the colloidal mass of

protoplasm’*’ as affecting the metabolic processes and varia-

tion m the concentration of the cell-sap, is considered by the

author to be the basic principle of growth but at the same

time the molecular surface tension, the imbibition of the col -

loidal mass make the process much complicated.

(w) Nutrition

The importance of nutrition, organic or inorganic, in

plant growth is so obvious that elaboration on this score

would seem unnecessary. But th^gnificance of the experi-

mental data is so marked as to warrant some mention.

Whether a fall in the supply of food substratum also

adds to the decrease in the growth-rate, has hardly been

directly studied in the case of higher plants because of experi-

mental difficulties except some work relating to the multi-

plication of the lower plants in different nutrient solutions

of varying concentrations.

The data on Radish, Beet-root ^ and Knol Kohl

plants seem to throw interesting side-light on this ques-

tion. Thus it was noted that, as contrasted with the growth-

rate curves of cotton or mustard, the curves of both the

’independent evidence is being collected by the author on artificial

cells and the physical properties thereof in changing media. Compai-

also in this connection the very interesting and instructive work of

MacDougal on Hydration and Growth.
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growth-rate and respiration of the plant exhibited two cycles

of active growth constituting two parabolas. The latter

phase of growth is shown to be mainly at the expense of the

food materials stored in the fleshy root of the Radish as

assimilatory-index of the leaves was minimal, enfphasis-

ing further that the food factor has a marked influence on .

the growth-rate and if this be in excess prolongation of

growth activity of the plant* is likely to take place. But in

spite of the reserve being in excess in the storage organs, we

note a subsequent decrease in growth-rate till finally the

penultimate senescent stage and the last stage of senescence

overtake the growth-rate. • ^

To what extent and in what degree the process of

growth may have been influenced in the Radish, can not be

said with any definiteness. Nonetheless this much is clear

that the food factor does prolong the life-cycle of the plant

if other conditioning factors be not limiting, although senes-

cence may ultimately intervene in spite of the excess of food

material. Hence senescence must ultimately be traced to

some other cause besides the food factor and water-content

of the protoplasm which in their turn may also contribute

towards senescence.
i

{tii) Metabolism

Whatever be the cause for bringing about senescence it

must ultimately be traced to a failure of the metabolic

machinery which is the main vehicle in the process of growth.

Hence a clear knowledge of this may lead to a better under-

standing of the mechanism of both senescence and rejuve-

nescence.

While considering the comparative data on growth-rate

and other metabolic activities in the preceding pages, it was
generalised that the correlated run ol many physiological

activities such as the power of regeneration, respiration of
the entire plant and the meristematic tissue, assimilation,

transpiring power, water-holding capacity of the protoplasm
and other physiological ratios (leaf-area and leaf-weight-

122
•
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ratios) indicated a connected sequence of events inside tlii

protoplasm during growth and their striking parallel declini

with age was interpreted as a general expression of the quali-

tative change in ^he protoplasm designated by the author a?

'^Metabolic senescence” which affects many physiological

activities simultaneously in spite of thpir diversity.

of the many physiological processes known to occur in

the organism *the one which is most closely linked with the

present conception of vitality is the function which is termed

respiration/ the energy supplier for every activity in the

plant, and which thus gives expression of each variation in

the intensity of the metabolic activity of cell from its

youngest up to the last stage of life. Hence an insight into

the mechanism of respiration with age should give a clear

conception of senescence. While engaged on the intense e

analytical studies of the mechanism of respiration in plants

which forms the author’s main work it has been shown else-

where that prolonged starvation by keeping the leaves in

the dark, anserobiosis, and continued effect of tempenituri

are similar in their effects in increasing the intensity of 'iinie

factor’ on respiration of the leaves of Artocarpus, Eugenia

and Mustard, to mention only a few cases. Thus by study-

ing the 'Air-Nitrogen’ and 'NTtaocFN-Am’ afier-effech

along with a study of the ratio of aerobic and anaerobic res-

pirations throughout the life-cycle of the Mustard plant, it

has been shown by the author that there is an accumulation of

toxic substances as age advances which have also a prolotmd

influence on the respiration and growth machinery

This Time-effect,’ viz., the fall in respiration intensity

of young, adolescent, penultimate-senescent and senescent

leaves has been ascribed by the author to the accumulation

of harmful metabolites of the nature of tannins, anthocy-

anins, flavones, other sfllied groups, alcohol, aldehydie and

ketonic substances which greatly preponderate in the cell

centre under such conditions for want of a complete working

up of the reacting mass to the final COu and water. Thest

harmful metabolites affect the respiration enzymes as also
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the hydrolytic enzymes designated by the author the Hat-

bi}iger~ciizymes ^ either directly or through a

phosphate-co-enzyme on the one hand, and the critical con-

centration of the sugar substratum on the •other.

It may be of interest to make a reference in this Connec-

tion to the experiment of Lawrence Balls on the e^ffect of ,

temperature on the growth of the 'Shore-shin* fungus and

of the root of the cotton plant
® ^ and the experiments

conducted in this laboratory on sugarcane Thus with

the acceleration of growth-rate due to temperature Balls

noted that the oxic substance went on increasing in a logarith-

mic ratio, till it was powerful epough to arrest the growth-

rate at about a temperature of In the analysis of the

different carbohydrates in the case of sugarcane it was shown

that with age the X substance went on varying inversely

as growth till it attained a concentration when there was

no further growth in the plant (Fig. 5). In this produc-

tion of toxins a normal feature of growth?

Further it has already been shown that the proportion

of the monosaccharides coi;responds with the intensity of res-

piration as well as growth-rate (cf. Fig. 3 also) . The de-

pendence of growth-rate on the inter-conversion of the diffe-

rent groups of carbohydrates, proteins and their derivatives,

the fats and the salts which make up the 'protoplasmic engine*

through the medium of specific enzymes requires no elabora-

tion. Hence the hypothesis put forward by the author on the

mechanism of respiration that accumulation of metabolites

brings about a fall in the intensity of respiration, applies

equally well in the case of growth of plants since a close

parallelism has already been established in respiration and

growth of plants with advancing age. That also is the

author*s justification, on experimental basis, for putting for-

ward the hypothesis that the decline in growth-rate or in

other words, ageing is simply due to the progressive accumu-

lation of harmful metabolites, for in nature, anaerobiosis,

starvation and stress of high temperature are not uncom-
mon.
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{iv) Permeahility, Concentration of 0> and CO.

within the cell-centre

In addition to the above, a consideration of the permea-

bility of the plarft tissues with advancing age as well as the

concentration of oxygen and of carbon-di-oxide inside the

plant tissue, and the transport of plastic material from cell

to cell in a growing organism is important. With increasing

age increase in the non-living tissue is a common phenomenon

and it must ultimately hinder gaseous diffusion, in, and

CO2 out. This being so, anasrobiosis will be induced within

the tissue and as a consequence of this, CO;., will accumulate,

act as a toxin and thereby decre^e the rate of metabolism, a

conclusion which has been arrived at by Lillie although m
a different manner. Thus for instance, Lillie suggests that

in the absence of excitation the plasma membrane becomes

slightly impermeable to COm, consequently the CO:, resulting

from metabolism accumulates within the cell and decreases

the rate of dynamic processes. External stimulation increases

the permeability of the membrane to carbon-di-oxidc and

thus permits the escape of CO. from cell to cell and brings

about an Increase in the rate of metabolism.

While studying the respiratory jnechanism of massive

plant organs it has clearly been established by the author
'

’ ^

that the processes of senescence and ripening in this

organ go hand-in-hand and are accelerated by the accumu-

lation of COo in the tissue of the flesh.

Further observations made by the author point to the

conclusion that with the advance in the age of the plant, be-

sides a gradual fall in the water-content and accumulation

of the more complex organic food materials, the channels of

translocation for the upward transpiration stream of water

and for the downward flow of the manufactured food imi'

terial become partly blocked up, such that some of the chan-

nels become impervious to the difusion gases, cell sap and

water.

In view of the above mentioned happenings in the plant
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tissues and the cells the passage of both water and cell-sap is

greatly decreased, inducing thereby a misfit in the demand

made by the cell for water and the plastic food material on

the one hand, and the supply and removal of accumulated

toxic metabolities, on the other, thus following a shortage in

the supply of actiye mass of the reacting substratum l}

gradual decrease in the relative velocity of reaction inside the

cell and consequently in the rate of metabolism and growth

is the net outcome.

{v) Cell Chemistry

Side references have already been made presently regard-

ing the change in the critical Concentration of the respirable

substrata^, the accumulation of harmful metabolites, the in-

activation of enzymes, the rise in the concentration of the

soluble sugar particularly noted in the case of fruits, the

diversion of the plastic food material and water towards the

development of the reproductive organs. It remains only to

emphasise the importance of C|N and Monosaccha-

ride!Amino-acid ratios on the young, adolescent, penulti-

mate-senescent and the Senescent stages in the life-history of

the plant and the plant organs which have four different

histories of their cheruistry. Taking for instance a particular

case, it is shown that higher C|N and Mono- 1Amino-ratios

seem to follow the gradient of senescence, and rightly so,

since such ratios will increase the amount of carbohydrates

and reduce nitrogenous matter which is eminently required

for the formation of the protoplasm during vegetative

growth.

{vi) Periodicity in Growth-rate

Before leaving the question of the nature of senescence

it is necessary to call attention to another and a most im-

portant factor, viz., the periodicity*or cyclic changes that are

the dominating features of practically all organisms. Some
of the periodic changes may be determined by external fac-

tors such as light, temperature, etc., while the internal fac-

tors are most important. Various plant cells and organs ac-
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cumulate reserve material. As the accumulation of such

reserve materials proceeds they approach quiescence, but if

conditions may change, they may undergo rejuvenes-

cence.

Afttr a period of quiescence, rejuvenescence is but a

necessary^feature of life. Certain plants"with storage organs

and others with loss of leaves, are followed by a quiescent

period which may vary from branch to branch, from one

stage of development to another, and from season to

season.

Allusion has already been made elsewhere ^ to the /;//-

portaucc of previous history of a^plant in predeterminini;

its future activity. Thus even the daily fluctuations in

flowering are predetermined and controlled by the weather

conditions which obtained a month before the flower bud

opens. Effect of size, weight and relative density of the

seeds and the previous treatments to which thciV might

have been subjected predetermine the life-history of the

plant and their importance is but obvious. It is quite likely

what wc call periodicity may simply be associated with the

cell chemistry in the alternate accumulation and removal of

metabolites. Periodicity itself may resylt from the existing

conditions between chemical reactions or metabolism and the

colloidal complex, some continuing for a shorter period

while others for a longer period. The shorter or longer

periodicity of the age-cycle may be only due to the accumu-

lation of metabolites which may vary from shorter intervals

to longer intervals of life.

Thus a review of what has been said, appears to point

to the conclusion that the explanation of senescence or old

age lies not exclusively in any one of the aforesaid factors

but in a correlation of them all. Each of them supplies a path

which may be used to arrive at the same end. The end fo

be reachedy in order that the reaction velocity of the reactants

may be increased, is to diminish the resistance to the reaction

obtaining within that wlmnderful laboratory, the cell
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V—THE BASIS OF REJUVENESCENCE IN PLANTS

The brief consideration, incomplete though it J^e within

the scope of the prescribed pages, has emphasised the view

that senescence in plants is due to a pr(5gressive accumula-

tion of metabolites with advancing age due to irfcomplete

working of the reacting mass to the final product and ius

consequent non-removal from the seat of activity. If this

be true, how are we to interpret the phenomenon of rejuvena-

tion in plants? But before we try to trace the cause of

rejuvenescence we might endeavour to understand what

rejuvenescence is.

Invariably in all the^plarits that the author has experi- •

mented upon it has been noted that the general fall in the

dynamic processes of growth-rate was interrupted by a sud-

den rise before the initiation of the reproductive phase. This

'maximal march’ in respiration, growth-rate and the monosac-

charides^before the intiation of the reproductive organs, was

shown to be a phenomenon of general occurrence in different

species, in different varieties of the same species, in different

types of plants of vario&s habitats, in annuals, biennials and

perennials where there may be several crops of reproductive

organs, appears as qiany times as reproductive organs are

produced. (Cf. Figs. 2 and 4 also)

.

It is noteworthy that in the growth experiments of two

varieties of Beet-root, this ^maximal hump^ in the curves is

only indicative of adolescence, the reproductive phase follow-

ing it as a result of increased metabolic activity, unless the

plant be sterile due to certain internal or external causes, (see

Fig. 2) even as a girl may attain puberty and yet fail to pro-

duce offspring. This ^maximum* has therefore been shown to

be due to an increase in the velocity of the dynamic processes

and to this we give the general name of Rejuvenescence.*

We explain senescence to be due to an accumulation of

metabolites and if this be true as indeed experimental evi~

defence points to, how are we to explain rejuvenescence? Re-

juvenescence then 1 explain by simffly supposing that after a
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certain stage in the accumulation of metabolites {after a

certain critical stage in the reacting mass has been reached)

there is a sudden working back in the form of a backward re-

action due to a disUirbance in the colloidal mass, resulting in

the loss of equilibrium. Such an assumption presupposes only

tjie ^Law of Mass Action* in the reaction media of the proto-

plasm, an assumption which has been shown to be an

experimental truth in more than one place by the author.

Whether rejuvenescence is connected in some way with the

periodicity of the protoplasm remains an open question.

VI—CONCLUDING REMARKS

We can therefore follow*the processes of Senescence.

Rejuvenescence and Death in somewhat similar manner tbai

we follow the progress of a chemical reaction. In both cases

we obtain curves which may be subjected to ynathematical

anlysis from which conclusion may be drawn regardin

the nature of the processes.

Thus the basis of both senescence and rejuvenescence ap-

pears to bcy to a large extenty the accumulation and a sudden

removal of jnetabolites following the Law of Mass Action.

According to this hypothesis wlxn a state of reactivity /v

reached in which the forward reaction is kept so much in

abeyance through the accumulation of harmful metabolites

that the reactivity becomes irreversible y
'death* supervenes.

This simple hypothesis of senescence, rejuvenescence and

death in plants, founded as it is on experimental evidence, to

the exclusion of unnecessary speculation, appears to the

author to be sound.

What applies to the case of plants may equally apply

to that of animal senescence and rejuvenescence. Thus the

author’s work brings into unity not only the living pheno-

mena but aims at a unit^ between the animate and the iiv

animate, viz., throughout natural phenomena by reducing

the life-unit to simple elements of chemistry and phy^u '

and by indicating the application of laws governing physh

chemical reactions to life functions of the organisms.
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But this represents an analysis only of a small portion of

the phenomena of life and verily one may exdaim with

Newton, is just a drop in the ocean, needing to be followed

up by a series of investigations which wilbpave the way for

the creation of living protoplasm from the non-li\^ng ele-

ments. For, does it not follow that an attempt to break as-,

under a complex structure to its final elements must have its

complement in an endeavour to resynthesise the analysed

matter into a harmonious whole before it can be hailed

with success. Although I have accumulated evidence on the

practical applications of their results to increasing the life

duration and checking senesceijce in plants, space does not

permit its discussion in the present paper.

I leave it to the reader to judge if the hypothesis put

forward for plant senescence and rejuvenescence has any-

thing in common with the principles of Yoga and Pra-

NAYAMA expounded by our Risis in our ancient Shastras

and so much advocated by that great personage, I mean

the venerable Pandit Modan Mohan Malaviyaji. Let us en-

deavour to emulate as much as our individual capacity would

permit, the model life of that glorious and inspiring indivi-

dual, whose 70th birthday we have the proud privilege of

commemorating, and to discover the key-note of his suc-

cess against the retarding influence of ageing in exhibiting

unabated energy and enthusiasm in the cause of religion,

education, politics and humanity as a whole. In the end it

is my earnest prayer that Panditji may continue to success-

fully combat the influence of ageing for a good long time.

Bhola Nath Singh

123
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PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA
«

Some Personal Reminiscences ^

It has been my privilege to come into contact with.

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya on more than a dozen occa-

sions within the past 22 years and on several of these occa-

sions I have had opportunities of discussing with* him at

length topics of common interest to us, particularly in the

spheres of education, politics and economics. I will briefly

recall here some of my regiiniscences of such occasions.
•

Political Activities

It was at the sessior^of the Indian National Congress

in December 1910 at Allahabad which* I attended as a visitor

that I first made the acquaintance of the Pandit. He took a

prominent part in conducting the business of that session, and

whenever questions arose, spoke with assurance and eloquence.

In his characteristic plain white clothes, he was easily the

star-figure in the assembly.

The next time I came within the ambit of his political

activities was in December 1921 when he led a deputation

to the Viceroy in which Dr. Annie Besant and several promi-

nent Indian leaders took part. I was then in Calcutta and

he asked me also to join the deputation, the object of which

was to suggest measures to Government calculated to allay the

unrest prevailing at the time and to voice public dissatisfac-

tion at the inadequacy of political reforms which had been

introduced the year before and to demand an immediate

advance to enable the country to enter on a career of con-

structive activities and peaceful progress which were not

thought possible under the limitations imposed by the Parlia-

mentary Act of 1919.

Shortly after this, that is, on January 10, 1922, a re-

presentative all-parties Conference was convened in Bombay

chiefly at the initiative of the Paijdit, which Mahatma

Gandhi also attended. A Committee ,was appointed to give
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practical efiFect to the objects of the Conference in which

along with the Pandit, Mr. M. A. Jinnah and M. R. Jayakar

who took part, my name was also included. But the work

of the Committee ended abruptly in certain circumstances

which a/e now matters of history.

The Pandit has waged many a fight in the people^s cause

on the Congress platform since 1886 and in the Imperial

Legislative Council and its successor, the Indian Legislative

Assembly since 1910. In all political struggles he has been

in the forefront of the battle. Till two or three years ago,

he kept to the strict and narrow path of constitutional

agitation and when last year the agitation was at its height

and leader after leader was sent to prison including his

great friend and compatriot Mahatma Gandhi, he joined the

Working Committee of the Congress which was then a

proscribed organization. That led to his arrest and subse-

quent incarceration. To an orthodox Hindu, prison life is

particularly abhorrent, but he made this supreme sacrifice

when he felt the country’s interests demanded it.

Benares Hindu Lniversity

The Pandit’s most notable achievement in the sphere

of constructive activities is the establishment of the Hindu

University at Benares for which he has worked ceaselessly

for over 25 years. Such important institutions arc usually

built up by the benefactions of super-rich men, or by high

officials taking the lead with the backing of Government,

or by means of public subscriptions raised to commemorate

a great name. But in the present case the University has been

brought into existence by the devoted exertions of a private

citizen, mainly through the trust reposed by the public in his

devotion, character and high moral purpose.

Benares was selected for the location of this University

because that city is an old and historic centre of learning and

is held in veneration by millions of Hindus as the principa

seat of their faith. His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore

was prevailed upon to become the first Chancellor and it
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was recognised at the time that having regard to His High-

ness’ well-known piety, love of Sanskrit literature and devo-

tion to the Hindu religion no more fitting choice coftld have

been made for that high office.

Pandit Malaviya started with a definite concept ^f what

the University was to do and what the general disposition was

to be of the various Tijuildings which were to give if habita-

tion. He sought to preserve the best thought and culture

of Hindu religion and philosophy and, at the same time, to

train experts in science, men of business and industrial leaders,

who would help to increase the country’s production and

wealth. He discussed sonie of these questions with me at

Delhi and other places. He to*ok enormous trouble to con-

sult every one within his r^ch whose views were worth know-

ing—engineers, architects, educationists and industrial leaders

—but while profiting from all such advice, adhered in essen-

tials to the original plan on which the general scheme had

been started.

The Pandit carried on an intensive campaign to collect

funds and build up the University from stage to stage. He
approached Princes and thiefs, waited on high Government

officials, visited important centres and addressed great gather-

ings at which he appealed to the patriotism of merchants

and Zamindars and to the religious instincts of the Hindus

for this purpose. I was present at one such gathering in

Calcutta which he addressed in Hindi with great force and

eloquence—I believe this was in January 1912—when rich

Zamindars, Marwari merchants and others came forward

with promises of large sums, many handing in bundles of

currency notes on the spot. The moving eloquence of the

Pandit had evidently told on the audience and money literally

poured in on that occasion.

I visited Benares by invitation in January 1923 and

found that the University had taken a definite shape. A
noble pile of buildings had sprung up. Instruction up to

the highest degree in the various branches of Art and Science

and teaching in Sanskrit Classics Vere in full swing. A
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high class College in Engineering had begun work and at-

tempts were being made to start a College of Agriculture.

Although the University was still in the stage of develop-

ment, it had already made a mark as an all-India centre of

learning^ and was attracting students from all parts of the

country.

Thtf Pandit’s political activities have both helped and

hindered his work for the University. It was his reputation

as a man of learning and piety and a disinterested political

worker that enabled him to make a satisfactory start. On
more than one occasion he was in disfavour with the Govern-

ment and there were apprehensions of stoppage of Govern-

ment contributions to the Institution. Recently when he

was sent to prison for his politic;'^! opinions, it was freely

talked about that the ^taff would have to be placed on hali-

pay.

Other Interests and Activities

The Pandit’s interests are nation-wide and are not coji-

fined to politics or education. Every good public cause h.i^

his sympathy and support. He has been a strong supporter

of compulsory primary education from the time the late

Mr. Gokhale introduced his bill in the Imperial Legislatne

Council in 1911. He has also been •one of the principal

organisers of the Hindu Mahasabha Movement, the object

of which is to promote co-operative effort for all good pur-

poses among the Hindus so that the community may not

fall below other nationalities, either within or outside the

country, in energy and virile power for defence or self-

improvement.

He is in favour of giving military training to the people

of every Province or State, so that they may be able, if need

arises, to defend their hearths and homes. And he has been

a vigorous advocate of the policy of industrial development

in the country. The minute he wrote for the Report of the

Industrial Commission (1916-18) has often been quoted as

the true Indian view of the industrial needs of the country.

In that minute he has pointed out how Indian industries have
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suffered in the past by discouragement and neglect and how
vital it is to foster industries on modern lines for the eco-

nomic uplift of the country. If a genuine movement for

this purpose were set on foot, he hopes to be able to carry

on a campaign and collect a very large sum within the

country itself to prjDvide the capital needed for organised,

industries.

His Oratory and Personal Characteristics

The Pandit’s effectiveness as a public worker is consider-

ably enhanced by his fine powers of oratory. He has a

pleasing mellow voice and his exposition of subjects is lit by

many lights. Knowledge of Sanskrit classics, wide ac-

quaintance with English history and literature, deep study

of the condition of th^ masses and researches in cur-

rent finance and economics, all help to adorn his discourses.

He can speak for hours without a note and his addresses

in Hindi have a remarkable value in moulding the thoughts

of his orthodox audiences, particularly in Northern India.

He has throughout maintained a continuity of aim and

consistency of principle in all his public utterances and acti-

vities. His simple habits and plain living are also in his favour

and they make a peculiar appeal to the Indian masses. A
man who does not s^ek comfort and fortune for himself

when both are within reach is most likely to feel compassion

for the poor and the distressed.

An Estimate of His Work
A man of deep culture, broad sympathies, an intrepid and

selfless worker, he is popular with all classes of his country-

men. While not actually taking part in political contro-

versies, he is known to enjoy the regard and confidence of

high dignitaries, notwithstanding the fact that all his life

he has been strugglmg to soften the rigours of bureaucratic

rule for his countrymen. His winsome manners and amiable

personality have contributed not a little to gain for him the

esteem of his adversaries. His European opponents know
that he is a clean fighter and respect him on that account.

The Indian Princes regard him as their friend; and, while he
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is the idol of his orthodox countrymen, he is not unpopular

with the reformers. He is no bigot; his attitude of late

years toVards the untouchables and depressed classes has

undergone a remarkable change in their favour; and, when

duty to*his country demanded it, he readily crossed the seas

to visit Europe. His chief claim to the confidence and

gratitude of his countrymen is his intense concern for their

welfare, the enthusiasm he has' roused among them for

national" objects and the impetus he has given to nation

-

building. A noble and lovable personality, a staunch Hindu

and a great Indian, all he thinks of, all he works for, are

the interests of his community ^nd country; to these in-

terests he is giving every moment of his waking time.

* ' M. ViSVESVARAYYA



MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA:
Reminiscences and Appreciation

I have known Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya prin-

cipally in connection with his endeavours to get Mysore con-,

nected with the Benares Hindu University. In tfiat con-

nection, he visited Mysore at least twice. Though I had

heard of him before then, by his eminent public services, I

had not known him personally. My first meeting with him
proved quite an experience. Some people had described him
as an **anti-Mussalman”. A short conversation showed how
untrue was such a description of the patriotic personality

before me. This exampl#, indeed, was more than sufficient

to make me doubt the accuracy of popular verdicts! Pandit

Malaviya is simply pro-Indian first and last. What impressed

me mostjn him was his humility, his self-effacement and his

sense of the greatness of moral values. They say that self-

abnegation is the law of life. If that be so,—few, I think,

will be disposed to dispute it—^here is one who has demon-
strated it in his work for the country. I have heard a great

lawyer say that if Mr. Malaviya had so willed it, he would
have been an ornament to the legal profession. Perhaps a

College Professor would say, with equal truth, that, had he

so desired, he would have been a splendid teacher of youth.

A philosophically inclined person might claim him, perhaps

with equal right, for his own fold. I am emphasising not

so much his versatility as the sacrifice he has made for the

sake of advancing public interests. That is the outstanding

merit of Pandit Malaviya. I draw pointed attention to

it because it offers the true key to his character and his

achievements in public service.

I do not think I need refer at any great length to his

many-sided activities or to his great oratorical gifts, though
of the latter something interesting might be said. He pos-

sesses in eminent degree the three grjat powers of the orator

—to instruct, to move, to delight. Tlje perfect rain of dona-
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tions that has followed many a public speech of his on behal

of the Benares University has, no doubt, to be set down t

the marvellous effect on men’s minds of his splendid elo

quence. I sometimes wonder whether, in these days o

crippled finances, Mysore may not secure unto herself ar

equally good money-dragging orator yrkh my friend,

worthy 'Pandit. Perhaps the greatest achievement of Pandit

Malaviya in the field of practical action has been the founda-

tion of the Benares Hindu University, which will ever stand

a public monument to his disinterested labours in the cans.'

of public education in the country. His persuasive skill

carried all before him. After his second visit, it was almost

impossible to resist him. The result was that His Highness

the Maharaja of Mysore accepteckrhe Chancellorship of the

Benares University. J am happy in the thought that what

His Highness’s Government could do was done for this

University. Quite apart from the financial aspect of the

matter, Pandit Malaviya was anxious to have the rnoral sup-

port of a Maharaja who is acknowldeged on all hands be

the type of what a Hindu Sovereign should be—a father

to his subjects in the truest sense of that ancient and hallov ed

phrase.

It is pleasing to feel that a just tribute to the great

work done by Pandit Malaviya is being paid to him on the

70th Anniversary of his birth. Pandit Malaviya wears his

years lightly. He is, as the poet would have it,

—

“A man not old, but mellow like good wine.”

I gladly join my countrymen in paying my personal tribute

to the eminent worth and work of one of the foremost

among Indian patriots.

M. Ismail



PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA AS
I HAVE KNOWN HIM

I feel highly honoured by the invitation, extended to

me by the Madan Mohan Malaviya Commemoration Volume

Committee, to contribute ft paper on some of my personal

reminiscences of the great patriot, eminent orator ‘and dis-

tinguished educationist, whose innumerable services to the

country the book is intended to record and popularize. I

readily respond to this invitation with great pleasure, not

only because of the happy and* cordial relations, which have

subsisted between Pandi^ Malaviya and myself for now a

period of over forty years, but also because it has been my
great privilege to have been associated with him, in many

public activities, both in the central legislature of the country,

and also outside it. There is also this fact to keep in mind

that, unfortunately for our country, a large number of the

public workers and leaders of public opinion, with whom
Pandit Malaviya has been associated in his long public career,

have passed away, and I doubt if there are now many left,

who may claim, as I may do, to have known and worked with

Pandit Malaviya for now over four decades. This is, there-

fore, an additional reason for my acceding to the wishes of

those who have made themselves responsible for the Com-

memoration Volume.

It is now forty-three years since I—then a youth of

seventeen—first heard the name of Pandit Malaviya, as a

young and enthusiastic worker in the cause of our country.

Members of my family had long been connected with various

branches of the public services, both in Calcutta (then the

seat of the Government of Bengal artd Bihar)
,
and also Agra

and Allahabad, from a time anterior to the creation of the

then North-Western Provinces, in 1835, as a separate ad-

ministration from that of the "Bengal Presidency”. And so

it happened that in 1888, some of those members of my
995
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family, who were then occupying high positions in the ju

cial services, in what is now the “Province of Agra”, w
at our ancestral village, (in the Shahabad district of Behj

with their sons, who were prosecuting their studies in

Muir Central College, Allahabad. I was at that time stuc

jng in the first year class of the Patna College, and happer

to go to my ancestral village, during the summer va(

tion. It was there that I first heard glowing encomiu

from my relations, on the public career of the youthi

Pandit Malaviya. I shall never forget, if I live to be

hundred, the deep impression which the panegyrics, whi

my young relations bestowed upon the public activities a

the eloquence of Pandit Malaviya, made upon me. Not on

(as I soon came to find out for nr/sclf )
did they very just

extol his patriotism, anf hold up to my emulation his earncs

ness and enthusiasm in the cause of the country, but th<

also expressed the highest admiration for his powers of pub!

speaking, as an accomplished debater and a powerful orat^

alike in Hindi and English. The result was that I developc

a strong inclination to make his personal acquaintance, an

I made up my mind to go to Allahabad to meet him thc i

at the earliest opportunity. Fortunately, for me, the fourt

session of the Indian National Congrcjfs was to be held iha

very year at Allahabad, during the Christmas week, and ac

cordingly I not only made up my mind to meet Pancli

Malaviya at the Congress and hear him, but communicatee

my resolution to my relations, who cordially welcomed the

idea, and encouraged me to come to Allahabad. And so,

soon as the Patna College closed for the Christmas vacation,

I found myself in a third class compartment on my way to

Allahabad.

. n
The session of the Congress, which was held at Allahabad

in 1888 , was, in more senses than one, a unique demonstration

of the rising upheaval of the national consciousness of India,

which had been accelerated by the strenuous opposition to
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the nationalist movement by the late Sir Auckland Colvin

—^the head of the administration, at that time, of ^he North-

Western Provinces and Oudh—and also by the late Sir Syed

Ahmad. The result was that Congressmen*had been naturally

put upon their mettle and they left no stone unturned to

make the session nqx only successful but memorable. They

accordingly secured for their president a well-known and

liberal minded Scotsman, an ex-president of the Bengal

Chamber of Commerce, and a man of very great influence

in the British commercial community in India, namely the

late Mr. George Yule. For the chairmanship of the Recep-

tion Committee, they had the worthiest Indian then available,

in the person of the late Pandit Ajodhyanath, the leader of

the Vakil Bar in the AlMiabad High Court. ' Till then the

province of Behar had not taken an active part in Congress

politics and affairs, and had been wholly unrepresented at

the first session of the Congress (held in Bombay in 1885 ),

and but poorly so at the second and third sessions held in

Calcutta and Madras respectively; but there was a strong

contingent from Behar, at the Allhabad Congress, which

was a unique and an unprecedented gathering. It was

amidst such surroundings that I found myself in the visitor’s

gallery, when the Congress opened on the first day of the

session, with a wonderfully impressive speech delivered by

Pandit Ajodhyanath, and a highly thoughtful and strikingly

suggestive presidential address by Mr. George Yule. I was

so much interested in the proceedings of the Congress that

I sat, so to say, glued to my seat all the days and all the time

that its session lasted. I heard—for the first time—dozens

and scores of eminent Indian leaders, addressing that vast

concourse. Some of the powerful speeches delivered by the

greatest Indian speakers of the time made a deep impression

on my young mind—for instance* those by Surendranath

Banerjee and Kali Charan Banerjee of Calcutta, Eardley

Norton of Madras, and Pherozshah Mehta and Kashinath

Trimbak Telang of Bombay. All jeemed to me wonderful

and extraordinary performances, and ^o no doubt they were,
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especially as then judged, according to the standard of a

young student, by me. But while I admired them all, none
of the speakers made such an ineffaceable and indelible im-

pression on my mjnd as did the truly eloquent speeches of

Pandit Afalaviya. I fully remember, even now, how intently

absorbed I sat all the time Pandit Malaviya addressed that

vast gathering. Unlike the great orators named above,

Pandit Malaviya’s speeches seemed to me to combine rare

eloquenc'e with remarkable sweetness and suavity. This

first impression of mine of the characteristic of Pandit

Malaviya, as a public speaker, has since then grown with

my growth and strengthened witl? my strength, and during

the many years in which he and I worked together in the

Imperial Legislative G)uncil and c.utside it, the conviction

has steadily grown upop me that though India has produced

several unrivalled orators and debators. Pandit Malaviya is

unique in the sense of being the only public speaker who
tries to persuade the audience, not by reason of the power

and vehemence of his language, but by great tact, wonderful

gentleness and extraordinary charm, coupled with the mosi

easyflowing fluency which, all combined, produce upon the

hearer’s mind and attention a soothing sense, and at once

carry conviction to it. I need scarcely add that I managed

to get myself introduced to Pandit Malaviya by my relations,

who knew him well, and I shall never forget the kindness

with which he treated me; and so I returned from Allahabad

on January 1, 1889, as the happiest young student in India

at that time.

Ill

In less than six months, I had another opportunity, given

to me providentially, not only to meet Pandit Malaviya, but

to have the privilege of playing the host to him and enter-

taining him, as a highly honoured guest, in my small student’s

residence, at Patna. This is how it occurred. I had gone

back from Patna (during the course of the long vacation

3f the G)llege in 1889^*to my native town, Arrah, where I
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heard from some persons, who were Congressmen, that Pandit

Malaviya was expected there on the errand of the. Congress.

I knew that Pandit Malaviya was at that time editing a Hindi

paper, called the Hindustan, of which a great Congress leader

of that time, Raja Ram Pal Singh (of Kalankakar, in^Oudh)

was the proprietor. .Ostensibly, therefore. Pandit Malaviya,

was coming to Behar to advance the interests of the journal he

edited, but his primary object undoubtedly was to popularise

the Congress movement. He stayed for a couple of days

at Arrah, and all the time, I was only too glad to get there

an opportunity of attending upon him. He was so pleased

with me that when planning his visit to Patna, he asked me

if I could arrange to put him up. I said at once that though

I was living in a small rented house near the Patna College,

I would deem it as a very great privilege, indeed, if he

would honour me by accepting my hospitality. He most

readily accepted my offer, and accordingly at the end of his

visit to A*rrah, both he and I went together to Patna, where

he stayed for three days in my rooms. As he was not ac-

companied by any servant, he had to cook his meals, both

in the day and at night. I had become so much attached

to his personality that I gladly sat, not very far from him,

and talked to him all* the time, even when he was cooking

and taking his meals. Of course, he saw the leading Con-

gressmen of Patna at that time, the most prominent amongst

whom was the late Mr. Syed Sharfuddin (afterwards

Mr. Justice Sharfuddin of the Calcutta and the Patna High

Courts) ,
and a public meeting was also held, which he ad-

dressed most eloquently, both in English and Hindi. When

leaving Patna, he very kindly promised to take a personal

interest in my career which, I am glad to testify, he has

always done since.

Soon after Pandit Malaviya’s departure, circumstances

forced me to think of going to England to be called to the Bar,

and as I had nothing to fall back upon at that time, except

such wits as Providence had endowe^ me with, I naturally

thought of writing to Pandit Malaviya j:o secure for me some
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pecuniary aid from Raja Ram Pal Singh. I remember dis-

tinctly that I wrote many similar letters to a number of

distingilished Indian publicmen, some of whom I had come

to know at the Allahabad session of the Congress. I have

long since realised, what I did not do then, that it was foolish

of me to have expected a response froip any of them. But

I recall* with great gratification that of all those whom 1

addressed the only one reply I received, to my communica-

tion was from Pandit Malaviya. Of course, he was un-

able to assist me, as the Raja Saheb had many far more de-

serving claimants on his purse than myself, but Pandit Mala-

viya wrote to me a highly symp^hetic and genuine fricndi\

letter (which is still a cherished possession of mine)
,
in which,

he declared his conviction that idbough I might fail in mv

efforts to proceed to J.ondon to qualify myself for the Bar,

he felt sure, from what he knew of me, that 1 would 'go

far and and fare well”. His Brahminical prediction has cer-

tainly come off true in my case, for (from my point of view)

I have had little to complain of in the course of a fairly long

life. But it is for Pandit Malaviya to say whether his ex-

pectations of my career have been at all realized.

IV

I returned from London, to Allahabad, in February 1893,

after my call to the Bar on January 26 of that year. Tiicrc

were at that time, at Allahabad, a number of my friends,

specially from Bchar, the most prominent amongst whom

was the now senior puisne judge of the Patna High Court,

Mr. Justice Jwala Prasad. More than forty years back, few

Hindus from Upper India had crossed the seas, and, in my

case, I happened to be the first Hindu from Behar, who h.id

returned after qualifying in London. Naturally, therefore,

there was a strong feeling that I should be accorded, on mv

return to Allahabad, a public welcome, and accordingly a

large meeting was arranged in the hall of the old Kayastha

Pathshala buildings, which was presided over by an eminent

advocate of the High 0)urt. It was at this meeting that
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I had again the privilege of coming in contact with Pandit

Malaviya. He made a fairly long speech, relating all that

he knew about me and the impression that he had fof'med of

me, and wished me all the good things in jthe world, on my
joining the Patna Bar. From this time onwards# Pandit

Malaviya and I used^to correspond with one another on im-^

portant public affairs, and used to meet either at AlTahabad,

or generally at the places where the annual sessions of the

National Congress were held, from time to time. Tn 1896,

however, owing to complete breakdown in my health, at

Patna, where I had been practising till then, I transferred

myself permanently to Alla]iabad, and have lived there since,

in my own house. From that time onwards till January

1910, when I was elected t« represent the Legislative Council

of Behar and of Western Bengal (popularly known as the

"Bengal Council”) in the Imperial Legislative Council, Pandit

Malaviya and I worked together in many public affairs at

Allahabad. In July, 1899, when I founded the Hindmtan

Review, I received from him most valuable assistance, and

also when I started—in January, 1903—the Indian People,

as a weekly journal.

But the thing which I recall, at present, with a very great

appreciation of Pandif Malaviya’s perseverence and courage

was the compilation by him of a portentous book on the

Hindi-Urdu controversy, which was presented with an ad-

dress, by a very influential deputation, to Sir Antony Mac-

Donnell, and as a result of which he directed the optional

use of the Nagari character in the courts of the North-

Western Provinces and Oudh. It was an immensely difficult

task to have obtained such an order from the local govern-

ment, thirty years back, and none but Pandit Malaviya

could have successfully achieved his purpose. For the sake

of putting together this highly inst1*uctive and convincing

work, he had to give up practically his practice for a period

of from two to three years, and I distinctly remember him

sitting in (what was called in those days) the Vakils* Asso-

ciation rooms of the Allahabad High fk)urt, surrounded by
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piles of book of reference and standard works on philology

—

in place of being immersed in legal literature in that sur-

roundirfg. In 1910, as mentioned above, Pandit Malaviya

and I were returned to the Imperial Legisltive Council to

represent the two neighbouring provinces of Behar and West

Bengal, and Agra and Oudh. The three years that we spent

together at Calcutta and Simla impressed me very highly

with the value of the great work that he did, in his capacity

as a cotincillor, for the country, even through the medium

of that hopelessly defective legislature, in which there was a

standing maiority of an official phalanx. Although the per-

sonality of the late Mr. Gokhale overshadowed that of his

other non-official colleagues in the leadership of the pro-

gressive or the Congress party in the Council, yet Pandit

Malaviya managed to retain his position as one of the fore-

most leaders and publicmen in the country, and his contri-

butions to the debate, on the manv momentous problems de-

bated upon, were always listened to, even by the official

benches, with respect and admiration. Again and again, it

had been mv privilege to have co-operated with Pandit

Malaviya in doing some little service to our country through

the medium of the central legislature, during our two terms

in the Imperial Legislative Council, when we served together

as representatives of the two neighbouring provinces. During

our second term, Mr. Gokhale had passed away, Mr. Sastri

had come in, and our ranks were reduced by the passing

away of several of our old colleagues of the times of Lords

Minto and HarJinge.

Yet with all these handicaps and limitations, Pandit

Malaviya achieved a notable triumph as one of the distin-

g:uished leaders of the progressive party in the Imperial Coun-

cil, during the regime of Lord Chelmsford. It was espe-

cially so in the year 1919, when the session was held at Simla,

after the happening of the Punjab atrocities, in the summer

of that year. The debates consequently were highly sensa-

tional, the army was specially represented by the nomina-

tion of a high military officer, and the Punjab Government
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had, as its representative, its Chief Secretary, Mr. Thompson

(now Sir James Thompson, Chief Commissioner of Delhi).

The debates lasted for days and days, in which Pancflt Mala-

viya took perhaps the most important part^ Mr. Thompson

was regarded by the official benches as a very Qpwerful

speaker, one of almost volcanic vehemence, and his attacks^

on Pandit Malaviya were couched in as strong a language

as he could safely indulge in, consistently with the use of

Parliamentary etiquette. On one occasion he thoUght he

would be able to score a point against Pandit Malaviya by

quoting from Milton’s Paradise Lost, but the latter was equal

to the occasion, and in his reply gave Mr. Thompson, not

only a crushing rejoinder on th% various points, but literally

pulverised him by quoting another apposite stanza from tbe

same great poet. Pandit Malaviya’s J^unjab speeches were

truly intellectual treats of a very high order. In 1920 ,
when

I was returned to the Assembly and elected its first Deputy

President? Pandit Malaviya was not a member of it, he having

refused to stand for election in defence to the resolution

of the Nagpur session of the Congress urging non-co-opera-

tion, but he came in at the second and third elections, and

retained his high position as a great parliamentary leader.

Of Pandit Malaviya and his varied public activities, I

could write **much and long”, but I hope, what I have been

able to say so far, based upon my personal knowledge of

his work and intimate association with him for over now forty

years, will satisfy every reader of this volume, of what a

great asset he is to the cause of our country’s freedom and

progress. It is not necessary for me to refer to his great

and splendid work in founding and organising the Benares

Hindu University, of which he has now been for some years,

most deservedly, the Vice-chancellor. But above all his other

services, the greatest to my mind, fis his having been able

to make up his mind, in his seventy-first year, to go to

London to attend the second session of the Round Table

Conference. Only those, who, like myself, have personal

knowledge of his habits and genuine .orthodoxy in matters

126
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social, can realise what a difficult task it must have been for

him to have persuaded himself to go over to London. But

unlike iome other friends of his, I am not in the least sur-

prised at his having **done’* it, at last. Patriotism, in the

best sei^se of the term, a burning love for the country of his

birth, and a very keen desire to ameliorate the condition of

his fellow-countrymen, have been the striking key-notes of

Pandit Malaviya’s character as a public man, and there is

nothing surprising, therefore, in his having been able to

bring himself round to proceed to London, when he felt that

he was bound to do so at the call of his country. I asso-

ciate myself with the prayer of the very large number of his

friends and admirers that Providence may vouchsafe to him,

for a long time yet to come, h^lth and strength to carry

on his highly useful and most beneficial public activities, and

I earnestly hope, it will fall to his lot to see, before long,

our great, ancient and historic country attain the full status

of a Dominion in the British Commonwealth of Nations.

Sachchidananda Sinha



MALAVIYA, AN OUTSTANDING FIGURE IN
MODERN INDIA

*

A selfless patriot, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya ha^

been an outstanding figure in Modern India. Like the late

G. K. Gokhale, he realised at an early date that those who
want to take to politics and the uplift of their country

must be wholetime men. Before the time of these two great

sons of India, politics was regarded as a recreation after the

day’s arduous work at the bar or at the counter or three

days’ picnic during the Christmas recess.

Malaviyaji gave up Ris lucrative practice and courted

poverty so that he might devote his* whole attention to

the country’s cause in its multifarious aspects. His has been

a life of^dedication to the service of his motherland. The
Benares Hindu University is a living monument of his un-

bounded and untiring energy and devotion.

Old age is said to bt crabbed and full of cynicism.

Pandit Malaviya has belied this description of the immortal

poet. With his advancing years his robust optimism impels

him to undertake a distant voyage in a faroff land. Next
to Mahatma Gandhi it is difficult to find another man who
has undergone so much sacrifice and has given such proofs

of manysided actvitics. May he live long to fulfil his

destiny.

P. C. Roy
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MALAVIYAJI AND HIS WORK
•

Great men are similar only in greatness. In mpst other

respects they are dis^milar. In some one special respect each

is very different from the others. This is obvious.* Great-

ness implies abnormality, departure from the norm, the rule,

the average—whether it be greatness in virtue, or in vice

—

in some one particular respect especially. Greatness is there-

fore peculiar, individual, distinctive.

WTO: I

mx
11

Malaviyaji, as he is affectionately known throughout the

length ahd breadth of India, is a very unique figure altoge-

ther in the life of our country. His fine face, his winning

smile, his hearty welcome, his charming conversation, his

peculiar and very becoming dress, all make up a very distin-

guished, distinctive, and attractive personality. His capacity

for perpetual travel <s as extraordinary as his eloquence.

There is no town of any importance in India which has not

seen him and heard him, with admiration, repeatedly. And
one outstanding feature of his speech, public or private, is

that it never contains any 'personalities,’ any dispraise of an-

other person, except when some conduct of his in public

affairs has got to be condemned on public grounds, and even

then very rarely. Next after Swami Dayananda Saraswati

and the Arya Samaj, the creation of what may be called a

common Hindu sentiment is due to him and the Central

Hindu College and the Benares Hindu University; as the

creation of a common Muslim sentiment in India is largely

the work of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and the M. A. O. College

and the Aligarh University. Circumstances made the sepa-

rate development of these two communal common sentiments
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inevitable, and even desirable, for the purpose of solidarising

countless fragments into at least two strong groups. But the

time has arrived when a further and more diflScult, but abso-

lutely necessary, synthesis is needed, viz., the solidarising of

the two groups and two sentiments into one group, the

Indian Nation—or, better, People, for that word has softer,

more humane, and less aggressive and exclusive associations

than the word Nation—inspired by one sentiment, humanist

patriotism.

Malaviyaji’s greatest achievement is the almost single-

handed creation of the Benares Hindu University out of the

small seed provided by the C. H. College. The common

Hindu sentiment and the University have greatly helped each

other to grow. They both need ^a certain change of spirit

now to become helpfui to the country in the rapidly chang-

ing conditions of the present time.

The Indian People, if they are to live as a free, self-

respecting, self-governing people, must realise that no baby

is born with the word **Hindu” or "Muslim” stamped upon

its forehead, while the word "human” is stamped upon its

whole face and figure; that to say "I am a Hindu and not a

Muslim” or "I am a Muslim and not a Hindu” is now n

dangerous form of Maya; and that to say "I am a human

being” is much nearer the truth. That "I am a human

being” is also Maya, no doubt, from the highest standpoint;

but it is God-made Maya, while "I am a Hindu and nor

Muslim, or a Muslim and not Hindu” is man-made Maya.

If the man-made Maya is encouraged or permitted to prevail

over the God-made Maya, the result to the country will be

worse and ever worse servitude. But if the God-made Maya

is allowed to subordinate (it need not abolish) the man-made

Maya, the result will be very beneficent.

After having said that Malaviyaji’s greatest achievement

is the Benares Hindu University, one begins to wonder if his

incessant work as a member of the Indian National Congress

for the enfranchisement#of this country is not equally great.

Though the results ait not so concretely visible, yet that
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work has played a very important part in awakening political

consciousness and desire for standing on one’s own feet in the

way of self-government, in the country generally®and the

Hindu community especially. When this political conscious-

ness and this desire are freed from communal bias in the

Hindu as well as the Muslim community, the country will

attain its goal at a* bound. It urgently behoves %ll well-

wishers of India and all leaders of its various communities to

concentrate their energies now on the solution of this pro-

blem which is creating the chief obstacle in the way of our

progress. The method of teaching religion in such a way,

in all educational institutions, as will bring out the common
essentials of all religions much more prominently than the

non-essential differences, ^will probably prove very help-

ful.

Malaviyaji’s silver-tongued eloquence captured the heart

of Mr. A. O. Hume, the "father of the Congress,” at its very

first session, forty-six years go, when Malaviyaji was only

twenty-four; its effect upon him is recorded in Mr. Hume’s

Report of that session. That eloquence has not waned yet,

when he has completed fiis seventieth year.

Of these and other activities of his, e.g., his great

services to the cause df the Hindi languge and literature, and

his career at the bar, the leadership of which he could have

won easily in the U. P. if his heart had not been filled with

another and far nobler love, I will not speak here further.

But it must be said that his entering jail, in 1930-31, in the

sacred non-violent fight of the Indian People for freedom,

and his journey to England thereafter, for the promotion of

the cause, in his seventieth year, and against all his lifelong

habits and ways, has won the heart of Hindus as not even his

splendid creation of the Benares Hindu University has

done. •

I must mention in conclusion one trait which has ap-

pealed to me very greatly, and which, very likely, only a few

others have had opportunity to observe. I mean Malaviya-

ji’s deep study and profoundly devotional yet discriminating
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appreciation of the beauties of that book of books, the

Bhdgavata. He has studied the other great epics too, of

course. - He once showed me a large volume of manuscript,

containing verses he had selected from these, mainly from

the Mahdhhdrata. But to hear him recite and expound from

the Bhdgavata is a pure joy. It will always remain an un-

fulfilled wish that he should create in the Benares Hindu

University a chair for the special exposition of the Bhdgavata

and fill it himself first!

May he live long to help us—is the prayer of one of his

great admirers.

Bhagavan Das



THE ONLY PEER OF THE SAGE OF SABARMATI

I regret very much that grave and prolonged illness

should have prevented me from attempting an adequate

appreciation of Panjlit Madan Mohan Malaviya as I was

kindly desired to do and as I fully intended to do, almost as

a matter of duty. I am still unable to undertake the task

if I am to do anything like full justice to it. I would be

most sorry if in this Commemoration Volume there is not at

least a brief and feeble expression of my immense respect and

admiration for and gratitude to one who has commanded

my reverence and affection ever since I was honoured with

his friendship nearly thirty years ago.

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya* is nothing but heart

from head to foot. Full of the milk of human kindness;

charitable in deed certainly, but, what is less common, in

judgment; unselfish to a fault; tenacious in adhering to his

opinions, sometimes to the point of obstinacy, at the same

time with a broad toleration for the opinions and feelings of

others; with any amount of respect for age and seniority;

with no end of pride^in his religion and country; and very

sanguine about the future of his race; loyal to friends and

forgiving to opponents; Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya is

a model of a Hindu and a Brahmana.

When the project of the Hindu University was mooted,

it was thought by many that it will continue to live only in

the fertile mind of Panditji; as a result of his incurable

optimism and tireless labour it is now a grand and noble fact.

I know no other man in the whole country,—and it is my
good fortune to know many of India’s best men—who could

or would have succeeded in translating *holy madness’ into

accomplished fact, as Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya has

done. And what greater monument could man wish for

than the Hindu University?

Today among India’s public me^Pandit Madan Mohan

ion
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Malaviya’s place is second only to that of Mahatma Gandhi,

and he is the only man fit to be bracketed with the

sage of«'S'abarmati. Differences of opinion, of outlook, of

method, there will be as there have been between the best

of men. But who that knows Pandit Madan Mohan Mala-
r

viya and his record of continuous and ceaseless public activi-

ties of iiearly half a century, ennobled by devotion and san-

ctified by sacrifice, will have the hardihood to withhold from

this selfless man and stainless gentleman the high praise that

he has richly earned by his Gum and Karma? The greatest

man of the United Provinces for at least a century, it is

singular good fortune that Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya,

who has rarely enjoyed robust health, is still hale and hearty

and at work in the service of the Motherland, at the age of

three score years and ten. India needs her beloved and de-

voted son for yet many a long year, and on his seventy-

first birth day it will be the prayer of millions of his brothers

and sisters that God Almighty may leave him \y ith us in

health and strength, for many more years.

Malaviyaji ki jai. Vande mataram.

C. Y. Chintamani



THE VALUE OF OPTIMISM

The keynote of the success of the Hfe and career of

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya has been the sincerity and

earnestness of his convictions, fortified by a sense oi robust*

optimism, which has never failed him even in the most un-

favourable or adverse circumstances and surroundings.

Optimism is at once a source of weakness in some people and

strength in others. It may dissuade people from active

effort in the hope that events will shape or adjust themselves

sooner or later to advantijge; .ind it may stimulate others

to action in the belief that energies, rightly directed, can

never be wasted. SimilaAy pessimism may enervate the

human will and induce the belief that^all action is idle effort

or waste of energy, or it may strengthen the determination

to the application of greater energy to counteract the forces,

working in an adverse direction.

These ideas may appear at first sight to be conflicting,

but they are not incon^stent with the varying tendencies

and dispositions, associated with human temperament. King

Canute thought that he could stem the tide of the waves of

the occean by his behest or the force of his will but failed.

Mahmud of Ghazni, fired by his determination to succeed,

prayed when his troops were faltering, and eventually took

the fortress of Somnath by storm. Optimism engenders

determination. Determination reproduces energy. Energy,

well directed, leads to success. And yet there are many peo-

ple who think that nothing succeeds like success, as if success

can be achieved without strenuous and persistent offort. The

optimism of Prithvi Raj, according to the Prithvi Raj Rasau,

led him to release Shahab Uddin Ghpri each time he was de-

feated and captured by his troops on payment of an indem-

nity, but when he was himself defeated and captured by

Shahab Uddin Ghori and taken to Ghazni and asked to be

similarly released on payment of any* indemnity that may be

1013
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demanded from him, he was met with a stern and scornful

refusal. Prithviraj was optimistic of success against any

forces that might be gathered to invade his territory; but

Shahab Uddin Ghori was not, and would not, therefore, allow

any adv,antage gained to be lost on any account whatso-

ever.
^

Optimism is often, therefore^, a source of weakness in no

less a degree than pessimism. Men are apt to become

optimistic or pessimistic according to their dispositions, or in

another sense, irrational or one-sided through refusing to do

full justice to the facts which conflict with the feelings to

which their opinions and circumstances incline them.

It may be said that optimism is a species of self-decep-

tion. It confounds or distracts the outlook, and inclines a

man to ignore the facts and realities of his position and

surroundings. Pessimism has similarly the effect of aborting

or diverting the outlook and disregarding the possibilities of

effort, rightly directed to achieve a definite purpose.

The pessimistic outlook is to some extent responsible in

India for retarding the material progress of the country.

Life is believed to be unending. Only the bodies are chan-

ged like the clothes of man, and the naillennium is regarded

as past, and the world as moving in a downward course

to annihilation. There is little, therefore, to stimulate effort

to acquire new experiences and to improve the amenities of

existence. The West believes in progressive advancement

and tries to utilize the opportunities of life for the better-

ment of the conditions of human existence and the oppor-

tunities of enjoyment. The progress of the world is gauged

at. every step by the benefits which the extension of know-

ledge and experience confers on wordly existence and the

on-ward march thus continues.
f

The Eastern outlook is pessimistic and unprogressivc

just as the Western is optimistic and progressive. The one

retards progress, the other leads forward. In every country

mankind has experienced more or less deeply the pains and
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miseries of life and also the vanity and pleasures of existence.

But in India, the sense of the pains and miseries of.the world

has overpowered the sense of the joys and enjoyments of life.

The world is regarded as transient and unreal, inspiring there-

by a profound pessimism of outlook over the world of pre •

sent experiences. TJie people are left, as Bishop Gore says„

without a zest for the systematic study of the experiences of

the world and are inclined to seek not a redemption of life

but a redemption from life itself as a means of escaping from

endless existence or repeated births.

The objective must necessarily vary with the outlook.

The difficulty of following a pessimistic outlook to its legi-

mate end has largely flooded India with idle souls, who are

ostensibly wedded to the^highest religious ideals but are

neglecting the opportunities of imprcJving either their exis-

tence here or hereafter or helping the advancement of the

world by; their co-operation and experience.

Optimism has, therefore, a value which is pregnant with

potentialities or real and permanent benefits while pessimism

is likely to retard the attainment of those benefits and is pre-

gnant with possibilities of potential injury.

Thirty years ag<5 when the idea of strting the Hindu
University was mooted, there were many who treated the idea

with ridicule, regarding it as utopian and impracticable.

Today the Benares Hindu University with its magnificent

edifices, colleges and Hostels vivid with life, stands as a living

monument of what robust optimism and self-confidence can

accomplish. Those who were scoffing at one time, are now
joining in a fervent and earnest prayer for the long life and

health of the man whose vigorous activities have brought

this great achievement into being.

Kanhayalal





PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA
THE SUPER-ERAHMIN

In a celebrated passage, verse 41, Chapter XVIII, of the

Bhagwad-Gita, it has been said that ”the duties in the worlcj

(Karma—it is action arising from the nature fashfoned by

past thoughts and desires) have been distributed according to

the qualities born of their svahhdva or natures. Tranquility,

restraint of senses, penance, purity, forgiveness, straight-

forwardness, knowledge theoretical and practical, and

theistic turn of mind ^ere natural to the nature and

sphere of the Brahmana”.^ To tbe Hindu mind the

world is a dissolving %cene in a kaleidoscope, and the

individual who strides the stage is • pulled by innumer-

able strings from behind, and is constantly endea-

vouring to project his ego into the future, moulding and

being moulded by the matrix in which he moves and has

his being. Accordingly if the complex constituting the

human personality

—

*^st/0bhdva
*’—is churned, the quintessen-

tial elements that are thrown up are the caste, parentage and

the environment. Panditji is a Brahmin, the son of a

learned vydsa and was nearing his 40th year when the smug

enlightenment of the Victorian era had reached its terminus

on the death of the Great Queen. The aim of a biography,

in the words of Sir Sidney Lee, ”is the truthful transmission

of personality.” I am concerned here with only one facet

of a complex personality. I leave it to the reader to judge if

I have succeeded in capturing these elusive lineaments and
fixing them on paper. To me thb has been an agreeable

occupation. I take comfort in the fact that a critic on biogra-

phies considers them to be "preoccupation and solace not of

certainty but of doubt.” Well, I have groped into the laby-

rinth of his character and come our with certain insight—
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some morsels of tendencies which I have presented in the

brief pen picture that follows.

"Both” for him, as for all of us, has been his destiny.

Jndna and Tapas are the twin traits that stand out predomi-

nent in the mental get-u)p of a Brahmin. To possess the

giant’s strength, but not to use it like a giant. There

must be knowledge, but only to be used after purging the self

of all its grossness, and as the baser elements are all burnt

up in any process of sublimation, Jndna perfected by Tyaga—
self-dedication—carries a Brahmin through the ocean of life,

buoyant and triumphant. No doubt the Brahmin loves power,

but unlike the monopolists known to history, it has generally

not been in his case, harnessed to the acquisition of wordly

goods. Visakha Datta, the autho** of the Mudrdrdksasa^ has

drawn the picture of the household belongings of Chanakya,

the Prime-Minister of the Mauryan Emperor, in words indeli-

bly impressing themselves on the reader’s memory. “Here lies

a small stone to pound cow-dung cakes; there are lo be seen

bunches of barhi grass fetched by young scholars; the tene-

ment itself with its dilapidated walls has the edges of its roof

bent down on account of the sacred fuel kept on it for dry-

mg .

Ranade called his Chitpawan confrere, one who had the

privilege to be intelligent and poor. The Brahmin, like the

equally maligned junker, enjoys a privileged position, but it

is the privilege of unstinted service, self-imposed poverty and

the multiplication of loyalities and intensification of inhibi-

tions that have called for more of sacrifice than gratification

of self.

Panditji acquired knowledge according to the

standards of that period, but unlike the contemporary Eng-

lish-educated Brahmin lawyers, he looked upon acquisition of

nhwTSTt
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wealth with the lofty scorn of a tydgi^ treating pelf as piffle

(
—like unto a clod of earth. The Snataka period

being over the Grihastha’s life was gone • through without

much ado, and an average family of sons and daughters bore

witness to the satisfaction of the race instinct. HI

not snap the thread of continuity of race).*

An all round harmonious development in which no part of

his nature was starved or repressed, formed the basis pf a life

devoted to the betterment of his country, his province and

his order. He is one of the few survivors of that band of

intrepid workers who brought down the Promethean fire,

tended it during the alterrftite fits of enthusiasm and despair

through which his co-workers passed, and succeeded in kind-

ling the glow of politicaf consciousness amongst educated

Indians who were at that time staggerihg under the avalanche

advance of western culture and western science. His aim

was, like^the endeavour of his co-worker Gokhale, to put

India on a level with other self-governing units of the Bri-

tish Commonwealth of Nations. His countrymen were to

cease to bear the brand oif inferiority, of the feeling of thus

far and no further” that in the picturesque and feeling langu-

age of Gokhale '*took,a cubit off from their moral stature.”

Like him, his foot was planted firm on the plank of British

connection, as ordained by divine ordinance, for the mutual

benefit of both the nations. For him the kind of democracy

suited to Indian conditions was the democracy of Victorian

Great Britain. It was to be "the government of the people

for the people,” but by the elect and adept amongst them.

He, the Brahmin par excellence, has never advocated that

wisdom lies in the counting of noses. Knowledge with him

is power and the individual must train himself to be the sen-

sitised instrument of a policy of ordered and intelligent con-

servatism, whereby each group and each individual m that

group, may be in a position to work out his own self-realisa-

tion without inhibition or distractioij, either from the neigh-

bour or society. He recognises no fundamental rights but
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duties, though in practice an individual’s duties are trans-

lated into, his neighbour’s rights and vice versa. This Brah-

manic ordering of society—not unlike the hey-day of Chris-

tian middle ages— -is to be such that each group can put into

force Krnt’s categorical imperative “Behave so that that con-

duct can be universalised.” This involves gradual change

and no cataclysmic transformation (Vyutkranti)

,

Unlike

unhistorical Rousseau he does not believe that every one is

born free. He is in reality born loaded with the chains of

his karma. The human endeavour {Purma prayafna) is to

be keyed to tune the environment so as to give fair scope for

the individual to work out, in hL orbit, his own self-realisa-

tion, i.e., liberation. He is at peace with the world, which

transcending the limitation of time and space is “one family

to him.”
(

is a citizen of the world

and like Goethe could say, “If we find a place where we can

rest with our belongings, a field to support us, a house to

shelter us, have we not a father-land” {ubi bene ibi patria)

.

The study of English language and literature has made the

educated Brahmin a cosmopolitan. Politically he has been

attempting to be what spiritually he already had become

—

a selfrespecting citizen of a well-respected State.

This then is the Brahmin’s philosophy of life. “Shun

not the world” as it has dwelling at its core, Brahma, the

light par excellence. The wrappings will come off with

knowledge. That the visible is the sun dial of the invisible,

sums up his outlook. In Goethe’s words, *'Man is formed to

look on lit things, not on light” (Erlenchtetes Zushehen,

nicht das Licht)

.

It is the exploration of the world around

that takes one, doing one’s daily duties—to the passage lead-

ing to the core. The pleasure, however, is in the serene

struggle—multisided and comprehensive, to cross the ocean.

Who could sum up this philosophy of calm and contempla-

tive endeavour better than the modern sage who had the

wisdon of the Brahm’n in him—Goethe? He says:—
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Ever seeking, fathoming ever,

Rounding oft, concluding never,

Mind serene and pure ambition,

Make good faring in life’s mission

It was in those Brahmanic traditions—spiritual, moral

and political—that Panditji of his prime moved and*had his*

being. •

For reasons which would be explained further down he

has strayed from his fold. But his accents are unintelligible

in the other camp and his steadfastness suspect. With his

one foot still planted on the plank of ordered growth of

society and British connection* his other is foundering in

a morass, and in balancing himself to preserve his foothold,

he has to go through contortions and ^genuflexions that have

been the despair of his friends and provide to his detractors

—fortunately few—unholy mirth and a wide surface to

serve as farget for their darts.

By the nineties of the last century India was spiritually

dead. Each party was treating the symptoms of the body

politic and trying to throw the responsibility on some one

else, for the sorry pass the country had come to. Mrs.

Besant and the Theosophists sowed at that time the seed of

the tree that was to take under its shade the whole commu-

nity for their spiritual uplift. Benares was asleep; the

traditional sanctity of the holy place and the Divine Ganges

was still believed by the average citizen to be quite sufficient

to atone for inactivity and sins of ommission and commis-

sion.^ Pandiitji raised his trumpet-tongued voice to call off

sleep. Mother Ganges {Sandtana Dharma personified) may

flow wide awake laving the lips of the sleepy masses and

prevent them from dying of thirst, but time had come for a

change in the orientation of Sandtana "Dharma, If India is

to come into her own again, a new synthesis was to be built

up and the new generation was to be stamped with the im-

wwT Pnsi ^srniRf w
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press of the new evangel. Just as Wilhelm von Humboldt,

viewing^ with humiliation the prostrate form of Frederick’s

Prussia after the battle of Jena, saw in the creation of the

University of BerKn the one unfailing lever for working the

uplift of regeneration of the nation, Panditji wanted the

.nation to go to school again to be indoctwnated into the tenets

of "how to live” and "what to , live for.” In the amrta-

kumbh(\ (cf. the conception of the witche’s cauldron in the

Walpurgisnacht in Goethe’s Faust, also the alembics used by

alchemists in the Middle Ages) in which he threw India, man-

gled and disembowelled, he added all the dynamic elements of

the ^oma of western science ^hicb give grip to life, and he ex-

pected a new synthesis to shoot forth like the cosmic lotus

from the navel of Narayana. This big amrfakumbha is the

Benares Hindu University. Has the magician succeeded?

In sketching the scope of the University he laid emphasis on

the revival of the Sanskritic lore in its widest compj'ehension

for the rejuvenation of the spirit, and inculcation of western

science, so that the refashioned gent (mind) can ride astride

the environment and mould it to its* will—instead of remain-

ing the plaything of intractable and inscrutable tamasic na-

ture. The university has yet to work-out its destiny. It is

in its swaddling clothes. It stands for the inculcation of the

spirit of self-help. Society stands together, because each tries

to work out his self-realisation on lines which would not in-

hibit the process of growth for others, and Science has come

in as a handmaid to train nature to the glorification of

man’s estate. Order, with individual development, will be

the keynote of the new policy. The homo dehescens has

realised that for his own self-realisation he must build up

commerce with his neighbour. But there is no countenan-

cing of any effort to fouce differentiated individuality to go

back to the undifferentiated mass, of heterogeneity to the

homogeneous similarity, of Ekdkdra triumphing over deve-

lopment of units at different levels. If Brahmanic Hinduism

does not stand for thife, one fails to see what it stands for.
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The architect has put up his scaffoldings, the foundations

have been laid, but the super-structure, the ccfoperative

effort of the many, has still to be raised^ The university,

while supplying a spiritual background, will not fail to pro-

vide facade which will help in putting the individual at his

ease. He will not find in the hails mere space to meditate

on, but machines that will piultiply his energy hundredfold

and help him in making, in the words of Swift, two ears of

corn grow where one grew before. This practical side is

never absent from the mental get-up of Panditji. Sir

Rajendra Mookerjee was his colleague on the Industrial Com-
mission and in appraising «his work he gave it the place of

honour. The Hindu University is the monument of this

self-less and dreamy BrahAin. It is his pet child. Beggared

in worldly goods—this is his rich possession. Having made

the world his kith and kin, this is his favourite child. For it

he has played the autocrat and the doting father, and

extended his palm in the fine frenzy of begging—which

had never known what it was to accept a gift for self. Will

it prove the proverbial mustard seed from which a mighty

tree would grow that would shelter Hindu society in its

travail after perfection? It all depends on a succession of

knight-errants being available who will carry on the search

after the Holy Grail. The Brahmanic outlook on life is one

of calm contemplation of the forces of nature, riding them

astride and bending them to your will. In the expressive

words of Jeremy Taylor, ”the Brahmin has a strange evenness

and untroubled passage, sliding towards his ocean of God and

infinity, with a certain and silent motion** and when the

curtain falls, 5^ %^ 3^ Tm
Till then the outlook is not obscured by Welt Schmerz

(world sorrow or world weariness) There is a joy in the life

of Yoga. that is Yoga. is the com-

mand. Do your duty WRTlf . In Ranade’s words

purposeless activity is better than no activity. A regular

Mahabharata will have to be fought put to make the Hindu
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University approximate to the ideal of its architect. Till

then Prospero cannot afford to break his staff and call in his

spirits.

I have mentioned above that birth has been his destiny.

He has played up to the highest traditions of the qualities

that to^the Brahmin are svabhdvaja. Dressed in unostenta-

tious and immaculate white (Robespierre has come down in

history ^s the "sea-green incorruptible” and he as "the Pandit

in white) with his passions subdued and his form all fire, like

Shelley’s skylark ‘singing still doth soar and soaring ever

singeth,* he has never allowed the serenity born of internal

harmony, the birthright of h\s tribe, to be obscured for long

by jarring elements outside. To him the words written by

Bryce for Sidgwick apply with peculiar appropriateness:

—

"In his indifference to wealth and fame and the other

familiar objects of human desire, in the almost ascetic simpli-

city of his daily life, in his pursuit of none but the purest

pleasures, in his habit of subjecting all impulses to the law

of reason, the will braced to patience, the soul brought into

harmony with the divinely appointed order, he seemed to re-

produce one of those philosophers of antiquity who formed a

lofty conception of Nature and sought* to live in conformity

with her precepts. But the gravity of a Stoic was relieved

by the humour and vivacity which belonged to his nature,

and the severity of a Stoic was softened by the tenderness

and sympathy which seemed to grow and expand with every

year.”

Knowledge chastened by tapas, life of action ennobled

by Tydga, mental peace secured by establishing harmony

with the outside, and polity involving maximisation of liberty

for the individual to work out his own salvation—these are

the elements from whiclfis forged the "open sesame” to the

"cave” of spiritual content. Panditji has evolved this for-

mula in order that the future alumnus of the university may

not find the world too much for him
—

"Back” to life he

would say with Goethd? in a celebrated passage of Welhelm
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Meister wherein on the death of Mignon, they found sorrows

falling too thick on them and were throwing up the sponge

in despair—Back unto life. There is your Kurukshetra.

But this key some times fails its fashfoner. He forgets

the key word and strives in vain to unlock the treasiAe house.

What causes this fall from the eerie heights of Brahminic

leadership? I shall try to explain if I may. A philosopher

has said, "Tout comprendre est tout pardonner”
—"To un-

derstand is to overlook.” Like his good father, he

belongs to an age that knew not the movie or

the talkie. He is the popular expounder by appro-

priate declamation and attion of the Puranas, an agent

that has stolen into the arcana of the sacred citadel and

brought down the stream of the pauranic lore to the feet of

the people. It is his duty to enter mto the mental states

of his audience and use their intellectual norms to carry his

message home to them. The reciter so thoroughly enters into

the spirit of his audience that the duality disappears, the two

become one and the Vyasa is free to play on the whole gamut

of feeling of his audience. All the same he never fails to

watch, nay hang on their mood,--their tempo. He screws his

mind on to them and takes his cue from them. Even the

asperities of the narrative have to be softened and naked

truth sartorially made presentable, so that it might be ac-

ceptable by the audience. Like Bottom he wUI "roar” like

the lion and if need be, "coo” like the gentle dove.

His silvery oratory, the richness and allusiveness of its

diction, its varietal play of light and shade, is the oratory of

the vyasa raised to the highest plane. The defects of his

oratory, its prolixity, verbosity, lack of the sense of proportion

are the defects of the tribe—maladies which Macaulay has

rightly characterised as arising from.Boswell s disease . That

his eloquence moves—no mother’s son who has heard him

will be able to bear contrary testunony. It sweeps you off

your feet. You are saturated with-it and you succumb to

the charm of the vmce, the modulated grace of the manner
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and to the tout ensemble that goes to the make up of the

speaker, r Huxley spoke of Gladstone as one on whose tongue

the honey bee had worked the miracle when he was born.

The vydsa in him,'sublimated to perfection, has made of him

the silver-tongued, dulcet-voiced speaker of the masses.

Another result of the vydsa habit 'of entering into the

skins of the audience makes him simulate the emotion of

the audience. There is nothing hypocritical about it. The

action and response are subconcious. If you approach

Panditji with a tale of your tribulation, the death of a rela-

tive or the ruin of prospects and start weeping, tears will

well forth from his eyes. They Sre not the tears of affecta-

tion. His genuinely refined nature is so attuned to world-

emotionalism that the response is instantaneous and genuine.

You will hear him spe^k on democracy and equality, and the

next moment he will participate in a meeting of the ortho-

dox denying some quite elementary rights to an wiemanci-

pated section of the community. He will speak as a nation-

alist and then preside over a meeting in which some of the

worst aspects of Gorakshani are expatiated upon by one of

the audience. This is not to be mistaken for the hyprocrisy

of the Pharisee. His critics have called him Pecksniffian in

his unctuosity. Others have described him as carrying Pod-

snapism in his knapsack. The criticsm is unjust and

fails to appreciate the subconscious springs of action or un-

derstand the working of a compartmental or one-track-

mind, when it is engrosed in a subject. His defender might

say in the words of W^alt "W^hitman Do 1 contradict myself

“Very well, I contradict myself; I contain multitudes.”

But if this gift of birth, the facile facility to fascinate

which sometimes proves inconvenient and embarrassing is

disregarded, he stands asia block of granite in the midst of a

mass of shale and conglomerate. His beautifully modelled

body, every limb tingling with the pulsating harmony with-

in, which has known the impulse without, the prolonged as-

perities of tapas (austirites) , his loftiness of purpose, that m
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the words of Goethe speaking of Schiller, would disdain to

think anything that was mean, his varied scholarship that

puts him at ease amongst the scholar pilgrims to his shrine of

learning, his universality of spirit that m^ikes him a citizen

of the world and the least of a chauvinist and anti-fpreigner,

who that has known this Shankara of the XX century, the

Tydgamtirti at its highest, would fail to detect the ^^Supcr-

Brahtniii^* in him? Like the peak of Kailasa, he stands, with

his seventy winters, a towering spectacle clothed in tlie efful-

gence of a mass of white, like the primaeval lotus which

nothing can sully, a beacon of hope often, a portent never.

V. N. Mehta
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PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA
An estimate of his personality |ind work

I feel grateful to the editor of the "Pandk Madan
Mohan Malaviya Commemoration Volume” for ejjtending

to me the privilege of paying a personal tribute to my re-

vered friend the Pandit. Indeed, he stands for marwy things

which will be dealt with severally by various contributors to

this volume. I would like to say something about the

personality itself which embodies a lifelong endeavour to

secure for this country its*lcgiiimatc place.

Since I began to ta|^e interest in public affairs which,

in other words, means since the time I began to read news-

papers and Congress news and literature in particular, T

became acquainted with the name bf Pandit Madan Mohan
Malaviya. But I saw him for the first time in December

1897, when I visited the "Indian National Congress” session

at Amraoti. He was there pointed out to me as the bright

young hope of the Congress movement, and this descrip-

tion of the hope of the Congress exactly tallied also with

the personal appearance of the Pandit. Indeed, there were

many young and bright looking people who had assembled

at Amraoti on this occasion in connection with the Con-

gress, either as delegates or visitors; but the finger of curio-

sity and admiration turned from all others to this bright

young man. For, it was well-known that though young in

age he was as much respected and beloved as the most senior

Congress leader of the time. Those were the times when

the Congress session was an occasion for the exhibition of

all that was fashionable or snobbish in point of dress and

manner. But when Panditji was pointed out to me, he

was wearing a small single "Dhoti” which served the double

purpose of the classical dress of the Brahmins, consisting of

an upper and a lower garment. For, he was returning from

his bath and going to a special cooking place where arrange-

1029
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ments were made for the *‘Chouka” in which he could cook

his food with his own hands. Since then, I have not only

seen hint distantly at some of the Congress sessions, but have

later on come into intimate personal contact with him.

In 1908, after the split in the Surat Congress, I was

deputed by Mr. Tilak with a watching brief at the **Allahabad

Provincial Conference” held under the auspices of the new

Congress constitution, drafted at the convention in Surat,

after the break-up of the Surat session. My mission at

Allahabad was, frankly speaking, that of a political oppo-

nents’; for, Panditji was counted among the Moderate leaders

and had thrown his entire weight with his friend the Honor-

able Mr. G. K. Gokhale agaihst Mr. Tilak. But he showed

me uniform courtesy, though, another man in his place

might easily have lost his patience and temper with me and

shown me the door. It was at the Delhi Congress of 1918

that I was put in charge of doing the preliminary work

for arranging a Congress deputation to England.* And I

remember his co-operation given to me in seeing the Secre-

tariat officers of the Government of India, while trying to

secure passports and passages for what was to be rather a large

deputation. I found him, however, personally reluctant to

go to England on that occasion, being kfept back rather by his

orthodoxy and his conservatism in religious matters than

anything else.

In 1924 we entered the Legislative Assembly together,

he as an Independent Congress-man and I as a "Swarajist”.

We were thus not in the same camp. But in 1927, when I

was elected to the Legislative Assembly for the second time,

I had ceased to be a member of the Swaraj Party, having

founded another Party, viz., the "Party of Responsive Co-

operationists”. Panditji was the President of the "National-

its Party” in the Assembly; being a member of its Exe-

cutive Committee througjhout these years, I had occasions

personally to come under the charm of his eloquence and

oratory. In this he sometjmes reached heights, which no other

member of the Assembly could aspire to climb. His elo-
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quence is like the bubling stream of spring-water which
makes such a sweet silvery sound that one woujd like to

go on hearing it for ever. But apart fropi his eloquence he

always wielded a sort of mysterious influence which was

almost inherent in him, and this influence was mani^st more

conspicuously in the^ arrangements of compromises that had^

often to be arrived at between the leaders of official and

non-official benches on critical occasions, when of course, the

tactfulnes, but even more so, the trust and confidence re-

posed by these leaders in one another was put to the real

test. In general politics Panditji has been a loyal adherent of

the Congress, and it is wonderful to see the steadfastness with

which he keeps himself on the* side of the Congress, when,

otherwise, it was self-evicfent that he was hopelessly at vari-

ance with the dictators of the Congressfrom time to time. In

a personal aspect he shows regard for all the workers in

the common cause. But his regard for the Congress surpasses

his regard for any individual leader of it. Couriously enough,

he trusts both the Government and people at the same time

to do what is right for gnd in the interest of the country!

And in a mood of almost unconquerable hopefulness he has

been giving his best as a political worker to all patriotic

causes without fear or favour.

On the background of the popular mind, however, the

Pandit figures and looms large more as a typical Hindu

leader than as a politician. Surrounded by a deluge of

foreign culture, both European and Mahomedan, Panditji

has not allowed the sand to shift from under his feet. On

the contrary, he has proved almost an aggressive champion

of Hindu religion and culture. He hurriedly retires in

his shell at the least touch of anything that makes for pro-

fanation of his body and soul as a Hindu. But he is pre-

pared to extend toleration to all thbse that differ from him

and follow other religions. ,

Personally I attach greater importance to the work

which Panditji did to the cause of Jiis religion and society

than to that of pure politics. There are others who have
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shown themselves to possess greater grit and capacity for

unpleasantness than the Pandit. His politics has not ordi-

narily taken an aggressive form and he has contented him-

self more or less with a defensive attitude in political strife.

He has led no definite party as a political leader, and though

.even he could not possibly be all things to all men, yet

he ma3e himself useful in arriyng at many a compromise

which is said to be the essence of practical as opposed to

theoretical politics. I may even go further and say that the

very fact that he wielded influence with high political offi-

cials was misunderstand in many quarters, though his modera-

tion appertained more to his temperment than to his intellect.

Further the bitterest of his opponents or enemies could never

allege that his moderation was, asSs undoubtedly the case in

so many Moderates, actuated by any selfish ulterior motives.

Throughout his life he h^s proved himself extremely unselfish

as an individual, and the comparative assistance which Gov-

ernment gave him was only in the matter of facilities for the

work of public service in his hand which perhaps they might

not have given to a more unpleasa’ot, bitter and avowed

political agitator. The result of all this is that though he is

a political idealist of the first grade, hjs political work could

not outshine his work in other departments.

And that leads one to the work he did in connection

with the "Hindu Maha Sabha” in its earlier stages and in

connection with the renaissance of Hindu culture and learn-

ing in all its aspects in the province in which, though the

Hindus are preponderatingly in a majorty, they were curi-

ously enough over-powered and dazed into self-forgetful-

ness by the oppressive fragrance or aroma of Muslim culture.

He looks at Hindu renaissance in all aspects and in all its de-

tails without being avene to assimilate the light and spirit

of the new scientific age. He has done all that was in his

power either to rehabilitate or to consolidate the fragments

of Hindu culture that were not yet all lost. He has an all-

pervading blessing to |p^stow upon every institution and in-

dividual endeavour that makes for the assertion of Hindu
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life and culture in its pristine purity. His moderation in

accepting new ideas of world-culture exactly corresponds

with his moderation in politics. For, bpth are mifeant to

save the Society from sudden revolutions pr cataclysms and

leave social life at the mercy of winds that blow from any

quarter. Whenever I have an occasion to name a promi-

nent typical Hindu, \ name no other than Pandit •Madan

Mohan Malaviya. For, he alone is so eminent in public life,

that I can unmistakably point my finger to a visible com-

bination of all the points of strength, and perhaps also

of inconsistency, which make up the typical Hindu of the

present times. Panditji hii^self cannot deny that he is evolv-

ing, for notwithstanding his in^insible resolve not to polute

himself by eating or drinking at the hands of any man that

does not belong to his own small spcial sect, he has re-

conciled himself to the free and unstinted admission of the

depressed classes to all benefits in public affairs and public

places. His views on female education and things of that

kind are remarkably broad, and whenever I hear him ad-

dressing ladies as **Devis”^ 1 feel that he means fully all that

is conveyed in that beautiful expression. Nobody can make

a mistake about his not being a faddist **Ahinsa Wadi” and

his views about physicSl culture and rights of self-defence are

as broad as they are invigorating. Perhaps, he may have to

take a back bench as a social reformer in an advanced pro-

vince like Maharashtra, but I think, he must be regarded as

decidedly progressive and advanced enough to give the proper

lead to a society, so specially conservative in socio-religious

customs and yet so dominated by Urdu culture.

And it is this love of Panditji for Hinduism that inspired

him with the idea of a Hindu University. And the work for

that University, which of course is his magnum opus,

has brought out some of his other tjualities which might

have otherwise remained undiscovejed. His powers of opti-

mism and persuasion had indeed their own use in Congress

Politics; but it was only in the wcyk of the collection of

funds for the Hindu University that these peowers were put
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to their highest test. For, it is much easier to persuade an

unreasonable friend or opponent to accommodate himself

to forihulas expressive of political opinion, with a change

of word here and ^ change of word there, than to make even

very wealthy men loosen the strings of their purse and to

pay out huge sums of money for a public cause. Till

Mahatiha Gandhi came on the scene it was Panditji who

exclusively enjoyed the reputation of the ‘Trince of beggars*’.

Hundreds of people before him might have talked glibly

about the need of a centre of Hindu culture and learning

like the Benares University, and hundreds might have sat

down, if called upon, to draft^schemes for a University.

But Panditji alone possessed the almost super-human stead-

fastness of purpose, once he got che idea into his head, and

also the super-human^energy to move and travel and com-

plete the work of collecting more than a crore of rupees for

bringing the University into being. Perhaps, the difference

between the collections made by Mahatma Gandhi and these

made by Panditji may be stated to be this, that much of

Mahatmaji’s work was accomplished by vicarious canvassing,

while not a single pie of Panditji’s collections was promised

without his own personal endeavour, though of course,

Panditji’s scale and unit had to be fixed at a very high degree.

If Mahatma Gandhi tapped the middle and the lower classes

of population, Panditji invariably tapped Princes and poten-

tates. His work, though it may look easy from one point

of view, was diflScult from another. Mahatma Gandhi’s

contributors may be poor, but they were willing donors

and felt happy to be mulcted, whereas, Panditji’s contribu-

tors, though they were used to sign away cheques like fun,

could not be said to be very willing contributors, and must

have caused an amount of worry and trouble to Panditji

to induce them to make up their minds to pay. I mean

no aflfront to them, wheij I say that few of the Princes who

contributed to the funds of the Benares Hindu University

could personally have $he true perception or realisation of

the inward meaning, and the grandeur of the idea of a Hindu
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University. The point is that, this being so. Pandit ji must
have been taxed to his utmost in his resources as a 4:anvasser.

The successful work which the Pandit has done in con-

nection with the Benares University would certainly entitle

him to be called a Prince among men. P’or it is onl^ Princes

that can achieve such a financially stupendous task. Mysore,

and Hyderabad could have their Universities without much
difficulty, because the idea in each case was readily and solidly

backed by the financial resources of a rich state. But with

his almost super-human strength of will and hopefulness

Panditji brought under requisition the funds of several

Indian Princes as if they were his own. 1 very well remem-

ber the genesis of the Benares University. I remember with

what lively wonderment aTid gratitude we received the news

that a wealthy Reis of Benares, Murnshi Madhav Lai, donated

a sum of three lakhs of rupees for the purpose of founding

an Institution of National Education. The idea of National

Education was a living force just at the time. It materialised

on this side in the **Samarth Vidyalaya” founded by

Messrs. Tilak, Deshmukh,* Vaidya and Vijapurkar. And some

other gentlemen, one among whom was, I believe, the late

Prof. C. G. Bhanu, declared their resolve to devote their

future years of life to join an institution of National Educa-

tion if one was started at Benares. But no one thought at

the time that the little seed sown at the time would assume

such vast proportions in course of time. During Lord

Curzon’s regime an impeteous was given to the reform of

higher education through the Universities. That Viceroy

had, no doubt, big ideas, though he believed in nothing but

the official agency to make those ideas bear a rich’ fruit.

His University Act met with a mixed reception, but credit

may be given to him for making the^first move towards a re-

formed University. He was no doubt responsible for giving

stimulus to private liberality towawls the cause of education.

Whether it was due to him or not, the Raja of Nabha called

upon the Sikh community at this tiAf to reform the Khalsa

College at Amritsar. In Bengal there were handsome gifts
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given for the new College at Ranchi. The Aligarh College

Trustees began to think of turning their College into a

residential University with "real Professors, real Lecturers,

living curriculum f and a definite aim”. The idea of a sec-

tarian Educational Institution was being deliberately foste-

red not only by the leaders of the Mahoipmedan community,

but was also receiving the inspiring blessings of British Offi-

cials in high quarters. Lord Curzon paid a visit to the

College and expressed an insinuating hope that the Mahom-

medans of this country, Sunis and Shias alike, would exert

themselves not to be left at the starting point, while their

many rivals were pressing forward in the race. A record

subscription was achieved in 1904 for the Aligarh College

in a conference at Lucknow. Sir 5* La Touche was making

similar efforts in other directions. The College at Bareli

was improved at this time, with the aid of the Nabab of

Rampur. The Maharaja of Balrampur gave a donation of

three lakh towards a site for a new residential College.

And last but not least, Mr. Tata’s Institute of Science was

slowly emerging into being. I wonder whether the idea of

the Benares University was developed under the contagious

influence of this general movement of the reform of educa-

tion, but whether it was so or not, the Benares University,

as we now see it, has surpassed the wildest expectations that

may have been formed at its inception.

Lord Curzon lectured glibly to Indian Universities about

the need of their reform, but instead of setting the example

of instituting Professorships and Lecturerships out of Gov-

ernment endowments or grants specially given to the differ-

ent Universities for this purpose, he contented himself with a

scheme of dry-nursing of Colleges which were suspected to

be on the high road to become centres of sedition and which,

therefore, he proposed to*^ get effectively supervised and dis-

ciplined at the hands of second rate or third rate administra-

tive educational officers. There was thus no possibility of do-

ing any good to the caupof higher education by the Univer-

sities or colleges by merely co-operating with Government.
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And if a radical step was to be taken, why should it not

take the form of founding an independent University itself?

We first heard in November 1905 that Pandit Madan Mohan

Malaviya had decided to give up his large#legal practice and

throw himself into this work of founding an incWpendent

National University, It was almost on the new Year’s day.

in 1906 that the establishment of a “Hindu University"

at Benares was announced in the Congress Pandal. ,On the

previous day a select gathering of prominent representatives

of different provinces had assembled in the Benares Town

Hall under the chairmanship of Mr. V. N. Mahajani, M.A.,

of Berar, where Panditji explained at length his scheme, em-

bodied by him already in a special pamphlet, and the scheme

received ready acceptance ^t the hands of those present. The

scheme had distinctly a modern outlook, and though on

the one hand Panditji was appealing to the “Bharat-Dliarma

Maha Mandal” and other similar religious bodies to come

to the rescue of Sanatan Dharma through the new Univer-

sity, and though Panditji was supposed to intend to carry

out a scheme of Sanskrifstudies proposed in the Sanskrit

department of the Queen’s College at Benares by Mr. John

Duncan in 1791, stiU on the other hand, he had given well-

deserved prominence to secular, and more particularly, scien-

tific and industrial studies. To quote Panditji’s own words,

he recognised in that pamphlet that The advance made

in Europe and America during the last three quarters of a

century in Physics and Chemistry and in their application

to the production of wealth, more especially, to steam and

electricity as aids to manufacturing industries and as means

of locomotion, has thrown India far behind the countries in

which experimental sciences are studied and made serviciable

to social well-being”.
^

Looking back at the scheme of the “Benares Hindu

University” as promulgated in 1905, it appears that some

of the ideas adumbrated have not materialised. Some of

these might have been discarded by. experience, but some

others need not yet be regarded as hopelessly impracticable.
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I do not know whether there is in the University the pro-

posed ^^Brf^mhacharya Ashram’* to which students were to be

admitted directly ^after their panayana”. Further, I

believe that sufficient importance does not seem to have yet

been givfjn to the use of Indian vernaculars, preferably of

course the Hindi, as medium of Collegiate instruction.

Perhaps^, the idea of an Agricultural College has not yet taken

sufficient shape. The teaching of music and fine arts with

a National purpose does not seem to be making much head-

way. But the scheme seems to have been realised in a very

full measure, so far as Chemical, Industrial, Engineering, and

Mining studies are concerned. v

The original idea of having a really independent Uni-

versity could not be carried out, lor, the University could

not have been stabilized without a Legislative Act to sup-

port it. With the acceptance of a Government grant the

supervision of Government Educational Department could

not be avoided; though, I for one, would at any time welcome

Government audit even if there were no grant, or subsidy,

judging by the light that was throwfi upon the affairs of the

Aligarh University. In the first Non-co-operation move-

ment Panditji resisted all attempts at fhe boycott of Uni-

versity education by personally joining battle with Mahatma

Gandhi. But in the last movement of Satyagraha Panditji*s

attitude was different, and he was even prepared to surrender

the Government grant to the University, if necessary. A
National policy in all its manifestations is being gradually

developed at the University along with the necessary esprit

de corps, and the Benares University has already proved in its

own case, mutatis-mutandis, the adage *'When Oxford draws

the knife England is soon at strife”.

Now that Panditji has gone to England, he is sure to

extend his tour after the R. T. Conference to the different

European countries and perhaps also to America and Japan

to study matters of higher education. And let the Indian

Princes and millionaires!' teware, for, directly on his return
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he will come out with his golden beggar’s bowl in which

contributions will have to be put in not by thou§ands but

by lakhs. Panditji is a notorious spend-thrift when* money

for educational reform is concerned. is fond even of

making commitments is anticipation. But his faitlj in 'the

God in the Machine; to come to his rescue at the proper^

moment has never failed him^

1—9—1931

N. C. Kelkar





A CLASS-FELLOWS TRIBUTE

Ill-health has prevented my making a contribution to

the Volume which is being presented to my dear and Psteemed

friend Pandit Madan •Mohan Malaviya on the occasion of his*

attaining the respectable agef of seventy years. But I can-

not allow this occasion to pass without offering him my cor-

dial congratulations and expressing my sincere admiration for

the many qualities of head and heart with which his extra-

ordinary personality has been gifted.

As an old class-fellow *of his 1 can bear testimony to

the fact that the germs of greatness and love of service which

in later years have borne such fruit in such abundant measure,

were distinctly discernible in him even* as a boy. I can well

remember how we, fellow student?? of his, used to notice

with wortder, not unmixed with juvenile amusement, how
he, planting himself on a stool in the midst of the Magha-

Mela on the banks at the Triveni in Pray?g, would preach

to the crowds of pilgrinis assembled there. Selfless service

of his fellow-men has been the dominant note of his life.

When he entered the«legal profession he, with his brilliant

intellect and rare powers of eloquence, had the ball at his

feet, and it does not need much insight to see that he might

have easily climbed to the highest rung of the ladder if he

had only chosen to give his whole attention and energy to

the profession. But he sacrificed the glowing prospects of

the profession to the supreme passion of his life,—service of

his fellow-beings.

Diverse are the fields in which he has worked and

worked with remarkable success, and numerous are the

achievements that testify to the lal^ur of his love; but in

my humble opinion the crowning glory of his life has been

the building up of the great University in which I have had

the privilege of being associated with him, in however hum-

ble a capacity. It would therefore haVe been an act of cri-
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minal neglect if I had failed to send even from my sick-bed

my humble tribute to the greatness of one who was a striking

colleagfie in the morning of life and is still a venerated

colleague in its eyening. May he live for many more years

to continue his beneficient work.

N. Chakrvarti



PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA

An appreciation *

When the history of India of modern times comes to

be written, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya will occil^y in it

a large, important and honourable place. As the founder

of the Benares Hindu University his name has become im-

perishable. As a politician who has served the country for

well-nigh half a century with singular devotion and rare

self-sacrifice, remarkable eloquence and uncommon pertina-

city, he has established his clsfim to the admiration of his
*

grateful countrymen. Hindu community is under a

special obligation to him, for according to his lights, capacities

and opportunities he has done for it all that is humanly

possible. It may be pcrmissable to differ from some of his

views and methods, but it is impossible to withhold respect

for his loftiness of motive and singleness of purpose. His

achievements are great, his endeavours have been greater, but

greater than everything else is his all-consuming passion for

service to India. Without exaggeration it may be said that

Malaviyaji during his^waking mioments lives for India and if

during sleep he has dreams, they must be about India. India

fills his whole being, her love is his inspiration and her service

is the only object of his life. There may, perhaps, be abler

and more brilliant Indians, but none can be more faithful,

self-sacrificing and devoted than he.

Malaviyaji has impoverished himself for the sake of the

Motherland. He would have been a rich man had he chosen

to amass wealth. Joyously he gave up a growing practice

at the bar and deliberately set his face against the allurements

and prizes of the legal profession. • He has a large family,

and from the average man’s point ^of view his responsibilities

are heavy. But his love for India is greater than his love

for his wife and children. For h^ his duty to India is

supreme.

131
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His visit to England to attend the Round Table Con-

ference is^ to my mind the greatest evidence of his patriotism.

Only those who know the nature of his orthodoxy can form

an estimate of tl]e sacrifice involved in crossing the ocean

and going to a foreign land at the age of seventy. In these

days orthodoxy is fast losing its hold over English educated

Hindus, but Malaviyaji’s orthodoxy is sincere and deep-

rooted, rigid and unbending. For some orthodoxy is a pose,

for others it is a device to gain popularity and for the vast

majority it is the surest way of avoiding conflict with people

round about, but with Malaviyaji it is a matter of deep senti-

ment. He lives and moves in the atmosphere of orthodoxy

and its breach means for him indescribable anguish. But

for the sake of his country at hL advanced age he has laid

aside his cherished feehngs. Along with this act of supreme

sacrifice he took a serious physical risk in going to England

and facing the rigorous of the English winter. In Jail

his health had been shattered and long after his release he

continued to be ill and feeble. It was in this state of health

that he had to leave for England When he and I were

going to a farewell function in the MacDonnell Hindu Board-

ing House at Allahabad, an imposing, two-storeyed building

which accommodates over two hundred students, another

institution founded by him,—I asked him how he was. He

replied—we were talking in Hindi
—

**I have fallen into a

ditch and I am unable to get out of it. But this body has

been given by the country and what does it matter, if in its

service, it dies in India or in England.”

All over the country Malaviyaji’s public life is an ob-

ject of love and adoration, but there is one misconception

which I shall try to remove, if I can. On the Hindu-

Mohammadan question he and I are not in perfect agreement

but I can truthfully assert that he is by no means anti-

Mohammadan, as in cert;ain quarters he is supposed to be.

I have had innumerable talks with him on this question, but

never has he betrayed even in private any trace of hostility

to the Muslim community. By nature he is averse to wrong
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or injustice and he is loath to hurt even a fly, much less a
human being or community. He desires to be just tg Moham-
madans, but unlike Mahatma Gandhi, he*is not prepared to
give them all that they want. He woul4 be just and even
a little generous to Mohammadans, but not over-generous.
He believes, I imagine, that the settlement of the Hindu-
Mohammadan problem based on justice alone will be*endur-
ing; a compromise, I suspect, brought ^bout by over-genero-
sity on the part of Hindus alone does not appeal to him.
Whether his views are right or wrong is a different matter,

but to me it appears that to stigmatise him as anti-Moham-
madan is to do him a great^wrong. It is no doubt true that

his first thoughts go to Hindus and Hinduism. If these facts

and his upbringing and associations are kept in view, his

attitude towards the Muslim community becomes thoroughly

intelligible.

As an educationist, politician, patriot and worker in the

domain 5f religion, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya is well

known all over the country, and his achievements in various

spheres of our political activity are public property. But

I wish to say a few brief words about the man as he is known
to those who have the privilege of having come into intimate

personal relations with him. I claim this privilege and it is

therefore that I am undertaking this task.

It was in the early nineties that I first made Malaviyaji’s

acquaintance, and I have known him closely ever since. In

spite of strong differences of opinion over certain matters,

never has a cloud been cast over our friendship. No one is

more tolerant than Malaviyaji. Sometimes his tolerance is

mistaken by ignorant critics for weakness. His orthodoxy is

well recognised, but he has many friends who are thoroughly

unorthodox and iconoclastic in their views as well as actions.

This divergence affects neither his private or personal rela-

tions nor his public co-operation.
^

It was in the second Legislative Assembly that the Sarda

Bill, at one of its stages, came up for* discussion. The late la-

mented Lala Lajpat Rai was the leader and 1, a member of the
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Nationalist Party of which Malaviyaji was the real founder.

Malaviyajji held strong views in regard to this Bill, and Lala

Lajpat Rai and I held equally strong views on the other side.

Malaviyaji made an eloquent speech and Lala Lajpat Rai in-

sisted that I should take part in the debate. I followed

Malaviyaji and offered uncompromising opposition to his

position. After my speech the House rose for lunch and

Malaviyaji and I began to discuss with usual cordiality the

pros and cons of the Bill itself. I am sure he did not agree

with my speech, but that produced not the slightest effect on

him.

While we were talking, one of the supporters of the

Bill came and intervened in the conversation. Apparently

he was excited and began to criticise Malaviyaji personally.

Malaviyaji defended himself, but when he found that the irate

M.L.A. was about to become unpleasant, he quietly said,

”I did not begin this conversation” and turned towards me.

Malaviyaji is gentleness itself. He is the last man to utter

a harsh or unkind word. He would much rather suffer him -

self than cause pain to anybody else^ This solicitude for the

feeling of others sometimes makes it difficult for him to adopt

stern measures as an administrator or disciplinarian.

He is the fine type of a true Hindu gentleman. Pride

is foreign to his nature, and his good manners are not re-

served for the rich, the influential or the powerful. When

he was at the Bar he and I for some time had our respective

offices in the same house and thus he came to know my clerk.

Once he invited me on the occasion of some festival to dinner.

When I arrived at his house he asked me when my clerk

would come. I told him that he had not been asked and

Malaviyaji felt terribly disappointed. He had intended to

invite him also, but forgot to do so. Twice he expressed his

disappointment to me afid, when he came to the oflSce the

next day, he profusely apologised to my clerk.

I shall never forget another touching mcident. Mala-

viyaji has two houses atv Allahabad, one in the city and the

other in what might be called the Civil Lines. Plague had
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broken out and the city was practically deserted by all those

who could afford to do so. Malaviyaji had to take out certain

papers from the house in the city and*I went wTth him.

The street in which his house is situate was utterly desolate,

and in the house adjoining his own there was an old woman

sitting at the door^ The poor unfortunate creature had

been left by the owners to Jpok after the house. Malaviyaji

greeted her as aunt—a term of courtesy, she was of^ another

caste—and made inquiries about her with kindness bordering

on affection.

In his younger days I have seen him talking to elderly

men with folded hands, is courteous, kind and consi-

derate beyond description. There is no pose about him.

Everything that he doejf is perfectly genuine and sincere.

He is ever ready to give credit to others for honesty. He

may disagree with one's views, but it is difficult for him to

question any one’s motives. This generosity sometimes

makes his judgment about men faulty. His estimate is

more generous than just,

Malaviyaji’s devotion to his family is touching and

whenever he can spare a few minutes,—it is rarely that he is

able to do so—he surrounds himself with his children and

feels perfectly happy. But after a few minutes of pure fun

and laughter he deliberately restrains himself and resumes

his serious work for the country. Domestic joys and sorrows

cannot separate him from his public activities for long. In

this connection a most pathetic incident comes to my mind.

Malaviyaji had a grown-up daughter of whom he was very

fond. She died of phthisis and I went to see him. His eyes

were full of tears but after a moment he turned round to

me and said, "Well, she is gone. But what about thousands

of other girls who become victims of this disease and are so

poor as not to afford even decent*food and ordinary treat-

ment? We should have sanitorijLims for these unfortunate

people all over the country”. If I am not mistaken, he left

home for the Benares Hindu University the next day.

Truly he leads a dedicated life.
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No one would dream of calling Malaviyaji a social

reformer in the ordinary acceptation of the term. But he

does not? believe in.Purdah. His wife, a venerable old lady,

presides over pubjic meetings and with flag in hand has

marched ^at the head of processions during the days of civil

disobedience. The other ladies of his^ family also attend

public fneetings but there is not|;iing outlandish about them.

There are two ways of getting rid of Purdah, one the Indian

and the other the Western. As would be expected, the ladies

of his family under his inspiration have preferred the former.

I have seen him encouraging his grand-daughters to sing and

to play on musical instruments.
,
Malaviyaji is definitely in

favour of the uplift of our women. There was, many years

ago, a prize distribution at the Kayastha Pathshala at

Allahabad where he ai^d I had both gone. It was presided

over by an English Judge of the Allahabad High Court, who

was accompanied by his unmarried young daughter, who

looked the very picture of health and strength. At the close

of the meeting Malaviyaji turned to me and said **Did you

notice anything?”. I replied that Lwas myself thinking of

that matter. He exclaimed, **When shall we have such

girls in our country?”.

He is extremely loyal to his friends. In the old Supreme

Legislative Council the late lamented Mr. Gokhale and

Malaviyaji took opposite views in regard to a certain Bill.

While Mr. Gokhale was harshly criticised in the public press

for his attitude and even insinuations were made against his

courage, Malaviyaji was praised and held up to admiration

for his bravery and fearlessness. While this Bill was under

consideration, Malaviyaji and I met by chance in a railway

train. He felt unspeakably sad and dejected. He said to

me "Gokhale is a coward and I am a brave man. This is

what they say. Oh! the ‘agony of it all. It is heart-break-

ing. I wish I could be wit];^ him. But my convictions make

it impossible. I would break off my sacred thread if I went

against them”. He wastgreatly moved and keenly felt the

criticism against his friend.
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A/f ^
another incident in connection with

Mr Gokhale. Malaviyaji one day saw Lord Minto, and
without consulting any one, invited him tp open a p^k to be
named after the Viceroy on the banks of the Jamuna at
Allahabad. Lord Minto agreed. The moment Mr. Gokhale
heard of it he said to Malaviyaji, *Tanditji what have you
done? You have no money and you have got the Viceroy
fix a date for the opening of the park* There is not much
time left now. Pray leave the Council (the Supreme Coun-
cil was in session) and go and collect the money. If the
money is not found in time and you are disgraced, we shall

all be disgraced”. He showed the anxiety of a true friend
and Malaviyaii fully appreciat(fd it, hut he said with a smile

Thank you. Pray donit bother. The money will come
and for the sake of this subscription I will visit no place.

Letters will bring the money”. He went nowhere, money
came in time in response to his letters and the foundation

was laid*on the fixed day. His successes have increased his

optimism.

His sweetness and gentleness will captivate any heart.

If one stays with him he will put himself to no end of

trouble and bother in making his guest feel perfectly com-
fortable and at home. Every one is welcome at all hours

of the day and night. Even when he is ill and the doctors

have issued an injunction that no one should see him, he will

insist on receiving anyone who calls on him. It was in my
presence at the Vice-Chancellor’s Lodge at Benares that one

of his sons complained of visiors of all kinds coming into

the room uninvited, and sometimes even reading letters lying

on the table. Malaviyaji quietly whispered that the poor

fellows knew no better, but all the same meant no harm.

His son, full of youth and spirit told him that he was going

to stop it. Straight came the remark, gentle but firm.

**As long as I occupy this house these poor people will come

without let or hindrance”.

This regard for the feeling of csthers is one of the causes

of Malaviyaji’s unpunctuality. I have seen him getting ready
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for an appointment and some one drops in, either for busi-

ness or simply to have his darshan. He gives a gentle and

sometimes a broad^ hint to him to depart, but if the visitor

is obtuse or persistent, then Malaviyaji is at his mercy. In

the goodness of his heart he cannot send him away. Another

cause is his incurable optimism. By a strange mental pro-

'cess he^convinces himself that he will be able to do in fifteen

minutes what any other man would take an hour to accom-

plish. He had gone to Gorakhpur and had to catch a train.

We started for the railway station and a poor relation of his

was living on the way. In spite of my remonstrance he

went to her house, took his meal and rushed to the railway

station to jump into the mo\ing train. From the compart-

ment he smilingly said to me **I v/as after all right. I have

caught the train and I had my meal”. Once he started from

the place where he and the late lamented Sir Sundar Lai

were staying to catch a train full one hour after the scheduled

time. Sir Sundar Lai dissuaded him but withou't success.

Malaviyaji would go. He said, **Panditji, don’t worry, trains

are sometimes late. This train may be late”. He went and

caught the train. It was about two and a half hours late.

In the old Supreme Council he had to move a resolution and

the Viceroy was going up from Calcutta to preside over the

meeting. Malaviyaji was late and the last train had gone

when he came to the railway station. But he waited at the

platform and got into the Viceroy’s special train.

Malaviyaji is fond of music but can seldom, if ever,

spare time for it. Often and often he has told me that he

would greatly improve in health if he could listen to good

music for half an hour every day. He has no hobbies and

there is no relaxation for him. With no social engagements

and late hours and with his purity and simplicity of life

he can still retain his vitality for a good many years, provided

he can make up his mind 'to take rest during the week-ends.

He has not learnt how to give himself peace. His over-

earnestness perhaps is iesponsible for it.
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He is extremely charitable, no one can appeal to him for

help in vain. We were once coming down from Naini Tal

and the tonga stopped on the way for the horses to take rest.

Out of the Khud there sprang a man wjth fruits and flowers

in his hands and chanted some Sanskrit slokas. Malaviyaji

with folded hands offered him two rupees, while most English

educated men have paid no attention to a man who, if one

could judge by appearancf, was a professional beg^r. WHen
he was at the bar he himself was a jufiior and still he tried his

utmost to help as far as he could those who were less fortunate

than he was.

Malaviyaji’s public life is magnificent but his private

life is still more magnificent. His purity and nobility, his

simplicity and humility, his gentleness and affability, his
*

courtesy and hospitality—have endeared him to all those who

have the good fortune of coming kito contact with him. It

is the bare truth that he has ^hardly made any enemies.

Even^tliose who differ from him on public questions bear

testimony to his private virtues and love and respect him

for his self-sacrifice and devotion to the cause of the country.

If a purely moral issftc were to be decided I would feel un-

happy if I had to differ from him. We acknowledge the

ability and the difl^omacy of other public men but to no one,

barring Mahatma Gandhi, our hearts go in the same way as

they go to Malaviyaji. It is my unalterable faith that so

long as India continues to produce men like Gandhiji and

Malaviyaji, so long will India continue to live and banish

pessimism.

May Malaviyaji live long to see the freedom of his

motherland! May it be his good Karma to see the fruition

of his cherished hopes and the realisation of his fond and

life-long dream!

ISWAR SaRAN
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MAHAMANA PANDIT MALAVIYA •

Nearly thirteen centuries have seen tlie Parsis in India.

For the last hundred years it has been established thaf the reli-

gious systems of the Windus and the Parsis have created mut

ual affinities than any other tVo creeds, ^hether in the Aryan

or the Semitic group. With every step in deeper litertiry and

philological research we encounter fresh similarity, sometimes

amounting to identity. Not only the structure of their res-

pective sacred tongues, the Vcdic Sanskrit and the Avesta,

but the priestlv ritual and*tites,of the two races bear differ-

ences which betray Krtle distinction. A list of comparative

terms of technical ScV'crdota! usage employed in the Vedic

Yajna and the Avesta Yu'sJia, as show^n even so cursorily by

Oldenberg, proves ama/ing to the miinitiatcd. If we follow

Hertel, the latest expositor of Avesta, investigating it in his

parrellel explorations of the Vedas and speaking with a

mastery of both the rele\'ant ancient texts, a mastery which

presupposes an amount of vast collateral erudition, the di-

vergences even of pronunciation in the sacred spoken word

of the Hindu and tlic Parsi become contracted as we study

the grammatical evolution. Only, we Parsis become pain-

fully aware of the ignorance and negligence of our ancestral

transcribers of the Avesta manuscripts. While almost a

perfect system of syllabary, combined with a hieratic obliga-

tion of learning the Vedas by heart, has transmitted this phase

of Aryan culture down to us untained in its primal shape and

sound, the insouciance of the Parsi priest-hood and their sub-

sequent attempts at making up for it by fictitious interpola-

tions and additions in barbarous solecisms have presented a

contrast to the Hindu conservative j)urity, as glaring in rhe

world of holy learning as humiliating in the world of

piety.
•

*

From time to time Parsi scholarsjiave noted most striking

analogies between the articles and the* exercise of their faith
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on the one hand and of the religion of the Hindus on the

other. An attempt was made some centuries ago by a

learned Oastur to translate the Avesta into a sort of Sans-

krit. The later attempts of the Parsis are much more suc-

cessful, and it is a pleasure to note that there is at last a

corresponding movement on the part of Hindu thinkers,

'fespeciaPy at Shanti Niketan and Benares, to abridge the dis-

tance existing between the tenets of the Hindus and their

kinsmefi now nationalized and permanently naturalised in

India.

Among those Hindus of vision, of penerating religious

outlook and political breadth, I had the pleasure of personal

acquaintance with Lala Lajp^trai, Swami Shraddhanand and

one who is most happily still am^ng us. To the Lalaji of

honoured memory, Parsi was but another name for Hindu.

When he held a special meeting of the Hindus in Bombay,

my presence was resented by a young Mahratta; but Lalaji,

who presided, over-ruled the objection. As to Swami Shra-

dhanand, the Parsis in the hear of Gujarat, at centres like

Surat and Navsari besides those of Bombay, will ever cherish

the memory of one who had a message of genuine fraternal

love for them on behalf of Hindus of generous mentality.

My relations with Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya have

not been equally intimate. They cannot be so with one

whose engagements render correspondence impossible. What

I know of him, however, has given my friends and myself

most ample grounds to be convinced of his spacious religious

tolerance. And when I saw the other day the epithet of

Mahamana applied to him, the appellative indicative of a

personage of elevated spirit, I thought that a more appro-

priate designation would be hard to devise. One of my

happiest days was passed in Benares where Pandit Malaviya

had invited me some years ago to the Assembly of Pandits

freely to exchange views^ the medium of expression being

Sanskrit, It was here, in passing, that one could see how

Sanskrit is still a living idiom among the cultured Hindus

and not necessarily among those of a reactionary school.
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And here he allowed me to express my then heretic beliefs

and my suggestion that Hindus should go abroad, and mix

with non-Hindus just as their ancestors Jiad done, •braving

the hardships of journey and voyages to the Near and Far

East and farther away. And he supported me.
^

When I was coryiected with certain Bombay institwtion^

maintained partly by Hindu contributions, designeef especi-

ally to promote learning, I had suggested a translation of the

Zoroastrain Gathas or hymns into Sanskrit, keeping to the

poetic metre of the original, which is common to both the

Hindu and Iranian civilizations. The project would have

matured with the coUabosation of seniors like Prof. A. B.
^

Dhruva and others but for the* ignorant impatience of some

of the wealthy Parsis, on Ae one hand, and the unscrupulous-

ness of some South Indian Hindus on* the other. While my

scheme was being very favourably, considered, a Shams-ul-

Ulema, innocent of Sanskrit, was so fascinated by the pro-

mises of* a South Indian who proposed to bring forward

hidden treasures of Parsi learning in Sanskrit, that despite

my protests the amount*which would have gone towards the

translation of the Gathas into Sanskrit went .nto the pockets

of a man whose presyit address the Parsi patrons of research

are still in search of. And it is not the first time that the

Parsis have thus been taken in, but that is however, a different

story For the repeated deception is rather due to the vani y

of some of their "scholars” ignorant of Hindu lore than to

non-Parsi cupidity. Learned penury wdl prey on vaing-

lorious superfluity.

Pandit Malaviya has evinced no antipathy to non-

Brahmanic scriptures. He has positively invited not oidy

Lcussion but an honest following of their precepts at his

own temple of learning at Benares. I know from persona

experience that the Parsis and others who study m the

Benares Hindu University are enjomed, fiwt to say e

prayers and, secondly, to say their i>rayers m strict acc^d-

Lcl with the dictates of the faith in which they are bom.
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I do not know how and where religious broad-mindedness

can go further.

I tjiink that those who regard Pandit Malaviya as in

any way inimical to non-Hindu cultures in India have shown

less than the necessary amount of patience to study the

Pandit’s hiost enviable activities and intentions. He has

nought ^he brotherly co-operation of Moslems and re-iterated

his resolve to attempt to make them appreciate that he is

anxious^ to understand a public question as the Moslems

would understand it. How a Hindu of his intense

orthodox environment and up-bringing, predisposition and

education, could reconcile himself to cow-slaughter may

appear amazing to many. Ancf yet this seeming miracle

was performed by the Pandit byjthe concessions which he

was prepared to make to the Moslems for no commercial

quid pro quo but for a brotherly concord as children of the

same sail which he himself adores as heavenly. This man of

ingrained predilections and hereditary instincts, bred in his

bones for generations untold,—that this man, a Brahman of

Brahmans, should agree to embrace as confrere a member of

the Depressed Class appears another marvel to those who

have a notion of the depth of the prevailing Hindu feeling

on the question. From my personal experience I can realize

the agonising wrench it must give to my orthodox friends

to make what from their standpoint are really honest conces-

sions conceived in a spirit of heavy sacrifice to non-Hindus.

Their only purpose was to secure steady and tranquil mass

advancement in this harassed land of ours. Deputed to Mala-

bar by the then Viceroy who perceived the advantageous

position of an Indian, who was neither a Hindu nor a Moslem,

I had the fortune to witness there in the Mopla riots the shud-

der with which the Nambudris and other Brahmans contem-

plated physical contact with the untouchables and non-

Aryans. It was there that I saw the wild children of nature,

the Moplas, instigated by political bodies, commit atro-

cities, many of which wijil not bear repetition. Some of the

latter from the religious standpoint caused ineffaceably poig-
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nant agony to the Brahmans. And these related not to mere
mangling of bodies. That our Pandit, whose customary and
traditional mode of life is not far removed, from the orthodox
of Malabar, should stretch out his hand of loving kindness
towards non-Hindus, not only in his own motherland but, as

we have seen recently, also in Europe, is to my mind a land-
mark in the acceleration of ^the Hindu social spirit, Expand-
ing towards humanitarianism. •

I regret I cannot but agree with many who hold that the

Parsis have flourished in India exclusively during the last 150
years of British rule. Documentary evidence shows that

with the utmost tolerance^that the Hindu Princes extended

to us, they often had not the power to protect our religious

sanctuaries. In business ^nd ordinary civic avocations the

majority of Parsis in pre-British days were a community
hardly to be differentiated, as observed by contemporary

European travellers, from the lower strata of Hindu society,

Parsi material progress was insignificant. Their spiritual

growth was almost coincident with superstition. This

may lead one like me, wjio have not left univestigated many
periods of Parsi annals, to look with anxiety upon the future.

But we feel reassured. The protagonists of political up-

heaval, like Pandit Malaviya, may be on the highway to pro-

cure elimination of the British as a factor to reckon with in

our country. Neverthless, I am satisfied, if not positiviely

gratified, about the future when 1 contemplate the certainty

that many of the men at the helm will be the embodiment

of energy, foresight and a keen eye on the judiciously prac-

tical such as Pandit Malaviya is endowed with by nature.

The majority of leaders of his generation, and all of the

younger one, temperamentally regard the minorities not

without solicitude. The Hindu society has long looked upon

the Pandit with reverence, confidence, hope. The Parsis,

their spiritual kinsmen and compatriots, do not mis-calculate

when they too look up to him witl^ equal assurance for fair

dealings in all the great coming events which have been
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casting their mystifying shadows before us since the rise

Mahatma Gandhi.

G. K. Nariman



THE PRINCE OF BEGGARS •

India is said to be a land of beggai*s. It should not

mean that begging or beggars are unknown elsewhtre. Beg-

ging is a profession, often carried to the dignity of an arw,

which has its roots deep dbwn in human nature. Street

-

begging is only one of the varied phenomena manifested by

this ancient human instinct. Begging for money or for

food, in streets or from door to door, is perhaps our Indian,

if not an Oriental, speciality. Those, however, who show

a contempt for it are ofun nyt averse to other subtler and *

more polished forms of the same. Even in the so-called

more civilised countries Pegging is found to exist, and even

to thrive, under artistic, or artful, or*even fashionable guises.

Tipping for example has received .the same recognition and

the sam^ status (if anything even greater!) as begging has

done in ours. In each case there is a strong support of tradi-

tion, with a mixture of some sentiment and of some neces-

sity.

There are beggars and beggars. Some could only beg

for money or food, t)r both. They are usually the com-

monest and the dullest of the lot. Some with an imagination

will put it before you as a business proposition for example,

buy them a railway-ticket to perform or finish up a pious

pilgrimage, and all or at least some of the merit will be

yours. In the slightly higher strata of our society other

forms flourish better. Begging for loans—never to be re-

turned—and begging for votes are probably modern forms,

though pursued with all the usual manifestations charac-

terising mendicancy in general Begging for funds, the

account of which may be "renderfd in Heaven”, is a plant

very fruitful in public life, while the student-world probably

specialise in begging for certificates, tips or "questions” for

examination, and even for so harqiless but so tiresome an

article as free advice. There are many other forms, equally
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common, though gilded by better-sounding terms. But one

need not go into details.

Wt are thus not quite unique in our begging capacity.

But perhaps not many realise that, within only the last two

decades, y/c have given to the world two master-mendicants

who have easily dwarfed all others, even as our Himalaya

has dwarfed all other mountains.

They are not great merely in their begging achievements.

They have revolutionised the whole game and brought in

entirely new methods, just as they have set up new records.

They have not only revived but even revivified the old call-

ing, and have cleansed it and elevated it to a weapon of un-

rivalled power.

Both the masters are happily still with us, and may

they give us many more exhibitions of their feats and set up

still higher standards!

Undoubtedly one of the two is the Mahatmaji. His

whole personality is reflected in his beggings—a condition in-

dispensable to success. It will not be easy to decide whether

his personality or his begging is more unique. Both are

baffling and yet so deeply stirring. There is no question

that the world does not hold another universal beggar like

him. He will beg from everybody, high and low, old and

young, men, women and children, friends and strangers, and

will show no partiality whatsoever to rank or sex, caste or

creed, race or colour, age or occupation.

Now children are really born beggars. Perhaps they

get it in their mother’s milk—and women are of course past

masters of this great art. But women and children both can-

not hold against this arch-beggar: they are beaten at their

own game and often come out utterly vanquished as they

are transformed by this, wizard from beggars to donors! It

used to be said that parents would not let their children and

ladies go to him for “darsh^na” with jewellery on; for if they

did, they were sure they would never see the jewellery

again.
'
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There must be something fascinating and even mystify-
ing in this supreme beggar, who has managed to combine so

much skill with so great a knowledge ctf human nature, so

rigid a persistence with so fine a delicacy, and so deep a

humility with so powerful a propaganda.

He not only will beg from everybody: he will beg for

almost everything. * His choice of patrons is scarcely moA:
catholic than his taste for the alms he ^^vould accept. Money
and cash, purses and ornaments are matters of course. He
has been displaying a special talent for coining personal gifts

into undeservedly huge sums of money. But he is never

satisfied with these: no beggar true to his salt ever is, or shows

that he is, satisfied.
^ •

The hand-spun yai^ is of course a choice offering to

him. But his tastes often take fantastic turns. He will

want your time, an hour a day, if not more. He will want

you to part from many things that are of no use lo him

—

like viefeshi clothes, or smoking or drinks. Even Diwali-

crackers and marriage-dinners, many an old habit of dressing

and living, must be given up to him. Not only smokers and

drinkers, dandies and idlers, but great money-makers even

have competed with one another in giving to this wizard

their most cherisheef possession.

It was the late Mr. Gokhale who first publicly confessed

to the irrosistible power of his begging. Years, events and

success itself have added the finishing touches. And we now

have the spectacle of a crore and more of rupees collected,

in an incredibly short time, and against all conceivable im-

pediments.

But does he suffer from class-hatred? For who is a

more determined opponent of the mere conventional beggars

than this great beggar himself? His spinning-wheel is out,

like a **sudarshana-chakra” to destroy all beggary except

such as his, and to kill idleness and poverty, the two strong-

holds of common beggars. Or is he afraid of another beat-

ing him at his own game? Ele h«s^ certainly a peculiar

pride. Though an avowed beggar and a Bania of Gujarat,

F. 134
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he has been often reported to have refused to beg of Swaraj

from the British.
f

^

There is only one other of whom we can think by his

side. And that is our Pandit Malaviyaji. Like every true

master of the craft, he has his own style, his own technique.

They arc essentially different from those commonly em-

ployed. He would not scatter his seeds far and wide, all over

the four quarters (or ten, if there be really as many quarters

of one whole) . He would dig deep and specialise in inten-

sive cultivation. Of course the soil must be rich. It is

always select. He would not worry small men, but would

take care to get in his net Ra/as and Maharajas, merchant-

princes and Marv/ari millionaires. He would not be in

a hurry, but he generally knows like an expert the best har-

vest-season. He almost disdains small fishings. They are

so wasteful and he has his own health and his own religion to

look after. But give him a lakh and he would be’tontent

to take it as a measurable unit. A lakh a day has sometimes

been his average, which he has occasionally surpassed.

His manner and modus operand! are necessarily unlike

those of the half-clad Fakir. The U. P. mendicant must

naturally be more courtly, more polished, and even magni-

ficant in his appeals. His scale is admirably sustained by his

spotless while clothing, by a noble figure and a soft captivat-

ing voice.

His armoury is thus full of the choicest weapons and none

could wield them with greater skill. Learning, patriotism,

piety, imagination and their kins are all wielded together with

a rare eloquence and a rarer effectiveness. With unerring

craftsmanship he has levied contributions from the most

orthodox as well as the most heterodox. While wonderfully

retaining a front seat among the leaders of our people, he

even more wonderfully pierced the invulnerable citadel of the

bureaucratic steel-frame in our country ,and, with himself

in prison, succeeded in keeping open the breach so as to let

out a few precious units of offering from the Government.
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What may be the secret of the phenomenal success of

these two beggars?

It cannot be merly their gifts of speech. cannot be

merely their personalities: for they both* do their jdb with so

much self effacement. It cannot be merely the promised

land which they pretend to have seen, and the way to which

nobody else knows. Because a large part of our people s^e

through their talks, which they think sheer madness, while

of the remainder a few share the madness with them, but they

never succeed in their begging-missions. It cannot even be

in the times—the reputed cause of all causes and the last

key to all difficulties. Because nobody has changed the times

even as they have done.

What is it then?
^

Till they themselves choose to explain, we can only

bow our heads in mute homage.

K. C. Pandya
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A TEACHER^S REMINISCENCES-

I am glad that Madan Mohan is advancing in age and

that there is a proposal to commemorate his 70tti birthday.

He is younger tha* myself by eight years. Wher^hc wa» a

boy he used to come to me for any^assistance I could give

him in his studies. 1 always tried to help him, and*he there-

fore calls me his Ustad. Whenever we meet each other, he

shows much respect for me and I remember the good oKl

days with deep affection.

We had a literary Jnd debating society at Allahabad. •

1 was its honorary secretary. Madan Mohan did not at first

promise well as a speaker, but he gradually showed signs of

his future greatness and now he is by universal acknowledg-

ment one of the most eloquent !ind perfect orators on the

populaf platform.

After taking the law degree, he practised at the bar, but

' his heart was always sei: on public work. Had he concenti-

ated his energy on his legal practice, there is not the least

doubt that he woul^ have soon risen to the top of the ladder.

It has been rightly said that he had the ball at his feet but he

refused to kick it.

His first great work was with regard to collection of

donations for the Hindu Boarding House at Allahabad. His

efforts were quite successful. The palatial building, close to

the Muir Central College, is an ornament of Allahabad.

Madan Mohan next devoted his attention to the intro-

duction of Hindi as a court language in these provinces. He

had unexpected success in this matter also. But his greatest

achievement is the Benares Hindft University. It is fortu-

nate that he received at the begiiyiing the help of the Hon'ble

Dr. Sir Sundar Lai and later that of his two younger brothers

—Rai Bahadur Pt. Baldeva Ranf Dave, Chairman of the
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Improvement Trust of Allahabad and Rai Bahadur Pandit

Kanhaiyala], Dave, retired Judge of the High Court of

Allahabad

I may repeat what I have said in my book, T/mights in

Retirement^ that the two Pandits were like twin brothers,

each being unable to do without the other. While Pandit

Sundar LaPs intellect worked wonders, without Pandit

Malaviyaj^’s efforts in the collection of funds, the Hindu

Boarding House and the Hindu University would never have

come into existence. I have also said while expressing sor-

row at Dr. SundarlaPs demise, that God may prolong the life

of the most successful beggar of Allahabad. God is no

doubt prolonging his life. May he live long to serve the cause

of his country which he has always held dear to his heart.

It will not be out cf place to quote the following verse

of Fisenai Azad:

Asar lobhane ka pyare tere bayan men hai

Kisi ki ankh men jadu teri zaban men hai.

'‘Some one has magic in his eyes but thou hast it in your

tongue.”

Malaviyaji’s tongue is so persuasive that I may be allowed

to cite an incident relating to myself. When the construc-

tion of the Hindu Boarding House was in progress, he came

to me while I was preparing myself to go to my official work,

and asked me to subscribe a thousand rupees so that one of

the rooms might bear my name. I was so much over-

powered by his persuasive eloquence, that without giving the

matter any thought, 1 agreed and gave him a cheque for the

full amount. I often thought afterwards that I ought to

have taken time to consider the matter and should not have

been hurried. But the magical force of Pandit’s request

had been irresistible.
^

It is admitted on all hands that no other person could

have collected the funds with which the Benares Hindu

University has been started and is being sustained. Madan

Mohan has been the most successful beggar of India. May
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God prolong his life and give him increased strcngtli to serve

his country.

Sandal Das

Sanva. uas . a
;:‘ZZy Z

t/tfAKbS wht h"a. TprWikg^ of addressing Pandlrji as "Madan

”
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